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R546 Instructional Strategies for 
Thinking, Collaboration, and Motivation 

Curt Bonk 

Organization of Best of Bonk (BOB) Handouts: 
1. Syllabus and Resources 
2. General Learning Theory and Student Engagement Literature 
3. Motivational Theory, Principles, and Techniques 
4. Creative Thinking: Techniques, Methods, and Assessments 
5. Critical Thinking: Techniques, Methods, and Assessments 
6. Cooperative Learning Generic: Theory, Principles, and 

Techniques 
7. Cooperative Learning Specific Techniques: Reading, Writing, 

Math, Science, etc. 
8. Applicable Assessment Techniques 
9. Recap and Review 
lO.Good and Bad Teaching 

"Some say that my teaching is nonsense. Others call it lofty but 
impractical. But to those who have looked inside themselves, this 
nonsense makes perfect sense. And to those who put it into practice, 
this loftiness has roots that go deep." 

Lao-tzu, "Tao-te-ching," 6th Century B.C., China 
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Fall 2017, R546 Instructional Strategies for 
Thinking, Collaboration, and Motivation 

Course Web Site: http://www.indiana.edu/~bobweb/  

HTML of Syllabus: http://php.indiana.edu/~cjbonk/Instructional-Strats-R546-2017.htm 

Word Document: http://mypage.iu.edu/~cjbonk/Instructional-Strats-R546-2017.doc 

Videostreamed Recording of Course (go to Canvas R546, Section 10546) 

VMR (Virtual Meeting Room) or Video Bridge #: 2310546 

  

Dates: August 26, 2017 to October 14, 2017 (8:00-1:00, Saturdays), IU-B, IUPUI 

IU-Bloomington:  Section 10546, School of Education: Room 2101 (IUB) 

IUPUI:   Section 25404, Education/Social Work Building, ES2101 (Videoconferencing) 

Instructor: Curtis J. Bonk, Professor, IST Dept.; Room 2238 Wright Education Building 

E-mail: cjbonk@indiana.edu; Homepage: http://mypage.iu.edu/~cjbonk/  

Instructional Assistant: Meina Zhu: meinzhu@umail.iu.edu  

 

Course Description: Students in this course will learn how to develop learning environments that 

stimulate critical thinking and creativity, and that promote cooperative learning and motivation. In addition, 

they will learn technology integration strategies. To highlight method similarities and differences and to link 

theory to practice in each area, scientifically researched strategies and programs will be illustrated through 

hands-on activities. There is much experimentation and risk taking in this class. Everyone will learn dozens 

of instructional strategies; but, more importantly, they will reflect on their overall teaching philosophy. 

 

Course History and Intended Audience: 
Educators in all sectors are struggling with wave after wave of educational change. Many recognize the need for 

shifting their teaching philosophy to a more learner-centered or hands-on approach. This trend is especially 

evident here in 2017; the age of STEM, competency-based education, personalized instruction, problem-based 

learning, digital learning, Wikipedia, YouTube, and MOOCs. Today, learners can be more self-directed. However, 

learners often lack sufficient time and resources. In response, this course provides a roadmap for those stuck in the 

murky swamp of paradigm change and educational reform. Different versions of this course have been taught 

since 1991, with videoconferencing added in 1996. Past course participants have also included graduate students, 

corporate trainers, instructional designers, administrators, and private consultants. This course is intended for: 

 

 Anyone wanting to feel better prepared to teach, train, or learn something new. 

 Graduate students looking to round out a doctoral or master's degree or minor in IST. 

 Corporate trainers wanting to embed practical strategies into their training workshops and classes. 

 Higher education professors wanting to enhance their instruction with innovative teaching. 

 Instructional designers interested in embedding thinking skills into software and other media. 

 K-12 principals and other administrators hoping to integrate various educational reform efforts. 

 Practicing teachers searching for professional development opportunities for engaging learners. 

 Private consultants offering thinking skill or problem solving workshops or training. 

 

Required Material: Bonk, C. J. (2017). Packet of Course Handouts. (available FREE as a PDF in Oncourse) 

 Bonk, C. J., & Khoo, E. (2014). Adding Some TEC-VARIETY: 100+ Activities for Motivating and Retaining 

Online Learners. Note: this is a FREE e-book: http://tec-variety.com/; http://tec-variety.com/freestuff.php   

Highly Rec’d Texts:  

 Gary A. Davis (2004). Creativity is Forever (5th Ed). Dubuque, Iowa: Kendall/Hunt. 

 Bonk, C. J., & Zhang, K. (2008). Empowering Online Learning: 100+ Activities for R2D2. Jossey-Bass. 

http://www.indiana.edu/~bobweb/
http://php.indiana.edu/~cjbonk/Instructional-Strats-R546-2017.htm
http://mypage.iu.edu/~cjbonk/Instructional-Strats-R546-2017.doc
http://mypage.iu.edu/~cjbonk/
mailto:meinzhu@umail.iu.edu
http://tec-variety.com/
http://tec-variety.com/freestuff.php
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Bonk Book Library: I have an extensive set of books on motivation, critical and creative thinking, collaborative 

and cooperative learning which I am happy to loan out. I will try to bring many of these to class each week. 

 

Course Purpose, Approach, and Education 3.0 (or perhaps even Education 4.0): 
Since the early 1980's, countless reports have detailed the shift toward an information-based economy and 

the need for a more technologically sophisticated workforce. Life in 2017 is much different from 1984. 

The skills and experiences required to succeed today are vastly different from three decades ago. A 

modern-day workforce clearly demands skills such as creativity, flexibility in thought, the ability to make 

decisions based upon incomplete information, complex pattern recognition abilities, and synthesis skills. 

Such changes are occurring faster than most of organizations and institutions can adapt. They are also 

accelerating massive transformations in teaching and learning environments across sectors of education. 

 

In response to the emerging global marketplace, there has been a renewed interest in innovation and 

creativity. It does not matter if one is in a public school or higher education setting or in a military and 

corporate training environment. The shift in perspective is the same. Everyone is seeking the Holy Grail 

and become more inventive and productive then the next person or organization. Some are labeling this 

new age “Education 3.0.” The markers of this time are tinkering, making things, invention, connection, 

freedom, imagination, play, collaboration, engagement, passion and purpose, finding meaning, and the 

open exchange of ideas. Consequently, this class will begin with a dialogue of what Education 3.0 

represents. Each student will find his or her own sense of meaning or philosophy in this course. 

 

In Education 3.0, people will no longer tolerate a curriculum that emphasizes the rote memorization of 

facts over problem solving and creativity. Instead, innovative instructors and trainers engage learners with 

more authentic and active learning experiences. Even with such renewed interest and resources, most 

teachers still lack the time and resources to adequately deal with the proliferation of instructional practices 

and associated ideas regarding educational change. This course—R546 on instructional strategies—can 

change all that for you. The basic purpose of this course, therefore, is to attempt to fuse motivation and 

cooperative learning to thinking skill areas such as critical and creative thinking. 

 

The books and activities selected will enable us to understand coinciding trends in education related to 

creative thinking, critical thinking, motivation, and cooperative learning. In starting on this path, specific 

techniques and ideas will be offered as well as implementation steps. Demonstrations and hands-on 

experiences of various methods will be used to highlight method similarities and differences. In addition, 

students will be exposed to ways to use technology to increase student thinking skills and teamwork. 

Finally, advice will be offered for getting started using these alternative instructional strategies. 

 

Course Objectives: 

As a result of this course, participants will: 

 Understand the commonalities and differences of creative and critical thinking; 

 Feel comfortable using dozens of motivational strategies and instructional techniques; 

 List thinking skill options for different types of learners and content areas; 

 Design innovative thinking skill activities as well as unique cooperative learning methods. 

 Develop a personal synthesis and perspective on instructional strategies and pedagogy. 

 

During the course, enrolled students will be expected to: 

 Complete the required readings and actively participate in course activities; 

 Write and reflect on the subject matter;  

 Search for and share additional resources beyond the course materials provided; 
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 Develop and share curriculum materials and course plans. 

 

Grading Scale: I will use a 90-80-70-60 scale based on 180 total points. 

168 pts = A; 162 = A-; 156 = B+; 150 = B; 144 = B-; 138 = C+; 132 = C; 126 = C- 

 

Weekly Modules and Course Sequence  
Week 1. Aug 26 Education 3.0 and Strategy Review/Recap (R2D2 and TEC-VARIETY) 

Week 2. Sept 2 Coop Learning Methods/Principles & Flipping the Class (Read a creativity book) 

Week 3. Sept 9 Critical Thinking Defined and Explained (Continue reading creativity book) 

Week 4. Sept 16 Critical Thinking Methods (Read 2nd book) (Due: 2 papers from Task #2) 

Week 5. Sept 23 Creative Thinking Defined and Explained (Continue reading 2
nd

 book) 

Week 6. Sept 30 Creative Thinking Methods (Read 3
rd

 book or special journal issue) 

Week 7. Oct 7 Motivation Defined and Explained (Continue reading 3
rd

 book or special journal issue) 

Week 8. Oct 14 Motivation Theory and Techniques (Due: Final papers and Presentations) 
 

Note #1 on Readings: During Weeks 1-3, I want everyone to read a creativity book. I recommend Gary 

Davis’ Creativity is Forever book (buy used). During Weeks 4-7, students are to read two 2 additional 

books or one book and one special journal issue (as approved by the instructor). I want you to read books 

in critical thinking, creativity, cooperative learning, motivation, or problem solving. For doctoral students, 

at least one of these books should be research related. Some recommend books are listed below. 

 

Note #2 on Collaboration and Teaming on Assignments: Students are allowed to work in teams on any 

paper or project but the length of such papers or presentations are, in effect, double/twice the length. 

 

Note #3 on Lateness Policy: Assignments have a 96 hour (i.e., 4 day) grace period with no penalty. 

 

Sample of Course Related Books: 
Creativity, Thinking, and Innovation Books 

1. Anderson, Chris (2012). Makers: The New Industrial Revolution. NY: Crown Business. 

2. Catmull, Ed (2014). Creativity, Inc.: Overcoming Unseen Forces in Way of Inspiration. Random H. 

3. de Bono, E. (2004). How to have a beautiful mind. Vermillion. (or Lateral Thinking from 1990). 

4. Dweck, Carol (2006). Mindset: The New Psychology of Success. Random House. 

5. Grant, Adam (2016). Originals: How Non-Conformists Move the World. Viking. 

6. Heath, Chip & Dan (2008). Made to Stick: Why Some Ideas Survive & Others Die. Random House 

7. Isaacson, W. (2014). The Innovators: How a Group of Hackers, Geniuses, and Greeks Created… 

8. Kaufman, S. B. & Gregoire, C. (2015). Wired to Create: Unraveling Mysteries of Creative Mind. 

9. Martinez & Stager (2013). Invent to Learn: Making, Tinkering, & Engineering in the Classroom. 

10. McArdle, Megan (2014). The Up Side of Down: Why Failing Well is the Key to Success. Viking. 

11. Michalko, M. (2006). Tinkertoys: A handbook of creative-think tech (2
nd

 ed). Ten Speed Press. 

12. Mueller, Jennifer (2017). Creative Change: Why We Resist It…How We Can Embrace It. HMH. 

13. Pink, Daniel (2009). Drive: The Surprising Truth About What Motivates Us. Riverhead Books. 

14. Robinson, Sir Ken (2011). Out of Our Minds: Learning to be Creative. Capstone. 

15. Robinson, Sir Ken (2013). Finding Your Element: How to Discover Your Talents and Passions. 

16. Robinson, Sir Ken (2015). Creative Schools: The Grassroots Revolution That’s Transforming Ed. 

17. Sawyer, Keith (2013). Zig Zag: The Surprising Path to Greater Creativity. 

18. von Oech, Roger (2002). Expect the unexpected (or you won’t find it). Berrett-Koehler Publishers. 

19. Wagner, T. (2012). Creating Innovators: Making of Young People Who Change World. Scribner. 

20. Wagner, T. & Dintersmith, T. (2015). Most Likely to Succeed: Preparing Kids for Innovation Era. 
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K-12 Cooperative Learning Books and School Change or Transformation Books: 
1. Christensen, Clayton, Horn, M., & Johnson, C. (2008). Disrupting Class. McGraw-Hill. 

2. Johnson, D., Johnson, R., & Holubec, E. (2002). Circles of Learning, 5th ed. Interaction Book Co. 

3. Kagan, S. (1997). Cooperative Learning. Kagan Cooperative Learning: www.kagan.online.com  

4. Khan, Salmon (2012). The One World Schoolhouse: Education Reimagined. NY: Twelve. 

5. Lehmann, Chris, & Chase, Z. (2015). Building School 2.0: How to Create the Schools We Need. 

6. Palmer, Parker (2007). The Courage to Teach (10th Anniversary Issue). Wiley. 

7. Perkins, David (2009). Making Learning While: How 7 Principles of Teaching Can Transform Ed. 

8. Ritchhart, Ron (2015). Creating Cultures of Thinking: The 8 Forces We Must Master... 

9. Wettrick, Don (2014). Pure Genius: Bldg a Culture of Innovation & 20% Time to Next Level. 

10. Zhao, Yong (2012). World Class Learners: Educating Creative and Entrepreneurial Students. 

 

Motivation and Adult Learning Books: 
1. Angelo & Cross (1993). Class Assessment Tech: Handbook for College Teachers (2nd ). Jossey-Bass. 

2. Baumeister, R., & Tierney, J. (2011). Willpower: Rediscovering the Greatest Human Strength. Penguin 

3. Barkley, Cross, & Major (2005). Collab lrng tech: A Handbook for College Faculty. Jossey-Bass. 

4. Brookfield S. (2012). Teaching for Critical Thinking: Tools/Tech to Help Students Q Assumptions. 

5. Brookfield, S. (2013). Powerful Techniques for Teaching Adults. Jossey-Bass/Wiley. 

6. Ferlazzo, Larry (2013). Self-Driven Learning: Strategies for Student Motivation. 

7. McCombs, B. L., & Pope, J. E. (1994). Motivating hard to reach students. DC: APA. 

8. Pintrich, P. R., & Schunk, D. H. (2002). Motivation in education (2
nd

 Ed.). Prentice Hall. 

9. Reeve, J. (1996). Motivating others: Nurturing inner motivational resources. Allyn and Bacon. 

10. Salmon, G. (2013). e-tivities: The key to active online learning (2
nd

 Ed). London: Kogan-Page. 

 

================================================= 

 

Class Activities: (I) Class Participation; (II) Reflection and Personal 

Exploration Activities; and (III) Final Project 
 

Task #I. Class participation and attendance (30 points). I will note attendance and participation each 

week in this class. In addition, anyone has a chance to present an instructional idea during the first or last 5 

or 10 minutes of class time. Let me know if you are interested. 

 

Task #II. Reflection and Personal Exploration Activity Options (90 Points--Pick any 3): 
Note: Two of these tasks are due September 16 (Week 4 meeting) and the other one is due October 14 

(Week 8 meeting). Examples of some of these tasks can be found at the Bobweb Web site. These tasks 

have been designed for you to go deeper into a theory, theorist, topic, concept, strategic approach, or issue. 

I want you to become a budding expert on some aspect of this course. See grace period (96 hours) above. 

 

Option A. Curriculum Brainstorm (30 points) 

In this option, I want you to spend 1-3 hours all alone brainstorming (perhaps in a closet with a flashlight) 

all the possible ways you could use critical and creative thinking and motivational techniques and 

cooperative learning in your job setting (page 1). After attending a few classes, you will spend more time 

personally ranking these ideas and reconfiguring your original 3-4 lists. For example, you might sort your 

ideas into categories or prioritizations that are useful to you this coming year (page 2). Next, I want you to 

reflect and jot down notes on this list and how it changed (page 3—single spaced). On the Bobweb Web 

site are examples of good curriculum brainstorms from prior years. I will give feedback on this 3-4-page 

assignment related to your (1) creative, originality, and insightful ideas, (2) coherent and complete 
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reflection, (3) practical relevance to this class and your future, (4) impact, and related matters. (This 

option is HIGHLY RECOMMENDED for practicing or future teachers!) 

 

Option B. Super Thought Paper (30 points) 

The exploratory thought paper allows you to summarize some of the thinking you have been doing as a 

result of this class or book that you have been reading related to this class. Your super thought piece or 

book review will be a 2-4 page (single-spaced) exploration and explanation of a thinking skill, 

motivational strategy, or cooperative learning technique or idea that you have been contemplating or 

reading about. This is not mindless idea doodling, but, instead, is a way to coherently explore something 

that "inspires" you at a deep level. Your paper will be assessed for: (1) insightful, creativity, (2) impact, (3) 

strong logic, flow, and coherence, (3) completeness and depth of thought, and related things. 

 

Option C. One Super Summary Search (30 points) 

In the Super Summary Search, you might conduct a library search (preferably online) on a topic within 

motivation, critical thinking, creative thinking, or cooperative learning that you find important (this must 

include at least 10 articles (for doctoral students, at least half of these must be research-based articles). For 

instance, you might be interested in cooperative learning in K-12 classrooms; or, more specifically, 

cooperative learning in environmental science classrooms. If that is your topic, you would search through 

the research and practice literature on this topic (let's say for the past 3-5 years) and then create a personal 

bibliography on this topic for your later use. I would like for you to categorize the articles somehow (e.g., 

according to research or practice, task, age-groups, domain, time required, etc.). In addition, I would like 

for you to write a one paragraph summary for about 3-5 of these articles, wherein you summarize the 

article and discuss its importance to the field and to yourself and your colleagues. You will turn in the 

following items to me: (1) bibliography of the articles found listed in important categories/topics and (2) 4-

5 brief summary abstracts. I will look for the following in your work: 1. completeness and depth, 2. 

impactfulness of the project, (3) insight and relevancy to class and topic selected, 4. coherent analysis and 

categorization, and related things. Unless I ask, I do not need copies of any of the articles you select though 

you might include the first pages of every article. 

 

Option D. Program or Strategy Review (30 points) 

Find a method for teaching thinking skills, cooperative learning, or motivation, or a problem solving 

program or other heavily researched method (e.g., reciprocal teaching, cooperative scripts, etc.) and review 

or synthesize that approach and its applicability to learners who you currently or someday might teach. 

What flaws or limitations are apparent? What are the strengths or potential uses of the program? You 

might ask a teacher how he or she would actually use it in the classroom. You are to turn in a 2-4 page 

single-spaced review of this program or approach. These papers will be graded for (1) relevance, logic, and 

organization, (2) completeness and depth, (3) originality, impact, insight, and practicality, and other things. 

 

Option E. Expert or Scholar Review (30 points) 

Sometimes an instructional approach or thinking program is synonymous with the inventor or creator of 

that program. In this option, I want you to review the work of a scholar in this field. For instance, you 

might read about person who invented a popular instructional technique or series of techniques or who 

authored a famous book, such as Sir Ken Robinson, Edward De Bono, or David or Roger Johnson from 

the Cooperative Learning Center. You might send that person (or someone who has developed similar 

programs or strategies) a letter asking for additional information. For instance, you might want to see what 

else exists on a topic, find out how teachers are using a thinking skill program, write to competing 

researchers for research reports, or something similar. It is the exploratory, inquisitive nature of the task 

that is prized here, not what you actually do. In addition to orally reporting what you found out, you must 

turn in a 2-4 page single-spaced summary of the work of this person. Be sure to include what you did, why 

you chose this activity, what you gained from it, any resources received, and a copy of your letter(s). You 
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might place an appendix in the paper outlining that person’s life. These papers will be assessed for (1) 

exploration, (2) relevance, (3) depth, (4) coherence, and other related matters. 

 

Option F. Fulbright Teacher or Visiting Scholar Interview(s) (30 points) 

In this option, I want you to interview one or more Fulbright teacher participants or visiting scholars in this 

class. Ask them how the ideas of this class are carried out in their country or classroom. Just how are they 

using or planning to use creative thinking, critical thinking, cooperative learning, motivation, and/or 

technology integration when they return home or how have they incorporated them already? Ask the 

Fulbrighter(s) or visiting scholar(s) some questions about what they are learning in this course. How can 

their use of these approaches be improved? How might they use the ideas of this class in their own classes? 

How do the respective ideas of this course link together? What is especially beneficial or intriguing about 

this course? In your 2-4 page single spaced paper, you are to summarize what you found out. You might 

also make some recommendations to the expert. Your review will be evaluated for: (1) coherence, (2) 

relevance, (3) completeness/depth, (4) originality of ideas, (5) potential impact, (6) insights, etc. 

 

Option G. Education 3.0 Philosophy Paper (30 points) 

In this option, you are to define what the Education 3.0 means to you. Please back up your claims with 5-

10 references. I also want you to describe your teaching or instructional philosophy. What instructional 

principles and guidelines do you view as vital? What does an effective learning environment look like in 

light of this class? Stated another way, what have you learned in this class that has altered or perhaps 

transformed your philosophy of teaching? Perhaps it entails an emphasis on flipping the classroom? Or 

perhaps it is allowing learners more time for exploration and creativity. Be sure to list at least ten guiding 

principles and describe how at least 4 of them would be operationalized. Be sure to turn in a 2-4 page 

single-spaced paper. These educational philosophy papers will be graded for (1) logic and organization, (2) 

completeness and depth, (3) originality, insight, (4), impact, (5) relevance and practicality, etc. 

 

Option H. Book or Special Journal Issue Review (30 points) 

Review a book or special issue of a journal related to this class (including one of the books you decide to 

read). It can be a book or special issue that is practical, research-oriented, or theoretical. What are the key 

points or findings of the book or issue? What are the strengths and weaknesses? What are future trends? 

How will you apply some of the ideas from this book? You might decide to compare and contrast two 

books. An option of this would be to write a rebuttal to an existing review or critique as if you were the 

author. You should turn in a 2-4 page single-spaced review. These papers will be graded for (1) logic and 

organization, (2) completeness/depth, (3) originality and insight, (4) relevance, (5) practicality, etc. If you 

do a book review and post a piece of it to Amazon and share the link with me, you can gain 2 bonus points. 

 

Option I. Research Dig (30 points) 

Unlike the Super Summary Search which also includes practical articles, in this option, you are to canvass 

the research literature on a topic related to this class. Perhaps this will lead to a dissertation, master’s 

theses, or research project. You must find at least 15 articles on a topic and read at least half of them. In 

your paper, you should describe how you found your articles and essentially describe the state of the 

research? What are the general findings? What are the strengths and weaknesses or limitations? Where are 

the open issues, questions, or gaps on this topic and how might you research this area? What are future 

trends? Also, how will you apply some of the ideas from this work? You should turn in a 2-4 page single-

spaced review. This will be evaluated for (1) logic and organization, (2) completeness/depth, (3) originality 

and insight, (4) relevance, (5) practicality, etc. 

 

Option J. Job Application Paper (30 Points) 

Here, you are to write a 3 page single-spaced paper where you evaluate one or more perspectives, 

strategies, or approaches from the perspective of an educational setting, issue, or problem of importance to 
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you (preferably your current or past job). For example, the paper might be titled, “My life as a cooperative 

learning teacher in a competitive classroom.” Like all good papers, it should have a descriptive title, some 

kind of thesis statement, and a conclusion. Since this is not a library research paper, you do not necessarily 

need to use any references resources other than the text and class discussion. These papers will be graded 

for (1) demonstration of understanding of the idea or strategy, (2) relevant application of it to some 

educational setting or context and impact, (3) insights, (4) coherence and organization, (5) completeness. 

 

Option K. Case Situations or Problems (30 Points) 

Write 3 case situations or vignettes related to your current or most recent job setting (each will be about 

one page long single spaced). In these cases, you will point out the situation or problem in 1-2 paragraphs 

as well as the key questions or issues. Next you will detail the concepts that relate to this class. Finally, you 

will provide a resolution based on your readings in this class. If anyone shares their cases with co-workers 

or peers and gets feedback on them, you will get 2 bonus points provided you attach this to your work. 

Your paper will be graded for: (1) sound solution and overall demonstration of understanding of idea, 

strategy, perspective, or approach, (2) case richness/detail, (3) coherence and organization of the paper. 

 

Task #III. Final Project Options (Pick one—Due October 14): 
Master’s students I recommend Option A below and doc students I recommend Options B, C, or D. 

 

Option A. Presentation/Description of Curriculum Unit or Idea (60 points: this can be team taught) 

For master’s students, the key class assignment here is the development of a curriculum idea or unit on 

critical or creative thinking, motivation, or cooperative learning for a content area that you teach or would 

like to teach someday. Here, I want you to specify the materials to be learned/studied, targeted age group, 

learning objectives, instructional plan, time length, method(s) used and procedures, and anticipated 

assessment procedures (about 4-5 single spaced pages total). Note that the topic of this unit or lesson is up 

to you. I would ask that you present your curriculum ideas to the class with at least one class handout so 

that we all benefit from your efforts; the normal time allotment is 9-10 minutes for individuals and 15-18 

minutes for teams. During your presentation, you can be as creative as you want to be. 

 

Grading criteria for your curriculum unit presentation and paper include: 

1. Organization of the ideas and presentation (logic, flow, length, practiced). 

2. Topic stimulation (active engagement of audience). 

3. Usefulness of materials (clear, practical, handy, relevant, informative, handout(s) provided). 

4. Knowledge of the topic (expertise, good ideas, insights). 

5. Scope of plans and curriculum impact (goals clear, important, appropriate, significant, doable). 

6. Uniqueness (creative spark, catches attention, has chance to explode, something different). 

 

Typically, presenters are provided with immediate feedback from other students as well as from me. I have 

collected tons of examples from previous years to share with you--see Bobweb Web site for some of these 

previous units. For many students, this assignment is typically the highlight of the course! 

 

Option B. Research Proposal on Instructional Strategies 

Doctoral students might focus more on research ideas and select Option B. For instance, you might 

conduct a pilot test of an instructional approach. Alternatively, you might observe and code the teaching 

techniques used by one instructor or a series of instructors. Or, you might observe a student “think aloud” 

as he uses a learning strategy or technique. Instead of that, you might perform action research in a course 

that you are teaching. For instance, you might try out a cooperative learning, or, more specifically, a 

cooperative reading technique like reciprocal teaching or cooperative scripts. Please turn in a maximum of 

10 single-spaced pages, exclusive of references, appendices, chats, and tables. 
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Research Proposal Outline: 

  I. Title Page (Name, affiliation, topic title, acknowledgments) 

  II. Review of the Literature 

1. Intro to Topic/Problem (purpose, history, importance) (1 page) 

2. Review of Literature (contrast relevant literature on the topic) (2-3 pages) 

3. Statement of Hypotheses/Research Q's (what do you expect to occur) (1 page) 

 III. Method Section (2-3 pages) 

1. Subjects and design (i.e., sample, who and how assigned to groups) 

2. Materials/setting (i.e., hardware, software, text, models, figures) 

3. Dependent measures/instruments (i.e., tests) 

4. Procedure (i.e., training) 

5. Other (i.e., coding, other materials) 

6. Experimental analyses or comparisons 

  IV. Results and Discussion (OPTIONAL): 1. Antic/dummied results; 2. Discussion of results 

  V. References (APA style: see instructor for examples) 

  VI. Appendices (pictures, figures, graphs, instruments, charts, models, coding criteria, etc.) 

 

Option C. Grant Proposal 

Perhaps you are working for a center that needs grant money. Here is a chance to help out. After 

thoroughly reading a topic area, draft a proposal for a grant to a government agency or a foundation. You 

(and your boss) choose the funding agency, title, and monies needed. Include the purpose and goals, 

timeline for the project, ramifications or implications, budget, and other items required in the grant. An 

extensive literature review with associated research questions should ground your proposal, while the 

names and addresses of 3 reviewers and your resume should end your proposal. Please turn in a maximum 

of 10 single-spaced pages, exclusive of references, appendices, chats, and tables. 

 

Option D. Center Creation Proposal 

Write a proposal to create a teaching and learning center with a focus in an area wherein you are interested. 

This proposal can either be internal (i.e., written to a university, school district, or corporate training 

department) or external (i.e., written to a government agency or foundation). Include a rationale and 

purpose for center in your proposal as well as goals or targeted plans, a timeline, a budget, stakeholders, 

key players (make up names and bios if you want), space needed, resource needs, etc.). Please turn in a 

maximum of 10 single-spaced pages, exclusive of references, appendices, chats, and tables. Be specific, 

practical, unique, and inspiring in your design. A general overview will not suffice. Be creative! 

 

Grading Scale from Options B, C, or D (Note 1 (low) to 10 (high) for each of the following criteria): 

 1. Review of the Problem, Issue, and Literature (interesting, relevant, current, organized, thorough) 

 2. Relevancy (linked to content of the course, connections to course, fulfills task expectations) 

 3. Implications/Future Directions (important, generalizability, options available, research focus) 

4. Overall Richness of Ideas (richness of information, elaboration, originality, uniqueness) 

5. Overall Coherence (clarity, unity, organization, logical sequence, synthesis, style) 

6. Overall Completeness (adequate info presented, fulfills task, no gaps/holes, precise, valid pts) 

 

Option E. Other: Student Determined Equivalent 

Note: The course Website, the Bobweb, was created in 1996 by Dr. Jamie Kirkley and later updated by 

Noriko Hara (now an IU professor), Dr. Gayle Dow, Doug Moore, and Michael Bennett. You might update 

it or create an interactive online glossary, summary video, or some other useful product. When done, you 

are to write a 2-3 page single spaced reflection paper on about your project and what you learned from it. 
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Bonk's Best Books: Reading Resources for Creative Thinking, 
Critical Thinking, and Collaborative Learning 

Creative Thinking 
Adams, James L. (1986). The Out & Feeding 0/ Ideas: A Guide to Encouraging 

Creativity. New York: Addison-Wesley. 
Baer, John. (1997). Creative Teadrers, Creative Students. Boston: Allyn and 

Bacon. 
Newstrom, John, & Edward Scannel. O. Still Mare Games Traitrers Play. City: 

Publisher. 
Starko, Alane Jordan. (1995). Creatiuity in tJre Classroom: Sdlools O/CUriOIlS 

DeUglrt. White Plains, NY: Longman. 
Creativity Card Games 
Burris, Daniel. (1993). Tedmo Trends: 24 Tedmologies TIrat Will Revoilltionize 

OlLr Lives. Stamford, CT: U.S. Games Systems. 
von Oech, Roger. (1988). Creative ~\'7Jack Pack. Stamford, CT: U.S. Games 

Systems. 
Critical Thinking 
Bransford, John D., & Barry S. Stein. (1993). TIre Ideal Problem Solver. 2nd ed. 

New York: Freeman. 
Creati"g Power/Ill TIlinking in Teacllers alld Stlldellts: Diverse Perspectives. 

(1994). Eds. John N. Mangieri, & Cathy Collins Block. New York: 
Harcourt Brace. 

de Bono, Edward. (1993). Water Logic. New York: Viking. 
Mastropieri, Margo A., & Thomas E. Scruggs. (1991). Teaclrillg Stlldents Ways 

To Rellle1llbtr: Strategies for Learning Mnemollically. Cambridge, MA: 
Brookline Bros. 

Resnick, Lauren B. (1987). Education and Learlling to TIrink. \\'ashington, D. c.: 
National Academy. 

Teaclling TIrinking: An Agenda for tile 215/ CentlLry. (1992). Eds. Cathy Collins 
& John N. Mangieri. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum. 

Collaborative Learning 
Adams, Dennis, Carlson, Helen, & Mary Hamm. (1990). Cooperative Learlling 

& Educatiollal Media. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Educational Technology. 
Cohen, Elizabeth G. (1986). Designing Groupworlc: Strategies for tire 

Heterogenous Oassroom. New York: Teachers College. 
Enlrancing TIrinking TIrrouglr Cooperative Learnillg. (1992). Eds. Neil 

Davidson, & Toni Worsham. New York: Teachers CoUege. 
Gibbs, Jeanne. (1987). Tribes: A Process for Social Development and 

Cooperative Learning. Santa Rosa, CA: Center Source. 
Kagan, Spencer. (1992). Cooperative Learning. San Juan Capistrano, CA: Kagan 

Cooperative Learning. 
Kadel, Stephanie, & Julia A. Keehner. (1994). Collaborative Lean'ing: A SOllrcebookfor Higlrer 
Education, Vol. II. University Park. PA: National Center 

on PostSecondary Teaching, Learning, & Assessment (NCTLA). 
Slavin, Robert E. (1990). Cooperative Learning: TIreary, Researdl, and Practice. 

Boston: Allyn & Bacon. 
Critical and Creative Thinking 
Perkins, D.N. (1986). Knowledge As Design. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum. 

D()"( \Q. \ L 
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Teaching and Learning 
Fosnot. Catherine Twomey. (1989). Enquiring Teachers, Enquiring Learners: A 

Constructivist Approach for Teaching. New York: Teachers College. 
McCombs, Barbara L., & Jo Sue Whisler. (1997). The Learner-Centered 

Classroom and School. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass. 
Perkins, David. (1992). Smart Sd,ools. New York: Free Press. 
Teaching and Learning in the College Classroom. (1994). Eds. Kenneth A. 

Feldman, & Michael B. Paulsen. Needham Heights, MA: Ginn. 
Wells, Gordon, & Gen Ling Chang-Wells. (1992). Constructing Knowledge 

Togetlrer: Classrooms as Centers of Inquiry and Uteracy. Portsmouth, NH: 
Heineman. 

Assessment 
Wiggins, Grant P. (1993). Assessing Studenl Perfonnallce. San Francisco: 

Jossey-Bass. 
Thinking and Intelligence 
Gardner, Howard. (1983). Frames of Milld: 111£ 17teory of Multiple 

Intelligences. New York: Basic Books. 
11,e Skillful Mitld: All Introduction 1o Cogniliue Psyd,ology. (1986). Ed. Angus 

Gellatly. Philadelphia: Open University. 

Reading 
Jody, Marilyn, & Marianne Saccardi. (1996). Compuler COlluersations: Readers 

alld Books Olllille. Urbana, IL: Ncltional Council of Teachers of English 
(NCTE). 

Lyons, Carol A., Pinnell, Gay Su, & Diane E. DeFord. (1993). Par tilers in 
Learnillg: Teachers alld Q,ildretl ill Read;IIg Recouery. New York: 

Teachers College. 
Research in Readillg Recovery. (1997). Eds. Stanley L. Swartz, & Adria F. KJein. 

Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. 
Samway, Katharine D., Whang, Gail, & Mary Pippitt (1995). Buddy Reading. 

Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. 

Motivation 
McCombs, Barbara L., & James E. Pope. (1994). Motivating Ha,d to Read, 

Students. Washington, D.C.: American Psychological Association. 

Internet 
Curriculum Resource Center: Critical Thinking Resources - An Annotated Bibliography (31 
pages). From the Critical Thinking Across the Curriculum Project at Longview Community 
College. 

http;l/www.kcmetro.cc.mo.w;.Iongviewfctar/reading.hbn 

A Brief Bibliography of Creative and Critical Thinking. From Maricopa Community College. 
http;l/www2.emc.mancopa.edufmnovalion/creative/CcrBio.html 

Critical Thinking in Secondary Schools ERIC list 
http;l/www.eric-ieo./bibs/crit-sec.htmJ 

2 
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Curtis Jay Bonk, Ph.D., CPA 
Indiana University, Department or Educational Psychology 

Phone: (812) 856-8353; Internet: CJBonk@Indiana.Edu 

·Video You Wanted: 
• PBS 800-344-3337, (Learning in America: Schools that Work, (1990). EC2556. 

Sponsored by: MacNeil-lehrer, WET A, Chrysler Corp. and hosted by Roger Mudd) 
• Or Call IU-Bloomington to rent for $18.70 (phone: (812) 855-2103) 

Other Video Collections: 
• American Express: Geography Competition 
• Assoc. for Supervision & Curric. Devel (ASCD): Cooperative Learning; (703) 549-9110 
• The Brokaw Report: Schools--Pass or Fail. 
• Dr. Leonard Burrello's (IU): Learner-centered schools (2 tapes) (812) 855--5090; 6-8378 

(Tape 1: Learner-centered schools; Tape 2: Gathering the Dreamers) 
• Allyn & Bacon's: CNN Connections 
• Disney: The American Teacher Awards (818) 569-7500; (213) 939-5991 
• Indiana University: Making large classes work; (812) 855-2103 
• McREL: For Our Students: For Ourselves (303) 337-0990; $79.00? 

(you can also call Dr. Burrello for these) 
• PBS: Why do these kids love school? 
• Peter Jennings, Common Miracles: The New Revolution in Learning; (800-ABC-7500) 

Cost = $19.98 + Shipping. 
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Action Plan 
(Bonk 2002) 

Name: ______________________ __ 

1 e-Leaming ObjectiveslProblern Statement: What is the current problem situation or opportunity? What might 
you do with active learning in your classes or with technology in the near future? What are your objectives? What 
are the short- and long-term goals? 

2 Budget: What is the range of budget you might have? When will this money be available? 

3. Stakeholders: Who will this project or plan 
address? Who will need to be involved in this 
project? Who are the key players? 

5 Resources & Problems: What are the key 
resources you need to carry out this project? What 
key problems might you encounter here? 

7 Technologies: What technologies will help you 
accomplishment your goals? What tools, systems, or 
hardware need to be acquired? By when? 

4 Timeline: What is your timeline for planning, 
implementing. evaluating, and reporting this project or 
initiative? 

6 Possible Resolutions and Strategies: How will you 
obtain these resources and overcome these problems? 
Do you have any back-up or contingency plans? 

8 Evaluation and Assessment: How will success of the 
project be determined? What assessment tools and 
strategies might help? 

9 Implementation: When will this project be implemented? Who will be involved in these implementation efforts? 
What are the key issues to consider prior to implementation? 
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"If one were to chronicle the number of 
innovations that have come and gone in the 
history of American education, the list 
would undoubtedly fill volumes ... lt is likely 
that the innovation cycle that has arisen in 
the American educational system has left 
the heads of teachers, students, and parents 
spinning faster than political campaign 
rhetoric. " 

From p. 31 of Alexander, P. A., Murphy, P. K., & Woods, B. S. 
(April, 1996). The Squalls and Fathoms: Navigating the Seas of 
Educational Innovation. Educational Researcher, 25(3), 31-36, & 39. 
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Secretary's Commission on AchievingNecessary Skills 

SCANS COMPETENCIES 

Basic Skills: Reads, writes, performs arithmetic and mathematical 
operations, listens, and speaks 

A. Reading - locates, understands, and interprets written infonnation in prose and in 
documents such as manuals, graphs, and schedules. 

B. Writing - communicates thoughts, ideas, infonnation, and .messages'·in writing ·and 
creates documents such as letters, directions, manuals, reports, graphs, and flow 
charts 

C. ArithrneticlMathematics - performs basic 'Computations and approaches practical 
problems by choosing appropriately from a variety of mathematical techniques 

D. Listening - receives, attends to, interprets, and responds to verbal messages and other 
clues 

E. Speaking - organizes ideas and communicates orally 

Thinking Skills: Thinks creatively, makes decisions, solves problems, 
visualizes, knows how to learn, and reasons 

A. Creative Thinking - generates new ideas 
B. Decision Making - specifies goals and constraints, gen~rates alternatives, considers 

risks, and evaluates and chooses best alternative 
. C. Problem Solving - recognizes problems and devises and implements plan of action. 
)j 

D. Seeing Things in the Mind's Eye - organizes and processes symbols, pictures, graphs, 
objects, and other infonnation. 

i. E. Knowing How to Learn - uses efficient learning techniques to ac-.quire and apply new 
~;1 knowledge and skills. 

F. Reasoning - discovers a rule or principle underlying the relationship between two or 
more objects and applies it when solving a problem 

Personal Qualities: Displays responsibility, self-esteem, sociability, 
self-management, and integrity and honesty. 

A. Responsibility - exerts a high level of effort and perseveres towards goal attainment. 
B. Self-Esteem - believes in own self-worth and maintains a positive view of self 
C. Sociability - demonstrates understanding, friendliness, adaptability, empathy, and 

politeness in group settings 
D. Self-Management - assesses self accurately, sets personal goals, monitors progress, 

and exhibits self-control 
E. IntegritylHonesty - chooses ethical courses of action. 
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FIVE COMPETENCIES 

Resources: Identifies, organizes, plans, and allocates resources 
A. Time - Selects goal-relevant activities. ranks them, allocates time, and prepares and 

follows schedules. . 
B. Money -Uses or prepares budgets, makes forecasts, keeps records, and makes adjustments 

to meei objectives. 
C~ Material and Facilities -Acquires, stores, allocates, and uses material~.or space efficiently 
D. Human Resources -Assesses skills and distributes work accordingly, evaluates peIfonnance 

and provides feedback. 

InterpersonaL' Works with others 
A. Participates as Member of a Team - contributes to group effort. 
B. Teachers Others New Skills 
C. Serves Clients/Customers - works to satisfy customers' expectations 
D. Exercises Leadership - communicates ideas to justify position, persuades and convinces 

others, responsibly, challenges existing procedures and policies. 
E. Negotiates -works toward agreements involving exchange of resources, resolves divergent 

interests. 
F. Works with Diversity - works well with men and women from diverse backgrounds 

In/ornuztion: Acquires and uses in/ormation 
A. Acquires and Evaluates Information. 
B. Organizes and Maintains Infonnation 
C. Interprets and Communicates Information 
D: Uses Computers to Process Infonnation 

Systems: Understands complex inte"elationships 
A. Understands Systems - knows how social, organizational, and technological systems 

work and operates effectively within them. 
B. Monitors and Corrects PeIformance - distinguishes trends, predicts impacts on system 

operations, diagnoses systems peIfonnance and corrects malfunctions 
C. Improves or Designs Systems - suggest modifications to existing systems and develops 

new or alternative systems improve performance 

Technology: Works with a variety o/technologies 
A. Selects Technology - chooses procedures, tools, or equipment including computers and 

related technologies. 
B. Applies Technology to Task - Understands overall intent and proper procedures for setup 

and operation of equipment . 
C. Maintains and Troubleshool$ Equipment - Prevents, identifies, or solves problems .. with 

equipment, including computers and other technologies. 

~. 
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Shortfalls of Educational Achievement 

I. Fragile Knowledge 

Students do not remember, understand, or use actively 
much of what they have supposedly learned. 

• Missing Knowledge -
Not knowing infonnation they ought to know 

• Inert Knowledge -
Inactive Knowledge, present but not always put to 
use-helps students pass tests. 

• Naive Knowledge -
Mistaken conceptions or notions about facts and 
information. Sometimes takes the fonn of stereotypes. 

• Ritual Knowledge-
Knowing the "lingo ", the "games ", but not having a 
full understanding of the concepts, facts or ideas 

n. Poor Thinking 

Students do not think very well with what they know 

• Poor Handling of Problems 

• Poor Inferences 

.The "Knowledge-Telling" Strategy 

Knowledge not organized into thoughtful 
arguments- Failure to think critical about 
inf017lUllion . 

• Repetition 
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3 Characteristics 
of 

Smart Schools 

eInformed 

Administrators, teachers, and students know about human 
thinking and learning, school structure and collaboration and 
how they work best. 

eEnergetic 

Measures are taken to cultivate positive energy in the structure 
of the school, style of administration, and treatment of teachers 
and students 

• Thoughtful 

People are sensitive to one another's needs and treat others 
thoughtfully. The teaching and learning process and the school 
decision-making process are thinking centered. 
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ProbleQls witb the curricula: 
1. Testing only on content taught in the course 
2. Reviewing by identifying main categories 
3. Presenting test items according to sequence taught 
4. Assigning long course papers on a single subject 
5. Teaching topic outIining and using note cards, 
6. Assigning topics that turn students on 
7. Use prewriting activities to activate knowledge stores 
8. Teaching concepts in hierarchical fashion 
9. Giving passing marks to students who actually don't address 

problems presented, but show that they have learned something. 

Enemies of tbe lecture: 
1. preoccupation with previous hour--need focus 
2. emotional moods--need productive learning mode 
3. sleepy students--need engage students 
4. lack of understanding--check for misconceptions 
5. isolation and alienation--discuss and elaborate points 
6. entertaining to make seem easy--make learning personal 

Bonk's Active Learning Principles: 
1. knowledge is not possession but access. 
2. comfortable with guided learning approach. 
3. realize the connectedness of knowledge. 
4. construction of knowledge over instruction. 
5. pride and ownership of products. 
6. knowledge is constructed and organized in various ways. 
7. must developmentally grow in awareness of multiple viewpoints. 
8. respect, appreciate, and feel responsible for peer learning. 
9. prior knowledge important to new knowledge. 
10. develop positive self-concept and attitudes toward school. 
11. find personal needs met by working on problems with peers. 
12. be aware that rdg and wtg skills extend across disciplines. 
13. view one's learning capacity/potential positively. 
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LEARNlNG METAPHORS 

Teacher/Tezt Centered Leaming to 

Student/TlUDldng slnlJ Centered 

Student Generated/PrOblem centered Leaming 

/J-

----------------------------------------------------------------
Knowledge Transmission/Conveyed to 

Know Constructi.oll/DesigI1/Guided to 

Know Transfonuatiol1/Creatioll/DiSCove:red 
----------------------------------------------------------------
Inert/Passive/Boring/No Pride to 

Connected/Ac1ive/RespoDSibj1jty/Ownership to 

----------------------------------------------------------------
Leamer as Sponge (one right 811SW81B) to 

Leamer as Growing Tree (multiple 811SWerS) to 
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l EXPERIENCE AND LEARNING 

WE TEND TO 
REMEMBER ...• 
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WATCHING A MOVIE 
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PARTICIPATING IN A DISCUSSION 

GIVING A TALK 

DOING A DRAMATIC PRESENTATION 

SIMULATING THE REAL EXPERIENCE 

DOING THE REAL THING 
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Fiture 1.1 
An Organizational 
Framework for 
Exploring Questions 
about Learning. 
Understanding, and 
Remembering. 
(Adapted from 
Jenkins, 1978. Used 
by permission.) 

~ o,-"rce • 

Learning activities 
Attention 
Rehearsal 

Elaboration 
Etc. 

Characteristics of 
the leamer 

Skills 
Knowledge 
Attitudes 

Etc. 

Nature of the 
materials 
Modality 

(visual. linguislic. etc.) 
Physical structure 

Psychological structure 
Conceptual difficulty 

Sequencing of materials 
Etc. 

Criterial tasks 
Recognition 

Recall 
Transfer 

Problem solvi ng 
Etc. 

S'o"F\ ~. BrCLf\S~V"J (/lJ7Q). 
HUMan COJt\."f;on : Lec.r~,'''j) U"Je.f.f-huJ,":! 

().'(\J. ~"..el't'lber;~. 111!./·.,.." ... f) Cit: Wt1Jsw.:,..1~ 

'1";:
,)r·f'l L-~ L~I 
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FIGURE 7.4 Characteristics of working m.emory 
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Overall Learning Strategies: 
e Focusing Attention 
e Rehearsal 
e Imagery 
• Elaboration and Organization. . 
e Comprehension Monitoring 
e Affective Statements 
e Reviewing and Summarizing 
• Keeping Records & Monitoring Prog 
• Goal Set, Plan Ahead, Revise Plans 
• Self-Evaluation of Comprehension 
• Seeking Information & Assistance 
• Environmental Structuring 

Individual Tactics: 
• Identify Text Importance, Main Ideas 
• Use Mnemonics: Pegword, Acronyms 
• Drawing Appropriate Inferences 
• Generating Self-Questions 
• Create Analogies and Metaphors 
• Write Notes, Highlight, or Underline 
• Read Ch. Summaries, Hdgs, Signals 
• Outlines, Grp Material, Concept Maps 
• Restate,.Look-Back, Repeat, Reread 

v()..Cl Z 7 , J 

? I 
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Jot down one thing you do to elaborate on material you are trying to 
LEARN (i.e., how you try to connect it, remember it, make it more 
meaningful, embellish it, etc.): 

1. 

2. 
--------------~----------~----~------------

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 
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High School Survey of Student Engagement 

[til High School Survey 
lilt of Student Engagement 

Highlights 
.--~-,- ---

Registration I 
J 

About HSSSE ~I . 
;~theNews j 
--~---~-------

See the Survey J 
.. 

Survey Cost 
... -.- "----
HSSSETeam ! 
Contact HSsSE : 
----.~ 

FAQ 

NSSE 

1'\9&= al\o . .1 HSSSE s 

Hdon.li 
S,.!'""~y ~, 

S:~:;,e" 
E''l'JgUr.:~1· 

High School Survey of Student Engagement 

I wish school could be intellectually challenging as well as academically 
challenging. 

--- HSSSE 2006 student respondent 

Thank you for your interest in 
the High School Survey of Student Engagement! 

Click here to download the HSSSE 2006 report, 
released on February 28, 2007. 

The I-ISSSE 20(J6 report, ,'aiel's a/Slude"ls 011 Engqgement 

Click here to read the media release announcing 
the HSSSE 2006 report: 

http://newsinfo.iu.edu/news/.J!age/norrT1al/49~~.html 

How engaged in learning are students In your school? 

The High School Survey of Student Engagement (HSSSE, pronounced 
"hessie") can help you find out. HSSSE is a new survey that offers 
teachers and administrators actionable information on school 
characteristics that shape the student experience. 

HSSSE was completed by nearly 300,000 students from high schools 
across 29 states in 2004,2005 and 2006. It's a short, reliable, paper
based survey that is easy for students to complete. 

You are invited to peruse the HSSSE website and join the HSSSE team 
today! 

Registration for HSSSE 2007-2008 is now open! 
Click here to begin in the registration process. 

Do you want information on HSSSE? 
Please fill out this interest form if you would like more information 
about HSSSE 2006-2007! We will get in touch with you, and provide 
information and updates! 

Call or e-mail us! 
Do you have questions about HSSSE? Please contact us! You can reach 
us by phone at 812-856-1429 or bye-mail athssse@india.na.edu. 

Featur~!._ 

• Register for HSSSE 2007 - 2008 

• Read about HSSSE. 

• Answers to Frequently Asked Questions 

http://www . indiana. ed uf -cccp/hsssci 
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How to make NSSE scores work for you - USA TODAY .com 
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~ a ~ c..atI"I;IUS often the k.ms 
01' expeno1"lCeS D:!'Id op;IOttun~s thai art! 
"'-" 10 _",..-

OM ... ,t 

01-" ....... 'flo :""1.11(' 

Rod"l1 

NSSE won-I h\o thiS The survey IS sent to r8~ s.efttdod 
first·year and leftlO1 student .... t partrop.ldrng c;oDeges Tho 
QUeSbons Of(l re-taltd to ctosued outcom'eSi of colle9c and 
address frye typolof e.penences, hllvmg 10 do wdh areas luch 
as ac3denuc c:NtDenge 01 e.posure to CIJtuTaI adJ'Y!'bel, lhat 
",search lug!Je'" ..", CC<1~.-bOuna 1...,.,.,1 OU'JhIlo be 
looking lor 

The re3POnse-s tJanll.no d\!o 'I've "beneh."narkJ." wtt:ch KhOOl. 
can compare DiJ.Q:J1'I1.t nltonat averages br I1'Isttt-.:tlOns 0' the-sf 
type 

Level of aClidomtc ch.llktng'O: 

Ch.,I'en~ng ~al and Ct1U1bve won, IS central '0 ~tuden' ~3~ Students are a"-ed, for C!.I..1:!'T'IP"O. f'tow 

much lr.<ne C"tey tOe"t pr~"9 lot WU numDe1 of wntt-en paper) Of ~ lhey wnte. a!"d 1III'hethe1' t!"tee 
COUfse-on. ~srz(lS ~s !rtte Iyn!tte-SlZ.ng Idea, 01 .. pp~t:n9 ~" to pradal probem-s 

Related Advert'5Ing links 

Suffenng Frorn No SI",,,? 
·/.',_"I-i '''<' •. r, 

··End Your Sciatic.IIlo-day" 
8'''·1~··'' j"'~r·L';.·,,, '~:l'(>:':';~·~~'i :-r((-
9.K1l .. "d$t:I"'tIt-,~~:,d ((1111 
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SI\l1knt. teMn more when they ~ Intensety cnvofved an !heI:1 etfuC-,gtion Stud1m1ll1:l"e asled, lor e.o~. how 
often thtPy ~ in dns cbaJss.cons. m3de A dan ptesen1a'bon, WOI'tlf'd ~ cLHstn3!-a-s outSIde of dati to 

prepare ossq,mems, Of drIOISHd lde01 Irorn re..odngi~ outsrde of djls, 

Studont.f.cuny intot.lction: 

Contacl """ ~ ofIen _. on o;>I><>I1u""Y 10 1ft how •• pens thrn. aI>ou< """ _ prad>Cal 
~ Studen!s are 0 ... 0<1. lor e.omp!e. _ !hey _. ~e<I WI!h IacuP.r memten on otllvobeS OVIpJe 

of courS«!'W'Ofk. recen"od prompt wntttm and orat feedbadl;, or wortted With D facufty memtIer on 0 Rllean;:h pTQJe'tI 

Enrichmg edvcational Ga.perie.nce.: 

AdiVIbn Ih:It compIemerrt ~ dMl100tn expenent:e (.1)1'1 malte ~:tmIng more me.an:n¢ul St~., are as.ll.od. for 
ex.omple. ~ they h4ve I\ad I~ul CIOftYetIahon, wnn .tudont. who h.ove Cfdt'erent ",hefs 01 vlllue •• or With 
stloldenls of a c:trfterent rocelehtrcrty. Thcy"re also ,askf'd w.he1hef they hlIve stucIted abroad ond pOftl'(:IPUte(i111 
.. _ dull •. Io"'""'ll~. entemsll<ps ond """""'''''II len"" •• penencn 

Students peffann ben!1 "'"'" thea' Q)Be;e t$ r;ornntIne<lll:. thefr succ.en and Cllb'va1'8S pumve lOO.! relabonlh;)s 

""""'" ddlerenI _" 01 people Students "",""'0<1 lor ""am;>Ie. _!he """"""" _. 'he suppotI you 
nee<!" to .-~ ancIlhn ... socq!ly and to ....... 101 owmple. !he -"'Y 01 U- ret.bOnstt9I """ 
_ "_I. laculty ond !he """""'lIrObOn 

Making Mftte of the numben 

o.redOt' George Kuh lay' ~ of the molt .mpot1ant me,~s NSSE has 10 ofte>r II that s;I\ldent. am ~ 
rind opportundles rOf engllged ~omrng (It nearty any.dlooi They ,ull hove ~ "now what they shOuld loot\. tot 
Here, he and his ~e.ogves otter guidohne$ on ho.w C-o make the ~ma-rtl. SCOf~s work zor)'ou 

Con:lSd'Cf whd\ C3tevono' of engagement and which mstrt",bOn-s ,nlcrest )'ou most Suppose you nre mtereskH:II m 
fo1,rty Lorp rele~ instmmons and wnnl to know whGther st'lldents, pat1i~ new .bJCItnts. rntttfDCI Wdh fscut'ty 
You couIcIloaI< '" the l~ dIlenlQon SQOI?' 100fre_ .t I<hoob of tIIallypo From til". you cou>d 
""" _ ~ where _we ~ ""'" IaoJ'ly to. gro..., ooten! 

Think ab'OU'l Jour atn,"gtha and WGllkneases: 

~ecI ~. "" .~. '"'" """' to "''''''91''" __ t""lor """"-"'g on .uearth WI!h 3 flIeuOy 01 

5Iaft m't1l"lber. 00tef ltud't1rtS Ih3y vmue ll:nd benefi' more from f!1"IItIl'Oftmen!$ fi"\a'I ~s:zo group wort and CO!I._ ... 1e.ln>ng 

Don' think 01 _ •• gra_ 0' po_ges: 

~e'tttJ~ pte.en1'O'd' on aG-1QO-pom!~, moSl~I' scores~ II'lthe~ ofth,., ronge. YO\.I 

won't frnd pe1fed Kere. of '00. Of elton atlove 80. And rang" vary by bendlmnrtl. nnd try daIS Seare. rantJe 

",ughty between 3lJ and 60 lor ""~y •• r 11_ ond between 35 ond 65 I", oenoon II. ""'Ie " more t!lan 5 
poonll hs;ht<!!\an!he ""boNII_. I",. _. '".~~ tyPO . .". ddlerenoe os .... , to be "",oM>glul e", 
cIrIIe<en<r>'o1. Yy. , 01 2 _ ..... not 

Note aftqgv K~ for inatitutional type .. ; 

OoIIcrem type. of __ I -. ddleren! rross<on. and ~ol p.ograms 10 """""",10M OttO .. 

"lIrM>01\a! typeI_ not "'-YO meon~ S-. Il\Ol emoII t.1fge nu.'T\berl of ~uIU CY eommu1er .. ..-,. Ia
e.ample. n:re ~ety to h.ove lower score. beeause stith stud-enls hll~ tess tl7"l"lC to Jpend on Colmpus ond. 
therefore. lend to be less enp;:e-d than lr~ undergrads who IIvo on C3tnpuS But thf school's more 
tr:l-d11Ionlll u~3dulllft poputabon l'My be fUst as cnO.D9ed 3S ttodrtlonal un-derQ1'lJ(fuates at Of he" Colmpuses 

Foc:ul on the bi; picture' 

No mat1cr how low or h1gl"llhe SGhoor$ benctuna-rtl. stOle, £here an) hllely to be man, students....no afO f.or more 

engaged than the bcnchm.oR.s ~s, nncl many who are f.aT less to 'Vi'hat)''OU reAltt wa"'lt to know: Kul"l s.oyS 

~I ....,. ",.the people ..... "'" enga;e<I01 h9' _. and """' ~ .... "'" ."., "kn-;! "".on!~ orr 
Clues from tlSSE can help motrYated 1lu:JentJ,~ tool. for ltte Mme kJnds 01 ~s I! any eone-ge 

Don't Pttop It the NSSE &corns: 

No ma!te1 -"at coCe9Os you're ~Sle<ll n, a1l:ea$t """" h ~s· web~s 1'0 ;et ~ conte.' ~ the 

undervrodu.ate e~ there_ FoOow Uj;) wda an eJ:ten~ campu' VIS" aI.nst~s Ih.rlIoO\. promlStng 

S","", 1"11 Ilory: 

Qu,,,,t DIQQ 

."" ~ t • " 

..... ~r'--r "'l'_-:,·s"f.··;,·J"t·,·~ ""·,J-:'~"I·.' ~"':" :l.l'rnr,lnnn$ ':-'~·:',_",~:,;,:,~,,-"'-"~r'I,.\:,!.i'r '''1' 

r .. ,',::r.,,';'." ~,~ ';,_ ... , ,,-') ,:-, ,";' ':.~~'~r'.&:,~ .• ··vV .... '7"'.' ! _ .r. ,,,.,·:t~ ,·\j"iH'~:" '.'·~I #;;:". '1 _:) -:t.I'·" f~, .. .. !'," :-_ ~, 

~ : , ,1 1 t 'r ',... ~'. ! I -. ~~' I' ;: t I " ",,1° 11. 

You mUlt be loggG'd in to leave a comment. 1..09 III I Folc;Jlstcr 
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• ~c:nd !o f:Jn:i!y 
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News)l Education 

Beyond rankings: A new way to look for a 
college 
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aeyontl ~Dneve ranking_: 
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USA rODArs M,uy Beth 
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Ne-td ezpeft advtu7: 
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Stud.". Hgagement: ~-.>--' ~~r.· 
'J')."k-' 
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B1 M.ry Both Morklcin. USA TODAY 

_ Michoet Turolly sought. job WIth 
the sI-nte of North CMOhna strmght oul 
ofwlege in 2001. ru, m!ervicwer 
seemed surpn$Cd U"Iat he had alroa-dy 
pubbsh-ed researd'l on weUands 

, had dneC1 expenence others d,dn't 
I\ave .... st:lys Turcl'ly. enVlronmen~a! 
,u~isor 1m the tran:s.portabOn 
d-epartment and a g:radua1e of Western 

OP:!III.II 

Ot-Il" WJf'J!II; "' ... CO 

Oi99 

d'l!I.ICIO.US 

carorlna Unlvc-rv.y III Cu!lowhee. N C -. toI.dd Iell he w.1$ a 
bttle empmsscd-

A leg up In tile job market is jvst one way students c;.an 
benefit when th", _rk dosely .,.th ,.tully. sometmes 
s;oe-by·side in researdl And tho degree to _''''''''>
wen with students is the kind of "Uling prospectJve s.tudents 
m:.g"t want to took for when they t;Onsid-cr where to apply 
lor CQI1ege. 

Problem is. thot k<nd 01 ",Ionn.,ion has,"t lypo'"""ly been 
8'Yadable to the pu~~1C in a rneantnij'h.ll waf 

The Nabonal Survey of Studcn~ engagement wan!s 10 
d'tang-e that v.tble many popular colJege gui:des focus on 
thrngs b~a SAT s.cotes or am:oming freshmen, or a coflege's 
pany-scllool,epul4bOn. NSSE (pronounced '""ssio' oeek. 
to gauge the qualIty of an undergra~uatc educabOn by 
toolung al how actrvely an .... otved students ure 'Ndtt thetr 
SIU'dres, professors and the campus community _ Dec.ades 
of rese~rch show1lhBt rhe more engaged s-tudel'1ts are, the 
more hllely they ~e 10 learn 

FIND MORE STORIES IN: U!wo'6r~;'les. I _e~l~ "'9 I US 
Nih"S I N5SE I G~rlJ~ ",uh 

Coneges appear to wet;omc sut;il InformltlQn SInce ItS 

2000 debut, NSSE has surveyed nearty 1.200 sd't'OOls 3t 
lease onoo, an'CI rt has spawned Slmltar SllVeyS for law 
sc:h~ts, commuruty COlleges and oth(!-r popubhons 

Mosl colleges k.oep resuns confldental. using then' data as 
an m1emal asseS$m-en1I~. But this year, fOf the first bme. 
NSSE IS encouragIng pM1iQpabrtg schoos to make rhen 
s.eores pubbcty <haaatlle 

USA TODAY, in partnerslnp "'th NSSE. is pubbst.ng this 
gulds in print and ontrne to show how NSSE ca:n entt.Moe 
th<I coIlego se."'" More thon 250 scllOO!s "" ... ~reed to 
dIsclose their s.cores 

Preuure from Congress is one reason coUeges 02't! II1'd1:Ing 
bMJ:1d greater transp.amncy; another is gowmg drs.content 
~ rankings I:k.e Olo¥, compi'ed by V. S Nf!WS & K'ottd 
R~port 

Accrec:hting agenocs. wtuch provide:. Ihrd·party stamp of 
a-wrovnl to colleges, have been as-lung snce the 1990s for 
eVlClenc:e that studen".s are benefiting ~ lheit ed:ucabOn. 
Congress hus tor ylC¥s d-ecncd tho absence of useful 
mfonnation aVoll1able 10 students and parents_ And a 
nabOna' t;Om11lrSSIOTl 3ppotntetl by Educ.3lion Secretary 

Margaret Speill'ngs last year urged cotIeges to consider publishing resu'ts from NSSE an~ ether assessment 
tOOI$ as a W3'f to help famifles see what they're g(!-ning for their 1wbon ~-otlafs 

In a bid to arcumvent federal oversig"l a number of non-prorlt highef education groups ha\e d'C"Yek)ped or 
are devetopmg websAt'OS through which consumers can get Informalron_ lRduCfin-g NSSE scores In some 
cases, in easy-to-cQmpare formalS More than 600 pnvale insb!ubOns have $lgne<! up '0 pa1tOp-ate m a 
'#t8bsrle Ia\llldled In $ep!embe1 by the Na!ional Assocrat:on of Indcperdenl Colleges an~ Universlbes A 
s.imlnr irnbabYe by the Nabon.aJ ASSotiation of Slate and Uniyct"SAfy land Gran' Colleges IS ~xpeded 10 :1ebut 
In January. i1 was devetoped wrU'I"Ule Amencan Assooabon of State Cofleges and Unlversrtes OUter prefeds 
are ,n tne wens for research Wbversrt.es and online educaton 

~~clr.;t 7.) O((~ j:bs. r',jt i~Z:·.' Ci"N ;1C.o,OO: - ,.:,J .... ~ 
~ 'f"elatJdr!I'\ '01'1"1 • 

Ra1H Arc low· Rflfi As low As. 5."', 
R.dr0'l'~:{" -;-:VO'. 10;;..111 ~ .... " ~~!j ~~ .• (\ n~'nih ';~. 
L:-· ..... !~ 
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Search by: 

Keywo,d,: 

e 9 ' reglSlered nufl.e 
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Ctr. Slmc or lip 

Job cattogory: 

Select 8 Co!egory 

AdvaJKeti Job s .. t~"; 

CiH~P.lbuilder ... · 
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Eng!ish professor.:..lia Wi!rIams. who _11>0 in-..! ..... __ <II Rose·Human Il\SIIIU!e 01 
TechnoIosIY in Temo _.Ind .• uys ..... _ is rnaU-.g iSS NSSE 1CIOrn...-1e 1am:Ile ..... 1I>o Itol 
bno loday _e In".~ i. __ ngId lhingb lb." 

o-sing" ~ ", •• major 11e d-. """ (lamffieI, ""'" 10 leet confode1ll tNt they have _11>0 ri;Id 
one:_~ 

Hlnklng. still ",nkl. 

Admi ....... s oIIiCals h .... tong Olllmbiod _Imnkings. 8ullhi. yeor the I1lftCCI hU _oped Inlo 
...... Ihin; resem~ re_. OoIen. 01 col!ege PfO"*"11 ha ... vowed to nc\ pMlOpate in U.S. New. 
su .... eys ..... to nc\ promcrelheir ,tolus in u.e mnkings. 

Ther _lets cf~. butonosli)'. "'" arvument .. INI U.S News rDntongs Iu<;on on "'" _ u.n;. 
_--. preqeond ou:Mlwdy -_""'Si<!he _1""lnuke ea:h inIt!t.J!JCndiSl_.'_ 
osds mission. "'" Iypos 01_ ~ __ !he _ ~ "". 0"'_. 
NSSE. in _.IS '_tryu>g 10;d poop!e 1014 =cut Itmg. """ _: IOJS I/SSE _or Geotvo 
KW>. ""1_U~I!y_pm!essor. 

Perhaps e.en mere. he .uggesl •• NSSE _nge.1I>e ranlting.·driven .- tNt or4y a sliver 01 college. 
are wonttr of con-tidofation. -nacre ore I'Nl'IY innovative PI'OO,omt ttoing offered~. often at 0 coUege or 
university ri;IoI atollnd th ......... ,: he ""Ys. 

Housed in " cindef·bIoeJ< sllldonl dorm tNt has been ~ inlO olke spo:e .... Incbna Un~s 
Center lor P-.y Rose-., NSSE is no! the or4y answer 10 II>e o-g dernard ler beHe, 
inlorm3!ion. Uany sci-. use more IIuIn one assossmonl, tndudmg ~ __ M_ ~ 330 
schools have ~ the Co!!egoate Loarnftg As .. Ismtrll, _ a"essos ~ s1I:IS. sinQo " was 
pi!c1e<S in 2002·2003 by tho NewVOI\·_ Coun:d tor Aid to Ed_bon AI>IM 130 -. use rhe ~ 
Se ..... Stne-t. _ is COnduded by UQA'slfgMr Ed-"On Rese""" Inst'tlm and is _loIISSE. A 
ccnsotIium 0I311Dgh!Jr -.. pri .. "" CIOI'lego. and _ ........ ey 11 __ .:.are dllto. 

8u1!he s~ IISSE renuin. among "'" most wicIoIy used and. ~!oIy.1I>e rnoslYisiloie. ImIioIIr 
SUppo<led _ a 13.7 _ granll""" !he Pew Chanlal>le Truol., NSSE has SUJIPOfIed ~se~ since 2003. 
COIlOOOS par SI,800 10 $7.800. ";th price boUed on enn>I!m.nl and Olher Ir.tors. 

NSSE is __ up 01 8S ~'. 42 01_ a>nUi!ouIe 10 r..., caleg ...... or _ •. ' Ro.eard> 
shows !hoi _ adMtios. _ 001_ measure. 01 reaming. are as_ willi _,.ucce ••. 
Questicns seek 10 0101_ aboul!he _ cf~ChOD_. -1acU!t inleratllon,lI>o 
.Xlentl:> _ a CC!Ioge cfIers on adive and c:aCabcnlnoe Ie4ming """'"'""'"" c;>portonitios to I.ke 
~d~or ___ •• _wl>etl>er""'.ChooIoea\ ... a~. 
environrrI!m lor ddlerem ;roups on CIIlT'pIS. 

To ... _ m.dent. ore Cha!Ienged~.lorozample.lhey ""' aSked r-manybooks \hoy 
-.. aSSi;ned to read. r-many _ they ..mo and r- rnucft limo they sPend _lor da .. os. 

NSSE then la!ouIalos ","itis 1M e .... _ """ proYidos r..., ben ... mar1< ........ ~ r- il.llloI<. up 
cornponHl wi!!> \he nolional _ago lor _"pes of i1o.tlulion •• 

Mer porin;....".ots NSSE r..Mg •• oa.""""'s College cl IIot,e D~ 01 Mar)IInd. ""'"'" _1h1Rl. ollho 
und~s a_ pall limo. redesigned ~. adYisin;. among olher thing •• 'MIh an emphasis on bener 
~pan-~me _IS. 

M. Aullum ~. a ~ uniYend)' i10 -.... "'" _ cllNtloo.1his JUI' oppDYod "wnbng 
nitoative mood 01 incre<lsing ... ~ """ quaMr cfWl'l!:ng ~ by iI' ~es. Tho lnollees_ 
SOl a ggall'" Aullum·. score. on certain ~Ia~ IISSE ~m.'o _.!he ~ sc:crelor". poor 
Oroup· 

And oller IISSE IftUn. <II s..nt Michael'. ~o in CoI<heSl~. VI.. domonstraled !hollnl·,..., .,ud.nll 
benofillrom regular inlOl1lUoon WIth proIO""rI. th. _ SOl a goollo increase the percenlago 01 "'II-""'" 
facult)' ~ team fifSt-yel1Itminnrs. 

'Very often the dala con~ something we already know but ,,"",.p. ,,_ ompmcaI ccnlimlalion.· U)" 

John Ku!how>id<. d;",dor 01 inslllllliorW rHO""" and c:orrrn..ni<:.Iloon 01 ~ Md>aers. "The ca.e was 
easie, to ....... woIIo \Iris dolo n hand.' 

Mast collogos declined 

Irs one Ihing to use "'" dati to qIIIOlit~. """"'"' IG 00 pu:,!oc. Moll 01 the .-thal_ 
IIppIOIII:hed a!>cuI being Included in USA TODA Y's webslle ..:toor d.dmed or <I'd net resoond to rru!ti;>Ie 
"'quests. And many 01 _lhal Gg'Dod 10 pub5$/> thtrir resull. U)' \hoy worT)' _the d3ta ccuId be 
rrisused. 

NSSE IIIOngI)' <tiseourage. Coo UI. 01 NSSE data In any Iype 01 ranking. lor ••• tn;)Ie. arvuingUo., ,anking. 
"are inheren!Iy IIawod 01 o loci lor acce>unlOl>ilily and improyement." 

Veljullweel<s a;o. f'UI>Idt a......,bl. _ enga;ement dala 101 ccmmun:ty ~ were USed 10 como 
up with ranU>gs. Th. IiJl produCed by. ~ anaIysl.r.:h an odueolion _lank and ~ in 
Sep!efmer's W"sIIington MotrtNr. drew a SW!!I rebuke """' Dd!nnislrDl~ 01 _ engagtmenl SUNey. 

AnoIher worT)' is thai NSSE could be ~ 10 somer-~ •• ChooI. """ _hi_ less ""'" 
IIoIte1in; 10 !he naked eyo. Thoo ,..ar. 1M e-..;>le. led8aI_s proposed l1>li CCC!eOOS be required 10 
repo<lIO "'" Ec!uc:ation IleparImonl, 01 0 _ 01 recemno lederal aid. _1Iw:ir nlldullOnS use 
NSSE or Other ouossml1lllOOls. ""ether resuIIs "'" a._e on"" •• Dnd _!he Web mreu i •. The 
"'quetl was IaIer ";Ihdr""". But 10 many NgMf ed=_ group •• 1Il01 veered dangerously CIO.e 10 lede,aI 
raoulalion. 

Unde~yin; _ concern. is !he senlO th.>IIISSE's data 'If" I'mpi)' 100 compbt:aled lor t>e a.e"g" 
consumer or poftymaker 10 ;rasp Consid ... for U2m;>!e. th., ""en NSSE score. are ~ 10 cd.Iege •• 
they c:c1M willi" 1hrOO--nn; tinder fi~.d """ inllNetons. 

'1.1011 people ... do nel noteSs.#11tt have "'" time '" I>ec:om<o e.pen. on woN! d iii .... "" •• S<Jy1 JeIvl " .... k, 
_01ct_ rosoMth.II_ Unjye'siI)'- Bend 

f~3'i 
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Beyond rankings: A new way to look for a college - USATODA Y.com 

'- hoven' UMtd NSSE 

NoIaI>Iy alIsent from Nsse'. ~ lisla", many 01 the ._that I,re weU in US -. ",nlung' 
None 0I1he Ivy., lot "'Ian<e, have part:cip.ted, though III. number oIlop-ron~ed lib<lraIBr1s college. is 

(I""I""g 

The low p:lTtid;t<llion rale _'I surprise Peler Ewell, .;c" p<Midcn! 01 a non,profil highor_ 
consuI!in; group in Boulder, Colo" """ chair 0I1I>e _nee ollHgher edu""tion ",.eardlers _ developed 
!he ",,_lot """1_.11y beCame NSSE. 

Top-ra""ed _are beneliM; from US. News """"'g5, he say. "'Mry lllrowthe g,;ewhen you're on 
lop?" 

For rt.s p.art. U.S New~ in recent years has pub!ilhecl answers to se1:eCled NSSE qut!sttOf'S Y'Olurrteered by 
schools, 176 recen!ly proyjded ",.uns from lIIe 2006 NSSE .urvey 

Eddof Brt3n Ken., so)'s rankrngs and NSSE both promo usefulll'1fo:rmilhon But with so 1M schools. cIrsdo-sing 
NSSE S:COteS. hQ sa)"s he doe",'. worry Dbovt NSSE repJaci~ rarWngs as 0 consumer semm 

""The liStIe is COtI";':un~." he S:tyS The di$OJSSjOn keeps -com::ng back to this notion c:A...my Ine mnJungs 
are vDluable_ We've been abfe 10 Q)me up With awnparnbto data UQ'Oss a wide number of schools· 

Form&r Ha",.nI presit!eft1 and •• r1y NSSE ,.pllO<! ... Dere~ Boll, in ... 2005 book, Out 1JndetDt:tue.mg 
Colleges, suggests thai NSSe's low parbdpobon rates help -confirm the Impression IhOlt nsldubons at U'te top 
of rh'e U S News rankd'1gs are rarely ~aden tn seeklng tnnovative eft'OftS 10 im~fOve slu'dtn1lcarrung on theu' 
Qimpuses_-

Bu! D:::IVtd J-MnIeSon·[)raAe. d=tedOf of II'lSb!u'tionaJ resca~h at Ou\e Univcrstty. whtch ranked It!Ig!'tth thiS yeat 
among U S Newd nabon3l univerSl'ties. says IhAt assumphon rTlI$se1o the mark 

He says he has no ms]Ol' ~em ~ NSSE as 01'1 assessmenl tool; he szmpJ)' believes olhe1 mea-s.ufes OTe 
more ~e fOf' h's school. A~, he says, he sees 00 benefit t:o pubbshing NSSE s~s for c:omparabve 
purpo ..... "Thefe " D bd 01 an <JIIitWe 01 'Gosh, d you're not doing NSSE, lIIen you're .. ling _hong: . he 
says. Tm "" ........ so_I mySl,""" 'OOhy POOp\<! "'" so enlhused" aIxM NSSE. 

Kuh, for his part. ackn~s that NSSE has its hmts Thol's one reason he recommerds that schoots use 
NSSe in nrtation wdh other assessmem toots. 

~o singte assessmerrt too! can tell an ina.1I1ution evetylhing it needs to knOw,- ho says. 1:vt a!moa.t everyone 
Dgrees IIIat (NSSE) 10 ...... on ami:J •• th.t help _.nl. d •• elCp the Mblls of the minclll>81 !hey need 10 
survive and 1Niv. dunng """ .ft .. c:oIlege • 

And 1'1OIIW. more than ever before, some c:otloga offiQaIs oeknowledge, e:on-eges should be WI1ring too open 
themseh,es up to pu~tlC Scr1J:iny. 

, ha....e coOeagves (whO have) for yeDB sald. ~ we do is self .. eYlClenl and trust us,' - says PDUI Kod1, 

BSSOOa1e vrte preStdcnt fQ1 assessment and instrtuWnal rese81d'l31 Sf. Ambrose UnlVCt1rty II'l Davenport, 
Iowa 

Ihe rea!rty is that M'ist we do is nol serf·ev;de-n! It IS alSo dear that our constituencies no longer trust uS 
to the degree tnat tJ'ley used to, ,on:llhat IS unforlunale .. 

Contnl>:A:ng G Je"roy MaoDon"r1 

Gat a coSJ1?tP admissions question? Ask our IOXperts horn. 

Sh.re this $tory: 

Ou." It 

...... '~ ': ~ .. ,-. 

Cnl\t,"'f~.:lt;O.l (J!lJ(! ... hfU·" t:,., .. ~:; ,<:..( .... " :"" -. ~!:;.' "., ,,,qht. . ,.~ ,,,~, .• 11.,,, ,'f t, • -1"'". ,.!- r" f-~ .-,c 
Jot,,'. ":'~ .,,~: 4'",J:"'\" r."'o-{.o·, .. ·4~ :'1,'./ !>:'\ ,_~,,,,.J It·!; ·.'~""I"-·;."·"'" ;.[r-;.-v.; r, k,t ··1·,·· .. ··"'· .• : I •• ; .. ;~;'-\. .J::'''_~'' ...... ~~r,:. 

You must bit fog1JGd in to leave- a commlOnt. log In I Register 

Comments: (40) 

Ladlt!lman 

I drdn1 try to copy, thats J\lSt rrtf C01TIpIetety Qp-rOilYl about my ClIpleren-;e In CJUege loll thlflk I 
did .3 great thing by goln"9 to a techlncat college instead of a university tot' vanous drft~ 

http://ww\v.usatoday.com/news/educationl2007-11-04-nsse-cover_N.htm?loc=interstitialski p 
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NSSE: National Survey of Student Engagement Page 1 of2 

" 

(. ~i1tiunill Stlr\'(.·~· of Studt'nt Enj!OlI!,I'I1ll'l1t 

About NSSE 

News 

NSSE 

FSSE 

BeSSE 

LSSSE 

Related ProJect~ 

Reports and Services 

NSSE Archives 

Participants 

NSSE InstituII' 

P,lpers & Presenlation~ 

Illstitution Interface 

Order Materials 

FOCUlty discussions spanc 
somo rigorous doOales allOut 
Ihe volidity ond mli80ility of 
Ihe NSSE. Bulin /he main. 
we volu(/ Ihe information. 
attend 10 il. and move to 
creale ways 10 shore up /he 
soft areas exposed Oy trle 
reports 

Oaryl H Stevenson. Dean of 
Academoc Administration. 
Houghton College 

Home Search FAQs Contact Us Site Index 

Institutional Users Researchers Media Students and Parents 

Project: National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) 

Project Support: The NSSE was launched with support from IheJ)~ Charitable TruslS and is 
currently self-supported through institutional participation fees. Project 
research is also supported by grants from L!J1!IillaFoundation for Edu~tion 
and the Center for Inquiry in the Liberal Arts_at Wabash College. 

Survey Name: The National Surv~y of Student Engagement 

NSSE Director: George Kuh 

Survey Design: National design team chaired by Peter Ewell. National Center for Higher 
Education Management Systems 

Administration: Indiana University Center for Postsecondary Research in cooperation with 
the Indiana Uniyersity Center for Survey R~search 

Objectives: The National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) obtains. on an annual 
basis, information from hundreds of four-year colleges and universities 
nationwide about student participation in programs and activities that institutions 
provide for their learning and personal development. The results provide an 
estimate of how undergraduates spend their time and what they gain from 
attending college. Survey items on The National Survey of Student Engagement 
represent empiricalit' confirmed "good practices· in undergraduate education. 
That is. they reflect behaviors by students and institutions that are associated 
with desired outcomes of college. 

Institutions use their data to identify aspects of the undergraduate experience 
inside and outside the classroom that can be improved through changes in 
policies and practices more consistent with good practices in undergraduate 
education. This infonnation is also used by prospective college students, their 
parents. college counselors. academic advisers. institutional research officers. 
and researchers in tearning more about how students spend their time at 
different colleges and universities and what they gain from their experiences. 

More than 1200 different colleges and Universities in the U.S. and Canada have 
participated in NSSE since it was first administered in 2000. NSSE's 
widespread use has spawned several other national used instruments including 
the Beginning College Survey of Student Engagement. the Community College 
Survey of Student Engagement. the Faculty Survey of Student Engagement. 
and the Law School Survey of Student Engagement. all of which are supported 
through institutional participation fees 

NSSE Colleges and Universities: 
About 1200 different colleges and universities have partiCipated in NSSE. 

NSSE 2008: 

NSSE 2007: 

NSSE 2006: 

NSSE 2005: 

NSSE 2004: 

NSSE 2003: 

NSSE 2002: 

NSSE 2001: 

NSSE 2000: 

1999 Pilots: 

769 colleges and universities are participating in the spring 2008 
administration. 

610 colleges and universities participated in the spring 2007 administration. 

557 colleges and universities participated in the spring 2006 administration. 

529 colleges and universities partICipated in the spring 2005 administration. 

473 colleges and universities participated in the spring 2004 administration. 

437 colleges and universities participated in the spring 2003 administration. 

367 colleges and universities participated in the spring 2002 administration. 

321 colleges and universities participated in the spring 2001 administration. 

276 colleges and universities participated in the spnng 2000 administration. 

Approximately 70 colleges and uOlversities participated in the spring and fall. 

hltp:llnsse.iub.cdulhtml/quick_facts.cfm \/3/2008 
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Figure 1 

Figure 4 

What We're Learning About Student Engagement From NSSE 

GeorgeKuh 
Indiana University Bloomington 

In press, Marchi Apri~ 2003, Change 
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Figure 5 

:seJJllor Transfer status and Effect Size 
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Figure 1 

Benchmarks of Effective Educational Practice 

Level of Academic Challenge 
Challenging inle!leeIuaI and CI83It;e WIIfk is central tD !lIUdeId learning and mIlagiatD ~Iity. 
Colleges and uniYelsities prancIe high '-Is 01 student a~nt by emphasizing !he 
impadanca tI. academlc eIIort aDd ailing hlgII mpectations b sIudeIIl perJom>ance 10 
questions: 

• PRIpeMg tor das& (GtucIyIng. RIOding, writing, reheamng. and 0Iher ac;tMIIeG related to)OUr 
academic pragmm) 

• Number 0I11S1igMd tolClbooks. books. or bock.lenglh p:IICb tI. COU/S8 readings 

• Number 01 wriIII!n papers or reportS oJ 20 pages or _ 

• Number 01 wri1IBn papers or reportS between 5 an 19 pages 

• Number 01 WIilIDn papers 01 reportS 'ewer !han 5 pages 

• Coumewo<k emphasizes: Analyzing the basic efemenIs 01 an idea, ecperience 0I1heoty 

• CouISeWOlk emphasizes: SynIhesizing and 0Ig8IIizing ideas, infoImation, 01 eocperiences 

• Coursework emphasizes: Makins iud9menls about the value 01 inIonnation. argumen1s. Of 
rneIhods 

• Coursework emp!laslzes: Applying !heories or corceplS In practical problems Of in new 
situalions 

• Worked harder than you Ihoualrt YOU could to meet an insIrudoI's standards Of exDeCIations 

Student Interactions with Faculty Members Active and Collaborative Learning 
Through inlBracting with lacully members "sde and ouIsi<Ie the classroom stWenlo; see 
IiISt-band "-experts think about and solve practicaJ problems. As a resu" their leac:IIers 
become role models, rnenbn;. and guides lor continuous, life-long leaming. 6 quesbons' 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Disc:ussed grades Of assignmen1s with an instruclDf 

Talked about career plans wI1I1 a laa.lty member Of advisor 

Disc:ussed ideas Irgm your readIng or classes willi IacuIty members outside 01 
class 

Wolked with IacuIty members on ac:tivities other than coursework (ocmrnitIoos, 
orienIaIion. sIudent-life activities. ale.) 

ReccM!d prompt feedback Iran laa.lty on your academic performance 

Worked wiIh a IacuI!y member on a .-ch project 

Enriching Educational Experiences 
CompIernon!ary Ieanmg oppodunilies inside and 0II!!Iide the cbss_ augment 
the acodemIc pmgmrn. BqlerIencing cfiveIsIIy tl!ache& sIudenIs wllmtlle things 
about IhtmseMIs luld aIher cullures. U&ed appnIIIIiateIy, EdmoIogy IacIIiIates 
learning ami pmmaII!s c:oIIaboraIion between peelS and insIrudDts. tn1urnsh/p$, 
c:armun!!y seM:e, and &enior capsIDne c:oun;es pnMde eIIIdDnIB willi 
oppoItunlllos tosynlMslre. In\9gIaI8. and apply their knowledge. SUch 
experietlCBS rnaJce IeamIng 111018 rneani!1IIUl ancl ullimlllely, mora USBIu! because 
what &tudent& knaof beamcs II pall tI. whCI!hey 1118. 11 questions: 

• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

TBIIdng willi Gludenls willi diflerenI religious Willis, potitica! 
opinior&. 01 values 
Talking with studBnlS oJa different race 01 ethnidty 

Arlinstilutional c:Iima!I! em enl:OUlDlJl!S contact among 
students fran dillerent economic. social, and ratIaI or 
elhnlc backgrvumls 

Using eIecIJonic techndogy to diScl.ss or c;anplete nssignmenls 

Partic:ipatingin: 
internships or field eoperiences 
community service 01 WIIunteer WQfk 
for1!ignlanguage_rk 
studyablvad 
independent &tully or seII-desittneci major 
r.:utrnin=atill'l Mninr An'1AIiAnM 

Students leam lnOfe when Itey are intensely i!WOl1l8d in !heir education and 
are asked to lIIink about ard BPPIyYttlalIhey are learning in different se!lin!J6. 
CoI1abomting wiIh dhen; in seWing problems Of _ng difficult material 
propares studcmts to deal willi !he messy, unscripted problems !hey win 
em:ounter dlllly during and after college. 7 questions: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Asked questions in class Of contributed 10 class dlSQlSSions 

Made a dass prosenIation 

Worked willi oilier students on projects during class 

Worked with classmates outside 01 dass In propatU class 
assignments 

Tutored or taught other students 

PaJlicjpalsd in a canmuni!y-based project as part of a regular 
oautae 

Supportive Campus Environment 
SIudonls poIfonn better ami am _ BIIIisfiIId nt c:oGeges that 1118 canm!tled 
CD !heIr 8ID:eSS and cultiYaIe posItiw worIdng and mcIaI relations among 
dlfIerent groups on campus. 6 questions: 

• 

• 

• 
• 
• 

Compus orNIronment pnMdes support you need to help 
you IIUcc:eed acadani:ally 

Campus environment helps you c:opwilll )'OUI' non
academ!c responsibilities ('MIlle. fIIInIly, s.) 
Com""" etNInmment pnMde& the r;upport you need to 
thrive sociaU)' 

Quality oJ relationships willi OIlIer 8Iudents 

Qualily oJ reIationstIips willi Iat:IIIIy manbers 
Quality or relationships willi adminlstrati\110 peISOnnBl Dnd 
Clfflces 
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NSSE-related Publications 
(As of January 2003) 

Kuh, G.D. (in press). What we're learning about student engagement from NSSE. 
Change, 35(2). 

Kuh, G.D. (in press). The contributions ofthe research university to assessment and 
innovation in undergraduate education. In W.E. Becker and M. Andrews (Eds.), The scholarship 
of teaching and learning in higher education: The contribution of research universities. 
Bloomington, IN. Indiana University Press. 

The NSSE 2000 Report: National benchmarks of effective educational practice (2000). 
Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Center for Postsecondary Research and Planning. 

Improving the college experience: National benchmarks for effective educational practice 
(2001). Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Center for Postsecondary Research and Planning. 

From promise to progress: How colleges and universities are using student engagement 
results to improve collegiate quality. (2002). Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Center for 
Postsecondary Research and Planning. 

Kuh, G.D., Hayek, lC., Carini, R.M., Ouimet, lA., Gonyea, R.M., & Kennedy, 1 
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Carini, R.M., & Kuh, G.D. (2003). Tomorrow's teachers: Do they engage in the "right 
things" during college? Phi Delta Kappan. 8~5), 391-398. 

Carini, R.M., Hayek, lH., Kuh, G.D., Kennedy, I.M., & Ouimet, lA (in press). College 
student responses to web and paper surveys: Does mode matter? Research in Higher Education. 

Quimet, lA., Bunnage, lC, Carini, R. M., Kuh, G.D., & Kennedy, 1. (in press). Using 
focus groups, expert advice, and cognitive interviews to establish the validity of a college student 
survey. Research in Higher Education. 

Field testing a faculty version of the NSSE: (httpJIwww.collegereport.orQlfaCUltvD 
along with a version for law schools (http://www.iub.edU/lnsselhtmVlaw-school.shtml) 
and high schools (http://www.iub.edu/-nsselhtmllhssseinvitation.htm). 
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~ National Survey of Student Engagement 2005 l 
The College Student Report 

III In your experience at your institution during the current school year, about how often have you done 
each of the following? Mark your answers in the boxes. Examples: [XJ or ~ 

Very Some- I Very Some-
often Oftp.1l times Never often Often times Never 
W V W V I V ". V V 

a. Asked questions in class or 
0 0 0 0 I r. Worked harder than you thought 

contributed to class discussions I you could to meet an instructor's 

b. Made a class presentation 0 0 0 0 I standards or expectations 0 0 0 0 
c. Prepared two or more drafts s. Wor1ced with faculty members on 

of a paper or assignment activities other than coursework 
before turning it in 0 0 0 0 (committees, orientation. 

0 0 0 0 student life activities, etc.) 
d. Worked on a paper or project that 

t. Discussed ideas from your required integrating ideas or 
infonnation from various sources 0 0 0 0 readings or dasses with others 

outside of class (students, 
e. Induded diverse perspectives family members, co-wor1cers, etc.) 0 0 0 0 

(different races, religions, genders. 
u. Had serious conversations with political beliefs, etc.) in class 

discussions or writing assignments 0 0 0 0 students of a different race or 
ethnicity than your own 0 0 0 0 

f. Come to class without completing 
0 0 0 v. Had serious conversations with readings or assignments 0 

students who are very different 
g. Worked with other students on 

0 0 0 0 
from you in terms of their 

projects during d .. ss religious beliefs, political 

h. Worked with classmates 
opinions, or personal values 0 0 0 0 

outside of do1SS to prepare 
D 0 0 0 class assignments o During the current school year, how much has 

i. Put together ideas or concepts your coursework emphasized the following 
from different courses when mental activities'? 
completing assignments or 

0 0 0 0 Very Quite Very during class discussions much ;i bit Some little 
j. Tutored or taught other V V V ~ 

students (paid or voluntary) 
a. h1emorizing facts. ideas, or 

k. Participated in a community-based methods from your courses and 
project (e.g., service learning) 

0 0 0 0 
readings so you can repeat them 

0 0 0 0 as part of a regular course in pretty much the same form 

I. Used an electronic medium b. Analyzing the basic elements of 
(listserv, chat group, Internet, an idea, experience, or theory, 
instant messaging, etc.) to discuss 0 

0 0 0 such as examining a particular 
or complete an assignment case or situation in depth and 

m. Used e-mail to communicate 
considering its components 0 0 0 0 

with an instructor 0 0 0 0 C. Synthesizing and organizing 

n. Discussed grades or assignments 
ideas, information, or experiences 

0 0 0 0 into new, more complex with an instructor interpretations and relationships 0 0 0 0 
O. Talked about career plans with 

0 0 0 0 d. Making judgments about the a faculty member or advisor 
value of information, arguments. 

p. Discussed ideas from your or methods, such as examining 
readings or dasses with faculty 

0 
hON others gathered and 

members outside of class 0 0 0 interpreted data and assessing 
0 0 0 the soundness of their conclusions 0 

q. Received prompt feedback from 
faculty on your academic 

0 performance (written or oral) 0 0 0 
e. l~pplyil1g theories or concepts to 

practical problems or in new 
0 0 0 0 situations 

--_. -----_._._--_ .. _.- ._----

f <l' j"l- '-f I J 
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II During the current school I More than 20 
year, about how much I Between 11 and 20 

reading and writing I Between 5 and 10 I 
have you done? I Bet'Neen 1 .1nd 4 I 

I NonE' I 
a. Number of assigned textbooks, I books, or book-length packs of 

0 0 0 0 Ol course readings 
I I 

b. Number of books read on your own 
I 

010 001 
(not assigned) for per;anal 
enjoyment or academic enrichment 0 ! 

c. Number of written papers or reports 
0 00 001 of 20 pages or mort' 

I 

d. Number of written paper; or reports DID! betwe~n Sand 10 pilges 0 010 
I 

~ 
e. Number of written paper; or reports 

0 010 I't fewer than 5 p"ltJl-S 

o In a typical week, how many homework problem 
sets do you complete? 

a. Number of problem sets 
None '-2 

'W W 

that take you more than 0 0 
an hour to complete 

Mor," 
3·4 5·6 than 6 
V V V 

000 
b. Number of problem sets 

that take you less than 
an hour to complete 0 0 0 0 0 

o Mark the box that best represents the extent to 
which your examinations during the current 
school year have challenged you to do your best 
work. 

Very little 
W 

Very Illu(h 
9 

o 0 o o o o 0 
1 2 ~ 4 5 67 

D During the current school year. about how often 
have you done each of the following? 

Very Some· 
often Often times Never 

V V W W 
a. Attended an art exhibit, gallery, 

play. dance, or other theater 
0 perfonnance 

b. Exercised or participated in 
0 physical fitness activities 

c. Participated in activities to 
enhance your spirituality 
(worship, meditation, prayer. etc.) 0 

d. Examined the strengths and 
weaknesses of your OVl/n views 0 
on a topic or issue 

0 

0 

0 

o 
e. Tried to better understand 

someone else's views by 
imagining how an issue looks 
from his or her perspective 0 0 

0 

0 

0 

o 

o 
f. learned something that changed 

the way you understand an issue 
or concept 0 0 0 

------.-----.. - .. -~-----_ .. -~---

0 

0 

0 

o 

o 

i 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
! 
i 

I 

II Which of the following have you done or do you 
plan to do before you graduate from your 
institution? 

a. Practicum, intemship, 
field experience, co-op 
experience, or clinical 
assignment 

b. Community service or 
volunteer work 

c. Participate in a learning 
community or some other 
formal program where 
groups of students take 
two or more clas~s 
together 

d. Work on a research project 
with a faculty member 
outSide of course or 
program requirements 

e. Foreign language 
coursework 

f. Study abroad 

g. Independent study or 
self·designed major 

h. Culminating senior 
experience (capstone 

Done 

'V 

0 

0 

0 

o 
o 
o 
o 

course, thesis, project, 
comprehensive exam,etc.) 0 

Plan 
todo 

'VI' 

0 

0 

0 

o 
o 
o 
o 

o 

Do not 
plan 
to do 

Y 

0 

0 

0 

o 
o 
o 
o 

o 

Have 
not 

de<id 

'V' 

0 

0 

0 

o 
o 
o 
o 

o 

ed 

D Mark the box that best represents the quality of 
your relationships with people at your institution. 

a. Other 
Students 

Fri .. ndly. 
Supportive. 
S"I1~P. of 

Belonging 

"W 

70 
60 
50 
40 
30 
20 
10 

& 
Ullfrif·ndly. 

Unsul'portivE. 
S.JIlS(! of 

AIi"nation 

Relationships with: 

b. Faculty 
Members 

Available, 
Helpful, 

Sympathetic 

VI' 

70 
GO 
sO 
40 
30 
20 
10 

A 
Unavailable, 
Unhelpful. 

Unsympathetic 

c. Administrative 
Personnel and 

Offices 

Helpful. 
Considerate. 

Flexible 

V 

70 
60 
50 
40 
30 
20 
10 

.A 
Unhelpful. 

Inconsider.lt(> 
Rigid 
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II About how many hours do More than 30 m To what extent has your experience at this 
you spend In a typical7-day 26-30 institution contributed to your knowledge. skills, 
week doing each of the 21-25 and personal development In the following areas? 
following? 16·20 Very Quite Very 

# of hours 11-15 much a bit Some little 

per week I 6-10 I V "V "'V 'V' 

r 
a. Acquiring a broad general 

I 
1·5 I i education 0 0 0 0 

0 i 
a. Preparing for class I b. Acquiring job or work-related 

0 
I I knowledge and skills 0 0 0 

(studying. reading. 
0 0 0 0 writing. doing homework I I 

c. Writing clearly and effectively 
or lab work. analyzing I ! d. Speaking dearly and effectively 0 0 0 0 data, rehearsing, and 

01 0 other academic activities) 00 0 DO 0 e. Thinking critically and analytically 0 0 0 0 
b. Working for pay DO DiO 0 DID 

1. Analyzing quantitative problems 0 0 0 0 
on campus 0 g. Using computing and information 0 

technology 0 0 0 
<. Working for pay 

01010 off campus 0 0 0 0 0 h. Working effectively with others 0 0 0 0 
d. Participating in i i. Voting in local. state, or 

0 D D 0 co-<urricular activities national elections 
(organizations. campus j. Learning effectively on your own 0 0 0 0 publications, student 
government, social k. Understanding yourself 0 0 0 0 
fraternity or sorority, 

I. Understanding pe,ople of other intercollegiate or 0 0 0 0 intramural sports, etc) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 racial and ethnic backgrounds 

e. Relaxing and socializing I rn. Solving complex real-world 
0 0 0 0 (watching TY. partying. 

DID 
problems 

etc.) 0 0 0 0 0 0 n. Developing a personal code of 

f. Providing care for I values and ethics 0 0 0 0 
I o. Contributing to the welfare of dependents living with I 

0 I your community 0 0 0 you (parents. children. 
DID spouse, etc.) 0 0 0 0 0 D p. Developing a deepened sense 

I of spirituality 0 0 0 0 
g. Commuting to dass 

(driving. walking. etc.) 0 0 DID 0 DID 01 ' 
Overa I I m I , how would you evaluate the quality of 

m To what extent does your institution emphasize 
each of the following? 

I academic advising you have received at your 
i Institution? 

o Excellent 

a. Spending significant amounts of 
time studying and on academic 
work 

b. Providing the support you need 
to help you succeed academically 

<. Encouraging contact among 
students from different 
economic, social. and racial 
or ethnic backgrounds 

d. Helping you cope with your 
non-academic responsibilities 
(work. family. etc.) 

e. Providing the support you need 
to thrive socially 

f. Attending campus events and 

Very QUite, Vel 7 
much .. bit Some little 
V V V W 

o 
o 

o 

o 
o 

o 

o 
o 

o 

o 
o 

o 

o Good 

o Fair 

DPoor 

m How would you evaluate your entire educational 
experience at this institution? 

o Excellent 

o Good 

o Fair 

o Poor 

o o 
o 

o 
o 

D m If you could start over again. would you go to the 

o o i same institution you are now attending? 

i 0 Definitely yes 
activities (special speakers. cultural 
performances. athletic events, etc.) 0 o 

o 
o 
o 

o Ii 0 Probably yes 
o Probably no 

o I 0 Definitely no 
g. Using computers in academic work o 

l 

J 
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m Write in your year of birth: 11 \91 \ \ 
1m Your sex 

o Male 0 Female 

m Are you an international student or foreign 
national? 

o Yes 0 No 

m What is your racial or ethnic identification? 
(Mark only one.) 

o American Indian or other Native American 

o Asian American or Pacific Islander 

o Black or African American 

o White (non-Hispanic) 

o Mexican or Mexican American 

o Puerto Rican 

o Other Hispanic or Latino 

o Multiracial 

o Other 

o I prefer not to respond 

m What Is your current classification in college? 

o Freshmantfir~-year 0 Senior 

o Sophomore 0 Undassified 

o Junior 

m Old you begin college at your current 
institution or elsewhere? 

o Started here 0 Started el~ewhere 

m Since graduating from high school, which of 
the following types of schools have you 
attended other than the one you are 
attending now? (Mark all that apply.) 

o Vocational or technical school 

o Community or junior college 

o 4-year college other than this one 

o None 

o Other, I 
~pecify: '--_________ . 

m Thinking about this current academic term, 
how would you characterize your enrollment? 

o Full·time 0 Le~~ than full·time 

m Are you a student-athlete on a team sponsored 
by your Institution's athletics department7 

o Yes 0 No (go to question 25) , 
On what team(s} are you an athlete (e.g., 
football, swimming)? Please answer below: 

m What have most of your grades been up to now 
at this institution? 

OA OB+ Oc+ 
OA- OB Oc 

o B- 0 C- or lower 

m Which of the following best describes where 
you are living now while attending college? 

o Donnitory or other campus housing (not fraternityl 
sorority house) 

o Residence (house, apartment, etc.) within 
walking distance of the instiMion 

o Residence (house, apartment, etc.) within 
driving distance 

o Fratemity or sorority house 

m What is the highest level of education that your 
parent(s) completed? (Mark one box per column.) 

Father Mother 
'V W 

0 0 Did not finish high school 

0 0 Graduated from high school 

0 0 Attended college but did not complete 
degree 

0 0 Completed an associate's degree (AA, 
AS., etc.) 

0 0 Completed a bachelor's degree (B.A., 
B.S., etc.) 

0 0 Completed a master's degree (M.A., 
M.S., etc.) 

0 0 Completed a doctoral degree (Ph.D, 
J.D., M.D., etc.) 

m Please print your primary major or your 
expected primary major. 

Em If applicable, please print your second major or 
your expected second major (not minor, 
concentration, etc.). Hi Are you a member of a social fraternity or 

sorority? L 
O~ ONo ______________ ======================~ 
THANKS FOR SHARING YOUR VIEWS! 

After completing the survey. please put it in the enclosed postage-paid envelope and deposit it in any U.s. 
Postal Service mailbolt. Questions or comments? Contact the National Survey of Student Engagement, Indiana 
University, 1900 East Tenth Street, Eigenmann Hall Suite 419, Bloomington IN 47406-7512 or 
nsse@indiana.eduor \\'w::.iub.<-dui 115S';. Copyright e 2004 Indiana University. 
PedlS.,1I HCS MM22488J·9 6~~)21 Pllnted tr1 U.SA 

r~ Lftf-
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- ----- ----~-~---------------------~ 

This survey asks questions about your high school experience - how you spend your time, what you have gained so far 
from your classes, your inter actions with friends and teachers, and various activities, The information you provide will help 
teachers, administrators, and others improve conditions that contribute to your learning and development during high 
school, Thank you for your thoughtful responses. 

Instructions: Please mark your answers in dark ink or pencil. Fill in the bubbles completely: • 

1. What is your grade in school? 

09th o 10th o 11th o 12th 

2. In what grade did you start attending !hi.1 high 
school? 

o 9th o 10th 011th o 12th 

3. How old are you today? 

o 1 3 or younger 

014 

015 

016 

017 

018 

4. Are you 0 Male 0 Female 

019 

020+ 

5. What is your racial or ethnic identification? 
(Mark all that apply) 

o Hispanic. Latino. or Spanish origin 

o American Indian or other Native American 

o Asian American or Pacific Islander 

o Black/African American 

o White 
o Other. specify: ____________ _ 

o Prefer not to respond 

6. Is English the main language used in your home? 

o Ves ONo 

7. What have most of your high school grades been? 
(Mark one response only) 

o Mostly As o Mixed Cs and Os 
o Mixed As and Bs o Mostly Os 
o Mostly Bs o Below 0 
o Mixed Bs and Cs o GrCldes not used 
o Mostly Cs o Don't know 

8. On average, how many hours do you sleep per night? 
(Round to the nearest hour) 

Less 
than 5 5 

o 0 
6 

o 
7 

o 
8 

o 
9 

o 
10+ 
o 

9. Which category represents most of your classes? 
(Mark QDg response only) 

o GenerallRegular o HonorvCollege Prep 
o Special Education o CareerNotational 
o Courses for College Credit o Don't know 

10.00 you have a computer with Internet access at home? 

OVes ONo 

11.How far do you think you will go in school? 
(Mark ~ response only) 

o Will not finish high school 

OCertificate of completion without a diploma 

o High school diploma 

o 2-year college degree (Associate's) 

o 4.year college degree (Bachelor's) 

o Master's degree 

o PhD or other advanced professional degree 
(law, medicine, etc.) 

o Don't know 

12. What is the highest level of education that your 
parent(s) or guardian(s) completed? 
(Mark QDg response per column) 

Father Mother 

0 0 Did not finish high school 

0 0 High school diploma or GED 

0 0 2-year college degree (Associate's) 

0 0 4-year college degree (Bachelor's) 

0 0 Master's degree 

0 0 PhD or other advanced professional 
degree (law, medicine, etc.) 

0 0 Don't know 

l 

J 
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r 

.. 

,-- ----- -----~---- ------- --~---------~-----------... --
:13. During this school year. about how much writing have you done? . 

,,~_ 0 -=L~L .. L ~~~~. i.+:~ ~J.~~IJ!-j9J~ .1:!~' 1_~t~J lQ:,:~~ 
a. Number of written papers or reports of more than 5 pages 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
b. Number of written papers or reports between 3 and 5 pages 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
c. Number of written papers or reports of fewer than 3 pages 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

--~- ~. -

14. About how many hours do you spend in a typical 7-day week doing each of the following? 

/I of houI5 pl!rweek 

a. Preparing for class (doing homework. 
reading. rehearsing. etc.) 

b. Doing volunteer work 

c. Working for pay (including babysitting. 
cutting grass. etc.) 

d. Watching television 

e. Participating in school-sponsored 
activities (athletics. dubs. government. 
ne.....,..paper. etc.) 

f. Chatting or ·surfing· online 

g. Hanging out/socializing with friends 
outside of school 

h. Playing video games 

i. Exercising (not counting school· 
sponsored activities) 

j. Talking on the phone 

15. a. How many days have you 
missed this school year? 

b. How many were unexcused 
absences? 

16. How many times have you been 
late/tardy to class during the ggn 
JllQ!l1b? 

o i 1 ·2! 3 4: 5 i 6 7! 819 110:11;12:13 i 14!1S!16!17!18 i 19120+ 
"._. ~'-- r ___ ~ ,_._ •• , __ ,<~______. ._.".' . __ , '~ ___ L-"'- __ • _ ....... _ •••• --.. __ +. ___ .... __ •••• 

000000000000000000000 
000000000000000000000 

000000000000000000000 
000000000000000000000 

000000000000000000000 
000000000000000000000 

000000000000000000000 
000000000000000000000 

000000000000000000000 
000000000000000000000 

0·1 ·2! 3: 415 j 6: 7 i 8 9110 11112!13114i1S!16117118:19 i20+ 
• __ ~_. __ ~ _. __ •• _ •• l, 0 __ ". -=""" J _~. • ~~ ____ ~'_~ __ ._.'----" ~ __ ._ ••• __ "'-"- _ "___ • 

000000000000000000000 

000000000000000000000 

o 1 2·3,4 56! 7 '8 91011;12:13:14!1S,16'17'18 19,20+ . . . 

000000000000000000000 

17. About how much reading do you do in a typical 7-day 18. Thinking about this school year. 
how often have you 

Never 
week? 

done each of the ~ Sometimes 

/I of ~ pl!r week 0 . L .. k~) ~:~'. 6-! ;8:1.9'-1J.+ 
following? , Often 

- _L __ ~----l 

Very often : 
a. Assigned reading 

(textbooks or 
other course 

a. A~ked questiOns in class 01 0 0 0; 
b. Contributed to class discussion~ 0 0 O'Oi 

material~) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
b. Personal reading 

c. Made a da~s presentation 0 0 0 0 
(books. d. Prepared two or more drafts of a 
magazines, paper or assignment before 
newspapers, 
etc.) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

turning it in °i O 0 0 
e. Received prompt feedback from , 

(. Personal reading 
(onlinelweb) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

teachers on assignments or 
00 other da~~ work 0 0' 
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118. (~nt.) Thinking ~bo~;"i;--~~~ 
. school year. how often have 

you done each of the 
following? 

_____ ---=.-~l 
Never 

Sometimes 

Often 

Very often 

f. Worked on a paper or project 
using information from se\leral 
~ of sources (books. 
interviews. Internet. etc.) 

. g. Included vieNS of different 
races, religions, gender~, or 
political beliek in class 
discussions or awgnments 

h. Attended class with reading; or 
a~signments completed 

i. Worked with other ~tudents on 
project<Jassignments during 
class 

j. Worked with other ~tudents on 
projectslassignment~ outside 
of class 

k. Put together ideas or concepts 
from different subjects when 
completing assignment~ or 
participating in clas~ di~c~~ion~ 

I. learned something from 
disc~~ing question~ that have 
no dear answer; 

rn. Participated in a community
based project as part of a 
regular class 

n. Enjoyed completing a task that 
required a lot ofthinking and 
mental effort 

o. Used the Internet/web to 
complete an a~signment 

p. Used e-mail to communicate 
with a teacher 

q. Discu~~ed grades or 
a~signment~ with a teacher 

r. Discussed ideas from your 
reading~ or classes with 
teachers outside of class 

s. Discussed ideas from your 
readin~ or classes with others 
outside of class (students. family 
members. coworker;. etc.) 

t. Had co""e~ion~ with students 
of a different race or ethnicity 
than your own 

u. Had convel'!Hltion~ with students 
who are very different from you in 
terms of their religiou~ beliefs. 
political opinions. or per;onal 
values 

0000 

0000 

0000 

0000 

0000 

0 00 0 

0 0 0' 0 

0000 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 00 0 

0000 

0000 

0000 

0000 

,-;: Fill i-~ ili~-resp~~e~ that ~~-:;;;:;e-ll 
come closest to how you I Disagree Ii! 
feel ab.out each of the ---~- --~-Neutral 1 
follOWing -- ~h M ! • 

I Agree I I statements. ~ ~ ___ ~ ~_. I I I 
_ ~~0'.l.!J~_ agr.ee I ! I : : 

a. Itakeprideinmy~choolwork. '0:0\010101 
! ~ i 

b. I have the skilk and abilities to ,: i i • 
complete my work. .O.O! 0 10 i 0 

c. I \lalue the reward~ (grade~, awarm. I I ' 

etc.) that I get at ~chool for my work. ·0.0: 0 ! 0 I 0 i 
I I 

d. I feel ~upported and respected by the : 
following people: 

- teachers 
- counselors 
- administrators (principal. 
aS5i~tantlvice principal) 

• secretariesiadlllinistr ative 
a55istant~ 

- other students 

e. I get to make choice~ about what I will 
study at school. 

f. I have many opportunities to a~k 
teachers questions about my work. 

g. I have worked harder than I expected 
to work in ~chool. 

h. I think school rules are fair. 

i. I think it ~ important to make good 
grades. 

j. I help determine how my school work 
is evaluated. 

k. I care about my school. 

I. I place a high value on learning. 

m. IlklVe a \loice in classroom decisions. 

n. I put forth a great deal of effort 
when doing my school work. 

o. I have opportunities to be creative 
in my school as~ignments. 

p. I think the things I learn at school 
are u~eful. 

q. I feel safe in school. 

r. The ~upport I get at school 
encourages me to learn more. 

~. I am dlallenged to do my best work at 
school. 

t. Overall. people at 5(hool accept me for 
who lam. 

u. If I could select a high school. I 
would go to the same school again. 

v. In general. I am excited about my 
classes. 

w. There is at least one adult in my 
school who cares about me and knoW\ 
me well. 

x. My school work makes me curious 
to learn about other things. 

0:00:0:0 
0:0010.0 

I , 

0,00'0:0 

88 ol018i , OIOi , 
i 

00'010'0 

0:0 1010 1: 0 1: ; 

I • 1 

'0:0 OiOiOi I 

0:0:0 10;0: 
, I I . 

O;OOiOO: ! 

0:0101010: 
0:001010 
OOO'Oi O 
000:010 

000:0:0 

00000 

OiOO!OIO: 
olo'OiOOi 

! ! I 

oioolo:o 
. i i . 

00:01010! i 

0:00:0'0: ! 
I , , 

000:00, 

l 
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I 
-------- - ----------_. - ---. ~-.--- - • ____ , _______ v. ____ ------

\20. During this school year, how much has your 22. Which of the following have you done during high 
class work emphasized the following mental school? Yes No 
activities? 

~ Very Quite Very '{"J ~-

much a bit Some little a. Traveled outside the state 0 0 -, 

Memorizing fact~ or ideas from 
b. Participated in community service or volunteer 

a. work 0 0 your courses so you can repeat 
Taken the PSAT. SAT. or Aa 0 0 them in similar form 0 0 0 0 c. 

b. Understanding infonnation and d. Received academic training/tutoring from an 

its meaning; being able to individual or orgclnization outside of school 0 0 
explain ideas in pretty much e. Taken one or more courses at a college or 
your own words 0 0 0 0 university 0 0 

c. Applying information to new f. Taken one or more Advanced Placement (AP) 
situations or real-world problems 0 0 0 0 courses 0 0 

d. Analyzing/examining the basic g. Pdrticipated in a co·op or work study program 0 0 
parts of an idea or experience 0 0 0 0 h. Worked as an intern for a company or agency 

e. Organizing and combining idl'as to outside of school 0 0 
foml new meanillg9relationships 0 0 0 0 i. Prepared a personal study plan with a teacher or 

f. Making judgments about the value counselor 0 0 
of information or ideas; evaluating 

j. Participated in an overnight school trip 0 0 whether conclusions are sotmd 0 0 0 0 
-- .. _- ------ - k. Participated in the International Baccalaureate 

21. To what extent does your school emphasize each of the program 0 0 
following? I. Taken one or more courses online 0 0 

Very Quite Very 
much a bit Some little 

---~------- ----~-----

------ ----
Spending a lot of time studying a. 

23. How much has your experience at this school and on school work 0 0 0 0 
b. Providing the support needed 

contributed to your growth in the following areas? 

to succeed in school 0 0 0 0 Very Quite Very 
c. Preparing for standardized tests 0 0 0 0 much a bit Some little 

d. Encouraging contact among 
students of different d. Learning work·reldted skills 0 0 0 0 
ba(kgrounds and beliefs (ra(e, 
religion, politics, etc.) 0 0 0 0 b. Writing eHectively 0 0 0 0 

e. Participating in school events and c. Speaking eHectively 0 0 0 0 
activities (athletics, plays, etc.) 0 0 0 0 d. Thinking deeply and critically 0 0 0 0 

f. Using computers in class work 0 0 0 0 e. Using (Qmputing and 

Providing helpful comments on 
information technology 0 0 0 0 

g. 
f. Working well with others 0 0 0 0 student performance 0 0 0 0 

h. Encouraging students to explore g. Learning on your own 0 0 0 0 
new ideas 0 0 0 0 h. Understanding people of other 

i. Recognizing academic excellence 0 0 0 0 racial and ethnic bdckgrounds 0 0 0 0 

j. Recognizing athletic achievement 0 0 0 0 
i. Solving real-world problems 0 0 0 0 
j. Developing clear career goals 0 0 0 0 

k. Involving students in school k. Making your community a better 
leddership and governance 0 0 0 0 place 0 0 0 0 

I. Treating students fairly 0 0 0 0 I. Preparing for college 0 0 0 0 
m. Continuing your education m. Understanding yourself 0 0 0 0 

(college, career training, etc.) 0 0 0 0 
Developing personal values 0 0 0 0 n. 

.. -.. _ ........ - . .... --- ... '"-

I High School Survey of Student Engagement. Indiana University, THANKS FOR SHARING YOUR VIEWS! 
~ 1900 East 10th Street. Eigenmann 628, Bloomington. IN 47406. 

I I (812) 856·1429, www.iub.edul-nsseJhssse/ 
Copyright e 2005 Indiana University 
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Bloom's Taxonomy 

Meanings of Bloom's Level of Questions 

Levels Definition Verbs 

Knowledge Questions about facts list, recall, memorize 

Comprehension 
Questions of understanding 

explain, reword 
of facts 

Application Questions of using the facts solve by, organize to prove 

Analysis 
Questions taking apart break down, compare, put 

infonnation into categories 

Synthesis 
Questions putting together 

create, compose, reorganize 
information in a new way 

Evaluation 
Questions of judgment or 

rate, choose, justify 
value of information 

Grade 4 Example 

Knowledge Comprehension Application Analysis Synthesis Evaluation 

List all the Explain how to Use your Compare Create a Rank Pac 
video play Pac Man. knowledge Different new Man scores 

games you about strategies strategy to for yourself 
know. Restate in your Donkey to win the win at and three of 

won words the Kong to try video game frogger. your friends. 
Match the rules for the to save the of Battle 
name of video game lady. Zone. Design Defend 

video Centipede. your own Kids' rights 
games to Demonstrate Break video to play video 
rules for some of the down the game. games. 
playing skills needed rules into Recommend 
them. to save the simple Combine a video 

girl in steps the ideas game to one 
Donkey needed to from two of your 
Kong. understand video friends. 

the game of games to 
Iron. make your Decide 

own. which video 
game is your 

Predict favorite. 
what will 
happen to 
kids who 

play video 
games. 
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Knowledge Comprehension Application Analysis Synthesis Evaluation 
Level I Level II Level III Level IV Level V Level VI 
define describe apply analyze compose appraise 

find discuss calculate compare- construct assess 
identify explain demonstrate components design choose 
know express diagram debate develop compare 

list identify dramatize deduce formulate and contrast 
locate interpret employ detect hypothesis decide 
match locate extrapolate di flerentiate manage estimate 

memorize recognIze graph discover organIze evaluate 
name report illustrate distinguish originate grade 
recall restate operate exam me plan judge 
recite revIew practice experiment produce rank 
relate reword schedule infer propose rate 
repeat summarize sketch inventory select 

say tell solve question value 
translate transfer reduce 

try test 
use 

Knowledge (get the basic facts) 
list, match. write, recall, know, summarize, who. what, where, when, say in your 
own words, observe and write, memorize, arrange, put into categories, select, 
name, tell about, group, show, underline, find, choose, label, spell, pick, point to, 
say 

Comprehension (understand the facts) 
explain. show, demonstrate, change, reword, interpret, alter, transform, retell, 
account for. recognize. offer, propose, submit, define. translate, convert, expand, 
outline, vary, spell out, restate in your own words 

Application (use the facts) 
apply, select, solve by, organize, choose, interview, make use of, experiment 
with, try, operate, relate, put to use, handle, put into action, utilize, record, model, 
construct. demonstrate through, put together 

Analysis (select, examine, and break apart by facts) 
breakdown. inspect, divide, take away, dissect, put into categories, examine, 
uncover. survey, group, analyze, test for, study, classify, identify the parts for, 
search, clarify, discover, contrast, compare, simplify, take apart 

Synthesis (put the basic information back together in a new way) 
create, design, develop, discuss, build, imagine. compare, re-order, make, 
compose. combine, form, compile, blend, construct, predict, invent, reorganize, 
contrast. make up, estimate, suppose, rearrange. alternate, originate 

Evaluation (value, judge, accept or reject facts) 
rank, evaluate, rate, judge, measure, choose, criticize. justify, determine, 
conclude, grade, select, award, recommend, reveal. dispute, rule on, decide, 
defend 
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Knowledge 

Comprehension. 

Application 

Analysis 

Synthesis 

Evaluation 

Bloom's Taxonomy 
Knowledge of specifies (What is the principal ingredient in the air we 
breathe?) 
Knowledge of ways and means of dealing with specifies (What 
steps would you have to take to become a licensed operator? What is 
the correct form for presenting a motion before a meeting?) 
Knowledge of universals and abstractions (What is the basic 
principle behind the operation of a free market?) 
Translation (In your own words what does "laissez-faire economy" 
mean? What does it mean to say that to the victor belongs the spoils?) 
Interpretation (In what ways are the Democratic and Republican 
positions on support for the military budget similar?) 
Extrapolation (If the use of electrical energy continues to increase at 
the present rate, what will be the demand for electrical energy in A.D. 
2000?) 
(If you measure the pressure in your barometer at the foot of the 
mountain and then measure it again at the summit of the mountain, 
what difference in the reading would you expect? If of two sailing 
vessels leaving New York at the same time en route to London one 
took a route following the Gulf Stream and one kept consistently 
south of the Gulf Stream, which would you expect to reach London 
first, ever)'f.hing else being equal?) 
(Questions that ask pupils to break complex ideas down into their 
component elements in order to make them more understandable.) 
Analysis of elements (Which part of the argument we have just read 
is fact and which is opinion? What propaganda devices can you find 
in this automobile advertisement?) 
Analysis of relationships (Does the conclusion that Senator X made 
logically follow from the facts he presented?) 
Analysis of organizational principles (In this poem what devices has 
the author used to build up the characters of the principal 
antagonists?) 
Production of unique communication (Describe the procedure you 
used and the results you observed in the experiment.) 
Production of a phm or a proposed set of operations (How would 
you go about determining the composition of this unknown 
chemical?) 
Deviation of a set of abstract relations (You have heard the 
description of the situation. What might be the causes of this 
situation?) 
Judgment in terms of internal evidence (In what ways is the 
argument presented illogically?) 
Judgment in terms of external criticism (Does the theory that 
organically grown foods are more healthful than other foods conform 
to what we know of the chemical composition of these foods? 
Explain) 
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The Lively lecture
S Variations 

Drawings by Jim Hull 

PETER J. FREDERICK 

The lecture system 10 classes of hundreds, which was 
very much that of Ihe twelfth century. suited Adams not 
al all. Barred from philosophy and bored by facts, he 
wanted to teach his students something not wholly usc· 
less. 

- The Education oj Henry Adams 

T he recent nurry of criticisms of higher education. 
although focusing on an integrated core curriculum 

and the development of fundamental competencies, all 
exhort professors and those who administer the faculty 
reward system to pay more attention to teaching and 

higher order cognitive and affective capabilities in stu
dents. and promoting more active student "involvement" 
in their o ..... n learning.' Since both common sense and 
educational research indicate that these goals are more 
readily achieved in smaller rather than larger classes. a 
likely target of these calls for reform is the lecture. 

Criticism of the Lecture 

Although the lektor has been the primary medium oi 
college and university instruction since the middle ages. 

Studies on attention span suggest that after 15 or 20 
minutes the lecture loses its effectiveness even in 

transmitting information. 

learning. This means, among other things. increasing 
faculty "engagement" and interaction with students 
(especially in the first years of college). developing 

The author is a professor of history and chair, Division 
of Social Sciences. at Wabash College in Crawfords
ville, Indiana. The drawings were made by Jim Hull to 
accompany a demonstration/discussion by the author 
on the ideas in this article. That presentation was spon
sored by the Teaching Resources Center at Indiana Uni
versity in Bloomington. 

Vul. 34/!1io. 2 

in recent years it has been under assault not only by 
distinguished educational panels but also by student 
protestors. learning theorists, faculty development con· 
sultants, and even by (some) tenure and promotion 
committees. Faculty members have been bombarded 
..... ith messages to lecture less and to use discussion and 
other innovative participatory methods of teaching 
more. 

In the sixth edition of his innuential book, Teaching 
Tips, Wilbert J. McKeachie concluded that although 
lectures are "sometimes an effective way of communi· 
cating information," he had "a suspicion .... sup· 
ported by bits of evidence. that other methods of leach· 
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ing may be more effective than lecturing in achieving 
some of the higher level cognitive and attitudinal objec
tives.": Renecting a decade of further studies, Bette 
LaSere Erickson and Glenn R. Erickson emphatically 
state that "the lecture is less effective than other meth
ods when instructional goals involve the application of 
information, the development of thinking skills, or the 
modification of attitudes.") 

Attention span studies, for example, suggest that 
after) 5 or 20 minutes the lecture loses its effectiveness 
even in transmitting information. Students, of course, 
routinely respond that lectures are "boring" and 
"worthless." Thus, as Henry Adams suspected 80 years 
ago, if a teacher wants to avoid being "wholly useless," 
it is best not to lecture. 

Justification of the Lecture 

Despite all the criticism, however, the lecture has 
withstood all assaults on its old, yellowed walls, stand
ing up under the siege with battered but enduring 
strength. The onslaught has done more to cause faculty 
discomfort and guilt than actually to change practices. 
From within the safety of the old walls of tenure, tradi-

I 'd like to try some new ideas, but 
I can't-I have 300 students in 

the class, you know. 

tion, and expediency, faculty members continue to lec
ture. Only a tone of defensiveness hints at the battle out
side. "I'd like to do less lecturing, but I've got too much 
to cover." Or, "that's all right for you but I have to lec
ture in my field." Or, "I'd like to try some new ideas, 
but I can't-I have 300 students in the class, you 
know. " As salvos of rhetoric and repons ny back and 
forth across the parapets, life in the classroom goes on 
much as before. Most college professors, even those like 
myself who advocate a decentralized classroom, still 
spend more class hours "lecturing" than anything else. 

For some good reasons. Other than the expediency of 
economy of scale, there are many reasonable justifica
tions of the well-prepared, clearly organized, and 
dynamically delivered lecture. When done well, the best 
lectures: 
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• impart new information 
• explain, clarify and organize difficult concepts 
• model a creative mind at work or the problem

solving process 

• analyze and show relationships among seem-
ingly dissimilar ideas \ 

• inspire a reverence for learning 
• challenge beliefs and habits of thinking, and 
• breed enthusiasm and motivation for further 

study. 

To hear a good lecture is an inspiring experience. We 
leave with our imagination broadened and our interest 
piqued; we find ourselves entenained, prodded. and il
luminated in turn. What evokes our response is an intri
cate blend of qualities. The lecture must have sufficient 
intellectual content to challenge us .... Like a dramatic 
monologue, it engages our emotions and keeps them in 
play, thanks 10 frequent shifts in mood and intensity. It 
mixes humor and erudition. and gives us a sense of the 
personal involvement of the lecturer ...• 

In hearing a lecture like this, Hel\ry Adams notwith
standing, students receive much more than useless facts. 
Such a lecture, as Emerson said in the "American 
Scholar" address in 1831, aims "not to drill, but to ... 
set the hearts of youth on name." Ideally, there is 
engagement. excitement. and intense interaction, albeit 
passively experienced by students. in the act of listening 
and recording notes during an inspiring lecture. 

In battles over the lecture method. both sides err in 
holding up a single stereotyped image. Defenders of the 
lecture usually cite the fiery and inspiring version de
scribed above, acknowledging, however. that "in prac
tice ... too few lectures attain this ideal. ,,' Critics paint 
a dreary picture of the stodgy old pedant (or an unin
spiring nervous young one) listlessly mumbling overly 
long and obtuse sentences read from crumbling. yel
lowed (or freshly word-processed) notes. Doubtless 
there are both important facts and gems of wisdort:l in 
Professor Mumble's tired words, but they are lost on 
most students who tune out early to fantasize last 
night's winning jump shot or the coming weekend's 
party. At its best, the lecture ends five minutes early as 
the professor asks, "Are there any questions?" There 
usually are not. 

Neither image of the lecture serves us well. We need, I 
believe, to redefine the "lecture" in order to achieve the 
kind of involvement educators have agreed enhances 
student learning. The purpose of this essay is to suggest 
several such variations. Although disparate in approach, 
each variation is motivational; each imparts informa
tion; each engages students actively. It is my intention to 
show that interactive student participation is possible 
even in the traditional setting of large mass lecture 
classes in dimly lit halls with tiered rows of immovable 
seats bolted to the noor. 

Other than the obvious importance of content mas
tery, traditional advice about giving lectures applies to 
each of the different forms described here. Objectives 
should be clearly stated and written down on the board 
with an outline of major topics to be "covered. It One 
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should only make two or three major points in any given 
class. using several focused examples or experiences to 
illustrate each main idea. Students should be given 
specific assignments to practice their mastery of these 
ideas. Teachers should be sensitive to their audience. 
aware of its energy level. and prepared to adapt the level 
and form of presentation accordingly, varying the for
mat for different class periods and often even within 
one period. 6 

Importance of Variety 

There is no moment more important than when a pro
fessor decides-given a wide array of pedagogical varia
tions from which to choose-that for these particular 
primary and secondary goals for this particular class 
period. these particular teaching and learning methods 
make the most sense. For example, if a new topic is to 
be introduced. the teacher might either deliver a tradi
tional lecture filled with overarching themes and neces
sary groundwork information or present an emotionally 
charged film or multi-media show to arouse interest in 
the new topic. Or. if students' energy and enthusiasm 
have been noticeably declining, a teacher will want to 
structure a way of getting student participation and 
feedback in order to understand what they are thinking 
and feeling. Or. if a recent examination has revealed a 
widespread deficiency in some competency, a class 
period should be devoted to giving students either a 
model of or practice in that skill. 

Deciding which goal and method is most appropriate 
for any given class-especially when recognizing that 
students have different learning styles and are at differ
ent stages of cognitive and moral development-is a 
vitally crucial moment for a teacher's effectiveness in 
enhancing student learning. 

As different students learn from diverse approaches, 
so also are there diverse ways to be a "good" teacher. 
The point is to select that style most consistent with 
one's personality. Students are not fooled when we try 
to be something other than what we are. But at the same 
time. since we seek to stretch the ways students learn, 
they appreciate our openly avowed efforts to expand the 
ways we teach. even in ways we might initially find un
comfortable. It is in this spirit of guarded but willing ex
perimentation that ( hope we will approach these eight 
variations of a lecture. 

1. The Exquisite Oral Essay 

This is the traditional lecture, executed with the kind 
of excellence to which we all aspire-and once in a while 
achieve. The oral essay is a final polished work which 
skillfully treats a single intellectual question or problem. 
It has unity: the topic is introduced, illustrated. and 
concluded within fifty minutes; it does not spill over to 
the following Wednesday. Thus, the single class period 

is an "intellectual experience" for the students as thev 
listen in awe to the profe~or's "perfect" presentatio;. 
The purpose of this kind or lecture is not only to convey 
substantive information but also to demonstrate the 
professor doing well the job of professing. Students are 
treated to "a window on the teacher's mind." watchinl! 
with much the same intensity that one has when observ: 
ing an unusually skillful pianist or salesman. Our 
courses. no doubt, should include some of these per
formances. but not to the exclusion of other approaches. 
Oral essays reduce students to the role of passive audi
tors, at best engaged in an "internal dialogue." as 
David Bergman puts it, with the professor. ~ Although 
the oral essay is inspirationally masterful. the students 
witness a finished product, not the process. 

2. The Participatory lecture .. 

Would it not be more instructive if students could 
observe, or better yet participate in, the creation of a 
lecture? Imagine a group of students clustered around 
the professor's cluttered desk as he or she prepares a lec
ture. On the desk are several sources and a crude out
line. The students observe their professor deciding what 
purposes the lectures should fulfill and why certain sub
stantive points and examples are chosen to emphasize 
and why others are discarded. To be a part of this exhil
arating (and sometimes painful) process of creation is a 
genuine window on the mind at work. The lecture itself 
the next morning, by comparison, is but a show. Obvi
ously, it is impossible to invite four hundred-or even 

The important point is not the 
final chalkboard creation but 

the process. The participatory 
lecture requires less recording-and 
more thinking-than the oral essay. 

forty-students into one's office or home for the time it 
takes to construct a good lecture. But can the process of 
creation be duplicated, or at least approximated, with 
student participation, in the classroom itself? 

The participatory lecture is best described as orderly 
brainstorming in which students generate ideas which 
are then organized in some rational, coherent pattern on 
the chalkboard. When beginning a new topic, start with 
a participatory lecture by inviting students to brain· 
storm together by calling out "everything you know 
about \Vorld War I" lor Freud, Darwinism, China. 
wave~ and particles). As recorded on the blackboard (or 
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on an overhead projection), a list will unfold of a mix
ture of specific facts, impressionistic feelings and preju
dices, and possibly even interpretive judgments. Stu
dents bring to most courses both some familiarity and 
considerable misinformation, both of which can be 
ascertained in a participatory lecture. 

The only rule of brainstorming is to acknowledge 
every offering by writing it down. As ideas are pro-

T he mini-lecture and discussion 
.1 fonnat counters the attention 

span problem by making 15-20 
minute shifts in energy from the 
teacher to students and back again. 

posed, you might even arrange what you hear in rough 
categories, but tell the students what you're doing lest 
you be suspected of manipulating their contributions. 
Better yet, once the board is filled, ask students to sug
gest categories and to comment on the accuracy and 
relative importance of the array of facts, impressions, 
and interpretations. Refinements can be dealt with by 
use of the eraser, a luxury not allowed in the formallec· 
ture. The action of an evolving creation on the chalk
board, especially for the visually oriented learners of the 
television generation, reinforces learning far better than 
the lost words of an entirely auditory presentation. 

When the class is over, an organized configuration of 
the ideas contributed by both students and instructor 
will appear on the chalkboard. Ask one student to take 
notes so you can run off copies for the class. The impor
tant point, however, is not the final chalkboard cr!!ation 
but the process. The participatory lecture differs from 
the oral essay by requiring more thinking and less 
recording. Ideally, students spend their time not tran
scribing or doodling but concentrating on contributing 
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to the evolving creation in front of them. Obviously, the 
participatory lecture can be ~one badly. When students 
have not brought to the class the limited knowledge pro
vided by their prior experience or reading, or when the 
professor manipulates student statements to a rigidly 
preconceived schema, the experience can be dreary. 

But when the mutual participation is free and open, 
students are actively engaged and teachers might even 
learn new insights about familiar material. Roles are 
blurred and all become learners and teachers. Although 
obviously less efficient than an oral essay, what is im
portant is that the participatory lecture involves many 
students actively and can be done with large classes. 

In a sense, all the remaining variations are versions of 
the participatory lecture and involve varying degrees of 
faculty-student interaction. It is the presence of some in
teraction, especially in large lecture courses, that stu
dents and recent critics of undergraduate education 
have been calling for. Martin J. Finklestein's synthesis 
of recent research on student evaluations concludes that 
"the teaching practices that a faculty member adopts in 
the classroom are clearly and strongly related to per
ceived teaching effectiveness. to In defining teaching 
effectiveness, students consistently rate highest those 
faculty who show respect for students and their prog
ress, who pay anention to classroom processes, and who 
use presentational styles that encourage participation. 8 

3. Problem Solving: Demonslralions, 
Proofs, and Slories 

What brought the two former friends. one in blue and 
one in grey. to oppose each other on Cemetery Ridge in 
Gettysburg that hot July afternoon? 

This lecture begins with a Question, or a paradox, or 
an enigma, or a compellingly unfinished human story
some tantalizing problem that hooks student interest. 
The answer unfolds during the class hour; if skillful the 
unfolding will be completed with only about ten or 
fewer minutes left in the period. Solving the problem, 
depending on what it is or in what field, may require a 
scientific demonstration, a mathematical proof, an eco
nomic model, the outcome of the novel's plot, or an his-
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on an overhead projection), a list will unfold of a mix
ture of specific facts, impressionistic feelings and preju
dices, and possibly even interpretive judgments. Stu
dents bring to most courses both some familiarity and 
considerable misinformation, both of which can be 
ascertained in a participatory lecture. 

The only rule of brainstorming is to acknowledge 
every offering by writing it down. As ideas are pro-
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span problem by making 15-20 
minute shifts in energy from the 
teacher to students and back again. 

posed, you might even arrange what you hear in rough 
categories, but tell the students what you're doing lest 
you be suspected of manipulating their contributions. 
Better yet, once the board is filled, ask students to sug
gest categories and to comment on the accuracy and 
relative importance of the array of facts, impressions, 
and interpretations. Refinements can be dealt with by 
use of the eraser, a luxury not allowed in the formallec· 
ture. The action of an evolving creation on the chalk
board, especially for the visually oriented learners of the 
television generation, reinforces learning far better than 
the lost words of an entirely auditory presentation. 

When the class is over, an organized configuration of 
the ideas contributed by both students and instructor 
will appear on the chalkboard. Ask one student to take 
notes so you can run off copies for the class. The impor
tant point, however, is not the final chalkboard cr!!ation 
but the process. The participatory lecture differs from 
the oral essay by requiring more thinking and less 
recording. Ideally, students spend their time not tran
scribing or doodling but concentrating on contributing 
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to the evolving creation in front of them. Obviously, the 
participatory lecture can be ~one badly. When students 
have not brought to the class the limited knowledge pro
vided by their prior experience or reading, or when the 
professor manipulates student statements to a rigidly 
preconceived schema, the experience can be dreary. 

But when the mutual participation is free and open, 
students are actively engaged and teachers might even 
learn new insights about familiar material. Roles are 
blurred and all become learners and teachers. Although 
obviously less efficient than an oral essay, what is im
portant is that the participatory lecture involves many 
students actively and can be done with large classes. 

In a sense, all the remaining variations are versions of 
the participatory lecture and involve varying degrees of 
faculty-student interaction. It is the presence of some in
teraction, especially in large lecture courses, that stu
dents and recent critics of undergraduate education 
have been calling for. Martin J. Finklestein's synthesis 
of recent research on student evaluations concludes that 
"the teaching practices that a faculty member adopts in 
the classroom are clearly and strongly related to per
ceived teaching effectiveness. to In defining teaching 
effectiveness, students consistently rate highest those 
faculty who show respect for students and their prog
ress, who pay anention to classroom processes, and who 
use presentational styles that encourage participation. 8 

3. Problem Solving: Demonslralions, 
Proofs, and Slories 

What brought the two former friends. one in blue and 
one in grey. to oppose each other on Cemetery Ridge in 
Gettysburg that hot July afternoon? 

This lecture begins with a Question, or a paradox, or 
an enigma, or a compellingly unfinished human story
some tantalizing problem that hooks student interest. 
The answer unfolds during the class hour; if skillful the 
unfolding will be completed with only about ten or 
fewer minutes left in the period. Solving the problem, 
depending on what it is or in what field, may require a 
scientific demonstration, a mathematical proof, an eco
nomic model, the outcome of the novel's plot, or an his-
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torical narrative. The question is woven throughout the 
lecture, inviting students to fill in imaginative spaces in 
the story (or model) with their own unfolding solutions 
to the problem. 0-::1 

/ 
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The unfolding can consist primarily of a lecture, in 
which students fill in their successive answers passively. 
or of an interactive process in which students' tentative 
solutions to a problem. or completions of a story. are 
elicited. listed on the board, and discussed. "What do 
you think will happen?" "Which solution. outcome, or 
explanation makes the most sense to you?" If no con
sensus, the teacher lectures a lillie more, invites a new 
set of student responses, and asks the question again. 
Ideally, when the problem is finally resolved, most stu
dents will have figured it out themselves just before the 
teacher'S solution is announced. 

4. Energy Shifts: Alternating Mini
Lectures and Discussions 

I firmly believe that the now of energy around a class
room has a great deal to do with how well students learn. 
The following variation, which is similar to the partici
patory and problem-solving lectures, recognizes the 
conclusions of attention span studies by making clearly 
delineated 15-20 minute shifts in energy from the 
teacher to students and back again. The instructor 
begins with a 20-minute lecture setting the stage for 
some issue, which involves a 10-15 minute discussion of 
implications and effects, followed by another mini
lecture on what happened next. The last 5 minutes might 
be spent by presenting students with an assignment: a 
problem or application of the issues raised in the second 
mini·lecture. Thus, the next class would begin with the 
mini-discussion, followed by a mini-lecture, etc. This 
alternating approach can describe any natural or social 
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science class where instruction calls for a mixture of 
theory and data, model and ~indings, or hypothesis and 
experimental demonstration, !With intervening consider
ations of how best to proceed next. The point is to 
shorten segments of one method of learning, change the 
voices(s) heard, and shift the energy. 

In a lecture hall filled with 200-400 students, the 
mini-discussions need not involve "breaking up into 
groups of five or six" (as they well might in smaller 
classes of 100 or less). Rather, huge classes can be 
handled by asking two or three students sitting next to 
each other to discuss the problem together for a few 
minutes, and then inviting volunteers to stand and 
report conclusions and concerns. This process provides 
public affirmation of the appropriate issues (or not). 
thus giving feedback both to other students and to the 
teacher on how well the students were prepared for a 
particular problem. Even "wrong? 'feedback is instruc
tive and sharpens the focus of the next appropriate 
mini-lecture and reading assignment. Without the mini· 
discussion segment, the teacher might not have known 
the gaps in student knowledge and gone ahead with the 
next lesson. which is most serious in sequential science 
courses. Moreover. with energy shifts students experi
ence a variety of voices and a sense of shared responsi
bility for their learning. 

5. Textual Exegesis: Modeling 
Analytical Skills 

Jennifer. would you read the lOP para~raph on pa~e 40 
please? 

One deficiency of undergraduate education we have 
been hearing about (and often experiencing) is that our 
students are illiterate. They do not know how to read. 
we are told. which is a rather necessary prerequisite for 
developing analytical ski1ls. The lecture selling of any 
size provides an opportunity to practice an old-fash
ioned but underused technique: explication du texte. We 
do not often enough go to a text and read and analyze 
passages together out loud. Students can develop these 
skills by seeing them modeled. followed by an oppor
tunity to practice analyzing a text themselves. 

A class of SO or 500 students. following along in their 
books. or on handouts, or on an overhead projection, 
can watch a professor working through selected 
passages of a document, speech. sermon. essay, poem. 
proof. or fictional passage. Upon reaching a particu
larly ambiguous passage, the mini-discussion in groups 
of 3-5 students could be employed. thus shifting the 
energy and providing practice and feedback for 
students. The professor's response to how different 
groups of students resolve the ambiguity ("What is 
Locke saying here?") furthers the learning. 

This process of modeling how to read analytically can 
be done for other than just verbal texts. Art historians. 
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The unfolding can consist primarily of a lecture, in 
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elicited. listed on the board, and discussed. "What do 
you think will happen?" "Which solution. outcome, or 
explanation makes the most sense to you?" If no con
sensus, the teacher lectures a lillie more, invites a new 
set of student responses, and asks the question again. 
Ideally, when the problem is finally resolved, most stu
dents will have figured it out themselves just before the 
teacher'S solution is announced. 

4. Energy Shifts: Alternating Mini
Lectures and Discussions 

I firmly believe that the now of energy around a class
room has a great deal to do with how well students learn. 
The following variation, which is similar to the partici
patory and problem-solving lectures, recognizes the 
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teacher to students and back again. The instructor 
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implications and effects, followed by another mini
lecture on what happened next. The last 5 minutes might 
be spent by presenting students with an assignment: a 
problem or application of the issues raised in the second 
mini·lecture. Thus, the next class would begin with the 
mini-discussion, followed by a mini-lecture, etc. This 
alternating approach can describe any natural or social 
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theory and data, model and ~indings, or hypothesis and 
experimental demonstration, !With intervening consider
ations of how best to proceed next. The point is to 
shorten segments of one method of learning, change the 
voices(s) heard, and shift the energy. 

In a lecture hall filled with 200-400 students, the 
mini-discussions need not involve "breaking up into 
groups of five or six" (as they well might in smaller 
classes of 100 or less). Rather, huge classes can be 
handled by asking two or three students sitting next to 
each other to discuss the problem together for a few 
minutes, and then inviting volunteers to stand and 
report conclusions and concerns. This process provides 
public affirmation of the appropriate issues (or not). 
thus giving feedback both to other students and to the 
teacher on how well the students were prepared for a 
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Locke saying here?") furthers the learning. 

This process of modeling how to read analytically can 
be done for other than just verbal texts. Art historians. 
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musicologists, economists, and anthropologists have 
traditionally used lectures to show students how to 
"read" an abstract painting, sonata, supply and de
mand curve, or artifact. Natural scientists explain their 
"texts" with elaborate demonstrations (and labs for 
practice). What I am suggesting is that in those many 
courses where the mastery of traditional verbal texts is 
fundamental to the learning goals of the course, we use 
the lecture period as an opportunity to teach critical in
terpretation and analysis to our students-that is, how 
to read. 

A further variation on this approach, especially for 
social science courses, is to use the lecture period to 
train students in other analytical skills-quantitative 
analysis of graphs, charts and tables, and how to read 
maps, interview schedules, or census and polling data. 
In sum, make sure students have a copy of the docu
ment in question in front of them (or visual access 
through slides and overhead transparencies), and then 
follow three steps: modeling by the professor, practice 
by the students, and feedback. 

6. Cutting Large Classes in Half 
without Losing Control: Debates 

"But my class is too large for these gimmicks!" "I 
couldn't possibly let them go into those little groups in 
the middle of class. 1 wouldn't trust what they're talking 
about and am afraid I'd lose control." 

Although assigning specific tasks to small groups of 
two or three students can disperse energy and achieve in· 
teraction in large classes, not all instructors would be 
comfortable with the uncertainty of "what they're talk
ing about." The concern for control is a genuine and 
il!1portant one. Although once we open up the lecture 

hall to voices other than our own we risk some dimin
ished control over content and tone, none of these varia
tions is intended to relinquish the teacher's control of 
the class. Therefore, let me suggest a few ways of 
achieving more student participation and engagement in 
large classes without changing the professor's central 
and vital controlling role in the classroom. 

One obvious strategy is to take advantage of the cen
tral aisle dividing large lecture halIs in order to structure 
debates. Students can either support the side of an issue 
assigned to the half of the hall where they happen to be 
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sitting. or as prearranged, come to class prepared to 
take a seat on one particula~side of a debate. Whichever 
approach you use, you can maintain rigorous control 
from the podium in guiding the process: "From the 
right side of the hall we will hear five statements on 
behalf of the Confederacy, after which we will hear five 
statements from the left on behalf of the Union." The 
process can be repeated once or twice, including the in
evitable rebuttals, before concluding by asking for two 
or three volunteers to make summary arguments for 
each side. 

Although neither one of two polar sides of an issue 
contains the whole truth, it is pedagogically energizing 
and valuable (if only to point out the complexity of 
truth) for students to be compelled to choose and then 
to defend one side of a dichotomous question. Other 
obvious debate topics include suC;h- questions as: "Burke 
or Paine?" "Should Nora have left or stayed?" "Pro
life or pro-choice?" "Marx or Adam Smith?" "Waves 
or particles?" "Declare war or not?" 

"But most important questions do not divide into 
halves .... My students would never setlle for forced 
choices." 

When some students (quite rightly) refuse to choose 
one side or the other, create a middle ground and space 
and invite their reasons for choosing it. Students might 
learn how difficult it is to try to remain neutral on heated 
issues, especially during revolutionary times. Besides, 
some large lecture halls have two central aisles, which 
makes legitimizing a third position both intellectually 
defensible and physically possible. Whichever approach 
is used in dividing classes, the professor has maintained 
control and a central focus and students have added a 
participatory dimension to their learning in a traditional 
lecture setting. 

7 _ Smaller Groups in Large Classes: 
Simulations and Role Playing 

For those teachers willing occasionally to risk a little 
classroom chaos, the following variation is guaranteed 
to add energy. participation, and interaction to large 
lecture hall courses. I have written previously in this 
journal in more detail about using small groups and 
role-playing in history c1asses, 9 so here I will just sketch 
the outlines of this "lecture" variation. It is adaptable 
(often as simulations) to political science. economics, 
sociology, and other disciplines. 

First, a crucial mini-lecture clearly establishes the 
context and setting for the role playing (defined as a 
loose simulation of actual actors and problems). Sec· 
ond, the class is divided into a number of small groups 
(of varying sizes and including duplicate roles depend
ing on the overall class size), each group assigned a 
clearly delineated role-usually of some historical or 
contemporary group. Third. each group is given a 
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specific, concrete task-usually to propose a poSItIon 
and course of action. And fourth, the proposals ema
nating from different groups will inevitably conflict 
with each other in some way-ideologically, tactically. 
racially. regionally. or over scarce funds. land. jobs. 
power. or resources. 

The format of such sessions can take whatever direc
tion a professor wishes, given clear planning and in
structions, assertive leadership, and a lot of luck. One 

The first is based on Martin Duberman's 1960s 
drama. In White America} in which the historian
playwright skillfully pieced ~ogether actual quotations 
from the black historical experience in white America 
into a compellingly gripping drama. None of us is a 
Duberman or Arthur Miller, but we all have an eye (or a 
heart) for particularly moving quotations. poems, or 
song lyrics. Focusing on a single topic (e.g .• male
female stereotypes, the Depression, work. the nature of 

Sometimes it is better for the emotional impact of the 
music and images to conclude the class, letting 

students leave the room with their hearts thumping 
and their motivation to study aroused. 

might hear the proposals of different groups and imme
diately incorporate them into a lecture on what really 
happened or should happen as a resuh of these same 
conflicts and collisions. Or, one might carry out the 
role-playing process longer by structuring the stages of a 
meeting or convention that followed the initial propos
als. The student groups might, for example, be in
structed to prepare speeches and see the deliberations 
through to some conclusion. or to caucus in order to 
develop strategies. coalitions, and tactics for achieving 
their goals. Neat, simple. clear closures are not easy 
(short of the class-ending buzzer), but this variation for 
large lecture classes has tremendous potential for experi
ential learning and of course invohes enormous energy 
and interaction. 

When the professor ..... ishes to bring closure. however. 
debriefing the exercise-which is essential-is an oppor
tunity to restore order. The debriefing also helps to 
identify what was learned, and to make the transition to 
the next topic and pedagogical approach, probably a 
lecture to tie up loose ends. 

8. "Bells and Whistles": The Affective, 
Emotional Media Lecture 

Every time a colleague sees me heading off to class 
with my casselle recorder, and slide carousel. he says. 
"here come the bells and whistles." It is not intended as 
a compliment. No list of variations for large lecture 
classes is complete without acknowledging the use of 
media. Since much has been written on the use of films 
and other audio-visual techniques in teaching, I want to 
focus on two approaches designed to evoke an emo
tional involvement by affective. emotional learning, an 
area woefully neglected in college teaching. 
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warfare, or Chinese culture), put together a collage of 
quotations, not necessarily in any particular order. In
\ite some theater majors or an oral interpretation class 
(or some of your own students) to read the quotations in 
class one day, either as an extended presentation fol
lowed by a short discussion, or as a brief introduction to 
your lecture on the topic. 

The second affective media suggestion is the synchro
nized slide·tape presentation. consciously matching a 
series of \ isual images with the words of a song or 
speech. One need not prepare a spectacular show with 
multiple slide images emanating from several automat
ically timed projectors. Rather, select two or three songs 
or a speech that you think captures the mood or tone of 
an event. era, or issue. and select some slides to repre
sent the words. changing as each new idea in the lyrics 
calls for a corresponding visual image. 

To be sure. the presentation, especially with music. is 
a blatant ploy to hook student emotions in order to 
arouse their interest. But there is also extensive content 
inherent in the visual images and lyrics. After showing 
five minutes of 20-25 slides to accompany two haunting 
Harry Chapin songs on what has happened to America 
since the 1960s, we go back over each slide and talk 
about the historical context and the meaning of each 
line of the lyrics, which students have on a handout. The 
discussion could last for hours. Sometimes though. it is 
better for the emotional impact of the music and images 
to conclude the class. letting students leave the room 
with their heartS thumping, their minds engaged, and 
their motivation to study aroused. Which. after all, has 
been the goal of each of these lecture variations. 

It must be clear that pUlling together a slide-tape pre
sentation, or a small group role-playing experience, or 
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even a participatory lecture, takes planning time and ef
fort, probably about as much as an exquisite oral essay 
or even an ordinary lecture, the one we know "could 
have been better but will have to do." It is important to 
use all of these different variations of the lecture, broad
ening our options as teachers by .selecting what works 
for us. "The test of a good teacher," someone has said, 
"is how well Plan B works." To have a good Plan B for 
each major concept implies, of course, enlarging our 
repertoire. 

Above all, I have sought to show in this article that 
large lecture hall classes need not be barriers to provid
ing the kind of interactive, participatory experiences 
that enhance student learning and renew faculty com
mitment to the highest challenges of our calling. And 
who knows, after using a variety of approaches which 
involve students actively in the classroom, one could 
even finish a 30-minute lecture to a large class and ask, 
.. Any questions?"-and be pleasantly surprised by the 
response. 
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Simulation-Based This architecture aims to have students learn every possible skill through 

Learning by Doing learning by doing. Because the doing of the task is what prepares the student for 

real life, it is important that the student be able to actively engage in such tasks. 

Simulations of all kinds can be built, although the challenge of designing high

fidelity simulations should not be underestimated. The Simulation-Based Learning 

by Doing Architecture is critical when the subject matter to be learned is experien

tial at heart. Of course, much of natural learning is the accumulation of experi

ence. 

Incidental 

Learning 

Learning by 
Reflection 

Case-Based 

Teaching 

Learning by 
Exploring 

Not everything is fun to learn. In fact, some things are terribly boring to learn. But 

people do habitually learn a variety of information that is quite dull, without being 

completely bored by it. Often. they do this by picking up the information "in 

passing: without intending to learn the information at all. The Incidental Learning 

Architecture is based on the creation of tasks whose end results are inherently 

interesting. and which can be used to impart dull information. 

Sometimes a student doesn't need to be told something. but rather needs to know 

how to ask about it. It could be that the student has a vague plan he/she wishes 

to mull over. Or perhaps the student has a problem and needs to figure out a way 

to approach it. Or maybe the student has finished a project and wishes to think 

back on how the project could have been done better, In such cases, a teacher's 

job is to open the student's eyes to new ways of thinking about the situation, to 

help the student articulate the situallon and generate ways of movinQ forward. 

This architecture depends upon these two ideas: experts are repositories of 

cases, and good teachers are good storytellers. The task of this architecture is 

to tell students exactly what they need to know when they need to know it. When 

students are learning by doing, they experience knowledge failures. times when 

they realize that they need new information in order to progress. These are the 

times when Case-Based Teaching can provide the knowledge that students need. 

Isolated facts are difficult for students to integrate into their memories; useful 

knowledge is typically best presented in the form of stories. 

The previous architectures deal with the difficult problems of getting students 

involved in their own leaming and letting them learn through performing tasks that 

they care about. Students naturally generate questions, and they are ready to 

learn from those questions. An important method of teaching is to answer a 

student's questions and carry on a conversation about the issues in the ques" 

tions. answering whatever follow-up questions the student generates. The 

Learning by Exploring architecture is intended to provide such answers in a 

conversational formal. 

>( Figure 1.1. The five teaching architectures defined by Schank and Cleary (1995). 
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AltematiYe lDstructioDBI Strategies: 34 

Tabkl 
Characteristics or CODSuJtative ad traditioaal styles or teachiDg 

CoDSUItattve Style TradtUoaal Style 

1. TeaddDg: Varied, comprehensive, 1. Teachiagt Objectively-based lectures and 
collaborative, and interactive. Teaching for individual worksbeelS/seatwork. Teaching is 
thinking. Teacher is a co-learner, resource, structured and narrowly focused for 
mentor, guide, coach, team builder, facilitator, knowledge acquisition. Teacber is a 
tour guide, etc. manager, conveyer, "King of the Mountain.· 

2. LeamiDg: Student- and problem-centered. 2. LeamiDg: largely teacher- and text-
Individualleaming needs and preferences are centered. Students seen as homogeneous. 
addressed. Emphasis on active learning, Empbasis on passive learning and discrete 
solving problems, student autonomy, peer knowledge acquisition without 
dialogue, choice, responsibility, ownership, interconnections among topics, subjects, 
knowledge generation, linking new knowledge courses, or disciplines. Acquisition of facts, 
to old. Acquisition of conceptual rules, standards, and procedures. 
understanding and problem solving processes. 

3. Learning Metapbor: Leamer is a growing 3. Learning Metapbor: Leamer is a sponge. 
tree or a pilgrim on a journey. 

4. Knowledge: Knowledge is constructed by 4. Knowledge: Knowledge is transmitted and 
students and intertwined across subject areas. acquired in a piecemeal fashion. 

5. Cuniculum: Interdependent courses with a 5. Cuniculum: Sequential courses are not 
focus on transferring knowledge across course explicitly related to one another. Textbook 
situations. Textbook is one resource among content, curriculum guides, objectives, and 
many including peers, experts, technology instructor notes dominate classroom activities. 
tools, instructors, and assessmenL 

. 6. AssigDmeDi OrieatatioD: Authentic, real- ' •. AssigmDeat OrieDtatiOD: Emphasis on 
world tasks and problems with challenges and correctly and individually solving fictitious 
options. Focus on thinking skill development exercises and problems from texts. Minimal 
and teamwork or sharing of findings. student selection or inpuL 

7. AssessmeDt: Continual, lea formal, 7. AssessmeDt: Individual, competitive, 
subjective, collaboratiw:, and cumulative. objectively-based evaluation stresses test 
Uses authentic portfolio and performance- memorization ski1ls and building factual 
based measures with higher-order thinking knowledge. Unlikely barometer of future 
skill evaluation criteria or scoring rubrics. workplace success. 

8. PoteDtiaI Outcomes: Critical and creative 8. PoteDtiaI Outcomes; 'Narrow band of 
thinking ski1ls as well as appreciation of cognitive skills and knowledge. Lacking 
collaboration and teamwork. Motivated, interconnections across topics. Externally 
proud, metacognitively-aware, and motivated with minimal learning responsibility 
independent, life-long learners. and pride in one's work. 
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Images of Schools (Workplaces) Through Metaphor (ISM): Actual Form 

Directions: Think about where you work or teach. What is it actually like working at this 
place? Indicate the extent to which you agree/disagree with each of the 
following 40 metaphors. Rate on a scale of 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 10 
(Strongly Agree). 

_ 1. My. school (workplace) is a Mental Straight-jacket 
_ 2. My school (workplace) is a Military Camp. 
_ 3. My school (workplace) is a Ghetto. 
_ 4. My school (workplace) is a Prison. 
_ 5. My school (workplace) is a Family. 
_ 6. My school (workplace) is an Artist's Palette. 
_ 7. My school (workplace) is a Team. 
_ 8. My school (workplace) is a Negotiating Area. 
_ 9. My school (workplace) is a Culture. 
_ 10. My school (workplace) is an Exhibition. 
_ 11. My school (workplace) is an Orchestra. 
_ 12. My school (workplace) is a Garden. 
_ 13. My school (workplace) is an Expedition. 
_ 14. My school (workplace) is a Herd. 
_ 15. My school (workplace) is a Museum. 
_ 16. My school (workplace) is a Machine. 
_ 17. My school (workplace) is a Hospital. 
_ 18. My school (workplace) is a Nursery. 
_ 19. My school (workplace) is a Labor Ward. 
_ 20. My school (workplace) is a Beehive. 
_ 21. My school (workplace) is a Living Organism. 
_ 22. My school (workplace) is a Theater. 
_ 23. My school (workplace) is an International Airport. 
_ 24. My school (workplace) is a Refuge. 
_ 25. My school (workplace) is an Ocean. 
_ 26. My school (workplace) is a Board Game. 
_ 27. My school (workplace) is a Camping Trip. 
_ 28. My school (workplace) is a Court Room. 
_ 29. My school (workplace) is a Monastery. 
_ 30. My school (workplace) is a Pressure Cooker. 
_ 31. My school (workplace) is a Fraternity Party. 
_ 32. My school (workplace) is an Olympic Games. 
_ 33. My school (workplace) is a Brew Pub. 
_ 34. My school (workplace) is a Zoo. 
_ 35. My school (workplace) is an Amusement Park. 
_ 36. My school (workplace) is a Casino. 
_ 37. My school (workplace) is a Tour Bus. 
_ 38. My school (workplace) is a Theme Park. 
_ 39. My school (workplace) is a Video Arcade. 
_ 40. My school (workplace) is a Laboratory. 
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Images of Schools (Workplaces) Through Metaphor (ISM): Ideal Fonn 

Directions: Think about where you work or teach. What would you ideally want this 
place to be like? Then indicate the extent to which you agree/disagree with 
each of the following 40 metaphors. Rate on a scale of 1 (Strongly Disagree) 
to 10 (Strongly Agree). 

_ 1. My school (workplace) is a Mental Straight-jacket. 
_ 2. My school (workplace) is a Military Camp. 
_ 3. My school (workplace) is a Ghetto. 
_ 4. My school (workplace) is a Prison. 
_ 5. My school (workplace) is a Family. 
_ 6. My school (workplace) is an Artist's Palette. 
_ 7. My school (workplace) is a Team. 
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Metaphorical Thinking 
Bonk, 2003 

a. How is life like a supennarket? 

b. How is my schooVworkplace like a(n): prison, beehive, orchestra, ghetto, expedition, 
garden, family, herd, artist's palette, military camp, Olympic game, hospital, theater, etc.? 

c. How is watching IU play basketball under Coach Davis like taking the GRE exam? 

d. How is this class similar to speed skating at the Winter Olympics (or perhaps figure 
skating, bobsledding, downhill skiing, ice hockey, snowboarding)? 
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The (Not So) Shifting Views of Human Learning 

A. In the 60's there was discovery learning: 
1. Environment must be free from threats, psychologically safe, and open communication. 
2. Whole-person learning, person-centeredness, and student-centered curriculum. 
3. In changing world, students need learn how to Ie am 
4. Learning must be purposeful, relevant, and meaningful. 
5. Learners need exciting and challenging learning environment. 
6. Children are inner directed, eager to learn, and motivated to self-actualize. 
7. Use discovery/inquiry learning with free choices and self-initiation. 
8. Peer tutoring and collaboration is important. 
9. Teachers are facilitators and resources. 
10. Educ responsive to affective needs: genuine realness, trust, respect, empathy, openness. 

B. In the 70's and 80's, there was the cognitive revolution & active/constructivistic learning: 
Constructivlstic Teaching Principles (Brooks, 1990) 
1. Give students choice and decision making in learning activity. 
2. Make learning relevant and create tangtble products. 
3. Ask for personal theories and build on student prior knowledge. 
4. Tell them purpose and goals to increase motivation. 
S. Student autonomy and active learning encouraged. 
6. Use of raw/primary data sources and interactive materials. 
7. AJlow student thinking to drive lessons. 
8. Encourage student dialogue and reflection on experiences. 
9. Seek elaboration on responses and justification. 
10. Pose contradictions to original hypotheses. 
11. Ask open-ended questions and allow wait time. 
12. Discover relationships and create metaphors. 
13. Organize info around concepts, problems, misconceptions, and discrepant situations. 
14. Use small group, cooperative/peer learning, and social interaction. 
15. Teacher as co-leamer, but have audience beyond teacher. 

C. Now, in the 90's~ there is a focus in leamer-centered curriculum (Nederland High Video) 
(Summary orthe 12 Leamer-Centered Psychological Principles (APA/McREL, 1993) 
(call McREL: For Our Students: For Ourselves (303) 337-0990; $79.oo?) 
a. Watch tape (a) circle items see In tape; (b) write down keyword descriptors or ideas 

Metacognitive aud Cognitive Factors: 
1. Learning is a natural process of discovery 
2. Learners seek meaningful knowledge 
3. Learners construct and link new info to old. 
4. Higher-order strategies oversee thinking. 

AO'ecttve Factors: 
5. Information processed depends on motivation and beliefs and expectations. 
6. Learners are naturally curious and enjoy learning. 
7. Need relevant/authentic learning tasks of optimal difficulty and novelty. 

Developmental and Individual DiD'erenccs: 
8. Individuals progress through developmental stages. 

Personal and Social Factors: 
9. Learning is facilitated by social interactions in diverse settings. 
10. Learning & self-esteem increase in respectfuVgenuine environments. 
11. Learners have preferences for learning mode/strategies. 
12. Personal beliefs are basis for constructing reality. 
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D. Key Humanistic Principles (FOCUS: Wby they should do this) 
(Maslow, Combs, & Rogers) 
1. Free choice 
2. Inner directed 
3. Motivated to self-actualize 
4. Educ is responsive to affective needs 
5. Genuine student concern, respect 
6. Facilitate st self-actualization 
7. Exciting & challenging lrng envir 
8. Student-centered curriculum 
9. Accept lrnrs needs & purposes 
10. Open & personal environment 

B. Per Carl Rogers: Freedom to Learn 
1. Children are inherently eager to learn 
2. Envir must be free from threats, psych safe, open commun 
3. Learning is purposeful and self-initiated 
4. Discovery/Inquiry learning 
5. Whole-person learning, Person-centeredness 
6. Seek relevant/meaningful Learning 
7. In changing world need learn how to learn 
8. Peer tutoring a~d collab is impt. 
9. Tchrs as Inrg facilitators, resources 
10. Genuine realness, trust, respect, empathy 
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Seven fundamental principles of learning 

The Institute for Research on ,Learning .(IRL). 
(Kahn, 1993): 

1. LEARNING IS FUNDAMENTALLY SOCIAL _ 
(i.e., link learning and social fulfillment). 

2 KNOWLEDGE IS INTEGRATED INTO TIlE LIFE OF COMMUNmES. 
(i.e., activity, knowledge, and the social world are linked). ~ 

3. LEARNING IS AN ACT OF MEMBERSHIP 
(i.e., learning is engagement with others). 

4. KNOWING IS ENGAGEMENT IN PRACTICE 
(i.e., concrete learning over abstract). 

5. ENGAGEMENT IS INSEPARABLE FROM EMPOWERMENT 
(i.e., identity from contributions). 

6. FAILURE TO LRN IS NORM RESULT OF EXCLUSION FROM PARTIC 
. (i.e., learning requires access and opportunity). 

7. WE ALREADY HAVE A SOCIE'IY O~ LIFELONG LEARNERS 
(i.e., we are learning aU the time, and we should learn for some benefit) 
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Constructivist Teaching Practices 
John Savery, 1994 

(updated by Bonk, January 2003) 

I. Foster student autonomy, initiative, and leadership. 
2. Use manipulative, interactive, and physical materials. 
3. Use raw data and primary sources. 
4. Allow student thinking to drive lessons and adapt content based on student 

responses; capitalize on student interests and motivation. 
5. Inquire about student understanding prior to sharing your pt of view. 
6. Look for alternative conceptions, design lessons to address any misconceptions. 
7. Frame tasks by using global and specific terms like "classify" and "predict" as 

this helps students organize their thinking. 
8. Encourage articulation and dialogue among students. 
9. Pose contradictions to student views and play devil's advocate. 
10. Promote inquiry and ask open-ended questions. 
11. Allow wait-time after posting questions. 
12. Provide time for the discovery of relationships and the creation of metaphors. 
13. Seek elaboration and clarification (e.g., illustrations and examples) of students' 

responses. 
14. Encourage reflection on experiences and then predictions of outcomes. 
15. Cluster lessons around themes, problems, questions, and situations regarding 

similar concepts. 
16. Adapt cognitive demand of the task to student cognitive schemes. 
17. Foster student sharing, collaboration, and communication. 
18. Allow opportunities for students to design or build knowledge and work toward a 

final tangible product or goal. 
19. Allow for student choice and· opportunities to address personal interests, 

relevancy, and meaningfulness. 
20. Create an ethos or atmosphere for the joint sharing or products and the 

development of communities of learners. 
21. Support student learning through demonstrations, hints, cues, and overall 

facilitation or moderation of their learning; later gradually take away the 
scaffolds. 

22. Authentic or real-world problems should drive lessons with opportunities for 
audiences outside the designated teacher. 
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Collaborative Learning Tools: p. 33 

Table 1. Learner-Centered Psychological Principles Revised 

For a full text of the principles listed as well as additional rationale and explanation, call or write to the 
American Psychological Association (APA) for the Oecember, 1995 report "The Leamer·Centered 
Psychological Principles: A Framework for School Redesign and Reform" (Note: the following summary 
of the 14 LCPs appeared In the Newsletter for Educational Psychologists, Leamer-centered 
psychological principles revised (1996), 19(2),10). 

Cognitive and Metacognltlve Factors 

1. Nature of the learning process. The leaming of complex subject matter Is most effective when 
It is an Intentional process of constructing meaning from Information and experience. 

2. Goals of the learning process. The successful leamer, over time and with support and 
Instructional guidance, can create ,meaningful, coherent representations of knowledge. 

3. Construction of knowledge. The successful learner can link new information with existing 
knowledge In meaningful ways. 

4. Strategic thinking. The successful learner can create and use a repertoire of thinking and 
reasoning strategies to achieve complex learning goals. 

5. Thinking about thinking. Higher order strategies for selecting and monitoring mental 
operations facilitate creative and critical thinking. 

6. Context of learning. Learning is Influenced by environmental factors, including culture, 
technology, and instructional practices. 

Motivational and Affective Factors 

7, Motivational and emotional influences on learning. What and how much is learned is 
influenced by the leamer'S motivation. Motivation to learn, in turn, is influenced by the 
individual's emotional states. 

6. Intrinsic motivation to learn. The learner's creativity, higher order thinking, and natural 
curiosity all contribute to motivation to learn. Intrinsic motivation is stimulated by tasks of optimal 
novelty and difficulty, relevant to personal interests, and providing for personal choice and 
control. 

9. Effects of motivation on effort. Acquisition of complex knowledge and skills requires extended 
learner effort and guided practice. Without the learner's motivation to learn, the willingness to 
exertthis effort Is unlikely without coercion. 

Developmental and Social Factors 

10. Developmental Influences on learning. As IndMduals develop, there are different 
opportunities and constrains for learning. Learning Is most effective when differential 
development within and across physical, Intellectual, emotional, and social domains Is taken Into 
accounl 

11. Social Influences on learning. Learning Is In"uenced by social Interactions, Interpersonal 
relations, and communication with others. ' 

Individual Differences 

12. Individual differences In learning. Learners have different strategies, approaches, and 
capabilities for learning that are a function of prior experience and heredity. 

13. Learning and diversity. Learning Is most effective when differences in learners' linguistic, 
cultural, and social backgrounds are taken into account. 

14. Standards and assessment. Setting appropriately high and challenging standards and 
assessing the learner as well as learning progress-including diagnostic, process, and outcome 
assessment-are Integral parts of the learning process. 
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Learner-Centered Strategies: 
• Peer teaching/tutoring, 
• Mentoring, 
• Cooperative learning, 
• Interdisciplinary learning, 
• Service learning, 
• Building relationships, 
• Inclusion, 
• Higher-order thinking strategies, 
• Multiple intelligences, 
• Performance/authentic assessment, 
• Project-based learning, 
• Electronic networking, 
• Computer-based technologies, 
• Self-assessment and self-monitoring. 
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Learner-Centered Characteristics: 
• Choice, 
• Responsibility, 
• Relevancy, 
• Challenge, 
• Control, 
• Connection, 
• Competence, 
• Respect, 
• Cooperation, 
• Self-directed learning, 
• Personal mastery. 
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Why is Learner-Centeredness Popular? 

1. Better Researched 
(each principle has extensive backing) 

2. Many Personal Stories that It Works 
3. More Understandable than Other Terms 
4. More Integrative and Cohesive 
'5. More Agreeable and Less Political 
6. Implementable in Degrees 
7. Tests/Assessments Changing 
8. Block Scheduling 
9. Numerous Strategies Available 
10. Can Teach Content and Thinking!!! 
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Big Picture Revisited 

a. What can teachers do to "assist" in student learning? 
Ten Techniques To Assist In Learning: (Bonk & Kim, in press; Tharp, 1993) 
1. Modeling (illustrating and verbalizing invisible performance standards); 
2. Directly Instructing (provide clarity, needed content, and missing information); 
3. Coaching (observe and supervise in guiding toward expert performance); 
4. Scaffolding and Fading (supporting what learner can't do and later removing support); 
S. Cognitive Task Structuring (explaining/organizing the task within zones of development); 
6. Questioning (requesting a verbal response using a mental function learner can't yet do); 
7. Articulating and Dialoguing (encouraging description/summary of reasoning processes); 
8. Reflecting (fostering self-reflection and analyses of previous performances); 
9. Exploring (pushing student discovery and application of problem solving skills); 
10. Managing & Feedback (giving performance feedback and positive reinforcement). 

b. What resources exist for a Irng environment? (Bonk, Hay, & Fischler, 1996). 
Answer is eight different things: 

(1) Teachers, 
(2) Peers, 
(3) Curriculumtrextbooks, 
(4) TechnologyfTools, 
(5) Experts/Community, 
(6) Assessmentffesting, 
(7) Self Reflection, 
(8) Parents. 

c. Matrix of Active Learning Resources 
Directions: Fill in the matrix grid by look at the intersection of resources and teaching 
techniques and place a plus ("+") to indicate whether it is possible, a negative ("_") to indicate 
it may not be possible, and a questionmark ("?") when you are uncertain if it is possible. 

1. 2. 3. 4. Tech. 5. 6. 7. 8. 
Tchrs Peers Texts Tools Experts Assess Self Parents 

1. Model 

2. Directly 
Instruct 

3. Coach 

4. Scaffold & 
Fade 

5. Cogn. Task 
Structure 

6. Question 

7. ArtIculate 
& Dialogue 

8. ReRect 

9. Push to 
Explore 

10. Manage 
and Feedback 
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Twelve forms of electronic learning mentoring and assistance 
(Bonk & Kim, 1998; Bonk et aI., 2001) 

1. Social (and cognitive) Acknowledgement: "Hello ... ," "I agree with everything said so 
far ... ," "Wow, what a case," "This case certainly has provoked a lot of discussion ... , n 

"Glad you could join us ... n 

2. Questioning: "What is the name of this concept...?," "Another reason for this might 
be ... ?," "An example of this is ... ," "In contrast to this might be ... ,""What else might be 
important here ... ?," "Who can tell me .... ?," "How might the teacher..?" "What is the real 
problem here ... ?," "How is this related to ... ?," "Can you justify this?" 

3. Direct Instruction: "I think in class we mentioned that.. .• " Chapter 'X' talks aboUL.," 
"Remember back to the first week of the semester when we went over 'X' which 
indicated thaL. " 

4. ModelinglExamples: "I ·think I solved this sort of problem once when 1...," "Remember 
that video we saw on 'X' wherein 'yo decided to ... ," "Doesn't 'X' give insight into this 
problem in case 'z' when he/she said ... " 

5. FeedbackIPraise: "Wow, I'm impressed ... ," "That shows real insight into ... ," "Are you 
sure you have considered ... ," "Thanks for responding to 'X' ... ," "I have yet to see you or 
anyone mention ... " 

6. Cognitive Task Structuring: "You know, the task asks you to do ... ," "Ok, as was 
required, you should now summarize the peer responses that you have received ... ," 
"How might the textbook authors have solved this case." 

7. Cognitive ElaborationslExplanations: "Provide more information here that explains 
your rationale," "Please clarify what you mean by ... ," "I'm just not sure what you mean 
by ... ," "Please evaluate this solution a little more carefully." 

8. Push to Explore: "You might want to write to Dr. 'XYZ' for ... ," "You might want to do 
an ERIC search on this topic ... ," "Perhaps there is a URL on the Web that addresses this 
topic ... " 

9. Fostering Reflection/Self Awareness: "Restate again what the teacher did here," "How 
have you seen this before?," "When you took over this class. what was the first thing 
you did?," "Describe how your teaching philosophy will vary from this ... ," "How might 
an expert teacher handle this situation?" 

10. Encouraging ArticuiationIDialogue Prompting: "What was the problem solving 
process the teacher faced here?," "Does anyone have a counterpoint or alternative to this 
situation?," "Can someone give me three good reasons why ... ," "It still seems like 
something is missing here, I just can't put my finger on it." 

11. General Advice/Scaffolding/Suggestions: "If I were in her shoes, I would ... ," "Perhaps 
I would think twice about putting these kids ... ," "I know that I would first ... ," "How 
totally ridiculous this all is; certainly the teacher should be able to provide some ... " 

12. Management (via private e-mail or discussion): "Don't just criticize .... please be 
sincere when you respond to your peers," "If you had put your case in on time, you 
would have gotten more feedback." "If you do this again, we will have to take away 
your privileges. " 
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Active Learning Assessments (sample questions): 
A. Renection #1: A New Teacher Self·AssessmeDt for active leamiDg. (Bonk. 1995: 
The Social Constructivism and Active Learnil'g Ellvironments (SCALE) ScaJe) 
Rate: Never = 1; Seldom = 2; Sometimes = 3; Often = 4; Very Often = 5. 
In my c1asses ... (sample qoestions) 

1. students have a say in class activities and tests. 
2. I help students to explore, build, and connect their ideas. 
3. students share their ideas and views with each other and me. 
4. students can relate new terms and concepts to events in their lives 
5. students work in small groups or teams when 'solving problems. 
6. students use computers to help them organize and try out their ideas. 
7. I give hints and clues for solving problems but do not give away the answers. 
8. I relate new information or problems to what students have already learned. 
9. students prepare answers with a partner or team b/4 sharing ideas with the class. 
10. I ask questions that have more than one answer. 
11. students take sides and debate issues and viewpoints. 
12. students develop ideas from a variety of bbrary and electronic resources. 
13. students bring in information that extends across subject areas or links topics. 
14. students suggest possible problems and tasks. 
15. I provide diagrams or pictures of main ideas to make confusing info clearer. 

B. Reflection #2: A Dept. Thoughtfulness Report Card: In this dept (or class): 
_ 1. There is sustained examination of few topics, rather than superficial coverage of many. 
_ 2. The lessons display substantive coherence. 
_ 3. Students are given an appropriate amount of time to think. 

4. Teachers carefully consider explanations and reasons for conclusions. = 5. Teachers ask challenging questions and structure challenging tasks. 
_ 6. Teachers press students to justify or clarify assertions and answers. 
_7. Teachers try to get students to generate original ideas, explanations,and solutions. 
_ 8. Teachers are a model for thoughtfulness. 
_ 9. Students assume the roles of questioners and critics. 
_. _10. Students offer explanations and reasons for their conclusions. 

C. Renection #3: Student ThiDkiog Report Card (Excerpts from Teacher Assessment 
of Student Thinking from J olm Barrell, 1991, Teaching for Thoughtfulness, Longman Publishing). 
Rating Scale: 
1 = completely false (F); 2 = mostly F; 3 = partly Fff; 4 = mostly True; 5 = completely True 

_ 1. The student is very interested in ideas. 
_ 2. The student works well in discussion groups. 
_ 3. The student can express ideas clearly. 
_ 4. The student cannot tell which ideas are more important 
_ 5. The student can often combine many ideas into one idea. 
_ 6. The student runs out of ideas quickly. 
_7. The student can often suggest ideas not mentioned before. 
_ 8. The students thinking is not well organized. 
_ 9. The student is a lazy thinker. 
_ 10. The student asks good questions. 
_ 11. The student likes to try difficuJt problems. 
_12. The student cannot concentrate for too long. 
_ 13. The plans the student makes are well thought out 
_ 14. The student has trouble making decisions. 
_ 15. The student can think well about a wide range of things. 
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( The items below .... baed on Ioarimg PiP IIIIIC8S. In my c::IasGes. I prufIIII-lt when ••• ) 
--- ~ -~- -Q' --- .. - ~- - ---- .... - ........ _, 

Eac:b" 1. CIai ificalb t. EIaboialig! •. and Epa .. I!on: extItnt to wtic:h G1udents .... provided 'Nith e~nationG. examples. and multiple 
ways of undenstaI ~ tg a prdMm or difIicuIt matBriaL 

1. teachers 8UIImpt to explain thilgs in another way vmen SOI118OIIG is confused. 
2. students and toachers elCpIain how It18J got their answurs. 
3. students can ask teac:henI for more iifolTnation about anything unclear or confusing. 
4. teachent 8lIPIaIn difIIcutt matarialin more than one way ISO I uncIenItaIld It better. 
5. teachers provide a diagram or pidan of main Ideas to make confusing InfomIation dearer. 

Factor 2. Student Autonomy/~: GXI8nt to which IaIming and thinking decisions ara placed in the students' hands (i.e .• 
the degree of student meaningful and deIibendII control over learning activities). . 

6. students have a say In class activities ... testa. 
7. students are encouraged to came up with Ideas about what we shoutd do next. 
8. students lake rasponsiIXIity for dassroom activities. 
9. my classmates and I suggest possible PfObIems n tasks. 
10. my classmates and I help make decisions about what weleam. 

Factor 3. Teacher Scaffolding/GuIdance extant to which the taacher democlSntes problem steps or structure and provides hints. 
prompts, and cues ror S41CC8S8fu1 compIe1ior" .. 

11. teachers provide Infomllition and euggesticx IS In ways that help me do the wort< on my own. 
12. teachets &haw us possible next steps aflar gMng us a chance to sorve a problem. 
13. teachers give hints and clues for solving problems but do not give tIlWay the answers. 
14. teachers present Just enough infonnation to help rna succeed. 
15. teachers giva feedback and guidance that helps rna while rm solving a problem. 
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Social Constructivism and Learning Communities Online (SCALCO) Scale 
(Bonk & Wisher, 2000) 

Part A. Social Constructivism and Learning Communities Online Questionnaire 
Questions (1 = stron21y a2ree; 5 = strongly disagree) 
I. The topics discussed online bad real world relevance. 
2. The online dialogue dealt with original topics. 
3. As the forum progressed, I developed a position on various topics that 1 did not have before 

the online forum. 
4. The online forum dialogue offered multiple perspectives. 
5. The online dialogue encouraged me to reflect on the issues. 
6. I integrated new knowledge acquired from the online discussion into my existing knowledge, 

which resulted in a deeper understanding of the issues. 
7. I made new connections to the course material as a result of the online environment. 
8. I have more ideas that I can use about this topic than without the online forum. 
9. The online forum nurtured my critical thinking and evaluation skills. 
10. I had a voice within the discussion forum. 
11. I bad some personal control over course activities and discussion. 
12. Online discussions were Dot relevant to my learning needs. 
13. The online tcchnology allowed me to design and create new ideas. 
14. The online environment encouraged me to question ideas and perspectives. 
15. I liked collaborating with others online. 
16. Instructors provided useful advice and guidance online. 
17. I could count on others to reply to my needs. 
18. The online environment fosters an atmosphere where more than one answer may be correct. 
19. I collaborated with other participants in the forum that resulted in new perspectives and a 

better understanding. 
20. I felt that I was a member of the group. 
21. The other group participants acknowledged my contribution to the discussion. 
22. I felt committed with other online participants to work together in order to acquire a deeper 

understanding of the issues. 
23. I felt the discussion took the issues to a deeper level. 
24. The online forum provided opportunities for in-depth discussion. 
25. 1 clarified my ideas by sharing them with others online. 
26. I clarified my ideas by reading other participants' comments. 
27. I gained an appreciation for other opinions and perspectives. 
28. I received useful mentoring and feedback from others. 
29. The online environment fostered peer interaction and dialogue about real-life problems. 
30. The online discussions lowered the isolation and loneliness of similar learning situations. 
31. The online forum fostered a sense of a colIaborative learning community. 
32. There was a sense of membership in a learning here. 
33. Other participants and I make decisions about how we will proceed or learn online. 
34. Instructors or moderators provide just enough resources to help me succeed online. 
35. 1bis environment bad opportunities to prepare answers with peers or learning teams. 
36. Peer evaluation and feedback was integrated into this learning environment. 
37. The online environment allowed for the exploration of topics of personal interest. 
38. I could share and discuss my ideas and answers with others in this environment. 
39. It was interesting to see how differences of opinion were discussed and negotiated in this 

environment. 
40. Summaries or compromise positions were facilitated in this environment. 
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Online Teaching Competencies Scale, From: The Online Teacher 
April, 2001, Guy Kemshal-BeU 

TAFE (Technical and Further Education), Australia. 

Please rate each of the identified online teaching skills below as either: 
(3) critical 
(2) very important 
(1) useful 
(0) not required 

__ 1. An ability to use email effectively. 
_ 2. Skill in using online forums or bulletin boards. 
_ 3. Skills in using an online chat facility. 
_ 4. An ability to develop simple Web pages. 
_ 5. Higher-level Web page development skills (e.g., JavaScript, ASP, Flash). 
_ 6. An ability to use video and/or audio conferencing. 
_ 7. An ability to engage the learner in the online learning process. 
_ 8. Skills in online "listening." 
_ 9. An ability to provide effective feedback online. 
_ 10. Skills in effective online questioning. 
_ It. An ability to provide direction and support to online learners. 
_ 12. An ability to effectively manage online discussions, either chat or forums. 
_ 13. An ability to build online teams. 
_ 14. A capacity to build relationships with your online learners and between your online 

learners. 
_ 15. An ability to motivate online learners. 
_ 16. Having a positive attitude to online teaching. 
_ 17. Being prepared to be innovative and or experimental. 
_ 18. Skills in time management. 
_ 19. An ability to establish and maintain guidelines for the learning process. 
_ 20. Skills in planning, monitoring, and reviewing training. 
_ 21. Skills in being able to adapt courses and teaching to meet the individual needs of the 

learners. 

1-7 = Technical Skills 
8-17 = Facilitation Skills 
18-21 = Management Skills 
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Table I. Summary of the pedagogical, social, managerial, and technological roles of the online 
instructor 

General Components and Questions Ideas from Situations ##1-4 
(Ashton et al., 1999; Mason, 1991) 

I. Pedagogical Components: Ideas: 
Role Assume role of facilitator or moderator Create problem or project-

(e.g., ask questions, probe responses, based learning environments, 
encourage student knowledge building and foster peer interaction and 
linking, summarize or weave discussion, feedback. encourage 
help identify unifying themes, and support perspective taking and online 
and direct interactive discussion, design a peer feedback, try innovative 
variety of educational experiences, provide techniques (starter-wrapper, 
feedback, offer constructive criticism and debates, online field reflection, 
rationale, provide explanations and electronic cases, structured 
elaborations, utilize direct instructions controversy, team activities), 
when appropriate, elicit comments and post favorite Web links, 
reflection, referring to outside resources monitor and encourage 
and experts in the field.) activities with rich peer 

interaction and feedback, and 
Questions: ask many probing questions. 
Who is responsible for different learning 
activitics" 
Is there much debating and reflection? 
What activities might foster greater 
interaction? 

2. Social Role Components: Ideas: 
Create a friendly and nurturing Employ online cafes as well as 
environment or community feel, exhibit a student profiles pages, digitizc 
generally positive tone, foster some humor, class picture, support casual 
display instructor empathy and conversation (e.g., discuss 
interpersonal outreach (e.g., include survival tactics, online 
welcoming statements, invitations, and concerns, instructor anecdotes, 
apologies), and personalize with discussion etc.), embed jokes and puns 
of one's own online experiences. when appropriate in responses, 

and try to create an online 
Questions: community (e.g., share 
What is the general tone of the course? personal stories, invite visitors 
Is there a human side to this course? and foreign guests). 
Is joking allowed? 

3. Managerial Components: Ideas: 
Role Coordinate assignments (e.g., explain Consider initial live meetings 

assignments, set plans for receipt of or online chats, provide 
assignments, assign partners and groups, detailed syllabus and clear 
set due dates and extensions for expectations, post online 
assignments), manage online discussion calendar of events or 
forums (e.g., set pace, focus, agenda), and assignments page, provide 
handle overall course structuring (e.g., online gradebook. F AQs, and 
organize meeting times and places, set summary of administrative 
office hours, clarify grade distributions, matters, monitor ongoing 
explain the relevance of the course, correct discussions and interrupt when 
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course materials, and discuss potential off track, assign email pals or 
course revisions). constructive friends, provide 

weekJy email feedback, use 
Questions: electronic portfolios to provide 
Do students understand the assignments? overview of how well students 
Do they understand the course structure? are doing, and track user 
Are they lost or confused anywhere? logins. 

4. Components: Ideas: 
Teclmological Assist with user teclmology and system Find existing courseware 
Role issues, diagnose and clarify problems systems or create custom tools, 

encountered, notify when a server is down, train early, have orientation 
explain system limitations. task and early assignments to 

test system, explain any 
Questions: custom or unusual tools, have 
Do students have the basic skills? students vote on preferred 
Does their equipment work? technologies, be flexible when 
Do necessary passwords work? problems are encountered. 
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Telementoring Taxonomy (Brescia, 2002) 

Coaching through participation 
Model good analysis: Show the students the kinds of behaviors you are looking for. 
Provide examples of good posts. For example, one of the attributes of asynchronous 
conferendng is the ability for conference partidpants to find references and quote from 
them online. By linking student ideas to the readings it is possible to model what is 
expected of the students. 
Clarify: Provide keys, links, framing statements, focusing statements, and examples 
from the readings and other resources that help the discussion avoid vagueness. The 
discussion should include references to the readings and other research, rather than 
discussion of what students did on the job last week. 
Challenge hypotheses: Students will be developing hypotheses relating to actions to be 
taken relating to the case studies they are working through. The instructor may 
introduce some conflict into the proceedings by challenging those hypotheses. For 
example, bring up a nonprofit management theory that is counter to the one the students 
are proposing. Another possibility is to challenge the context the students have 
constructed. 
Question: Ask students to think some more about what they are saying or conclusions 
they have reached. The instructor may ask any number of questions to help the students 
explore an idea, clarify their thinking, reach a conclusion, or work on an assignment. Ex: 
Can you give some examples of this? How might you go about doing that? 
Asking for Oarlfication: Similar to questioning but usually more specific. A student 
might have m·ade a specific assertion that the class or the instruclor is unclear about the 
meaning or theme. This is a Simple request to make the post more clear, hopefully by 
providing more supporting references. 

Providing structure 
Frame tasks: The instructor must provide slructure in order for the discussion to 
proceed toward a reasonable end. The instructor should devise dear tasks and allow 
appropriate time for disCUSSion and completion of those tasks. Once the task is dear, the 
faculty mentor should help the students stay on task. 
Summarize: The faculty mentor guides the discussion along by summarizing key points, 
topics covered and those still needing to be covered, and bringing the group to a point of 
convergence from which they can move forward. The faculty mentor should not always 
be the summarizer. The responsibility for this might pass to the "student(s) of the week". 
Em:ourage ftflection: Students should think about what should be done as much as how 
to do it Help the students to reflect on what they have said in the discussion and how it 
may contribute to an outcome. By stating your opinion, students can compare their own 
thinking to your more expert thinking. Ex: What were you thinking about when you 
were doing that? Did your actions change after doing that several times? Did you ever 
stop to question your assumptions? 
Stating Opinions: Students sometimes need the instructor to state an opinion on a 
subject to bring closure to a portion of the discussion or to address an issue that has 
caused dissension within the group and needs to be resolved. Of all the portions of the 
taxonomy, this type of post should be resisted as students may come to rely upon it as 
the right answer as opposed to an aid in thinking deeply about issues. 
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Supporting individual students 
Nourish good ideas: The faculty mentor markets the good points a student has made to 
the group or may intervene in a conflict to defend points a student has presented. The 
mentor is trying to convince the class of the significance of particular ideas and is 
attempting to gain admission of those ideas into the conversation. By showing 
appredation of student ideas the faculty mentor gives support to those thoughts. 
Champion lost ideas: The instructor can help a student's ideas have visibility in the 
discussion by returning the discussion to ideas a student has presented but were not 
followed up on by the conference. This provides support for a student's ideas as 
expressed in the conference. 
Feedback: The faculty mentor provides Simple positive or negative feedback. The 
mentor is attempting to support or correct specific student behaviors. These posts 
provide encouragement and supportive feedback to the student. Ex: 'Good post. I 
particularly like how you brought in the reading for the week'. 
Recommending Resoun:es: In Face-to-Face mentoring situations instructors often 
provide Single students or the entire class with specific references to additional resources 
that are recommended for further, but not reqUired, reading in the area being discussed. 
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Motivation Research Highlights (Brophy) 
1. Supportive, appropriate challenge, meaningful, moderation/optimal. 
2. Teach goal setting and self-reinforcement. 
3. Offer rewards for good/improved performance. 
4. Novelty, variety, choice, adaptable to interests. 
5. Gamelike, fun, fantasy, curiosity, suspense, active. 
6. Higher levels, divergence, dissonance, interact with peers. 
7. Allow to create fmished products. 
8. Provide immediate feedback, advance organizers. 
9. Show intensity, enthusiasm, interest, minimize anxiety. 
10. Make content personal, concrete, familiar. 

Other Classroom Motivation Tips (Alexander, class notes, 
Pintrinch & Schunk, 1996; Reeve, 1996; Stipek, 1998): 
1. Include positive before negative comments. 
2. Wish students "good effort" not "good luck". 
3. Give flexibility in assignments and due dates. 
4. Communicate respect via tasks select and control. 
5. Design interactive and interesting activities. 
6. Use coop learning, debates, group discussions. 
7. Minimize social comparisons and public evaluations. 
8. Use relevant, authentic learning tasks. 
9. Use optimal difficulty and novelty. 
10. Use challenge, curiosity, control, and fantasy. 
11. Give challenging but achievable tasks. 
12. Create short term or proximal goals and vary these goals. 
13. Give students different ways to demo what they know. 
14. Encourage students to give and get help. 
15. Attrib failure to low effort or ineffective strategy. 

(Attrib success to effort or competence) 
16. Give poor performing student the role of expert. 
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150 Ways to Motivate in the Classroom (Raffini, 1996) 
1. Ice Breakers 

(Treasured objects, birthday circles, treasure hunts, middle name game, 
accomplishment hunts, similarity wheels, who's like me, coat of anns, 
self-disclosure. intros, expectations charts, scrambled sayings) 

2. Goal Cards, Goal Notebooks 
(ST and L T with objectives and ideas how to achieve) 

3. Floating A, Escape Clauses, Volunteer Assignments, etc. 
(to be used on any assignment within 25 hours) 

4. Self Report Cards, Self Evaluation 
5. Discussion Questions, Issues, Problems, Solutions 

(Perhaps answer questions of the other teams, talking chips) 
6. Term Crossword Puzzles or Term Matching, Competitions, Dilemmas 
7. Success Contracts and Choice Calenders 

(Guarantee an A or B if fulfill contract provisions) 
8. Positive Statements, Self Reinforcements 

(Bury the "I can'ts" and Save the "I Cans") 
9. Celebrations, Praises, Acknowledgments, Thank Yous, Put-Ups 

(Multicultural days, trips, class awards, helpers, end of term) 
10. Class Community Building 

(Web Site and Digitized Web class photo, photo album, class project, 
teeshirts, field trips) 

11. Democratic Voting, Student Interest Surveys, Class Opinion Polls 
12. Random Acts of Kindness, Service Learning/Teaching, Volunteerism 
13. Change Roles or Status 

(Random roles, assume expert roles, switch roles for a day) 
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1001 Ways to Energize Employees (Bob Nelson, 1996) 
1. Bank ofBoston--4 informational days to ~ork on special projects. 
2. Honda-places individuals who know nothing about tech in design teams. 
3. Hewlett-Packard-takes out of routine by putting new bus plans on trial. 
4. Delta Land Survey--employees vote once/year on dress code, bonuses, etc. 
5. Tandem Computers--promotions based on technical QR managerial merit. 
6. Scitor Corp--no max number of sick days (ave. is 5 dayslyear--Iow). 
7. Adobe Systems-set own hours & eligible for stock options & sabbaticals. 
8. Matsushita-created research lab of20 scientists free to explore any proj. 
9. Dan Corp.--employees can spend $SOO/project to improve efficiencies. 
10. Worthington Industries-majority of employees must approve new hires. 
11. Xerox-share ideas no matter rank, time clocks out & teams are in (trust). 
12. Hi-Tech Hose--Iumps all vacation, sick, & holidays in a single account. 
13. Pitney-Bowes--consider displaced persons b4 turning to outside market. 
14. Ventura--pushes to take time off outdoors as long as work is done. 
15. Lands' End--encourages to express interest in any dept interested in. 
16. Microsoft-encourages fun/playfulness (e.g., installing sod, sprinklers, lawn mowers in an office). 
17. Walmart--managers wear jeans once/week to help line workers/staff 
18. Duke Power Co.--can post electronic message to change/swap jobs. 
19. Satum--employees can send anonymous messages to upper management. 
20. Whole Foods--everyone can access sales, profit margins, & salaries. 
21. Diesel Tech Corp--disabled products so employees can see how fit. 
22. FedEx--internal newsletter with columns devoted to competitor info. 
23. Levi Strauss--employees rate each other on teamwork, trust, communication. 
24. Computer Specialists--clients rate workers & employees rate own perf 
25. Queen Mary Resort--brainstonns & votes once/month how to imp jobs. 
26. Advanced Micro Devices--managers have quarterly breakfast with boss. 
27. Motorola--has quarterly employee town meetings with rap sessions. 
28. S.C. Johnson Wax--flew all employees of foreign buy-outs to the U.S. 
29. Com-Corp--installed "screwup boxes" to tell manage what doing wrong. 
30. Wired Magazine--two "living room" mtg areas--sofas, stereos, CDs, etc. 
3 1. Microsoft--play basketball, frisbee, golf, etc. and be casual at work. 
32. Sun Micro--designed forum spaces & sun rooms for spontaneous conversations. 
33. Lands End-$9 mil for activ ctr-pool, track, photo, gym, tennis, picnic tables, whirlpoo~ etc. 
34. Southwest Air-114 of profit sharing funds must go to company stock. 
35. Computer Media Tech-encour volunteer in soup kitchens, elderly homes, etc. 
36. Xerox-social service leave program (1 month to a year) with pay. 
37. Ben Jerry's Homemade--set aside 1% of profits for peace programs. 
38. Salem Sportswear--anyone with a tie beyond a certain pt is fined $2. 
39. Owens-Corning Fiberglass-open space mtg rms, no agenda, no plans. 
40. Nissan-uses Involvement Through Teamwork (ITT) to discuss probs. 
41. Siemans Info Sys-created team of23 young, talented employees under 40 to advise management. 
42. Hewlett-Packard--has 24 hour labs for res'ers & encourage to spend 10% on personal projects. 
43. AT&T--project team weekly outings to play darts & shoot pool. 
44. United Airlines--a1lowed workers to swap assignments (reduced sick time). 
45. Odetics--wacky stuff; telephone booth stuffing contests, bubble gum blowing, '50s day, yoga. 
46. Hallmark Greeting Cards--creativity ctr with clay, paint, etc. to think up ideas. 
47. Chiat Day (ad agency)--hangs punching bags of execs in break rooms. 
48. Alagaso-Pres Mike Warren distrib "Hey Mike" cards & posters in finn. 
49. Cooper Tires--for ownership, operators can stamp names inside tires produced. 
50. Southwest Air--CEO kissed an employee who turned down ajob offer (both males). 
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Merger of Ice Breakers (Bonk, 1998; Raffini, 1996; 
Scannell & Newstrom, 1991; Thiagarajan, 1998) 
1. Ice Breakers 

a. Round I: Self:.disclosure introductions (who are yo~ job, interests, hobbies) 
2. Round n. Self-disclosure introductions ... 

a. Treasured Objects--Take out two items out of your wallet and desco'be how they best 
represent you (e.g., family pictures, credit cards, rabbits' feet) and share. 
b. Describe themselves (e.g., "I am a tightwad," "I am superstitious") 
c. State name with an adjective starting with 1 st letter of 1 st name. 

(e.g., Marvelous Mary, Dancing Diane, Inscrutable Ida, Crusty Curt) 
d. Now intro self & also by a nickname current, past, or potential nickname. 

(ask others what it means during break) 
e. Brainstorm a list of questions you would like to ask the others ... 

(e.g., My person I most admire is? The best book I ever read?) 
F. Middle name game (state what middle name is and how you got it). 

3. Expe~tionscharts 
What do you expect from this workshop, what are your goals, what could you contn'bute? 
a. Write short and long terms goals down OD goal cards that can be referenced later OD. 

b. Write 4-5 expectations for this workshop/retreat 
c. Expectations Hip Chart: share of 1-2 of these ... 

4. Treasure hunts--fiII out card with interests, where bom, would like to live, strengths, job role, 
hobbies, etc. and find a match (find one thing in common and one thing different with everyone) 

Pass out an Index Card: What is unique about you??? 
a. Favorite Sportslhobbieslpast times (upper left) 
b. Birthplace and Favorite cities to visit (upper right) 
c. Curr~t lob and ResponSl'bilities (lower left) 
d 2 comments, things, or traits about yourself(e.g., team player, personable, talkative, 

opinionated, hate Purdue, like movies, move a lot, hate sports) (lower right) 
e. Accomplishments you are proud of(m the middle) 

5. AccompHshment Hunt 
a. Tum in 2-3 accomplishments (e.g., past summer, during college, during life); 
b. Workshop leader lists 1-2 of those for each student on a sheet without names. 
c. Participants have to ask "Is this you?" If yes, get a signature. 

6. Issues and Discussion Questions 
a. make a list of issues people would like to discuss. 
b. Perhaps everyone brings 2-3 questions or issues to the meeting. 
c. Partner off' and create a list and then collect question cards, and, 
d. then distnoute and your group must answer questions of the other groups. 

7. Team brainteasers (IQ tests), scrambled cities, crossword puzzles, competitions, dilemmas, or 
unscrambled sayings. 
8. Coat of Arms--filI in. 

# 1: a recent Peak Performance; 
#2: something very few people know; 
#3: draw a symbol of how you spend your free time; 
#4: fill in something you are really good at; 
#5: write in something that epitomizes your personal motto. 
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9. It'll Never Fly Wilbur 
a. Introduce a new idea or concept or plan. 
b. Everyone writes 4-5 problems they see in it. 
c. Divide into groups of 3-4 and discuss concerns. 
d. Each group writes down 3 roadblocks on a 3 X 5 card. 
e. Facilitator redistributes so each group gets a different card 
( Subgroups think creatively of how to solve those problems and share with group. 

10. Birthday groupings--Nonverbally up by date of year bom and partner offwith person closest 
to you in b-day and then do ... 
11. Talking String--state what hope to gain from retreat (or discuss some other issue) as wrap 
string around finger; next ones state names of previous people and then state their reasons. 
12. Divide into small groups of about six people and then hand out prepared list of 5 questions in 
increasing order of disclosure for participants to ask each other and then have someone stand and 
their group must descnoe him or her. 
13. Psychic Massage (a closer activity) 

a. Divide in teams of3-5. 
b. In alphabetical order of first names have someone tum his or back to the group 
c. Team members must make positive, uplifting statements about that person behind his or 

her back but loud enough for others to hear them 
d. One minute per person. 

14. Positive Strokes 
8. 2-3 times during the session, each person fills out a 3 x 5 card about other participants. 
b. They must complete sentences like: "the thing 1 like best about (name) is" and "the 

biggest improvement I saw in (name) is". . 
c. At the end of the day, the folded cards are passed out and read aloud and then given to 

the named person. 
15. Community Building--common teeshirts, photo of group and perhaps put up on the Web. Put 
announcement ofretreat on Web or newsletter. 
16. CommunicationlLeaming Visuals-Draw one or more of the following that you' want to use 
during the training: Gun, cannon, noose, high fives, thumbs up, watch, toilet, smiley face, etc. 
17. Ask how fee~ what has happened, what did they learn, how might this help in workplace, ask 
''what if' things were different at work, and what's nextm--how might they do things differently? 
18. Have you ever questions: 

1. Been in a parade, performed the Heimlich maneuver, walked on stilts, surfed, drank 
more than 10 cups of coffee in a 24 hour period, owned a watch for more than 10 years, tried on 
a straight jacket, been to a morgue, laid down inside a casket, ridden in a Rolls Royce, swum a 
mile in an ocean, drunk more than 25 imported beers during your life, owned a Rolex watch, been 
a Boy Scout or Girl Scout, shaved your head, flown in an ultra-tight, flown a plane, ditched a 
blind date, owned a car that cost more than $35,000, water skied on one ski, sky dived, bungee 
jumped, whitewater rafted a dangerous river, been in a play, milked a goat or a cow, done back
to-back all-nighters, completed a marathon, broken a bone, made an obscene gesture at someone 
when driving your car, cheated on your income tax, had a permanent tattoo, run. a ton booth, had 
a hot cup of coffee spill on your lap, been in the CN Tower in Toronto, been above the Arctic 
circle or below the Antarctic Circle, been in a coed nude sauna or hot tub. 
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13 
What Are Some Motivational 

Strategies? An Annotated List of 
More Than 200 Possibilities

An Idea Bank 

Whal callses rOll to read this chapter? What makes the "punk-rocks" cut their 
hair "weird" and dye it with psychedelic colors? What made you "tick" \\'hen you 
were going to junior and senior high school? What forces drive our behavior. what 
motivates llS LO he have in a particular way? When we ask questions such as these. we 
are talking about dri\'es. incentives, needs. motivations. and aspirations. We shall refer 
to this as DINMA. 

The word motive is derived from the Latin motivtLS, meaning moving or impulse. 
and the psychologist's study of DINMA is analogous to the physicist's study of the 
phenomenon of motion: What starts the movement, what keeps it going, what stops 
it, and what decides the direction of the motion? 

In this chapter. our intent is to identify salient features of DINMA as they relate 
to today's secondary school students and to suggest possible applications for second
ary school teaching. As teachers, we must be cognizant of the significance of moti
vation: 

• Motivation is a concept of major importance in American society. 
• DINMA plays a major role in the success of a student's learning. 
• Motivation in the secondary school sets the initial tone for career choices. 

The teenagers of today are used to multimillion-dollar productions on television 
and the movie screen, but when they come into a classroom and are subjected each 
day to something short of a high-budget production, it is no wonder that they some
times react in a less than highly motivated fashion. There is no doubt that our youth 
are growing up in a highly stimulated instant-action society, a society that has learned 
to expect instant headache relief, instant turn-on television sets, instant dinners, and 
perhaps even instant high-payment employment. In light of this we are on the side 
of you. the teacher. who is on the firing line each day, and who is expected to perform. 

Kim, E.C_, & Kellough, R.D. (1991)_ A Resource Guide for 
secondary school Teaching: Planning for Competence. Fifth 
Edition. New York: Macmillan. 
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perhaps instantly and entertainingly, but most certainly in a highly competent and 
professional manner, and in situations not even close to ideal. But in any case, 

YOU MUST GAIN YOUR STUDENTS' AlTENTION 
BEFORE YOU CAN TEACH! 

In this chapter we provide a long list of potential motivators, first those general 
to all fields, then those more specific to particular subjects. We suggest that you read 
all of the entries for each field, for although one entry might be identified as specific 
to one field, it may also be useful in other areas, or it might stimulate a creative idea 
for your own stock of motivational techniques. 

A. GENERAL IDEAS FOR MOTIVATION 

I. Your students should clearly understand the objectives of your class activities 
and assignments. 

2. Show enthusiasm and interest in what you have planned and are doing. 
3. Present the proper quantity of coment at the proper pace. 
4. Vary the teaching pT"Ocedures and the activities. Let students follow the acti"ities 

of their choice with responsibility for change. 
::'. Use familiar examples in presenting your materials. Don't just teach definitiOns. 

principles. theorems, or rules. Be certain to explicate these with concrete ex
amples that can be undersLOod b\' students. 

6. Use audiovisual materials-but do not assume that the materials haw' "built-ill 
motivation." Select those that would be relevant and interesting to the studcnts 
on the topic or subject mailer that is under consideration. 

7. Use objects for the lesson-foreign stamps, coins, models, antiques, toys. and 
so on. 

8. Plan your orientation set induction (what you do the first few minutes of a class 
period) with care. 

g. Keep students informed of their progress. Don't keep them in the dark as to 
where they stand. 

10. Remember that students need to be recognized by you, by their parents, and 
by their peers. 

11. Remember that students need steady awareness of progress being made, of 
"How am I doing?", "What can I do better next time?" 

12. Talk with individual students about their problems and their interests. 
13. Go down your roll book periodically and ask yourself what you know about 

each individual in the class. 
14. Students are sometimes motivated by extrinsic devices such as tests. Use this 

technique judiciously, not as a weapon for punishment. 
15. Give praise or rewards for jobs well done. But in groups, use strong praIse 

sparingly. 
16. Utilize a modified version of the elementary show-and-tell activity. 
1 i. Have the students make a movie or slide show of class activities (e.g., a role

playing lesson). Let them plan and write the narration. 

, 
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What Art Some Motivatiorl4l Strattgits7 525 

Word naming in various categories-such as synonyms, same initial letters, var
ious uses of a term-becomes an indicator of ideational fluency. 
Invite guest speakers when and where appropriate. Perhaps some of the parents 
can be resource persons. (See also number 22) 
Hold small-group discussions in class. These often are more beneficial than are 
large-group or all-class discussions. 
Utilize Mondays or days following holidays to share with your class an exciting 
or enjoyable experience. 
Have students prepare a potential guest speaker resource file. 
Try playing music in your classroom for mood setting; to relieve anxieties and 
tensions. 
Use educational games in your teaching. (Refer to Chapter 11 for sources.) 
Try role-playing to enhance the reality of material being learned. 
Try unit contract or contract teaching. 
Write individual and personalized notes to students on their papers, rather than 
merely letter grades or point scores. 
Try videotaping an activity and replaying to the entire class. 
Invent a useful educational game with class help. 
Have students plan with you the "open house" and/or "back-to-school-night" 
activities. This helps in getting parents out, too. 
Let the class help plan a field trip. 
Havc the students create and design a simulation gamc for a specific subject 
area or controversial issue in your field. 
Create student mailboxes out of ice-cream cartons for distribution of papers. 
Be sure to have one for yourself. Everyone likes to receive mail. You may wish 
to limit mail delivery time to the first few minutes of the class period. 
Recycle old textbooks by removing all text material but leaving pictures and 
diagrams; then have stUdents create their own texts. 
Obtain permission from the administration to redecorate your classroom with 
colorful walls, drapes, and· stuffed furniture. 
Use a mandala to demonstrate the importance of individual experiences, as in 
interpreting novels (for English), or current events (social studies), or paintings 
(art). 
Have students list items related to the subject content, but write with their 
nondominant hand, as an introduction to brainstorming. 
Every Friday, provide a "coupon bag" from which students who have behaved 
and performed well during the week may draw blindly one from a variety of 
coupons, such as "one free assignment," "5 points extra credit," "teacher's as
sistant for the day," "one free ice cream cone," "sit where you want for one 
day." 

B. EXPRESSING ENCOURAGEMENT AS A MOTIVATOR 

Parents and teachers often express words of encouragement as a motivator. 
Words and expressions have many different shades and connotations, and therefore 
it would be very useful for teachers to know what kind of messages the student is 
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receiving: Does the expression truly convey acceptance, trust, confidence, and praise, 
or does it imply impatience, disappointment, and preaching? Consider the expres
sions that follow: 

39. "You have improved in ... " Improvement may not be where we would like it to 
be, but if there is progress, there is better chance for success. Students will 
usually continue to try if they can see some improvement. 

40. "You do a good job of ... " Point out some useful act or contribution in each 
student. Even a comment about something small and insignificant to the teacher 
may have great importance to a student. 

41. "We like (enjoy) you, but, we don't like what )'OU do." The student should never 
think he or she is not liked. It is important to distinguish between the student 
and the student's behavior, between the act and the actor. 

42. "You can help me (us, the others, etc.) by . .. " To feel useful and helpful is important 
to everyone. Students want to be helpful; we have only to give them the op
portunity. 

43. "Let's try it together." Students who think they have to do things perfectl\· are 
often afraid to attempt something new for fear of making a mistake or failing. 

44. "You would like us to think you can't do it, but we think ),ou ca1l." The stude III S3VS 

or conveys that something is too difficult for him or her, and hesitates to C\'en 

try it. If he or she tries and fails, the student has at least had the COli rage to 
try. 

4:>. ''I'm sure you can straightm this out IJolve this problem] but if ),Oll tlCI'e! (HI)' he! p. ),011 

Imow WhC1'C to find me." Adults need to express confidence that students are able 
to and will resolve their own conflicts, if given a chance. 

46. "I can understand how )'ou feel [not sympathy, but empath)·] but /'m sW'e )'ou '/l be able 
to handle it." Sympathizing with another person seldom helps that person. but 
understanding the situation and believing in the person's ability to adjust to it 
is of much greater motivation to the student. 

C. MOTIVATIONAL IDEAS SPECIFIC TO SUBJECT AREAS 

Art 

47. Use lyrics from popular music to influence class work, such as by putting the 
lyrics into pictures. 

48. Bring in examples of the instructor's work, both current and beginning. This 
would enable students to relate more easily their own beginning frustrations 
with instructors. 

49. Go outside into the schoolyard for free drawing experience. Do a class mural 
on a piece of quarter-inch plywood. 

50. Use a mandala to demonstrate the importance of individual experience, as in 
interpreting paintings. 

51. Arrange a field trip for the class to dig up natural clay. In class, sift and refine. 
soak in water, and work it into usable clay. Follow with hand-built clay project. 
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52. As part of a unit on the creative process, have each student draw on a piece of 
paper, then pass it on to the next person, and that person will make additions 
to the paper. Instructions could include "improve the drawing," "make the 
drawing ugly," "add what you think would be necessary to complete the com
position." 

53. As part of a unit on design or creativity, have students construct. design, and 
decorate their own kite. When the projects are complete, designate a time to 
fly them. Make necessary arrangements. 

54. Listen to a musical recording and try to illustrate it. 
55. Imagine that you're a bird flying over the largest city you have visited. What 

do you see, hear, smell. feel. taste? Draw a "sensory" map. 
56. Assign a different color to each student. Have them arrange themselves into 

warm and cool colors and explain their decision (why blue is cool. etc.). (Include 
emotional responses to the color.) 

5i. Make a class visit to local galleries to observe works of contemporary artists. 

Business Education 

58. Choose a sentence or paragraph everyone has typed several times already. The 
instructions are for the students to type until they make an error ...... hether it 
be not capitalizing a word. typing a wrong letter, or whatever. The last one 
typing is the winner. 

59. For production work. sllch as typing letters in a second-semester typing class. 
you, the teacher, take on the role of the "boss." Therefore. when a letter is 
typed the "boss" will receive it for signing. In this way the students are not just 
typing a letter for a grade. but typing it for the "boss," which will mean the 
letter will be set up according to the boss's instructions. 

60. Make a field trip to the front office to observe and talk to the office workers. 
Those included in the interviews would be the principal's and vice-principal's 
secretary. the registrar, and attendance clerks. This field trip would interest 
some students to seek student jobs in the office. In addition, there are other 
jobs on campus that they can find out about and investigate for possible em
ployment. Back in the classroom, have each student report his or her findings 
to the rest of the class. 

61. Have office (administration) personnel come into class and dictate "real" letters 
and have students experience office-style dictation. 

62. Compose crossword puzzles and newspaper canoon strips in shorthand. 
63. Arrange the students (on a rotational basis) to be "aides" to administration or 

to free teachers in order to take, transcribe, and type dictation. 
64. Flash cards with account titles. Depending on the lesson. students could tell 

which type of statement the account would be found on, or you could use such 
cards to reinforce debits and credits. They could be used also as a few-minute 
drill with the whole class. They are more useful. though. to use as a game 
between two pupils who need to review. The one who gets most right wins. 

65. In typing, on a designated day each week everyone could bring anything they 
wished to type. e.g., a page from a book. a friendly letter. a magazine article, a 
term paper. anything they wished. 
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66. In teaching T-accounts, divide the room into teams, the number on a tean 
depending upon class size. There are four teams usually, so teams will be small 
First have one team make up transactions and the other try to answer, then 
reverse. The team to get the most right out of 20 transactions would win. 

6i. In typing, by use of letters and following specific directions, students can type 
pictures. 

6S. In choosing "practice sets" for accounting, as a teacher try to choose from the 
sets available several different ones, trying to match student interest. 

69. I n accounting or shorthand, be specific about amount of work to be done during 
the week. the work to be collected the following Monday. If the work is all done 
by Friday at the end of class, there would be no homework over the weekend. 

iO. Use computer programs, if available. as another activity to stimulate interest. 

English (Including ESL, Speech. Drama. Journalism) 

71. For a unit such as Elizabethan English. a wall-Io-\,'all lTIural depicting a village 
of the times may be a total class project. Studellts can research customs, cos· 
tumes, and architecture. Others mar paillt or draw. 

72. For the holidays students can design their own holidav cards. creating their own 
poems for their cards. 

73. To enhance understanding of parts of speech, set up this problem: Provide 
several boxes containing different pans of speech. Each student is to form one 
sentence from the fragments chosen from each box. being allowed to discard 
onlv at a penalt~· The students then nonvcrbally make trades with other stu
dents to make coherent. and perhaps meaningfully amusing sentences. A stu
dent may trade a noun for a verb but will have to keep in mind ~'hat parts of 
speech are essential for a sentence. Results may be read aloud as a culmination 
to this activity. 

i4. Try this for an exercise in objective versus subjective writing: After a lesson on 
descriptive writing. bring to the class a nondescript object. such as a potato. and 
place it before the class. Ask them to write a paragraph either describing the 
potato in detail, that is. its color. size. markings, and other characteristics. or 
describing how the potato feels about them. 

i5. Set up a special communications board somewhere in the room where students 
may write anonymously or post sealed comments addressed to particular indi
viduals. including the teacher. 

i6. Read to the class a story without an ending. then ask the students to write their 
own endings or conclusions. 

i7. Ask the students to create an advertisement using a propaganda device of their 
choice. 

7S. Ask the students to each create and design an invention and then to write a 
"patent description" for the invention. 

i9. Establish a "mini-library" in a corner of your room. 
SO. Ask students to write a physical description of some well-known public figure. 

such as a movie star. politician, athlete. or musician. Other class members may 
enjoy trying to identify the "mystery" personality from the written descriptions. 
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First have one team make up transactions and the other try to answer, then 
reverse. The team to get the most right out of 20 transactions would win. 

6i. In typing, by use of letters and following specific directions, students can type 
pictures. 

6S. In choosing "practice sets" for accounting, as a teacher try to choose from the 
sets available several different ones, trying to match student interest. 

69. I n accounting or shorthand, be specific about amount of work to be done during 
the week. the work to be collected the following Monday. If the work is all done 
by Friday at the end of class, there would be no homework over the weekend. 

iO. Use computer programs, if available. as another activity to stimulate interest. 

English (Including ESL, Speech. Drama. Journalism) 

71. For a unit such as Elizabethan English. a wall-Io-\,'all lTIural depicting a village 
of the times may be a total class project. Studellts can research customs, cos· 
tumes, and architecture. Others mar paillt or draw. 

72. For the holidays students can design their own holidav cards. creating their own 
poems for their cards. 

73. To enhance understanding of parts of speech, set up this problem: Provide 
several boxes containing different pans of speech. Each student is to form one 
sentence from the fragments chosen from each box. being allowed to discard 
anlv at a penalt~· The students then nonvcrbally make trades with other stu
dents to make coherent. and perhaps meaningfully amusing sentences. A stu
dent may trade a noun for a verb but will have to keep in mind ~'hat parts of 
speech are essential for a sentence. Results may be read aloud as a culmination 
to this activity. 

i4. Try this for an exercise in objective versus subjective writing: After a lesson on 
descriptive writing. bring to the class a nondescript object. such as a potato. and 
place it before the class. Ask them to write a paragraph either describing the 
potato in detail, that is. its color. size. markings, and other characteristics. or 
describing how the potato feels about them. 

i5. Set up a special communications board somewhere in the room where students 
may write anonymously or post sealed comments addressed to particular indi
viduals. including the teacher. 

i6. Read to the class a story without an ending. then ask the students to write their 
own endings or conclusions. 

i7. Ask the students to create an advertisement using a propaganda device of their 
choice. 

7S. Ask the students to each create and design an invention and then to write a 
"patent description" for the invention. 

i9. Establish a "mini-library" in a corner of your room. 
SO. Ask students to write a physical description of some well-known public figure. 

such as a movie star. politician, athlete. or musician. Other class members may 
enjoy trying to identify the "mystery" personality from the written descriptions. 
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81. A bulletin board may be designated for current events and news in the world 
of writers. Included may be new books and record releases as well as reviews. 
News of poets and authors may also be displayed. 

82. Start a paperback book library in your classroom. Set aside some time each week 
for reading. Perhaps one of your students would volunteer to serve as your 
"librarian ... 

83. Ask your students to maintain a daily 'Journal," with emphasis on expressing 
their feelings and unedited thoughts. Journals should be accepted as personal 
statements, which are to remain unjudged. 

84. Provide students a choice as to which novel they will read next. 
85. Design a "game" where students give original names to stories or captions to 

cartoons. 
86. Remove the text from a Sunday newspaper comic strip and have the students 

create the story line. 
8i. Use popular recordings to introduce vocabulary words. Use for analysis of anto· 

nyms, synonyms, listening, writing, comprehension, and other skill develop
ment. 

88. 

89. 

90. 
91. 

92. 

93. 

94. 

95. 

96. 

97. 

Use newspaper want ads to locate jobs as a base for completing job application 
forms and creating letters of inquiry. 
Use videotape equipment to record employer-employee role-play situations, 
interviews for jobs, or child-parent situations, to develop language and listening 
skills. 
Have students choose a short story from a text and write it into a play. 
Use a round robin type of oral exercise to practice different kinds of sentence 
development. 
Design an anronym game such as: have one stuoent write a word on the board, 
then a student who con'ecLly guesses the antonym goes to the board. 
Have students look in newspapers and magazines for examples of the type of 
writing being studied in class. Give points for correct examples brought in. 
When beginning a poetry unit ask students to bring in the words to their favorite 
songs. Show how these fit into the genre of poetry. 
Once in a while dress yourself in costume and makeup and role-play the char
acter your class is studying. 
Have your students look for commercial examples of advertisements that might 
be classed as "eco-pornographic," i.e., ads that push a product that is potentially 
damaging to our environment . 
Change the environment and ask students to write poetry to see if the change 
in surroundings stimulates or discourages their creativeness. For example, take 
your class to a large supermarket to write (you are advised to make arrange
ments first). 

98. Bring a television set to class and have your students analyze advertisements 
for the emotions they appeal to, techniques used, and their integrity. Try the 
same thing with radio, teen magazines, and other media. 

99. Have each student maintain a dream diary from which creative writing 
develops. . 

100. Use imagery to stimulate creative writing. 
101. Use a mandala to demonstrate the importance of individual experiences, as in 

interpreting poetry. 
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foreign Languages 

102. Draw a large outline of the target language country on cardboard and have 
students fill in the major cities. rivers. and mountains. They can illustrate prod
ucts of different regions. costumes. and other significant characteristics of the 
country. 

103. Translate the school menu into the target language, perhaps as a daily project 
of selected groups from within the class. 

104. Perhaps your class could earn money and go to a target language restaurant as 
an end-of-the-year class activity. You could obtain copies of the restaurant menu 
in advance so that students could select and practice ordering in the target 
language. 

105. Organize a spelling bee in the target language, using the target language 
alphabet. 

106. Play "password" in the target language. 
107. Begin a game by saying "I went to (the target country) and took a radio" in the 

target language. The next student repeats the sentence adding another item. 
e.g., "I went to (the target country) and took a radio and a raincoat." If a student 
misses an item he or she is out; this continues until only one student remains. 

108. Show the students a tray containing several items they know how to sa y in the 
target language. Allow them a few minutes to study it. then remove it and ask 
them to list all of the items on the tray. 

109. Provide puppets in native costume for students to use in practicing dialogue. 
110. Invite an exchange sllldent from (the target country) to talk with the class about 

his or her experiences and culture. 
II I. Once a month take the class on a "trip" to a city of a country where the target 

language is spoken. through the use of slides, pictures. realia. native speakers, 
and music. 

112. Establish a pen-pal exchange with a beginning English class in a country where 
the target language is spoken. 

113. Play "fill-in-the-word" game. Each student has a card with one word on it and 
must find other students with other parts to make a sentence (in the target 

• language). 
114. Take your class to a movie spoken in the target language. 
115. If you can do it comfortably in the target language. practice opening your class 

with a brief anecdote about a dream, encounter. other event in your life, some
thing in the news. or simply your thoughts about something-spoken at nonnal
to-rapid speed in the target language. Explain in advance that you will not 
expect them to understand all that you say. but simply to start getting a "feel" 
for the language. 

Home Economics 

·116. Take still photos of class members at special events such as dinners. fashion 
shows. field trips. and special projects. Build a scrapbook or bulletin board with 
these and display on campus or at Open House. 

117. Encourage students to enter their projects in outside contests such as county 
fairs. 
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118. Collect cartoons related to food costs, consumer problems, and family relation
ships. 

119. Instruct students on the means of obtaining and completing consumer com-
plaint forms. 

120. Set up authentic food-tasting booths; set up campus tasting contests. 
121. Establish a play school or nursery in conjunction with a child development class. 
122. Use a large box wrapped as a gift to open a lesson on toy safety or toy pur

chasing. 
123. Allow the students to plan and do the shopping for a food lab assignment. 
124. Plan a unit on cultural foods, using the traditions, costumes, and music of a 

particular culture. Have the students decorate the room. Invite the principal 
for a meal and visit. 

125. Take a trip to Small Claims Court. (Plan ahead and obtain permission from the 
Court.) 

126. Plan a color and grooming unit. Ask students to match their personal colors 
closely to magazine photos. Match to color schemes to determine the most 
complimentary colors to wear or to use in household furnishings. 

12i. Try these nutrition-related games: 
a. Bring a bag full of all types of foods. Ask students to group them into the 

four basic food types. Let them eat the food as a re ..... ard for correct classifi
cations. 

b. Pin the name of a food on a student's back. The student must ask another 
swdcnt questions until he or she guesses which food he or shc is. Only 
ycs-or-no response questions may be asked. 

12R. Plan a bulletin board displaying pictures of 100-calorie portions of basic nUll'i
tional foods and popular fad foods that contain only empty calories. The display 
can motivate a discussion on foods with calories and nutrients versus foods with 
empty calories. 

129. Try this for motivation toward a unit on laundry: Pin the names of different 
garments on the back of students. The students are then to sort themselves into 
different wash loads. This is a fun game that motivates and involves an entire 
class. 

130. For a clothing unit hold an "idea day." Ask each student to bring in an idea of 
something that can be done to give clothes a new look, a fun touch, or' an 
extended wearing life. Ideas they may come with include: appliques, embroi
dery, tie-dye, batik, colorful patches, and restyling old clothes into current or 
creative fashions. 

131. Have the students write, practice, and present skits, perhaps for videotape pres
entation, on consumer fraud. 

132. Take the class on a field trip to the school cafeteria, a nearby supermarket, or 
a large restaurant. (Make necessary arrangements.) 

133. Students should become familiar with shelving practices in stores and super
markets. 

Mathematics 

134. Plan an in-class mathematical debate. 
135. Try a game of mathematical baseball. Divide the class into two teams. Arrange 
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Music 

the room as a baseball field. The "pitcher" fires content questions to the "hiller:' 
This can be a fun way to review for an examination. 

136. Arrange mathematical (Qurnaments with other schools. 
137. Do a mathematical survey of your school campus. 
138. Plan with your class a role-play unit where members role-play the solar system. 

Students calculate their weights, set up a proportion system, find a large field. 
and on the final day actually simulate the solar system, using their own bodies 
to represent the sun, planets, and moons. Arrange (Q have it photographed. 

139. Have your students build mathematical models. Pyramids can be of special 
interest to the students. 

140. Encourage your students to look for evidence of Fibonacci number series* in 
nature and in manufactured objects. Here are some examples of where evidence 
may be found: piano keyboard, petals on Rowers. spermatogenesis and ooge
nesis, and many places in mathematics. Perhaps your students might like to 
organize a Fibonacci Club. 

141. Become familiar with the many games available for teaching mathematics. 
142. Divide the class lnto two learns-the metric learn and the non metric team. Ha"e 

each team solve a series of measurement cOlwersion problems. One team would 
convert non metric to metric, the other would COil vert mell"ic 10 nonmerric. The 
team with the mOSI problems correct wins. 

143. Join \"ith a physical science class and \'isit a science museum. 
144. iIwile an engineer. phvsicaJ scielllisl. or computer program \\Titl'r In speak In 

thl' class on how mathclllalics applies to their profession. 

145. Hang a cloth bag 011 the wall. Buy a sack of potatoes. For every song that 
students learn to sing, get a potato, write a date and a title of the song learned, 
and put the potato in the bag. At the end of the semester, buy a MacDonald's 
certificate for each potato and divide them among the students. 

146. Take the class to a concert. They can observe others playing their instruments. 
147. Have students find ways in which music is used around them, e.g., for television. 
148. Periodically during the school year, after the students are very familiar with a 

certain piece (have memorized it or can play it perfectly) switch the band or 
orchestra around by not pUlling any two of the same instruments together. For 
example, put no Rutes next to each other, put a cello by a trumpet. a violin 
beside a drummer, or a saxophone next to a viola and bass. This ensures that 
each person knows his own part and can carry his own weight in terms of 
performance. This can also be done in chorus, mixing sopranos with altos, 
tenors, and basses, etc. 

149. Find a popular song on the radio that students like. Transpose the melody into 
unfamiliar keys for each instrument. This makes the student want to learn the 
song, but in the process the student will have to become more familiar with his 
or her instrument. 

150. Set aside one weekend morning a month and hold small informal recitals (work
shops) allowing students to participate/observe the performance situation(s) 
among their peers and themselves. (Students might be told previously about 

"Fibonacci numbers are a series of numbers. each of which 15 the sum of thc prccedmg t"·O. I.Co I. I. '1. 3. 5.8 ... 
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these "special days" and encouraged to prepare a selection of their own choos
ing.) 

151. Listen to current popular musical recordings and discuss them as to musical 
content and performance techniques. 

152. As an extra credit project. have students prepare brief oral reports on past 
composers and give an example of their music by recording. performance. (The 
student may even enjoy dressing the part of the composer.) 

153. Trumpet Clinics: A. With trumpet teachers; B. With trumpet performers (all 
styles of music); C. With other students from other schools. 

154. Plan different money-making projects such as singing telegrams. 
155. Playa group-activity rhythm game. one such as the "Dutch Shoe Game" to get 

students to cooperate. work together. and enjoy themselves using rhythm. If 
students are willing to sit on the floor. it can be adaptable to any age level. 
Participants sit in a circle. and as the song is sung. each person passes one of 
his or her shoes to the person on the right in rhythm to the music. Shoes 
continue to be passed as long as verses are sung. Those with poor rhythm will 
end up with a pile of shoes in front of them! 

156. Choose a rhythmical. humorous poem or verse to conduct. The students read 
the poem in chorus. while the teacher stands before them and conducts the 
poem as if it were a musical work. Students must be sensitive to the intonation. 
speed, inflection, mood, and dynamics that the teacher wants them to convey 
in their reading. 

lSi. Play the game "Name that Tunc" using works by composers the students have 
been studying. or take various styles of music and ask them to identify them 
with composers. 

158. Do a series of studies of 11011-Western music. As a break from studying just 
Western music. once a week or once every two weeks prepare a program to 
expose students to the music of a different country, for example. Japan or India 
or the Polynesian Islands. Records can be used to introduce the sound of the 
music, slides can be used to view the country and its people, and instruments 
can be found from different countries. Guest speakers may be available to lec
ture or perform. 

159. A field trip to the opera or a concert can be scheduled. Group rates are usually 
available, with half price for students as a rule. 

160. To motivate a marching band and to let them know how much work goes into 
making a half-time show, have students form groups and let each group design 
a portion of a half-time show. For example, one group can put together what 
tunes should be played and another group could put together the entrance 
movements of the show. 

161. Pick students at random to be the dru m major (student band leader) and lead 
the band in a tune or a given portion of a half-time show; this will not only 
stimulate interest, but also help students to be able to organize musical patterns. 

162. Have the students bring in some oftheir favorite recordings of popular present
day bands. Play the recordings for the entire class while analyzing each band's 
style. Give a contest by dividing the class and having the students attempt to 
classify each band by the style of each recording. 

163. To improve marching band skills and to motivate precision marching. let each 
section of the band (brass, woodwinds. and percussion) demonstrate its march
ing ability before the rest of the band. At the end of the semester the best 
marching section can be rewarded. 
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164. Give students the opportunity to write their own original composition which 
can be performed in public. 

Physical Education 

Science 

165. Students will choose the famous athlete whom they most admire. A short report 
will be written about the athlete. The student will then discuss the attributes 
and/or characteristics that they admire in the athlete, and how they feel they 
can emulate those qualities. 

166. Students will make up an exercise routine to their favorite record and share it 
with the class. 

167. Have the class divide into groups. Given the basic non locomotive skills, ha\'e 
each group come up with a "people machine." Each student within the group 
is hooked up to another demonstrating a nonlocomotive skill and adding some 
son of noise to it. Have a contest for the most creative people machine. 

168. Have a special talent day-where students may demonstrate an individual talent 
or group talent, relating it to physical education. (Might have them keep this 
in mind, practice on rainy days, and present it on a rainy day) 

169. Have a mini-Olympic day where students help create the various events to be 
used, and give honors to winners. 

170. Students are given a chance to design a balance beam routine that has two 
passes on the beam and that must include: front support mount. forward roll, 
leap, low or high turn, visit, chasse, and cross support dismount. These routines 
will be posted to show the variety of ways the different maneuvers (all be put 
together. 

171. Divide the class into groups. Have them create a new game or activit), for the 
class, using only the equipment they are given. Let the class play these newly 
created games. 

172. Use Friday as a game day-do not introduce anything new. Review what was 
taught earlier in the week. Have some kind of competitive games or relays 
related to the skills previously learned. 

173. Videotaping is a good device to show student their errors and their improve
ments in a skill such as batting. It helps them see what they are doing and helps 
them develop a kinesthetic awareness of their movement. 

174. Organize and make available to your students a trip to a professional, collegiate, 
or any highly skilled team's game. This usually will motivate them if they are 
at all interested in the sport. 

175. Engage a guest speaker, preferably a professional athlete or coach in the sport 
you are teaching, to talk or demonstrate specific skills. 

176. Exercises done to popular music. Let students take turns bringing in music and 
leading the exercises. The teacher will furnish a general outline to follow. 

177. Have your students create microscopes with bamboo rods and drops of water 
at each end. 

178. Have your students make litmus indicators from petals of Howers. 
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179. Assign themes or problems that require students to predict or hypothesize de
cision making in a critical incident. 

ISO. Use Polaroid or video cameras for students to record and immediately share 
observations. 

lSI. Use cassette-tape recorders to record sounds of the environment. Compare day 
and night sounds. ([his can also be helpful in poetry writing.) 

IS2. I f you are a life science teacher, make sure your classroom looks like a place 
for studying life rather than death. 

IS3. The technique of "show and tell" is an excellent motivator and can be modified 
to be useful to the secondary ~chool teacher. Do not allow students to "rip off' 
the environment of such things as flowers or beneficial insects or tide-pool life. 

IS4. Encourage students to hypothesize, then to collect data, using their own envi
ronment. 

185. Use your imagination. If you want, for example, to study preda(Or'prey rela
tionships but you are located in an inner-city school, then your class might use 
landlord-tenant situations for the study. 

IS6. Have your students make their own cosmetics. Share what you are doing with 
the Home Economics teachers- perhaps you can combine your efforts. 

187. Divide your class into groups and ask each group (0 create an environment for 
an imaginary animal, using discarded items from the environment. By asking 
questions each group will try and learn about other groups' "mystery" animals. 

188. Be a\,'are of relevant programs being shown on local television stations. Perhaps 
rou can let students observe one during class time, by pretaping if necessary. 

189. If your students have never seen an ocean, a forest, or mountains, and you 
cannot take them on an appropriate field trip, then do the next best thing and 
go rourself (perhaps during vacations) and take slides or moving pictures to 
show them. (Become aware of an)' income-tax advantages available (0 you as a 
teacher.) 

190. Become familiar with the many educational games available for teaching 
sCIence. 

191. Students can summarize the steps in a process (for example, setting up a dis
tillation) by taking photos of each step to illustrate an instruction book for other 
students. 

192. Let each student "adopt' a chemical element. The student then researches that 
element and becomes the class expert whenever that particular substance comes 
up in discussion. There could be a special bulletin board for putting up ques
tions on interesting or little-known facts about the elements. 

193. Have the students bring to class current newspaper clippings on environmental 
problems having to do with chemistry (toxic waste spills, pesticide application, 
etc.). Have students form discussion groups to try to find practical ways to deal 
with the problem. This could become a longer-term project, with library re
search and letter-writing for more information. 

194, Milk can be precipitated, separated, and the solid product dried to form a very 
hard substance that was, in the days before plastic, used to make buttons. Let 
students make their own buttons from milk. 

195. Spray paint molecular models gold, Give the "golden molecule" award for ex
ceptional lab projects, etc. Or give the award for the most disastrous failure (if 
tlte student has a good sense of humor). The award could be given to a lab group 
each week to encourage working as a group. 
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196. Have your students build a model of a molecule using gumdrops and tooth 
picks. Different colored gumdrops are to represent different elemental atom! 
When they show the teacher that they have correctly named and constructe! 
their models, they can eat the gumdrops. 

197. Blow a balloon up in class and hold it between your thumb and forefinger. Le 
it go. Explain that you have just demonstrated potential energy and rocket pro 
pulsion. Go into the lecture on potential energy. 

198. Have your students make their own useful items as related to science. thing~ 
such as the following: 

Social Science 

a. Library paste: one-half cup cornstarch to three-fourths cup cold water. stir 
to paste, then add six cups of boiling water and stir until translucent. then 
cool to room temperature. 

b. Bahy oil: two tablespoons of almond oil, eight tablespoons of olive oil. and 
a few drops of perfume. stir all ingredients together-keep out of reach of 
children. 

c. Concrete cleaner: dry mix these-sodium metasilicate. three and one-quarter 
cups; trisodium phosphate. three-quarters cup; soda ash. one-half cup. 

199. Establish a special "people and things" bulletin board 
200. 1·lave your class pla~' charades to learn geography. 
20 I. Set up a classroom broadcast studio where students prepare and present news 

broadcasts. 
2()2 Take your class on an imaginary trip around the world. Students can role-play 

countries. 
203. Let your class plan how they would improve their living environment. beginning 

with the classroom. then moving out to the school. home, and community. 
204. Become familiar with the many games available for teaching social studies. 

Refer to Chapter II for sources. 
205. Start a pictorial essay on the development and/or changes of a given area in 

your community. e.g., a major corner or block adjacent to the school. This is a 
study that would continue for years and that has many social, political, and 
economic implications. 

206. Start a folk hero study. Each year ask "What prominent human being who has 
lived during the twentieth century do you most admire?" Collect individual 
responses to the question, tally, and discuss. After you have done this for several 
years you may wish to share with your class for discussion purposes the results 
of your surveys of previous years. 

207. Play the Redwood Controversy game. (See Chapter 11.) Perhaps you and your 
class can design a simulation game on a controversial social issue. 

208. Role-playa simulated family movement West in the 1800s. What items would 
they take? What would they throw out of the wagon to lighten the load~ 

209. Have students colleCl music, art. or athletic records from a particular period of 
history. Compare with today. Predict the future. 

210. Using play mone)', establish a capitalistic economic system within your class
room. Salaries may be paid for attendance and bonus income for work well 
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done, taxes may be collected for poor work, and a welfare section established 
in a corner of the room. 

211. Divide your class into small groups and ask that each group make predictions 
as to what world governments, world geography, world social issues, or some 
other related topic will be like some time in the future. Let each group give its 
report, followed by debate and discussion. 

212. "Alphabet Geography": A place is given by the teacher, such as a state, city, 
river, etc. The next person must name a place starting with the same letter as 
the last in that previously mentioned. Students are eliminated or given points. 
This game can be used as a drill to acquaint students with place names and 
where these places are. The class can be divided into groups, or students can 
stand individually. 

213. Use a mandala to demonstrate the importa!1c~ of indjvidual experiences, as in 
imerpf"eting current events. 

With the preceding suggestions we have only scratched the surface in providing 
ideas. The total possibilities are limited only by the courage and imagination of the 
teacher. 

A source of valuable information. including ideas for motivation, can be the 
professional journal(s) for your field. 

Kim, E.C., & Kellough R D (1991) 
Secondary School Teachin~' 'P~ann' . ~ Resource Guide for 
Edition. New York: Hacmiilan. 1ng or Competence. Fifth 
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SOURCES 

Frames for Better Training: 
Icebreakers and Closers 

Greg Hanek 

Frame activilies can be thought or as lemplales or shells thaI can have any contenl poured 
inlo lhem. Using rrames can speed up your development or "new- activilies, allow you 10 
cover new contenl while still having a sense or how 10 run an activity, and provide a sense 
or conlinuity in your Iraining. Today's workshop will provide some rrame activilies ror the 
beginning and ending or workshops, specifically some icebreakers and closers. 

What are Icebreakers and Closers? 
--------------------------------

Angus ReynoldS' The Trainer's Dictionary defines icebreakers as climate-selling activilies 10 help 
members or a group get 10 know one anolher and 10 prepare ror a Iraining session. Trainers all 100 

often warm-up their groups thlOugh a common inlroduction aclivily: "Let's go around the room 
and lell our name,job lille, organizalion, and why we're here allhe workshop ... - Julius Eilington 
observed thaI "this rilual may have some value, but all 100 often il becomes meaningless because 
lhe required responses are inaudible and group members do not listen or are bored by lhe routine 
involved: Eilington goes on 10 say "il is essential 10 use more dynamic, experiential activities (ice
breakers) ror warm-up purposes- since the odds are against using the usual inlroductions to moti· 
vale a group. 

Oosers are the mirror images of icebreakers, according to Sivasailiam Thiagarajan, a reknown 
expert on gaming and simulalions. He says "they are activities thaI help you wind down your work· 
shop. An effeclive closer brings a training session 10 a memorable close: Trainers orten only con
centrate on the actual content of their workshops, and may overlook the importance or activities 
like icebreakers and closers and their effect on a successrul wor1<shop. 

This workshop will introduce you to some activities that lend themselves to becoming frames. Try 
to find the frames in these activities by stripping out the specific content and using these activities 
for your own subject area. 

Eitington, J. E., (1984) The mnning Trainer; Houston, Gulf Publishing Company. 

Thiagari!ian, S., (1998) Thiagi GameLetter: Seriously fun activities for trainers. facilitators. and 
managers. San Francisco, Jossey-BasslPfeirrer, April, v1 n2. 

Thiagarajan, S., (1998) Thiagi GameLeller: Seriously fun activities for trainers, facilitators. and 
managers, San Francisco, Jossey-BasslPfeirrer, March, vl n1. 
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TARGET AUDIENCE 

PURPOSE 

PARTICIPANTS 

TIME REQUIRED 

PREPARATION 

FLOW 

CoNTINGENCY 

DEBRIEFING ACTIVITIES 

DEBRIEFING QuESTIONS 

20f6 

lcebrelker: Tllklng SUing 

Icebreaker: Talking String 

Adult trainers 

• To become more comrortable talking in front of a group 

• To learn (or continue to learn) fellow participants' names 

• To become beuer acquainted with fellow participants' attitudes. values. concerns. aspects of 
personalities. and so on. 

Three or more. If you have more than fifteen participants. divide them into roughly equal-sized 
groups. and have them play independently. 

1 Minute: Change seating. pass out strings. and explain process 

2 Minutes per Participant: Speaking Activity 

15 Minutes: Debriefing 

Cut a number of strings or threads so they are one to three feet long. Allow each participant to 
choose a string. 

E.1ch participant is given a string. Participants are seated in a circle facing each other. with no barri
ers (e.g .• desks or tables) between them. The first participant states their name and continues talk· 
ing about the selected topic (e.g .• why they are attending the workshop. what they hope to take 
away from the workshop. something they did in the past few days. ••• ) while steadily wrapping the 
string around their finger. When treir string is all woWld, the next partiCipant says the name of all 
the previous participants in order, then begins winding their string and talking. The activity contino 
ues tmtil all present have had a tum. Debrief this activity while still seated in the circle. 

Increase or decrease participant time allotment (can shorten or lengthen strings if given advance 
notice of time crunch) to fill available time. 

Question and answer about participants' experience 

1. How did you feel during this activity? 

2. Did you feel more comfortable talking in front of the group because you had the string? 

3. What are some interesting things you have just learned during this activity? 

4. Was this exercise made more effective by the use or props? How? 

5. Do you think this would have been as effective if we had not been sitting in this circle? 

6. Can you imagine other possible uses for this activity? 

Frames for Berrer Training: Icebreakers and Closers 
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TARGET AUDIENCE 

PURPOSE 

TIME 

PARTICIPANTS 

PREPARATION 

FLOW 

CONTINGENCY 

Ict!lnakr. f"1Yt! Questions 

Icebreaker: Five Questions 

Stolen from Thiagi GameLelter: Seriously fun adivilies for trainers, facilitators, and managers, 
March 1998, v1 n1, by way of David Gouthroof Vancouver, B.C. 

Adult trainers 

• To help participants become acquainted with each other 

• To help participants to focus on the workshop 

15-20 MinUlcs 

Six or more. If you have more than fifleen participants, divide them into roughly equal-sized 
groups, and have them play independently. 

Prepare fIVe questions related to the participants and the workshop, in increasing order of disclo
sure. Here are some questions for a sample workshop on lime management 

1. What is your name, job tille, and organization? 

2. How much of your work time is spent in meetings? 

3. How would you rate your rurrent level of time management ability? 

4. What is your primary expectation for this workshop? 

5. What is the stupidest way you waste your time? 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Ask the participants to stand up and move around the room. Tell participants to find partners, 
preferably someone they have not met before. 

Ask the first question from your list. Ask the partners to share their answers. Wlm the partici
pants they will have to recall and share their partners' answers later. 

Mer an appropriate pause, ask the participants to find new partners. 

Ask the second question fran your list. As before, ask the partners to share their responses, lis
tening carefUlly to one another. 

Repeal the process of forming new partnerships and responding to the remaining questions. 

Ask the participants to return to their seats. Randomly select a partiCipant to stand up. He or she 
will be -introduced- by rNe other partiCipants, reporting his or her response to the five ques-
tions, one question at a time. 

7. Repeal this activity by asking different participants to stand up. Keep the rlVe-persOn introduc
tions at a rapid pace. 

If there are too many partiCipants, stop after six introductions or so. Tell the group that you will 
continue the fIVe-person introductions from lime to time throughoUl the workshop. 

Frames for Berter Training: Icebreakers and Closers 3 of 6 
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40f6 

What Can an Icebreaker Do? 

Here is a list of possible purposes for icebreakers, stolen directly from Thiagarajan. Icebreakm can 
serve several useful functions for trainers. 

• Build group identity and cohesiveness. 

• BUild momentum for the next phase of the program. 

• Can reduce the anxieties of the trainer, too! 

• Communicate administrative and logistical information. 

• Develop trust among participants and with the trainer as well. 

• Dislract the participants from their initial anxieties. 

• Encourage appropriate levels or sell-<lisclosure. 

• Encourage creative playfulness among the participants. 

• Encourage interactive learning among the participants. 

• Energize the participants. 

• Establish ground rules. 

• Focus the participants' attention on the workshop. 

• Gain "instant involvement" of everyone. 

• Help form teams. 

• Help involve shy people. 

• Help participants learn about the resources or the group. 

• Help the participants find partners (or future activities. 

• Help the participants set individual goals. 

• Help develop credibility of the trainer as a (acilitator not a "leader" or a lecturer. 

• Identify important characteristics o( the participants. 

• Increase cohesiveness and collaboration among the partiCipants. 

• Introduce the participants to one another. 

• Introduce the workshop materials. 

• Orient participants to the workshop format. 

• Pretest the participants to make certain they have the prerequisite skills and knowledge. 

• Preview the workshop objectives. 

• Provide a common baseline experience for later analysis. 

• Provide a content outline for the wor1cshop. 

• Provide a frarnewom (an advance organizer) for mentally storing the workshop content. 

• Put the participants at ease. 

• Set a climate, tone and pace for the program, particularly if it is to be a participative one. 

Thiagarajan, S., (1998) Thiagi GameLetter. Seriously fun activities for trainers, facilitators. and 
managers. San Francisco, Jossey-BasslPfeiffer, March, v1 n1. 

Frames for Better Training: Icebreakers and Closers 
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TARGET AUDIENCE 

PURPOSE 

TIME 

PARTICIPANTS 

FLOW 

CoNTINGENCY 

Closer: Psyd1lt Masage 

Closer: Psychic Massage 

Slolen rrom Thiagi GameLetter: Seriously fun activities for trainers, facilitators, and managers, 
April 1998. v1 n2. 

Adult trai ners 

To enhance the selHmage or participants by identirying and enhancing their positive qualities in an 
exaggerated rashion. 

5-10 Minutes. The activity will require about a minute and a hair ror each participant in a team. 

Three or more. Divide participants into teams or three to fIVe. and ask each team to play indepen· 
dently. 

1. Ask each team to identify the member whose first name comes earliest in the alphabet. This par· 
ticipant is the first avictim." 

2. Ask the person to tum his or her back to the rest or the team. 

3. Using your own words. explain the rules of this activity: 

• Team members must make positive. uplifting statements about the peoon behind his or her 
back. 

• They must talk loudly enough so that the person can hear everything they are saying. 

• They have exacUy one minute to talk about the person. 

Important: Team members can make only positive, uplirting statements. 

• Ir the team members cannot think or anything positive to say. they must make something up. 

4. Announce the beginning of the first round. (A whistle or hom is userul for signalling the time.) 
Start a timer. Signal at the end or the one minute to conclude the first round. 

S. Ask the victim to tum around and race the other team members. 
6. The peoon seated to the left or the original victim becomes the next victim. The peoon turns 

his or her back on the rest of the team, and the activity continues until everyone has had a tum. 

7. Conclude the session by confirming that you definitely had a uniquely talented group of partici· 
panlS. 

Ir one or two teams have an Dextra- member, bring them to the front of the room, one person at a 
time. Ask the peoon to tum his or her back to the rest or the participants. Ask the entire group to 
talk about this person, using the same rules as before. 

Frames for Belfer Training: Icebreakers and Closers 50f6 
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60f6 

WhIt CIn • Closer Do! 

What Can a Closer Do? 

Just like icebreakers, closers can perform quite a few uset'ul purposes. Here is a list or possible runc
tions stolen directly rrom Thiagarajan. 

• Administer the final criterion test, performance test, or certification test 

• Brainstorm change-management strategies ror applying the new skills and knowledge 

• Brainstorm rollow-up strategies. 

• Celebrate the successful completion of the workshop. 

• Congratulate one another for achievements. 

• Debrier the training experience. 

• Develop joint projects. 

• Discuss dangers and limitations or the new skills and knowledge. 

• Discuss strategies for overcoming resistance to the application or the new techniques. 

• Distribute and discuss the use or additional take-home materials. 

• Establish networks, partnerships, and coaching buddies. 

• Exchange information for future contacts. 

• Give feedback to the facilitator on improving the training session. 

• Hand out certificates and awards. 

• Plan personal application activities. 

• Prepare and share job aids, such as checklists and decision tables, to facilitate the application of 
new skills and knowledge. 

• Relate the new skills and knOWledge to real-world conditions. 

• Review what was learned in the workshop. 

• Review, share, and consolidate notes from the training session. 

• Set up a clearing house ror the mutual exchange of application notes. 

• Shift the rocus from the workshop to the workplace. 

• Show the new skills and knowledge in a broader context. 

• Start an informal newsletter. 

• Thank participants ror their contribution and participation. 

• Tie up loose ends and clarify unclear concepts. 

Thiagarajan. S .• (1998) Thlagi GameLetter: Seriously fun activities for trainers, facilitators. and 
managen. San FraOOsco. Jossey-BasslPrelffer. April. v1 n2. 
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'----__ ------'I : Search 

What's NeloT'? I Freebies and Goodies I TGL Comp.Ul.I.Oz:2 

I Contact Us 
Products and Services 

CHAT ROOM: An Icebreaker 

Here is an interesting icebreaker that simulates the networking behavior in a typical social function. 

Purpose 

To energize the participants and to encourage interaction among them 

Time 

15 - 20 minutes 

Participants 

10 to 30 

Preparation 

Prepare copies of an instruction sheet presenting the following content with suitable modifications: 

WOrking-the-Room Contest! 

We want you to meet and interact with as many other participants as possible. 

This is a do-it-yourself icebreaker. You have approximately 7 minutes between now and 8:37 to 
mingle and chat with the other participants. Collect information from different people and share 
information about yourself. Use this contest as an excuse to behave like an intrusive extrovert. 

Until 8:37, you are on your own. No other instructions will be given. 

Exactly at 8:37, we will conduct a contest that will reward your ability to work the room. You 
will have two chances to win! 

Flow 

Briefing. As the participants come in, greet them at the door and give them a copy of the instruction sheet If 
anyone asks you questions about the contest, repeat the infonnation from the instruction sheet 

Keeping time. Blow a whistle and announce the beginning of the 7-minute period. Keep an eye on the clock. 
One minute before the start time of the contest, give an approp:t iate warning. 

http://thiagi.com/game-chatroom.hbnl 5121100 
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Start the contest. At the exact time, blow the whistle. Tell the participants to stop talking with each other. 
Ask the participants to hide their name tags and any other personal identification. . 

Begin the memory contest. Explain that the first phase of the contest involves memory. Ask the participants 
to look around the room and estimate how many others they can name. Start an auction, asking the 
participants to bid the number of full names that they recall correctly. Identify the highest bidder (or 
bidders). 

Conduct the memory contest. Ask the highest bidder 10 go around the room, whispering (to prevent the 
others from hearing) the full names of each participant. Ask all participants who have been correctly named 
to stand up. If the highest bidder has succeeded in comctly naming the number of participants she bid (or 
exceeded the number), she wins. Otherwise, repeat the activity with the second highest bidder. 

Begin the popularity contest. Explain that the second phase of the contest involves visibility. Ask 
participants to stand up if they believe that their name will be remembered by the most people in the room. 
Bring this group to the front of the room. Point to the first contestant and ask the other participants to write 
her full name on a piece of paper. Announce the name of the participant and ask each participant to check 
the name written by her neighbor. Ask those who wrote the correct name to stand up, and count their 
number. Repeat the process with each of the other contestants. Identify the winner (or the winners) whose 
name was correctly written by the most other participants. 

Copyright © 2000. Workshops by Thiagi, Inc. All rights reserved 
URL: http://www.thiagi.comlgame-chatroom htrnl 

Revised: January 25, 2000 

http://thiagi.comlgame-chatroomhtml 5/21100 
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TRIADS 

~r_e~~es, and Go()g.~~_~ I 'l'GL, PC?mpanioll 
Se~yices 

Copyright © 1997, Sivasailam Thiagarajan. All rights reserved. 

Ask participants to complete this sentence: 

lama~V __________ __ 

After they have done this, ask them to complete the same sentence 10 different ways. 

Fma1ly, have them pin their lists to their clothing, like a jumbo nametag. 

Round 1. Participants wander around and fonn themselves into triads with as much similarity among 
them as possible. They have 3 minutes to do this. 

Debrief to emphasize that there is more similarity among people than it meets the eye. 

Round 2. Participants have 3 minutes to re-assemble themselves into triads with maximum diversity. 

Debrief to emphasize that there are similarities among even the most diverse group. If there is any 
triad without a single element of similarity in their lists (which is very unlikely), ask everyone to 
brainstorm and generate 10 items of similarity. 

Complementary diversity. Randomly assign participants to triads. Within each triad, ask participants 
to COple up wqh an entrepreneurial venture which would exploit the unique combination of the three 
members. The venture should put to use the cuhural and individual diversity among the members. If 
one member of the triad drops out, it should be impossible to provide the selected product or service. 

Example: My triad decides to come up with a videotape training program to teach English 
as a second language to Indians. This requires my knowledge 0/ India and 0/ instructional 
desigtl, Howard's skills in video production and his bland Midwest accent, and Aida's 
experience in teaching English as a second language and her understanding 0/ the 
woman's point o/view. 

After 5 minutes ask different triads to report their business plan. Jointly decide which plan makes the 
best use of the unique combination of the triad's diversity. 

Debrief to highlight how cultural diversity can provide the US with a leading edge in global 

http://www.thiagicomlgame-triads.html snS/99 
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""mpetitiveness. 

Back to the Games page 

Previous I Home I Next 

Copyright e 1997. Workshops by Thiagi, Inc. An rights reserved 
URL: http://www.thiagLcomlgame-triads.html 

Revised: June 10, 1997 

http://www.thiagicom/game-triads.html 5128/99 
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D~olorado· court punishes with John Denver tunes 
'., l :; .. ,. f. ,', , 

,':,~ ~Ia~ Press Court mordinator Patrice Redeanh, who Music Punishment 
:~. : .. '~R>RN.UPI'ON, Colo. _ Th don't take suggested the one-h~ur musi~ treatment, said 
~jI),:reQtiests "t this after h ' club ey d th ' she got het first playlist by asking her 17 -year-
, '~ __ :,telya kara Ice -ThoUISDI is anU mere s old "what the Idds would hate." 

; ClUIl. no o. e apo ceo cer, 
.:andlfe's ready to bounce anyone who dances The worst selection was the "Barney" 
or t3DcS. theme song, said Ryan Bowles. 21. adding. "If 

~ Employing something Uke the aversion you laugh they cite you for mntempt." 
i therapy in the movie A Clockwork Orange, The OJ policeman, Joe Morales, said 
! MUnicipal Judge Paul Sacm requires people there's something annoying for everyone. and 
~ mnvlcted of violating the city's noise ordf- it wodes. He recaUed having problems "with 
• ,nance to listen to music they don't lllce. . one Idd three or four times. He came here once 

'

I .~. The noise smffiaws _ most of whom got and he hasn't been back." 
in trouble for playing their ~tereos too loud _ A requiem might have been the most 

i. ,.~n:!=~~do~': ~~~~~~=~~o~m::~~!:a.~bo~~ 
, are mostly young. so· there IS a heavy dose of teen wore a shin that read, "I hate this town." 
, 10unse: ~usic, including,wayne Newton and Sacco's progrnm debuted Dec. 5 in this agri-

';~ ~.t$rdo. plus some Navajo flute music, cultwaI and industrial town of 5,200 people 30 
.i ;_.~ and John Denver songs. miles north of Denver. The sessions are held in 
;~;' i During the most recent session. the group Oty Hall 
... '~f seven beard one of the judge's own jazz Sacm said the point he is tIying to make is 

~ 
mmpositions, "I'm Sleeping in My Car." that "it's wrong to impose your music or style 

,SeVenteen-year-old David Mascarenas on someone else." 
,W3S'3pparentlyscaredstraJghl "You've got guys going around now with 

fJ
L .. ·•· .'T.m.n.ot.go.in.g.to.j.am.' .n.o.m.o.re.'.".h.esai.d."I •• lS.-.in.ch.Speake •• rs.in.a.Small_.car_.Wl.'th_a_l_,o_O_o_-_ 

took my stereo out already. I don't want to be watt amplifier," the judge said. "Maybe the 
hassI~ ~o more." , ). ' , ordinance will help them save their ears," 

The playlist for the 
most recent music pun
ishment session: 

• Beethoven's 
Fifth Symphony, Moon-
light Sonata and Fuer 
Elise 

• Wayne Newton, 
"Danke Schoen" 

• Wayne Newton, 
"Bill Bailey Won't You 
Please Come Home" 

• Disney's "This 
Old Man'" 

• Judge Paul 
Sacco, "Sleepin in My 
Car" 

• Trevor Jones, 
"Theme from The Last 
of the Mohicans" 

• Dean Martin, 
"One Cup of Happi
ness" 

• Dean Martin, 
"It's Cryin' Time" 

• Tony Orlando 
and Dawn, "TIe a Yel
low Ribbon Round the 
Ole Oak Tree" 

• Hugo Montene
gro, "Theme from The 
Good, the Bad and the 
Ugly" 

• Jerry Vall, 
"Volare" 

• Henry Mancini, 
"Love Theme From 
Romeo and Juliet" 

• John Denver, 
"Sunshine on My 
Shoulders" 

• Indian flute 
instrumental 

• Roy Rogers and 
Dale Evans, "Happy 
Trails to:You" 

• Roger Whltak-
I er, "I'm Going to Leave 

Old Durham Town" 
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OBJECTIVE: 

PROCEDURE: 

MATERIALS 
REQUIRED: 

APPROXIMATE 

A COAT OF ARMS 

To give participants the opportunity to describe qualities about themselves 
and to learn more about other attendees. 

Reproduce the coat of arms as illustrated on page 291, or ask participants 
to draw a similar sketch. 

In space 1, draw something that characterizes a recent "Peak 
Performance. " 

In space 2, sketch out something about yourself that very few people 
know. 

Draw in space 3 a symbol of how you like to spend your spare time. 
For space 4, fill in something you really are very good at. 
In space 5, write or draw something that epitomizes your personal motto. 

After each person finishes, form triads (preferably of attendees who don't 
know each other), and try to identify what the others' coats of arms 
signify. 

Ask for several participants to describe their coats of arms to the group. 

None. 

TIl\1E REQUIRED: 15-20 minutes. 

SOURCE: Varied. 

289 
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COAT OF ARMS 

1 2 

291 
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SELF-DISCLOSURE INTRODUCTIONS 

OBJECTIVE: 

PROCEDURES: 

APPROXIl\1A TE 

To provide innovative ways of introducing members to each other. 

Instruct participants to take two items (e.g., family pictures, credit cards, 
rabbits' feet) from their purses, wallets, or pockets. When introducing 
themselves to the group, they should then use whatever they took out to 
help describe themselves in at least two ways (e.g., "I am superstitious"; 
"I'm such a tightwad that this is the first dollar I ever earned"). 

Ask each participant to state his/her name and attach an adjective that not 
only describes a dominant characteristic, but also starts with the first letter 
of her/his name (e.g., Sensuous Stan, Marvelous Mary, Inscrutable Ida, 
Dancing Diane, etc.). 

Group members introduce themselves by name but also provide a nickname 
that they now have, once had, or would be willing to have if they could 
pick their own. Then, during breaks, members are encouraged to circulate 
and explore the reasons behind the announced nicknames. 

Before introductions begin, ask the group members to brainstorm a list of 
provocative questions they would like to have each other answer (and be 
willing to do so). Have them screen the list to throw out those in 
questionable taste, and select the 2-3 that everyone feels comfortable with. 
Proceeed with introductions that incorporate answers to the questions. 

Distribute 3 x 5 cards containing participants' names, and a small number 
of items to be filled in on separate lines. When participants complete the 
items, have them pin, tape, or hold the cards up in front of them as they 
circulate in the room, allowing others to engage them in exploratory 
conversations about the items. Sample questions include: "The person 
living today whom I most admire is "; "My favorite all-time 
vacation was spent at "; "The best book/movie I ever read/saw 
was __ _ " 

TIrvIE REQUIRED: One minute per person. 

MATERIALS 
REQUIRED: 

SOURCES: 

None. 

Varied. 

39 
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SCRAMBLED Cn'IES 

1. OIAPER 11. SNA SEJO 

2. REEDVN 12. ULBOCKB 

3. ITSUAN 13. ACHIWTI 

4. TEEATSL 14. XNOIEPH 

S. LE OASP 15. AAPTM 

6. LUULOONH < 16. ULTAS 

7. WNE ALROESN 17. GACOHIC 

8. SNA TANNOOI 18. NAS GOlDE 

9. AKNSSA ITCY 19. THOUSNO 

10. SOL SEELGNA 20. PROTLDAN 

'. 

89 
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1 

cry 
"'i\k 
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ME ME ME day 
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____ NO NO 
CORRECT 
~ 

I.Q. TEST 
Here are some real puzzlers for you! Decipher the 

. hidden meaning of each set of words. 

2 3 
another 
another 

MAN another 

1 1 .1 1 1 1 another 
another campus another 

6

0 e 7 

0 e H U A IJ 

10 11 

VIT _ MIN T 
p 

G p I S E N 

14 15 

head ache \l'I sa,. ~ 
tJe-a. ':Se ~0 

09\ 

107 

4 

BUSINES 

8 I 

sitting 
world 

12 

REVIRDTAES 

. 
16 

~~~ 
MO~~ 
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Name 

TREASURE HUNT 

f INSTRUCTIONS: Write your name on the first line. Circulate around the room finding one 
. nait you have in common (Le., "newcomer to city") and one item quite dissimilar (i.e., "has 

worked for same organization over 10 years" vs. "third job this year!") 

NAME ALIKE DIFFERENT 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

45 
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S70DENT MOTIVATION 

Jere Brophy's review of research in 1987 found nine 
variables that teachers can manipulate in order to increase 
student motivation. 

1. 

2 . 

3. 

4 . 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Student Interest - Hotiva~ion can be increased by 
relating the sabject to what in~erests the student 
outside of school. Examples are videos, music, games 
and allowing students to select class activities. 

Student Needs - Students are motivated when the 
activities they are involved in meet some of their 
basic needs. An exa~pla is allowing high 9ccool 
students to work in groups fulfillir.g the need for 
acceptance and belonging. 

Novelty and Variety - Motivation is increased when 
activities are varied and interestino. Research shows 
that it is better -to give two 15 minute lectures with 
a 5 minute activity between them than to give a 30 
minute activity afterwards. 

Success - When a student successfully completes a 
somewhat challenging task, mo~ivation is increased. 
Teachers can ensure success by making goals and 
objectives cle~r, teaching in small steps, and 
checking to see if the students understand each step. 

Student attributions for Success and Failure -
Teachers must show stucents that failure is a 
result of lack of effort or an ineffective 
strategy, not ability. Stude~ts must be shown that 
success is the result of both ability and effort. 

Tension - Tension is a feeling 0 f concern a student 
has when he or she knows ~hey will be required to 
demonstrate learning .. Too much tension can be 
detrimental to learning. ,Teachers can raise the 
tension-level by moving around the reom, calling on 
volunteers, and giving quizzes. 

Feeling tou~ - Feeling tone is the climate in the 
classroom. Feeling tone can be made positive by 
treating students in a courteous manne~, expressing 
sincere interest in the stucen~s and getting to know 
the students. 

Feedback - Student m t' , , 
is given concerning ~h~~at~onf~s increased when feedback 
should be specif' de~~ per ormance, Feedback 
performance. ~c an g~ven soon after the 

Encouragement - T b . 
negative as e t eac ers often po~nt out all of the 
empbasizes ~o~i~i~! a student'S work. Encouragement 
posit' aspects and communic tes 

~ve expectations for future bebaviors. 
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•. -'-0'- ._. -"-"''''''6'''5 JU'''Cftl ACIlIt!I't!mt!nl Clerc"- ......... _ •• _ •• _- - , 

-Jllghl1ghts of Research on Strategies for Motivating 
Students to Lea.r~ I . eli • . .. I . bl fi li' Research on student mouvauon to cam 10 cates prOm.1Slng pnnClp es swta e or app cauon in 
c:1aSSfOOlDSt summarized here for quick reference. 

EsseDtial PrecondltloDs 15. Provide opponunities for students to 
respond actively 

1 supponive environment 
2: Appropriate level. of cb~le~ge/difficulty 
3. Meaningfull~ng obJecuves 
4. Moderation/opumal use 

Motivating by Maintaining Success 
ExpeC!tations 

S. Program for success 
6. Teach goal setting. performance apprai.s.aJ., 

and self-reinforcement 
7. Help students to recognize linkages 

between effon and outcome 
8. provide remedial socialization 

Motivating by Supplying Extrinsic 
Incentives 

9. Offer rewards for good (or improved) 
perfonnance 

10. Structure appropriate competition 
11. Call anention to the instrumental value of 

academic activities 

Moth'ating by Capitalizing on 
Students' Intrinsic Moth'atlon 

12. Adapt tasks to students' interests 
13. Include novelty/variety elements 
14. Allow opponunities to make choices or 

autonomous decisions 

16. Provide immediate feedback to student 
responses 

17. Allow students to create finished products 
18. Include fantasy or simulation elements 
19. Incorporate game-like features 
20. Include higher-level objectives and 

divergent questions 
21. Provide opponunities to interact with peers 

Stlmulatlag Student Motivation to 
Learn 

22. Model interest in learning and motivation 
to learn 

23. Communicate desirable expectations and 
attributions about students' motivation to 
learn 

24. Minimize students' perfonnance anxiety 
during learning activities 

25. Project intensity 
26. Project enthusiasm 
27. Induce taSk interest or appreciation 
28. Induce curiosity or suspense 
29. Induce dissonance or cognitive conflict 
30. Make abstract content more personal, 

concrete. or familiar 
31. Induce students to generate their own 

motivation to learn 
32. State learning objectives and provide 

advance otpnizers 
33. Model task-related thinking and problem 

solving 

-Jere Brophy 
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Personal Influences on motivation to learn: 

Cognitive Filters: 
beliefs about competence and control 
clarity and salience of personal interests and goals 
personal expectations for success or failure 

Intrinsic Motivation to learn: 

All individuals are naturally CwlOUS and enjoy learning 
''"''Q but intense negative cognitions or emotions thwart this 
2 enthusiasm 

-L-' 

«J 
We can encourage through the use of challenge, curiosity, 

~ control & fantasy in the classroom. 

Task effects on motivation to learn: 

cwlosity, creativity, and higher-order thinking 
are stimulated by relevant, authentic learning tasks 
of optimal difficulty and novelty for each student. 

Grading 

Include positive before negative comments on 
papers 

Respond appropriately to creative products 
Wish students "good effort", not "good luck" 
Give students a positive list of things which will 

lead to improvement, not a list of all the 
things that are wrong 

Class Design 

Give flexibility in assignments, due dates or fonnats 
Incorporate authentic tasks 
For higher level tasks carefully chose ambiguity 

level and feedback availability 
Communicate respect for your students abilties 

through the tasks that you choose and the 
control that you give them 

Daily Meeting Design 

Take into account difficulty of material 
Design interactive and interesting activities 

Use cooperative learning, debates, or group 
discussions to facilitate higher level 
thinking but remember it will take more 
than 15 seconds 

Alternate delivery systems 
Minimize social comparison, encourage learning for 

the sake of learning 
Encourage students to link to what they do well 
Introduce tasks so that applicability is stressed 
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90 ~fark R. Lepper and Melinda Hodel! 

Characteristics or 
Task and Learner 

ChaUenge 

Demands of task 

Skills of learner 

Curiosity 

Conceptual 
Variables 

L.oovel of unceruinty. 
difficulty 0 f task... 
for learner 

Relevance of suec:ss 
to learner 

Information Rerognition of 

incongruity 
CUrrent knowledge ~=====~ 
of IC3lTIet Value of knowledge 

Optimal Motivational 
Slate 

Ideally. optimal 
level of memingful 
difficulty. relative 
to ;amer's current 
s.kills 

Ideally. optimal 
level of incongruity 
or complexity. 
relative to IC3lTIer's 
currcru knowledge 

provided by uskf---V-----.l discn:pancy or V 
to learner ~ ______ ..J 

Control 

Opp:lrnmities Ability to produce 

t> 
Ideally. pe~ptions 

provided by task 

V nnge of outcomes orhigh personal 
c:onuoL a.c:ross 

Capabilities Meaningfulness of a wide range of 
of learner a.:tivity to learner meaningful outcomes 

Fantasy 

Fantasy elements Richness of Ide.all y. deep 
inwk 

I-.. 
narrative. imagery. involvement in 

V V duracterizations fantasy environment 
Willingness of and identification 
learner to pretend Relevance of with charnC\Crs 

fantasy to learner 

• 
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Follow-up Activity Sheet 6-2 

RATE YOUR FAVORITE THINGS 

DlRECTIONS: Read about the things or activities in each of the categories below. Rate 
your favorite thing in each category as number I, your second favorite 
as number 2. Continue numbering each item. Add other things if you 
would like. 

Treats 
Chocolate Bar 
Piuapany 
Fast Food Hamburgers 
Hot Dogs 
Soft Drinks 
Popcorn Party 

In-class Acti vities 
Work Out in Gym 
Play Computer Games 
Listen to Music with Headphones 
Shoot Baskets 
Free Time 
Play Board Games/Carcls/Dominos 

Out-or-Class Activities 
Have a Friend Spend the Night 
Spend the Night with a Friend 
Go Skating 
Eat Out 
Attend a Sporring Event 

Things 
Baseball Cards 
Athletic Poster 
Pocket Cars 
Ball '. 
StickerS 
Music Cassette 

Other 
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Motivating Students 
[From Tools for Teaching by Barbara Gross Davis; Jossey-Bass Publishers: San Francisco, 1993. 
This chapter may not be copied or reprinted without permission.] 

Some students seem naturally enthusiastic about learning, but many need-or expect-their 
instructors to inspire, challenge, and stimulate them: "Effective learning in the classroom 
depends on the teacher's ability ... to maintain the interest that brought students to the course 
in the first place" (Ericksen, 1978, p. 3). Whatever level of motivation your students bring 
to the classroom will be transformed, for better or worse, by what happens in that 
classroom. 

Unfortunately, there is no single magical formula for motivating students. Many factors 
affect a given student's motivation to work and to learn (Bligh, 1971; Sass, 1989): interest in 
the subject matter, perception of its usefulness, general desire to achieve, self-confidence 
and self-esteem, as well as patience and persistence. And, of course, not all students are 
motivated by the same values, needs, desires, or wants. Some of your students will be 
motivated by the approval of others, some by overcoming challenges. 

Researchers have begun to identify those aspects of the teaching situation that enhance 
students' self-motivation (Lowman, 1984; Lucas, 1990; Weinert and Kluwe, 1987; Bligh, 
1971). To encourage students to become sel f-moti vated independent I earners, instructors 
can do the following: 

• Give frequent, early, positive feedback that supports students' beliefs that they can do 
well. 

• Ensure opportunities for students' success by assigning tasks that are neither too easy 
nor too difficult. 

• Help students find personal meaning and value in the material. 
• Create an atmosphere that is open and positive. 
• Help students feel that they are valued members of a learning community. 

Research has also shown that good everyday teaching practices can do more to counter 
student apathy than special efforts to attack motivation directly (Ericksen, 1978). Most 
students respond positively to a well-organized course taught by an enthusiastic instructor 
who has a genuine interest in students and what they learn. Thus activities you undertake to 
promote learning will also enhance students' motivation. 

r'\;:*~{ Genera I Strateg ies 
.-

Capitalize on students' existing needs. Students learn best when incentives for learning in 
a classroom satisfy their own motives for enrolling in the course. Some of the needs your 
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students may bring to the classroom are the need to learn something in order to complete a 
particular task or activity, the need to seek new experiences, the need to perfect skills, the 
need to overcome challenges, the need to become competent, the need to succeed and do 
well, the need to feel involved and to interact with other people. Satisfying such needs is 
rewarding in itself, and such rewards sustain learning more effectively than do grades. 
Design assignments, in-class activities, and discussion questions to address these kinds of 
needs. (Source: McMillan and Forsyth, 1991) 

Make students active participants in learning. Students learn by doing, making, writing, 
designing, creating, solving. Passivity dampens students' motivation and curiosity. Pose 
questions. Don't tell students something when you can ask them. Encourage students to 
suggest approaches to a problem or to guess the results of an experiment. Use small group 
work. See "Leading a Discussion," "Supplements and Alternatives to Lecturing," and 
"Collaborative Learning" for methods that stress active participation. (Source: Lucas, 1990) 

Ask students to analyze what makes their classes more or less "motivating." Sass 
(1989) asks his classes to recall two recent class periods, one in which they were highly 
motivated and one in which their motivation was low. Each student makes a list of specific 
aspects of the two classes that influenced his or her level of motivation, and students then 
meet in small groups to reach consensus on characteristics that contribute to high and low 
motivation. In over twenty courses, Sass reports, the same eight characteristics emerge as 
major contributors to student motivation: 

• Instructor's enthusiasm 
• Relevance of the material 
• Organization of the course 
• Appropriate difficulty level of the material 
• Active involvement of students 
• Variety 
• Rapport between teacher and students 
• Use of appropriate, concrete, and understandable examples 

~~.'tt. Incorporating Instructional Behaviors That 
:.>. Motivate Students 

Hold high but realistic expectations for your students. Research has shown that a 
teacher's expectations have a powerful effect on a student's performance. If you act as 
though you expect your students to be motivated, hardworking, and interested in the course, 
they are more likely to be so. Set realistic expectations for students when you make 
assignments, give presentations, conduct discussions, and grade examinations. "Realistic" in 
this context means that your standards are high enough to motivate students to do their best 
work but not so high that students will inevitably be frustrated in trying to meet those 
expectations. To develop the drive to achieve, students need to believe that achievement is 
possible -which means that you need to provide early opportunities for success. (Sources: 
American Psychological Association, 1992; Bligh, 1971; Forsyth and McMillan, 1991 -I 
Lowman, 1984) 

Help students set achievable goals for themselves. Failure to attain unrealistic goals can 
disappoint and frustrate students. Encourage students to focus on their continued 
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improvement, not just on their grade on anyone test or assignment. Help students evaluate 
their progress by encouraging them to critique their own work, analyze their strengths, and 
work on their weaknesses. For example, consider asking students to submit self-evaluation 
forms with one or two assignments. (Sources: Cashin, 1979; Forsyth and McMillan, 1991) 

Tell students what they need to do to succeed in your course. Don't let your students 
struggle to figure out what is expected of them. Reassure students that they can do well in 
your course, and tell them exactly what they must do to succeed. Say something to the 
effect that Ulfyou can handle the examples on these problem sheets, you can pass the exam. 
People who have trouble with these examples can ask me for extra help." Or instead of 
saying, "You're way behind," tell the student, "Here is one way you could go about learning 
the material. How can I help yoU?" (Sources: Cashin, 1979; Tiberius, 1990) 

Strengthen students' self-motivation. Avoid messages that reinforce your power as an 
instructor or that emphasize extrinsic rewards. Instead of saying, "I require," "you must,n or 
"you should," stress "I think you will find ... II or nl will be interested in your 
reaction." (Source: Lowman, 1990) 

Avoid creating intense competition among students. Competition produces anxiety, 
which can interfere with learning. Reduce students' tendencies to compare themselves to 
one another. Bligh (1971) reports that students are more attentive, display better 
comprehension, produce more work, and are more favorable to the teaching method when 
they work cooperatively in groups rather than compete as individuals. Refrain from public 
criticisms of students' performance and from comments or activities that pit students against 
each other. (Sources: Eble, 1988; Forsyth and McMillan, 1991) 

Be enthusiastic about your subject. An instructor's enthusiasm is a crucial factor in 
student motivation. [fyou become bored or apathetic, students will too. Typically, an 
instructor's enthusiasm comes from confidence, excitement about the content, and genuine 
pleasure in teaching. If you find yourself uninterested in the material, think back to what 
attracted you to the field and bring those aspects of the subject matter to life for your 
students. Or challenge yourself to devise the most exciting way top resent the material, 
however dull the material itself may seem to you. 

t1~~.~ Structuring the Course to Motivate Students 

Work from students' strengths and interests. Find out why students are enrolled in your 
course, how they feel about the subject matter, and what their expectations are. Then try to 
devise examples, case studies, or assignments that relate the course content to students' 
interests and experiences. For instance, a chemistry professor might devote some lecture 
time to examining the contributions of chemistry to resolving environmental problems. 
Explain how the content and objectives of your course will help students achieve their 
educational, professional, or personal goals. (Sources: Brock, 1976; Cashin, 1979; Lucas, 
1990) 

When possible, let students have some say in choosing what will be studied. Give 
students options on tenn papers or other assignments (but not on tests). Let students decide 
between two locations for the field trip, or have them select which topics to explore in 
greater depth. If possible, include optional or alternative units in the course. (Sources: Ames 
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and Ames, 1990; Cashin, 1979; Forsyth and McMillan, 1991; Lowman, 1984) 

Increase the difficulty of the material as the semester progresses. Give students 
opportunities to succeed at the beginning of the semester. Once students feel they can 
succeed, you can gradually increase the difficulty level. If assignments and exams include 
easier and harder questions, every student will have a chance to experience success as well 
as challenge. (Source: Cashin, 1979) 

Vary your teacbing methods. Variety reawakens students' involvement in the course and 
their motivation. Break the routine by incorporating a variety of teaching activities and 
methods in your course: role playing, debates, brainstorming, discussion, demonstrations, 
case studies, audiovisual presentations, guest speakers, or small group work. (Source: 
Forsyth and McMillan, 1991) 

De-emphasizing Grades 

Emphasize mastery and learning rather than grades. Ames and Ames (1990) report on 
nvo secondary school math teachers. One teacher graded every homework assignment and 
counted homework as 30 percent of a student's final grade. The second teacher told students 
to spend a fixed amount of time on their homework (thirty minutes a night) and to bring 
questions to class about problems they could not complete. This teacher graded homework 
as satisfactory or unsatisfactory, gave students the opportunity to redo their assignments, 
and counted homework as 10 percent of the final grade. Although homework was a smaller 
part of the course grade, this second teacher was more successful in motivating students to 
tum in their homework. In the first class, some students gave up rather than risk low 
evaluations of their abilities. [n the second class, students were not risking their self-worth 
each time they did their homework but rather were attempting to learn. Mistakes were 
viewed as acceptable and something to learn from. 

Researchers recommend de-emphasizing grading by eliminating complex systems of credit 
points; they also advise against trying to use grades to control nonacademic behavior (for 
example, lowering grades for missed classes) (Forsyth and McMillan, 1991; Lowman 
1990). Instead, assign ungraded written work, stress the personal satisfaction of doing 
assignments, and help students measure their progress. 

Design tests tbat encourage the kind of learning you want students to achieve. Many 
students wilileam whatever is necessary to get the grades they desire. If you base your tests 
on memorizing details, students will focus on memorizing facts. If your tests stress the 
synthesis and evaluation of information, students will be motivated to practice those skills 
when they study. (Source: McKeachie, 1986) 

Avoid using grades as threats. As McKeachie (1986) points out, the threat of low grades 
may prompt some students to work hard, but other students may resort to academic 
dishonesty, excuses for late work, and other counterproductive behavior. 

Motivating Students by Responding to Their Work 
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Give students feedback as quickly as possible. Return tests and papers promptly, and 
reward success publicly and immediately. Give students some indication of how well they 
have done and how to improve. Rewards can be as simple as saying a student's response 
was good, with an indication of why it was good, or mentioning the names of contributors: 
"Cherry's point about pollution really synthesized the ideas we had been 
discussing." (Source: Cashin, 1979) 

Reward success. Both positive and negative comments influence motivation, but research 
consistently indicates that students are more affected by positive feedback and success. 
Praise builds students' self-confidence, competence, and self-esteem. Recognize sincere 
efforts even if the product is less than stellar. If a student's performance is weak, let the 
student know that you believe he or she can improve and succeed over time. (Sources: 
Cashin, 1979; Lucas, 1990) 

Introduce students to the good work done by their peers. Share the ideas, knowledge, 
and accomplishments of individual students with the class as a whole: 

• Pass out a list of research topics chosen by students so they will know whether others 
are writing papers of interest to them. 

• Make available copies of the best papers and essay exams. 
• Provide class time for students to read papers or assignments submitted by 

classmates. 
• Have students write a brief critique of a classmate's paper. 
• Schedule a brief talk by a student who has experience or who is doing a research 

paper on a topic relevant to your lecture. 

Be specific when giving negative feedback. Negative feedback is very powerful and can 
lead to a negative class atmosphere. Whenever you identify a student's weakness, make it 
clear that your comments relate to a particular task or performance, not to the student as a 
person. Try to cushion negative comments with a compliment about aspects of the task in 
which the student succeeded. (Source: Cashin, 1979) 

Avoid demeaning comments. Many students in your class may be anxious about their 
performance and abilities. Be sensitive to how you phrase your comments and avoid 
offhand remarks that might prick their feelings of inadequacy. 

Avoid giving in to students' pleas for "the answer" to homework problems. When you 
simply give struggling students the solution, you rob them of the chance to think for 
themselves. Use a more productive approach (adapted from Fiore, 1985): 

• Ask the students for one possible approach to the problem. 
• Gently brush aside students' anxiety about not getting the answer by refocusing their 

attention on the problem at hand. 
• Ask the students to build on what they do know about the problem. 
• Resist answering the question "is this right?" Suggest to the students a way to check 

the answer for themselves. 
• Praise the students for small, independent steps. 

If you follow these steps, your students will learn that it is all right not to have an instant 
answer. They will also learn to develop greater patience and to work at their own pace. And 
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by working through the problem, students will experience a sense of achievement and 
confidence that will increase their motivation to learn. 

.. ~---.. -

r~W;: 
~:": Motivating Students to Do the Reading 

Assign the reading at least two sessions before it will be discussed. Give students ample 
time to prepare and try to pique their curiosity about the reading: "This article is one of my 
favorites, and I'll be interested to see what you think about it" (Sources: Lowman, 1984; 
"When They Don't Do the Reading," 1989) 

Assign study questions. Hand out study questions that alert students to the key points of 
the reading assignment. To provide extra incentive for students, tell them you will base 
exam questions on the study questions. (Source: "When They Don't Do the Reading," 1989) 

If your class is small, have students turn in brief notes on the day's reading that they 
can use during exams. At the start of each class, a professor in the physical sciences asks 
students to submit a 3" x 5" card with an outline, definitions, key ideas, or other material 
from the day's assigned reading. After class, he checks the cards and stamps them with his 
name. He returns the cards to students at a class session prior to the midtenn. Students can 
then add any material they would like to the cards but cannot submit additional cards. The 
cards are again returned to the faculty member who distributes them to students during the 
test. This faculty member reports that the number of students completing the reading 
jumped from to percent to 90 percent and that students especially valued these "survival 
cards." (Source: Daniel, 1988) 

Ask students to write a one-word journal or one-word sentence. Angelo (1991) 
describes the one-word journal as follows: students are asked to choose a single word that 
best summarizes the reading and then write a page or less explaining or justifying their 
word choice. This assignment can then be used as a basis for class discussion, A variation 
reported by Erickson and Strommer (199 I) is to ask students to write one complex sentence 
in answer to a question you pose about the readings and provide three sources of supporting 
evidence: "In one sentence, identify the type of ethical reasoning Singer uses in his article 
'Famine, Affluence, and Morality.' Quote three passages that reveal this type of ethical 
reasoning" (p. 125). 

Ask nonthreatening questions about the reading. Initially pose general questions that do 
not create tension or feelings of resistance: "Can you give me one or two items from the 
chapter that seem important?" "What section of the reading do you think we should 
review?" "What item in the reading surprised you?" "What topics in the chapter can you 
apply to your own experience?" (Source: "When They Don't Do the Reading, n 1989) 

Use class time as a reading period. If you are trying to lead a discussion and find that few 
students have completed the reading assignment, consider asking students to read the 
material for the remainder of class time. Have them read silently or calion students to read 
aloud and discuss the key points. Make it clear to students that you are reluctantly taking 
this unusual step because they have not completed the assignment. 

Prepare an exam question on undiscussed readings. One faculty member asks her class 
whether they have done the reading. If the answer is no, she says, "You'll have to read the 
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material on your own. Expect a question on the next exam covering the reading." The next 
time she assigns reading, she reminds the class of what happened the last time, and the 
students come to class prepared. (Source: IIWhen They Don't Do the Reading, II 1989) 

Give a written assignment to those students wbo have not done the reading. Some 
faculty ask at the beginning of the class who has completed the reading. Students who have 
not read the material are given a written assignment and dismissed. Those who have read 

. the material stay and participate in class discussion. The written assignment is not graded 
but merely acknowledged. This technique should not be used more than once a term. 
(Source: "When They Don't Do the Reading," 1989) 
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Overview of Online Courses 

Topic 4: Motivating Students at a Distance 

12~ 

Motivating students whether in a traditional classroom or 
an online course can present challenges. Online 
students may need extra motivation at times. 

Encouraging Students 

• Frequent, early, positive feedback. 
• Early in the course provide opportunities for 

success. 
• Provide students ways to personally find meaning 

in the material. 
• Create an open and positive environment. 
• Help students become a part of the learning 

community. 
• Present a well-organized course. 

Instructional Behaviors 

• High, but re~listic, expectations. 
• Help stUdents set their own goals. 
• Tell students what they need to succeed. 
• Avoid Intense competition. 
• Increase the difficulty of the material as the 

students master content. 
• Give students feedback quickly. 

What Do Students Say About Motivation? 

Eight characteristics emerged when students were asked 
what aspects influenced the studenfs motivation. 

• Instructor's enthusiasm. 
• Relevance of material. 
• Course organization. 
• Appropriate difficulty of material. 
• Active involvement of students. 

• Variety. 
• Rapport between instructor and students. 
• Use of appropriate, concrete and understandable 
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Introduction 

f\!uti\'ating onlinc learncrs is a key challenge facing instructors in both higher education 
and corporate settings. Attrition rates and low participation levels in course activities 
arc frequent instructor complaints about online learning environments. Part of the 
problem is a lack of sophistication in online tools and courseware (Bonk & Dennen. 1999). 
Added to this problem is that. cven when tools exist for engaging and motivating 
students. instructors lack training in how to cffcctively use them. Instructors not only 
need to know the types ofonlinc and collaborative tools for engaging students. but also 
how to embed effective pedagogy when the technologies arc weak. 

Consider for a moment a traditional classroom. Why do students attend their classes? 
Perhaps their presence is being recorded by the instructor. or perhaps they are particu
larly interested in the topic. Regardless. upon enrolling in a face-to-face course. learners 
arc aware that they arc expected to devote significant blocks of time each week to that 
course. But why do students participate in face-to-face course activities'! To start, they 
already are seated in the classroom, so they may as well participate. Additionally, the 
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effects of instructor modeling of desired activities and peer participation can motivate 
the reluctant learner to become more active. 

In thc online class, attendance is distinctly different. Unless explicitly told how their 
attendance will be noted, such as through a minimum number of messages posted per 
week, online learners do not know how or if their course participation will be determined. 
Consequently. online students turn to required assignments outlined in the course 
syllabus (Dennen, 2001). The end result is that students complete the basic graded 
components of the course, but little more. 

Learner participation in an online class has sometimes been called an "act of faith" 
(Salmon, 2000). Key problems learners encounter include no knowing participation 
expectations. not feeling comfortable engaging in activities with people they have never 
met, and not having enough time to participate in activities. Whereas these first two 
reasons are clearly linked to motivation, the time factor is also related since highly 
motivated students will typically budget adequate time to participate. 

In reviews of the research on motivation, certain key strategies are consistently found 
to be effective in conventional classrooms. For instance. effective instructors create a 
supportive but challenging environment, project enthusiasm and intensity. provide 
choice, create short-term goals, and offer immediate feedback on performance settings 
(Pintrich & Schunk. 1996; Reeve, 1996; Stipek, 1998). As these researchers have shown, 
instructors might also attempt to stimulate student curiosity, control, and fantasy. 
Naturally. they should make content personal and concrete by using relevant and 
authentic learning tasks and by allowing learners to create and display finished products. 
Finally, instructors should foster interaction with peers, create fun and game-like 
activities. embed structure as well as flexibility in assignments, and include activities with 
divergence or conflict. 

Many of these principles rehlte to the highly regarded learner-centered psychological 
principles from the American Psychological Association (1993) and can be incorporated 
in Web-based instruction (Bonk & Cummings, 1998). In a recent Delphi study of top 
distance leurning experts in the United States, many of these same principles (i.e., 
relevuncy, uuthenticity. control, choice, interactivity, project-based. collaborative. etc.) 
were identified as key indicators of effective online learning environments (Partlow, 
2001). 

Ifso much is known. why arc online courses often suffering from a lack ofmotivational 
clements'! Problems exist in part because instructors are unsure of how to manipulate this 
instructional medium. and in part because adequate instructor support is not yet 
available. According to recent surveys of college instructors and corporate trainers 
(Bonk. 200 1,2002). the proliferation of Web courseware and training programs has yet 
to match the pedagogical needs of higher education and industry. When corporate 
respondents were asked about various intrinsic moti \'ational techniques. activities such 
as job reflections, team projects, and guest mcntoring were considered highly engaging 
and useful online. When asked about tools and activities that were more motivational for 
adult learners in the workplace. respondents favored Web-based learning that contained 
relevant materials, responsive feedback, goal-driven activities, personal growth. choice 
or flexibility, and interactivity and collaboration. Unfortunately, such techniques were 
rarely llsed online. 
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Table I. Mot;mt;onal clements addressed by different online' act;l';t;es 

Online A~h,ity ~ 

I. TOllo:.'Clil1l3tc: X X X 
2. Feedback X X X X X 

~3.~E~.n~~.a~~.~cm~c-n-t-----tI·x:-~--~x~,--~x~-r----~~x~,-- ----~x---r~--~~ 

~4.~~~fc~an~in~1g~lfu~ln~c:~ss ___ r ___ ~ ____ r~X~_~~X __ ~X~' __ ~~-+~X __ ~X ___ 1 ____ r~ 
5. ('hokc X X X X 
6. Vanety X X X 
7. Curiositv X X X X X 

8. Tension ______ f-:-:-- _____ ,~X'---_~-::---i ____ +-__ --t-:X.,..' ---t-:~-t---
9. P,'Cr Interaction X X X X X 
10. Goal Driven X X X X X X IX 

According to the findings of these surveys, the motivational climate of online instruction 
is currently deficient. Therefore, in addition to the evaluation of student learning and 
completion rates. organizations should step back and evaluate the motivational charac
teristics embedded within their courses. or course, there also is a need for further 
research here since the key motivational principles for online training are only starting 
to emerge. 

As Ronk and Dennen (in press) contend. online instruction is not a simple task: most 
instructors still do not understand how to adapt different technology tools to engage 
their students, At the same time. few designers of e-Iearning tools have thoroughly 
considered the motivational or pedagogical principles behind adult learning (Firdyiwek. 
1999; Oliver. Omari. & Herrington. 1998), How can such tools motivate adult learner 
participation while fostering student thinking and colIaboration? And what can be done 
to 1lI0tiViJle learners in online environments? These questions must be addressed in order 
for online education to thrive and be a posilive learning experience for students. 

This chapter roc uses on 10 key clements for motivating online learners. Each clement is 
discussed separately. along with corresponding course activities that can be used to 
address that element. Indeed. it is possible to address multiple motivational principles 
with one well-designed activity (see Table I). At the same time, not every instructional 
situation calls for the use of each motivational clement. Context-based instructional 
design and pedagogical decisions should always be made by the individual instructor. 

Tone/Climate 

The tone or climate of an online class is set at the beginning. These opening moments 
have the potential to engage and interest learners so thai they want to be active 
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participants for the semester. or alternatively to isolate them and provide little motivation 
to participate (Salmon, 2000). Much like in the physical world, if one visits an online 
location and finds little reason to go back, feels uncomfortable in that place, or is 
uncertain of its purpose, one is not likely to participant actively in that space. 

Social ice-breaking activities can be used to set the tone of an online class as well as to 
help learners become acquainted with one another. They also serve the purpose of 
familiarizing learners with the course tools without the stress of dealing with course
related subject matter. Some activities that might be employed include: 

Two Truths and One Lie: Everyone must post two truths and one lie about 
themselves. Fellow classmates then try to determine which one is the lie. This 
activity generates a series of messages and responses, and is a quick way to bring 
out learner personalities (Kulp, 1999). 

8 Nouns: In this activity, everyone is required to post eight nouns that describe 
him or hersclf. Neartheendofthis task, it becomes difficult to come up with nouns, 
thercby forcing participants to share a good deal of information about themselves 
that their peers as well as the instructor might refer to later in the course. In effect, 
it creates some initial shared understandings and common knowledge (Schrage. 
1990). 

Coffee House Expectations: In this activity, students share their expectations for 
the class-why they enrolled and what they hope to get out of it. Not only docs 
this activity help the instructor shape the class, it is vital for the goal-oriented 
behavior of adult learners. In effect, posting expectations gives adults with chaotic 
schedules something definitive to work toward. As an extension. students also can 
be asked to share what they have to offer to the class community. 

These activities arc often fun ways of sharing personal information. While learners may 
not share this much personal information at the beginning ofa traditional course, in an 
online course it is a way of discovering student commonalities and differences. From our 
experience. both instructors and learners tcnd 10 refer back to the messages generated 
by these activities to get a better sense of who their classmates arc. Using the eight nouns 
activity. for instance. we have had males describe themselves as "knitters, ''''tea kettles," 
and "dishwashers." Such comments have made for interesting, and often humorous. 
social interactions in each of these courses. 

Research by Dennen (200 I) indicates thai the instructor should model the expected 
responses to such activities. An instructor, for instance, might post eight nouns about 
himselfso that learners can know him better. Just as the learners need to know who their 
peers are, they need to know that their instructor is more than a name. 

Feedback 

Feedback motivates online learners by letting them know how well their performance 
meets course expectations. Monitoring one's progress toward a goal is motivational to 
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m;my students (Anderson. 200 t J. Whereas feedback points are typically built into all 
courses in the form of graded assignments. in an online class, students often feel the need 
for feedback at other, more formative points in time. This feedback helps them gauge their 
own performance and moti vates them to either maintain or improve the quality of their 
work. Feedback may come in many forms: 

Self-assessments: Self-assessments can easily be built with most courseware 
tools. thereby allowing the tcchnology to control the feedback. 

Reading reactions: Discussion activities in which learners post their reactions to 
course readings are useful because they allow the learners to know if they are on
track. and let the instructor know if the learners understand the material. Addition
ally.learners arc more motivated to dothe required readings if they know they must 
discuss Ihem. Peer feedback opportunities can be built into such activities, making 
sure all learners get a response in a manner that is pedagogically beneficial, yet not 
labor intensive for the instructor. 

Instructor reedback: Feedback to instructors is also critical to online course 
success. Instructors. for instance. might have anonymous suggestion boxes on the 
Web. Watson (2000) recommends that the instructor post the suggestions as well 
as the corresponding decisions for learners to read. Similarly, Brown (2002) 
indicates that one-minute reflection and muddiest point papers using e-mail or 
threaded discussion forums also arc highly effective in providing formative coursc 
feedback. 

Engagement 

Motivated learners arc engaged learners. While all of the motivational methods men
tioned in this chapter arc in some \\ ay engaging. electronic "oting and polling is one 
technique that can he used 10 engage learners at the beginning of a new unit of 
instruction. An instructor might survcy class altitudl!s on an upcoming topic using a frce 
survey 1001 such as Zoomerang. Sun-eyShare. or SuneyMonkey, and keep the results 
scaled until an appropriate point during the instruction. The instructor might then use 
the results to engage kamers in a discussion ofthc minority point-of-view and then have 
learners reYotc or sel f-assess whether their altitudes havc changed as a result of the 
discussion or additional course instruction. 

Meaningfulness 

Extensive research points to the importance of task meaningfulness and problem-based 
learning (Singer. Marx. & Krajcik. 2000: Williams. 1992). Simply put. people want to 
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participate in activities that they deem meaningful. authentic. and relevant (Blumenfeld 
et al.. 1991; Savery & Duffy. 1996). In the traditional classroom. meaningfulness is 
important. but an instructor still can corral students to participate just because they are 
physically present. In contrast. in the online class, meaningfulness might make the 
difference between participation and non-participation. 

Online activities that are meaningful to students often involve real-world scenarios and 
allow learners to discllss or present their own opinions and experiences relative to these 
scenarios. For example. students might be asked to post reflection statements that relate 
their job or field experiences to the concepts being learned. They also might be asked to 
develop written cases that exemplify a concept. and then respond to the case of a peer 
with a possible solution or alternative perspective (Bonk. Daytner. Daytner. Dennen. & 
Malikowski, 200 I: Bonk. Hara. Dennen. Malikowski. & Supplee. 2000). Such meaningful 
and motivating activities give learners an opportunity to practice and apply what they 
know with peers around the globe. 

Choice 

Helping students make a personal investment in a course is one way of providing 
motivational support (Maehr, 1984). Giving learners choices allows them to be active 
participants and feel in control of some aspect of their leuming environment (Bonk, 
Fischler, & Grahmn. 200 I). It also demonstrates that the instructor is aware that the 
learners have entered the learning situation with their own personal goals. 

Online c1usses can be highly designed experiences wherein learners feel they have no 
choice und must follow the course outline in a lockstep order. Fortunately, there are many 
ways in which choice may bc built into an online experience. Using a motivational 
perspective. learners may be given the opportunity to select which discussion topics 
they wish to participate in. In some cases, they may even be asked to help develop the 
discllssion topics as appropriate. Learners might also sign up for leadership roles in the 
weekly discussion according to personal interests and expertise (Ham. Bonk. & Angeli. 
2000). Similarly. the selection of roles or personalities for online role play gives the 
learners a sense of control over their learning environment as well as an opportunity to 
be aeative and spontaneous. Some classes might use a conference track approach. in 
which parallel sets of course requirements are proposed. each addressing a slightly 
diffcrent focus. Learners can then choose to fulfill the requirements that Illost closely 
match their goals or interests. 

Variety 

Repeating the sume set of online tasks for each course activity or module will be boring 
for learners. Our expericnce indicates that learners enjoy variety in online courses-
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knowing that there is something new for them to master keeps them alert and attentive 
as well as interested. Thus. instructors should select a range of di fferent online activities 
rather than redunduntly relying on the same ones. 

Brainstorming is one simple activity that can interject new Ii fe und variety into a course. 
Learners can he askcd to generate as many ideas as possible on a purticular topic. without 
worrying about backing thelllup. demonstrating the applicability or practicality of the 
ideas. or ranking them in any way. The results ofa brainstorming session might be topics 
or activities to be addressed or completed later ill the course. Collecting multiple class 
rcsponses. instead of allowing some students to dominate discussion or team projects, 
is another way to vary the course activities. To really make the course spontaneous, an 
instructor might utilize "just-in-time teaching" or a "just-in-time syllabus" (Novak, 2000). 
III this technique. the course skeleton is completed at the start of the semester, but can 
be modified in response to stlldent interests and course performances as well as current 
e\ ents. 

Curiosity 

Learner curiosity should be cultivated in an online course. including allowing them to 
explore ideas beyond those expressed by the instructor. If all learners look to the 
instructor for answers. their curiosity can only be addressed through limited perspec
tives. To spark learner curiosity and bring in additional viewpoints. electronic guests may 
he invited into the online class for short. sY71chronous chat sessions. some with follow
lip asynchronous discussions with those who seek further information. Along these 
same lines. learners may be mentored dectronically by pc as or practitioncrs to help bring 
in di \erse perspec\ i \es. 

Tension 

Points of tension arc points of discussion; if we all agree then we probably have little to 
discuss. The term "tension" frequently has negative connotations, but it can be used to 
generate fruitful learning discussions. Students however. may not elect to engage in 
tension on their own. so debates and assignments that involve role play dialogues can 
he particularly useful to generate tension in a manner that feels safe to students. 
Frequently. when students are assigned roles that promote unpopular points of view. 
they will preface their remarks with statcments like "I was told to be the protagonist. so 
..... or "As thc de"il's advocate here ..... Such declarations allow them to engage in the 
activity while distancing themselves from the viewpoints they uphold in the activity. 
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Peer Interaction 

Peer interaction helps engage students with each other. In traditional courses. even when 
the instructor does not explicitly facilitate peer interaction. students tend to discuss 
course-related topics before or after class. In an online class, that informal peer 
interaction is absent since it is often self-paced or the instructor does not grasp how to 
facilitate it. As a result. the students may feel extremely isolated and drop the course. 

Many of the techniques referenced in this chapter involve peer interaction on various 
levels. Discussion-based activities tend to require peer interaction in order to be 
successful; one-person conversations generally are not motivating. Moving beyond 
generic discussion. goal-oriented interactions such as collaborative problem solving 
activities are particularly motivating to learners because of both the peer interdepen
dence and the ability to judge their own knowledge and skills against that of their peers 
(Hacker & Niederhauser. 2000). Student interaction can also be promoted through 
activities such as online symposia. press conferences. and expert panels. Our research 
indicates that these techniques are effective. since students in online classes are 
motivated by measures of how they are perfonning not only as compared to the 
instructor's expectations. but also as compared to classmates (Dennen, 2001). 

Peer interaction may be considered a key course goal or activity. One technique found 
efTective is the useofthe critical friend activity (Bonk, Ehman. Hixon. & Yamagata-Lynch. 
2002). In this activity. learners are matched or partnered to provide each other with 
constructive feedback on assignments. Alternatively. they might be required to send 
each other reminder messages of upcoming assignments and due dates. These activities 
may take place publicly via courseware or privately via e-mail. Peer intemction activities 
help ensure that students are receiving valuable feedback with a minimum of burden on 
the instructor. 

Goal Driven 

Student motivation to participate in online class activities tends to be goal driven. If the 
goals as presented and valued within the course structure and assessments focus on test 
performance. students are motivated to study for the test. Group problem-solving 
activities 'Ire a great way of avoiding such isolated. low-motivation scenarios. Students 
who have group goals or final projects to work toward will be motivated to interact with 
each other. Group problem-solving activities can be semester-long projects or small 
group-sharing activities akin to a 15-minute group brainstorm in a traditional class. And 
final projects might be posted online in an online gallery of student work. 
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Group Based vs. Self-Paced 

One of the dimensions of online courses that influences an instructor's motivational 
options is whether or not it is possible to facilitate group interactions. Many people 
choose distrihuted learning to ll1eet their educational needs because they desire the 
flexibility of working at their own pace. Working in isolation. however, can provide some 
motiv,ltional challenges. In part, motivation must come from within. and in part. it is 
affected hy the design of the learning environment and activities. In group-based 
activities, learners often arc motivated by the knowledge that peers will be reading and 
commenting on their contributions. Ilowever. fostering motivation for the independent 
learner who operates in the ahsence ofsocial motivators can pose some extra challenges. 
Allowing for choice. variety. and independent learning styles can help in this regard. as 
can using ,Ictivc terminology such as "seek" and "explore" when describing learner tasks 
(Canada. 2000). Self-assessments also serve to moti\'ate the independent learner who 
might be hungry for feedback. 

Synchronous vs. Asynchronous 
Communications 

Most of the activities presented here may be adapted to accommodate either synchro
nous or asynchronous communication technologies and lIlay be used across disciplines. 
Certainly some activities seem better-suited to live interaction. whereas others might be 
more fruitful when learners take advantage ofa lengthy time span for participation or 
reflection as afforded by asynchronous technologies. In addition, each activity might be 
\ aried to further motivate online learners. Table 2 presents some of the adaptations that 
might he lIIade based on the differences in the comJ1lunication tools. 

Regardless of whether one's communication tools arc synchronous or asynchronous. 
careful consideration should be given 10 the archiving oflearner interactions and work. 
Such archives prove useful both in promoting leamer rellection, as well as in enabling 
learners who have fallen behind to catch up. Forexample. a learner who has missed a guest 
lecture that occurred via a synchronous chat might feel disenfranchised i fthere were no 
event archive tools to replay what transpired. 

Conclusion 

The 10 motivational clements prese11led here arc essential to the success of online 
learning environments. Online. ,IS well as live. instructors should look for pivotal points 
where they can comfortably address these principles within their course design. The 
important poi11l here is to focus onll1otivational clements and principles. not just on the 
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Table 2. SYllchrOllOltS (md asynchronous leamillg is.utes and elemellls within elifferent 
online activities 

7)'P~ ol,!erMr)' Gt!neral Srrucrurt! and Synchronous Issues ,Isynchronous Issuo 
E/~mt!nu 

Icc Breakers EvelYone gets an Tum taking is nce~'SSalY Lc:lmers may only 
opJlOr1unity to share or since it is difficult to selectively participate 
participate:. TIlere arc a hear from evel)'One. Of and read mcssages. 
wide variety of JIOlential COUISC, certain activity Effort must be talcen to 
acth'ity frameworks. frameworks will .... ,orlc encourage them to 
including Two Truths beller than others. Mmcet" all classmates or 
and One Lic, Coffce =d 1111 me5S:1ges in a 
I louse Expectations. and new tOllie ice: breaker. 
Fa\"orite Web Site 
Poslings. 

Role Play Lcamers are assigned a Learners must fully Lc:lmers must ha\"e 
role or personality to ur.dcrstand their roles in participation guidelines 
play such as optimist. ordC1" 10 be ablc to play and dc:adlinrs to ensure 
pessimist. journaiisi. Ih:m oul in realtime:. th:tl dialOGUe lakes place. 
coach. saj,'C. Clc. Some roan of tum- SummariZ3lion of 
Altemati-'CI)', they might laking must be in place diseussion is impananl 
be assigned a Jl3r1icular 10 ensure thalall to bring closure, though 
person or aUlhor to panicipants are active. effon must be taken 10 
assume such as Kanl, encourage: learners to 
Nietzsche. Mother read Ihe summaries. 
Teresa. Sir Edmund 
lIi11ary. etc. 

Guesl Lcelures Guesls from outside of Turn-taking must be Expectations of guest 
the class. such as experls carefully facilital~'II or participation (how Inany 
in Ihe field or lh: chat should be times the guest will 
authors/scholars that the moderated to ensure the ~"Onlribulc and whcn) 
students 113\'C read. are gL'CS1 is nol bombarded need to be clear for all 
invited to join students with 100 many questions participanls. Early 
for a discussion during a at once. Preparation of questiuns $hould be 
panicular period oflime:. queslions in advance: is posled in advance uf the 
Typically. Ihe guest useful. guest's firsl intcflIctions. 
answers leanler 
Ilucstions. all hough the 
guest lIIay be asked to 
~"Oml1lent on work the 
class has already 
coml1leled. 

Dcbatc~ leamcrs may be Tum.taking musl be Timing IIIUSI be carefully 
assigned a topic and a carefully facilitated 10 slructured 10 a\low for 
$ide, eithcr as an crosun: equality for bolh dialogic inl=hange 
individual or group. and sides and :111 members of between sidcs. Rebuttals 
given time 10 rescareh a group. should be dcq>c:r and 
and generally rr~-pare for more reneelh·c than in:a 
lhelopie. synchronous dcbale and 

appropriate resources 
and refcrences should be 
ciled. 

Peer Feedback lc:amers are ask~-d to Srudenls pro\'iding t\synchronous pecr 
n:\"icw and comment on fcc:dbac:k mUSI review feedback encounlgcs 
each other's ideas and nutc:ri31 in advance aod more highly n:neeth·e 
work. Rubrics rnay be be pn:p3rcd. Studcnts feedback th:tn 
provided to help students ra:c:i\;ng feedback synchronous fcedback 
focus on lhc aPl'ropriale benefil from Ihe ability sessions. t\s a result. the 
criteria. 10 seclc clarification of timing of making the 

muddy points in real work available for 
lime. II is important 10 critique and providing 
have a way of saving fce:dback is critical. The 
feedback for later usc. instMlctor may wish to 
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Table 2. cont. 

l 
allow karncrs who 
rccchc rcedback lime to 
ask th~lr I'CSpondcnts ror 
clarification. 

~--~-'-------'-------

range of possible tasks. since activities arc simply vehicles through which effective 
motivation and learning can take place. In addition. the activities presented in this 
chapter arc not intended to be exhaustive in terms of their exemplification of how to 
motivate online students. Instead. our intcntion was to providc a few useful examples and 
ideas that can be adopted and adllpted by online instructors in higher education as well 
as business learning environments (for additional ideas. sec Bonk & Dennen. in press). 
And as online motivational ideas are modified and expanded. they can now be instan
taneously shared with other instructors around the globe. When that occurs, there will 
hopefully be fewer bored online learners and frustrated online instructors. 
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Motivational Can You Use? (Fill in the boxes 
Strategies 

with strategies that you could NOT Use, 
Mh~ht Use, or Will Definitely Use) 

Online NoWIW Maybe Definitely 
:: !P~';7~"'l (@ Motivation r/:, .. 

~Ii' 'lU t:"·, 
~. ~: : 

i' _ ...... ~ ;: ~ ::: I .' • 

~~ 

I. Social Ice 
Breakers, Tone, 

Climate 
2. Feedback 

3. Engagement 

4. Meaningfulness: 
Relevant, Authentic 

5. Choice 

6. Variety 

7. Curiosity: Fun 

8. Tension: 
Challenge, 
Dissonance, 
Controversy 

9. Interactive: 
Colla borative, 

Team, Community 
10. Goal Driven: 
Prod uct-Based 
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CREATIVE 

THINKING: 

THEORY, 

TECHNIQUES, 

AND 

ASSESSMENT 
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Creative Thinking 
(A Common Quote: "I'm Not Creative!!!") 

o. Creativity Definition: Young (1985): Creativity "is the skill of bringing about something new and 
valuable ... Creative people do more than break away from old patterns. They do more than find 
alternatives. They diverge from familiar patterns, but then they converge on new solutions. They 
break laws to remake them. They make hard decisions about what to include and what to eliminate. 
Creative people innovate. They aim toward newness. This can be considered in several senses:" 

b. 10+ Creative 1binking Ideas: 
1. Bminstorming More ideas/wilder the better, no eval, combo to improve 

(How to study better? How to raise test scores? What are best tchg techniques) 
2. Reverse Bminstorming 

(How to study.worse? How to lower test scores? What are worst tchg techniques) 
3. Creative Writing and Story Telling 

(Object obituaries, Tell a tall tale, cartoons, jokes/quips, story starters, wrap arounds, forced 
responses, newsletters, object talking, etc., Golub, 1994) 

4. Ideo-Spurring Questions, Checklists, or Curds (e.g., Osborn's SCAMPER method): How do we: 
~ubstitute, £ombine, i!dapt, modify/max-min, 1!ut to other uses, £Iim, rev/rearrange 

5. Six huts (wear different color hats for different types of thinking) 
6. Free Writing/Wet Inking 

(write without lifting pen for 3-5 minutes on, e.g., Best teacher ever had) 
7. Chcckeroourding, Attribute Listing, Morphological SyntheSis 

(Analyze or combine 2 key variables/components in grid/matrix; e.g., CT & CR) 
8. Analogies, Mctuphorical Thinking, Synectics, or Forced Associations 

(This school is like a _; An good presenter is like a _'1 IU hoops is like _?) 
9. Semantic Webbing/Chaining/LinldngIMapping of Ideas, Free Association Activities 

(What is a greenhouse effect? What is a good curric? What is effective tchg7) 
10. Simulations and Role Plays 

(computer sims, act out plays or literature, simulated games or performance) 

11. Other techniques 
• The Second Best Answer, What else, > 1 Right Answer (What else applies) 

• Elabomtion/ExpUcation (Another reason is) 
• Diaries, Personal Journals (When in the field, I want to jot down. .. ) 

• Just SupposelWhat If Exercises (What if we had cooperative exams?) 
• Creative Dramatics/lmprovisotion (imagine hearing, seeing, feeling) 
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Pedagogical Strategies: 
A. Creative Thinking 

1. Brainstorm, Reverse BS: Top Ten Lists 
2. Simulations, Creativity License Cards, Six Hats 
3. Wet Inking, Freewriting, or Diaries 
4. Role Plays & Assigning Thinking Roles 
5. Forced Wrap Arounds 
6. Semantic Webbing or Mapping 
7. Idea-Spurring Questions, Think Sheets 
8. Metaphors, What Ifs, Analogies 
9. Checkerboarding, Attribute Listing 
10. Exploration and Web Link Suggestions 

Activities-Creativity Tasks 

1. Metaphorical Thinking 
2. New Perspectives 
3. Webbing 
4. Just Suppose 
5. Creativity Awareness 
6. Creative Dramatics 
7. Creative Writing and Story Telling 
8. Wet Ink or Freewriting 
9. Brainstorming 
10. Reverse Brainstorming 

For example: 

Attribute Listing. Modification, and Transfonnation (Davis pp. 178-186) 
a. Attribute Webbing/Listing: "XYZ" shapes, colors. sizes. purpose, numbering. 
b. Attribute Modification: "XYZ"--atler listing attributes, think of ways to improve each. 
c. Alternative Uses: Uses for "XYZ" for this class or for teaching in general. 

(find the second best or third best suggestion) 
d. Attribute Transferring: "XYZ"--transfer ideas from one context to the next. 

(with idea spurring questions--p. 80; Davis 184-186) 
(What else is this like? What have others done? What else is this like? What 
could we copy? What has worked before?) 
(What can we borrow from a carnival. funeral parlor. track meet, wild west) 

e. Idea Spurring Questions: how MAXimize, MAGnify. arrangeRE. combine-adapt, 
subtutesti, 

EEEXXXAAGGGGGEEERRRAAATfTEEE. add new twist, modi fie, ChAnGe 
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Rearrange facts/what if (Pick one and write for a minute): 
I. What-if no one studied creativity and we had no understanding of creative 

processes? 
2. What-if no one assessed creativity? There were no cr measures or 

researchers? 
3. Just suppose you were in charge of curriculum? How would you address cr? 
4. What if we had standardized creativity or coop. learning tests in Indiana? 
5. What-if creative thinking was more prevalent in dogs than human beings? 
6. If people didn't need to sleep, would we be more creative in morning or at 

night? 
7. Suppose the Japanese were well known for creativity and creativity 

assessment? 
8. What-if more creative people lived 20 years longer than non less creative? 
9. What-if in 20 years, creativity became equated with intelligence? 
10. What would teaching creative thinking be like if we lived life in reverse ... ??? 
II. Just suppose Indiana assessed the level of dept. thoughtfulness? Would tchg 

be different? 
Which items would you like on your teacher report card? 

12. Just suppose teachers were asked to assess the level of student thinking? 
Select questions that could be added to a student report card. 
What would teaching be like? What would learning be like? 

Flexibility/Breaking Set Activity 
a. New Perspectives, Metaphoric Thkg, Analogies, Synectics, Breaking Set, 

Imagery, Aesthetics. 
Finding New Patterns. Juxtaposing Ideas, Seeing Functional Fixity, etc ... 

(See: Word games; Which one is different; Nine dots; Flying Pig; Davis 
pp. 125 & 133): Synectics: Direct. Personal. and Fantasy Analogies: 
Concealed colors. sentences/words: 13 original colonies 
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The Creative Insights of Heraclitus (as interpreted by V,n Oech) ('l 0 e ~ 
I. The cosmos speaks in patterns. 
2. Expect the Unexpected, or you won't find it. 
3. Everything flows. 
4. You can't step in the same river twice. 
5. That which opposes produces benefit. 
6. A wonderful harmony is created when \\le join together the seemingly unconnected. 
7. If all things turned to smoke, the nose would become the discerning organ. 
S. The Sun will not exceed its limits, because the avenging Furies, ministers of Justice, 

would find out. 
9. Lovers of wisdom must open their minds to very many things. 
10. I searched into myself. 
II. Knowing many things doesn't teach insight. 
12. Many fail to grasp what's right in the palm of their hand. 
13. When there is no sun, we can see the evening stars. 
14. The most beautiful order is a heap of sweepings piled up at random. 
15. Things love to conceal their true nature. 
16. Those who approach life like a child playing a game, moving and pushing pieces, 

possess the power of kings. 
17. Sea water is both pure and polluted: for fish it is drinkable and life-giving; for 

humans undrinkable and destructive. 
IS. On a circle, an end point can also be a beginning point. 
19. It is disease that makes health pleasant. hunger that makes fullness good. and 

weariness that makes rest s\veet. 
20. The doctor inflicts pain to cure suffering. 
21. The way up and the way down are one and the same. 
22. A thing rests by changing. 
23. The barley-wine drink falls apart unless it is stirred. 
24. While we're awake. we share one universe. but in sleep we each tum away to a world 

orour own. 
25. Dogs bark at what they don't understand. 
26. Donkeys prefer garbage to gold. 
27. Every walking animal is driven to its purpose with a whack. 
2S. There is a greater need to extinguish arrogance than a blazing fire. 
29. Your character is your destiny. 
30. The sun is new each day. 
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HCCF363 Lena Lee, Ph.D. (2007) 

How can we Kill children's Creativity? 

1. Surveillance: Hovering over kids, making them feel that they're 

constantly being watched/under constant observation while they 

are working, the new ideas hardly appear from their mind. 

2. Evaluation: When we constantly make kids worry about how they are 

doing, they ignore satisfaction with their accomplishments. 

3. Rewards: The excessive use of prizes deprives a child of the intrinsic 

pleasure of creative activity. 

4. Competition: Putting kids in a win-lose situation, where only one person 

can come out on top results in negating the process children 

progress at their own rates. 

5. Exceeding control: Constantly telling kid how to do things right makes 

children feel their originality as a mistake and think any 

exploration as a waste of time. 

6. Restricting choice: Telling children which activities they should engage 

in instead of letting them follow where their curiosity and passion 

doesn't lead to creative discovery and production. 

7. Pressure: Establishing unreasonably high expectations for a child's 

performance often ends up instilling aversion for a subject or 

activity. They often pressure children to perform and conform 

within strictly prescribed guidelines so as to deter experimentation, 

exploration, and innovation. They are often beyond children's 

developmen tal capabilities. 

* This was adapted from a book, 

Goleman, D., Kaufman, P., & Ray, M. (1992). The creative spirit. NY: Penguin Books. 
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Ten Creative Ways to Teach Math (Lena Lee, Ph.D., 2007) 
Here are some activities for your classroom to add a bit of sparkle and creativity. As children work, ask 
critical questions such as "Did you try this?" 'What would have happened if?" "Do you think you could?" to 
enhance children's understanding of mathematicql ideas and vocabulary. 

1. Use dramatizations. Invite children pretend to be in a ball (sphere) or box (rectangular prism), 
feeling the faces, edges, and corners and to dramatize simple arithmetic problems such as: Three 
frogs jumped in the pond, then one more, how many are there in all? 

2. Use children's bodies. Suggest that children show how many feet, mouths, and so on they have. 
When asked to show their "three arms," they respond loudly in protest, and then tell the adult how 
many they do have and show ("prove") it. Then invite children to show numbers with fingers, 
starting with the familiar, "How old are you?" to showing numbers you say, to showing numbers in 
different ways (for example. five as three on one hand and two on the other). 

3. Use children's play. Engage children in block play that allows them to do mathematics in 
numerous ways, including sorting, seriating, creating symmetric designs and buildings, making 
patterns, and so forth. Then introduce a game of Dinosaur Shop. Suggest that children pretend to 
buy and sell toy dinosaurs or other small objects, learning counting, arithmetic, and money 
concepts. 

4. Use children's toys. Encourage children to use "scenes" and toys to act out situations such as 
three cars on the road, or, later in the year, two monkeys in the trees and two on the ground. 

5. Use children's stories. Share books with children that address mathematics but are also good 
stories. later, help children see mathematics in any book. In Blueberries for Sal, by Robert 
McCloskey (Penguin, 1993; $9.99), children can copy "kuplink, kuplank, kuplunk!" and later tell 
you the number as you slowly drop up to four counters into a coffee can. 

6. Use children's natural creativity. Children's ideas about mathematics should be discussed with 
all children. Here's a "mathematical conversation" between two boys, each 6 years of age: 'Think 
of the biggest number you can. Now add five. Then, imagine if you had that many cupcakes." " 
Wow, that's five more than the biggest number you could come up with!" 

7. Use children's problem-solving abilities. Ask children to describe how they would figure out 
problems such as getting just enough scissors for their table or how many snacks they would 
need if a guest were joining the group. Encourage them to use their own fingers or manipulatives 
or whatever else might be handy for problem solving. 

8. Use a variety of strategies. Bring mathematics everywhere you go in your classroom, from 
counting children at morning meeting to setting the table, to asking children to clean up a given 
number or shape of items. Also. use a research-based curriculum to incorporate a sequenced 
series of learning activities into your program. 

9. Use technology. Try digital cameras to record children's mathematical work, in their play and in 
planned activities, and then use the photographs to aid discussions and reflections with children, 
curriculum planning, and communication with parents. Use computers wisely to mathematize 
situations and provide individualized instruction. 

10. Use assessments to measure children's mathematics learning. Use observations, 
discussions with children, and small-group activities to learn about children's mathematical 
thinking and to make informed decisions about what each child might be able to learn from future 
experiences. Also try computer assessments. Use programs that assess children automatically. 

Adapted./i"Otn the Building Blocks project's DLM Early Childhood Etpress Math; Clements & 
Sarama. 2003; Schiller, Clements. Sarama. & Lara-Alecio. 2003 
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TOP TEN TIPs: A SURVIVAL KIT FOR STUDENT WRITERS 
By Scott Lankford (Professor of English. Foothill College) 

BLOCK BUSTERS: Ten Tricks to Jump-Start Your Imagination 
CREATING CREATIVITY: Ten Techniques to Add "Spice" to Your Writing 
RAVENOUS READING: Ten Steps to Rev-Up Your Reading 

page 2 
3 

THOUGHTFUL THESIS: Ten Ways to Start Thinking For Yourself 
TERRIFIC TITlES: Ten Tricks to Attract Attention 
BRILUANT BEGINNINGS: Ten Ways to Hook Your Reader on Line One 
TEMPTING TRANSITIONS: Lexical Lubricants to Help Your Ideas Flow Smoothly 
EXEMPLARY EVIDENCE: The Top Ten Ways to Prove Your Point 
WISE WORDCHOICE: The Difference between the Lightning and the Lightning Bug 
OPTIMAL ORGANIZATION: Ten Ways to Craft a Winning Game Plan 
EXTRAORDINARY ENDINGS: How to End with a Bang, Not a Whimper 
RADICAL REVISIONS: The Top Ten Rough Draft Remedies 
PERFECT PROOFREADING: Ten Ways to Polish Your Final Draft to Perfection 
ESL ESSENTIALS: Editing Tips, Extra Courses, and Resources for Multi-Lingual Writers 
UTERARY LAUNCHPADS: Ten Approaches to Writing about Poems, Plays, or Stories 
BUSINESS BASICS: Ten Ways to Write Better Business Letters and Memos 
IN-CLASS TEST TIPS Ten Tricks for Writing Better In-class Essays 
TOP TEN WAYS TO QUOTE Ten Choices for Presenting Textual Evidence 
TOP TEN WAYS TO TYPE TITlES Ten Examples of Terrific Title Typing 
TOP TEN TUTORS Ten Places to Get Feedback, Support, and Inspiration 
EDITING CHECKLIST Ten Questions to Ask about any Essay Before You Hand It In 
ESSAY COVER SHEETS Enough to Last All Quarter (for Out-of-Class Essays Only) 
REWRITE COVER SHEETS Enough to last all quarter; includes self-evaluation checklist 
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT GRADING STANDARDS Applies to all English lA's at Foothill 
SPEll-CHECK POEM A Humorous Reminder that Spell-Check Has Serious Weaknesses 
PROOFREADING POTATOES On Potatoes, Procrastinators, and Prognosticators 
BAD METAPHOR CONTEST WINNERS Like, Don't Let Your Essay Be the Next Entry 
SAMPLE TIMELINE FOR CA TFISH AND MANDALA 
SAMPLE CHAPTER TITlES OUTLINE FOR CA TFISH AND MANDALA 
SAMPLE CHAPTER TITlES OUTLINE FOR FAST FOOD NATION 
WRITING CENTER HOURS AND FAQ'S 
HOW TO USE THE WRITING CENTER 
STUDENT COMMENTS ON THE VALUE OF THE WRITING CENTER 
AN OPEN LETTeR TO ESL AND INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 
HOW TO USE THE LANGUAGE ARTS LAB 
LANGUAGE ARTS LAB REFERRAL FORM 
SAMPLE STANDARD AMERICAN COllEGE ESSAY FORMAT 
SAMPLE WORKS CITED PAGE 
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CREATING CREATIVITY: The Top Ten Ways to Add "Spice" to Your Writing 
A good cook adds a subtle combination of spices to bring out the flavor in foods. 

The same is true in writing -- except that in writing the "spice" is food for thought. To 
provide that extra pinch of creativity to any essay you might add: 

1. Six-Senses Descriptions 
What do you see, hear, smell, taste, touch, and feel? 

2. Time-Travel Flashbacks 
Jump back in time to the most dramatic, most memorable moment. 

3. Slow Motionl Zoom In 
Slow down time to a crawl. Describe one minute, one second, one moment in delicious 
detail, like a slow-motion movie. Tiny, telling details create unforgettable images. 

4. Comparisons/Contrast 
What is your subject "like"? What is your subject unlike? Like sweet and sour in 
cooking (or in love), opposites attract--and explode with fresh flavor and en~gy. 

5. Show Don't Tell 
Instead of writing -I was angry" or a She felt sad, n think what actions or words or 
gestures could you use to show - literarily to "act out" - the essence of an emotion or 
idea. How can you "show" the reader wnat you mean without -telling" them directly? 

6. Humor 
Even serious situations have hidden humor. Just be sure to laugh with people, not at 
them. Used wisely, humor is the most efficient way to use (not lose) an audience. 

7. Quotes, Dialogue, and Slang 
Use famous quotes, dialog, slang, foreign phrases, and technical terms to add 
creative zest to your descriptions. 

8. Suspense 
Tease, taunt, and tantalize your reader with hints and cliffhangers. Let every page 
leave them begging for more. 

9. Point of View 
Nothing to say? Change perspectives: use You, He, She, We, or They instead of I. 

10. Imagine That 
Ask your reader to imagine a perfect world in which the issues you describe no 
longer exist-or a nightmare world where those same problems have expanded! 

3 
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Measuring Literacy in a World Gone Digital 

By TOM ZELLER Jr. 

T here was a time when researching a high school or college term paper was a far simpler thing. A student 
writing about, say, Count Ferdinand von Zeppelin, might have checked out a book on the history of 

aviation from the local library or tucked into the family's dog-eared Britannica. An ambitious college freshman 
might have augmented the research by looking up some old newspaper clips on microfilm or picking up a 
monograph in the stacks. 

Today, in a matter of minutes. students can identify these and thousands of other potential resources on the 
Internet - and, as any teacher will attest, they are not always adept at sorting the wheat from the chaff. 

Now the Educational Testing Service, the nonprofit group behind the SAT, Graduate Record Examination and 
other college tests, has developed a new test that it says can assess students' ability to make good critical 
evaluations of the vast amount of material available to them. 

The Information and Communications Technology literacy assessment, which will be introduced at about two 
dozen colleges and universities later this month, is intended to measure students' ability to manage exercises 
like sorting e-mail messages or manipulating tables and charts, and to assess how well they organize and 
interpret information from many sources and in myriad forms. About 10,000 undergraduates at schools from 
the University of California, Los Angeles to Bronx Community College are expected to take the test during the 
first offering period, which ends March 31. 

Still, just what is meant by "information" or even "technological" literacy remains a hotly debated topic in 
academic circles. and there is no widespread agreement on whether such skills can be taught. much less 
measured in a test. What seems certain, however, is that a lucrative market is emerging for testing companies 
that are willing to fill the perceived need. 

The initial technology test is aimed at midlevel college students, but the Educational Testing Service says it 
has also received inquiries from high schools and businesses. And while the new assessment is not a 
high-stakes requirement for academic advancement like the SAT, it seems inevitable that most students will 
one day need to prove themselves along these lines. 

Part of the problem, many educators say, is that the traditional vetting process for information is now so easily 
bypassed. 

"In an earlier time, information came. really, from only one place: the university library," said Lorie Roth, the 
assistant vice chancellor of academic programs for the California State University system, one of seven school 
systems that worked with the testing company over the last two years to develop the test. "Now it is all part of 
one giant continuum, and often the student is the sole arbiter of what is good information, what is bad 
information and what all the shades arc in between." 

But not everyone agrees that measuring information literacy can be done, even with a standardized test. 
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"There is a basic problem with identifying a single set of skills that could possibly relate to all people," said 
Stanley Wilder, the associate dean of the River Campus Libraries at the University of Rochester in New York, 
who wrote a withering assessment of the information literacy movement in The Chronicle of Higher Education 
two weeks ago. "There isn't a serious critique of any of the assumptions that info-literacy makes," Mr. Wilder 
said in an interview. "They'll tell you that it teaches critical thinking, but there's never been a study that 
measures whether students are really lacking this, or whether libraries can impact this." 

Be that as it may, it is true that the information literacy movement could prove a windfall for companies like 
the Educational Testing Service. 

Developing metrics for measuring how much students know - or how much they have yet to learn - has 
become a lucrative market. Eduventures, a research firm in Boston, estimated the assessment market for 
prekindergarten to Grade 12 - excluding the college years and beyond - at $1.8 billion for 2003. Given 
President Bush's announcement last Wednesday that he plans to expand the standardized testing mandated 
under the No Child Left Behind Act - which includes a commitment to "ensuring that every student is 
technologically literate by the time the student finishes the eighth grade" - the market for assessments is 
certain to grow. 

Beyond the SAT, the Educational Testing Service controls a separate boutique market of higher-level tests like 
the Graduate Record Examination and the Graduate Management Admission Test. Despite its nonprofit status, 
it is the world's largest private educational testing and measurement organization. The company administers 
and scores nearly 25 million tests annually in more than 180 countries, and posted $825 million in revenues 
for fiscal year 2004. 

In an extensive report. "Tech Tonic: Towards a New Literacy of Technology," published in September, the 
Alliance for Childhood, a nonprofit group that is often skeptical of technology in schools, was critical of the 
new test. "For E.T.S., this is part of a broader global plan to develop and promote international technology 
literacy standards. and then otTer countries around the world a chance to buy a full array of assessment 
products and services that can be used to implement their standards," the report said. 

But if critics see this as an unjustified entry into an already littered field of standardized tests, the company 
argues that the information age - and a new culture of accountability - demand it. 

"I think there's always that tension." said Teresa Egan. the project manager who is steering the test's release at 
the end of this month. "People feel there's too much testing across the board now. Or they ask whether we are 
focusing so much time on testing that students don't have time for other educational experiences. 

"But the public wants accountability. People want to ensure that colleges are actually preparing students for 
the future - the future being an information society." The technology test will cost colleges around $25 a 
student - discounted to $20 for institutions that sign up during the first testing period. Students will take the 
Web-based exam in classrooms or instruction labs, logging on with access codes purchased by their schools. 
Scores in the first round will be aggregated for each institution; the company aims to make scoring for 
individual students available in 2006. 

In 200 I. the testing company brought together an international consortium of educators, technology specialists 
and government representatives to begin defining the core characteristics of information consumption at the 
college level. 

Knowing where and how to lind intormation, they agreed, was just the beginning. Interpreting, sorting. 
evaluating, manipulating and repackaging information in dozens of forms from thousands of sources - as well 
as having a fundamental understanding of the legal and ethical uses of digital materials - are also important 
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components. 

"Critical thinking is a central aspect of the new economy," said Robert B. Reich, the secretary oflabor in the 
Clinton administration, who is now a professor of social and economic policy at Brandeis University. 
Professor Reich is also the author of the 1991 book "Work of Nations: Preparing Ourselves for 21 st Century 
Capitalism," which provided a something ofa touchstone for the infonnation literacy movement. "Our high 
school curricula are locked into an industrial age that may have only a tangential relationship to the 
infonnation age," he said in an interview. 

To the extent that efforts like the new technology test help reshape curriculums along these lines, Mr. Reich 
said, they probably will help. 

According to Ms. Egan of the Educational Testing Service, the test is also fun. 

"Can you help me tind a good source of products and gifts designed for left-handers'?" reads a sample question 
from a fictitious office manager. "I'd like someplace that offers a wide range of merchandise with product 
guarantees - also that has an online catalog and online ordering. Discounts would also be a plus." 

Fictitious colleagues might then make suggestions via e-mail, and the test taker might also get input by instant 
message from people using screen names like SkyDiver, JJJunior and TV Junkie. The test taker would be asked 
to consider the various sources and suggestions, and to rank them by relevance to the original request. 

Other parts of the test ask students to do everything from the seemingly mundane (like sorting e-mail messages 
into appropriate folders) to head-scratching tasks like "reordering a table to maximize efficiency in two tasks 
with incompatible requirements," according to a brochure. 

Asked ifshe had taken the test herself. Ms. Egan responded, "What a cruel question. 

"I took it earlier on, when there was no way to produce a score from it. But I knew myself that there was a lot I 
needed to learn." 

Copynght 2005 The New York T,mes Company I Home I Privacy Policy I Search I Corrections I RSS I J::!g!Q I Back to Top 
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Testing Your Cybersmarts 
Tho Educational Testing ServICC. which also admlOisters lhe SAT. has developed the Informallon and 
Communications Technology lest 10 gauge a student's ability 10 navigale digiialinformal!on from a variety of 
SOUICOS. Horo is ono sample from tho test: 

The problem: 
Comparing information 
The eJCamlOee .... 'O:ks lor an 
3rchitectUiai lirm and is asked 
to lind a source 01 preducts lor 
its many leh·handed 
archllocts. 

SEAHCH CRlrERoA 

Wide rango of products WltIl 

product gl.l:Jfanrocs. all onl:"~ 

Cilla/og and orrlme orOering 
dlscoull/s. 

, ................ &.o._~ .. "'''' .... ~_, .......... 

1 Examining the sources 
The examinee receives til ref! 
e-mailll1essages lrolll putelltlal 
sources The exarnlllee must CJo 
thlllugh ttll~ e-mad to idenllly and 
gRlhAr thl! n@ce!>sar~' inlormallnn 

iJ1E EMAIL I.fESs-ac.!;S 
One tl;Js a link ro a Web t)Jgc. one 
h.1s an olttachf'd <Id~crrjscmcnr .1<Jd 
the orher is a deraIled message 

~ Close Window 

.. 
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2 Summarizing the data 

Alter galhermg Ihe data. :he 9xam:nee LS pres&nted 
WIth a tablo that includes the three sources, and 
musl solect the appropriate fields lor compall!>OfI. 

3 Ranking 
the sources 
Ahor completing tho 
tablo. the eJCam'nee 
n'ust Interpret Itle 
:esljl!s and ranK the 
three sources correctly 
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2S Creative Thinking Techniques: 

Visual Thinking Activities: 
1. Perceptual Exercises and Visual Demonstrations 

Figure-Ground, Hidden Figures, playful perception 
2 Imagery, Guided Visualization, Fantasizing, Daydreaming 

Finding muse, insights, overcoming emotional blocks, mental image 
3. Metaphoric Thinking, Similes, and Forced Associations 

Life like a ? School like a ? 
4. Synectics and Analogical Thinking 

Figural, Direct, Personal, Fantasy, Compressed Conflict/Oxymorons 
5. Breaking Set and Finding New Patterns 

Break out of functional fixity, Make familiar strange 

Idea Listing Activities: 
6. Attribute Listing (problem or product is divided into key attributes addressed separately) 

(also referred to as Checkerboarding and Jot Charting) 
Modifying--Iist main attributes of a problem object and think of ways to improve. 
Transferring--borrowing attributes or ideas from another place; analogical thinking. 

7. Morphological Synthesis (combine two attributes in the form of a grid) 
8. The Second Best Answer, > 1 Right Answer, What else, Elaboration/Explication 
9. Idea Spurring Checklists and Cards; e.g., Osborn's SCAMPER method: 

~ubstitute, ~ombine, .adapt, modify/max-min, l2ut to other uses, ~lim, rev/rearrange 
10. Just Suppose/What If?/Rearrange Facts/Reorganize Information 

Writing Activities: 
11. Semantic WebbingiChainingILinkingIMapping 
12. Free WritingIWet Ink 
13. Reflection Writing: Diaries, Personal Journals 
14. Creative Writing 

Newsletters, Cartoons, Quips, Riddles, Jokes, Humor, Stories, Books, Twisted Fairy 
Tales, Object Talking, Telling Lies, Third Eye, Object Obituaries, Telling Tall Tales 

15. Sentence Stems/Story Starters/Openers/Warm-up (e.g., Another reason is, In contrast to) 

Group Interaction Activities: 
16. SimulationslRole Plays/Sociodramas/Mock Trials/Show & Tell 
17. Creative Dramatics/lmprovisation/Pantomime 

Movement, imagine, hear, touch, smell, tastes ... 
Hold up roof, biggest thing, stretching, mirrors, toe tips, people machines, puppets 

18. Fish Bowl 
19. Six Hats (an example of Lateral Thinking) 
20. Nominal Group Process, Brainstorming, Reverse Brainstorming 

More ideaslwilder the better, hitchhiking encouraged, no eval, combo to improve 

Process-Product Oriented Activities: 
21. Problem Finding and Defining 
22. Future Problem Solving, Odyssey of the Mind, and Science Olympiad 

Multistep probs, unknowns, decisions, teams, communicate, self-directed, ambiguity 
23. Creativity by Oesign/Problem-Based Learning/Make a Creative Product/Inventing 

Use design q's, possib/ideas b/4 commitments/details, explore models, think on paper 
Good results, easy to use, safe, durable, attractive, comfortable, reasonable cost 

24. Creative Problem Solving, Guided Design, AUT A, Incubation Model, 
25. Model Building ~)c.:,-g Q.. I u tJ 
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Young (1985): Creativity (p .. 78) "is the skill of bringing about something new and valuable." 
p. 82 "Creative people do more than break away from old patterns. They do more than find alternatives. 
They diverge from familiar patterns, but then they converge on new solutions. They break laws to remake 
them. They make hard decisions ~bout what to include and what to eliminate. Creative people innovate. 
They aim toward newness. This can be considered in several senses:" 

Six General Principles of Creativity (perkins, 1984) 
1. Involves aesthetic (i.e., original, powerful, fundamental) as much as practical thinking. 
2. Depends on attention to purpose (i.e., structure, standards, goals) as much as to results. 
3. Depends on mobility (i.e., flexibility, divergency, revision) more than fluency. 
4. Depends on working at the edge (i.e., challenge) more than at the center of competence. 
5. Depends as much on being subjective as on being objective. 
6. Depends on intrinsic, more than extrinsic, motivation. 

(Schools shun aesthetics, purpose, mobility/divergency, challenge, multiple viewpoints, internal motivation) 

Oveniew of Perkins Smart Schools (1992) (Chapters 1-6) 
1. Inert, unconnected knowledge is inferior to classroom emphasizing higher-order thinking. 
2. Need effort-related definition of intelligence not single entity 
3. Cultural and classroom expectations impact on effort. 
4. There are multiple theories of learning and multiple ways to teach; pick a good one(s). 
5. There are many ways to teach for understanding and to test student understanding. 
6. Meta-awareness of our understanding is of primary importance in the metacurriculum. 
7. There are a # of overlapping trends in education: whole language, concept mapping, etc. 
8. Dispositions of good thkg (e.g., broad, adventurous, curious, plan, strategic, eval) are impt. 
9. Transfer is not automatic; need a good shepard or bridging/scaffolding learning. 
10. Good classroom learning results from realizing the distributed nature of intelligence. 

Roger von Occh from A Whack in the Side or the Head (1983): 
Soft Thinking: metaphor, dream, play, child, hunch, ambiguous, fantasy, approximate, humor. 
Hard Thinking: logic, reason, work, adult, analysis, consistency, reality, exact, precision. 

Whack in the Head Tips: 
1. Challenge the rules and play the revolutionary. 
2. #1 has its dangers. 
3. Periodically inspect your ideas to see if the help your thinking. 
4. Avoid falling in love with ideas. 
5. Hold rule inspecting and rule discarding sessions in your organization. 
6. Take advantage of ambiguity and think of how else you might use something. 
7. Cultivate your personal resources so as to look for more than 1 meaning. 
8. Write an ambiguous job description for yourself. 
9. If you make an error, use it as a stepping stone to a new idea. 
10. Strengthen your risk muscle at least once every 24 hours. 

p. 65 "TIP: For more effective thinking, rotate your ideas every 10,000 thoughts. Creativity involves not only 
generating new ideas, but escaping from obsolete ones as well." 

Davis (1992) Principles or Creativity: 
1. Creativity is not just for artists, inventors, scientists. 
2. Creativity is a way of thinking and living. 
3. Creative people are "creatively conscious." 
4. Creative people see things from different viewpoints. 
5. Creative people do not grab the first idea that comes along. 
6. Creative people are willing to take some risks and fail. 
7. Creative people are aware of conformity pressure and are not afraid to be different. 
8. Creative people play with ideas and act like a child and think up "wild" possibilities. 
9. Creativity is not mysterious; it is the modification of an old idea or new combo of, old. 
10. Creative people use special techniques and talents to find new idea combinations. 

P~L I ~l"f 
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\Vhat is creativity'! 

Creativity is defined as the interaction among aptitude, process, and environment by which an 
individual or group produces a perceptible product that is both novel and useful as defined within a 
social context (Plucker, Beghetto, Dow, 2004). The perceptual product can be an object such as a 
painting, book, or drawing, or it can be an intangible object such as an idea, or new way of doing 
something. The concept of "novel" refers to the statistical infrequency within the population and the 
useful refers to the value that society places on the product. 

Can anyone be creath'c? 

The distinction between creativity, as defined above, and everyday creativity is often referred to as big 
"e" little "c" creativity (Gardner, 1993). Big "e" creativity has global significant and is valuable to 
society, whereas little "c" creativity has personal value to either an individual or a few others. 

Examples of a big "e" creativity include the invention of the automobile, the Mona Lisa, and the 
internet. Examples of little "c" creativity include your child's kindergarten painting, your high school 
poem that was never published, the novel way you get your child to brush his or her teeth. Sometimes 
little "e" creativity can evolve into big "e" creativity. 

History of Creativity 

The methodological inquiry into human creativity stems from early research into intelligence, 
most notably Galton's seminal publication entitled Inquires inlo Human Faculty, 1883. In this 
book Galton explored the nature of intelligence and creativity as detennined by imagination. 

Following Galton, additional intelligence researchers, most notably, Kolher 
(1927) studied problem solving among chimpanzees. While stranded on an 
island due to the war be began studying anny chimpanzees. His famous work 
with Sultan was on problem solving. Kohler noticed that when Sultan, where 
trying to obtain bananas suspended overhead, out of reach, he sat down and 
appeared to think, he then suddenly jumped up and retrieved some crates to 
stack them in order to reach the bananas. Kohler tenned this problem solving 

p C\.q Q.. ~ \ 10 
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"insightlt Insight is defined as the sudden realization of the correct solution, 
often as a result of taking a novel approach. 

Page 2 of4 

Wallas. O?2_~}!h~~~.!'.~~_~. fO':lr.~e m.odel()f ~reatiyi!Y.. The first stage, preparation, the individual gathers 
Pnpmtion-ptlluin; infonnation about the problem he or she is attempting to 
ildbna&tlona.ttha solve. The more infonnation obtained the higher then 
,,"11m '\ chances are that you will solve the problem 

'Va6:d)on - PIltmc 
, U. toldiDn ~ tht tut 

In the second state, incubation, the individual puts aside the 
problem and works on other projects. This is the point at 

~-~thtpdl_to which the subconscious mind continues to work on the 
,jt 011 u. Mck lIa-a while U. 
iMintWr-eumotJtertlUnp problem. 

-/ Caka WA_MlW). 

Stage three illumination (also known as "A-ha!lI) is the 
sudden realization of the correct solution. 

th! JUbn nalizatioa 
ortlle tolrltion the final stage four, verification, consists of the individual 

;,..-.---------------.-----' returning to the problem to detennine if the solution is 
acceptable. I f the solution is not acceptable then individual returns to the initial stage of preparation and gathers 
additional information (including the failed solution) 

In in 1950, Guildford. who is considered the father of creativity, spearheaded a campaign to revive the dying field of 
. Galotte .50 ~ .Juno 1950 creativity inquiry in his Presidential 

EXTRA EXTRA~ Read all about it! 

Man gives birth to Creativity 

address given at the American 
Psychological Association. His speech 
sparked new interest in the once fading 
field and lead to a flurry of interest in 

C4IIlIltG~ .-d .. !lOre IK!tee. Cas'lII.- ~JB; U ~ ~-. CCIOIIIr'4 creativity and the desire to disentangle 
".. 0 .. 1.1,... __ _ _ 'u ~ ~ Co aqlc. -=~ 
AIIed._ bpctdcvtn1 Assoct&ie" lIoh11LC. 'U ample. A ..a p~ creativity intelligence. Guilford arguing 
e...~mIee 1ft 19:50. Oooil".rd" .. is ndI U ~ • 14 ?lOU: 0 ~ con-e= 
~ __ .....s "" ....... .1 cnc""~. ~ , ~ Ie die !)OCellI! ot against the prevailing, contemporary 
=H;l~ ;; .::::rtf' ~i.. :: ~~ __ .~-2:!:!!"£lliU theories about a single, general 
.1'IttIl~eol ..tte.a ~ ... 8. __ ..,.... ...... __ " • "'daD..,. '.D1.AI_'et'. =~~~.= II DKQ1 mtelligence presented compelling _ ..... ..:..a~ -.::: ::::: Me 4116Mw.... . II ~ JIB lIDO evidence for distinct components of •• --- .. -""&7 ....... "111 -.... ~th~ Udn ... .u--.s. ___ A, _. ~~ :u ~ intelligence in his famous Structure of 
lmeu&...... OaUCUtl.......,..,.aMc. !!t_ CIIt-. - ~ 
- ~ 0 ___ . .,., a.nrsu 1lnI=- t.tb ~. :r ~ Intelligence (SOl) model. The SOl 
-- II '~. tmua1 ..... u........ ~.SEW ~ ~ u 
.-.. -, 1""9 ..u-... ~v II _____ III' model is a comprehensive theoretical 
~ at' • Of 1BeL1Sfaca iD ~ tao" .:J::bl~ -= 
lIB --- '"""- 0' ........ a- 1M ~ .. * .. ca:otUft .. • framework of over 100 components of 
:.::: :: .:. cc:"c:o ..... ~ =°Cllt-Wo~" -dIllS' human intelligence which includes those 
UDCIUSllllaa .... tIIdIda GINo iii 

IIOItDl Is.. WiNZVGlS ..s ~ Ll __ ~~5s~~~-~-~~~~·~~~~~~I!~~~~~~~~~~BilJ~~~~cr~~ty.~~~s ~ model lies convergent and divergent 
thinking. Convergent thinking is the 

process toward obtaining a single, successful solution. For example, a math problem such as 33 x 14 yields a single 
correct solution. 

Divergent thinking is the process of finding many, successful solutions. Divergent thinking typically occurs when 
individuals are attempting to solve a problem that has no unique solution, or are presented with a novel problem 
situation when a solution has not yet been discovered. In contrast, convergent thinking occurs when thought is 
directed towards one correct and socially accepted solution. Creative problem solving involves both convergent and 
divergent ~nking. First divergent thinking is employed to generate a diverse assortment of possible solutions to a 
problem, then convergent thinking to narrow dO\\l1 the multiple possibilities t~ converge on a single best solution to 
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successfully solve the problem. As a result of Guilford's efforts, research into creativity grew as others sought to 
further isolate creativity from intelligence and to develop approaches to measure creativity to detennine the factors 
that influence creativity. 

How to researchers measure creativity? 

There are many tests that have been devised to measures creativity. Unfortunately not everyone has 
agreed upon the same definition, so the tests can be very different. 

Creativity, traditionally, is measured with four components. 

1. Originality = infrequency of response, product, or idea 
2. Fluency = number of responses, 
3. Flexibility = tile degree of difference of the responses, in other words do they come from a single 
4. Elaboration = the amount of detail 

Creativity Tests 

The Unusual Uses Test (Guilford, Merrifield, & Wilson, 1958) is a test of divergent thinking in which 
individuals are asked to give as many substitute uses for common items. such as a brick or paperclip. 
newspaper, etc). 

Responses for the brick example range from not very original "use as a door stop" to very original "a 
child uses it as a mock coffin at a Barbie funerar'. 

Another, and perhaps the most popular, assessment of creativity is the Torrance Tests of Creative 
Thinking (Torrance, 1974). This assessment presents the test taker with an abstract figure (such as 
three wavy, parallel lines) and asks "list all the things this figure could be" the student might then 
respond with "a river, ocean waves, dancing snakes" etc. Scoring for divergent thinking tests typically 
address fluency (number of responses), originality (rareness of responses), flexibility (the variety of 
responses), and elaboration (amount of detail in the response) 
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I Books on Creativity 

Cracking Creativity: The Secrets of Creative Genius by Michael Michalko ISBN: 1580083110 

Creative Intelligence: Toward Theoretic Integration by Donald Ambrose and Mark A. Runco ISBN: 1572734663 

Creative Whack Pack by Roger Von Oech ISUN: 0880793589 

Creativity: Flow and the Psychology of Discovery and Invention by Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi ISBN: 0060928204 

The Creativity Rescarch Handbook, Vol. 1 and 2 edited by Mark A. Runco 

Creativity and Affcct by Melvin P. Shaw, Mark A. RUllco ISBN: 1567500129 

Creativity as an Educational Objective for Disadvantaged Students by Mark A. Runco ISBN: 0788104403 

Divergent Thinking by Mark A. Runco ISBN: 0893917001 

Eminent Creativity, Everyday Creativity, and Health by Mark A. Runco, Russell Eisenman, Ruth Richards, 
Albert Rothenberg, Arnold M. Ludwig ISBN: 1567501745 

Encyclopedia of Creativity Vol I and 2 by Steven Pritzker and Mark Runco (Eds) ISBN: 0122270754 

Expect the Unexpected or You Won't Find It: A Creativity Tool Based on the Ancient Wisdom of Heraclitus 
by Roger Von Oech and George Willet ISBN: 1576752275 

Flow: The Psychology of Optimal Experience by Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi ISBN: 0060920432 

Handbook of Creativity by Robert J. Sternberg (Editor) (Paperback) ISBN: 0521576040 

• 

A Kick in the Seat of the Pants: Using Your Explorer, Artist, Judge, & Warrior to Be More Creative by Roger 

Von Oech ISBN: 0060960248 

Thinkertoys: A Handbook of Business Creativity by Michael Michalko ISBN: 0898154081 

A Whack on tbe Side of the Head: How You Can Be More Creative by Roger Von Oech and George Willet ISBN: 
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·1 Journals in the Field ] 

Creativity Research Journal Editor.Mark A. Runco ISBN: 0805899308 

Journal of Creativity Behavior Editor Thomas B. Ward 
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THE ART OF GENIUS 
Eight Ways to Think Like Einstein 

. -
How do geniuses come up with ideas? What links the thinking style 

The that produced Mona Lisa with the one that spawned the theory of 
Bright relativity? What can we learn from the thinking strategies of the Idoa Galileos, Edlsons, and Mozarts of history? 

Ir~~~IGgonlu9 For years, scholars tried to study genius by analyzing statistics. In 

The Art 
of 
Genius 

1904, Havelock Ellis noted that most geniuses were fathered by men 
older than 30, had mothers younger than 25, and usually were sickly 
children. Other researchers reported that many were celibate 
(Descartes), fatherless (Dickens), or motherless (Darwin). In the 
end, the data Illuminated nothing. 

Academics also tried to measure the links between intelligence and 
genius. But they found that run-of-the-mill physicists had IQs much 
higher than Nobel Prize-winner and extraordinary genius Richard 
Feynman, whose IQ was a merely respectable 122. Genius Is not 

Mind and about scoring 1600 on your SATs, mastering 14 languages at the age 
of 7, or even being especially smart. As psychologist Joy P. Guilford 

Matter and others have demonstrated, creativity is not the same as 
Intelligence. 

The 
Genius 
and the 
Nut 

Brain 
Stretch 

Most people of average Intelligence can figure out the expected 
conventional response to a given problem. For example, when asked 
"What Is one-half of 13?" most of us Immediately answer six and 
one-half. That's because we tend to think reproductively. When 
confronted with a problem, we sift through what we've been taught 
and what has worked for us In the past, select the most promising 
approach, and work within a clearly defined direction toward the 
solution. 

Geniuses, on the other hand, think productively. They ask "How 
many different ways can I look at this problem?" and "How many 
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ways can I solve it?" A productive thinker, for example, would find a 
number of ways to "halve 13": 

6.5 
113 = 1 and 3 
THIR TEEN = 4 
XliII = 11 and 2 
XIII = 8 

The mark of genius is the willingness to explore all the alternatives, 
not just the most likely solution. Asked to describe the difference 
between himself and an average person, Albert Einstein explained 
that the averag~ person faced with the problem of finding a needle in 
a haystack would stop when he or she located a needle. But Einstein 
would tear through the entire haystack looking for all possible 
needles. 

Reproductive thinking fosters rigidity. This is why we so often fail 
when we're confronted with a new problem that appears on the 
surface to be similar to others we've solved, but is, in fact, 
significantly different in its deep structure. Interpreting such a 
problem through the prism of past experience will inevitably lead you 
astray. If you think the way you've always thought, you'll get what 
you've always gotten. 

For centuries the Swiss dominated the watch industry. But in 1968, 
when a U.S. Inventor unveiled a battery-powered watch with no 
bearings or mainspring at the World Watch Congress, every Swiss 
watch manufacturer rejected it because It didn't fit their limited 
paradigm. Meanwhile, Seiko, a Japanese electronics company, took 
one look at the Invention and proceeded to change the future of the 
world watch market. 

Biologists have long known that a gene pool lacking In variation will 
sooner or later be unable to adapt to changing circumstances. In 
time, the genetically encoded wisdom will convert to foolishness, 
with consequences fatal to the species. Similarly, we all have a rich 
repertoire of Ideas and concepts based on past experiences that 
enable us to survive and prosper. But without any provision for 
variation, they become stagnant and Ineffectual. 

When Charles Darwin returned to England after his famous trip to the 
Galapagos Islands, he showed the finch specimens he found there to 
distinguished zoologist John Gould. But Gould didn't know how to 
Interpret them. Thinking the way he had been conditioned to think, 
he assumed that, since God made one set of birds when he created 
the world, the specimens from different locations would be Identical. 

n "nil " • • .• 
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As a result, he thought Darwin's finches, which looked quite different 
from the English variety, represented a distinct species -- and missed 
the textbook case of evolution right In front of him. As it turned out, 
Darwin didn't even know the birds were finches, but because of his 
unorthodox way of thinking, he came up with an Idea that would 
reshape the way we see the world. 

By studying the notebooks, correspondence, and conversations of 
some of the world's great thinkers In SCience, art, and industry, 
scholars have Identified eight thinking strategies that enable 
geniuses to generate original Ideas: 

Einstein's theory of relativity is, in essence, a description of the 
interaction between different perspectives. Sigmund Freud's 
analytical methods were designed to find details that didn't fit 
traditional paradigms in order to come up with a completely new 
point of view. To solve a problem creatively, you must abandon the 
first approach that comes to mind, which usually stems from past 
experience, and reconceptualize the problem. Thus geniuses do not 
merely solve existing problems; they Identify new ones. 

Once geniuses have a certain minimal verbal facility, they develop 
visual and spatial abilities that allow them to display information in 
new ways. The explosion of creativity fn the Renaissance was 
intimately tied to the development of graphic illustration during that 
period, notably the scientific diagrams of Leonardo da Vinci and 
Gallleo Galilei. Gallleo revolutionized science by making his thought 
graphically visible while his contemporaries used more conventional 
means. Similarly, Einstein thought In terms of spatial forms, rather 
than along purely mathematical or verbal lines. In fact, he believed 
that words and numbers, as they are written or spoken, did not play 
a significant role In his thinking process. . 

Thomas Edison held 1,093 patents, stili the record. He guaranteed a 
high level of productivity by giving himself Idea quotas: one minor 
Invention every 10 days and a major Invention every six months. 
Johann Sebastian Bach wrote a cantata every week, even when he 
was sick or exhausted. Wolfgang Mozart produced more than 600 
pieces of music. In a study of 2,036 scientists, Dean Keith Simonton 
of the University of California at Davis found that the most respected 
scientists produced more "bad" works than their less successful 
peers. 

Like playful children with buckets of building blocks, geniuses 
constantly combine and recombine Ideas, images, and thoughts. 
Einstein didn't invent the concepts of energy, mass, or speed of 
light; he simply combined them In a novel way. The laws of heredity 
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were developed by Gregor Mendel, who combined mathematics and 
biology to create a new science of genetics. 

Their facility to connect the unconnected enables geniuses to see 
things others miss. Oa Vinci noticed the similarity between the sound 
of a bell and a stone hitting water -- and concluded that sound 
travels in waves. Organic chemist F.A. Kekule intuited the shape of 
the ringlike benzene molecule by dreaming of a snake biting its tail. 
When Samuel Morse was trying to figure out how to produce a 
telegraphic signal strong enough to transmit coast to coast, he 
observed teams of horses being exchanged at a relay station. His 
solution? Give the traveling signal periodic boosts of power. 

Geniuses, according to physicist David Bohm, are able to think 
differently because they can tolerate ambivalence between two 
incompatible subjects. Another phYSiCist, Niels Bohr, argued that if 
you hold opposites together in your mind, you will suspend your 
normal thinking process and allow an intelligence beyond rational 
thought to create a new form. Example: Bohr's ability to imagine 
light as both a particle and a wave led to his conception of the 
principle of complementarity. 

Aristotle believed that the ability to perceive resemblances between 
two separate areas of existence -- to think metaphorically, in other 
words -- is a special gift. Alexander Graham Bell compared the inner 
workings of the ear to a stout piece of membrane moving steel -
and, in the process, conceptualized the telephone. Einstein made 
some of his most stunning discoveries by drawing analogies between 
abstract principles and everyday occurrences such as rowing a boat 
or standing on a platform watching a train pass by. 

Whenever we attempt to do something and fail, we end up doing 
something else. That's the first principle of creative accident. We 
may ask ourselves why we have failed to do what we Intended, 
which Is a reasonable question. But the creative accident leads to the 
question: What have we done? Answering that one in a' novel, 
unexpected way Is the essential creative act. It Is not luck, but 
creative Insight of the highest order. 

Alexander Fleming was not the first physician studying deadly 
bacteria to notice that mold formed on an exposed culture. A less 
gifted physician would have dismissed this seemingly irrelevant 
event, but Fleming thought it was "interesting" and wondered if it 
had potential. It did: penicillin. One day, when Edison was pondering 
how to make a carbon filament, he found himself mindlessly twisting 
a piece of putty In his fingers. He looked down at his hands and 
found the answer to his problem: Twist the carbon like rope. 
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This may be the most Important lesson of all: When you find 
something Interesting, drop everything and go with It. Too many 
talented people fall to make significant leaps of imagination because 
they've become fixated on their preconceived plan. But not the truly 
great minds. They don't walt for gifts of chance; they make them 
happen. 

by MICHAEL MICHALKO 

Adapted from an article that originally appeared in the May 1998 
issue of The Futurist. Used with permission from the World Future 
Society, 7910 Woodmont Avo, Suite 450, Bethesda, MD 20814; 
301/656-8274; www.wfs.org. 
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I. Rate yourself on 1-10 scale (do #21 if you skipped one): 

SCALE: 
12345 

1. censors 
2. evaluates 

_ 3. reassures & supports 
_ 4. analyzes 

5. is realistic 
_ 6. looks at consequences 
_ 7. is logical 
_ 8. alert to danger 
_ 9. avoids surprises 
_ 10. avoids wrongness 
_ 11. punishes wrongness 

12. is serious 
_ 13. is pessimistic 
_ 14. is judgmental 
_ 15. argue 

16. inattention/distant 
17. be noncommittal 

_ 18. correct and precise 
19. dominant/commands 

_ 20. point out flaws 
21. fearful 

6 7 8 9 10 
feels 
takes risks 
takes risks 
makes connections 
plays 
speculates 
is curious 
sees the fun in things 
likes surprises 
open to anything 
in touch with total experience 
does not mind being confused 
is optimistic 
focus on what is going for the idea 
waste no energy evaluating early 
listen and interested 
wholly open to being available 
set up win/wins--nobody loses 
deal with as an equal--eliminate rank 
see the value in/assume valuable implic's 
is impetuous 

(over) 
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II. Now rate yourself on the following items on a 1-10 scale (10 being high and 1 being low). 

SCALE: Low Medium High 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1. self-confident 
_ 2. risk-taking 
_ 3. high in energy 

4. stubborn 
5. curious 

_ 6. playful, childlike 
7. resists domination 
8. enthusiastic 
9. wide interests 

_ 10. non-participation in class activities 
_ 11. good sense of humor 

12. idealistic 
13. reflective 

_ 14. uncooperative 
_ 15. need privacy, alone time 

16. artistic interests 
_ 17. capriciousness 

18. low interest in details 
19. too emotional 
20. adventurous 
21. aesthetic interests 

_ 22. attracted to novelty, complexity, and the mysterious 
23. sometimes uncommunicative 

_ 24. forgetful, absentmindedness, mind wanders 
_ 25. egocentric 
_ 26. too demanding 

27. autonomous 
_ 28. open-minded 

29. ambitious 
_ 30. temperamental 
_ 31. sloppiness and disorganization with unimportant matters 
_ 32. dresses differently 
_ 33. does things different from standard procedures 
_ 34. imaginative 

35. is full of ideas 
_ 36. is a ''what ifl" person 
_ 37. high verbal, conversational ability 
_ 38. not afraid to try something new 
_ 39. uses all senses in observing 
_ 40. ability to regress and transform items 
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in order -u 
satisfying 

original 

beautiful 
> o 
c yielding potential improvement 

coherent ~t.tb.z 
truthful 

sensible 
tenable 

good 

ge 'ot t\1 
a c\1an 

e bette{ 

insightilu~ 

reorganize:l 

relevant 
important 

meaningful 

fitting 
valid 

solved problems 

goal-directed 

workable 

aesthetic 

new 

"Creativity researchers" 
seem to agree that creative 
products, in general, meet 
two criteria: novelty and 

appropriateness. The words 
around are extracted from a 

sample of literature that 
inquired the characteristics of 
creative products. The words 
apply to the above mentioned 
criteria and also to creative 
products of "higher" levels 
(i.e., those creative products that 
possess creativity characteristics 

beyond satisfying the 
"appropriately novel" criterion, 

and are thus more creative). 
Albeit most people believe the 
criteria of novelty to be most 

central to creativity, most 
words appear to be 

subsumable under the 
appropriateness criteria. Can 

you find with words might 
pertain to "higher" levels of 

creativeness? 

18'llQenlolns an a 
chi eVeJnen t 

divergent 

of high quality efficient 

intrinsically motivated 
intrinsically motivating 

stimulating 
elegant 

savoring condensations 

new solutions 

understandable 

pleasurable 

applicable 

appropriate 

minimal in requirements, 
expenditure. or input cost . 

simple 

valuable 

comprehensive 

responsive 
necessary 

right 

fetchingly 
precious 

recognizable 

fuDflOOlng 
constructive 

obvious 
true 

intellig.ible 

apt 

o 
CD 
< 
(1) .., 

inspirational 

transformations 

practical 

COlIlwlled 

correct harmonious 
~tI adaptive to reality 

:-:::;~ 
free 

b~ chaos 
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t 
__ --lntroduction:OpeningMentaILocks _-__ 

I. "The Right Answer." '10'1 

2. "That's Not Logical." 

S. "Follow The Rules." 
--- - -- -

4. "Be Practical." 

5. '~void Amhiguity." 

6. "To Err Is Wrong." 

7. "Play Is Frivolous." 

8. "That's Not My Area." 

9. "Don't Be Foolish." 

1 O. "I'm Not Creative." 
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~~ _______ l. TheRightAnswer 

Exercise. Five figures are shown below. Select the one that 
is different from all of the others. 

b) 

d) 

e) 

20 __________________________________________ ~ 
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• . u 0 f\ oedt (tti3) 
_----- 77reFourRoiesoilhe CmztiveProcess _____ __ 

Here. then. is my recommendation for high creative 
performance: 

When you're searching 
for new information, 
_be a[l. Exp!9rer ... 

When you're turning your 
resources into new ideas, 

be an Artist. 

; 

When you're evaluating 
the merits of an idea, 
be a Judge. 

When you're carrying 
your idea into action, 

be a Warrior. 
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oe.dtt /1 t( 'I ~) ' .. V 0 /\. L. " 
.__-------- The Four Roles oIlhe Creative Process ________ --.., 

Exercise: Now, here's a chance for you to rate each of your 
creative roles. 

How would you rate your Explorer? 

o I. My friends call me "ostrich head." 

o 2. I see only what's in front of me. 

o 3. I make time to explore. 

o 4. uGo and find it" is my middle name. 

D 5. Columbus, Madame Curiet--ao(L~ollo 11 all rolled 
into one. 

How would you rate your Artist? 

o I. My imagination's in prison. 

o 2. I can follow a recipe. 

o 3. I'm usually good for a new insight. 

o 4. Part magician, part poet, part child. 

o 5. Picasso and Einstein, make room! 

How woul~ you rate your Judge? 

o 1. Decision-making: what's that? 

o 2. Flipping a coin would get better results. 

o 3. I can usually pick out what's worth building on in a 
new idea. 

o 4. I'm right more often than not. 

o 5. Wisdom of Solomon. 

How would you rate your Warrior? 

o 1. A real wimp. 

o 2. I'm fine until I hit a good excuse or two. 

o 3. I get up when I'm knocked down. 

o 4. I get things done. 

o 5. In the ranks of Caesar and Patton. 

18 ______________________________________________ ~ 
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Explore of Technology Web Sites and Ideas 
(e.g., see ResourceShare.com) 

In order to help you better understand potential e-leaming technology, we will examine 

some popular technology sites and resources. These sites are not meant to be 

comprehensive, but to simplify this task, many sites that provide demos and downloads 

were selected. Please explore these Web sites and write down your impressions in the 

attached observation sheets for later discussions. 

Observation Sheet 

CompanyfTool Tool or Web Site Strengths Weaknesses Other 
and/or Site or Options or Comments (e.g., 
Project Name Design Features interesting 

features, 
pedagogy, 

partnerships, 
free stuff, etc.) 
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Rating Scheme for Web Site Resources 

CourseShare.com has rated the applicable Web sites for overall effectiveness. The 
following three dimensions were used to evaluate effectiveness: ease of use, content richness, 
and resourcefulness. These dimensions and their characteristics are described in the table below. 

First, each Web site was assigned a value between 1 and 3 points for each dimension, 
where 1 is poor, 2 is average, and 3 is a good. Second, we added the points from each dimension 
into a single score that ranges from 3-9 points. Finally, we used the following formula to convert 
points into stars for the overall effectiveness ranking. 

9 points = 5 stars 
8-7 points = 4 stars 
5-6 points = 3 stars 
4 points = 2 stars 
3 points = 1 star 

Each site was scored by at least two CourseShare.com consultants. When they did not 
agree on a final score, agreement was reached through discussion and deliberation. Additionally, 
the consultants provided summary comments describing each site. Web sites receiving less than 
three stars are not included in our final list of resources. 

Dimensions Evaluated Characteristics 
Ease of use within the Web site • Simple and effective navigation 

• Quick download rate 

• Sound organizational structure 

• Intuitive user interface 

• The site is regularly updated (i.e., 
no dead links or outdated 
infor~ation) 

Content richness within the Web site • Content is insightful 

• Content is creative 

• Provides thorough descriptions 

• Provides full articles when 
applicable 

• The siteihost is trustworthy 
Resourcefulness in links to other Web sites • Includes relevant links to other sites 

• Cites relevant resources such as 
books, articles, and reports 

• Cites relevant people and 
organizations to contact 
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BRAINSTORMING 
PERFECTED 
Ha,;ng trouble coming up \\;tll new ideas? I\uthor KishOlI' I>harrnarajan suggests 
these lips for generating innm'ative ideas and breakthrough solutions: 

ASK QUESTIONS. t\sk questions lor which you have no answers. It forces you to 
lea\'e your comfort lone and stretch your imagination. 

SEEK INSPiRATION FROM OTHER FIELDS. For example, if you are in banking,look 
at scuba diving for ideas. Jot down five things that cOllie to your mind when you 
think of scub;t di\;ng. such as goggles, floating objects. oxygen tanks, and coral 
reefs. Now think of hanking ideas that relate to those items. 

COMBINE DIVERSE ELEMENTS. All new ideas are combinations of old concepts. Look 
for existing ideas in your workplace that you can combine to create a new entity. 

TAKE A 180-DEG?-EE LOOK. When rOll are looking for a solution, try solving the 
OPPOSilC of thc prohlem. 

ViSUALIZE THE SITUATION. If you hav{' difficulty describing your problem. draw it. E\'en 
simple scribbles can help tllrn complcx prohlems into easy·to·understand situations. 

USE R~.pli)-nm!!<lNG TECHNIQUES. If it is difficult to generate one idea. try to 
think of 10. Often, thc thought or gelling many optional solutions to a problem \\;11 
lessen the strain of the idca·generating process. Plus, the act of generating multiple 
solutions in rapid succession will improve your innovative skills. 

SKIP THE OBVIOUS. Initial ideas will oftell be the weakest. Keep your eyes open for 
these thoughts ;lIld lise thclll as a support to move ahcad. 

USE HUMOR. Think of a hilarious comment or observation about your problem. 
HUlIlor can trigger unexpl'cted, creative ideas. 

i 16 I 1+D I NOVEMBEP. .7IIL·/ Pholo by oStorkohoto 

II 11'! THE NEWS II 

Young women are finding it challeng
ing to develop a leadership style. Many 
are caught between being seen as weak 
leaders or-if they are forceful-as 
unfeminine. according to a recent Wall 
Street Journal article. 

To find success, women must enlist 
several strategies. including joining a 
professional association, seeking out 
a mentor and soliciting feedback on 
leadership styles. and being direct and 
straightforward when managing others, 

Although women can learn manage
ment styles from observing others. the 
article suggested that they find female 
rote models who can help navigate the 
female stereotypes that exist. 

Professional associations can give 
young women the chance to find female 
role models as well as offer safe envi
ronments in which they can test out 
different management styles. 

But, simply joining different associa
tions won't solve women's battle to reach 
leadership positions. The fact is that few 
women will make it into that boardroom 
chair without a strong network, accord
ing to Herminia Ibarra. a professor at 
INSEAO business school. who has stud
ied women's leadership styles. 

"More often than not. mixed work and 
play networks do not work for women. 
Male executives may go off for a round 
of golf over the weekend. forging bonds 
this way. but how often would a female 
executive be included in this kind of 'old
boy" network event? Where then will she 
develop her socio-professional network'" 
asks Ibarra in a company press release. 

"Women therefore need to develop 
two distinct networks-one within the 
company with male peers to gain relevant 
"instrumental" information on company 
technical knowledge. workings. culture 
and people; and a second with a mix of 
men and women to meet 'psychosocial 
needs: such as sharing experiences. 
getting mentoring, and building identity." 
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Idea Squelchers: 
"We've never done it before." 
"It won't work." 
"Too modern" or "Too old fashioned." 
"It's not in the budget." 
"You've gotta be kidding." 
"What bubblehead thought that up?" 
"Let's wait and see." 
"That's not our job." 
"It's not in the curriculum." 
"It's too late" 
"Don't rock the boat." 
"That's not our department." 
"I'll bet some professor suggested that." . 
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The Creativity Case 

Lebanon High School has heard enough about the need to increase worker creativity, 
problem solving, and higher-order thinking skills. After an initial community meeting, it was 
decided the high school (and entire school district for that matter) needs to address these 
skills in a master plan. 

Assume you have been assigned to (or volunteered for) a committee to embed creative 
thinking techniques into this high school. Reluctant and supportive teachers (1-4), parents 
(5-8), principals (9-11), real estate agents (12-13), community leaders (14-17), students (18-
19), corporate executives (20-21), professors from IU and Purdue (22-23), and other 
distinguished guest are in attendance (24-26) at this second planning meeting. You will be 
assigned one of these roles as well as a thinking role. -

As in most initial meetings, there are lots of ideas, limited leadership and direction, and 
excitement as well as pessimism in the air. However, you should concentrate on the 
following: 

1. What is your opinion about what need to be done? 
2. What should be done next? 
3. Be sure to comment on the ideas of the others. 
4. Any resolutions???'! 

=============================================== 

Later on: Assume this committee is loaded with "Idea Squechlers.1I You keep hearing: "it'll 
Never Fly Wilbur!" I want to identify ways to increase creative thinking in this 
teachingllearning environment. First you must identify the barriers. 

1. What are 4-5 blockers, hinderances, barriers, roadblocks, problems to 
achieving increasing creative thinking here in Lebanon? 

2. In groups of 3-4 people put 3 roadblocks on 4 X 6 cards (or on paper) 
3. Collect and read comments and problems foreseen. 
4. Redistribute cards and creatively think of ways to solve these. 
5. Report back 
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Idea Spurrloq-=Qsborn 
1. Put to other uses? other uses 1f mod1fied? 
2. Adapt? What other ldeas does this suggest? What could I copy? 
J. Modify? Hew twist? Change color, meaning, motion, sound, odor, form? 
4. Magnify? stronger? H1qher?Lonqer? Thicker? Exaggerate? Kultiply? 
5. Mlnify? What to subtract? Smaller? Hlniature? Streamline? Omit? 
6. Substitute? What else instead? other material? other place? Approach? 
7. Rearrange? Other pattern? Other layout? change pace? Change schedule? 
8. Reverse? How about the opposit~? Turn it backward? Turn tables? 
9. Combine? Combine units? Combine appeals? Combine ideas? 

Attztbut. Lilttn, (changing an attribute or quality of something) 
Attribute Modifying. The problem solver lists main attributes 

(characteristIcs, dimensLons, parts) of a 
problem object, then thinks of ways to improve 
each attrlbute. 

Attribute Transferring. Using-metaphorical thinking to transfer ideas 
from one context to another (artists, 
cartoonists, composers, and writers). 

Checkerboarding. To analyze problems vith tvo key variables or 
components. Interactions among attributes of 
two variables are investigated for possible 
problem solution. 

'. '. 
webbing; A process to determine directions of interest in a specific topic or 

subject, illustrated by a graphIc organizer. For example, a 
semantic webb/map Is a diagram to belp children see the relatedness 
of words. 

Idea ChecklIsts: A way of forcing relationships and analogies, often used 
to facIlitate the flow of ldeas during dry spells. For 
instance, one might ask, -How could making part X become 
bigger or smaller or possibly come to life help in solving 
this problem?-

Synectics; Derived from the Greek word Rsynecticos R meaning the joining 
together of apparently unrelated elements. Originated by 
William J. J. Gordon to make strategies that people use 
unconsclously, better known and teachable. Through connectlon 
making, one can bring a strange concept into a familiar context 
and foster the understanding of new informatlon. Synectlcs 
uses -direct analogyR (How have animals and plants solved this 
problem?); ·personal analogy- (If I became a computer, how 
would I feel?); ·fantasy analogyR (How can ve get ovens to 
clean themselves?); ·compressed conflictR (tvo-word phase that 
sums up the conflicting nature of an object.or idea--peaceful 
conflIct, useful dIrt, careful collision). 
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Attribute Listing 

Notes from RCreating Workforce hUlovationR by Michael Morgan - published by Business and Professional Pubolshing 1993 

Attribute listing is a great technique for ensuring all possible aspects of a problem have been examined. 
Attribute listing is breaking the problem down into smaller and smaller bits and seeing what you 
discover when you do. 

Let's say you are in the business of making torches. You are under pressure from your competition and 
need to improve the quality of your product. By breaking the torch down into its component parts
casing, switch, battery, bulb and the weight - the attributes of each one - you can develop a list of ideas 
to improve each one. 

Attribute Listing - Improving a torch 

IFeaturellAttributel1 Ideas I 
ICasing Ilplastic II Metal I 
ISwitch lion/Off lion/Off low beaml 

IBattery IIPower IIRechargable 1 
IBuib IIBlass IIPlastic 1 
IWeight IIHeavy IILight 1 

Attribute listing is a very useful technique for quality improvement of complicated products, procedures 
for services. It is a good technique to use in conjunction with some other creative techniques, especially 
idea-generating ones like brainstorming. This allows you 1O focus on one specific part of a product or 
process before generating a whole lot of ideas. 

A related technique is that of morphological analysis. 

Last updated: t 7th October 1996 

http://members.ozemail.com.aul-cavemanlCreativelTechniques/attributes.htm 1/15/2003 
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Morphological Forced Connections 

This application of attribute listing is contained in The Universal Traveler which authors Koberg and 
Bagnall call nMorphologicai Forced Connections". They give the following rules for their "foolproof 
invention-finding scheme" along with an example showing how their scheme works. Here it is: 

I. List the attributes of the situation. 
2. Below each attribute, place as many alternates as you can think of 
3. When completed, make many random runs through the alternates, picking up a different one from 

each column and assembling the combinations into entirely new fonns of your original subject. 

After all, inventions are often new ways of combining old bits and pieces. 

Example: Improve a ball-point pen 

ICllindricalliMateriail1 Ca~ II Ink source 

IFaceted IIMetal IIAttached Ca~IINo Cartridge 

ISQuare IIGlass IINo Ca~ IIpermanent 

\Beaded IIWood IIRetracts IIPa2er Cartridge 

IScul~tured IIPa~er IICleaning CapllCartridge Made of lnkl 

Invention: A Cube Pen; once comer writes, leaving six faces for ads, calendars, photos, etc. 

Another use of attribute listing, credited to Fritz Zwicky, is called Morphological Analysis and is an 
automatic method of combining parameters into new combinations for the later review of the problem 
solver. A selection of parameters or attributes is chosen and combinations explored. You could imagine 
three attributes as X, Y and Z axes. 

An excellent way of implementing this method is with a computer program to enumerate the 
combinations and prompt the user with random combinations. Often the combinations are useful idea 
prompters and stepping stones to other solutions. [have such a program written in Hypercard, but the 
technique is not difficult. 

Of additional value is to have a collection of attribute lists for plugging into your morphological 
analysis. Here are some of mine: 

~uman 
Ages 

I Baby, Toddler, Pre-Schooler, Child, Adolescent, Adult, Retired 

rme Units I 
!Milli-seconds, Seconds, Minutes, Hours, MorninglAftemoon/Evening, Days, Weeks, 
~ortnight, Month, Quarters, Years, Decades, Century 

IColours 11Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Indigo, Violet, Black, White, Brown, Pink, Crimson 

lMeals I~reakfast, Snack, Lunch, Dinner, Su~~er, Snack 

Six IWhO, What, When, Where, How, Why 
Questions 

I 

I 

I 

Think of the very popular books produced by Rick Smolan (photographer) which included A Day in the 
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Life of Australia and his more recent A Day in the Life of Cybenpace. My using morphological 
analysis, you could replace A Day with the list of time units, Life could be replaced with 
BirthlDeath/Growth/Decay and the last word could be replaced with a list of your areas of interest, eg 
My Family, My Country. My Dog. 

As you evaluate the combinations, you will encounter such combinations as: " A Year in the Death of my 
employer" which could prompt you to examine the decline of your employer following your 
retrenchment. (I speak from experience!). 

Last updated: 18th October 1996 

Send your comments to Charles Cave 
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Concept Mapping 
Concept mapping is a technique that allows you to understand the 
relationships between ideas by creating a visual map of the connections. 
Concept maps allow you (1) to see the connections between ideas you 
already have (which can be helpful in studying for a test); (2) to connect new 
ideas to knowledge that you already have (which can help you organize ideas 
as you find them in researching a paper; and (3) to organize ideas in a logical 
but not rigid strucbJre that allows future information or viewpoints to be 
included (which can help you decide how you want to organize a paper). 
Concept mapping looks like clustering (a type offreewriting that is almost 
completely unstructured and that works by free association), but it goes one 
step further by revealing a clear relationship between the ideas that you're 
writing about. While concept mapping is more structured than prewriting, it 
is less structured and more flexible than formal outlining (which puts ideas in 
a sequence and organizes them by hierarchy or levels of importance), and so 
it allows you to see more complex relationships between ideas than just 
sequence and hierarchy. 

To create a concept map, you should first read widely on your subject until 
you can list 10-15 key concepts or ideas and several examples. A concept is 
an abstract idea that is not limited to just one place or time. An example is 
one instance of a concept. For example, "subliminal advertising" is a concept 
and "Seagram's advertisement in Newsweek" is an example of the concept. 
The following steps allow you to build a concept map; remember that you 
can create many different maps from the same list, depending on how you 
interpret the relationships between ideas. 

1. Transfer the concepts and 'examples to small pieces of paper or post-it 
notes (you may want to use different colors for concepts and examples). 

2. Arrange the pieces of paper on a large sheet of paper or poster board, with 
the broadest or most abstract ideas at the top and the most specific ideas at 
the bottom. Do not include the examples yet. 

3. Ifpossible, arrange the concepts so that ideas go directly under ideas that 
they are related to (often this is not possible because ideas relate to several 
other concepts. At this point, you may wish to add concepts that help explain, 
connect, or expand the ideas that you have. 

4. Draw lines from upper concepts to lower concepts that they're related to; 
do the same for any related concepts that are on the same level. You may 
decide to rearrange the pieces of paper during this stage. 

5. This is the most important and most difficult step: on the connecting lines, 
write words or phrases that explain the relationship of the concepts. For 
example, you could connect the concept "extracurricular activities" to the 
concept "re,sme," with the phrase "should not be included on" (in other 
words, a resume should not contain a list of extracurricular activities. You 
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may continue to rearrange the pieces of paper to make the relationships easier 
to visualize. 

6. Put the examples under the concepts they belong with, and connect the 
concept to the example with a phrase like for example. 

7. Copy the results of the above steps onto a single sheet of paper. Instead of 
post-it notes, draw circles around the concepts. Do not draw circles around 
the examples. 

Here is an example ofa partial concept map of terms from American History. 
(Note: this sample concept map does not contain examples-each term is 
treated as an idea or concept 

Concepts: Reconstruction; presidential reconstruction; radical reconstruction; 
racial equality; Fourteenth Amendment; Fifteenth Amendment; Black codes; 
Johnson's plan; Congressional plan. 

The broadest term is Reconstruction, since it encompasses all the other terms. 
Presidential and Radical Reconstruction are phases of Reconstruction, so 
they'd go directly under Reconstruction. Since Johnson's Plan and the 
Congressional Plan help define the two phases, they'd probably go next. The 
terms in order would be: 

Reconstruction 

Presidential Radical 

Johnson's Plan Congressional plan 

racial equality 

Black codes Fourteenth Amendment Fifteenth Amendment 

Several terms or concepts would help expand the relationships. The 
expanded list might look like this: 

Presidential 
moderate reform 

Johnson's plan 

Reconstruction 
two periods: 

Radical 
radical reform 

Congressional plan 
racial equality 

rage ~ or", 

Black codes Fourteenth Amendment Fifteenth Amendment 
Universal citizenship Right to vote 

With circles and links, the finished concept map would be: 
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For more information on concept mapping, see Res9ulc~~n~on~e~tmaRRing 

Retum~. Ha.ndouts Qf!ge 

http://www.dc.peachnet.edul-shalelhumanitieslcompositionlhandouts/concept.html 
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Checklists 

Alex Osborn in his pioneering book Applied Imagination talks about IlQuestions as spurs to ideation", 
and outlines about 75 idea-spurring questions in his book. 

The simplest set of questions comes from the six basic questions described in the Ask Questions section 
of the Creativity Web. 

I. Why is it necessary? 
2. Where should it be done? 
3. When should it be done? 
4. Who should do it? 
5. What should be done? 
6. How should it be done? 

The What other uses? is a good question for by adding uses we can often add value. By piling up 
alternatives by way of other uses, a still better use is likely to come to light. 

Osborn went on with the following questions: 

• Adapt? 
• Modify? 
• Substitute? 
• MagnifylMaximise? 
• MinimiselEliminate? 
• Rearrange? 
• Reversal? 
• Combine? 

Thin kertoys 

Michael Michalko, in his book Thinkertoys describes the rearrangement of the above questions (by Bob 
Eberle) into the mnemonic SCAMPER (Substitute, Combine Adapt, Modify, Put to other uses, 
Eliminate, Reverse). 

Start applying these questions to your problems and see what ideas come forth. 

Last updated: 18th October 1996 

Send your comments to Charles Cave 
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,. Use the direct analogy strategy to think of ideas for removing three inches of water from your basement 
floor. (E.g., ask "How do animals, plants, or other phenomena in natui'e move water from here to 
there?) 

'l. Use the personal analogy method to help you think of ideas for encouraging elementary children to 
finish their cafeteria lunches, and not waste food. (E.g., ask "What would I be like if I were a 
lunch that was ALWAYS 100 percent eaten?" Or "What would my attitude or personality be if I 
were a kid that ALWAYS fmished his or her lunch?" Or "What kind of cafeteria would I be if I 
STRONGLY encouraged kids to fInish their luncbes?") 

3. Use the fantasy analogy method to think of ideas for improving school attendance ("What in my 
wildest imagination would make kids hate to miss school?") 
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Synectics 

The tenn Synectics from the Greek word synectikos which means "bringing forth together" or "bringing 
different things into unified connection." 

Since creativity involves the coordination of things into new structures, every creative thought or action 
draws on synectic thinking. 

Creative behaviour occurs in the process of becoming aware of problems, deficiencies, gaps 
in knowledge, missing elements, dishannonies, bringing together in new relationships 
available infonnation; identifying the missing elements; searching for solutions, making 
guesses, or fonnulating hypotheses. 
- E Paul Torrance 

Creativity is the marvellous capacity to grasp mutually distinct realities and draw a spark 
from their juxtaposition - Max Ernst 

A man becomes creative, whether he is an artist or scientist, when he finds a new unity in 
the variety of nature. He does so by finding a likeness between things which were not 
thought ali ke before - Jacob Brollow ski 

Buckminster Fuller summed up the essence of Synectics when he said all things regardless of their 
dissimilarity can somehow be linked together, either in a physical, psychological or symbolic way. 

Synectic thinking is the process of discovering the links that unite seemingly disconnected elements. It 
is a way of mentally taking things apart and putting them together to furnish new insight for all types of 
problems. 

William Gordon set forth three fundamental precepts ofsynectic theory: 

1. Creative output increases when people become aware of the psychological processes that control 
their behaviour 

2. the emotional component of creative behaviour is more important than the intellectual component; 
the irrational is more important than the intellectual component 

3. the emotional and irrational components must be understood and used as "precision: tools in order 
to increase creative output. 

...................................................................................... n ....................... "-~ •••••••••••••• H .......................................... 'H ..... •• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Three Lessons 

1. The Syncctic Attitude 
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• Synectics encourages the ability to live with complexity and apparent contradiction 
• Synectics stimulates creative thinking 
• Synectics mobilises both sides of the brain. the right brain (the dreamer), and the left brain (the 

reasoner) 
• Synectics provides a free-thinking state of consciousness 

In a free-thinking state, analogies between perceptions, concepts, or even systems and 
abstractions tend to occur repeatedly. - Silvano Arieli 

Creativity demands flexibility and imaginativeness but also tightly organised thought 
processes, matched by a high degree of emotional and psychological freedom. - R L. Razik 

2. The Syncctic Trigger Mechanisms 

• Synectic Trigger mechanisms catalyse new thoughts, ideas and inventions 
• Synectic Theory is based on disruptive thinking - similar to the PO operation of Edward de Bono 

The creative process is a matter of continually separating and bringing together, bringing 
together and separating, in many dimensions - affective, conceptual, perceptual, volitional 
and physical - Albert Rothellberg 

3. The Synectic Ways of Working 

• Synectics is based on the fusion of opposites 
• Synectics is based on analogical thinking 
• Synectics is Synergistic. Its action produces a result which is greater than the sum of its parts. 

The world is totally connected. Whatever explanation we invent at any moment is a partial 
connection, and its richness derives from the richness of such connections as we are able to 
make. - Jacob Bronowsku 

The Synectic Pinball Machine 

Synectic thinking is like a mental pinball game. Stimulus input bounced against the scoring bumbers 
(the Trigger Questions) is transformed. Ordinary perceptions are bJmed into extraordinary ones; the 
familiar or prosaic is made strange. Synectic play is the creative mind at work. 

Let's get started! 

Ideas are not born in a vacuum. First of all, you must identify the problem you have and write it down. 
Next, you must gather information about it to mix in with the information already stored in the brain. 

Now do something. Take creative action by using the Trigger Questions to transform your ideas and 
information into something new. These questions are tools for transformational thinking and may lead 
you to some great discoveries. 

Books 
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Design Synectics - Stimulating Creativity in Design 
Nicholas Roukes, Published by Davis Publications 1988. 
Synectics by W.J.Gordon (possibly out of print) 
The Practice or Creativity by Gordon Prioce. 

Software 

The Axon Idea processor contains a set of Synectics questions as part of its checklist system. 

page j ot3 

MacSyneclics is a Hypercard stack (for Apple Macintosh) oftrigger questions allowing the user to be 
presented with questions at random, and to record the ideas generated during the session. Go to the 
Hypercard Software section. 

Last updated: 5th April 1997 
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Forced Analogy 

Forced analogy is a very useful and fun-filled method of generating ideas. The idea is to compare the 
problem with something else that has little or nothing in common and gaining new insights as a result. 

You can force a relationship between almost anything, and get new insights - companies and whales, 
management systems and telephone networks, or your relationship and a pencil. 

Forcing relationships is one of the most powerful ways to develop ways to develop new insights and 
new solutions. A useful way of developing the relationships is to have a selection of objects or cards 
with pictures to help you generate ideas. Choose an object or card at random and see what relationships 
you can force. 

Use mind-mapping or a matrix to record the attributes and then explore aspects of the problem at hand. 

Corporation as a matchbox 

i ~ Picture of a Matchbo: I 
,---------

Robert Olson in his book The Art of Creative Thinking describes the problem of examining a 
corporate organisation structure by comparing it to a matchbox. 

I Matchbox Attributes II Cor~oration I 
IStriking surface on two sidesllThe protection an organisation needs against strikes I 
ISix Sides Iisix essential organisational divisions I 
ISliding centre section liThe heart of the organisation should be slidable or flexiblel 

IMade of cardboard IIInexl!ensive method of structure - disEosable I 

Marriage as a pencil 

II!] Picture of a Pencil I 
Betty Edwards in her book Drawing on the Artist Within shows the example of a pencil used to 
examine aspects of a marriage. 

I Pencil II Marriage 

IGold Ring IIRemember promises 

Islue Ring IIClean the tub. I share deEression too often with famil~ 
IYellow IIToo timid. Harold needs to know m~ true feelings 

IFlat side IIDull dailX routine. Chan~e activities 
I 1\ 
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Six sides 6 things to do: Budget, Take a class, Improve discipline, be more assertive, start now!, 
improve communications 

IEraser IIRub him out! Forgive and for~et ~ast mistakes I 
!Money IIS~end too much. Need a budget. Take a job I 
ISuEerior III feel inferior to mx husband I 
~ Feel closed in. Need other interests. Am I getting shafted? shaft 

ILead IIGet the lead outl Do Itl ifl press any harder I will break. I 
IWrite IISend a note telling Harold that I love him. I 
Last updated: 18th October 1996 

Send comments to Charles Cave 
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Idea Generation Techniques 
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NNOVATION IN ACTION 

Issue: 

a INNOVATION TOOLS AND PRACTices 

Issue 

Based on the work you completed during the Introductory module, rewrite the 
issue you will be working on. 

. p~~lll 

• 
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NNOVATION IN ACTION ~ INNOVATION TOOLS AND PRACTICES 

Wish Listing: Techniques 

Directions 
1. Define and describe the challenge for which you want some 

new, creative ideas. 

2. Close your eyes and relax. 

3. Imagine an ideal outcome to the problem. 

4. Write a wish list of ideas about the ideal unlimited solution. 

5. Generate more specific ideas to make each wish practical. 

• 
~OWlllanlMning~ '811 WlC03Z3eN 9 

pc~t. 1\2-
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INNOVATION IN ACTION 

• 
6 

List the wishes that 
represent your Ideal, 

unlimited solution. 

a INNOVATION TOOLS AND PRACTICES 

Wish Listing: Example 

Challenge: Develop brealdhrough approaches to seiling cars at our 
dealership. 

Customers would enjoy the experience of coming into the 
dealership just to browse. 

Customers would feel free of pressure while getting 
information. 

Customers would be offered unique services. 

The cars would "sell themselves." 

Representatives would see themselves as helpers rather 
than salespeople. 

Price would not be the focus on haggling and bargaining. 

Wish List Item Wish List Item 

Customers would enjoy the Customers would feel 
experience of coming into free of pressure while 
the dealerShip just to getting information. 
browse. 

Specific Idea Specific Ideas 

Free refreshments Interactive computer and 

Uniq ue llliving roomll decor 
CD-ROM systems placed 
conveniently for use 

Cars are shown off in a Reps trained to serve as 
great variety of ways "guides" rather than 

salespeople 

~ 0 WIllI '--'*'9 Corpnjon. II1l WLC 03Z3IU 

p~qt ]J3 

(. .... 
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Directions 

• 
8 

Wish Listing: Application 

1. Identify the challenge that you are facing. 

2. Work individually for 5 minutes on steps 1·5 of the Wish-Ust 

technique. Use the worksheets on the following pages, or other 

idea gathering approaches, as assigned. 

3. After 5 minutes, fonn groups of 4·5 people. 

4. Work with your small group at a flipchart for 5 minutes. 

- Ust your ideas. 

- Generate additional ideas. 

5. Be prepared to share your ideas with the large group. 

l 
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List the wishes that 
represent your Ideal, 

unlimited solution. 

Wish Listing: Ideas 

Challenge: 

Wish List Item 

Specific Ideas 

WIsh List Item 

Specific Ideas 

Wish List Item 

Specific Ideas 

Wish list Item 

Specific Ideas 
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Confidence and Control Chart 

------------.. --------------------

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
I I 

Establish Meet Decide on Tap Into Analyze Develop 
GoaJs Uncertainty Character the Options a Course 

II 
CHAL1.ENGE 

Notes 

Situation 
II 

FOCUS 

of Action 

CREA11VE 
SOwnONS 

~OWIDIll""CiDrpoIdDn.lm WlCGS1C152 

PC ,qt 'l \ \..Q 

II 

i 
(7) (8) 

Implement Celebrate 
Solution Results 

COMPumON 
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INNOVATION IN ACTION a THE CREATIVE JOURNEY 

The Creative Journey 
Worksheet (Level One) 

How willi complete this journey? 

What are my creative solutions? 

• 
4 -.. OWllDn lAI*V CIIporIiDI\ 1_ WlC 1D105Z 

?,0.1) e. '2 i 7 

What is my challenge? 

What do I fccus on? 
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'NHOVATION IN ACTION 

" Step 7: Implement 
Solution 

Ste "8:" Celebrate Results 

• 
14 

~ THE CREATIVE JOURNEY 

The Creative Journey Worksheet (Level Two) 
The Completion 

Question: What Is the best way to Implement our solution with 
quality? 

Solution Short Term Lon Tenn 

Question: What measures and satisfactions give us a sense of 
accomplishment and leaming? 

Measures of Success 

~OWllDn~ CIIIpocI1!DI\ tm WlCCDt052 

PCAQ Q.. 7 i PO) 

Satisfactlon/Rewards 
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'What if?'· game 'can be of use 
in making points about issues 

Morton Marcus Is an economist wtth 
the IU School of Business whet8 he 
S8t\'8S as director of the Indiana Business 
Research Center with offices In 
Bloomington and IndlanapoUs. 

be offered on economic grounds. Do 
those conditions stiU exist? If not, why 
have local regulation of cable systems? 

But what If the lV Yendors are scl1ing 
smut'l Should we regulate the products 

T
he "What if1" game can be enjoyed offered to our chDdren? It's like asking, 
by any nwnber of players without ·What If dothing stores are selling outfits 

. special equipment It can be played mfsht have been no service, e\'al to this that make our daughters look like street 
bytheignorantasweUasthewise..Experi- day. W~ mfgbtelept hohave = ... ~,-wires of walkelS?Should we regulate dress shops? 
ence In life is often an asset, but experi- compeW1g ne "",.ut-- strung 
ence can also stifle the imagination. next to each other In the big cities wbDe And that bring5 us to another "What 
__ . You can play "What If?" backwards or remote rUral areas would haw been Iess-- _Jtr'What ifwe sold off the dty, any city, to 
forwards in time. You can spin yams ·attractive places (ifwe agree that the teIe- private enterprise? Would we get better 
about what could have been or you can phone is an asset). services? For example, what if we sold 
imagine alternative futures. But we might also have seen more FranHon to a real estate development 

In the retrospective format, "What if?" technological advances, more IJIaJ188elial . company? Would the people of the town 
starts with a question about something innovations. more imaginative pricing be worse om 
that did not happen. What if Eve had poUdes, if there bad been competition The development company could 
resisted the snake's temptation? Would Out of fear, we gave up oompetition In offer a set of municipal services for a fee. 
the world be different? What if the Colts favor of regulated monopolies. We just like taxes. We would have stteets. 
hadn't left Baltimore? Would Indiana be thought we could not achieve universal garbage oollection. fire and police pmtec
any different? ~ce, stab~, and the low user charges tion (oourts and prisons remain in the 

~en. looking forward, you oould ask: Without regulauon. . hands of the county and the state), 
What if gambling come5'to 1'V'? Wllhiver-' .,...... For the last 2Oyears.·webawbeentIy-·"I~~_ '':''..1.: .,. ... .. rI,... .... ~ 1~ • 
bO
·. . ing' trod ·ti . UUloUu;;::" ;:,uaOOIli, ...... ~ street Uf;I.ting, 

at casinOS SWVlVC? What if Colin Powell to 1'e-1n ~ 00mpet1 on mto regu- land use oontrols th worb If did . 
decides to t>t;coI1'!e Pope instead~f p~- . _la~ed markets.. The. ~ts are ~en not like the way 'the ~mpany.r:1he--· 
dent? Will Bill Ointon support prayer In mixed. Some rustomers, m some cUes, town. uld .. ~. '~.a::-.' 
th sch Is? are dearly better off as a result of airline we 00 move to anoUIer" IUwn. 

e 00. ,. Simple, right? 
What if we gave up local and state reg- and trucking deregulation. 

ulation of telecommunications and other Competidve telephone services have 
utilities? Would those industrles function not 6Ded the air with tmSightly wires, but 
better? This question arises because we with unbearable oommerdals and con· 
are confused about the regulation of cable fusing combinations of services. 
lV, telephone, and electrical service, and What should we expect of local and 
other forms of economic activity. state regulators in the future? Should they 

To get a handle on the issue, we have be seeking ways to end monopolies and 
to ask. What If'wehad neverstanedto reg- Introduce competition. thus eruUng the 
ulate water companies, taxi seIVice, trolley need for regulation? 
cars, railroads. and other so~ed public For example, do we need to regulate 
services? Without regulation. would we local cable 1V companies? Is there suf
have telephones and elecutdty in our Bdent competi1ion from dish tecbnology 
homes today? . that local monopolies no longer exist'I 

We might have seen a less orderly And If electric or telephone companies 
development of those Industties and the want to provide 1V services, should local 
distribution of their services. There might government have any say In the matteI'l 
have been. for a whUt;' costly duplication We had regulation to protect the pub
of services In some densely populated lie from high monopolistic prices and to 
areas. In lightly populated areas there extend service to areas where k might not 

That's the way we cwrentlywork with 
our long-distance telephone companies 
and It is the way we will work with our 
electric and lV companies In the fuwre. 
Why not our tities? The ~t populari- , 
ty of privatization surely Is leading to this. 
What keeps us from going the distance, 
openly and honestly, Instead of with 
stealth, step by step? 

Office parb, Indusmal complexes, 
~ centers, and many residential 
developments already offer some mu- t 
nldpal servlces. What ifwe privatized our 
cities In rum Would indiana get a reputa· ~ 
tion for Innovation or for self-deception? 

What if Indiana had a reputation for 
Innovation.. -ah. but "What If' becomes 
such a silly game after a while. 
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ENDS 

By Jennifer J. Salopek 

Not Just 

Funny Business 

116 TDMay 2004 

Improvisation 
\Vhen most of us think of improvisation, 
the term brings to mind stand-up comedy 
and 1V shows like "Whose Line Is It Any
way?" Although comedians do use impro
visation, it's not strictly their purview. 
It can be put to use for more serious pur
suits, and those who use it for training find 
it extremely effective. 

Alain Rostain discovered improv
isation in 1991, while working as a con
sultant for PricewaterhouseCoopers. 
He immediately recognized its implica
tions for business and began taking 
classes to become more adept. In 1993. 
he left to form Creative AdvalHagc. a 
New York-based consultancy. Early on. 
he used improvisation as a (001 for cre
ativity and brainstorming; now, CA 
offers a full suite of innovation services. 
Rostain emphasizes that improvisation 
is a tool: "Our clients don't buy improv; 
they bur solutions. ry 

Some of those dients include Kraft, 
Starbucks, GE, R.J. Reynolds, and 
Blockbuster, which hire CA to work 
on projects ranging from reducing costs 
in a product category to training 
new managers in conducting difficult 
conversations. 

"Improv in businesS is exploding. It is 
a powerful tool that had to overcome the 
idea that it's some kind of metaphor, or 
that it's mvolous. Improvisation is about 
real people doing stuff in the moment," 
Rostain explains. . 

Effective improvisation embraces 
several basic concepts: 
• Pay attention and be present. 
• Make your partner look good. 
• Don't censor yourself. 
• Say, "Yes, and ... " instead of "Yes, 
but .... " 
• Listen generously. 
• Take risks and embrace failure. 
• Say the obvious thing-in other 

words, the first thing that comes to 
mind. There are no wrong anS'A"ers. 

Many of those concepts are the same 
ones that govern productive brain
storming. But why is improvisation so 
effective in training? 

"The most fundamental skill in 
improv is listening," says Rostain. "Pea· 
pie are pretty poor at it in general. 
Improv forces you to focus on whar the 
other person is saying. It makes pcopl,e 
very present." 

One enthusiastic convert is Janet 
Bamen, associate executive director of 
psychiatric nursing at Elmhurst Hospi· 
tal Center in Elmhurst, New York. 
She took an improv workshop at New 
York-based Performance of A Lifetime 
several years ago: "It was a life-altering 
experience; it was amazing." she says. 
She has since sem staff to train-the
trainer courses and has worked with 
POAL to help her staff find more cre
ative approaches to patient care. 
<I~ www.perfonnnnceofallfe1ime.eom 

Performance of A Lifetime president 
and CEO, Cathy Salit, originally 
founded the company as a personal
growth center and school. She entered 
the corporate training arena when her 
students began begging her to tailor 
programs for their workplaces. 

"At first. I really thought it was too 
out there," she says. "And my colleagues 
and I were purists; we were reluctant to 
take our work and fit it into the mold of 
what companies wanted people to get 
better at. I thought it would corrupt the 
experience if we were trying to serve 
very specific outcomes." 

SaJit's first incursion into corporate 
training was a teambuilding program 
for Thomson Financial Services. Since 
then, she says, "Our clients have met us 
half..vay and have become our strategic 

'. 

" 
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partners. We leave room for unexpected 
learnings. " 

That suits Salit just fine. A junior
high dropout, she describes herself as 
someone who has "always sought out 
alternative forms of education and 
learning." She pursued a successful 
career as a professional actor and singer 
before forming POAL in 1996. 

When beginning a client engage
ment, Salit doesn't perform a classic 
needs assessment. She meets with stake
holders [Q try to understand their lan
guage and their issues, then she and her 
Staff create customized scenarios for the 
impro\" exercises. However, she's careful 
always to usc a different industry or busi
ness type in the scenarios. "Participants 
need to work on their skills without 
being overwhelmed with the technicali
ties of their own situation," she says. In 
Othel words, if scenarios were too close 
to real life, participants might start t.llk
ing about last week's meeting or next 
week's product launch and veer away 
from the issues at hand. 

Rostain takes a similar approach. 
When working on the topic of difficult 
conversation with new managers recently, 
he had participants suggest siruations that 
presented challenges for them. "We don't 
use a preplanned case study." he says. "We 
model siruations live. It's more than a role 
play; it's a real play, made up on the 
By." Using improv to teach improv also 
provides valuable lessons: "We model 
making mistakes. The learning takes best 
when people are willing to take risks and 
make mistakes." 

Rostain reports that improvisation 
techniques are now being used in train
ing around corporate values and ethics. 
Improv's emphasis on participation and 
storytelling means that "participants 
internalize those values; they're not 
meaningless," he says. 

Salit has used improvisation to provide 
training on many common workplace 
issues, such as teamwork, creativity, diver-

sity, corporate culture, and leadership 
development. She believes improv is 
effective in those areas because "they're all 
about wing language. 

"Improv is something that we are all 
able to do," she continues. "We are all 
performers. We try to show people that 
they have more choices. Everything par
ticipants put into a scene is accepted in 
creating something together. It is not 
transactional or competitive." 

That acceptance of all offered ideas is 
crucial. The concept of "Yes, and ... " is 
one that anyone could use to make train
ing sessions more effective. Salit explains 
further: "By saying)'es, and ...• you accept 
what the other person has said, then add 
a little bit. You are building a conversa
tion instead of just adding information. 

doing research on improve, as well as 
using it in their own teaching. 

Mary Crossan, a professor at Ivey, 
writes: we extentkd our research in orga
nizational karning and strat~~ renewal 
in order to investigate what it takes to 
improvise and how it differs from more 
traditional approaches. ~ studied impro
visation, working with {The} Second City 
(Improvisational Company. of Chicago] to 
understand mort about the craft. Soon the 
Ivey Business School and Second City were 
working together to provide the skills of 
improvisation to Ivey students and the 
business ~ommunil)'. 

We dis~overed that not only does 
iniprovisation provide a way to under
stand what it takes to be spontaneous and 
iWlOl1Iltiv(, bzttalso that exercises used by 

"It's more than a role play; it's a 
real play, made up on the fly." Using improv to 
teach improv also provides valuable lessons .... 
"The learning takes best when people are 
willing to take risks and make mistakes." 
People often think that what's most 
important is that you say what you have 
to say, regardless of whether anyone 
is listening-then you can check it off 
your list. But improv-and training 
generally-is a how·to process." 

Improvisation in business is quickly 
gaining ground and credibility. Perfor
mance of A Lifetime partners with 
Duke Corporation Educa~ion (recently 
named the number 1 program in the 
United States by Business Week. and 
Financial Time!) to design its experien
tiallearning offerings. Scholars at such 
prestigious institutions as the Richard 
Ivey School of Business in Toronto, are 

~If}n If} develop thdr skiD C4n be adopted 
by business as a mtllns If} exptrimce and 
enhance individual and organirAtiona! 
capacity If} be innovative and responsive. 

Elmhurst Hospital's Bezmen is a liv· 
ing example of the truth of those words: 
She says that learning improv radically 
changed her management style. "I was 
very into knowing and control. Now, I 
feel as though I can give people options 
and build on what they're saying to me. 
The learning opportunity was a gift. I 
feel much closer to my staff. .. 

Improvisation is also gaining credi· 
bility in the business world by organiz. 
ing itself. Rostain is one of the founding 

lDMav 2004 117 
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members of the Association for the 
Advancement of Improvisation in Busi
ness, a group designed co share best 
practices and document how improv is 
creating value. In his vision statement 
for the. organization, he wrote, .. Until 
very recently, only a few people were 
applying improv to business. In the past 
year, however, most training, leadership, 
and learning conferences have included 
improv presentations. I'vc also noticed a 
growing number of impro\' practition
ers at these evelHs. Bm we have yet to 

come together as a large community .... 
I need to be with people who do what I 
do. If we don't share it. we won't grow." 
4o>lwww.improvinblz.org 

For trainers who are interested in 
incorporating improv techniques in their 
own work, Rostain notes that most of [he 
exercises arc in the public domain. The 
AAIB Website ofrers ;! wealth of articlcs 

---+ on everything from theory to activities 
~or.-';;;I'!!!!~~~~:-"~ and excrcisc.'>. ere.Hive AJv.llItagc sells a 

,;; 

card deck called "Juicers" that shows you 
how £0 conduct 36 actjvities. Rostain 
also recommends 58-112 \~ys to Impro
vise in Training: Improvisation Games and 
Activities for Workshops, Calmes, and 
Team Mutingr, by Paul Z. Jackson. And, 
of course, you can attend AAIB's annual 
conference, to be held October 13-16, 
2004, in San Francisco. 

"There's a real need for new approaches, 
and it's growing by the hour," concludes 
Salit. "People are experiencing death by 
Power Point. They're open to improvisa
tion, but we have to educate them, articu
lating learning objectives and so forth. 
We're teaching as opposed to selling. " 

Jennifer J. Salopek is conrnbuting editor to 

T +0; jsa/opek@convad.net 
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apbox • BY MIKE FORD 

What's The Big Ide·a? 

T
aday,S training professionals hayC probably 
nC\'cr had a tougher economic time than 
today's business climate. We are challenged 

to develop high-quaUty training programs 
with fewer resourccs in order to deliver a 

more quantifiable return on investment. But this 
chaotic time also gives us an opportwtity for innO\'a
tion and creative problem solving. Most of us tcnd to 
look for that one big idea. However, by constantly cre
ating a large quantity of ideas, wc can net the one c1u
shoe big idea. From this, we can de\'e1op a customized 
solution, product, strategy or action plan. 

In this frenetic world where \"oe seek immediate satis
faction, there is fortunately a tried-and-true repeatable 
process to pro\'oke creativity and imaginath'e change. 
The Creath'e Problem Sohing (CPS) process-<!e\·el. 
oped more than SO years ago by educator Sid Parnes and 
Alex Osborn, founder and partner of BBDO, a global 
advertising agcncy headquartered in New York-has 
been applied to everything from "where should we go 
for dinner tonight?" to "how do we resolve the apartheid 
issues in South Africa?" A learning organization that 
trains its peoplc in CPS reaps many benefits. Using this 
process will provide a simple, repeatable process for 
groups (and individuals) to generatc effective, even 
breakthrough, solutions. It will develop everyone's 
innate creative talents and tap employees' creativity, 

which empowers them to solve problems. be acccllUlt
able and work as a team. Best of all, it will enable a com

pany to move from imitation to origination. 
Want to ignite creativity and imaginative change 

in your training programs?Try this: 
I. Blow it up. When you think you have achieved a 

fair level of success with your program. it is time to 

.recreate it. Pablo Picasso once said. "Every act of cre
ation begins with an act of destruction." Look at your 

programs and destroy them from the inside out. Imag
ine the possibilities of a new, bold and totally off-the

hook approach to expcrientiallearning for your trainees. 

2. Promote playtime. Adult learners are more 
self-directed and must take control of their own 

learning. Because of their life experiences, they are 

more goal-oriented, practical problem solvers. While 
many companies reward such beha\;or, it should be 

50 I MAY 2004 TRAINING 

LOOK AT YOUR 

PROGRAMS AND 

DESTROY THEM 

FROM THE 

INSIDE OUT. 

IMAGINE THE 

POSSIBILITIES OF 

A NEW, BOLD AND 

TOTALLY OFF-THE-

BOOK APPROACH 

TO EXPERIENTIAL 

LEARNING FOR 

YOUR TRAINEES. 

balanced by rcverting back to child-like thinking. This 
wiU elicit more creati,;ty. Bringing out adults' play

fulness during idea generation produces more suc
cessful solutions. Then get them to be adults again 
and make appropriate choices from their action list. 

3. Add edu-tainment. In a world where people 
suffer from information and ad\'ertising overload and 
attention spans are measured in microseconds, com
prehension and retention are achie\'ed only through 
dynamic edu-taimnent-a multi.sensory marriage 
between education and entertainment. To reach its full 
potential, the subject matter must be engaging and 
relatable or it's a waste of timc for both the learner and 
the teacher. This is a lesson often missed in e-learning. 

Using multimedia to create engaging training is 
relatively easy. Keeping it relevant is the real chal· 
lenge. Unrelated fun doesn't effecth'c1y achieve the 
ultinl!lte goal of ha\'ing adult learners comprehend 
and retain the desired key learning. 

4. Do it in style. Many training profcssionals 
ignore the impact of well-designed matcrials and visu
als for their meetings and workshops, whether it is an 

e-Iearning module, PowerPoint prcsentation. work
book, poster or handout. Make it stylish and visually 
appealing to your learner. How might you make it 
appeal to visual, auditory or kinesthetic learning 
modalities? Apply some feng shui to your space. Get 

out of your boring training room and trade spaces for 
a more exciting learning environment. 

5. Just do it. Subscribe to the ideology that 
action beats the pan~ off sitting around and thinking 
about action. 

6. Go to the Creative Education Founda

tion's 50th Annual Creative Problem Solving 
Institute (CPSI)-started by Osborn and 

Parnes. If you want to learn to risk, to question, to 
collaborate and to celebrate the creative spirit, 
consider celebrating so years of teaching deliberate 

creativity at CPSI 2004, June 20-25, in Buffalo, N.Y. 

MIKE FORD is director of coachingfor Clear Channel 
Universi~, the corporate training division of Clear Channel 
Worldwide, San Antonio. fur more iriformation about CPST, 
80 to wlVw.cpsicoriference.com. 

www.tralnlngmag.com 

·Go· 
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How does the human brain create an evocative haiku, a beautiful 
painting, a sculpture or even a delicious new dinner? 

Neuroscientist Nancy Andreasen tackles that question in her book to be 
released this fall in paperback: The Creating Brain: The Neuroscience of 
Genius. 

HOW TO BE A CREATIVE GENIUS: Tips on giving your mind a workout 

And who beHer to take on that topic than Andreasen, a psychiatrist who 
started her career with a Ph.D. not in neuroscience but in Renaissance 
literature? 

USA TODAY's Kathleen Fackelmann talks to Andreasen about the 
muse. the link between genius and madness and the part of the brain that 
kicks in during the creative process. 

Q: What is creativity? 

A: The process starts with a person - an artist, musician, inventor or 
even someone who's trying to figure out a beHer way of doing a task at 
work or at home. That person must think about the problem or their 
project in a novel way and then come up with a solution. The creative 
process can go by in a flash or it can take years. But the end result, 
Andreasen says, is the production of something new and useful, such as 
the automobile, or beautiful, such as a painting by Vincent van Gogh. 

Q: Do genes set a creative genius apart? 

A: No one knows yet if the ability to produce a haunting symphony is a 
divine gift, the result of the environment or a genetic makeup that allows 
people to tap more easily into the creative process. Creativity does seem 
to run in certain families: For example, Johann Sebastian Bach was the 
most famous member of the Bach family, but there were 20 other eminent 
musicians who hailed from the same family, Andreasen says. 

Q: What is ordinary creativity? 

http://w.\vw.usatoday.com/tech/science/2006-08-27-creative-brain_x.htm 
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Her book is out; she's speaking out 

The Creating Brain: The Neuroscience of 
Genius is out in hardcover now (Dana Press, 
$23.95). The paperback version arrives Oct. 
30 (Plume, $15). 

To learn more: Nancy Andreasen is 
scheduled to give the keynote lecture this 
September in Japan at an annual meeting of 
biological psychiatrists, and in November 
she'll give a talk for the general public at the 
Smithsonian in Washington. 

A: Creativity is not limited to the masterpiece work of art but can be found 
in everyday tasks such as cooking or gardening, Andreasen says. A cook 
who changes a recipe or even makes one up using ingredients he or she 
has on hand is using the creative process to create novel taste 
sensations. A gardener who picks out colors and a pattem for a flower 
garden also is tapping into his or her creative potential, she says. 

Q: Describe the creative process. 

A: Artists, musicians and writers often describe periods during which 
they're relying on ordinary creativity, Andreasen says. For example, 
writers can spend hours at the keyboard stringing thoughts together
the process is similar to the way people put together novel ideas when 
talking. But many great artists also describe a dream-like state during 
which a symphony, a poem or the idea for the ending of a play comes to 
them in a flash. 

Q: What's going on in the brain during a flash of inspiration? 

A: No one knows for sure, but Andreasen says her research suggests 
that creative people often slip into a zone in which ideas and thoughts 
come up freely in a disorganized way. During that state, she says, a part 
of the brain known as the association cortex becomes very active. That 
brain region is known to be able to link up ideas or thoughts in potentially 
novel ways. 

Q: What is the relationship between creativity and mental illness? 

A: Folk wisdom has held that gifted people are prone to mental 
breakdowns. And in fad, there's a long list of artists, musicians, 
mathematicians and others who had well-known episodes of mental 
illness. For example, van Gogh had periods of mania and depression; he 
committed suicide at age 37. Andreasen's study of people attending the 
University of Iowa's Writers' Workshop found that many had a history of 
depression or bipolar disorder. Andreasen says mental illness is, on the 
whole, a handicap to the creative process. 

Q: Is there a creative personality? 

A: Gifted people in the arts or science tend to enjoy adventure, and they 
often like to explore new places or ideas, Andreasen says. They don't like 
being hemmed in by rules or convention and often look at problems from 
a different angle. They also tend to have a high tolerance for situations 
defined by shades of gray. They often have to move doggedly ahead on a 
project - even when the outside world rejeds their art or new ideas. 

Q: Does the environment playa role in the creative process? 

A: There have been hotbeds of creativity throughout history. For example, the city of Florence during the Renaissance 
period was home to both Leonardo da Vinci and Michelangelo. Both men came from families that didn't especially value 
creativity, yet someone noticed a spark of talent and both got the training and financial backing to produce extraordinary 
pieces of art. 

How to give your mind a workout 

So you say you're no Michelangelo. Nancy Andreasen, a neuroscientist at the University of Iowa Carver College of 
Medicine, says you can build a better, more creative brain. How? Spend 30 minutes a day on a creativity workout. She 
suggests: 

http://w .... vw.usaloday.com!lech/science/2006-08-27-creative-brain_x.htm 
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-Explore an unfamiliar area of knowledge. For example, people who use a lot of math on the job should sign up for a 
painting class. 

-Spend time each day thinking. Don't censor your thoughts, but allow your mind to go freely to a problem and see what 
kinds of solutions or ideas surface. 

-Practice the art of paying attention, Look for and really observe a person, an object or something in your daily commute 
that you hadn't really noticed before. Try describing or drawing that object in a journal or sketchbook. 

-Use your imagination. Spend time each day imagining a different world. What would it look like? What would you do 
there? 

To nurture creativity in children 

-Read with your child every day. Make sure reading becomes an active experience in which you ask questions and point 
out new concepts to your child. 

-Emphasize diverse topics of study. Make sure your child is exposed to both the arts and sciences. 

-Encourage curiosity. Ask children interesting questions and get them to look around and think about the world in novel 
ways. 

-Get children interested in music. Studies have shown that musicians have more gray matter than non-musicians. 
Children can listen to music while dOing another activity, such as playing. 
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The Google Way: Give Engineers Room - New York Times Page 10f3 
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GOOGLE engineers are encouraged to take 20 percent of their time to 

work on something company-related that interests them personally. 

This means that if you have a grellt idea, you always have time to nm 
with it. 
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It sounds ob,;ous, but people work better when they're 

involved in something they're passionate about, and many 

cool technologies have their origins in 20 percent time, 

including Gmail, Google News and even the Coogle shuttle 

buses that bring people to work at the compan}Js 

headquarters in Mountain View, Calif, 

If your 20 percent idea is a new product, it's usually pretty 

ensy to just find a few like-minded people and start coding 

away. But when the thing you really want to work on is to 

make a broad change across the whole oq;anization, you 

need something new - you need a "grouplet," 

These grouplets have practically no budget, and they have 

no decision-making authority. What they ha,·e is a bunch of people who are committed to 

an idea and willing to work to COD\;m:c the rest of the company to adopt it. 

Consider the collection of engineers who wanted to promote "agile /ll'Ogramming" inside 

the company. Agile programming is a product de\'elopment approach that incorporates 

feedback early and often, and was being done in a few scattered parts oCthe organization. 

The Agile grouplet formed to try to take this idea and spread it throughout the 

organilJltion, It did so by banding together and reaching out to as many groups as it 

could to teach the new process. It created "Agile Office Hours" when you could stop by 

and ask questions about the process. It handed out books and gave internal talks on the 

topic. It attended staff meetings and created the concept of the" Agile Safari; in which 

you could volunteer to work for a time in groups that were using Agile, to see how it ticks. 

When you're mo';ng as fast as Google is, you don't always get the chance to button up the 

little things, and over time they build up and become anno);ng, In addition to the efforts 

of our professional quality assurance team, we ha,·e the Fixit grouplet, which coordinates 

special Fixit days when it tries to have our engineers focus on solving one class of 

problems. Sometimes we ha'·e Documentation Fixits, when we try to catch up on all the 

internal documentation that we ha\'e let slide. 

Or my favorite: the Customer Happiness Foot, when we fix all those little things that bug 

our users and make them sad - for example, when the hot keys aren't just right on mobile 
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The Google Way: Give Engineers Room - New York Times 

phones. Many of these events come \\ith special T-shirts and gifts to rewam the enginLocrs 

who take a little time out to work on them. 

In my 20 percent time. I started the Testing grouplet. This was born of the idea - not 

minc - that if developers ""JUte automated tc.~ts as they wrote their code. thcir code 

would be better for it. Less time fixing bugs means more time building stuff. 

We started \\;th engineers from all over the company meeting evc!y couple of weeks to 

brainstorm. Slowly. over time. wc started turning into aethists. planning to actually start 
impro\'ing things. 

We stnrted building better tools and gh;ng informal talks to different technicnl groups. 

We started building a curriculum for our Nooglers - newly hired Google employees - so 

that they would start off right. With our pook-d 20 pem.'llt time, we slowly turned the 

organization on its axis and made de\'c!oper tcsting II L'ommon part of the dC\'elopmcllt 

practice, 

Google works from the bottom up. If you have n great technicnl iden. you don't ha\'c your 

V.P, send out a memo telling ewrybody to use it. Instead. you take it to your fellow 

engineers and comince them that it's good. Good ideas spread fast. and this approach 

keeps \IS from making technical mistakes. But it also mCllns thllt the bumen falL~ upon 

you to spread your idea. 

In the Testing grouplet. our idea was to ha\'e dC\'elopers start writing their own tests, But 

no matter how hard we tried. we weren't J"C.1ehing engineers fast enough in our gro\\ing 

organi7.ation, One day. towlim the end of a long brainstorming meeting. we c.1me up \\;th 

the idea of putting up little one-pllge stories, l~llled episodes. in bnthroom stalls 

discussing new and intcrc.~ting testing techniques. Somebody immL-diately ~111L-d it 

-Testing on the Toilet: and the idea stuck. 

We formed a tl'am of editors. encour.lgl-d authors to write lots of episodes and then 

bribed Nooglers \\;th books and T-shirts to Jlut up episodes e\'el)' week. TIll' first few 

episodes touchl'(l off a flm'l)' of feedback from all corners of the enmpus, We received 

praiSl' and flames. but mostly what we heam was that Ill'()ple were bored and wanted us 

to hurl)' and publish the next episode. 

Eventually. the idea became part of the company culture and e\'en a company joke, as in. 

"Excuse me. I I\('ed to go rl.'ad about testing, - That's when we relllized thllt we hlld what 

we nccded: a way to get our mess:.lge out. 

OF course, the grouplets neL-d guidance to make sure they lire aligned \\ith the company 

intel\!St. Having II lot of pL'Ople who lire self-organizing C<tn be po\\'erfully positive or 

negative. and not e\'el)' idl.'<l is a good one. To help deal with that. a number of grouplet 

organizers meet onl"C a week to mnke sure they are not nt cross-purposes. 

But when you give engineers the chance to al»)!ly their passion to their company. theyenn 

do amllzing things, 

Bharat Mediraua is a software engilleer at Goog/e. 
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Creativity Is Forever 

•• . \ . .. ' 
." 

t .. 

Figure 5.4. Mysterious picture. Can you find the one main picture? Ten other meaningful pic
tures? What else can you see? (Sidney J. Parnes, Ruth B. Noller and Angelo Biondi, excerpted 
from Guide to Creative Action. Copyright <0 1976 Charles Scribner's Sons. Reprinted with the 
permission of Charles Scribner's Sons.) 
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118 Creativity I. Forever 

Solutions to Visual Puzzle. 

Popeye 

Flying Pig 

Cow 

Dog Patch Person 

Ro.c:l Runner-

Harry Belafonte 

E.T. 

Q@ 
~ Jesus 

Lady With Bouffent Hair 

Napping Lady 

Blackbeard 

po...qc Z3 ( 
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Plexibility/Breaking Set 

part 1. Concelled Colors ... The name of what color 1s concealed. in each 
statement? 

Examples: Newspape~1tor8 decided to go strike. 
The cab lacked the proper brakes to stop at the intersect10n. 

Nov try these: 
1. The big, old hungry dog appeared at our door every morning. 
2. The cop persuaded him not to create a disturbance. 
3. The Brazi11an student Paulo lives just around the corner from us. 
4. You shouldn't let an upstart like him bother you. 
S. He let out a big yell, ow1ng to the 1njuries he rece1ved when he fell. 
6. La Jolla vendors decided to cut their prices 1n half. 
7. Long rayon fabrics were l~aded on the truck. 
8. You shouldn't sell this fossil very cheaply because 1t Is a rare specimen. 
9~ The new law hit everybody's pocketbook pretty hard. 
10. No one thought of awnings to protect the merchandise from the sun. 
11. A huge dog called LQbo ran gently~oWRd.~. 
12. The kitten chased the big pear lying near the tree. 

Part 2: Problems/Equat1ons ••. Each of the following problems can be solved by 
substituting appropriate words for the letters. Have fun with them! 

Examples: 3F. = IY (3 Feet = 1 Yard) 
4L.C. = G.L. (4 Leaf Clover = Good Luck) 

Now try these: 
1. H. + H. + N.H. + V. + C. + R.I. = N.E. 
2. "lB. in the H. = 2 1n the B." 
3. 80. - 24H. = lW. 
4. 3P. = 6 
S. T. = L.S. state 
6. 23Y. - 3Y. = 20. 
7. A. & E. were In the G. of E. 
8. Hy F.L. and south P. are both H.C. 
9. H.H. & H.H. at 12 = H. or H. 
10. S. + H. of R. = U.S.C. 
11. 4J. + 40. + 4K. = All the F.C. 
12. "R. = R. = R.-
13. C. + 60. = N.Y.E. 

Part III. Sounds/Patterns 
Turn over this sheet and listen to the Instructor read the following phrase. 

FINISHED FILES ARB THE RE
SULT OF YEARS OF SCIENTIF
IC STUDY COHBINEO WITH THE 
EXPERIENCE OF HANY YEARS 
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Imagery ~ Hne1llOnic Chains 

(Covert. Operant.) 

1. Imaqine you have II tablecloth spr.ad out. on the floor and on it. i. an 
elegant. set ot DINNERWARE. 

2. StucJt right in the middle of it is a huge four-foot fountain PEII. 

l. 'lbe other end of the pen is jaJllD8d into the belly ot a JERSEY cow, which 
is rocking back and forth. 

4. On the top of the Jersey cov is King GEO~ in all his reqalia. 

S. Xing George has a cut on his forehead and there is '" band-aid CONNEC'l'ING the 
bIo sides of the CUT. 

6. Now, Kinq George has his hands uplifted and is holding on his shoulders a 
tremeadous MASS of ice. 

7. On the top of the ice sits Harcus Welby freezing his rear ead. On ~i. 
white c~t is II badge that reads MD. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

Marcus Welby is holcting his hands in front of him, and in thea be has an 
old-fashioned train, called a CAR LINER, which 18 going SOU'l'B.-

Stuffed in the top of the car liner's Alakestacit is a NEW BAH (ODe ·ot 
those juicy registered ones). 

The ham is wrapped in a piece of sheet mu.aic entitled -C4rx'y Me Back to Old 
VIRGINY.- corner 
In the upper right-hand/of the sheet lIlUSic is a picture of the EMPIRE STATE 
BUILDING. 

On top of the Empire State Bui1di.ng is another CAR LINER, but this one is 
going NORTH. 

Finally, on top of the car liner, standing right on the smoke-stack and 
qetting ready to lay an e9q, is a big RED BEH--4 RHODE ISLAND red hen, as 
a matter of fact. 

LIST 1--0ri9ina1 Colonies LIST 2--Fewest Vocational Rehabs. 
in order in order 

1. Delaware 1. Nevada 
2. Pennsylvania 2. Wyoming 
3. Hew Jersey 3. Hew Hampehire 
4. Georgia 4. Veruont 
s. Connecticut 5. Idaho 
6. Massachusetts 6. South Dakota 
7. Maryland 7. Utah 
8. South carolina 8. Montana 
9. Hew Halnpshire 9. Nebraska 

10. Virginia 10. Washington 
U. New York 11. Rhode Island 
12. North carol ina 12. oregon 
13. Rhode Island 13. North Dakota 
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SIX THINKING HATS 

The Six Thinking Hat system is a simple and practical way to separate the different modes 
of thinking. There are six hats. each of a different color. Each hat represents one mode of 
thinking. A thinker may be asked to put on a hat of a certain color or to take off a hat of a 
certain color. A thinker may also Indicate that he or she is choosing to put on a particular 
hat. 
Note that the hat metaphor is carefully chosen because hats can easUy be put on or taken off. 
The six hats do rwt represent personalLttes or types ofthtnker. Everyone is required to at
tempt to use all the hats. 

White Hat: Think of white paper or a computer print-out. White hat thinking is a request 
to focus directly and exclusively on the information base. 

Red Hat: 1111nk of red for fire and warmth. Red hat thinking deals with emotions. feelings. 
hunches and Intuitions. 

Black Hat: Think of a black line that crosses something out. The black hat is probably the 
most valuable hat in the end because it is the Judgment hat. and it prevents us from carry
ing out things that are stupid or dangerous. 

Yellow Hat: Think of sunshine and optimism for the yellow hat represents the "logical 
positive." Wearing the yellow hat we look for the feasibility of a project. the profitability. the 
added value. Nevertheless. we must give lOgical reasons to support our statements. The 
yellow hat represents the logical positive and notJust hope or wishful thinking. 

Green Hat: Think of green vegetation. of growth and of energy. for the green hat is the 
creative hat. The green hat Is a spec1f1c request for creative thinking. a specific request for 
proposals. alternatives. new Ideas and even provocations. 

Blue Hat: Think of calm blue sky that overlooks everything for the blue hat Is the overview 
or process control hat. Whlle the others hats are thinking about the subject matter. the 
blue hat Is looking at the tlth1nk1ng"' that Is taking place. Uke the conductor of an orches
tra. the blue hat asks for the other hats or different thinking operation. 
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De Bono's Thinking Hats 

Six hats of critical thinking ... 

In his book, Si'r: Thinking "au, Edward deBono asks you to imagine six coloured hats. Each hat represents a role 
your mind plays in the critical thinking process. By switching from one hat to another as you think about your 
topic,you are forced to look at your topic from a variety of perspectives. 

For the exercise, start with six sheets of paper - one for each hat. Select a topic or problem that you would like to 
think about or work on. Decide which of the hats would be good to start with and work your way through all six. 
jotting down notes on the thoughts that come 10 you with each hat. The table below identifies the six hats, their 
characteristics and some of the questions you should ask with each one. You may think of other questions as well. If 
you have worked a problem through all six hats and have jotted down at least three points for each. you will know 
that you've covered the major points in the critical thinking process! 

Characteristics Questions 

~hile hat: • Used to think about facts, figures. and other objective • What facts would help me 
infonnation (think ofa scientist's white lab smock). further in making a decision? 

• How can I get those facts" 

Red hat: • Used to elicit the feelings, emotions. and other nonrational but • How do I really feel? 
potentially valuable senses, such as hunches and intuition • What is rny gut feeling about 
(think of a red heart). this problem" 

Black hat: • Used to discover why some ideas will not work. this hat • What are the possible downside 
inspires logical negative arguments (think of a devil's risks and problems? 
advocate or judge robed in black). • What is the worst-case senario? 

~ellow hat: • Used to obtain the positive outlook, this hat sees opportunities, • What are the advantages? 
possibilities and benefits (think of the wanning sun). • What would be the best possible 

outcome? 

Green hat: • Used to find creative new ideas (think of new shoots sprouting • What completely new, fresh, 
from seeds). iMovative approaches can I 

generate? 

• What creative ideas can I dream 
up to help me see the problem in 
a new way? 

Blue hat: • Used as a master hat to control the thinking process (think of • Review my thoughts. 
the overarching sky, or a "cool" character who's in control). • Sum up what I've learned and 

think about what the next 
logical step is .. 

(http://llbrary.usask.caluslUdy/cnlJcal/sllrnats.hnnl) 
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Humor Corner 
by David Eastman 

By now. we're aU probably familiar with Edward deBono's 
"Six. Thinking Hats" technique where 
you wear six different colored caps to signify exploring a 
problem from six different perspectives. 
Less well-known is deBono's "Six Action Shoes" he added 
to the theory in 1991, featuring gumboots, 
brogues, ~lipper.;. and a few others to represent ho ..... 10 take 
action on those creative insights 
(hey. I'm nOI making this stuff up)! 

While these are truly valuable tools for trainers, clearly 
another update is due for the toolbox. Voila! Emer, stage 
left, the recently invented; patent pending, politically 
incorrecl SIX UNDERWEAR TIUNKING. referred 10 in Ihe 
vernacular as the "Six U-Trou" method. 

The neltl time your organization really needs to gel 10 the 
bottom of a problem, try this inspiring experiential ap
proach. For maximum impact. of course, you should 
actually bring the following pairs of undergarments 10 Ihe 
group and slip Ihem on and off while you take each perspec
tive: 

I) BOXERS - stability and tradition personified. Ask. 
"How have you traditionaUy solved these types of 
problems?" Look at historical precedents and time
honored procedures. How would your Dad solve this 
problem? Figure out what doesn't work. 

2) BRIEFS - stated briefly. what is the problem? No 
bystuff overproblem-solving to get the bottom of an issue 
buzz words and mumbo jumbo. These aren't legal 
briefs, just a shon. basic. no nonsense summary of the 
maner at hand. 

3) DEPENDS TM_ contingency planning. What would 
happen if news of this situation leaks out? WiU there be 
any trickle-down effects? How can we guard ourselves 
against embarrassment while stiU lining our pockets 
when necessary? What urgent and unexpected pressure 
have we not accoumed fat? 

4) GIRDLE - gird your loins for battle! Who will you 
have to fight to push a solution through? How much 
wiU you have to "suck it up" through costoCutting and 
longer work hours? Where is the hidden fat in your 
organization? 

5) THONG - be bold! You're about ready to crack this 
problem wide open! What can you uncover that's 
previously been hidden? What can we do to make Ihis 
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problem sexy? How can we gel pt'ople altracted to the 
problem so Ihalthey wanllo solve il? Whal kind of 
"sunscreen" (extra proleclion) mighl you need in order to 
cover your backside if il all falls through? 

) 

6) COMMANDO - the Emperor's New Underwear! Com
mando lets it all hang out in the lime-honored tradition of 
Tarzan. Sharon Slone. Scollish KillS. and Joey from the casl 
of "Friends:' Dlro ..... oul Ihe baby. the batll ..... ater. the 
underv.·ear. and Ihe problem. Stan from scralch! Whal 
would you nalurally ..... al1l 10 do in Ihis silualion? Put il 
behind you and move on. 

Dlere you have it: a highly inleractive. nOI-for-the-timid. whole 
body approach to problem solving - SIX U-TROU thinking! 
Look for the CD-ROM and Vinual Reality options coming soon 
to a training supply store near you. 

David Eastman has been an academic advisor. bookstore owner. career 
c011Sultant, lifeguard. psychotherapist. shoe salesman, and the guy 
who ran the drive-up wiruiOWaI Taco Bell. Currenlly he presides over 
Productive SoluliolU. an inlergalactic training and development 
consortium headquartered in Bloomington. 

ApplicatioD D~velopm~nl Gruup 
557 Burralo RUD Driw 
IndIanapolis. I~ 46:!:!7 

Compuler Training 
Express Sessions'" 

Custom Courseware 
HTML Hypenext 
Help Hypcnext 

317.888.4029 
800.939.9891 

sda viess@iquest.net 

pC Je.. 2.3 7 
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HEMISPHERICITY 
2-ZA 

LEFt (Analytic) RIGHT (Global) 
1. ,Verbal 1. Visual, tactual, 

kinesthetic 

2. Responds to word 2. Responds to word 
. meaning·· . ------ -. -- ~. =""'-~~-. ~pitch,-.feefing -- - --~~: . 

3. Recalls facts, dates 3. RecaJls images, patterns 
. _.- .-.--. -- .. -. -- . -_ ... _- ._- - .. _ .. _.- --- .. _- ..... -- .. -- . ._--- -- .- -- -. -_.- -- -- ... - ... --
4. Sequential . 4. Random 

5. Processes information 
linearly 

6. Responds to 
logical appeal. 

5. Processes information 
in chunks 

6. Responds to emotional 
appeal 

·7. Trusts logical appeal 7. Trusts intuition 

8. Looks tidy. organized 8. Looks disorganized 

9. Plans ahead . .... . . 9. Spontaneous 

fOe Punctual 10. Less punctual. 

h. Reflective 

/2. Recalls people's 
names 

I 

13. Speaks with few 
gestures 

" . 
'.t I • f , •• • 

11. Impulsive 

12. Recalls people's 
faces 

13. Gestures when 
speaking 
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Lateral Thinking 
Edward de Bono writes in IISerious Creativity II , how he became interested in the sort of thinking that 
computers could not do: creative and perceptual thinking. The entry in the Concise Oxford Dictionary 
reads: "seeking to solve problems by unorthodox or apparently illogical methods. 

Lateral thinking is about moving sideways when working on a problem to try different perceptions, 
ditTerent concepts and different points of entry. The tenn covers a variety of methods including 
provocations to get us out of the usual line of thought. Lateral thinking is cutting across patterns in a 
self-organising system, and has very much to do with perception. 

For example: Granny is sitting knitting and three year old Susan is upsetting Granny by playing with the 
wool. One parent suggests putting Susan into the playpen. The other parent suggests it might be a better 
idea to put Granny in the playpen to protect her from Susan. A lateral answer! 

The term "Lateral thinkingll can be used in two senses: 

• Specific: A set of systematic techniques used for changing concepts and perceptions, and 
generating new ones . 

• General: Exploring multiple possibilities and approaches instead of pursuing a single approach. 

Coming soon to this page will be a summary of de Bono's fundamental principles, and a nutshell guide 
of techniques. 

Last updated: 5th October 1996 

http://members.ozemail.com.aul-cavemanlCreativeffechniquesllateral.htm 1/1512003 Page 239



LATERAL THINKING 
They are complimentaIy to each other 

LATERAL THINKING 

1. IS GENERATIVE 

2. IS USED TO DIG A HOLE IN A 
DIFFRENT PLACE 

3. IS CONCERNED WITH RE5IRUC
TtIIDNG CONCEPTPATI,ERNS (IN
SIGHI') OR PROVOKING NEW 
ONES (CREATIVITY) 

4. A SPECIAL SUBJECf TO BE 
LEARNED 

5. RICHNESS IS WHAT MAlTERS 

6. DOES NOT SELECf, BUT SEEKS 
TO OPEN UP onIER PATIIWAYS 

7. GENERATES AS MANY ALTERNA
TIVE APPROACHES AS POSsmLE 

8. MOVES IN ORDER TO GENERATE 
A DIRECTION 

9. IS PROVOCATIVE 

10. CANMAKEJUMPS 

11. DOES NOT HAVE TO BE 
CORRECI' AT EVERY STEP 

12. TIiERE IS NO NEGATIVE 

13. ONE WELCOMES CHANCE 
INSTRUSIONS 

VERTICAL THINKING 

1. IS SELECTIVE ~ 

2. IS USED TO DIG TIiE SAME HOLE = 
DEEPER \ .J 

3. IS C.ONCERNED WITH PROVING OR ~ 
__ DEVELOPING CONCEPT PA'ITERNS- -~ 

4. IS ALMQSf TIiE EXCLUSIVE EM- t-3 
PHASIS IN FORMAL EDUCATION = 5. RIGHfNESS IS WHAT MAlTERS ..... 

6. SELEcr5 A PATIiWAY BY EXCLUD- ~ 
ING OTHER PATIiWAYS 

~ 
7. SELEcr5 1HE MOST PROMISING ..... 

APPROACH TO A PROBLEM; TIiE 
~ BEST WAY OF LOOKING AT A 

SmJATION Cl 
8. MOVES ONLY IF TIiERE IS A 

DIRECTION IN WIDCH TO MOVE 

9. IS ANALYllCAL 

10. IS SEQUENrIAL 

11. HAS TO BE CORRECI' AT EVERY 
STEP 

12. NEGATIVE IS USED TO BLOCK 
OFF CERTAIN PATIiWAYS 

13. ONE CONCENI'RATES AND EX-
CLUDES WHAT IS IRRELEVANT 
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LATERAL THINKING 
They are complimentary to each other 

14. CATEGORmS.C~~CATIONS 
AND LABELS ARE NOT FIXED 

15. EXPLORES TIlE LEAST LIKELY 
PAlHS 

16. ISA-PROBALIsnC PROCESS 

17. INFORMATION IS USED Nor FOR 
PROVOCATIVELY IN ORDER TO 
BRlNGABOur RE-PATrERNING 

14. CATEGORIES. CLASSIFICATIONS 
AND LABELS ARE FIXED 

15. FOLLOWS TIm MOsr LIKELY 
PATHS 

--16. IS-KFINfrE PROCESS 

17. INFORMATION IS USED FOR ITS 
OWN SAKE IN ORDER TO MOVE 
TO A SOLUTION 
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'Dead Poets' inspiration 
is dismissed in Detroit 
By Patricia Edmonds 
USA TODAY 

• 
In the 1989 movie Deiul Poets 

Society, ~e iconoclastic English 
teacher played by Robin Williams 
wPS fired by superiors but halled 
by studenlS In a delant fan:weIL 

But the rea1-life teacher who in
spired WlIHams' .... portrayal didn't 
get to teU his students goodbye af
ter he was Ired this month. 
Jo~ campbell, 55, a teacher for 

28 years ~t exclu.stve Detroit Coun- . 
try Day School. says omdals dis
missed him because '1 don't fit abe 
corporate image of What they c0n
ceive a teacher to be - although I 
think If you talk to my former stu
dents. they'll say rye been very 
succ:essful. " 

As a bigh school student. Wll~ 
Iiams studied history, government 
and English under campbell He 
says be based bls Dead Poets char
acter, John Keating,' panly on 

1-

Campbell's otrbeat teaching style. 
. Headmaster G~rald Hansen 
wouldn't discuss the firing but said 
In a statement that Campbell had 
been "on probation for several 
years ... and haS not satisfactorily 
demonstrated a willingness to ad
here to all the academic and pro
fessional standards" of 'the presti
gious private academy In the tiny. 
Detroit suburb of Blrmlngham. ' .' 
. Campbell's contract wasn't re

newed for next year, and he was 
told not to resume teachlflg classes 
this spring after, a brief leave. He 
says he'U probably retire. 

CampbeU -' whose classroom 
techniques include throwing away 
books be deems Inferior and mov
Ing desks whlle studenlS are sitting 
In them - says he'll try ''Whatever 
happens to hl~ my mind" to exdte 
studenlS about learning. He wryly 
describes himself as "mIidly cra
zy" and hardly Indispensable be
cause "there are thousands of good 

I By AudrfIy Shlhyn. USA TODAY 
ClASS ACT: John CampbeD had a 'real love of knowledge and Ieaming. 
just like the teacher Robin WiIIi~ portrayed: a fanner student says. 

teachers out there." , .' Ity was a·good thing because he 
Former StudenlS say Campt:wll taught you. 'Don't worry about 

Is one of a kind. ' r what other people think. be true to 
, Michigan state Sen. David H~n- yourself and do your best' He had 
Igman, Country 'Day Class of '74, a real love ot knowledge and 
says Campbell's government cl$S learning, just like the teacher Rot). 
inspired him to enter politics. To in Williams portrayed - and h~ 
Honigman, CampbeU's "eccentric- really loved the kids he taUght:':':~ 

, 1 
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SCHOOL'S OUT John Campbell, the real-life 
model for Robin Williams's character in ·Dead Poets Society,. gets canned 

Y
OU SAWTHE MOVIE; NOW READ THE 
pink slip. 

Robin Williams's 1989 per
fonnance as a passionate but 

iconoclastic teacher in the movie Dead 
Poeu Society was largely based on 
John Campbell, who Ilad taught Wil
liams history at the posh Detroit Coun
try Day School in Birmingham, Mich., 
in 196 i. Three weeks ago, Campbell, 
55, met the same fate as his celluloid 
counterpart: He was fired-and for 
similar reasons, say his suppol1ers. 

"John Campbell has been on proba
tion for several years," announced 
Countn' Dav headmaster Gerald T. 
Hanse~. "[He) has not satisfactorily 
demonstrated a willingness to adhere 
to all the academic and professional 
standards of the school." 

That would seem to put it mildly. By 
his own admission. Campbell's pelfor
mance in the classroom was en!O more 
outrageous than Williams's in the mov
ie. "Actually. Robin Williams wasn't 
as radical a 'teacher as I am." said 

50 811219' PEOPLE 

Campbell last \\·eek. "He tdls the stu
dents to rip out the page~ in th.~ir 
books. I tellthern to throw the whole 
thing in tile garbage." 

The thrust of Campbell's pedagogy 
was hi show his students they cuuid 

-0( Wllnams, the 
hlgh·mlnded peda
gogue in Dead P". 
efs Soddy, has 
made no public 
comment about 
Campbell" firing. 

A ". didn't fH the 
COfllorate Image," 
uJS Campbell, 
"and [the school 
administrators) 
couldn't deal with 
that." 

teach themselves. One duy. Campbell. 
who had been at Country Day for 28 
years, told a class lhat anybody could 
teach them. "We went out on the street 
and stopped the fir.;t car .• asked the guy 
to come in and teal!h history that day." 
remembers Campbell. Asked how the 
class went, Campbell responds. "I don't 
know .• left." 

Although Coyntr)' Day's officials 
claim they've received few complaints 
about the firing, students and their par
ents seemed stunned. ". am shocked," 
says Nora Peters. a member of the 
M~thers' Association. a PTA-like orga
nization. "He was lIot just a gooclteach
er, he was one of th.! few that didn't bore 
parents at Meet the Faculty nigh!."_ 
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Indiana students face challenges 
in Odyssey of the Mind contest 
Associated Press to perform special tasks The team decided on Frisbees for 

In the case of Ibe Cumberland run nn Tan. and armor to block the 
GREENWOOD Indiana EIemenbuy team. students had to bullet that killed President Abraham 

schoolchDdren rapped to a Robert reproduce an originallmpressionlst Unooln 
Louis Stevenson poem and buDt painting and WItte a poem ID 80 with The winning teams for the vari-
objects out of marsbmaIlows during it and ped'onn a ~t tying the two ous categories and divisions were: 
Satwday's Indiana Odyssey of the together. . . • "Amusiri' Crusin''': Division 1 
Mindmmpetition. TheotherbalfofthecompeCition _ Sharp Creek E1emen~"' School; 

-We were just having run," said focused coming with ta -I 
l().'--Ir-old Matthew Hicbnan from on up span - DiY. 2 - SL Matthew School; Div. 3 

1- neousBDSWenlDquestionsposedby (tie) - Jasper High School. 
Cwnberland Elementary in West judges. The more aeative the answer Croth rsvW Co . Sch I 
Lafa""""" th in _._ .... ed. e e mmuruty 00 

1''''- emorepo tsClnClU'& Team A. 
Hicbnan and other members of "An example would be 'Name. • "n-.-u· n'" Di" 1 _ Sey_ 

the fowth-grade Cumberland team something that soes around'· Cum- UUIYQI 0 ••• . 

dOMed swtgIasses as they rapped berland coach ICaren ltin said. "A' mour .Middi.e School; Dlv. 2 -
their way through Stevenson's common response would be a So~dge ~ School .. ,: 
"Where Goes the Boats?" poem dur- meny-go-roUCId.. But a aeative • Classics/Great ImpresslOns ; 
ing the mmpetition at Center Grove response would be the c:IUcken poL Div. 1 - Pleasant Grove FJementary 
High School That's what they're looking for." School: . Div. 2 - Jasper Middle 

Teams from schools aroUCId the Other problems required buDd- School: Div. 3 - Lawrencebwg High 
state mmpeted in three divisions - ing objects such as making the tallest School . 
elementary, middle and high school tower out of marshmallows and • "CrUClch"; Div. J - Pipe Creek 
-tacklingdifl'erentproblemsrequir- toothpids, ltinsafd.. Elementary School: Div. 2 -
ing aeative problem-solving. Reed Norris's team from Jasper Mac:onaquah Middle School: Div. 3 

WUUle~ advance to the world Middle School was given twO of the - Northfield High School 
mmpetition irIAmes, Iowa. Batpartsofcannlngjarlidsandasbd. "TaD Tales"; Div. 1-Westlake 

Students worked in advance on .. ID. ~me up with some aItepwive . Bementary School: Div. 2-Ja~ 
problems such as buildhig ai~~de~"'uSeS::: ,........ .. ~.~ ~:-'.:--~ '-''Mtdd1eSChoOl ~'O.l1 ~-;ur-' 

, .' .- : ... __ •• t ..•. -
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2 & Pi 2 t t 

In'ormation 'rom domain 

/ ~ 
PREPARAnON .NCUBATION INSIGHT EVALUAnON 
Problem de'ined: .. Parallel processing .. Solullon 10 .. Solulion anempted 
Clear obstacle or problem or applied 

speci.ic goal envisioned 

~ ./" A 

Interaction With field 

" 

In'ormation 'rom diHerent 
domains 

L 

// '\'\.. r 

PREPARAnON INCUBAnON INSIGHT I ELABORAnON 
Problematic Synthesis o' Formulation o' AND EVALUAnON 

situation: vague diHerentlnputs problem envisioned Consequences o. 
unease, diHuse goal .. processed .. .. problem derived ~ 

in parallel and tested, solutions 
and applications 

I anempted 

" // 
Interaction with diHerent 

.ields 

FIGURE 4.1 Csikszentmlhalyi and Sawyer's (1993) proposed models of presented and discovered problem solving 
SOURce: From R. J. Sternberg & J. Davidson: The Nsture of Insight (In press). MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. Reprinted by permission. 

r ne,.1 

. .-
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,---------------------------------------------------

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Component I: Undentandlng the ~ 

0: Seeking opportunities for problem 1OIving. 

c: Estabflshing a broad, general goal for problem aoMng. 

0: Examining many dataite, IooIdng at the Mesa from 
many viewpoints. 

c: Determining the most important data, to guide problem 
development. 

0: Considering many possible problem statements. 

C: Constructing or selecting a specffic problem statement 
(stating the challenge). . 

_______________________________________ J 

Component II: Genet.tlng Idea 

0: Producing many, varied, and unuaualldeu. 

c: Identifying promising possIbilitie&-aJtematives or 
options having interesting potentials. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I ----------------------------------------, 

Component m: Planning for ActIon 

0: Developing criteria for analyzing and refining promising 
possibilities. 

c: Choosing criteria. and appfying them to select, 
sb engthen, and support promising aoIutiona. 

0: Considering possible sources of AssistanceIResistance 
and possible actions for Implementation. 

c: Formulating a specific Plan of Action. 

~ __________________________________________________ J 

[Note: In each stage, 0 = Diverging; C= Converging] 
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.. Creative Proble.-Solvlil9 "ethods . 

bIn Kttbod 
Understand the problem (What ls unknovn? What are the data?) 
Devislng a plan (flnd the connectlon between data and unknown) 
carrylng out the plan (check each step for correctness) 

oabur" He thod 
Orlentatlon (plcklng out problem) 
preoperatlon (gather lng, organlzlng) 
Analysls and Ideatlon (seeklng posslble solutlons) 
Incubatlon (tlme lag for mlnd to syntheslze problem and solutlon) 
Ivaluatlon (verlfylnq, testlng) 

Plrnes Hethod 
Objectlve Flndlng (mess flndlng) 
Fact Flndlng (llstlng/data flndlng) 
Problem Flndlng (selectlng sal lent problem) 
Idea Flndlng (bralnstormlng) 
Solutlon Flndlng (crlterla for evaluatlon) 
Acceptance Flndlng (lmplementatlon) 

Oe('h Metbod 
Explorer (looklng for .aterlals for new ldeas) 
Artist (rearrange thlngs) 
Judge (evaluatlons and declslons) 
Varrlor (lmplementatlon) 

valli' Hodo1 
preparatlon (acqulrlng knowledge and becomlng avare of how problems flt 

together--evaluate posslble problems and strategles) 
Incubatlon (sortlng out Ideas--a perlod of qulet reflectlon and then 

bralnstorming suggestions) 
Illuminatlon (Aha--flnd possible solution(s» 
Verlflcatlon (emplrlcal testing of plan of actlon or solutlon) 

Dayle/AUrA Creatlyity Mpdol 
Awareness of the importance of creativlty (to self and soclety) 
Understanding of creativlty (the creatlve person/process/theorles) 
Techniques (exposure to aethods and strategies) 
Sel~-Actualizatlon (self actlvation and reallzlng potential) 

Torrance's stepylse proce.s Of Creatlyity 
Sensing a problem or gap 1n information 
Forming Ideas or bypotheses 
Testing and mod1fying bypotheses 
Communicatlng the results 

Rgles for Brain.torminq: 
1. Critlcism Is ruled out (deferred judgment). 
2. Freewheellng Is welcomed (the vllder the better). 

·3. Quantlty is wanted (longer 11sts lncrease the possiblilty of solutlon). 
4. Combinatlon and lmprovement are sought (hitch-hlklng on ldeas). 
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\:) Iages of the creative process 

\) 

P 
...0 
~ 

rJ 
-C 
<Y 

Dewey (1933) Davis 

I 
I 
I 

1. State of 
doubt, 
perplexity, 
difficulty 

I 

2. Act of 
searching 
for 
resolution 

I 
1. Big idea 

I 

Davis 

I 
I 

1. Clarifying 
a problem 

I 

I 
2. Working 
on it 

I 

I 

2. Elaboration 

-n 3. Producing 
~ 

a solution ('\ ,...... 
~ .., 

'" -.-C). 

..Q 
('\ 

............. 

Wall as (1926) 

I 

1 . Preparation 
I 

2. Incubation 

I 
3. Illumination 

I 

4. VLrification 

Torrance (1988) Dewey (1920) 

I I 
I 

1. Sensing 1. A difficulty 
a problem Is felt 
or gap of I 
Information 2. Difficulty is 

I located and 

I defined 

I I 
2. Forming 3. Possible 
ideas of solutions are 
hypotheses considered 

I 
4. Consequences 

3. Testing of solutions are 
and modifying weighed 
hypotheses I 

I 5. One solution is 
accepted 

I 

I 
4. I 
Communicating 
results 

CPS model 
(1992) 

1. Understanding 
the problem 
8. mess finding 
b. data finding 

I 
c. problem finding 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

2. Generating ideas 
d. Idea finding 

I 

I 
I 

3. Planning for action 
e. solution finding 

I 
I 

f. accehtance finding 

Kingsley & Garr; 
(1957) I 

I 

1. Difficulty is fell 
I 
I 

2. Problem is 
clarifyed and 
defined I 

I 
3. Aseareh 
for clues I 

I 
4. Various 
suggestions 
appear and are 
tried out 

5. Suggested 
solution is 
accepted (or the 
thinker gives up) 

6. SOlutio~ tested 

~ 
~ 
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take a more active, high-Initiative approach to Improving our lives by looking 
for nuisances, challenges, or things that you would like to see happen
difficulties that seem to cry out "Help I Helpl Get the CPS model, quickl" 

To help you discover challenges and opportunities and generally in
crease your problem sensitivity. Parnes (1981) itemized a list of prodding 
questions. some of which are itemized below. Do these suggest topics for 
one-person CPS sessions? 

What would you like to get out of life? 
What are your goals. as yet unfilled? 
What would you like to accomplish. to achieve? 
What would you like to have? 
What would you like to do? 
What would you like to do better? 
What would you like to happen? 
In what ways are you Inefficient? 
What would you like to organize In a better way? 
What Ideas .would you like to get going? 
What relationship would you like to improve? 
What would you like to get others to do? 
What takes too long? 
What is wasted? 
What barriers or bottlenecks exist? 
What do you wish you had more time for? 
What do you wish you had more money for? 
What makes you angry. tense. or anxious? 
What do you complain about? 

Five 51.,. 
Gaida Cra .. llva 
Problem Solving 

llI""enl Then 
Convergenl 
11IInllinlAI 
Eech Slep 

Now what Is this superlative set of stages? 

The five stages are (act-finding, problem-finding, Idea
finding. solution-finding (evaluation), and acceptance
finding (Implementation). The steps guide the creative 
process; that Is, they tell you want to do at each Imme
diate step In order to eventually produce one or more cre
ative. workable solutions. A unique feature Is that each 
step first Involves a divergent thinking phase, In which 
lots of Ideas (facts, problem definitions, Ideas,.evaluatlon 
criteria. Implementation strategies) are generated. then 
a second convergent phase, In which only the most prom
Ising Ideas are selected for further exploration. Figure 5.1 
Illustrates the divergent/convergent nature of each step_ 

Problem 
Oppor1unllv ~ 
Challenge 

The CrtlltlYe Prnees. 105 

Fact Problem Idea Solution Accepl .. nce 
Finding Finding Finding Finding Finding N 

F-F P-F I-F S-F 

A 
C 

A-F PLAN ~ ~ 
o 
N 

E 
w 

C 
H 

~A 

l 
L 
E 
N 
G 
E 

E 
~T 

C 

Figure 5 1 The creallve problem 90lvlng (CPS) model. 

Fact Finding 

Who Old Whal 
Wh~n. Where. 
Why. and How7 

FIIet·Flndlng 
Slmllllr tn 
Pupa ration 
Stage 

The first stage. fact-finding. Involves "listing all you 
know about the problem or challenge" (Parnell. 1981) 
"_ . . to hetp you explore all the Information. Impres
sions. observations, feelings. and question!! that you have 
about a mess on which you've decided to work" (Isaksen 
& Trefflnger, 1985). Parnes recommend!! the u!!e of who. 
what. when. where, why and how questions. That Is: 

Who Is or should be Involved? 
What Is or Is not happening? 
When does this or should this happen? 
Where does or doesn't this occur? 
Why does It or doesn't It happen? 
How does It or doesn't It occur? 

The CPS fact-finding stage clearly parallels the prep
aration stage In the Wallas model. As an example, let's 
say the problem Is thinking of ways to stimulate cre
ativity In a classroom room or business organization. An 
Individual or group first would list all of the facts they 
could think of relating to training creative thinking and 
perhaps to the nature of creativity and creative abilities. 
The who. what. when. where, why and how questions aid 
thinking In this step. The list of Ideas Is then conver
gently narrowed to a smaller number of facts that might 
be especially productive. 

-
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FUTURE PROBLEM SOLVING PROCESS 

STEP 11 RESEARCHING THE BROAD TOPIC 

STEP 21 LISTING SUBPROBLEMS 

a. Situation is reviewed and discussed. 
b. Brainstorming of all possible problems arising from 

the situation. 

STEP 3: RECOeNIZING AND STATING-~HE UNDERLYING PROBLEM 

a. Discuss and decide which problem is the most basic. 
Which problem, if solved, would clear up many of 
the other smaller problems? 

b. Write the underlying problem using one of the two 
phrases to begin: "In what ways might we ••• ?" or 
"How might we .•• ?" 

STEP 4: PRODUCING ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS 

a. Brainstorm all possible solutions to the stated problem. 
b. When stuck, use SCAMPER stimulators. 
c. Each team member says his idea out loud and writes it 

down on an index card. 

STEP 5: DEVELOPING CRITERIA FOR JUDGING SOLUTIONS 

a. Criteria are developed. Five are optimal. 

STEP 6: EVALUATING ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS 

n. Select 10 most promising solutions. 
b. Place solutions and criteria on evaluation grid. 
c. . Rank order the solutions accord ing to each CT i teT ion. 
d. Total SCOTes for each solution; highest scoring 

solution wins. 

STEP 7: D~fiCnIBING THE BEST SOLUTION 

a. Improve .. upon that solution which received the 
highest score. 

b. Develop and explain in paragraph form. 
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Creativity (Perkins, 1988): 
a. Creativity: "a creative result is a result both original and 

appropriate. II 
b. Creative Person: "a creative person--a person with creativity--is a 

person who fairly routinely produces creative results. II 

Creative Process (Torrance 1988): 
"I tried to define creative thinking as a process of (1) sensing 
difficulties, problems, gaps in information, missing elements, 
something askew; (2) making guesses and formulating hypotheses 
about these deficiencies; (3) evaluating and testing these guesses 
and hypotheses; (4) possibly revising and retesting them; and 
finally (5) communicating the results." 

The three-four P's (Davis, 1992): 
Creative Person (look for traits; e.g., visionary type) 
Creative Process (looking at stages, steps, actions, behaviors) 
Creative Product (looking at composition, design, innovation, fitness, worthiness) 
Creative Press (look at environment, climate, place) 
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Personality Characteristics: 
1. Willingness to take risks 
2. Perseverance, Drive, Commitment to Task 
3. Curiosity . 
4. Openness to Experience, Open-Minded 
5. Tolerance for Ambiguity 
6. Broad Interests 
7. Value Originality ._ _ __ .. 
8. Intuition and Deep Emotions, Perceptive 

(imaginative play, similes, analogies, guesses) 
9. Being Internally Occupied, Withdrawn, Needs Privacy Time 
10. Awareness of Their Own Creativeness 

. 11. Sense of Humor 
12. Attracted by Complexity & Novelty 
13. Artistic 
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Creativity Traits: 
1. Products: Fluency, Flexibility, Originality, Elaboration 
2. Attitudes: Curiosity, Imagination, Complexity, Risk Taking 
3. Behaviors: Flexible, Imaginative, Nonconforming, Novel Answers 

. Thinking/Cognitive Characteristics: 
1. Metaphoric Thinking (new synthesis, perspective, transformation) 
2. Flexibility & Skill in Decision Making 
3. Independence in Judgment (not compelled by latest trends) 
4. Coping Well with Novelty (What ifl, work with ideas) 
5. Logical Thinking Skills (evidence, conclusions, if-then, cause-effect) 
6. Visualization (imagery, personal analogies) 
7. Escaping Entrenchment (new angle/pattern, break set, unpredictable) 
8. Finding Order in Chaos (complexity in thought, asymmetrical images) 
9. Problem Finding 
10. Evaluation 
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Negative Creative Traits: 
1. Tends to question laws, rules, authority 
2. Indifferent to common conventions and courtesies 
3. Stubborn, uncooperative, resists domination 
4. Argues the rest are out of step 
5. May not participate in class 
6. Argumentative, cynical, sarcastic, rebellious 
7. Demanding, assertive, auto~r~tic 
8. Low interest in details ~- --- --
9. Sloppy, careless, disorganized with unimportant matters 
10. Self-centered, intolerant, tactless . 
11. Capricious 
12. Temperamental, moody 
13. Emotional, withdrawn, aloof, uncommunicative 
14. Forgetful, absentminded, mind wanders, watches windows 
15. Overactive physically or mentally 
16. Won't join scouts 
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246 'A.T n. • nasONALOC'CA'. VARIAIII.f.S ANIt CREATlVm 

Table I. Pnsumt'd 1'111chla'rIc Dlstarba_ af Same EmIMIII Writers. Arllsts. Compown. and 
Scientists" 

5chi1.flllhrmi. AlTecll-e dn-ters (anipalarllld bipo'ar, Pcnoft.lit, disonSen" 

8.udcl.ire B.llie l..amb F..II. Hm~ftiftl 
""Idcrlin 8.luc l..ondon· R. Itnlwnin. 
I,>hno"n 8elTJm.ft' Lowell C.,I,le 
K.nt B.llle Mill C.orn'e 
r .. "nd 8,,~_1I MltlpaSl.nt Edd, 
SI,indber, B,ron O'Nelll Eline 
Swirl Olflmnn' PI.dr <;''1111 

Cu'eridSC "-oe "eine 
Wrllen. CIlIliM Ruethltc lIudey 
pods .nc! Connd Rosldli Pn ... ll 
philllSOflMn Cowper RousllC.u Rimh.ud 

C~' Savy.n Spcnc~, 

Fetpunn Schiller T~nn, ..... 
Fllzaenld SdwIpcnh.~ lA.I. 
Fmsl Se ....... -, Oocthe Shelle, 

\) Ilemin.w.,' Smlr1 
1'. Ituptins T_ 
f' K .... w.ooIr· ....c:) 

~ 8eU" Creye" 
Brende'" MkhelMt1C1o 
C~lIini Modl,lI.nl' 

N 0. Vlnel PoIIoct' 
v') EIOtero R.ph_' 

VI Oo,a Rochko< 
K.OIz" V ... Gosh' 

Artis .. 
Knuprcr' 
Mon," 
Netu" 
Otth" 

PI""" 
Rembrandl 
Sell" 
W.i .. 
W~I7." 

Onnirelli Berlioz BeethoyCft 

Mendclunhn Chnpln Schuben 

Rirmk,·K"naknY Eller WaIner 
lIantIe. 
Mlhler 
RachmanlnolT 

Cornpotcn Ros,inl 
Schumann 
ScriabIn 
Tc:h.lkonk, 
W"U 
Wood 

Table I. (Co""nI,rtl) 

Schlrur/trmi. Arra.1ive di ..... s.:r. htnl,..I", .no! "i,..larl .,"-lil, disnnlm 

------------------------------ ---------------------

Scientl'" 

C.nlll' 
Cupcmicul 
1)tIClne~ f.IId., 
lI.milllln 
'.clllln,e 
l.innlCus 
Newtun 
r.'OC •• 
Swttlcnhll', 
Wele"t,." 

f}~'win 
1)0: I: ... e., 
Ma,." 
KuuIIIO:.C:,· 

Ampm: 
f.iM'ein 
!'trad 
"~8Yloide 
Menokl 
Nill"'in •• le 

'Thew .. di ....... ic cI ... llln' ..... - _ hewd oIn."I.nti •• I, ........ , .... " .... it.',n .. nt, mal< , ..... on·"i .. 1 ..... lft<Cdlll.1 cwioJrftt 
II1II ....... Id .................. Inf_I.1 ..... " ....... , .. 

'n.I ....... .." II ...... "'.''', -, .... ' .... '.""'.1 •• ho ••• , .. ,,,.111, ..... ",,;.. "'" •• ,,,,, .. '''' n ... ,..." "i .. ,;':oll, di.I .. '..... II .1. 
.... Iud ......... f ••.• (' ..... , ••• "', ••• "',,· .. ""d ", Hi"", •• ''Ill .• , .. h;", ..... ·";.1 ...... i,htI, "" ..... I .... lin ..... <_ .. .." 

• s.tritlct . 

'J1rw. 1m .1'1"" _err .'i,,,"rd ., l4;hil''f'hrc"n~: h,. ''Iin,''"". "-11 1 •. t.n .. ~ __ C'" 'if'" .... '" ........ "1\ ''''Ift.I, ,u'fC'1I th .. WWCfI 
~Ie .n«li .. di ....... " 

(TSinorr, 1949). I.lImhrnso (1910) runhcr claimed 
duI. m.n, ,rea' rnullci.n., inCluding Muzurt. 
Schurn.nn. Beethoyen. II.ndel. Pcraolesi •• nd 
Doftlzctll •• ulTered rrom .... lKb or Inunlly," in· 
ckldln, delullona. h.lluclftl.lonl. dFlwenh"" '00 
IIIUII •. Lombrolo .110 included ROusseau. New
lOG. CornIe. and Ampere In Ihi~ •• ner c.'egory. 
lAn,e-Eichbaum (1932). who looked •• lhe .cm. 
ponl re'"ion.hlp or mentll iIIftC$s '0 creativi',. 
round Ihll rnln, .nlall become ~,c:hlldt: unl, .rlcr 
dlelr rnljllr con.ribullona were made. lie Inc'uded 
In .hl. ,roup Baudelaire. Donllefll, K ..... Farada,. 
Newton. Copcmlcu.. .00 Lin:nIeUS. I .. nge. 
l!ichb.um rllCed the mtJnriI, or hl~hl, crealive 
atl". In .he "p'ychnpalh" clle8O'}' •• lerm nut 
rererrl"l 10 ps,chnpllh, In .he Clet:kle, C 19M) 
smse but In I roorl, soci.llr.ed. schbnid. ar .... hi1.. 
OIh,rnic penon.li.,. In .hls lroup he included Hee
IfIoven. Michel.ngelo. Schopcnhaucr. Ayrlln. and 
Ifcine •• 

Beelhoven WII •• id 10 have eJlperienced. y.ricl, 
or subsldilry delusions. nngln, rmm petse\:1I.iun, 
hero-rescuc. rnllcidc •• nd sacrilice '0 binh ran· 
lilies (Solomon. 197'). OriUplrur, .n Auslrian 
pI'ywr1ghl .nd rrequcnl contplllinn or Beelbuven. 
described Bee.hoyen IS "hlar·cnzy" Ind ". wild 
IaSI" wben Inlry (Rcichsrnan. 1981). 1':lIkln'~ 
(1970) .hnmugh lrealmen. or Beelhoyen's medical 
his.ory sUBge,'s ,h ••• he cnmpKt:r wa!> eccrulrk. 

giY~n 'n vinlen. '.n'nlml, .1CC1S1t",.n, very de· 
prcucd, and nr.en "muddled" IIr rnr£drul; how· 
cver, .here j, lillie eyide",:e .h •• he wu delusion. I 

n. .... , ........ n I •• of ..... i_ fR· hn!Ih. 01. ",".iI" ftD1Ii 
nI drprrui. .... iii"", ......... 1OItpicioft, •• ~. _ 
...... abIe ........ 11m •• h".......,.ir .. tlmn.Irnp.Id ... dIo,.... 
............. prof ... ;, .. ill. "".Irrit.b ... Nc>alflclna. he btl 
ftIO_ ............... all"' ...... he..a,.. .... ...,. ....... fttitftt -•• , .it" ....... 1 oIi ... __ ,. he .... It!,... hifMdf .... 1ft hi 
Iflrntlwc ... _ ...... ore ...... , .... h. _ ..... Irird ..... . 
"" I •• hi. '.iIi .... ift .......... _. hlrcdIat .............. . 
..... M 1rftI.1rrtdt .... MhIe __ • _ iftoplte nlenoI"-Ik .... 

.......... Iid"''' "'_Irtilloclf·,.,.Ih ... h"''' ........ CICCIt ..... 
all, hoin, pIIhctic In Icttrn It. _ '1' 46111 

Schulltann believed .h., Bee.hoven .nd Men· 
del,,,,,,,, dic'lI.ed rnuslCiI cl""rmilion.. '0 him 
h.m, lheir '"m~ CI.llmhnKlI. 1910). In • recent 
.nide IlholU' Schumann. Murph, (1979) described 
.he l·."'II ... ·'cr·s h;allic wi.h noen ... 1 iIInc.",s: 

R.ohrn II .. !Itt" " .. ntoll, un ••• " ... 11 hi,.i' •. II ..... t.d II, 'rln." 
;....m., .. "'· .......... f.1I 

'" IA~4 ...... """'IinN.". "ftIJ 1I" ... _,.;..r ......... 
.. f ."I""'''~ tllal II ... "'" .... cd IIi", ... ,.ore. n.i.wa """>Wed II, 
illuti< ......... " •• dio:lOtinn h, IftF" rtf. fhrtftc 1M ....... 

wn1M' ....... pi .... -Mi.". A ...... '''''.'.I.'n .... ".cd I .. Ioc I ..... ' ... ""'"I< n,tum, 
..... lhe ... 11 .1., .fI~ ....... d II. tin .... llirttlclf 

'" M ... h 11I!\4 ....... ,.... ia. pri •• n ......... F ........ 
.... , .... Ii ..... f ••• "' ... 1" ,. ••. (:I.,. _n .~ " .. ",1riIII ,'" 
rrill tt. •• 'k" wi,.t •• ltlkl hr tun "''-11''''''1 
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Why Measure? 
1. Screen 
2. Identify Creative and Gifted 
3. Strengthen 
4. Evaluate important features 
5. See potential 
6. Support Strengths of Individuals 
7. Provides baseline data to diagnose needs 
8. Evaluate efforts to enhance creativity 
9. Provide a common language to discuss CR 
10. Remove creativity from mystery/superstition 

How Measure? 
1. Self-Assessment 
2. Peer, Parent, Teacher Rating/Nomination 

(e.g., adjective check lists) 
3. Observations 
4. Products 
5. Personality Tests 
6. Biographical Sketches 
7. Aptitude and Ability Tests 
8. Awards 
9. Acceleration, Mentorship, Enrichment Programs 
10. Problem Finding/Solving 
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Creativity Assessment Issues: 
1. Reliability Inadequate 
2. Validity Questionable 
3. Authentic Assessment 
4. Predictive Validity 
5. Self-Assess not Honest 
6. What exactly is creativity? 
7. How many forms? 
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Creativity Tests: 
1. Exercise in Divergent Thinking ( CAP Packet) 
2. Exercise in Divergent Feeling (CAP Packet) 
3. The Williams Scale (CAP Packet) 
4. Wallas & Kogan Tests 
5. Monitor Tests of Creative Potential 
6. How Do You Think (Davis) 
7. Structure of the Intellect 

(SOl; Guilford Tests: Contents, Operations, Products) 
8. Group Inventory for Finding Creative Talent 

(i.e., Davis: GIFFI I!II, GIFT, PRIDE) 
9. Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT) 
10. Adjective Check List 
11. Getzels and Jackson Tests 
12. Creative Attitude Survey (Schaeffer) 
13. Thinking Creatively in Action and Movement (Torrance) 
14. Thinking Creativity with Sounds and Words (Torrance) 
15. Barron-Welsh Art Scale 
16. Remote Associates Tests (RAT) 
17. The Creative Reasoning Test 

(20 items to assess creativity using riddles) 
18. Biographical Inventory-Creativity 
19. Instruments assessing creative products 
20. The Creativity Behavior Inventory 
21. Khatena-Torrance Creative Perception Inventory 

a. What Kind of Person Are You? (WKOPA y) 
(Five factors: acceptance of authority, self-confidence, 
inquisitiveness, awareness of others, and disciplined 
imagination) 

b. Something about Myself. 
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1) 0-" r ~ L ' '" :/ 

Strongly 
Disagree 

2 3 

Self-rating of Creativity 

I AM A CREATIVE PERSON 

Unsure 

4 5 6 7 8 

Creativity Test 

Indicate the degree to which each statement applies to you. Use the following scale: 

1 = No 
2 = To a small degree 
3 = Average 
4 = More than average 
5 = Definitely 

1. I am unconventional in many ways. 

2. I am very artistic. 

3. I am quite absent-minded. 

4. I try to use metaphors and analogies in my writing. 

S. I am a very active, energetic person. 

6. I enjoy thinking of new and better ways of doing things. 

7. I am very curious. 

8. I am quite original and inventive. 

Strongly 
Agree 

9 

9. Some of my past or present hobbies would be considered "unusual." 

10. I like the nonsense fonns and bright colors of modem an. 

11. My ideas are often considered impractical or even "wild." 

12. I would rate myself high on "intuition" or "insightfulness." 

13. I like some body smells. 

8 
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14. I am able to work intensely on a project for many hours. 

IS. I like trying new ideas and new approaches to problems. 

16. I often become totally engrossed in a new idea. 

17. Most of my friends are unconventional. 

18. The word "quick" describes me. 

19. I could be considered a spontaneous person. 

20. I have engaged in a lot of creative activities. 

21. I would rate myself high in self-confidence. 

22. I am always open to new ideas and new activities. 

23. Sometimes I get so interested in a new idea that I neglect what I should be doing. 

24. I am often inventive or ingenious. 

25. I enjoy trying new approaches to problems. 

26. I have taken things apan just to find out how they work. 

27. I have panicipated in theatrical productions. 

28. I have a great sense of hwnor. 

29. Many stories of mysterious, psychical happenings are true. 

30. When I was young, I was always building or making things. 

Scoring: Add up your ratings. The following is a guideline for interpretation: 

30 - 55 
56 - 79 
80 - 102 
103 - 126 
127 - 150 

Low in creative personality traits 
Below average 
Average 
Above average 
High in creative personality traits 

Does your test score agree with your initial rating? 

Does your test score generally agree with your Self-Actualization score at the end of Chapter I? 

Regardless of your score (but especially if it is below about 90). try developing your creative personality 
traits-see Chapter 4. 

9 
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Gough Personality Scale 

Gougb, H. G. (1979). A creative personality scale for the Adjective Check List Journal of 

Personalily and Social Psychology, 37,1398-1405. 

Gough, H. G., & Heilbrun, A. B., Jr. (1965). The Adjective Check List manual. Palo Alto, 

CA: consulting Psychologists Press. 

Please indicate which of the following adjectives best describe yourself. 

Check all that apply. 

___ Capable Honest 

___ Artificial Intelligent 

Clever Well-mannered ---

Cautious Wide interests ---

Confident Inventive ---

___ Egotistical Original 

___ Commonplace Narrow interests 

Humorous Reflective ---

Conservative Sincere ---

___ Individualistic Resourceful 

--- Conventional Self-confident 

___ Informal Sexy 

--- Dissatisfied Submissive 

___ Insightful Snobbish 

___ Suspicious Unconventional 
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Scoring Key: 

_+_ Capable Honest 

Artificial _+_ Intelligent 

+ Clever Well-mannered --

Cautious _+_ Wide interests 

+ Confident + Inventive -- --

_+_ Egotistical _+_ Original 

_-_ Commonplace Narrow interests 

+ Humorous + Reflective -- --

Conservative Sincere 

+ Individualistic + Resourceful -- --

Conventional + Self-confident 

+ Informal _+_ Sexy 

Dissatisfied Submissive 

_+_ Insightful + Snobbish --

_-_ Suspicious + Unconventional --
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Creative Behavior Inventory (Hocevar, 1979, 1980) 

Hocevar, D. (1980). InteUigence, divergent thinking, and creativity. Intelligence, 4, 25-40. 

This is an inventory, not a test. The inventory is simply a list of activities and accomplishments that are commonly considered to be 
creative. For each item, circle the answer that best describes the frequency of the behavior in your adolescent and adult life. Be sure 
to answer every question, and don't worry about duplicate or similar items. 

3-4 5~ More than 
Never Once Twice times times 6 times 

l. Received an award for acting. 0 2 3-4 5~ 7+ 

2. Worked as an editor for a school or university literary publication. 0 2 3-4 5~ 7+ 

3. Worked as an editor for a newspaper or similar organi74tion. 0 2 3-4 5~ 7+ 

4. Constructed someUling that required scientific knowledge such as 

a radio, telescope, scicntific apparatus, etc. 

(excluding school or university course work). 0 2 3-4 5~ 7+ 

5. Painted an original picture. 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

6. Designed and made your own greeting card. 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

7. Gave a recital. 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

8. Presented an original mathematics paper to a proressional 

or special interest group. 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

9. Founded a liter.uy magazine or similar publicatiort 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

10. Made a craft oul or mctal (cxcluding school or uni\'crsity work). 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

II. Made candlcs. 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

12. Knitted or crochcted somcUling (cxcluding school or univcrsity work). 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

13. Put on a puppet show. 0 2 3-4 5~ 7+ 

14. Made your own holiday decorations. 0 2 3-4 5~ 7+ 

15. Built a hanging mobile (excluding school or university work). 0 2 3-4 5~ 7+ 

16. Received an award for performance in modem dance or ballet. 0 2 3-4 5~ 7+ 

17. Received an award for performance in popular dance. 0 2 3-4 5~ 7+ 

18. Had a mathematics paper published. 0 2 3-4 5~ 7+ 

19. Made a sculpture (excluding school or university work). 0 2 3-4 5~ 7+ 

20. Had an original music published or publicly performed. 0 2 3-4 5~ 7+ 

21. Had a piece of literature (poem/short stories, etc.) published in 

a school or university publication. 0 2 3-4 5~ 7+ 

22. Developed an experimental design (excluding school or university work). 0 2 3-4 5~ 7+ 

23. Wrote poems (excluding school or university work). 0 2 3-4 5~ 7+ 

24. Entered a project into a science contest 0 2 3-4 5~ 7+ 

25. Received an award for an artistic accomplistuncnl. 0 2 3-4 5~ 7+ 

26. Received an award for making a craft. 0 2 3-4 5~ 7+ 

27. Made a craft out of plastic, Plexiglas, stained glass or a similar material. 0 2 3-4 5~ 7+ 
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3-4 5~ More than 
Never Once Twice times times 6 times 

28. Made cartoons. 0 1 2 3-4 5~ 7+ 

29. Made a leather craft. 0 2 3-4 5~ 7+ 

30. Made a ceramic craft. 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

31. Wrote music for one instnunenl. 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

32. Wrote music for several instruments. 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

33. Designed and made a piece of clothing 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

34. Cooked an original dish. 0 2 3-4 5~ 7+ 

35. Prepared an original floral arrangement 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

36. Applied math in an original way to solve a practical problem 

(excluding school or university work). 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

37. Wrote an original computer program (excluding school 

or university work). 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

38. Drew a picture for aesthetic reasons. 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

39. Wrote the lyrics to a song. 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

40. Choreographed a dance. () 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

41. Wrote a short SlOl)' (excluding school or university work). 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

42. Wrote something humorous such as jokes, limericks. satire, etc. 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

43. Madejewe\ry. 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

44. Recorded a music record or CD. 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

45. Put on a radio show. 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

46. Had a piece of literature (poem, short story, etc.) published 

(not in a school or university-related publication). 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

47. Took and developed your own photographs. 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

48. Perfonned ballet or modem dance in a show or contest. 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

49. Had art work or craft work publicly exhibited. 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

50. Won an award for musical accomplishments. 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

51. Wrote clever or humorous leuers. 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

52. Won an award for a scientific project or paper. 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

53. Assisted in the design of a set for a musical or dramatic production. 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

54. Had art work published in a school or university publication. 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

55. Had a role in a dramatic production. 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

56. Had art work published. 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

57. Started but did not finish a novel. 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

58. Wrote and completed a novel. 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

59. Made or helped make a film or video tape. 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 
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3-4 S-6 More than 
Never Once Twice times times 6 times 

60. Won an award for some achievement in literature. 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

61. EnterOO a mathematical paper or project into a contest. 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

62. Had a scientific paper published. 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

63. Planned and kept a garden. 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

64. Kept a sketch book. 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

65. Was a participating member of a symphony orchestra. 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

66. Entered a contest as a singer. 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

67. Entered a contest as a musician. 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

68. Directed or managed a dramatic production. 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

69. Designed and made a costume. 0 2 3-4 5-6 7+ 

70. Played an instrumcot (percussion, including piano) with a reasonable 

degree of proficiency. 0 2 3~ 5-6 7+ 

71. Played an instrument (string) with a reasonable degree of proficiency. U 2 3~ 5-6 7+ 

72. Played an instrument (brass) y,ith a reasonable degree of proficiency. 0 2 3~ 5-6 7+ 

73. Played .m instrument (wind) with a reaSOJl.1ble degree of proficiency. 0 2 3~ 5-6 7+ 

74. Participated in a drama workshop. club, or similar organization. U 2 3~ 5-6 7+ 

75. Participated in a craft workshop. club. or similar organi7.ation. 0 2 3~ 5-6 7+ 

76. Participated in a writers' workshop. club. or similar org.1nization. 0 2 3~ 5-6 7+ 

17. Participated in a dance workshop. club, or similar organization. 0 2 3~ 5-6 7+ 

pCUjt 
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Acti.,lty 6: UNUSUAL QUESTIONS 

In this Beth·it y. )'ou arc to think or as lDon), quesliollllllS )'ou (lla about cardb08rd boil's, 
Tht!le questions should Il'Dd to 1 Yoriet)' or ditrCmlt III1l1"en lind milht lrouse lat""t 
and curiosit), in others eOIl~rning bo.es. Try to Ihink or queetioas aboul aspects or 
carliboord boleS which ~plc do nol WluoUy think about. 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9 . 

10. 

II. 

12, 

13. 

14. 

IS. 

16. 

17, 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 
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Actlnty 5: UNUSUAL USES (Cardboard Boses) 

Most people throw their empty c:ardbovd bolles I.IY. but they bllve thousanda 01 iD
\crcstiD! and unusual lUeS. In the epacs belo. IUId on the Dnt pip. lilt .. m~DY 01 
tbese iDterestinl and unusulll uses II you cau thlDk or. Do DOt limit yoursell to lUIy 
ODe lile 01 boll. You may 111M! II many boll ... you like. Do Dot limit youneU to the 
uses you bave seen or b~ about; think about II II11II1)' posaible De. uses u you ClD. 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

S. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

II. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

IS. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

10 

Activity l. LINES 

In trn minule! ...., how mlln, objrcta at' pittum you rlln male rrom the plin oIltnisht 
lines ~Iow .nd on thr nrat two papa. Thr pilii'll or atrlisht lines Ihould be &he mllin 
pmrt or wh.tenr you mak •. Wilh ~ndl or crayon .dd linn to the pain or linca to com
plrte your pittur •. You tlln pllI~ mlrk. ~twecn the lineo. on the lineo. lind outaide the 
linre-",herevrr you wllnt to in ordrr to mille your picture. Try to think or thinp &hat 
no one else ",ill think or. Mmke as Inany dilrrrent pittum at' objl!Cla II you can .nd put 
as mllny idral aa JOu can in rach one. M.ke Ihem trll .s complete Ind II inleft!llinll I 

alory IS JOu CIIII. "dd nBm" or tit Ira in the 'PIlCrs providrd. 

I I 

I. 2. 3. 

... _------- 5. ______ _ 1'1. _______ _ 
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I. "'''I' ["'lIy sne~~ 

:t deph .. nt bpse \'Ivid 

3. lick ,prinkle mines 

4. sllOpplnc w:uher pklone 

5 •• tAlk eriline. Un!; 

/I. Se:!. hanle slnm:lch 

7. IVIII~er In"In sIVt't'~r 

8. mouse 111"rp hlut' 

9. """Y gol( h~.:'n' 

10. h,,~rcl m~gle .h·3Ih 

11. "Ihlelt's web ",hI,iI 

I:!. put hllltcr81r.s 1'111111' 

1:I.I",ld .C'n,e:ch .. · ... hll-In 

1-1. mile . dive th,,;r 

IS. ch .. rry Ii ..... "n,,11 

2 
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• 

In. SUlllhem 
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III. !>nss 

19. wi~"" 

20 .• llm" 

21.11;111/1 

22. so.'ll' 

21. hlood 

24. ronm 

:!.~ ... ielnIV 

:!II. t'h~lnh.., 

:!~. inch 

:!.~. pllSS 

29. iump 

:10. In." 
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shne 1I'lIIc 

mllslc cllt' .. ~ 

S~rurd"y s,IIls 

hile mnnlt')' 

stall' 
"'11 

d~1 f'C'!: 

spil .pnd.· .. 

~iII hlilS 

<1ulI"dcr ,wr.ar 
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Following lire four open-ended questions which will allow you an opportunity to 
express your reactions about the child and a program in school for creative children. 
Make your statements brief but specific. 

I. Do you think this child is or may be bright7 ___ Yes ___ No (check one) 

If yes, why? _____________________________ __ 

If no, why? ________________________________ _ 

2. Do you think this child is or may be creative? ___ Yes ___ No (check onel 

If yes, report briefly what he or she does in II creative way _______________ _ 

If nn, why not? ____________________________________________________ __ 

3. What do you expect 01 a ~ program for creative children? ______________ _ 

to. What would you like to see a child accomplish as II result of participlllion in 
a program for creallve children' _____________________________ _ 

• • " • ~.. 0 _0 , . _ .. ' ._-, -_ ..... -'- ... ~ ..... - _:. _ . .:'~.:.. .. ~ ..• :t.~·~~ .... ~ . .;~_~'7....:.!..: .-.:. __ .':"'~ .. " • 

The Williams Scale 

A PARENT AND TEACHER RATING SCALE OF CHILDREN'S 

DlVERCENT THINKING AND FEELING RELATED TO CREATIVITY 

Child's Name Date Grade, ___ _ 

School A&e ___ ---':-':-:-----
yrs. mos. 

Person completing scale Relationship to child, ________ __ 

How long have you known the child? ___________________________ _ 

DIRECTIONS FOR USING THE SCALE 

Check the appropriate box beside each item which best describes the child's 
behavior. 

II 
! ~ 
c. -8 f
" 

l IIFLUENCY <t 
DOD 
DDD 
DDD 
DDD 
DDD 
DDD 

DOD 
ODD 
ODD 
DDD 
DDD 
DDD 

-' The child thinks of several answers when a question is asked. ().:=.. ., 

!r* .", c:.. 

The child draws several pictures when asked to draw one. 
- . 

The child has several ideas about something instead of just one. 

The child asks many questions. .. 
Th" child uses a large number of words when expressing ideas. ~ ~ 

~~~ 
c)~ ~ 

...... (\ ~ 
The child thinks of many ,.,ays 10 use an objeci rather than its 't. V'\ C> 
common use. < C:"I V 
The child expresses more than one meaning lor a picture, story, •• ~' 
poem, or problem. ~ ~ 

Th .. child can transler meanIng in one subject to another subject. ~ 
The child \hilts his po,nl of view to anolher point of view. ~ 

(\ 

The child works rapidly and produces a great deal. 

FLEXIBILITY 

t The child "xhibils a variety 01 ideas and explores many of 
th .. m. 

The child thinks of numerotls possibihlles for solvinll a probh.·m. 

Ce-...... •. o ................. • ••• WS-l 
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•.• ___ .... _____ • ___ ~ •••. ___ . ___ ' _:.. ..• _ .. __ •. _ •• ____ .... 4.":;'.' ___ ':'.':.:_:."=,~!.1' .. :':'::'.~!-::_ .. .--::..._.::..:.:...&.::&.:..:..::.~:..:._ .... 

,§ ~ r .. 
II I 1/0RICINALITY 

O 0 0 The child likes objects in a room placed off-center or prefers 
drawings and designs which are asymmetrical. 

000 
000 
000 
000 

The child becomes dissatisfied with one right answer and seeks 
other options. 

The child thinks in uncommon ways. 

The child enjoys the unusual and dislikes ordinary ways of doing 
things. 

The child, after having read or heard about a problem, begins 
inventing solutions. 

O 0 0 The child questions established methods and devises new methods 
of problem solution. 

000 
000 
000 

ELABORA TlON 

The child adds lines, color, and details to his/her drawing. 

The child senses a deeper meaning in an answer or \Glut ion 3nd 
produces more depth of meaning. 

The child takes off with another's idea and alters it in some way. 

O 0 0 
The child wants to "jazz-up" or embellish the work or ideas of 
others. 

ODD 
DOD 

The child has little interest in ordinary objects and adds details to 
make them better. 

The child changes the rules of games. 

CURIOSITY 

o 0 0 fhe child questions everything and everybody. 

o 0 0 The child loves to explore mechanical things. 

o 0 0 fhe child is constantly searching for new avenues 01 thinking. 

o 0 0 The child normally explores things and ideas which are new to him. 

o 0 0 The child is alert to possibilitIes for solutions. 

O 0 0 The child explores books, games, maps, pictures, etc., to find more 
meanIng. 

.f ~ f" 
! I :I II ~ ~~MACINATION 
o 0 0 The child makes up stories about places never seen. 

o 0 0 The child Imagines how others would deal with a problem. 

o 0 0 The child da)'dreams about things or places. 

o 0 0 The child likes to imagine things he has never experienced. 

O 0 0 The, child sees things in pictures or drawings other than the 
obvIous. 

DOD The child can wonder freely about things and ideas. 

DDD 
DOD 
DOD 
DOD 
ODD 
DDD 

DDD 
DOD 
DOD 
DOD 
DOD 
DOD 

COMPLEXITY 

The child is interested in intricate things and ideas. 

The child likes to involve himself in complicated tasks. 

The child wants to figure things out without assistance. 

The child enjoys tasks that are difficult. 

The child thrives on trying again and again in order to succeed. 

The child produces more complex solutions to problems than seem 
necessary. 

RISK~TAKINC 

The child will defend idea, regardless of the reaction, of othe.,. 

The child sets high goals 01 accomplishment and is not afraid to try 
to achieve them. 

The child admits to mistakes or failures. 

The child likes trying new things or ideas and is not easily 
inlluenced by friends. 

The child is not overly concerned with disapproval by classmates. 
teachers or parents. 

The child prefers taking chances or "dares" just to learn of the 
outcomes. 

.. ...:.:;.."'t:&Ji: 

115-3 
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by 

Charles E. Schaefer, Ph.D. 
Fordham University 

student's Name _________________ Age ____ Sex ____ Date 

School ________________________ _ Class (or Grade) ________________ _ 

Teacher __________ ~ _____________ Rater 

Directions 

On the following pages we would like you to tell us how you think 
and feel about different things. There are no right answers except 
thoBe that are accurate about yourself. 

For each statement we want you to circle the word "~" if you 
AGREE, or the word "HQ" if you DISAGREE. 

Be sure to answer Yes or No to every question, even if it seems 
har.d to decide. 

f::>Ul:j i!.. Z 7/ 
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1. Yes No I like to play "make believe" games. 

2. Yez No I often act on the spur of the moment without stopping to 
think. 

3. Yes No I like social studies better than science.* 

4. Yes No I think daydreaming is a waste of time. 

S. YeE- No In art class, I prefer to be told exactly what to do all 
the time. 

6. Yes No I feel that thinking up ideas that are "way out" or 
"fantastic" is a waste of time. 

7. Yes No I think that the best answers are the ones the teacher 
thinks are right. 

8. Yes No I think that stories about wizards and magicians are 
silly. 

9. Yes No I would rather think up a picture on my own than trace or 
copy one. 

10. Yes No J think it is better for children to keep quiet in class 
than to give ideas that might be wrong. 

11. Yes No Some children are naturally born with better imaginations 
than others and there is nothing that can be done about 

12. Yes 

13. Yes 

14. Yes 

15. Yes 

16. Yes 

17. YeB 

18. Yes 

19. Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

1 t . 

I'm afraid to express my ideas because they are usually no 
good. 

I would rather learn strange new games then play games 
that I know well. 

My favorite color is blue.* 

Other chIldren have better ideas than I do, and it Ls best 
to follow what they do. 

Art Is one of my favorite subjects Ln school. 

I llke to "clown around" and pretend to be other people. 

I think that children have a lot of good ldeas and that 
teachers should listen to them more often in class. 

If someone gets an idea that is different from everyone 
else's, the idea is probably not a very good; otherwise 
other children would have" thought of it too. 

~. 
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20. Yes No I like to take my time and think up a number of ideas 
before trying to solve a problem. 

21. Yes No I feel that I have a good imagination. 

22. Yee· No I admire artists and writers as .much as doctors and 
lawyers. 

23. Yes No I feel that children should never "make a mess" when they 
draw or paint. 

24. Yes No I think it is as important for girls to learn to draw or 
write as to cook and sew. 

25. Yes No I only like to draw pictures of real persons or objects. 
.-

26. Yes No If other children laugh at your ideas, you should give the 
ideas up. 

I 

27. Yes No I think children can write good poetry. 

28. Yee No I lIke kids who are quiet and well behaved better than 
ones who joke and clo .... n around a lot. 

29. Ye5 No I would rather have as a friend someone who is lively and 
full of ideas th.:tn someone who is nice and always wants to 
60 what I want. 

30. Yes No I usually try to think up new ways of doing things rather 
than doing them in the accepted way. 

31. Yes No In school I prefer to learn facts rather than talk about 
ideas and theories that people have about things. 

32. Yes No I like drawing No.1 better than No.2 (Note: drawing H1 
is an abstract line drawing while the other is of a couple 
trees 51tuated on a hillside). 
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Verbal Insight Problems 

1. Prisoner: A prisoner was attempting to escape from a tower. He found in his cell a rope, which was half long 
enough to permit him to reach the ground safely. He divided the rope in halfand tied the two parts together and 
escaped. How could he have done this? 
Source: 
Solution: Unwind ,hI! ropt! anti til! the ends together 

2. Hole: How can you cut a hole in a 3 x 5 card that is big enough for you to put your head 
through? 
Source: 
Solution: Cut a spiral (lut and unwind it 

3. Twins: Marsha and Marjorie were born on the same day of the same month of the same year to the same mother 
and the same father - yet they are not twins. How is Ihat possible? 
Source: 
Solution: 71w)' <.Ire lriplt'l.\ 

4. Children:. Three women - Joan, Dana, and Sandy - have among them three children - Sam, 
Traci, and David. Sam likes to play with Dana's son. Sandyoccasionally baby-sits for Joan's 
children. Who is Traci's mother? 
Source: 
Solulion: .In,!!: 

s. Basketball: Our baskeiballieam won a game last week by the score of73-49, and yet not even one man on our 
leam scored as much as it single point. How is Ihal possible? 
Source: 
Solution: If IHIS (I Wull/WI 's leJI/I. 

6. Pile: A child playing on the beach has 6 sand piles in one area and 3 in another. Ifhe put them all together, how 
many sand piles would he have? 
Source: 
Solution: One 

7. Dancing: Three couples went together to a party. One woman was dressed in red, one in green, and one in blue. 
Each man was wearing one of these colors. When all three couples were dancing, the man in red was dancing with 
the woman in blue. "Isn't it funny Christine, not one of us is dancing with a partner dressed in the same color." Think 
about the man who is dancing with the woman in red. What color is he wearing? 
Source: 
Solution: Green. Since the mun in blue i.\' d(JlldnK with Ihe woman i" n!d the Ina" ill grl!en has Ihe! choice of 
either the wmna" in red "I" gl"een (he cunnol dUllce with grec!1I ,m he is dancing with the woman in red). 

8. Coin: One archaeologist reported finding a Roman coin with Julius Caesar's image on it, dated 21 B.C. Another 
archaeologist correctly asserted that the find was a fraud. Why? 
Source: 

Solution: Prior fo the ~'oJ'" (!( B. C. coins w<.'rc 110t minted with B. C. - it WU.llI " (1 knowl/ ubbr(!~'ialiol/ 

9. Widow: Is it legal for a man to marry his widow's sister? Why or why not? 
Source: 
Solution: no he is dead 

10. Box: What was Lewis Carroll talking about in this poem? John gave his brother James a box: 
About it there were many locks. James woke and said it gave him pain; So he gave it back to 
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John again. The box was not with lid supplied, Yet caused two lids to open wide. And all these 
locks had never a key· What kind of box, then, could it be? 
Source: 
Solution: A bot is IJ ,,[a!) (/II the head 

11. Words: Rearrange the following patterns to make familiar words: 
runghy 
flymia 
mulcica 
dornev 
lendraca 
Source: 
Solution: 
runghy ~ 
flymia ~ 
mulcica ~ 
domev ~ 
lendraca ~ 

ilun~r)' 
/lunih 
calcium 
1'(!lUfor 

("(1I.,./,llIr 

12. Flash:. The legendary runner Flash Fleetfoot was so fast that his friends said he could tum off the light switch 
and jump imo bed before the room got dark. On one occasion Flash proved he could do it. How? 
Source: 
Solution: lit " . nt 1" he.! Jw ill\' rhl' dill 

13. Plums: A fanner in California owns a beautiful pear tree. He supplies the fruit to a nearby 
.grocery store. The store owner has called the farmer to see how much fruit is available for him to 
purchase. The fanner knows that the main trunk has 24 branches. Each branch has exactly 6 
twigs. Since each twig bears one piece of fruit, how many plums will the farmer be able to 
deliver? 
Source: 
Solution: None. if lI'as (Il'ear IreE'. 

14. Christmas: In what year did Christmas and New Year's fall in the same year? 
Source: 
Solution: EvefJ·yea,. 

15.: How many cubic centimeters of dirt are in a hole 6 meters long, 2 meters wide and one 
meter deep? 
Source: 
Solution: Zero: ,IIere i5 flO dirt in allOt.? 

16. Captain: Captain Scott was out for a walk when it started to rain. He did not have an 
wnbrella and he wasn't wearing a hat. His clothes were soaked yet not a hair on his head got wet. 
How could this happen? 
Source: 
Solution: Ile is hald. 

17. Invention" There is an ancient invention still used in parts of the worlds today that allows 
people to see through walls. What is it? 
Source: 

PC--9 e.. Z 7 S-
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27. Unlisted: There is a town in Northern Ontario where 5% ofall the people living in the town have unlisted phone 
numbers. If you selected 100 names at random from the town's pbone directory, on average, how many of these 
people selected would have unlisted phone numbers? 
Source: 
Solution: NOlie, 1I/1{ isfed pholle nllmhcl's urt! nof in the dircctory 

28. Safari: While on safari in the wild jungles of Africa, Professor White woke one morning and 
felt something in the back pocket of her shorts. It had a head and a tail but no legs. When White 
got up she could feel it move inside her pocket. White however showed little concern and went 
about her morning rituals. Why such a casual attitude toward the thing in her pocket? 
Source: 
Solution: II was u ('v in. 

29. ProCessor: Professor Bumble, who is getting on in years is growing absent minded. On the way to a lecture one 
day he went through a red light and turned down a one way street in the wrong direction. A policeman observed the 
entire scene but did nothing about it. How could Professor Bumble get away with such behavior? 
Source: 
Solution: IIi' \\'US II(/l~illg 

30. Window washer: A window washer was cleaning the windows of a high rise building when he slipped and fell 
off a sixty-foot ladder onto the concrete sidewalk below. Incredibly he did not injure himself in any way. How was 
this possible? 
Source: 
Solution: Ii. ,Ie;'i 'f! r;;,ji r ',,' !"Im.l! ".r If,,'lu!U,'! 

31. Boat: I f a boat, at low tide, has 6 of it's 12 ladder steps in the water. How many ladder steps 
will be in the wlIter a high tide? . 
Source: 
Solution: (. - {iiI' hua{ tloeW 

32. Saint lves: While I was traveling to Saint Ives, I met a man with 7 wives, the 7 wives had 7 sacks, and the 7 
sacks had 7 cats, the 7 cats had 7 kittens. Kittens, Cats, Sacks, Wives, how many were going to Saint Ives? 
Source: 
Solution: Olle (fi'e othel's were juS{ met on the road). 

33. Jail: A man goes to visit another man injail, the guard tells the visitor that only family members are allowed to 
visit inmates, the visitor declares" brothers, sisters I have none, but that man's father is my father's son." Who is the 
visitor? 
Source: 
Solution:- The inmatc '.\ father. 

34. Whoever: Whoever makes it doesn't use it, whoever buys it doesn't want it and whoever uses it doesn't know it? 
Source: 
Solution: A co(iin. 

35. Car accident: A father and his son get in a car accident. The father is sent to one hospital, and the son is sent to 
another. When the doctor comes in to operate on the son, the doctor says, "I cannot operate on him. He is my son." 
How can that be? 
Source: 
Solution: The doc/or is Ihe mochcl'. 

36. Reading: Solve: Irlelaldlilnlgl 
Source: 
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Solution: 

37. Eternity: What is at the beginning of eternity, the end of time and space. The beginning of every end, the end of 
every place. 
Source: 
Solution: Readillg h<!/II"('I!II the lillt1\. 

38. Months: How many months have twenty-eight days in them? 
Source: 
Solution: All of them, 

39. Gears: Professor Gray was driving along in her old car when suddenly it shifted gears by 
itself. She paid no attention and kept on driving. Why wasn't she concerned? 
Source: 
Solution: l'he ('{/r is 1.111 clu1of1ll11ic. 

40. Cabin: Erin stwnbles across an abandoned cabin one cold, dark and snov.'y night. Inside the 
cabin is a kerosene lantern, a candle, and wood in a fireplace. She only has one match. What 
should she light first? 
Source: 
Solution: fhe lIlulch. 

/:;C"-9 t Z. 7 7 
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1. Smith Family: In the Smith family, there are 7 sisters and each sister has 1 brother. If you 
count Mr. Smith, how many males are there in the Smith family? 
Source: 
Solution: 71w( the.lclfher and Ihe hrolha) 

2. Water lilies: Water lilies double in area every 24 hours. At the beginning of summer there is 
one water lily on the lake. It takes 60 days for the lake to become completely covered with water 
lilies. On which day is the lake half covered? 
Source: 
Solution: Day 5C) Ihcn il duuble\ ()II II/(, Ml

i
, 

3. Socks: If you have black socks ami brO\\'n socks in your drawer, mixed in a ratio of 4 to 5. 
how many socks will you have to take out to make sure that you have a pair the same color? 
Source: 
Solution: lhrc'(' - i/ Ilre/irsl is hr()\l"11 lind llic\.'coilli h/:}( k 11/.'11 flU' Ihird lIf/e 

either Ihl' fJrOH'1I or ilIad. 
ll'il! /I/(J/ch 

4. Eyes: Yesterday I went to the zoo and saw the giraffes and ostriches. Altogether they had 30 
eyes and 44 legs. Ilow many animals were there? 
Source: 
Solution: j.' (.ill ('1 ('\ : !I,. I' "ni'lhl! lid _' c·, t·' . . 

5. Horse: A man bought a horse for $60 and sold it for $70. Then he bought it back for $80 and 
sold it for $90. How much did he make or lose in the horse trading business? 
Source: 
Solution: S20.· mac/e 51 I () OIl fhe jirsl deal alltl S I () 011 11/" ~·(,colld deal. 

6. Weights: There are ten bags, each containing ten weights, all of which look identical. In nine 
of the bags each weight is 16 ounces, but in one of the bags the weights are actually 17 ounces 
each. How is it possible, in a single weighing on an accurate weighing scale, to detennine which 
bag contains the 17 -ounce weights? 
Source: 
Solution: Tukr I ji"om 'he III hag, 2jroll1 Ilze :!n,l. 3 jimn the r' cle. T/1(.'11 weigh all Ihose coins. 
lfull the bugs weigh 16 oWlcesyoll will ho,,·e 55 OIl1IC(,S (10+9-18+- 7+6+5+-1+3+2+1), Any 
ClillOUnl ill excess oflhe 55 ounces H.'iIl determil1e uhiclz hal!. colllains Ihe 17 ounces (lWI) OWIC(',\' 

• L 

uver = hug 2 . ~(il is 7 oUllces o\.·rr =- hag 7 elc) 

a .J::{ Q Q Q Q C J::'? a (.) w ~) ~.:; 

e es 1!39 ee Iae Gila ee CiIe eeEl €'SOOl 
El eJel ee ~ ~ em e€le ee!OOl 

EI e@ EEl ~ I!!lfiS@ eEl 
G'l 1!6 

7. Price: What is the minimum number of coins you need to be able to pay the exact price of any 
item costing anywhere from one cent up to one dollar? The coins are pennies (1 cent). nickels (5 
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cents), dimes (l0 cents), quarters (25 cents) and half dollars (50 cents)? 
Source: 
Solution: 8 (Four pe/Illies. ol1e nickels. 11W dimes, unc quarlers, and one "a((doll(J1~. 

8. Frog: A frog fell into a well thirty-two feet deep. Each day he jwnped two feet up the wall 
and slid back down one foot each night. How many days did it take him to jump out of the well? 
Source: 
Solution: 30 (no I 3/ - /1(' didll'l .,Iide huck Jou'n ollce he \1"0.\ 01(1). 

9. Coins: Which would be worth more, a pound of $1 0 pure gold coins or half a pound of $20 
pure gold coins; or would they be worth the same? Explain your answer. 
Source: 
Solution: :1 fIliI/lid 0/ gold i.\ 11'111"/11 111(1/',; tJWII IW/lu pOll/Iii 

47. It is estimated that the earth weighs 6 sextillion tons. How much more would the earth weigh 
if I sextillion tons of concrete and stone were used to build a wall? 
Source: 
Solution: ...... 'i/I () \('.mllillf/ (IiiI' (,"Ii( I'd .. ond ,/(/1/(' 1:'('{'(' ,i/r«(I(/1: /hlrt (1/ !he c'urlh 111'CI1 il II'U,\ 

1I,t'i~~/I('dl 

55. Fill in the blank: 
2.4,6.30,32,34.36,40.42.44.46.5(~ 52. 54.56,60,62.64,66. ? 

Source: 
Solution: J;II/I) (II i.~ lill' tll',l.! ntill/hl" \Ii!l!(/!I! ,,'1/ l 'ii III. 

65. A man had a 2 dollar bill and wanted to buy a train ticket that cost 3 dollars. He took the 2 
dollar bill to a pawn shop where he pawned it for $1.50. On the way to the train station, he met a 
friend to whom he sold the pawn ticket for $1.50. He then had 3 dollars with which to buy his 
ticket. Who was out the extra dollar? 
Source: 
Solution: 11,(, friend. lie paid S1.50.tor a pawl1lickel. He s/iIllla.\' 10 P"."· S 1.50 allhe 
povmshop to get the ~ dollar bill. so he has spellt S3/orll S2 hill. 

-
1. Prisoner: A prisoner was attempting to escape from a tower. He found in his cell a rope, 
which was halflong enough to permit him to reach the ground safely. He divided the rope in half 
and tied the two parts together and escaped. How could he have done this? 
Source: 
Solution: {/nll'ind the rope lind lie The ends log,efher 

2. Hole: How can you cut a hole in a 3 x 5 card that is big enough for you to put your head 
through? 
Source: 
Solution: Cut a spiral out amlul1\\ind it 
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3. Twins: Marsha and Mrujorie were born on the same day of the same month of the same year 
to the same mother and the same father - yet they are not twins. How is that possible? 
Source: 

Solution: lhey arc Triplets 

4. Children:. Three women - Joan, Dana, and Sandy - have among them three children - Sam, 
Traci, and David. Sam likes to play with Dana's son. Sandy occasionally baby-sits for Joan's 
children. Who is Traci's mother? 
Source: 
Solution: .1001/ 

5. Basketball: Our basketball team won a game last week by the score of 73-49, and yet not 
even one man on our team scored as much as a single point. How is that possible? 
Source: 

Solution: II 11'a.\ (/ 1\0/11(/1/,\ {('(/III. 

6. Pile: A child playing on the beach has 6 sand piles in one area and 3 in another. Ifhe put them 
all together. how many sand piles would he have? 
Source: 

Solution: 1:,/. 

7. Dancing: Three couples went together to a party. One woman was dressed in red, one in 
green, and one in blue. Each man was wearing one of these colors. When all three couples were 
dancing, the man in red was dancing with the woman in blue. "Isn't it funny Christine, not one of 
us is dancing with a partner dressed in the same color." Think about the man who is dancing with 
the woman in red. What color is he wearing? 
Source: 

Solution: (in'ell. ,,,'inn' The lIIan in blue is c/am:ing \~';Ih The womlill ;1/ red the mall in green 
has Ihl! choice (I/cil"c" lile wOlllan in red or greell rhe cannol dallce with green so he is 
dancing \1';lh The \,'OI1lWl illl'edj. 

8. Coin: One archaeologist reported finding a Roman coin with Julius Caesar's image on it, dated 
21 B.C. Another archaeologist correctly asserted that the find was a fraud. Why? 
Source: 

Solution: Prior TO The star! (dB. C:. coins were nOT milltcd with I1. C. - if wasn'T a known 
ahhrcl'iat iO/1 

9. Widow: Is it legal for a man to marry his widow's sister? Why or why not? 
Source: 
Solution: no he i,\ dead 

10. Box: What was Lewis Carroll talking about in this poem? John gave his brother James a box: 
About it there were many locks. James woke and said it gave him pain; So he gave it back to 
John again. The box was not with lid supplied, Yet caused two lids to open wide. And all these 
locks had never a key - What kind of box, then, could it be? 
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Source: 
Solution: A box is a slup Oil tlie head 

11. Words: Rearrange the following patterns to make familiar words: 
runghy 
flymia 
mulcica 
domev 
lendraca 
Source: 
Solution: 
runghy ~ 
flymia ~ 
mulcica ~ 
domev ~ 
lendraca ~ 

hUI1"rI ,.., . 
i,l/nily 
cuh'illflt 

"l'lId(/r 

12. Flash:. The legendary runner Flash Fleetfoot was so fast that his friends said he could tum 
ofT the light switch and jump into bed before the room got dark. On one occasion Flash praYed 
he could do it. How? 
Source: 

13. Plums: A farmer ill California owns a beautiful pear tree. He supplies the fruit to a nearby 
grocery store. The store owner has called the farmer to see how much fruit is available for him to 
purchase. The farmer knows that the main trunk has 24 branches. Each branch has exactly 6 
twigs. Since each hvig bears one piece of fruit, how many plums will the farmer be able to 
deliver? 
Source: 
Solution: NOllc. it Ims {/ (lear Iree. 

14. Christmas: In what year did Christmas and New Year's fall in the same year? 
Source: 
Solution: En'ry yeur 

15.: How many cubic centimeters of dirt are in a hole 6 meters long, 2 meters wide and one 
meter deep? 
Source: 
Solution: lcm: 'herc is IW dirt in (I /w/c. 

16. Captain: Captain Scott was out for a walk when it started to rain. He did not have an 
umbrella and he wasn't wearing a hat. His clothes were soaked yet not a hair on his head got wet. 
How could this happen? 
Source: 
Solution: lIe is hllld 
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17. Invention" There is an ancient invention still used in parts of the worlds today that allows 
people to see through walls. What is it? 
Source: 
Solution: :1 u'im(m\' 

18. Rock: If you drop a rock, would it fall more rapidly through water at 40 degrees Fahrenheit 
or 20 degrees Fahrenheit? Why? 
Source: 
Solution: -If) d('~re('s Fuhre1liTeil, he('(I/{"(' 11'{liL'1" Isji'o:.el1 solid a/ 4(} degrees. 

19. Mr. Shadow: Mr. Shadow opened the door to Dr Apple's office and surveyed the scene. Dr 
Apple's head lay on her desk in a pool of blood. On the floor to her right lay a gun. There were 
powder bums on her right temple indicating that she was shot at close range. On her desk was a 
suicide note and in her right hand the pen that had written it. Mr. Shadow noted that death had 
occurred in the past hour. He also realized that it had not been a suicide but a clear case of 
murder. How does Mr, Shadow know? 
Source: 
Solution: 1(\11(' I/(I\ killed hcn'cl/,I/rC' IWI !liill,l! ill ilL'! ri~!h/ h{/nd IllIuld hC/l'e h'~('Jllh,.' gUll, Ilol (/ 

11('11. 

20. Married: A man who lived in a small town in the United States married 20 different women 
of the same to'''ll. All are still living and he never divorced any of them. [n this tovm polygamy 
is unla, .. -ful; yet he has broken no law. How is this possible? 
Source: 
Solution: fie It'LI.\ f/le millis/er j".csidlrtg 11\'('1" liz" Ii'ct/dillg ccremoily. 

21. Coffee:. One morning a woman's earring fell into a cup that was filled with coffee, yet her 
earring did not get wet. How could this be? 
Source: 
Solution: 111£' earring/c'lI i1lto cojfee grounds, 

22. Feathers: Paul is carrying a pillow case full of feathers. Mark is carrying three pillow cases 
the same size as Paul's, yet Mark's load is lighter. How can this be? 
Source: 
Solution: Aaroll 's {Ji/lowcascs are (!mp~r. 

23. Magician:. A magician claimed to be able to throw a ping pong ball so that is would go a 
short distance, come to a dead stop, and then reverse itself. He also added that he would not 
bounce the ball against any object or tie anything to it. How could he perfonn this feat? 
Source: 
Solution: He Ilirell' il up in Ihe air. 

24. Superpsychic: A famous superpsychic could tell the score of any baseball game before it 
starts. What was his secret? 
Source: 
Solution: The starling smre is always () to () 
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25. Calendars: Calendars made in England do not show Lincoln's birthday. Do these calendars 
show the fourth of July? Explain. 
Source: 
Solution: Ye.\. el'e,), calendar has {I.!ll1lrlh (!l.lllly. 

26. Fishing: Two mothers and two daughters were fishing. They managed to catch one big fish, 
one small fish, and one fat fish. Since only three fish were caught how is it possible that each 
woman had her own fish? 
Source: 
Solution: There arc only thrce womell (f.!rctIlJmolhl'1'. mother. and dtlll:::lller) 
daughter too, 

I he mul he,. is LI 

27. Unlisted: There is a town in Northern Ontario where 5% of all the people living in the to\\11 
have unlisted phone numbers. If you selected 100 names at random from the town1s phone 
directory, on average, how many of these people selected would have unlisted phone numbers? 
Source: 
Solution: None. un/isleel pholle IlI/mlll'r ... are lIot ir' lhl.:' dircCl()/:" 

28. Safari: While on safari in the wild jungles of Africa, Professor White woke one morning and 
felt something in the back pocket of her shorts. [t had a head and a tail but no legs. When White 
got up she could feel it move inside her pocket. White however showed little concern and went 
about her morning rituals. Why such a casual attitude toward the thing in her pocket? 
Source: 
Solution: " I\'a\ {/ coill 

29. Professor: Professor Bumble, who is getting on in years is growing absent minded. On the 
way to a lecture one day he went through a red light and turned down a one way street in the 
\\Tong direction. A policeman observed the entire scene but did nothing about it. How could 
Professor Bwnble get away with such behavior? 
Source: 
Solution: He WLlS walking 

30. Window washer: A window washer was cleaning the windows of a high rise building when 
he slipped and fell off a sixty-foot ladder onto the concrete sidewalk below. Incredibly he did not 
injure himself in any way. How was this possible? 
Source: 
Solution: He fell l?O'the first rung ({the [adder, 

31. Boat: If a boat, at low tide, has 6 of it's 12 ladder steps in the water. How many ladder steps 
will be in the water a high tide? 

Source: 
Solution: 6 - Ihe houl.f/oals. 

32. Saint Ives: While I was traveling to Saint Ives, I met a man with 7 wives, the 7 wives had 7 
sacks, and the 7 sacks had 7 cats, the 7 cats had 7 kittens. Kittens, Cats, Sacks, Wives, how many 
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were going to Saint Ives? 
Source: 
Solution: One (Ill£' others were jusl mel 011 lite road). 

33. Jail: A man goes to visit another man in jail, the guard tells the visitor that only family 
members are allowed to visit inmates, the visitor declares" brothers, sisters I have none, but that 
man's father is my father's son." Who is the visitor? 
Source: 
Solution: The illlllllte's(lIt1u:r. 

34. Whoe\'er: Whoever makes it doesn't use it, whoever buys it doesn't want it and whoever uses 
it doesn't know it? 
Source: 
Solution: A c(!lfill 

35. Car accident: A father and his son get in a car accident. The father is sent to one hospital, 
and the son is sent to another. When the doctor comes in to operate on the son, the doctor says, "I 
cannot operate on him. I-Ie is my son." How can that be? 
Source: 
Solution: nit, c/(I(/II/- j, lil(' IIltJllia 

36. Reading: Solve: Irlelaldlilnlgl 
Source: 
Solution: 

37. Eternity: What is at the beginning of eternity, the end of time and space. The beginning of 
every end, the end of every place. 
Source: 
Solution: Reading helween the lines. 

38. Months: How many months have twenty-eight days in them? 
Source: 
Solution: All o/fllem. 

39. Gears: Professor Gray was driving along in her old car when suddenly it shifted gears by 
itself. She paid no attention and kept on driving. Why wasn't she concerned? 
Source: 
Solution: The cur is a11 aUlOmmic. 

40. Cabin: Erin stumbles across an abandoned cabin one cold, dark and snowy night. Inside the 
cabin is a kerosene lantern, a candle, and wood in a fireplace. She only has one match, What 
should she light first? 
Source: 
Solution: 77ze malch 
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1.4 dots: Without lifting your pencil from the paper, show how you could join a114 dots with 2 
straight lines • 

• 

• • 

Source: 
Solution: 

~. 
2. Trees: A landscaper is given instructions to plant four special trees so that each one is exactly 
the same distance from each of the others. How is he able to do it? 
Source: 
Solution: I'lant t//('tn 011 U Ililt- three (II Ilze 1,:IW (llIe (In 'he (01' dike (Ize fiJllrcornt!r {Ioin/s (II/ (J 

f~\mll/idj 

3. Chain: A woman has four pieces of chain. Each piece is made up of three links. She wants to 
join the pieces into a single closed loop of chain. To open a link costs 2 cents and to close a link 
custs 3 cents. She only has 15 cents. How docs she do it? 
Source: 
Solution: 

4. Figure: Show how you can divide this figure into four equal parts that are the same size and 
shape 

Source: 
Solution: 

5. Pennies: Show how you can arrange 10 pennies so that you have 5 rows (lines) of 4 pennies in 
each row. 

0000000000 
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Source: 
Solution: 

6. Pens: Describe how to put 27 animals in 4 pens in such a way that there is an even of number 
of animals in each pen. 

Source: 

Solutioll: Allow some allimals to COUllt twice ill two pells 

ltl:~ [~"J - --I -_. _.-- .11..111 
~ 

7. Pencils: How can you arrange 6 identical pencils in such as way as to form 4 identical 
triangles whose sides area are all equal, without modifying the pencils in any way? 

In 
Source: 
Solution: Ala/Ie u pyramid. Ihrt't? (//1 thl' ha,\c lllid Ihre!' 1)/1 Ihe .1 ides 
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8. Series: Identify the next tenn in the series: 
88 ... 64 ... 24 ... 

Source: 
Solution: 

9. Cards: Three cards lie face down on a table, arranged in a row from left to right. We have the 
following infonnation about them. a. The Jack is to the left of the Queen b. The Diamond is to 
the left of the Spade c. The King is to the right of the Heart d. The Spade is to the right of the 
King. Which card - by face and suit - occupies each position? 

Source: 
Solution: 

10. Triangle: The triangle shown below points to the top of the page. Show how you can move 
three circles to get the triangle to point to the bottom of the page . 

• 
• • 

• • • 
• • • • 

Source: 
Solution: 

11. Letter Z: 
A EF HI KLMN T VWXY 

BCD G J OPQRS U 
Can you figure out where to put the letter Z, top or bottom line and Why? 

Source: 
Solution: 

12. Candle: Given the material below how can you attach the candle to the wall above the table 
so that the wax does not drip on the table? 

.. -~ --- . 
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Source: 
Solution: 

13. The 9 Dots: Dmw four continuous straight lines, connecting all the dots without lifting your 
pencil from the paper. 

• • • 

• • • 

• • • 

Source: 
Solution: 

14. Tumor: Imagine you are a doctor treating a patient with a malignant stomach tumor. You 
cannot operate but you must destroy the tumor. You could use high intensity X rays to destroy 
the tumor but unfortunately the intensity of the X rays needed to destroy the tumor also will 
destroy healthy tissue through which the X rays must pass. Less power full X rays will spare the 
healthy tissue hut will not be strong enough to destroy the tumor. How can you destroy the 
tumor without damaging the healthy tissue? 

Source: 
Solution: 

15. Strings: There are two strings hanging from the ceiling in the room below. The woman 
cannot reach both. How can she tie the two strings together? 

Source: 
Solution: 

16. Hole: An example of a spatial insight problem is "How can you cut a hole in a 3 x 5 card that 
is big enough for you to put your head through?" (fhe novel approach involves turning the flat 
3x5 card into a three dimensional object by creating two concentric spirals and then unwrapping 
them). 
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Source: 
Solution: 
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Matching: 
a Critica1/Critical thinking 
b. Creative/Creative thinking 
c. Cooperative/Cooperative learning 

Questions: 
1. ''The individual has a certain freedom of spirit and 
unwillingness to be bound by the unwritten cannons of society, characteristics 
not necessarily found in the highly intelligent individual. Implicit theories of 

encompass a dimension of aesthetic taste and 
imagination that is absent in implicit theories of intelligence, and also 
encompass aspects of inquisitiveness and intuitiveness that do not seem to 
enter into implicit theories of intelligence" (Sternberg, 1986). 

2 " thinking calls for a persistent effort to examine any belief or supposed 
form of knowledge in the light of evidence that supports it and the further 
conclusions to which it tends (Glaser, 1941)." 

3. " thinking ... is a process of evaluation or catesorization in terms 
of some previously accepted standards. It is a logical examination of data 
which avoids fantasies and judgments on an emotional basis only (Russell, 
1960)." 

__ 4. is the "cognitive abilities that produce original idea combinations in 
people and generate new knowledge and problem solving techniques" (Gallini, 1983). 

5. "an equal partnership in which paired students study together with the mutual goal 
of mastering academic material" (Larson & Dansereau, 1986, p. 516). 

__ 6. "may be defined, quite simply, as the ability to bring something 
new into existence" (Barron, 1969). 

__ 7. includes defining a problem, selecting pertinent information, 
recognizing stated and unstated assumptions, formulating and selecting relevant 
hypotheses, drawing conclusions, and detecting bias in statements. 

__ 8. " is more than mere spontaneity for it involves deliberation as well. 
I t is more than divergent thinking for it converges on some solution. It not 
only generates possibilities but also chooses among them. It is as much asking 
the right question as finding the right answer' (Young, 1985). 

__ 9. " thinking is reflective and reasonable thinking that is focused on 
deciding what to believe or do (Ennis, 1985);" ... at its' rootfit "is the correct 
assessment of statements" (Ennis, 1962). 

10. The thinker tries to be well-informed, takes into account the total 
situation, seeks a clear statement of the thesis or the question, looks for alternatives, 
deals with components of the problem itt an orderly manner, seeks as much precision 
as the subject matter will allow, asks clarifying questions when confused, and judges 
conclusions (Presseisen, 1986). 
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True/False (T/F): 
11. Creative thinking aims to produce an assessment of things, beliefs, and courses 

of action, while critical thinking aims to produce an original product (Perkins, 
1987). 

12. Perkins and Glaser hold that attitudes or dispositions are the backbones of 
creative and critical thinking; certain dispositional qualities like an inquiring 
mind, a need to evaluate information, a willingness to test one's opinion, and 
a desire to consider alternate points of view, appear to link these two types 
of thinking. 

13. There is an overlap between the two (i.e., critical and creative thinking) since 
creative thinking involves innumerable episodes of evaluating solutions and 
critical thinking depends on inventions and ways of breaking one's mental set. 

14. Creative people do more than break away from old and familiar patterns and 
listing numerous alternatives; they have goals that they use to assist them in 
converging on new solutions. 

15. As suggested by Isaksen and Parnes (1985), aU human intellectual abilities and 
emotional energies could be united in attacking problems or challenges in a 
reciprocating pattern between imagination and judgment. They have outlined 
a six stage problem solving model wherein each stage includes a divergent 
phase (free flow of thoughts) and a convergent phase (evaluation and selection 
of thoughts). 

16. What is your personal definition of creativity? 

17. Write a new witty title for this Davis' book. 

18. What do creative people do? How can we spot a creative person? 

19. Circle creative thinking tenns and place a check next to critical thinking terms: 
a. displays curiosity, b. predicts consequences, c. determines relevance and irrelevance 
of information, d. elaboration, e. visualization, f. seeks support for opinions and 
hypotheses, g. recognizes appropriate conclusions and implications, h. nonconforming, 
i. is flexible, j. unpredictable/spontaneous, k. makes comparisons and contrasts, I. 
answers and solutions are unique, m. provides justification, n. finds patterns, o. 
analyses assumptions, p. states and defends ideas, q. identifies alternatives, r. 
attracted to novelty, s. sees new angles or patterns, t. classifies and categories, u. risk 
taking, v. distinguishes relationships, w. tolerance for ambiguity, x. makes analogies, 
y. breaks mental set, z. checks credibility of sources, aa. checks reliability and 
adequacy of information provided, bb. imagination, cc. detects missing parts of an 
argument, dd has a sense of humor, ee. determines the strength of an argument. 

/;;v,--L.! ~ ?C1 ( 
I j 
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Critical Thinking: 
(A Common Quote: Don't Be 80000000000000000 Critical!) 

a. Criticallbinking Definition: Robert Glaser (1941): "Critical thinking calls for persistent effort to 
examine any belief or supposed form of knowledge in the light of evidence that supports it and the 
further conclusions to which it tends." (i.e., seek justification, recognize relationships, anal credibility 
of sources, looks at reasons/evidence, drawing inferences, identifying alternatives, logical deductions, 
sequences and order, defcnding an idea.) 

b. 10+ Critical Thinking Ideas: 
1. Critiques, Reviews, Reflexive Papers, Rebuttals, Rejoinders, Rcplies 

_ (Recent decisions: Analyze new state testing requirements, evaluate a coop learning approach)_ 
2. K-W-L, Pros and Cons, Pluses/Minusesllnteresting (PMI) 

(What do you know?, What want to know?, What did you learn here?; How's is XYZ?) 
3. Voting or Ranking Methods, Nominal Group IJrocess 

(Contribute ideas and then categorize and rank them; e.g., what technology resources does the 
school need? What are the goals of this school?) 

4. Pruning the Tree (20 q's); Working Backward, Means-Ends Analysis (From answer to problem) 
(lbe answer to the question is "X" ... now how did I get that?) 

S. Minute Papers, Reflection Logs, Think Sheets, Guided Questioning 
(lbe muddiest point of the presentation today was ... ) 

6. Graphic Organizers, Flowcharts, Concept Maps, Venn Diagrams, Decision-Making Trees 
(main ideas, advantages and disadvantages, what's overlap between two ideas) 

7. Mock Trials, Who Done Its, Detective Games, Murder Mysteries 
(put a famous scientist or ruler on trial for a crime and analy-l.C the evidence) 

8. Debates, Examine Both Sides of Argument, Force Field Analysis 
(protecting the spotted owl, cutting of valuable timber, should we use coop lrog in schools?) 
(what are 3 arguments for learner-centered principles and 3 arguments against them?) 

9. Case-Based Reasoning 
(Case A, Case B; Case & Commentaries; Cumulative Case; Critical Instancc; Condensed) 
(students solve a problematic vignette) 

10. Summing Up (Summaries, Reviews, Index Cards, Abstracts, Outlines, Nutshelling) 
(at the start of each lecture, spend 5 minutes summarizing previous day lectures or readings) 

11. Other techniques 
• Classification Schemes, Taxonomies (put the data you have collected into a grid .... ) 

• Categorize and Organize (Categorize the articles you read into ... ) 
• Identifying Main Points, Key Priorities 

• Compare and Contrast Matrices 
• Goal Concretization (give a story endings or fable) 

• Alternatives, Possibilities, Choices 
• Find Patterns/Relationships 

• Other Points of View 
• Cost-Benefit Analysis 

• Rank Ideas 
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Critical Thinking Skills (Brief Bonk Brainstorm, 1991) 
Robert Glaser (1941): Critical thinking calls for persistent effort to examine any belief or supposed form 
of knowledge in the light of evidence that supports it and the further conclusions to which it tends. 

Classifying 
Taking Other Points of View 
Following Rules 
Predicting Outcomes 
Estimating, Guessing 
Setting Goals and Objectives 
Recognizing Patterns 
Discovering Relationships 
Part-Whole Relationships 
Forming Hypotheses 
Finding Errors 
Asking Questions 
Discovering Relationships 
Sequencing 
Following Directions 
Considering Relevance 
Predicting Consequences 
Determining Appropriateness 
Planning 
Means-End Relationships 
Cause-Effect Relationships 
Considering Implications 
Making Decisions 
Evaluating Generalizations 
Discovering Trends 
Making Inferences 
Ordering on Salient Dimensions 
Questioning-Analysis, Evaluation, Synthesis, and Interpretation 
Interpreting 
Comparing and Contrasting 
Visualizing 
Setting Criteria 
Measuring 
Justifying 
Analyzing Assumptions 
Recognizing EssentiaVNonessential 
Recognizing Assumptions, Beliefs, Opinions 
Mnemonic LearoinglMemory Strategies 
Reading Charts, Graphs, Tables 
Detennining Relevance and Irrelevance 
Analyzing the Current Situation and Where You Wish to End 
Generating Graphs from Data 
Detecting Reasoning Errors 
Arguing Persuasively, Logically 
Communicating Clear Relationships 
Sequencing Appropriate Information 
Stating and Defending an Idea 
Identifying Needed Processes, Information 
Problem Oarification and Definition 
Identifying Alternatives 
Attribute Usting 
Finding Patterns 
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Analyzing Truth Oaims 
Credibility of Sources, Bias 
Analyzing for Personal Agenda 
Identifying Assumptions vs. Inferences 
Seeking Support for Opinions, Hypotheses 
Cost-Benefit Analysis 
Identifying Ways to Overcome Barriers 
Identifying Components of a Process 
Analyze Significance of Information Presented 
Significance of Fmdings 
Analyze Completeness and Clarity of Information Presented 
Themes 
Interrelationships of Literary Elements 
Elements of and Event 
Evaluate Soundness of Procedures 
Pose Hypothesis 
Test Explanations 
Evaluate Believability of a Story, Information 
Define Essential Elements 
Analyze Part-Whole Relationships 
Evaluating Inferences 
Following Logically Valid Unes of Reasoning 
Discerning the Relevance of Objections 
Recognizing Appropriate Conclusions 
Evaluate Reasons from a Claim 
Checking Reliability and Adequacy of Information 
Detecting Missing Parts of an Argument 
Judging Whether Certain Statements Contradict each other or follow each other 
Judging Whether the Problem has been Identified 
Judging Whether a Definition is Adequate 
Judging Whether a Statement Made by an Alleged Authority is Acceptable 
Examining Both Sides of an Argument 
Prioritizing (relevant factors, objectives, and consequences) 
Focusing on Different Aspects of a Situation 
Being Right by Referring to the Facts or an Authority 
Recognizing Contradictory Information 
Understanding Values Determine Thinking 
Simplifying and Qarifying Unnecessarily Complex and Confusing Information 
Recognizing Given and Omitted-but needed-Information 
Matching Shapes 
Classifying by Shape 
Matching Similar Figures 
Dividing Shapes into Equivalent Parts 
Matching Oasses by Pattern 
Selecting Synonyms 
Writing Directions 
Completing Phrases 
Describing Characteristics 
Finding Shape Exceptions 
Ma tching Pa ttern Pieces 
Figural Sequence Problems 
Classes and Members 
Explaining Exceptions 
Distinguishing Relationships 
Sorting into Word Classes 
Judging Whether a Statement is Specific Enougb 
Grasping the Meaning of a Statement . 

I)kg ( Zq 7 
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Teaching Resources Center 
WintD" 1995 The CoUege of Am turd SciDacu-India.nD University Vol. 7. No. 

Classroom Assessment Techniques: 
How can I tell what students are thinking? 

Joan Middendorf and Alan Kalish 
There are several ways to answer this imponant question. A 
general answer is lhal studems often have enough time on their 
hands. even as they sit in class and listen. to think about several 
things at the same time. None of us pUIS 100 percent of our 
attention to a lecture for long periods of time. Instead, attention 
waxes and wanes. 

We also know that studenlS have seven developmental tasks 
they are working on during ~_~_~onege years: achieving _. . 
intelleerual:physical. and social competence; managing 
emotions; becoming autonomous; establishing identity; 
managing interpersonal relationships; clarifying purpose; and 
developing integrity (Chickering. 1969). At times. studenlS 
are probably thinking about these olher things. rather than 
about purely intellectual pursuilS. 

But good teachers will also want to know a more specific 
answer. In fact. a set of techniques has been developed to gel 
al the question. "What are students thinking?" They are called 
Oassroom Assessment Techniques (CATs). and were devel
oped by Angelo and Cross (1993). There are many varied 
CA Ts thaI can be used. The most important things is that lhey 
are quick to use. easy to interpret. and provide a weallh of 
information about our srud.enlS· thinking. so we can have a 
bener idea of what is going on with our students. 

Minute Papers in a Large Class 
James Craig, Dept of Psychology 

I have been using Minute Papers in my Inuoductory Psychol
ogy class for the past four years. The class has 250 smdents. 
mostly freshmen. After each lecture. a third of the srudents 
are assigned to respond to the lecrure via one of the computer 
clusters. Students can do one of two things: they can indicate 
what was least clear to them fro~ lite lecture. or give a 
personal eXample that illustrates some concept from the 
lecture or the textbook. (' 

" 

The Minute Papers typically reveal two or three major 
questions on the part of students. which I answer at the 
beginning of the next lecrure. I have found that the srudents 
pay more anention to the answers if I put the question on an 
overhead. Also, writing the question on an overhead tells the 
studenlS the answer is not directed only at the person who 
asked it Answering their questions at the next class lets 
students know that they are not the only ones with that 
question and also gives students a sense that they have some 
control over the direction of the course. 

Using a CAT is a little like asking a research question. Is 
there something you would like to know about your 
specific studenlS in your specific course? CATs can get at: 

• What do smdents come to my course knowing (or 
. thinking they know)? . 
• What are they thinking at any moment in class? 
• What did they get out of today's class compared to 

what I wanted them to get? 
• What are they thinking when-llieystudy (or how 

did they go about answering a problem)? 

CATs are feedback devices to help us determine how 
much. how well. and simply ~ our studems learn. TRC 
staff can help you identify the question you would like to 
ask about your studeots' learning and adapt a CAT to your 
topic. Many faculty 00 the Bloomington campus are 
beginning to use them regularly. Two faculty describe their 
experiences in the articles below. 

References 
Angelo. T. A .• and Cross. K. P. (1993). Classroom Assessment 

TechniqlUs: A handbook/or college teadurs. San Francisco: 
Jossey-Bass. -

Clickering. A. (1969). Educalion tJIJd identity. San Francisco: 
Jossey-Bass. 

Student-Generated Test Questions 
Francisco Silva, Dept of Psychology 

One goal I had for The Psychology of Motivation was 
that students develop a high-level. integrative understand
ing of phenomena. procedures. data. and conceptual 
issues. However. I wasn't sure that the average student 
could perform at this level. Therefore. I needed some 
tcachingllcarning aid that would help students with less 
effective study habilS. Specifically. I thought that stu-

. dents needed to have a reason to regularly review and 
think about course content. The procedure that I imple
mented provided a small. immediate incentive that would 
lead to a bigger. delayed payoff. 

The Procedure: Student-Generated Test Questions 
SwdenlS were asked. but not required. to prepare 2 essay 
questions following each class. The questions had to be 
based on material that was covered in the previous class. 
or from the related text Also, students had to provide 
answers for their questions. 

At the beginning of each class, I would randomly select a 
student to present one of their questions and answers. 

y C~th~ articles ~DtiDued OD reverse 
I -j C. let '0 
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"MiDute Papers" contiDued 
Some students use the Minute Papers 
to give examples. which can inform 
my teaching. I asked studems if they 
knew anyone who had suffered brain 
damage and what effects had they 
observed in the person's behavior. By 
the students' responses I knew I could 
refer them to some of the common 
causes and consequences of brain 
damage and be confident that most of 
the students would have some direct 
knowledge: of them. 

Instructors should be aware that 
Minute Papers can be a mixed bless
ing. Because they are not anonymous. 
I tend to-get few-completely negative 
comments; however. it often happens 
that after delivering what I consider to 
be an absolutely clear lecture. I get 
feedback that requires me to re-teach. 
For example, after a lecture on how the 
auditory system encodes frequency, I 
received the comment. 'The lecture 
was very clear and I understood 
everything except how the auditory 
system encodes frequenc\". Could yOU 

00 over that aaain?'" . c e .. 

The time required to read the Minute 
Papers is not greaL Because they are 
all typed and appear on my computer 
screen. I can read 70 responses in 
about 15 or 20 minutes. The students' 
chief complaints about the lecture 
responses are (1) that they cannot find 
an available computer cluster at the 
time they want to respond and (2) that 
:.":ej' n:lve no que!:tions ~bcut the 
lecture. This first complaint decreases 
over the semester as SbJdents figure 
out which clusters are free at. what 
times. The second complaint I can 
address by offering several alternative 
ways to respond. Although I do not 
know whether students benefit directly 
from Minute Papers. I do know that I 
understand their knowledge of the 
subject hener, and I believe that it 
helps me improve my lectures and the 
course accordingly. 

"Exam Qaestious" COIltiDued 
The student would then staDd up and 
read the question and answer to the 
class. I would add any missing infor
mation, and we would usually spend a 
minute or two discussing the question 
and answer. I would then calion a 
second student to present another 
question and answer. The whole 
process took about 5 to 7 minutes. 

Students had to prescot integrative. 
high-level questions. Students had to 
prepare 2 questions so they could not 
say. "I had the same question. " If they 
were not in class when their name was 
called, they forfeited that opponunity to 
earn the bonus percent 

Hew did this :.ffcct the !;!udcnts' 
behavior? 
It seemed to me that students attended 
more classes. probably because they 
could potentially earn bonus points and 
obtain questions that might appear on 
an exam. The students' responses on 
the course evaluation indicated that 
they were pleased with the course (it 
received a rating of 3.3). They said that 
the course was hc:rd work. but in a non· 
punitive way _ Almost all comments 
aboul presenting questions and answers 
were positive. 

From my perspective, this simple 
procedure helped students stay on task 
and provided them with a more obvious 
degree of control than the typical 
"review your notes. study hard. and 
you'll get a good grade" approach. In 
essence. that is what they were doing; 
but. asking them to prepare questions 
and answers provided the means and 
incentive for doing so that many 
students lack. 

This Oassroom Assessment Technique 
(CAT) did more than make my students 
review; tltey served as an indicator for 
my teaching. If the student questions 
were dismal. I took it as a sign that they 
were not Wlderstanding the material. 
When their questions were at a higher 
level. then I assumed they understood 
the course topics at a higher level. They 
soon learned it was to their advantage 
to write higher level questions since 
those tended to be the ones I would put 
on the tesL The technique benefited 
student learning and gave me feedback 
that was useful as well. 

zqq 
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What Constitutes Good Thinking? 

A good thinker can be characterIZed in terms of knowledge. abilities. 
attitudes & habitual ways of behaVing. A Critical ThInker: 

.J uses evidence skillfully & impartially 

" organizes thoughts & articulates them concisely & coherently 

~ distinguishes between logically valid & invalid inferences 

~ suspends Judgement in the absence of sufficient evidence 

~ attempts to anticipate the probable consequences of alternative 
actions before choosing among them 

..J sees similarities & analogies that are not superficially apparent 

..J can learn independently &. at least equally importantly. has an 
abiding interest in doing so 

applies problem-solving techniques appropriately in domains other 
than those in which they were learned 

..J listens carefully to other people's ideas 

..J understands the difference between winning an argument & being 
right 

can strip a verbal argument of irrelevancies & phrase it in terms of 
essentials 

..J understands the difference among conclusions, assumptions & 
hypotheses 

is sensitlve to the difference between the Validity of a bellef & the 
intenSity with which it is held 

can represent differing Viewpoints without distortion. exaggeration. 
or caricaturization 

recogniZes the fallibility of one's own opinions, the probability of bias 
in those opinions, & the danger of differentially weighing evidence 
according to personal preferences 

Adapted from: Teaching Thinking Skills (p. 29-301, 1987. J. Baron & R Sternberg. Editors. 
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ATTACHMENT VIII 

CRITICAL THINKING 

critical thinking is a kind of thinkinq in which humans make 
reasoned judgments about phenomena within their field of concern. 
The focus of critical thinking is getting one's intellectual 
money's worth. One thinks critically to avoid being duped, to 
understand ramifications of observations, and to gather full 
meaning from something seen or heard. 

critical thinking is, in reality, a constellation of thinking 
skills. Critical tqinkers are people who: 

1. recognize purpose in messages, 
2. distinguish relevant from irrelevant information, 
3. evaluate sources, 
4. note points of view, 
5. recognize bias, 
6. recognize slanted language, 
7. recognize emotive language, 
8. distinguish fact from opinion, and 
9. recognize and evaluate inferences. 

Because critical thinking consists of so many components, it 
may be wise to try to teach each of them rather than to try to 
teach critcal thinking per see This belief suggests that each of 
the components should be discussed separately. 

Purpose 

Every message has two facets: content and intent. The 
content of a message can usually be discerned by persons who 
(literally) speak the same language. Consider" the sentence "I'm 
leaving!" The content is clear - the speaker is about to remove 
him or herself from a present physical location. But imagine the 
difference in meaning of this phrase when the speaker is: 

1. a child leaving for school, 
2. a soldier off to war, 
3. a spouse after a marital spat, 
4. a holdup man backing out the door, or 
5. a lover whose date is already 45 minutes late to a 

rendezvous. 

The difference is a difference in intent. 

The child is providing information, the soldier is clinging to 
last moments of peace, the spouse is challenging the mate to try 
to stop him or her, the holdup man is trying to con everyone into 
staying put, and the lover is self-justifying an action. All of 
these possibilities and infinitely more can emanate from a simple 
phrase such as "I'm leaving!" 
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Thinking Terminology 
(Valerie Maholmes, June 1995) 

Inductive Discovery: Process of developing or building 
an hypothesis, theory, or an idea--collecting data, 
connecting fragmented details, and identifying a 
binding principle. 

Deductive Discovery: Process of testing an hypothesis, 
proposition, or idea by confirming, refuting, and 
modifying the hypothesis. 

Analysis: Process of discerning, discriminating, and 
marking off the trivial from the important as well as the 
irrelevant from what points toward a conclusion. 

Synthesis: Pulling together and combining ideas, 
interpreting selected facts, and including previously 
analyzed data. 

Systematic Inference: Recognizing the relationships and 
interdependences between previously unorganized or 
disconnected considerations by discovering facts and 
analyzing data. 
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6 Aspects of Critical Thinking 

L Thinking Actively 

2. Carefully Exploring Situations with Questions 

3. Thinking for Ourselves 

4. Perceiving, Believing, Knowing 

5. Challenging Assumptions 

6. Discussing Ideas in an Organized Way 

?:h.e goal of Critical 'Tftinf(j.ng is simpCe: 
to give us unaerstarufing. 

Adaptauons from: Thinking Critically. 1994. John Chaffee. Inyttatton to Critical Thlnkini. 
1984. Vincent Bany. Asking the R!tzht Questions. 1986. M. NeU Browne & Stuart Keeley. 
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Challenging Assumptions 

Jl major 6{OcK.. to critical tftinfjng is a stereotypul way of 
[oofjng at or aescri6ing sOml!tliing. 

What are some of the assumptions we make which can serve as a 
banier to critical thinking? 

Assumptions are: 

• hidden or unstated (in most cases) 

• taken for granted 

• influential in detenn1n1ng the conclusion 

• necessary if the reasoning is to make sense 

• potentially deceptive 

~memDer tfte infamous sayinB: 
:You K..now wftat /iappens wften we JUSU9r('E ... • 

pC.n 0 -?(,u 
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28 Hour Days 
(Bonk, 2003) 

Personal Time Management Plan (can 
you find 4 more hours?) 

Time Management Techniques Time Saved Per Day 

Keywords: Reduce, schedule, use, delegate, control, manage, plan, etc ... 
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THINKING FOR OURSELVES 

Exercise: Answer the following questions, based on what you believe to be true. 

Is the earth nat? 

Is democracy the best form of government 

Should daycare be offered for the chlldren 
of employees? 

Are unions a beneficial advocate? 

Should primary and secondary education 
be year round? 

QUESTION: 

ReasonlEvidence 

• Authorities: 

• References: 

• Factual Evidence: 

• Personal Experience: 

Yes No Not Sure 
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watson-liJaser Critical Thinking Appraisal ~ 
Psychological" Corporation orm A 
San Antonio, Texas ' 

Focuses on 5 Key points: 
1. Inference 
2. Assumption 
3. Dedu~tive ReasOning " 
4. Draw~ ConclusionslInterpretation 
5. Evaluating Arguments 

Sample item 1. 

Should all young men in the United Sta 
tes go to COllege? 

1. Yes, college provides an opportunity 
for them to learn school songs and cheers. 

2. No; a large percent of young men do 
not. have enough ability or interest to 
denve any benefit from college training. 

3. ~o: ~xcessive studying permanently w s 
an mdlvldual's perSonality. arp 

Sample item 2. 

Strong. 
Argument 

Weak 
Argument 

A study of vocabulary growth in children from eight months to six years old 
shows that the size of spoken vocabulary increases from zero words at age eight 
months to 2562 words at age six years. 

1. None of the children in this study 
had learned to talk by the age of six 
months. 

2. Vocabulary growth is slowest during 
the period when children are learning 
to walk. 

Conclusion 
Follows' Does Not 

Follow 
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EXPLORING SITUATIONS WITH QUESTIONS 

A large pubBc blgher education institution is coosideriDg fundiog a critical and 
creating thinking center on campus. Other large pubUc education institutions have 
considered this pJan, some have implemented-some have Dot. The institution is also 
considering whether public funds or private funds should be used to support this center. 

Exercise: CrftkaDy eH.mine tile CIIIe by ~ questioas fnm eadI of the * 
adegades of qpestioas. 

1. Fact 

2. IDterpretation 

3. Analysis 

4. Synthesis 

s. Evaluation 

6. Application 

o ?(I, . 
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Socratic Method 

• Select both positive and negative 
examples to illustrate point 

• Vary cases to help focus on facts 

• Employ counter examples 

• Generate hypothetical cases to 
encourage reasoning (What if ... ) 

.Use hypothetical identification 
strategies 

.Use hypothetical evaluation strategies 

• Promote identification of other 
predictions 

• Employ entrapment strategies 
• Foster tracing of. consequences to a 
contradiction 

• Encourage the questioning of answers 
provided by authorities 
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Carefully Exploring Situations with Questions 

Jln important tlimension of tliinting ~tiveJy is carefully· eifPforing tIie situations 
in wliicli we are invo{vul using relevant qzu.stions. 

The Key: To explore carefully all the interacting elements of a situation 
in order to understand the overall situation. the alternatives. 
we have. & the decisions we make. 

6 Categories of Questions: 

Fact: determining the basic informatlon (who. what. when. where. 
why. how) 

Interpretation: discovering relationships between events or ideas 

chronological: relating things in time sequence 

process: relating aspects of growth. development or change 

comparison: relating things in terms of Similar features 

contrast: relating things in terms of different features 

causal: relating events in terms of the way some event(s) 
are responsible for other event(s) 

Analysis: separating an entire process or Situation into its 
component parts & understanding the relation of these 
parts to the whole 

Synthesis: COmbining ideas to form a new whole or come to a 
conclusion. making inferences about future events. 
creating solutions. deSigning plans of action 

Evaluation: making informed Judgments & decisions by determining 
relative value. truth or reUab1l1ty of things 

AppUcation: taking knowledge or concepts gained in one 
situation & applying them in other situations 

Tfte a6iCity to ast appropriate & penetrating questions 
is one uf tlit most powciful tflinfQng tooCs we can possess. 
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KNOWLEDGE KftDWledge of specifics (What is the principal iDgredicm in the air we 
breathe?) 

KftDWledge of ways tmd 1MlUI.r of dealing with .rpedjics (What Steps 
wouJd you have to take to become a liceased opcrarm'l What is me 
cwect form farpmenriDg a medon befarc a meeting?) . 

Knowledge of uniYenaJ.r anti Gb.rrraaion,r (What is the basic principle 
behind the operation of a free~) 

COMPREHENSION Translation (In your own words what docs "laissez-faire economy" 
mean? What does it mean to say that to the vietor belongs the 
spoils?) 

lnterpreltltion (In what ways are the Democratic and Republican 
positions on support for the military budget similar?) 

Em"apa!"riDn (If the use of electrical energy continues to increase at the 
p:-cscnt rate. what will be the demand for electrical energy in A.D. 
2OOO?) 

APPLICATION (If you measure the pressure in your barometer at the foot of the 
mountain and then measure it again at the summit of the mountain. 
what difference in the reading would you expect? If of two sailing 
vessels leaving New Yark at the same time en route 10 London one 
took a route following the Gulf Stream and one kept coDSistcndy 
south of th~ GulQtrcam. which would you expect to reach London 
tim. everything efsC being equal?) 

ANALYSIS (Questions that ask pupils to break complex ideas down into their 
component clements in order to make them more undcmandable.) 

AluJlysi.r 0/ elementS (Which pan of the argument we have just read is 
fact and which is opinion? What propaganda devices can you find 
in Ibis automobile adveni.semcllt?) 

Anlllysis 0/ reltuionslaips (Does the conclusion that Senator X made 
logically follow from the facts he plaeDted?) 

Anlllysis of organizluiolUJi principles (In Ibis poem what devices bas me 
8DIhar used to build up the c:baraa=s of the principal amagonists?) 

SYNTHESIS Production 0/1UIiq~ communictztjon (Describe the procedure you used 
ami the results you observed in the cxpc:rimcDt.) 

Production 0/11 pllm Dr II proposed set of operarions (How would you 
&0 about detc:nDiJUmg the camposidon of tbis UDlmown chemical?) 

DuivDlion 0/11 set 0/ tlbsrrtlCl relmions (You have heard the description 
of the siDWion. WIw might be the causes of this sjmariOD? 

EVALUATION Judgment in terms 0/i1llU7UJl evidence (In what ways is the argument 
presented illogically?) 

JudgIMnt in terms of ezrerntJ1 criticism (Docs the thecny that organically 
grown foods are more healthful than other foods conform to what 
we know of the chemical composition of these foods? Explain.) 

119 
11(', r . .; :::>. ~ 
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FIGURE 12.1 

MI Theory and Bloom's Taxonomy 

Ecology Unit: Local environment-trees In your neighborhood 
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Bloom's Six Levels of Educational Objectives 

Knowledge Comprehension Application Analysis Synthesis Evaluation 
Linguistic memorize names of explain how trees given description 01 list parts 01 tree explain how a tree rate different meth-
Intelligence trees receive nutrients tree diseases, sug- functions in relation ods 01 controlling 

gest cause of each to the ecosystem tree growth 
disease 

logical- remember number convert English to given height 01 analyze materials given weather, soil. rate different kinds 

J\j 
Mathematical of points on specilic metric in calculating smallor tree, esti- found in sap residue and other informa- 01 tree nutrients 
Intelligence trees' leaves height of tree mate height 01 tion, chart projected based on data 

larger tree growth of a tree 

Spatial remember basic look at diagrams of use geometriC princi- draw cellular create a landscap- evaluate practicality 
Intelligence configurations of trees and tell what pies to determine structure 01 tree ing plan using trees 01 differentlandscap-

specific trees stage 01 growth they height 01 tree root as central leature ing plans 
are in 

Bodily· identify tree by the given array 01 tree given type 01 local create different parts gather all materials evaluate the quality 
Kinesthetic feel of the bark fruits, identify seeds tree, find an ideal of tree from clay needed for planting 01 different kinds 01 
Intelligence location lor planting a tree fruit 

it 

Musical remember songs expllan how old tree change the lyrics of classify songs by create your own tree rale the songs Irom 
Intelligence that deal with Irees songs came inlo an old Iree song to issue and historical song b~sed on inlor- best to worst and 

being reflect current period mation in this unit give reasons lor 
issues your choices 

Interpersonal record responses to determine the mosl use survey results classily kids into arrange liefd trip to rank three methods 
Intelligence the question "What popular tree in class 10 pick location lor groups according to orchard by conlact- to ask olhers about 

is your lavorite by interviewing field Irip to orchard lavorile Iree ing necessary peo- tree prelerence 
tree?" others pie 

Intrapersonal remember a lime share Ihe primary develop "Iree-climb- divide up your expe- plan a tree-climbing explain what you 
Intelligence you climbed a tree leeling you had ing rules" based rience inlo "begin- expedition based on liked "best" and 

while up in Ihe tree upon your ex peri- ning," "middle," and your past experi- "least" about your 
ence "end" ence experience 
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Think Sheets: 

Explam why ... . 
Explain how ... . 

, What is the "main idea of ... ? 
How would you use -~~. to ~ .. ? 
What,is a new example of ... ? 
What do you think would happen if ... ? 
What is the difference between ... and ... ? 
How are ... and ... similar? 
What conclusions can you draw from ... ? 
How does ... affect ... ? 
What are the strengths & weaknesses of ... ? 
What is the best ... and why? 
How is ... related to ... ? 

.' 

nr', n n <'1\ 
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Cae'.w." j41 

FLUENCY (more Idea): 

lit q: Lilt aD that JOU Imow about JOIII' topic In yom' .... or GIl paper. YOu auy 
want to jot dawn itaDI in the lilt that aft IIDI ill JfIU papa. 

lit a:. Aak JOUIMIf: What other Ideat ... thII ... _t7 Wllat anaId I ... --, 
And, how could I aagerate or .... ybe .. y the oppollte7 

alt &: What elM mJsht your audience want to know? Would the reader waat to ..... 
about the Imel], lisha, 1Ound, or touch of your object? 

REXIBILITV (types of Ideu): 

alt w: Add other categories, modell, examples, or IiaIL You mipt by to 11M pIctua. 
in your had to compare poin ... 

alt.: Just imagine if everything you've aa1d 10 far II WI'Ons- If the IUder caasht It, 
what changes might he/.he .agat? 

alt r. Think again about your reader. Are their other polntl of view that are 
neceuuy for your ruder to undaetand.. 

ORIGINALITY (new ide .. ): 

- alt e: Try out a wUd ida or dacribe your lut thcnJPt in a metaphor. How it a _ 
likea_m 

alt cl: Alk yoUJ'Hlf -what IL.r and thm .uk rdlect on what ..... t happen to chanp 
your miDd on thiI topic. 

alt c: Try combining two or more of your Ideal lato ICJIIletbIIIa rally unique. Haft 
you uaed your creativity or imapnatioa? 

ELABORA 110N (ataulen): 

alt r: Have IODle fua, play with the lut idea, expand or aIa4 It, ucl thea ...,.. 
contrut it with lOIftetbins elM. 

alt f: Reread your lut parapaph. Would apancUas or acIdJ.as a Mfttence help ,.... 
reader UJUlentaad? 

alt Y: Try to broadm the fGall of your paper by IndudIDs aceptionI to what)'Oll'" .. ~ 

---------
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RILEY ANCY (QaaIlty): 

alt t: 1'bIak a1Mnat the prablaa or 0IIpaI topic. II ftefJlhiDa JOfi" ...... I lid 
or relaW to It' 

alt F ..... JOUrpaperand .... ..,.. ... ar1lllD1IW ....... wblchdDa'theip 
fGIID Ul ovenII theme. . 

alt b: TIJ to 1ft or Im .. _ where JODI' wdllna II ...... II ...... ...,...1lDa ,.,_ 
pIO\'idIn& JOCNl uul aIIo releYaat' 

LOGIC (dearJloslcal): 

alt y: Give an example that ...... t make yOUI' ........... clearer to the reader. State 
all exampla In dear and almple waye. 

all h: Read the fint and lut MIltencel to each parapaph. Ale there truultkma fnna 
one Hft~ to the next? 

alt n: Think back about your originalldea or oplnJon 011 thJa topic. What caD JOG 
Ny now to provide aapport for your entire paped 

ASSUMPTIONS (au1lDling): 

all u: Reflect on the aourc:a of your infODDatioa. Ale your I01IICeI and JOIII' 
auumptiona alated u aaeb ill your paper? 

all j: Read over your paper for pencmal b1u; look out for MDtaaca where you N, 
"I feel- or -I think- without bacldns them up. 

alt m: WiD your audience apee with your .alaet, opiDlonI, or ideu' U not, lilt 
aomethiDa that mipt help pt your point acrau. 

CONCLUSIONS (amcI ...... ): 

alt l: Have you provided aunap Infonnallon to back up your cla'- aad 
conduaiona? ADd an there ather dedi to what JOIIre AJInI' 

alt Ie Are there cUfferent condlllionl to what· J01I ue NyIna' TI)' to explain thae 
10 they make HnM for the reacIer. 

alt 0: Can you a1lllUlWize to the reader what you haft NkllD one or two Mlltencee' 
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Nominal Gl-oup T echniCJ.Ie 
fer 

Problem Solving and Goal Setting 

1. Statement of the problem. (5 minutes) 

2. Silent generation of Ideas by group members. 
(10-15 minutes) 

3. Round-robin disclosure of ideas by group members; 
piggy-backi ng of ideas encou raged. No discussion. 
(~minutes) 

4. Clarification 01 ideas; grouping of like ideas. 
(10-15 minutes) 

5. Straw vote ranki ng of ideas to identify the 9 rou p of 
ideas to consider fUrther. Secret ballot Each 
member chooses ten. (10 minutes) 

6. Further clarification of ideas and emerging concepts. 
Can change wording. (10-15 minutes) . . 

7. Final priority ranking ofideaslconcepts. Publicvote. 
Weighted ranking. (10-15 minutes) 

9/27/89, R. Russell, for Benedum PSYChology of Learning Team 
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Advice to the President-elect 
by Siuusailam "Thiagi" Thiagarqjan, PhD, CPT 

RAMEs (Replayable Asynchronous Multiplayer Experiences) are web-based games that 
collect valuable ideas from virtual focus groups. 

Need Your Help 
¥ou chose me to be the IS PI President-elect for 2004-2005. According to the job description, "the 
President-elect serves to provide continuity of programs, goals, objectives, and strategic direction 
in keeping with policy established by the Board of Directors." That sounds profound, but I have 
been conditioned to seek performance-based objectives. So, I asked a past president (who wishes 
to be anonymous) exactly what I should I be doing during my President-elect year. She (or he) 
said, "For the next 12 months keep your mouth shut in Board meetings, fetch coffee for the other 
Directors, and undertake a variety of menial chores such as photocopying." This is performance
based all right, but not too inspiring. So, I am asking you for advice and help. Let's do that in a 
playful manner ,,;th a RAME activity called "Best of the Best." 

Let's Play "Best of the Best" 
This RAME has three rounds, and it will take about 5 to 15 minutes to complete each round. 

• Round 1. Contribute a piece of advice for exemplal}' behm;or as a President-elect. 
• Round 2. Re\;ew a set of ad\;ce from other players and select the top two. (Other 

players "ill re\;ew your advice and compare it with other pieces of advice.) 
• Round 3. RC\;ew the best pieces of advice selected by different groups and select the top 

two "best-of-the-besl" ach·ice. 

Why You Should Participate 
Here's what's in it for you: 

• ¥ou will enjoy playing and scoring points. 
• ¥ou will enjoy contributing a valuable idea. 
• You willieam a process for effective and enjoyable data collection from online focus 

groups. 
• When I become the ISPI President, I will appoint the winners as my unofficial Panel of 

Advisors. 

Ready for the First Round? 
Click ~ to visit the website and register yourself as a player. It will only take you 15 seconds 
(unless your name is a long one like Sivasailam Thiagarajan). The registration deadline is 
Monday, May 10, 2003. You will get simple instructions for participating in the first round after 
the registrations are completed. 
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INNDYATION IN ACTION HINNOYATION TOOLS-AND PRACTICes 

Directions 

• 
14 

Force-Field Analysis: Techniques 

1. Write a brief statement in neutral tenns of the issue you are 

dealing with. 

2. Briefly describe what a catastrophe would look like if the issue 

were not resolved, and what the ideal would look like if the issue 

were resolved. 

3. Ust the present-day forces that keep you from resolving your 

issue, and list the present-day forces that might help you to 

resolve your issue. 

4. Generate some specific ideas of things you could do to minimize 

the catastrophic forces and maximize the ideal forces . 
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a INNOVATION TOOLS AND PRACTICES 

Force-Field Analysis: Example 

Catastrophe 
No innovation in 
products or mar1:.eting 

Some supervisors reject 
new ideas without giving 
them a chance. 

Brainstormin~ meetings 
usually produce uninspired or 
impractical ideas. 

Performance appraisals and 
rewards encoura~e short
term thinkin~ at the 
expense of lon~-term 
plannin~. 

Issue 
How to foster a better 
climate for Innovation -and 
Creativity 

Forces 

Ideal 
Fast sellin~ innovative 
products that are 
mar1:.eted creatively 

Top mana~ement is committed 
to innovation. 

Individuals in the technology 
areas have been successful in 
developin~ some new ideas. 

Fundin~ has been provided for a 
pilot trainin~ session on 
innovation. 

.. 

• 
15 
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Directions 

~ INNOVATION TOOl.S AND PRACTICES 

Force-Field Analysis: Application 

1. For this application, you'll be working on your own workplace 

issue. 

2. Work individually on steps 1-3 of the Force-Field Analysis 

technique. Use the worksheet on the following pages. 

3. Form into your small group. 

4. Work with your group at the flipchart. 

• Ust your forces. 

• Generate specific ideas. 

5. Be prepared to share your ideas with the large group. 

• 

• 
23 
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INNOVATION IN ACTION l!:j INNOVATION TOOLS AND PRACTICES 

Force-Field Analysis: Ideas 

Force 

Specific Ideas 

Force 

Specific Ideas 

Force 

Specific Ideas 

~OWlllOll L..,.q OarpcnkA 11111 WlC D3Z3MUI 

...... r.n.? <,7/ 

Force 

Specific Ideas 

Force 

Specific Ideas 

Force 

Specific Ideas 

, 

• 
21 
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PROBLEM: 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

FORCES OPERATING AGAINST THE SOLUTION 
OF THE PROBLEM 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

FORCES WHICH ARE POTENTIAL ALLIES 
IN SOLVING THE PROBLEMS 
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FORCE FIELD ANALYSIS 

15. Force Field Analysis defines the forces that drive and restrain change within an 
organization. Driving forces move an organization forward toward its goals. Restraining 
forces act to impede or stall the organization as it attempts to implement change. By 
examining the driving and restraining forces in an organization it is possible to gain an 

. understanding of the forces that must be reduced or increased for the project to be 
successful. The strength of the force is measured on a numerical scale 0[0 to 5, with 5 = 
high and 0 = low and the results are show below in Figure I. 

EP AR Force Field Analysis 

00 
~ 

II 
00 
~ 

en 
at II ~ 

C.J {II 
~ Col 
0 (J 

~ ... 
0 

OJ) r. = .- I)J) 

= = .- .-~ ~ ... .-- ... 
(II 

~ ~ 

~ 

5 4 3 2 0 2 3 4 5 
High Low High 

Figure I. Force Field Analysis of the EPAR Training and Development Project 

Reifeis, Ross, Turnipseed, Wachter, 1997 Page 7 
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SWOT (approximate time required: 60 - 120 minutes; this step, however, can take 
considerably longer to research thoroughly) 

http://www.wmich.edulnonprofitlGuideJguide7.htm 

IISWOTII (pronounced swat) stands for Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and 
Threats. This is a key part of strategic planning because it examines the organization 
itself and the external and future environment of the organization. Strengths and 
weaknesses refer to the organization itself-they are akin to assets and liabilities. They are 
current, that is, they exist now. Opportunities and threats exist outside the organization 
and/or they refer to the future. 

Suggested Method. One way to get information about these quickly is to brainstorm. 
The leader should remind participants that brainstorming means not making judgments 
because those will come later. Participants should just speak what is on their minds, 
piggybacking on something someone else might have said earlier. There will be time later 
to screen out some of the duplicates, and even the "dumb" ideas. 

If the group is small (about 10-12 people), this can be done by brainstonning on each 
item one at a time (strengths, weaknesses, then opportunities, and finally threats). Have 
the leader write the items on sheets of easel pad paper as they are brainstonned. 

If the group is large (more than 12 people), divide the group into four smaller groups. 
Give each small group a sheet of easel pad paper, and assign each group a name (e.g., 
group # 1 , group #2). 

Assign a SWOT item (e.g., group #1 works on strengths, and so on) to each small group. 
Have the members of the group brainstonn on their item for about 15 minutes. Then have 
the leader announce to the groups that they should rotate to another item. So group #1 
would brainstonn about weaknesses, group #2 would brainstonn about opportunities, and 
so on. Have each group spend another five minutes on that item and add or alter what is 
already on the previous group's easel pad paper. Have them spend five minutes working 
on the easel pad paper. Then have them rotate again, and yet again until all participants 
have reviewed all four SWOT items. 

After the SWOT items have all been listed, have the group as a whole discuss them, add 
more information, and clarify them. Have someone take careful notes at this point to 
ensure careful records of the information that comes out of this part of the process. 

Finally, give 12 dots to each person, three each for strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, 
and threats. Have the individuals use the dots to vote on the three most important or most 
serious S, W, 0, or T. Following the voting, have the group further discuss the results. It 
is likely as well that additional information will be needed, including some research to 
fully understand the specifics of some of the strengths, weaknesses, opportUnities, or 
threats. Have one or more people assigned to conduct this research outside the 
organization's meetings and bring the results back to the group for further discussion. 
This research might include asking stakeholders in the organization about their opinions. 
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Newsletter #22 - May 2001 

SWAT SWOT! 

Introduction 

Last year, I began teaching SWOT Analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats) 
following a more rigorous method. This method was developed by Terrence Metz of Morgan*Madison 
and Company, Inc. rn call it nSWAT SWOT" (Special Workshop Analysis Technique for Strengths, 
Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats), 

SWOT 

SWOT is a method for describing a current situation. It is typically used in strategic planning, but it also 
is used in product development, annual planning of projects, or current situation analysis. [have used it 
in strategic planning, product development, and annual planning. 

The SWOT analysis begins by listing each of the four areas: 

• Strengths (what a group does well) 
• Weaknesses (what a group does not do well) 
• Opportunities (situations, events, etc., outside of the group that provide unique opportunities for 

growth, change, etc.) 
• Threats (changes or competitors who may adversely impact the group). 

Brainstorm each list separately. Analyze each list to reduce to about 12 or fewer items each. Do this by 
discussing the items and asking the group to identify the key ones in each area. Number the list when 
finished. 

Build a matrix (see below). Opportunities and Threats on top with Strengths and Weaknesses down the 
side. Explain the scoring process to the group. Each member gets "9" points (it is an arbitra.ry number 
and you may change it if you want more or fewer points). They assign the points based on the impact or 
leverage that each strength or weakness has relative to each opportunity or threat. The higher the impact, 
the higher the number. Ensure that they don't just spread them evenly - it should be based on a business 
understanding. Collect the scoring. Using a spreadsheet, calculate the final scores for each intersection, 
each column, each row, and each quadrant. 

Review the scores with the group and highlight the quadrants and intersections with the highest scores. 
Summarize from the list and have the group identify which actions they should take. 

Example: 

A new software company looks at its strengths as: experience, good people, creative ideas, and product 

http://mgrush.comlwebarch22.htmI115/2003 
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integration. Its weaknesses are newness to market and time to market. Opportunities are integrated 
products. new market, and growing use of computers. Threats are Microsoft, other large companies, 
and hardware manufactures. The group would build the matrix and one person may score it as follows 
(scored from 1 to 9 with 9 indicating greatest impact): 

I °22ortunities II Threats I EJB BB Compu~ Total 
Product Market Computers Microsoft Large Cos. 

Makers 

IIExperience 2 I 2 

IPeoEle I 3 3 I 6 
Strengths 

IIdeas 2 II 2 II 3 2 I 4 13 

IIntegration 3 II 2 II 3 3 II 5 16 

\Newness 3 3 

Weakness Time to [][] DD G Market 

ITotal II 9 II 9 II 9 II 9 II 9 II 9 II 54 I 

Analysis: 
The scoring indicates the most important strengths are their product ideas and integration. The weakness 
making them most vulnerable is their time to market. The most favorable opportunities are integrated 
products and growth of computer use. 

Thoughts 
Strengths matter if they help take advantage of an opportunity or fend off a threat. Weaknesses matter if 
they prevent a group from taking an opportunity or making them vulnerable to threats. Opportunities 
require some strength to take advantage. This matrix helps to highlight which strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and threats require strategies. 
This SWOT analysis helps focus future efforts - products, projects, or strategies. It takes 2 to 3 hours to 
complete, but it is worth the effort. 

MG Rush Systems, Inc. 
p. O. Box 3186, Barrington, lL 60011-3186 
(847) 304-1464 FAX - (847) 304-8854 
mgrusl@mgrush.com 

Back to TOR 

http://mgrush.comlwebarch22.htm )/1512003 
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Knowledge Centers 
~Careers 

~CRM 

~ Data Management 
• Development 
~E-business 

··ERP/Supply Chain 
-Hardware 
~IT Management 
~ Mobile & Wireless 
~ Networking 
~Operating Systems 
-ROI 
-Security 
~Storage 

-Web Site Mgmt 
-xSP 

More topics .•. 

Departments 
-QuickStudies 
-SharkTank 
- Futurewatch 
-Careers 
- Opinionslletters 

More departments ... 

Services 
-Forums 
"Research 
-QuickPolls 
.. WhitePapers 
- Buyer's Guide 

More services ... 

SWOT Analysis 
By Stacy Collett 
JULY 19, 1999 

Content Type: Quickstudy 
Source: 

Defmnion 
SWOT stands for Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats. It's a 
four-part approach to analyzing a company's overall strategy or the strategy of 
its business units. All four aspects must be considered to implement a long
range plan of action. 

In order to swat the competition you need to understand 
SWOT. SWOT stands for Strengths, Weaknesses, 
Opportunities and Threats. It's a way to analyze a 
company's or a department's position in the market in 
relation to its competitors. The goal is to identify all the 
major factors affecting competitiveness before crafting a 
business strategy. 

"It comes from an old term from the 
strategic planning field," says Fred 
Wiersema, co-author of The 
Discipline of Market Leaders. 
Marketing gurus have taken familiar 
terms from old "situation analysis" 
principles - like core competencies 
(your company's main business), 
liabilities (weak points that need 
improvement), customers and 
competitors - and simply given 
them a catchy new acronym, 
according to Wiersema. 

SWOT Breakdown 
S1MlT Idontllios the Internal and 
extomaJ factors IImt affect an 
organization. Here's the 
breakdown of SV'«>T by IntBmal 
and axtomol wrtables: 

Internal faetOI'll 

(Strengths and weaknesses) 

• A corporete structure, aJlture 
and resourcos 

• Shareholders 

• Customers 

• Col11)8tltors 

External factors 

(Opportunitlos threats) 

http://www.computerworld.com/news/1999/story/0.11280.42968.00.htrnl 
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SWOT Analysis - Computerworld 

''The purpose of strategy is to be 
really clear before you take the 
direction. The point of a SWOT 

Page2of4 

• Pollllts 

• Technology 

analysis is to have the best shot at a 1I=.=Scx:Ioty=========~ 
grounded plan," says Rashi Glazer, • economics 

co-director of the Center for ~======~ 
Marketing and Technology at the University of California at 
Berkeley. 

For example, an information technology department needs 
to determ ine the strengths and weaknesses of its people 
and its technology. It also needs to make sure the IT 
strategy complements the company's business goals. The 
department head needs to ask: V\lhat is each staff member 
good at? VVhat are they not good at? 

Project leaders also must consider opportunities and 
threats - or customers and competitors. How attractive is 
the market or direction they're considering? VVhat's their 
market share and cost structure? 

Delta Air Lines Inc., for example, chose to invest in a 
multibillion-dollar customer service system that addresses 
the flight delay problems experienced by 20% of its 
passengers. Although some companies might think the 
move was excessive considering 80% of customers have 
no problems, Delta believed customer service was an 
important area for increasing market share and that 
competitors could pose a threat if Delta didn't address the 
problem. 

Another example is Dell Computer Corp., which is a great 
example of how an IT company can use a SWOT analysis 
to carve out a strong business strategy, according to 
Glazer. 

De" recognized that its strength was selling directly to 
consumers and keeping its costs lower than those of other 
hardware vendors. 

As for weaknesses, the com pany acknowledged that it 
lacked solid dealer relationships. 

Identifying opportunities was an easier task. Dell looked at 
the marketplace and saw that customers increasingly 
valued convenience and one-stop shopping and that they 
knew what they wanted to purchase. Dell also saw the 
Internet as a powerful marketing tool. 

On the threats side, Dell realized that competitors like IBM 

http://www.computerworld.com/news/1999/story/O,11280,42968,OO.html 1/15/2003 
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SWOT Analysis - Computerworld 

and Compaq Computer Corp. had stronger brand names, 
which put Dell in a weaker position with dealers. 

Page 3 of4 

Dell put together a business strategy that included mass 
customization and just-in-time manufacturing (letting 
customers design their own computers and custom-building 
systems). Dell also stuck with its direct sales plan and 
offered sales on the Internet. 

"Clarity in strategy works. Fuzzy strategies fail. Most 
strategies fail because they don't have a clear direction," 
Glazer says. 

Analyze This 

To help you do a SWOT anaysis, use these sample questions as 8 
·def 'lUi me 

STRENGTHS: 
Define areas you excel in. such as the company's core competency 
and resource analysis 

I· What does your company do well? 

• How strong is your company in the market? 

• Does your company have a clear strategic direction? 

• Does your company's cuHure produce a positive work 
environment? 

IWEAKNESSES: 
. Evaluate your Dabilities 

I· What could be improved at your company? 

I· What does your company do poorly? 

I· What should be avoided? 

I· Is your company unable to finance needed technology? 

I· Do you have poor debt or cash flow? 

OPPORTUNmES: 
Analyze your customers and martet attractiveness 

I. What favorable circumstances are you facing? 

• What are the interesting trends? Is your company positioned to 
take on those trends? 

I. Is your company entering new markets? 

I. Is your company advanced in technology? 

THREATS: 
Check out what your competitors are doing and assess other 
potential challenges 

I 

http://www.computerworld.com/newsI1999/story/0.11280.42968.00 .htrnl 
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Sponsored Links 

I· What obstacles do you face? 

I· What is your competition doing? 

• Are the required specifications for your products or services 
changing? 

I. Is changing technology threatening your position? 

• What poncies are local and federal lawmakers backing? Do they 
affect your industry? 

Source: Computerworld 
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Table 3. Partnership Blueprint (adapted from Duin & Baer, 2001) 

Step Questions to address Your Issues or 
Considerations 

VISion What is the greater vision or greater social good? 

Description What is it (i.e., the partnership)? 
How will it affect my institution? 

Beliefs What arc the guiding, foundational principles? 

Assumptions What can my institution assume that we can achieve together 
from this partnership? 
What will each partner do or be responsible for? 

Operations How will it work? Is it feasible? 
What arc the goals? 

Commitment Are multiple levels committed to it? 
Are levels of trust and covenants in place? 

Collaboration Are collaboration and cooperation more important than 
hierarchy and competition? How do you know this? 

Risk Can we tolerate the financial, legal, academic, and/or 
experimentation risks? 

Control Who has control? Who has the authority? 
Where are clear lines drawn? 

Adaptation Are we willing to alter the direction, structure, and 
operations to support the partnership? 
Can the partners adapt in order to accept and operate in a 
blended environment of values, purposes, missions, and 
outcomes? 

Retumon What is the potential return on the partnership investment? 
Investment • Learners 

• Faculty 

• Campus 

• State 

Curt Bonk and Karen Vignare (2002). Wisconsin Distance Teaching and Learning Conference. 
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Goal Concretization 

Count off from 1 to 25 and use the assigned statement below as the final sentence to a short story. You have 
5-8 minutes to write you little vignette, story, moral, or fable. Afterwards, we will partner off in A, B, A. B, etc. 
fashion Partner A will read his or her story first while Partner B listens and gives feedback as weD as asks 
questions related to clarity, cohesion, logical transitions, conclusions, and relevancy. Next, roles are switched and 
Partner B will read his/her story and Partner A listens, provides feedback, and asks questions related to writing 
more, adding details, giving examples, and providing unique ideas. 

Here are the 25 story endings: 
1. And that's what it was like to be "sitting on top of the world" 
2. And that's want means to have something "right under your nose." 
3. It would have been possible, but "she left without a second glance." 
4. Ah, and the young teacher replied, "better late than never." 
5. And the frog said to the toad, "it's a small world after all." 
6. And so ended their ride on "the elevator from hell" 
7. Once again, they were reminded that "the whole is greater than the sum of the parts." 
8. As the wiseman predicted, he emerged "head and shoulders above the rest" 
9. For just this once, they knew that "money really is the root of all evil." 
10. If he said it once, he said it a thousand times, "the check is in the mail." 
11. And she turned to her brother and said, ''your only as old as you feel." 
12. In retrospect, she knew what he meant now that "one size fits all." 
13. It really was time to jump ship, since it was the ''beginning of the end." 
14. As her boss blew by, she smiled and said "the gag's on YOU;" should we "call it a day?" 
15. And as he turned back to look, they were nowhere in sight; "the early bird did get the worm." 
16. They rang a toast and promised it would last "till the end oftime." 
17. To which the little boy said to his mom, ''better safe than sorry." 
18. And despite great odds, he found his way back to her "or the story goes." 
19. And the old wise man was right, one must "make hay when the sun shines." 
20. And when the policeman gave them back their keys, they were like "two peas in a pod. " 
21. When the canceled check came back, they knew they were living "happily ever after." 
22. But it was "six of one; half dozen of another." 
23. She was right in saying "the odds are against you," but he never turned back. 
24. It was, after all, "love at first sight" 
25. Fortunately, grandma was willing to "forgive and forget" aU that occurred 

_" r l ,' 
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Edward de Bono's Methods: 

1. K-W-L (What do you know?, What do you want to know?, What did you learn?) 
2. PMI: Plus, Minus, Ioteresting (pp. 110-113) 

a. Do a P-M-I on this course so far (pp. 109) 
b. Should marriage be a renewable 5 year contract? 
c. Should all cars be painted yellow? 

3. APe: Altematives, Possibilities, & Choices (pp. 114-115) (This is creative!) 
a. Rush hour traffic problems in large cities. 
b. Packaging of chocolate bars. 
c. Competitor cuts the price of toilet paper. 
d. A young man is seen pouring beer in his car's gas tank. What could have 
happened? 

4. FIP: First Important Priorities (pp. 116-117) 
a. What should the priorities be in running a school? 
b. If you were organizing a party, what would your priorities be? 
c. How should a career be chosen? 

5. AGO: Aims, Goals, Objectives (pp. 118-119) 
a. What are your objectives when you turn on the TV? 
b. What are your objectives in taking this course? 
c. If you were a spacecraft commander approaching Earth, what would be your 
objectives? 

6. OPV: Other People's Views (pp. 120 or 121--same thing) 
a. In a teacher strike, how many points of view are involved? 
b. Tasks we choose in P506--what points of view are involved? 
c. Success of your workshops will come from what points of view? 

7. C&S: Consequence and Sequel (of an action or decision) (pp. 122-123) 
(immediate, short term (1-5 yrs), medium term (5-20 yrs), and long term (over 20 yrs) 
a. A boy is on vacation and his best friend steals his girlfriend. 
b. The invention of a harmless happiness pill. 
c. All office work can be done at home via a computer. 

8. CAP: Considering All Factors 
a. Buying a second hand car. 
b. Choosing a place to live 
c. Choosing a spouse. 

9. FI - FO: Info In (Already accounted for) - Info Out (Unlmown/still needed) 
a. Buying a house or borrowing money. 
b. Choosing a place to go on a vacation. 
c. Giving a party. 

10. EBS: Examining Both Sides of an Argument 
a. Nuclear Power Stations, WWW Censorship, National Healthcare 

11. ADI: Agree, Disagree, Irrelevant 

~" r .-, -:?) \ 
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CORTEX 
CONSULTING & 
TRAINING GROUP· 

4149 EAST 84TH SiRE 
SUITE. 

NEW YORK. NY 100: 
(212) 7"-16: 

-THE 59 MINUTE COURSE IN THINKING" 

PMI 
PMI: The Tredtm~t ot Ided~ 

P • PLUS. The aood thinas about an idea - wby yuu lUce it 

II • InNUS. The bad thinas about an idea - why you don't 
lUce it 

I • INTEREST. Vhat you Itnd interesting about an idea 

In.tead of JUst Mying that you like an idea. or don't like tt, 
you can use a Pin. When you U5e a PIoII you give the good 
points lirst. then the bad points, and then the potnu which 
are neUher good DOt' bad, but are tnlere.tina. You can use 
a PWI a. a way 01 treating ideas. suaRe.tions and prcrpo.als. 
You can ask someone else to do a PWI on an idea or yuu .. y 
be a.ked to do one yuursell. 

-w;·v'" 
IDEA: All the aeats ahould be ~ aut of 

bus.a 

P: Hore people can ~et into each bus. 
It would be easier to get in and out. 
Buses would '>e cheaper to make and to 
repair. 

M: Passeftll:ers would fall over 1£ the bus 
stopped suddenly. 
Old people and disabled 
be able to use buses. 

people would not 

It would be d1fficult to carry shopp1ng 
or babies. 

I: Interesting idea that m1ght lead to two 
types of bus. one w1th and one w1thout 
seats. 
Interest1n~ 1dea that the sallie bus would 
do more work. 
Interest1ng 1dea that cOlllfort lDay not 
be so 1mportant 1n a bus. 
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PKACII U:. 

1. By law all cars should be painted bright yellow. 

2. People should wear badges .howing whether they are 
in a good mood or bad mood that_day •. 

3. Instead of getting married for ever, people should 
marry for a S year period, with an option to renew. 

"a!l',*_ 
DisCussion: 

When is a PM! most useful? 
look at the good and 
an idea? 

Does a PM! vaste time? 

Is it easy to do a PM!? 

PH INCIPLES 

00 you always 
bad points of 

A. The PMl is important because without it you may reject 
a valuable idea that MeJIIS bad at first sight. 

B. Without a PMI .you are very unlfltely to see the disadvan-
tages of an idea that you like very ~uch. 

c. The PMI can show that- ideas are aat just Rood or bad 
but can also be interesting U they lead on to other ideas. 

D. Without a PMl IDOst judgements are based not on the value 
of the idea itseU but on your emotions at that t~e. 

E. With a PMt you decide whether or not -you like the idea 
after you have explored it Instead of before. 
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) 

A. 111C PMI is Irnponam because without II you may rejea a valuahle 
ide'.! dUI seems bad at Or.)! slghl 

B. WidlOUI a PMI you are very unlikely to see the disadvantage; of an 
Ide-.! that you like very much. 

C. The PMI can show that Ideas ace not IUSl good or bad hUI can also 
he inlere'illng If they lead 10 other Ideas. 

D. Withoul a PMI most judgments ace based nOI on the V'.lIue of Ihe 
ide-d itself bUI on your emotions 31 thai time. 

E. With a PMI you decide whether or not you like the Idea afler YOli 

have cxploret.l II Insle-dd of before. 

I. All ClI'S should be banned from dry cenlers so that people can w.tlk 
aboul freely. 

2. Every young person should adopt an old person 10 Clre for. 

(i) 3. People should be allowed to work 10 hours a day (or 4 days and 
have the resl of the week free, Instead of working 8 hours a day for 
5 days. 
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Instead of Just saying that you like an Idea. or don't like It, you can use a 
PM!. When you use a PMI )'OU give the good points ftrst, then the bad 
points, 'and then the points which are netther good nor bad, but are 
Interesdng. You can use a PMI ~, a way d tre:attna Ideas, suggestions 
and proposals. You can ask someone else to do a PMI on an Idea or you 
may be aW:d to do one yourseU: 

Idea: All the seats should be tIken out of buses. 

P: More people can get Into each bus. 
It would be easier to get In and out 
Buses would be cheaper to make and to repair. 

M: Paw:ngers would fall over If the bus stopped suddenly. 
Old people and disabled people would not be able to use bu.'ieS. 
It would be dimwit to cany shopping bag; or bable;. 

I: Interestfug idea that might lead to lWO rypes of bus, one with and 
one without seats. 
Interesting Idea that the same bus would do more work. 
Interesting Idea that comfon may not be so imponant In a bus . 

. , 

I. 8y law all cars should be painted bright yellow. 

2. People should wear badges ~ whedler they are Ina good 
mood or bad mood that day. 

3. All students should spend 3 months every year earning money. 

4. Every adult should spend one week a year in the police roree, 

5. There should be a specia11V channel for young people only. 

~ 6. In rTWIy countries there Is a Jury system In which ordinary people 
assess whether an accused person Is guilty or not. Some other 
countries do not have juries but have three Judges who do all the 
assessment themselves. Do a PM! on this three·Judge system. 

~ 7. Do 3 PM! on the system which allows a lawyer to sue on behalf or a 
client and then to tdce a percentage of the damage:oi awarded by the 
courts. If the lawyer does win the elSe, then he charges no ree. 

DISCUSSION 

• When Is a PMI most useful? 

• Does one always look at the good and bad polnl.o; or an idea? 

• Does 3 PMI wao;te tJme? 

• Is it eao;y to do a PMI? 
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APe = AJtetnatlvc:s, PosslbWtlc:s, ~Ices 

When you h:JVe 10 make a cJeclslon or take action, you may aI firSl Ihink 
thai you do nOl have alllhe choices at your disposal. 8U1 If you look for 
them, you may find dlallhere are more allemadves Ihan you moughl. 
Similarly In looking at a slruatlon there are always obvious explanations. 
HUI If you look for mem, you may 8nd dlal there are 0Iher possible 
explanatlons dlal you had nOl Ihougtu of. 

A car Is (ound in a ditch and the driver Is dead What mold have 
happened? 

APe: The driver had a hean 3U3Ck or fainted. 
The car had a punaure, blow~ll or mechanJcaI failure. 
The driver was drunk. 
The driver misJudged the cune of me road 
The driver was anacked by a wasp and lost mncentr3lJon. 
The driver fell asleep. 
The driver was murdered and then placed In me crashed Clr. 

~ I. A man RUes 1010 a bar and asks for a drink of \WIer. The woman 
hehind me har gives him a drink o( water and Illen suddenly 
S('re-.un.o;. Whal pa"iSlhle explanation .. are dM:re? 

2. You t1L'ict)ver IIlaI your besI friend Is a thief. Whal allemalives do 
you h~? 

[!) 3. The POSt Office is losing a 101 of money. I( you were running It, wh:u 
ahematlves would you have? 

4. The brlghtesl girl In class swts making mistakes In her work on 
purpose. Wh:u possible explanations are there? 

[!) 5. Fewer people W3IlI 10 be sdentlsls. What possible explanaUons are 
Ihere for IhIs and what possible aaion can be taken? 

6. Do an APe on all the d.UI'erent ways In which you oould listen 10 
rock music. 

7. You W3IlI 10 get 10 sleep bul a neighbor Is pbying very loud mu."ilc. 
Do an APe on your allem3lives. 1. What can you do tight at the 
lime? 2. What can you do 10 prevent It happening again? 

Dl5cwlslon: 

• Whal Is Ihe palnl or looking for more alu:matlves? 

• How do you tell which Is the mosI likely or best all~ 

• When do you Slop looking for other posslbilhJe;? 

• When is II most useful 10 ftnd new choices? 

A. If you cannOl mink of any allemaLives yourself, you should a'ik 
s()m~Olle else. 
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O. You go on looking for altematJves unLiI you nnd one that you really 
like. 

C. There is almost always an alternative, even If there does not appear 
to be one at first 

D. You cannot know that the obvious explanadon Is best until you 
have looked at some others. 

E. To look lOr alternatives when you are not satisfied Is easy but to 
look lOr them when you are satlsRed requires a deliberate etTon. 

~ I. A f.1aory owner knows that If he pays the wages his workers 
demand and probably deserve he win lose money and will.have to 
close the f.1ctory and then there wiD be unemployment In lhat area. 
What choices does he have? 

2. A boy wanlS to get married but he has to stay at home to look after 
his aging f.1Iher. What altematJves does he have? 

~ 3. In dealing wilh polluLlon, what altemadYe courses of aaJon are 
there? 
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ATTENTION-DIRECTING TOOL 

"Symbol 

"Choose One: 
• A young man is seen pouring cans of beer into the gas tank of 

his car (Explanation) 
• Men are smoking less, while women are smoking more 

(Hypothesis) 
• In New Zealand, restrictions & regulations make it difficult to 

pursue opportunities (perception) 
• Rush hour traffic problems in cities ... (problems) 
• Packaging of chocolate bars ... (Review) 
• Competitor undercuts the price of toilet paper ... (Decision) 
.. Possible future scenarios for the entertainment industry 

(F orecasting) 
.. If you invented a new children's game ... (Course of Action) 

6 
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FIP = First Irnponant Priorities 

Some things are more Important than 0Ihers. Some fActorS are more 
Importanllhan others. Some objeaiYes are more Importanllhan others. 
Some consequences are more importanllhan others. In mlnklng aboUI 

a situation, after you have generated a number of Ideas, you have 10 

decide which ones are me more Important ones so IhaI you CU1 do 
something aboullhem. After doing a PMI. CAP, AGO or cas, you CU1 

do an fIP to pick out the mosI Importllli polnlS: the ones you have you 
give prlorlry and deal wllh first. 

Someone 'W2Ill'i 10 borrow some money from you. From the different 
f.laors, yo~ pick OUI the following ~ being p~oritles: 

Do you have the money? 
Do you trust me borrower? 

Can you afford to lend II? 
When will the borrower pay It back? 

I. In doing a CAP on choosing a career, you may Come up wilh 
Ihe following faaocs: the pay; the chances of Improvement or 
promotion; me people you would be working with: the work 
envlronmenl; me dlstance you would have to travel to get 10 work; 
me Interest or enJoyment of the work. If you had 10 pick out me 
mree lOp priorities from these baars, which would you choose? 

'0 

2. A famer finds lha1 his son has stolen a fishing rod from someone 
fishing In me canal. In dealing wilh the boy (aged 10) what should 
Ihe f.Hher's priorities be? 

3. 00 an AGO on buying clothes and then do a FIP on the objectlves 
you find. 

4. In deciding whelher you like someone or not, which factors do you 
mink are me most Important? Give the top three prloritles. 

S. If you were organizing a party, what would your priorities be? 

~ 6. A nlneteen·year~ld boy wanlS to spend a year uavelling around 
Africa. He asks hls parents for some money. What should their 
priorities be In deciding whether 10 help him or not? 

7. When people vote 10 elea a polltldan, what do you think their 
priorities should be? Do an AGO and list four prloritles. 

Discussion: 

• Are priorities natural or should you make a special dfon to choose 
mem? . 

• Are Ihe prlorltles always obvious? 

• When Is It most U5efullo find priorities? 

• How do you choose priorities? 
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A. II is Importanl to ge1 ao; many Ideas ao; pa;.o;lhle flr.;t and then to stan 
picking out priorities. 

D. Different people may have different priorities in the same situation 

C. You should !mow exactly why you have cha;en r.omethlng as a 
priority. 

D. If It Is diffirull to choose the most Important lhl~. then try looking 
at It from the other direction: drop out the leasr Important and see 
what you are leli with. 

E. The Ideas noc <:ha;en as priorides mUSl noc be Ignored They roo 
are considered - but after the prioritJes. 

I. In running a school. what do you think the prioritJes should be? 

2. What makes a 1V program interesting. Do a CAP and then an FIP. 

~ 3. If you were in charge of giving out money fOr research how would 
you choose to divide the money? What would your priorities be? 
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AGO = Alms, Goals, Objectives 

You can do something nut of habit, because everyone else is doing it, or 
a.'i a re:lltion to a siruation. 11lese are all "because" reason.'i. Rut there an: 
also times when you do something "in order to" achieve some purpose 
or obJective. It CUl help your thinking If you know exaaly what you arc 
trying to achieve. It can also help you to understand other people's 
dlinking ir you can see their obfectlYes. In cenaIn slruations dle word-; 
"alms" :md "goals" are more approprlale than obJectlvt!S, hut the 
meaning iii the r.ame. 

A developer who Is building a large new shopping center has the 
objective of making a profit for hJs mrporatlon and for himself as a 
result He also has me objealve of putllng up a shopping center that will 
be successful. He must have me objeaive of pleasing the potential 
shoppers. He must have me ob)eaIve of Raing In with the planning 
authorities. In addldon, he has me objectlve of working so well (on time 
and within budger) that he will be asked to develop more shopping 
centers In other places. 

I. A futher Is very angry with hJs daushter, so he doubles her 
allowance. Why do you think he did this? 

2. What would your objectives he If you won '5,000.00 on a g:une 
show? 

[!) 3. Everyone has to eat to live. Hut people have different obJectives 
with regard to rood. Do :m AGO for the rollowing people: 
humemaker. cook, store owner, rood manufaaurer, f.umer. 
g(JVemment. 

4. Do an AGO ror the police an~ put the objeaJves In order or 
priority. 

5. You are the commander of a spacecraft approaching Eanh from 
another planet. What different objectives might you have? Do three 
alternative AGOs. 

006. You are a dealer seiling Ford motor cars. Another Ford dealer in a 
ncarby town lowers his prices so that they are below yours. WhaI 
are you going to do about It? What are your objeaIves? 

7. What are your ob}ecdves when you tum on the 1V? 

Discussion: 

• Is It always neces...wy to know your objeaIves exactly? 

• When is it most useful to know me objectives? 

• What happens If you do not have objectives? 

• Bow important are other people's objectives? 
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OPV = Other Proplc's Views 

Many thinking Silu;lIlono; Involve oIher people. What these other people 
think is ju.'iI as much pan of the slruaLlon as the fdaors, the 
consc.'<juences, the ohjectlves, etc. These other people may have a very 
different viewpoint. Although they are In the same situation, they may 
look at things very dliferently. It Is a very Importanl part of thinking to be 
able to tell how other people are th1nklngj trying 10 see things tram 
another person's viewpoint Is what doing an OPV Is about. Another 
person may consider differenl baors (CAP), see different 
consequences (cas), have differenl objeaJves (AGO) or prlorlLles 
(FIP). In fua, all the thinking that you do for yourself, others may be 
doing for themselves - but dlJferently. 

A sale1person is trying to sell you a used sports car. The salesper.;on's 
point of view Is to show how sharp It is, how powerful the engine, Ihe 
new Llres, how II suits you, what a good buy II is. Your point of view l'i to 
see whether It has been In a crash, how much spare L1res COSI, how 
worn the parts are, how much gas II uses, how II compares to other C1rS 
you h:Jve seen. 

l. A futher forbids his daughter of 13 10 ·smoke. What Is hL~ point of 
view and what Is hers? 

2. An inventor dL'i<.:overs a new way of making cluth. TIlis invemioll 
mc-.UlS Ihat only one person out of every twenty would sliII lx.' 
employed in making doeh. 00 an OPV for the Inventor, lilt.' faell"\, 
I )wner, the workers, and the gener.d puhlic. 

" 

~ 3. A next·door neighbor opens her .home as a refuge for sick people 
who have no one to cue for them, Some neighbors objea very 
strongly and some do not mind What are the points 01 view 01 the 
refuge owner, the people using the refuge, those who objea, and 
those: who do nOl: mind? 

4. There is a train strike and people find It dlftlcult to get 10 work. 
How many differenl points of view are Involved In this sllU3llon? 

5. A boy refuses to obey his teacher In class. The teacher reports the 
boy to the prlndpal who suspends him. The boy's parents object. 
What are the Viewpoints of the boy, the teacher, the principal, the 
parents, hIs ciassrruues? 

6. 00 an OF\' on someone who has just realized he Is on the wrong 
airplane, going 10 the wrong dry. 

7. TIlere is a minor traffic accident: The drivers swt shouting at each 
other and eventually stan fighting. 00 an OPV for each driver. 

Discussion: 

• Is it easy 10 see other viewpoints? 

• Whose point of view Is right If rwo points of view differ? 

• If other people CUUlO( see your polnl of view, should you bother 
aboul Iheirs? 

• Why is it nl.'Ces.o;ary to see ~meone else's viewpoint? 

• Shoukl )'our :lltion be hao;ed on your own vll.owpolnt or ~}meolle 
d~L"\ a. .. well~ 
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cas = Consequence and Scqud 

nle invemion of the gasoline engine made possible aUlomohiles, 
airplanes, the oil Industry and a great deal of pollution. If all the 
consequences could have been forseen al me lime, electric or sleuJl 
engines mlglll Ilave heen used in cars. A new Invention, a plan, a rule or 
a decision all have consequences dw go on for a long lime. In thinking 
aooul an action, the cono;equences should always be considered: 

Immediate consequences 

Shon'lerrn consequences (1-5 years) 

Medium'lerrn consequences (5-25 years) 

Long-Ierrn consequences (over 25 years) 

A man Introduced rabbits to Australia to provide hunting for his friends. 
The immediate consequences were good because his friends had plenty 
to shoot aI. The shon-term consequences were also good because the 
rabbit provided an aJtemarJve source of meal The medlum·term 
consequences were bad because the rabbit multiplied so much thaI it 
became a pest The long·term consequences were very bad bectuse the 
rahblt spread allover Australia and dJd a great deal of damage to crops. 

I. A new electronic robot Is Invented to replace all human lahar in 
fa<.tories. The invenUon L'i announced. DC) a cas on dllo;. 

2. A nt."W law is ~uggf!Sled 10 allow school children 10 leave school and 
stan eaming a living as soon as they warn to after the age of 12. Do a 
cas on thie; from the poim of view of someone who leaves early, 
from the point of view of the schools, and from the point of view of 
soc . .'let)' In gener.1l. 

3. A new device makes it pos~ible to tell whenever someone L'i telling 
a lie. Do an immediate cas on this. 

~ 4. While 3 hoy is away on vacadon his best friend goes off with his girl 
friend. What do you think would happen when the boy got back? 

~ 5. nlere is a quiet re.o;ldentJal dlstrta. Offices start opening In the area. 
Then there are more and more offices. Whaa will change? Do an 
Immediate and shon-term cas on this. 

6. Some new medical evidence suggests that people who are sllghdy 
overweight are more healthy than people who are underwelghl 
What consequences do you think this would have? 

~ 7. The price of houses and even of condominiUms rises to the point 
where young people cannot afford to buy them. What do you think 
will happen? Do a fun cas, 

Dlscus9lon: 

• 00 long·term consequences matter? 

• tr it is nOl ea.'i}' to see me consequences, should you hother with them? 

• When i~ it most useful 10 look aI them? 

• Whose huo;ines.o; i~ II 10 look at consequences? 
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Immediate consequences up to 1 year: 

Short term, from 1-5 years: 

Medium term, from 5-20 years: 

Long term, over 20 years: 

• Symbol 

.Choose One: 
• a major breakthrough in solar energy 
• the invention of a hannless happiness pill 
• office work can be done at home via computer 

10 
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Flgur.14.2. Graphic Organlz.,. 

* Web Steps 

Chain Clouds Squid 

) 

\ Jelly Fish Sequence Ch.ln 

A 
Rainbow Plot Chert 

c::::> c:::::J 
c:::::> c:=J 
c:=:> t:::l (]) t=::> c::::J 

Ferria Wheel Cau.e/Ellect Venn 

214 

Flgur. 14.3. "No-Talent KId" Editing CheCldllt 

Author 

Peer Editor __________________ _ 

II the an.wer 1. -~e.,- piece a check C~ ln the 
appropriate box. II the an.wer 1. -no,- l ••• e the blook 
bla k n . 

.ell p.er Hacher 

1. Doe. the writer 
correct FATP'l 

u.e the I 

2. Doe. the open Inc parecraph 1 0 
capture the reader's 1ntere.t and 
aeke a ceneral state.ent about 
the theae 01 the nerrat1ve? 

3. Doe. the body 01 the 
coaposition d1scuas the tol10w1n. 10 
topics In a clear and consl.tent 
aanner and u.e .pec111c detall. 
tros the story? 

- A vivid senae 01 how the 
two charactera spent their lo.t 
tll1e 

- An explanatlon 01 how the 
two character. lound their .Pft .... 

- A de.crlptlon 01 how the 
ealn character reacted to the 
.1tuatlon whlch ls consi.tent 
with his personality 

4. Doea the concludln. parecraph 
raview the aaln polnts 01 the 10 
narratlve ln an lntrl.uinc 
aanner? 

&. Did the author proolread lor 
aechanlca. apeilln., 10 
capl taUzat lon, and punctuatlon? 

8. Old the wrltlner lnclude all 
parts ot the writln. proce ••• 5 
the proapt, the web, and all 

Idralts? 

100 

215 
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Figure 12.1. Web 
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Figure 12.3. Siorr Map 
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NAME ________________ __ 
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Figure 12.5. Character Map 

He. was opposed 
to 'Iiolent prote~ts 
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Figure 12.8. Attribute Wheel 
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lciclcstand 

Graphic Organizers 187 

character map provides a framework for developing original charac
ters as part of creative writing. 

• Attribute Wheel. The attribute wheel provides a visual representation 
of analytical thinking (see Figure 12.6). The focus of the analysis 
(object, concept, system. etc.) Is placed at the center or hub of the 
wheel while the major characteristics or attributes are listed on the 
spokes. 

• Dedslon.Maklng Model. This thinking frame encourages students to 
identify problems. state goals. consider alternatives. evaluate pros and 
cons. reach a decision. and provide a rationale for their choice(s) (see 
Figure 12.7). 

Figure 12.7. Decl.lon-Maklng Model 

Problem. : .:~: .. :1i}~. -::.-
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Allow etucient.$ 1V lea". 
-tt\e ~l bWldI"'e 
~r lund\. 

~ ~et "'IMtc, sn tN. 
c:a e a c11Ar'm5 

fo\ake. the lUnch hGu,. 
a rtIOre plea.a"t. tJ .... 
fDr ~tu de"~. 

,'~ 
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E9 ~ ~"'. peapte. dNIft. ... .... . • 1... 0_' • 

klnd\ ..... r. :. e *"".~ ~-mt .,..w" 'e. ·.- ... the~Gf~ 

Add an e-tra I&Anch 
penod -to 1\\0 e:ked&41e.. 

PrQ,i\,'it,' talb~-.h· the. ~:. .'. 
eofete.na. _ ,,:. 

. -- ~ 

Decisio~(s) T -:·~"t.{; _:": .: 

U.d an ell t.ra ",,"ch 
per'Dd tD -the 
~d\ool ~dLlle. 

E9'MU,!~ctuce. itt ......... of W\c:afckna 
9WaWd ~,rs ~ 11\0 .,.., «It\ eo 

EB WCMici'~d;icc ~hcif.e. .:. ';! 
.~ •• -.' 't' '. ., ~ 0" • '.'. e ~'~'--:--n ~Co£ ~-:~: 
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Ellploding star, Dinosaurs around a 
Christm,1S rrrt watching 
the star on top explode, 

Small mammals Small mammals brcaking. 
ate eggs. destroying and eating 

dinu50lur eggs on a ,'oor. 
Di!'case Sick dinn,aur watching a hiltt. 

Tuobig and Dig. clum!'y dinosaur 
clum!'y tn trippin,; on slicks, 
survive. 

floisnned by newly Dinosaur Colling poison. 
cmerging plants dying. and going to '"'ar..:,,. 
food !'nurccs Ilungry-iooking dinosaur 
disappeared. looking at a gol" on which a sign 

r~ads. UNo food inside." 

Killed each Dinosaurs fighting, 
uther uH. while tangled in 1';IIts. 

"t . . 

.1.1 (1"55i"'" R,'o~", (or Di,w5lI'" Exli"ction '2 (5'm'" = 
:> Dr;,',1 U" 

/y\(Jl..rt(Dfl'e('l I S-<cru-JJS -1't€.Uf~ 
d~g7) c~ -:r" fJ. ,.." t4- ( !+fY\.( I'" t 0\"- f..J...u 0--(..'\"-."( !..ese..fA.,. . 

:l tf {"/} r 0 .r- .r ( 'f 
_.. T"Ha. Sc~gg5. and Ma5tropi~ri (1981) recently investigated.the 
U!\C of the pcgword system to help students remember some posslhlc 
causcs of dinosaur extinction. For each of nine possible reasons, the 
list was developed as follows: 

N"""'r, rr~tI',.'tf Rr •• "" ',,'r,.ctirt' ric"_", 

Bun Climate became Cold dinosaur 
cold hoMing fro1. ... n ""U5. 

2 Shoc Swamps dricd up. Dinosaur with 51111N trying ttl 
enter dry swamp. 

fi.~"r,' .1.2 1"'~5ilrlt' R,'a~(l" Inr Di"osn,Ir £xlillclioll 117 (1"'01'1'''' = 
r/a,,/~ 8"call'" 1"';501111115 
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Highlights from Research on Critical Thinking 

• Critical thinking is a complex of many considerations. It requires 
individuals to assess their own and others' views, to seek alternatives, 
make inferences, and to have the disposition to think critically. 

• Critical thinking is an educational ideal. It is not an educational 
option. Students have a moral right to be taught how to think critically. 

• Critical thinking ability is not widespread. Most students do not 
score well on tests that measure ability to recognize assumptions, 
evaluate arguments, and appraise inferences. Adults, as well, frequent
ly make simple judgmental errors on simple problems. 

• Critical thinking is sensitive to context. Students' background 
knowledge and assumptions can strongly affect their ability to make 
correct inferences. Inferences are more likely to be correct when the I 

context relates to the individual's personal experience and when I 
performance is not associated with threats or promises. I 

• Teachers should look for the reasoning behind students' conclu- I 

sions. Coming up with a correct answer may not be the result of critical j! 

thinking. Essay tests are more likely to reveal the student's thought . 
processes than are objective tests. And the tests themselves mu st be 
evaluated critically to make sure they require critical thinking skills . 

• Simple errors may signal errors in thinking at a deeper level. In 
trying to solve complex problems, for example, students may err not 
just by making a miscalculation, but by using an incorrerct approach to 
the problem. They should be encouraged to take time before solving a 
problem to decide how to go about finding the solution . 

• Having a critical spirit is as importmt as thinking critically. The 
critical spirit requires one to think critically about all aspects of life, to 
think critically about orie's own thinking, and to act on the basis of 

. what one has considered when using critical thinking skills. 
. • To think critically, one must have knowledge. Critical thinking 
cannot occur in a vacuum; it requires individuals to apply what they 
know about the subject matter as well as their common sense and 
experience . 

• We do not know a great deal about the effects of teaching critical 
thinking. Critical thinking programs may teach students to be better 
thinkers, but more detailed knowledge is required before we will 
know specifically how students improve and how they remain defi
cient. 
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Critical Thinkine: Recommended Readine 

(The) Art of Thinking: A Guide to Critical &: creative Thought. 1984. 
Vincent Ryan Ruggiero. New York. NY: Harper & Row Publishers. 

Asking the Right Questions: A Guide to Critical ThinJdng. 1986. 
M. Neil Browne & Stuart M. Keeley. Englewood Cliffs. NJ: 
Prentice-Hall. Inc. 

Big League Business Thinking. 1994. Paul C. Miller. 
Englewood Cliffs. NJ: Prentice-Hall. Inc. 

Critical ThlnJdng: A Guide to Evaluating Information. 1983. 
David Hitchcock. Toronto, Canada: Methuen. 

Critical Thinking: What Every Person Needs to Survive in a 
Rapidly Changing World. 1990. Richard Paul. Rohnert Park. CA: 
Sonoma State University. 

de Bono's Thinking Course. 1982. Edward de Bono. New York. NY: 
Facts on File Publications. 

Developing Critical Thinkers: Challenging Adults to Explore 
Alternative Ways of Thinking & Acting. 1987. Stephen Brookfield. 
San Francisco. CA: Jossey-Bass Publishers. 

Improving Your Reasoning SkiDs. 1986 (2nd ed.). Alex Michalos. 
Englewood Cliffs. NJ: Prentice-Hall Inc. 

Invitation to Critical Thinking. 1984. Vincent Bany. New York. NY: 
Holt. Rinehart & Winston. 

Logic in Everyday Life: Practical Reasoning SkiDs. 1987. 
Zachary Seech. Belmont. CA: Wadsworth Publishing Company. 

Thinking Critically. 1994 (4th ed.). John Chaffee. Boston. MA: 
Houghton Mifflin, 

With Good Reason: An Introduction to Infonnal FaDacies. 
1994 (5th ed.)' S. MorriS Engel. New York. NY: St. Martin's Press. 

'J:IU. nature of tlie eaucational ~eri.t.nu is to 
question, e;rpnUnt, prot£, po~, tlissect &' e;rpficate. 

--(j. Loac~r 
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EsSAYS ON THE INTELLECT 

figure 3~ Gubbins' Matrix of Thinking Skills 

I. Problem Solving 

A. Identifying seneral problem 
B. Clarifying problem 
C. Formultlling hypothesis 
D. Formulating appropriate questions 
E. Generating related ideas 
F. Formulating alternative solutions 
G. Choosing best solution 
H. Applying the solution 
I. Monitoring acceptance of the solution 
J. Drawing conclusions 

II. Decision Making 

A. Staling desired goal/cOndition 
B. Stating obstacles to gool/condition 
C. Identifying alternatives 
D. Examining alternatives 
E. Ranking alternatives 
F. Choosing best alternalive 
G. Evalu.lling aclions 

III. Inlercnccs 

A. InduClive Ihinkins ~ills 
1 • Oelermining cause and eifect 
2. Analyzing open-ended problems 
3. Reasoning by analogy 
4. Making inferences 
S. Determining relevant information 
6. Recognizing relationships 
7. Solving insight problems 

B. Deductive Ihinking skills 
1. Using logic 
2. Spotting contradictory statements 
J. Analyzing syllogisms 
4. Solving spatial problems 

IV. Divergent Thinking Skills 

A. listing attributes 0( objects/situation 
B. Generating multiple ideas (Rveney) 
C. Generating dillerent ideas (flexibility) 

...... 0 .... Generating unique ideas (originality) 
E. Generating detailed ideas (elaboration) 
F. Synthesizing information 

V. Evaluati\'e Thinking Skills 

A. Ois&inguishing belween lacts 
And opinions 

B. JudSing credibility of a 
source 

C. Observing and ;udging 
observation reports 

D. Identifying central issues and 
problems 

E. Rec08nizing underlying 
Assumptions 

F. Detecling bias. stereotypes. 
cliches 

G. Recognizing Iooded languOise 
H. Evaluating hypotheses 
I. Classifying data 
I. Predicting consequences 
K. Demonstrating sequenlial 

synthesis of inform'llion 
l. Planning ahern.llive Slr;ltt!~il's 
M. Recognizin~ incon~istcncil'~ 

in iniurm,1'ion 
N. ttll'nl if y i ng ~'.1 Il'(' ,lilt! 

UnSI.lll-d re.,suns 
O. Comp.1ring simililrili~s and 

diUerences 
P. Evaluating arguments 

VI. Philosophy and Reasoning 

A. Using dialogical/dialectical 
approaches 

Thi~ rNlrill is based on ~ compilalion ~nd di~illalion of idea~ (rom Bloom. Brilnllord. Bruner. urpenll'l', 
Dewey. Ennis. Feueste;n. Iones. KurfrNn. ICurirnan ~nd Solomon. Lipman. Orlandi. Parnes. Paul. Perkins. 
Renzulli. 5lembefs, Suchman. taba. Torr~nce. Uplon,. lhe Ross 'resa, Ihe Whimbey Analytic~1 Skills ~I. The 
Cornell e,hical Thinking Test. the CognilNe Abililies Test. the Watson-Claser Crilial Thinking Appraisal. I~ 
New )eBey TesI or Reasoning Skills, ~nd the SEA TesL.· . a. .; ". - ,-; •• 

BP1!E 4JA!!!i2A.d5&&l6&JG;Z' 51 a :uex 
petCj e 3tP.D 
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) 

, I 

.. , : ~ . :. . ..... , . 
,TEACHING FOR THINKING MEANS ••••••. 

, .... ".~.:.: '0, .• ' ~' ••.••• '~ .•• ~~ • 

A Psychologically Sare Eavlroameal.· .•. , 
Students are encouraged 10 wonder, question, speculate, 10 take intellectual and 
creative risks. There is active listening, respect for ideas, withholding 
judgment. seeking (or justification of posilions.· .. ' 

... . '. . . .. ' 
. MOdella._ . ~ .' '. " . 

The Ie8Cher models deslnd SbJdent lnteUeduaJ/lhoughtCul behaviors. 
.. ': " 

Questloalal· 
Emphasis is on hl,lItr-ltvel quudolU (analysis, synthesis, evaluation) and 
divugtnl-produtlWt qlWfions (quantity. analogy, reorpnization, viewpoint), 

Acllve i.islealaI/Ren~cllv~;; ~~~~~i~g. . ~ . . ,':" . Asking foUow-uMJrobo qucsdons. ';., ..... 
Drawing out a variety ofviewpoinLS. "'~', : 
Summarizing. '.:" '. ..' ...... .... '.. . 

Are you saying N'? WballmpUc:alioas does (could) that have? Can ),OU 

relate that 10 others' views? Would you ~ yc:nu position? 
. e'. _. :~>:';.~" .:~"~·":~:~.:~;:'~i~~;:«:;~":-:,:.:;.,~:·:~;:::·t.~~~·:;: ... ;.; .. ~~.: .~ .. ' '.~ " "':~:f' 
. Wall Time. ·'.:!i.:,·f·,: "~""""';'."'jt,\\~~."·' ", ••. ' ........ :-~ " 

AUow .. least 3-S seconds of Ihi.nIdag lime after a questioa and ariel' a , \. 
response. :. .•. , ~'''f'\'· ~ ... ~. ; ... ··.~.tr .. -'-·*f·~-~;:~;:'~·· :~.:. ... ~ ... ' .... ;~ I~.' .,:'~ ... ~.' ,~~,.' : •. 

. ',:' ... !:· ... ;·;<1;~·~··~·~t~~{i.\·,.t:~':;i\~;\~·~;·~:1 .. ~~·i,\~;;;~~/:'.~.'.~\"~'.:;.!.:: '.'?::~ 
, DeveloplaR a Varletl of Tblaldal Repertoires. ,.:.: • 

Critical Thinking: Creadve Thinking: Prob~ .Solmg: Decision Making. 
'. - ." '. 

Opportuallies 10 Reprueal Ideas Dtrrereall,. 
Semantic: FiguraliNumerical; Symbolic; Behavioral. 

MelacognllioD. Tblaklal Aboat Tblaldal. 
AUowing SWdents 10 ewnindreJ1ecl upon abelr own thinking. How!Why did 
they arrive at a decision? 

Occasions 10 TbIDk-Palr-Sbare. . 
AUowing individualthintingtime, discussion with a partner, class discussion. 

Currlculum-Dased Tblaklnl Acllvilies. 
Teach~g thinking skills directly. 
Crating an InlUdepcndence between thinking skills and conlenL 

Doaa. Rae Clasea 
Ualverslll or Wlscoasla.Wbllewaler 

1 
I 

I 
I I 

I 1 

: I 

, , 
.\ 

, 
! 

.' ~, .. ' 

" !', 

QUESTIONING: Knowledge Is advanced more by IUklng the 
right questloll thall havlllg the rig'" Qnswer. (A. ElDsCela) . 

LOWER.ORDER QUESTIONS (BloOID, .'5') 
Kaowledge: Idt",ijicaJlo" and rtcall D/ltfomt4tiD1I 

Who, whal, when, where. how ••••••••••••• 1 

Comprcbeasloa: UndersuJlulln, ,It. _4IIlng of COIIkII. 
Explain In your OWD words. 
Define each of the basic tenns Involved Ia ________ -..J 

Application: UsI",/atlS, rults, prlllClplU, COIIC'PU 
How can be used in solviaslhls problem1 
In the case of • what principle applies? 

HIGHER-ORDER QUESTIONS (BloolD, 195') 

Analysls: S,udyi", lilt compo",", ptIIU of G wholt 
What infeIenCeS can be drawn? What assampcioas1 
Distinguish between fact/fiction, reIevanrIinelevm infonnadon,logical or 
illogical lhlnkJng. 

S",tbesls: Comblnill, compo",,,, pGIU ""0 G",., whol, 
What poject/saory/desip can you cn:arc fIOm Ibis? 

Evaluallon: JIUI,In,; /onnu., OplnlolU; 1IttdiII, dtdslolU 
Appraise the COSIS and benerltS or Ihc dedsiOD. .' .. 
Discuss the Implications of bet actions ror ______ ~~ __ 
Why do you lhInk violence on Idevlsion appeals to 10 many people? 

DlVERGENT.PRODUCfIVE QUESTIONS (Gallrord, .95') 

Quanllty: Producing 1rUJ111 Idea 
What are all the ways ______________ 1, 

Forced AlSOCUIlloa: MtlDphorlc tAW:iIl,. Looiln,/or",., bulglau by 
compan", lUIllu lulfU 

How Is hislOry like a self-winding wristwardl? 
The advertiscmenlls like because _____ _ 

Reorlanlullon: R,arran,In,/acu, ptITU, whol, 10 It' ntIIISlprobiemlln 
a different way 

What if ldevisim were gOVemmenl CCIDIrOUcd'l 
Suppose that by 20SO two-lhinls of America Is roreip-owned. What 
Implications will this have? 

Vlewpolnl: Rol, plll1ln"o dewlop 1IUi,IIt InIO OIMn' views, poJidolU 
Become abe president of • Discuss/Jusdfy 
your position regardiog ______________ __ 
Being a Sludenl is lite ______________ ___ 

. ,- . __ ..... -._... - ..... , .- .... .. . 

-
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"'"each1ng Critical Thinking: Eight Ways to Fail (Sternberg): 

1. The teacher is the teacher and the student is the learner. 
(Teachers lack openness and receptivity of students) 
(Teachers too often rely on supposed· expe~e over intuitions) 

2: Critical thinking is only the students' job. 
(Administrators want answers instead of careful thought) 
(Teachers want to be told what package will work best) 

3. Need to find the best program. 
(No program is best) 
(Programs vary--need to consider goals) 

4. Program decisions will be dichotomous, either or decisions. 
(Few choices are binary; most involve combinations) 
(Need both separate and infused instruction) 
(Need both analytical and synthesis skills) 

5. What really counts is tbe rigbt answer, not rationale. 
(Need to be able to back up answers/guesses) 
(When think well, can generate good answers) 

6. Class discussion is just a means to an ends. 
(aass discussion is legitimate in its own rights) 
"(Thought emerges as a social process) 
(Who owns ideas less important than generating useful ones) 
(aass discussion is as impt as written products) 

7. Mastery· learning principles apply to critical thinking. 
(There is no "ceiling" level of performance) 
(You can't }>e 80% correct on a critical thinking test) 
(Need to approach deep & complex probs in deep & complex ways) 
(Everyone could improve their critical thinking skills) 

8. The job in a critical thinking course is to teach critical thinking. 
(Allow students to teach themselves; teachers become the facilitators) 
(Students .must find own methods of prob finding and prob solving) 
(You cannot "teach" a student to think for him/herselt) 
(Don't always pose the problem for the student; let. them find problems) Page 362



In what order were these drawings made (simplest to most cOmplex)? 

If the pattern on the left is folded into a cube, which cube shows the correct pattern? 

3. 
b 
1 

2 5 if 3 
3 

A 8 c o 

The drawing on the left is in the same position in one picture in the row. Find the picture. 

e 
A B c- D 

....,. - ? 
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Fold point A to point B. What will the resulting shape look like? 

.... 1"-

A -'I 
"'\ 

" '" 
B 

A B c o 

Which direction will each gear tum? Clockwise (cw) or Counterclockwise (ccw)? 

A B 
2. 

c o E 

~0{0}0{0} 

These are all Kloppers. These are not Kloppers. 

3. Which of the following are not Kloppers? Draw a ring around each letter. 

A B c D E 

4. What must a Klopper have? __________________ _ 

nr., (", I~ ..:(1 r. ( J 
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Which figure does not match? 

o 
EXAMPLE . 

,", 

D 0 ~ 0 .'.' 0; 
Which figures in the CHOICE BOX correctly com0lete each of the followtng analogies? 

CHOICE BOX 

a b c d 

[]: []:: [1:-
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CCTDI 
~========~~======~/ 

A Disposition Inventory 

Dr. Peter A_ Facione 
Santa Clara University 

Dr. Noreen C. Facione 
University of Cali fomi a, San Francisco 

Wait for the instruction to begin. 

~
alifornia -

, cademic 
, ress 

(e) 1992. 1',·Ie-.. A. F"ciu",·. !'"n"'11 ('. Lid .. ",'. ", .. Ill .. · ( .,lil .. n.i;o \null-",i. I'n·". 21"1 1.;1 ('nll\\ ,'., MiIIl ...... '·. CA 9~1I30. 
41".41 '-')'1 19111(,.,,,. 

flr I /', () <f II i n 
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CCIDI 

DIRECfIONS: 
1. Carefully separate the last page (ANSWER SHEET) from this test booklet. 
2. Put your name on the answer sheet and on the test booklet. 
3. Indicate how much you agree or disagree with each numbered statement by filling 

in the appropriate place on the answer sheet. Read the two examples first. 

EXAMPLE A: The best things in life are free. 

EXAMPLE B: I'm always doing more than my share of the work. 

The answer sheet shows the responses of someone who 
STRONGLY DISAGREES with EXAMPLE A 

and LESS STRONGLY AGREES with EXAMPLE B. 

Begin with statement nllmher 1 and continue through numher 75. Mark your 
response on the answer sheet in the place with the corresponding number. 
If you erase a response. he sure the erasure is clean. 

4. After you have responded to the 75 statements. fill in the information items 
printed at the bOllom of page 5. 

1. Considering all the alternatives is a lUXUry I can't afTord. 

2. Studying new things all my life would be wonderful. 

3. The best argument for an idea is how you feel about it at the moment. 

4. My trouble is that I'm easily distracted. 

s. It's never easy to decide between competing points of view. 

6. It bothers me when people rely on weak arguments to defend good ideas. 

(c) 1992; Peter A. Facione. Noreen C. Facione. and The Calirornia Acadentic Press; Millhrae. Calirornia. 1\11 rights re5CI'-cd. 
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CCID. 2 

7. The truth always depends on your point of view. 

8. It concerns me that I might have biases of which I'm not aware. 

9. I always focus the question before I attempt to answer it. 

10. I'm proud that I can think with great precision. 

II. \Ve can never really learn the truth about most things. 

12. If there are four reasons in favor and one against, I'd go with the four. 

13. Men and women are equally logical. 

14. Advice is worth exactly what you pay for it. 

15. Most college courses are uninteresting and not worth taking. 

16. Tests that require thinking, not just memorization, are better for me. 

17. I can talk about my problems for hours and hours without solving an)1hing. 

18. Others admire my intellectual curiosity and inquisitiveness. 

19. Even if the evidence is against me, I'll hold firm to my beliefs. 

20. You are not entit~ed to your opinion if you are ob\'iously mistaken. 

21. I pretend to be logical, but I'm not. 

22. It's easy for me to organize my thoughts. 

23. Everyone always argues from their own self interest, including me. 

24. Open-mindedness has limits when it comes to right and wrong. 

25. It's important to me to keep careful records of my personal finances. 

(c) 1992; Peler A. Facione. Noreen C Faclone. and 'Ihe CalifornIa Academic I'ress: M.lIllrae. Otliromia. All righlS reserved. 
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26. \\'hen faced with a big decision, I first seek all the information I can. 

27. My peers call on me to make judgments because I decide things fairly. 

28. Being open-minded means ~'ou don't know what's true and what's not. 

29. Banks should make checking accounts a lot easier to understand. 

30. It's important to me to understand what other people think about things. 

31. I must ha\'e grounds for all my beliefs. 

32. Reading is something I :t\'oid, if possible. 

33. People say I rllsh into derisions too quickly. 

34. Required subjects in college waste time. 

35. \Vhen I have to (ieal with something rea II)' cumplex, it's panic time. 

36. Foreigners should study ollr cullure instead of us always trying to understand theirs. 

37. People think I procrastinate about making decisions. 

38. People need reasons if they are going to disagree with another's opinion. 

39. Being impartial is impossible when I'm discussing my own opinions. 

40. I pride myself on coming up with creative alternath'es. 

41. Frankly, I am tl)'ing to be less judgmental. 

42. Frequently I find myself evaluating other people's arguments. 

43. I believe what I want to believe. 

44. It's just not that important to keep trying to solre difficult problems. 

(c) 1992: !'eler A, Fa,ione, ~nreen C Fanonc. and '1 h~ (';,hlul1l,a ,\radcmir I'rc~'; ~tillhrac, Cahrornia. All righls reserved . 

.....-""\, ,- .. ...,. r: 
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CCI1)I 4 

45. I shouldn't be forced to defend my own opinions. 

46. Others look to me to establish reasonable standards to apply to decisions. 

47. I look forward to learning challenging things. 

48. It makes a lot of sense to study what foreigners think. 

49. Being inquisitive is one of my strong points. 

50. I look for facts that support my views, not facts that disagree. 

51. Complex problems are fun to try to figure out. 

52. I take pride in my abilil~' to understand Ihe opinions of olhers. 

53. Analogies arc ahout as useful as a sailboat on a freeway. 

54. You could describe me as logical. 

55. I really enjoy tl'1'ing to figure oul how Ihings \\ork. 

56. Others look 10 me to keep "orking on a problem "hen the going gets tough. 

57. Gelling a clear idea about the problem at hand is the first priority. 

58. My opinion about controversial topics depends a lot on who I talk to last. 

59. No mailer what the topic, I am eager to know more about it. 

60. There is no way to know whether one solution is beller than another. 

61. The best way to solve problems is to ask someone else for the answers. 

62. Many questions are just too frightening to ask. 

63. I'm known for approaching complex problems in an orderly way. 

(r) 1992, I'clcr A h,nonc, ~mccn C 1.",0,11;, an\! Th~ L.h'UrllliI A(';,\!.:nllc I',e", M,lIhrac, Call[ornla, All ril:hl5 reserved, 
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cx:1DI 5 

64. Being open-minded about different world views is less important than people think. 

65. Learn everything you can, you never know when it could come in handy. 

66. Life has taught me not to be too logical. 

67. Things are as they appear to be. 

68. If I have to work on a problem, I can put other things out of my mind. 

69. Others look to me to decide when the problem is solved. 

70. I know what I think, so why should I prelend to ponder my choices. 

71. Powerful people determine the right answer. 

72. It's impossible to know what standards to apply to most questions. 

73. Others are entitled to their opinions, but I don't need to hear them. 

74. I'm good at de\cloping orderly plans 10 address complex problems. 

75. To get people to agree wilh me I would give any reason that worked. 

Please respond to these final items in the places provided on this page. 

Name (Iast/first) ____________ / __________ _ 

1.0. 

Date of Birth (month/day /year) __ / __ / __ 

Circle one: Female. Male 

Grade Level: 7th. 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th. 12th, College1. Col2, Col3, Col4, BA/BS, MAIMS, PhD/JDIMD 

When I graduate [graduated) from college, I probably will have (did) major in: ________ _ 

I am pursuing (expect to pursue) a career as a: _____________ _ 

(c) 1992: PClcr A. facio",:. Norecn C I'ac'one. amJ ·ll1e C",hrurn,,,, I\callen"r I'rc!>~: Millhrac. Calirornia. All righls reserved. 

_'.r ....... -,..." 
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ABSTRACT 

Critical thinking. defined as purposeful self-regulatory judgment. is comprised 
of a core set of cognitive skiUs -- such as analysis. inference, and evaluation· 
- and a set of personal dispositional attributes •• such as open-mindedness 
and maturity. Described in the language of this national consensus construct, 
cr is centrally evident in nursing knowledge development and expert clinical 
judgement. A holistic cr scoring rubric. a framework for cr individual and 
group presentations. and a case study strategy for training and nurturing cr 
in students iUustrate that the cr in nursing knowledge development and 
clinical judgment can be externalized, identified, modeled and measured. 

Critical thinking (en. defined as purposeful self-reguJaJory judgment, I is the cognitive engine driving the 
processes of knowledge development and clinical judgment in nursing. Since 1m this robust concept of cr 
has become the conceptual architecture used to achieve national cousensus among hundreds of educators. 
employers. and policy makers with regard to those cognitive skills and personal dispositional attnbutes which 
form the core of cr. Z Using the vocabulary of this national. cross-disciplinary consensus definition of cr. this 
paper demonstrates how knowledge development and clinical judgment employ those cognitive skills and 
personal dispositional attnbutes. The paper forgoes the standard philosophical SUDlD181)' of hypothesized 
relationships be,,!een knowledge development. clinical judgment and the array of cognitive models of thinking 
-- work that has been presented weU elsewbere.~': Instead, to iUustrate its thesis, this paper descnbes recent 
advances in the national consensus construct of cr. links that consensus to discussions of nursing knowledge 
development and to the process of clinical judgment. and provides three actual iUustrations of pedagogical and 
measurement devices geared to externalize the cr embedded in the processes of knowledge development and 
clinical judgment. 

Emergence of a cross-disciplinary. national consensus concept of cr 
Nationally. cr has been identified as essential to knowledge development, professional practice, and the 
development of an educated public. so tbat we may address the international and local social, economic. 
educational. environmental. and healtb chaUenges o( the 21st Century.l~u As a result of this growing focus 
OD the cr component of knowledge development and professional judgment across the disciplines. recent 
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research has iDcreasingly centered OD defining criteria to measure cr·" and C:lesigning effective strategies to 
teach cr skills and nurture cr dispositional attnbutes.'··I6.I~2' 

AJthough many DUrse researchers and educators currently struggle to draw connective lines between clinical 
judgmen t processes and cr processes, the national debate on the importance of cr would suggest that a more 
basic relationship should be examined: the cognitive and epistemological integration of cr and clinical 
judgment embedded in clinical practice and the development of Dursing knowledge. The consensus CODStruct 
of cr descnbed here' strongly overlaps the construct of clinical judgment as articulated in the literature. In 
the clinical coDtext, the nurse adept at cr would be expected to draw judiciously OD developed Dursing 
knowledge in forming or evaluating a clinical judgmeoL A Durse researcher engaged in the generation of new 
nursing knowledge or testing previously developed nursing theory, would be expected to use cr to reOectively 
analyze, interpret. evaluate, infer, and explain evidence and hypotheses. Indeed, this intersection of constructs 
is at the heart of the chaUenge for theory and knOWledge guided clinical practice. 

In 1990 the American Philosophical Association commissioned a Delphi study to explore a cross-disciplinary 
definition of cr.' Since that time, this definition bas been utilized to address the US Department of 
Education's Education Goals: 2000" mandate'· and has been the framework of a replication study of the 
definition and valuation study of cr by educators. employers and policy makers.2 III 1994, at national forums 
of the American Association of Higher Education,: the Americau Educational Research Association,Z3 and 
the International Conference on Th.inking.2. theoreticians and scientists have reinforced the consensus 
regarding the cr construct. 2.17.1S-211 The APA consensus demanded that in usi,ng one's cr skills to reOectively 
form a purposeful judgement (in thinking critically) one must take into consideration evidence, 
conceptualizations. methodologies, criteria, and contens.' Thus understood, cr is a particularly central 
phenomenon in practice disciplines. As a guide to knowledge development in nursing, tm., consensus definition 
might be measured against Meleis" caU for a process framework for nursing science and knowledge 
development that demands theoretical connections between believed facts and practical observation. Figure 
I identifies the core cr skills as outlined in the APA consensus report.' 

At the same time, an increasing emphasis on the importance of the dispositional side of cr has been stressed 
by experts in CT teaching and assessment. 1S-

Z9 The personal disposition toward cr would lead one to approach 
solutions to one's ill-structured problems through the use of one's cr skills, versus using some other less 
rational situational strategy (eg. appeal to other authority, implementing a rote protoco~ gue~iag, ignoring). 
Figure 2 displays summary descriptions of dispositional attnbutes of cr. These attnDutes also derive from the 
APA Delphi description of the ideal critical thinker through subsequent empirical research projects.~Z9 
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Figure 1 

Critical Thinking Cognitive Skills and Sub-Skills 

Interpretation: 0 Categorization 
o Decoding Sentences 
o Clarifying Meaning 

Analysis: 0 Examining Ideas 
o Identifying Arguments 
o Analyzing Arguments 

Evaluation: 0 Assessing Claims 
o Assessing Arguments 

Inference: (» Querying Evidence 
o Conjecturing Alternatives 
o Drawing Conclusions 

Explanation: 0 Stating Results 
o Justifying Procedures 
o Presenting Arguments 

Self-Regulation: 0 Self Examination 
o Self Correction 

From: "Critical Thinking: A Statement of Expert Consensus for Purposes 
of Educational Assessment and Instruction," The Delphi Report (1990). 
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Critical Thinking Dispositions 

Truthseekl ng: A courageous desire for the best 
knowledge, even If such knowledge falls to support or 
undermine one's preconceptions, beliefs or self Interests. 

o Open-Mindedness: Tolerance to divergent views, 
self.monltorlng for possible bias. 

o Analyticity: Demanding the application of reason and 
evidence, alert to problematic situations, Inclined to 
anticipate consequences. 

o Systematicity: Valuing organization, focus and diligence to 
approach problems of all levels of complexity. 

o Self-Confidence: Trusting of one's own reasoning skills and 
seeing oneself as a good thinker. 

o Inquisitiveness: Curious and eager to acquire knowledge 
and learn explanations even when the applications of the 
knowledge are not Immediately apparent. 

o Maturity": Prudence In making, suspending, or revising 
Judgment. An awareness that multiple solutions can be 
acceptable. An appreciation of the need to reach closure 
even In the absence of complete knowledge. 

From: 'The CaJlfom" Critical Thlnkl,. DlapoaltlonalnventCHy-: (C) Fectone, N.C •• FecIoM, P.A. (1t1'2). 

,.-,r" n:> 7", r 
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The centrality of cr in pursinC 
The coDceptuai defiDjtion of cr. containing clear reference to both skills and dispositional attnbutes, bas 
panicular appUcation to descriptioDS of nursing knowledge development. Even tbe shon summary of tbe APA 
Delphi consensus definition ShOWD here is in symmetry with descriptions of developing a nursing kDowledge 
base by carefully examining and delimiting key concepts/constructs and clarifying meanings. categorizing 
phenomena, identifying assumptions, testing relationshipslbypotheses/theories, as weD as conjecturing 
alternatives for testing. justifying procedures, and stating fmdings. All are manifestations of cr skills. The 
concern that nursing kDowledge development should embody a search for best knowledge in a given context 
demands an openness to kDew evidence and a willingness to reconsider judgments, values a focused and 
diligent approach. and requires tolerance of multiple perspectives/interpretations when those 
perspectives/interpretations can be supported by reasons and evidence. All are cr dispositional attributes. 

Broadly conceived, cr can be characterized as purposefuL self-regulatory judgment, a human cognitive 
process. As such. cr is a pervasive human phenomenon which can be evident (at least on occasion) in 
problem solving, decision making, reasoned inquiry, professional practice. and everyday Ufe. cr is a non
linear, recursive process in which a person forms a judgment about what to believe or what to do in a given 
context. In so doing a person engaged in cr uses a core set of cognitive skills -- analysis, interpretation, 
inference, explanation, evaluation, and self-regulation -- to form that judgment and to monitor and improve 
the quality of that judgment. cr is non-linear and recursive to the exteDt that in thinking critically a person 
is able to apply cr skills to each other as weU as to the problem at hand. For example. one is able to explain 
one's analysis, analyze onc's interpretation, or evaluate one's inference.1 

A recent model of clinical decision·making proposed by Gordon and coUeagues' is strongly congruent witb 
this APA Delphi description of the CT process. Although the Integrated Model of Diagnostic-Therapeutic and 
Ethical Reasoning is unfonunately depicted with directional arrows suggestive of linear processing, the authors' 
description is mucb richer. The integrated model proposed by Gordon and coUeagues comfonably fits within 
the language of cr. The reasoning occurring within their description of clinical judgment is cr. Rather than 
the unexpJicated and apparently opposed categories of "nursing reasoning" and "ethical reasoning." clinical 
judgment integrates botb because the common engine is cr. The three examples in this paper are intended 
to illustrate this important point. cr along with content knowledge and practical experiences are tbe three 
essential components of clinical judgmeDt. One interprets to decode relevant information and to determine 
its position in the organizational structure of tbe knowledge base. One analyzes to identify clinical problems, 
gaps in the knowledge base, warranted and unwarranted assumptions and judgments. One uses evaluation to 
determine the warranted and preferable alternatives from unwarranted or less optimal. One infers theoretical 
and observable relationships. And ODe self-regulates, confums, corrects, one's reasoning through meta
cognitive reOection, a process of thinking critically about one's thinking critically. One way to evaluate the 
utility of tbis theoretical definition of cr relative to nursing knowledge development and clinical judgment 
(a CT exercise in itself). is to ask -Does cr offer a sound guide for the development of measures to assess 
our performance of clinical judgment?" If so, one should be able to use the language or tbis consensus 
definition to create assessment devices to measure the cr componeDt of scientific presentations and/or 
demonstrations of clinical judgmenL 

A rubric for assessing cr in clinical judgment and knowledge development 
What would a criterion measure of cr in tbe context of knowledge development look like? Certainly it would 
use tbe terminology or tbe consensus definition to describe cr skills. And. equally, it would make explicit 
references to wbicb specifIC cognitive actioDS would represent cr in the knowledge-related performance that 
was to be assessed. In our fust iUustration, the language of the consensus definition is embedded in a rubric 
(Figure 3) for the global assessment of cr. This expert rating scale could be used to rate a case presentation 
in the clinical selling. as one data point iD a multi-modal plan for curriculum assessment, or to score a nursing 
theory paper written in response to a classroom assignment. As an assessment device. aU of the considerations 
for inter-rater reliability penain with tbe use of such a rubric. It might, more informally. be internalized as 
a check-list (or a meta-cognitive evaluation o( tbeory or research preseDtation of new knowledge. 
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Figure 3 
Holistic Critical Thinking Scoring Rubric 

Facione and Facione 

4 Consistently does all or almost aU of the foUowing: 
Accurately interprets evidence, statements, graphics., questions, etc. 
Identifies the salient arguments (reasons and claims) pro and con. 
Thoughtfully analyzes and evaluates major alternative points of view. 
Draws warranted, judicious, non-fallacious conclusions. 
Justifies key results and procedures, explains assumptions and reasons. 
Fair-mindedly foUows where evidence and reasons lead. 

3 Does most or many of the foUowing: 
Accurately interprets evidence, statements, graphics, questions, etc. 
Identifies relevant arguments (reasons and claims) pro and con. 
Offers analyses and evaluations of obvious alternative points of view. 
Draws warranted, non-fallacious conclusions. 
Justifies some results or procedures, explains reasons. 
Fair-mindedly foUows where evidence and reasons lead. 

2 Does most or many of tbe foUowing: 
Misinterprets evidence, statements, graphics, questions, etc. 
Fails to identify strong, relevant counter-arguments. 
Ignores or superficially evaluates obvious alternative points of view. 
Draws unwarranted or fallacious conclusions. 
Justifies few results or procedures, seldom explains reasons. 
Regardless of the evidence or reasons, maintains or defends views 

based on self-interest or preconceptions. 

1 Consistently does aU or almost all of the foUowing: 
Offers biased interpretations of evidence, statements, graphics, 

questions, information, or the points of view of others. 
Fails to identify or hastily dismisses strong, relevant counter-arguments. 
Ignores or superficially evaluates obvious alternative points of view. 
Argues using fallacious or irrelevant reasons, and unwarranted claims. 
Does not justify resu Its or procedures, nor explain reasons. 
Regardless of the evidence or reasons, maintains or defends views 

based on self-interest or preconceptions. 
Exhibits close-minded ness or hostility to reason. 

(C) 19M. F8I:i ..... P. A. a FlO ..... N. C. Tho Calif ....... lladuaic p,... Paurl_I ........... 1.2 
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Before a performaace or presentation can be rated for the quality of its cr, that thinking must be, m some 

manDer, manifesL Towards that end. we must train ourselves, our colleagues and our students to externalize 

tbeir thinking for others to evaluate. Although standards for knowledge presentation have traditionally implied 

that tbe presenter supply evidence of tbe quality of tbe process as weU as tbe results of tbeir scientific or 

clinical exploration, the realities of knowledge transmittal (the completed test or paper with its time limits and 

page limitations, as an example) lead to the emphasis being placed on tbe product or results. The chaUenge 

is to provide a means for evaluation of tbe cr process that was integral to the resulting clmical judgment or 

developed knowledge. Understanding tbat earning a positive evaluation is based in part on displaying tbe skills 

and dispositions described in tbe "4" and "3" range of tbe Holistic cr Scoring Rubric, and tbat evidence of 

falling in the "2" or "I" ranges shows poor thinking, Dot only facilitates tbe measure of cr but motivates the 

demonstrable use of cr in a variety of teacbing, research, and practice settings. 

A framework for externalizing cr in clinical or tbeoretical presentations 

Our second illustration suggests criteria we might demand of scientific presentations, clinical conferences, or 

classroom group presentations, to assure a way to assess tbe new scientific information, clinical data, or 

theoretical position being advanced. This particular exercise is cast in tbe form of a classroom assignment for 

a course in nursing ethics. It assumes tbat students are as yet untrained in the demand of externalizing their 

cr in relation to tbeir expression of applying relevant kno ..... ledge to an ethical problem and arriving at a 

judgment.. and as a result gives explicit prompting regarding providing observable evidence of the cr inherent 

in tbeir performance preparation. The explicit prompting provides a Ust of criteria that might be expected of 

aU presentations of scientific and clinical information and its interpretation contributing to knowledge 

development. 

CT Framework for Group or IndivIdual P,.. .. ntatlona 

Directions: The following are guidelines for preparation of your presentation in medical ethics. These 
guidelines should not be approached in a step-wise or linear fashion. Rather, the guidelines are suggested 
as an interactive framework to drive your presentation and critique process. Your presentation should 
provide your audience with knowledge of your thinking process and criteria In choosing the position you 
plan to announce or defend rather than merely presenting a listing of possible opinions or conclusions. It 
will be important that you show that you considered altematives fajr·mindedly. You are expected to provide 
the reasons and evidence for the positions you take, descriptions of the other alternative positions 
considered but rejected, and the considerations you found to be decisive in forming your judgment 

Choose one of the following topics: 
1) Prohibiting health care services delivery to illegal aliens; 
2) Nurse assisted suicide; 
3) Umitations on the use of fetal tissue. 

You will want to present 
Definitions and meanings of key concepts and relationships being advanced as central to the issue. 
Main and secondary arguments or claims being advanced. 
Evidence for the reasonableness of the claims being made. 
Considerations, pro and con, for the various positions, strategies espoused. 
Assumptions and probable consequences of espousing various positions. 
A justification for the position you recommend be taken in relation to your analysis. 
The relevance of the position to guide professional practice and research. 

()c'>..C: ,7 ?7D 
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To check your judgment process, you will want to assess it the following criteria apply: 
Opennesl to new ideal even it they fail to support existing preconceptions, beliefs or self interests? 
Demand for the application 01 reason and evidence. 
Tolerance to aM divergent points of view supported by contextual evidence. 
Anticipation 01 the consequences of the arguments espoused. 
Focus and diligence in the approach to the issue(s). 
Prudence in making, suspending, or revising judgments. 
Fair consideration of all reasonably possible solutions/positions. 

8 

A3 is evident from analyzing the above presentation guide in the light of Figure 1 and Figure 2, the rust list 

guides one in externalizing the cr skills which structure the presentation. The second list of criteria 

encourages a meta-rognitive self·regulation of the dispositional approach of the presenter. The lists, taken 

together, comprise the criterion by which one would assess the presentation for its contribution to knowledge 

development, wbetber trus knowledge was situation specific to the clinical selling or generalizable to a wider 

application. Sucb criteria as tbese wbicb examine tbe trunking and judgments made by those advancing new 

theoretical positions or relationsbips, provide a template for tbe assessment of validity and reliability in new 

information presentations. Using sucb criteria. we migbt beller judge where assumptions are as yet untested. 

We might make beller estimates of tbe probability tbat this new information constitutes new knowledge. 

A pedagogical guide for modeling, training and nurturing cr 
The cr component of science and practice requires a constant reassessment of the nature of tbe problem and 

of wbat constitutes relevant new information. criteria for action. evidence of status and cbange, and individual 

conlext. But CT is believed to be more tban a collection of trunking skills tbat one applies by rote to a given 

problem situation. ~Rote appliotion of cr skills~ is an oxymoron. The key to cr is meta-cognitive reDection 

on what one is doing and wby. IdeaUy cr becomes a babit of mind, a part of one's character. How do we 

develop trus babit of mind tbal will support excellence in knowledge development? The APA Delphi research 

suggested tbat teaching cr was ~most effective if the instructor models cr dispositions and the proper use 

of cr skills in the very process of instruction" (Recommendation 14, APA, 1990). In effect, by one's own 

example one mentors students in the use of cr. engaging them in cr in order to develop in them both the 

skills and the personal dispositional allnbutes. 

One opportunity to model cr is in scientific coUaborations, another is to expect it as a standard in written 

communications of .theoretical and research papers, and a trurd is to demand it in the classroom where new 

scientists/clinicians are introduced to the need for knowledge development 

Our third iUustration uses the language of tbe consensus construct to guide a clinical conference (or classroom 

session) designed to train the use of cr in tbe application of nursing knowledge and theory in the clinical 

selling. This pedagogical guide identifies tbe cr embedded in a discussion of a clinical case while 

demonstrating a methodology for engaging students in cr to arrive at clinical judgmeats about the patient 

involved. The nurse educator could select for discussion a clinical patient with complex problems who is known 

to aU the students or a hypothetical case targeting desired curriculum content areas. This example involves 

a hypothetical gentleman with squamous ceU carcinoma of the head and neck who is scheduled for 

laryngectomy surgery. 
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A C .... room CT exerclae for Clinical Nuralng Studenta: 

The initial presentation of the situation: Mr. Reginald Jackson, a 50 year old automobile salesman, has 
been diagnosed with throat cancer related to his cigarette smoking. 

The opening guestion: -what is the significance of Mr. Jackson's impending total laryngectomy and left 
radical neck dissection surgery to treat his cancer of the hypopharynx'r 

The question is designed to be abstract and open-ended. Although it may elicit a trial balloon response 
from a more confident critical thinker in the class. (perhaps the ideal response is "Significance to whom?"). 
it may also be met by silence. Probably the group will demand that you interpret the question for them, 
but of course you wi" resist. If necessary, you might paraphrase the question [Interpretation). "How might 
we approach the care of Mr. Jackson?" If it should become necessary to stimulate discussion or focus 
abstractions, you might ask, "What meaning wi" the surgery have for his physical. psychological. and 
social functioning'r 

The initial time you employ this pedagogy students might express resistance to this non·didactic approach 
to knowtedge delivery. While some may feign invisibility. praying that the class wi" return to normal lecture 
room status, the more eager thinke~ among them will commence to decode the informational content and 
significance (Interpretation) of the question you have so insistently posed. Later, students wi" become 
accustomed to being required to access their own knowtedge base to address a clinical problem (an 
authentic clinical demand) and will become more eager to engage in this type of an exercise. Eventually. 
the students will offer various hypothesized [Inference] physical. social or psychologicaJ ·meanings· and 
·significance: interspersed with queries [Analysis] to gain more facts about Mr. Jackson, their shared 
patient. This is when you might request someone to categorize these hypotheses [Interpretation). Invite 
one student to work at one pan of the chalk board and ask another to record the developing patient data 
base. Demonstrations of formulating categories and creating frameworks [Interpretation) wi" thus be given 
by the two students at the board. 

00 not correct errors or.shon·comings you might obseNe being made. The board wori< wi" be monitored 
by the other students in the classroom [Evaluation]. After enough material accumulates on the board, ask 
the class whether they think the developing chalk board accounts are accurate [Interpretation, Evaluation) 
and adequate [Inference, Group CT·Se« Regulation]. Invite editing as necessary, requiring reasons for 
changes [Explanation). This wi" provide you a way to observe students that are examining, checking and 
correcting the produced results. Self-regulation, the most difficult CT skill to assess since it is an internal 
cognitive event, can be heard when students offer comments such as -~ first I thought (X) but now I think 
M because .•. ,- a comment that evidences reconsideration of formed evaluations in light of the evidence 
given as -because ... • 

The class proceeds to identify the significant relationships [Analysis] that are intended to occur and to 
conjecture about what actual relationships will ensue [Inference] as a result of Mr. Jackson's surgery 
[Analysis). They will begin to examine ideas [AnalysiS) by identifying the issues or problems and 
determining the component parts. In the course of the class, students will press for context about this 
gentleman as they struggle to interpret. analyze. evaluate. infer, and explain, in short to use CT to explore 
his problems. You will supply more and more context. but only as it is specifically demanded, perhaps 
putting it on the board or overhead to create the patient data base. (He may be an automobile salesman. 
and smoke three packs of cigarettes a day, for instance.) At times you should not -know the answer- about 
Mr. Jackson. Just as in real life, sometimes data is missing and it is necessary to make judgments or 
come to reasonable closure without absolute certainty. It is important that students be required to gwe 
reasons that justify [Explanation] the inteNentions they propose. 

(c) 1994. Nor.." C. Faciane. Penniuion to duplicm "A Clasaroom CT ex.reiM for ClInical Nuraing Stud."." is gran18d. Page 380
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Ask the question: -why do you think that would be the best interventlonr Guide students to make explicit 
the alternative int8rIenUons they may have cognitivety explored [Inference). Training communication in 
clinical decision-making improves patient safety both in clinical instrvction and in clinical practice by 
minimizing misint.-pratations, mistaken evaluations, and rash generalizations. 

Nurture the disposition toward CT. It is vital to minimize ridicule by instructors or peers during this process 
lest students stop sharing their thinking process. Students who risk offering a critique of received wisdom 
should be rewarded for their efforts, praised for new insights. and guided through the process of theory 
exploration and testing until CT becomes a habit of mind. You can replicate the CT process by advancing 
the problem. 

Ask the question: "How will we plan for his rehabilitation?" 

Expected Outcome. of thl. Exerclae: 
1. Students will infer what information must be gathered to identify and interpret the 
anatomical implications of laryngectomy. the changes to the gastrointestinal and 
respiratory systems. the loss of taste related to diminished olfactory ability, problems of 
radiation induced stomatitis, the loss of accustomed communication during mealtime. 

2. They will assess and explain all particular peri-operative nursing care necessitated by 
laryngectomy surgery. justifying their plan of care with reasons supported by nursing 
know1edge. 

3. The students will identify and evaluate the physical and psycho-social implications of 
altered communication ability and loss of natural Yoice, the value of electro-larynx devices 
and esophageal speech, the need for yoice therapy and possibty counseling. 

4. The students will explain the implications of nicotine addiction and withdrawaJ on the 
peri-operative period and draw inferences about the health guidance needed for long tenn 
rehabilitation. 

5. The students will assess and examine the severe disruption in Mr. Jackson's ability to 
eam a living selling automobiles. and in the course of this assessment they will conjecture 
about possibilities and draw conclusions about his need for short and long term disability, 
his needs for interacting with his employer. and his needs for handling his medical 
expenses. 

6. The students will conjecture about Mr. Jackson's psycho-social needs and conclude 
that he will likely require support to cope with possible family problems, adjustment to a 
cancer diagnosis, his changed self image. and a moderately poor long tann survival 
prognosis. . 

(e) 199ot. Not.." C. Facione. Permission 10 duplie.a 'Ao CIasSlOClm CT ex.rcise for Clinical Nlning Students" is grantlld. 
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An evaluatiop of tbe consensus definition 

Use of tbe crosa-disclpUaary consensus definition of CT to frame exercises and measurement devices of tbe 

CT component of clin.ical judgment. sucb as tbe tllree given above, would appear to bave resulted in a 

consistency of laaguage with regard to tbe criteria expected in oral and written presentations of c1iaicaUy 
related cases, ethical positions, and guiding tbeory. Altbougb tbese are merely examples of tbe type of 

exercises and presentation guidelines tbat could be used to externalize tbe CT portion of knowledge 

development and clinical judgment. tbey would appear to offer exciting promise for a new focus on the 

measurement and evaluation of tbe thinking process bebind knowledge development. 

Some sucb measures of CT can be discipline neutral, as is tbe Holistic cr Scoring Rubric and tbe Framework 

for Individual and Group Presentations. Discipline neutral devices must be focused on discipline specific 

problems or questions, bowever, to be useful. Or, tbe devices can be set in a discipline specific context 

through and througb, as is tbe Reginald Jackson case analysis example. These devices can be structured to 

gatber botb quantitative and qualitative data for theory testing. They can assess CT components of bypotbesis 

testing, position papers. or prepared student and scientific presentations. Carefully designed and properly 

implemented, tbey can autbenticaUy measure tbe cr component of clinical judgment in tbe clinical area. I
6.J7 

Accountability for cr in knowledge development and clinical judgment 

To assess cr in either researcb or clinical decision·making, one's thinking process must be externalized for 

otbers to observe and evaluate. For example, to permit educators to assess clinical jUdgment in tbeir students, 

tbe processes of making tbose judgments must be readily apparent by being spoken, written, or demonstrated. 

The challenge for our discipline is to externalize our own cr processes as scientists, clinicians. and educators. 

This is wbat we mean when we say "model critical trunking in our teacbing of clinical judgmenL" Througb 

repeated dialogue witb scientist and clinician colleagues and through patient training of our students we must 

increasingly externalize our interpretations of new data, analyses and inferences in relation to guiding tbeory 

and our evaluations and meta<ognitive reconsiderations of nursing knowledge. 

Meeting this cballenge wiU aid in our ability to assess our students' cr, one parameter of tbeir clinical 

judgment expertise. It wiu also organize our approacbes to test tbeory in tbe context of explicit assumptions 

and tbe jUdicious acceptance of new information as representative of nuniDg knowledge. Our efforts to 

develop nursing knowledge to guide clinical practice are well served by tbe criteria suggested as representative 

of good CT. A3 iUUSlrated bere, defining, teaching, and measuring cr are neither mysterious nor enigmatic. 

Ratber, good cr can be pelVasively evident in sound nursing knowledge development and expert clinical 

judgment 

OL.no 
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Brainstormed Ust of Some Thinking Skill Techniques for Teachers 

Activity 01 home: 
a. which are prinulrily creative thinking (er) relllted? 
b. Which are prinulrily criticIJl thinking (et) relaJed? 

_ 1. critiques 
_ 2 journal logs 
_ 3. free writing (a wet ink) 
_ 4. writing to think 
_ 5. think-pair-share 

6. show & tell 
7. mock trials 

_ 8. simulations and role play 
_ 9. force field analysis (plus, minus, interesting-PMI; for, against, or neither) 

10. fishbowl 
_ 11. 6 hats game 
_ 12 Socratic questioning-incomplete teaching 
_ 13. case-based reasoning 
_ 14. question probes 
_ 15. idea checklists and idea spurring questions 
_ 16. attribute listing 

17. attribute modification and transformation 
_ 18. synectics--forced associations (e.g., how is life like a supermarket?) 

(direct (e.g., how have animals solved this problem), personal (if I were a computer, how would I feel), 
and fantasy (how can we get streets to clean themselves) analogies) 

_ 19. metaphorical thinking 
_ 20. checkerboarding 
_ 21. morphological synthesis 
_ 22. graphic organizers (webbing, semantic mapping, concept maps) 
_ 23. brainstorming 
_ 24. reverse brainstorming 
_ 25. nominal group process 
_ 26. working backward 
_ 27. pruning the tree 

28. creative dramatics 
_ 29. breaking set 
_ 30. jigsaw 
_ 31. reciprocal teaching 
_ 32. three level reading questions/guide (literal, comprehension, interpretative) 
_ 33. other points of view (OPY) (if became the president of ) 
_ 34. alternative, possibilities, and choices (APe); considering all factors and consequences 
_ 35. self-verbalization, think alouds, and modeling 

36. mnemonics 
_ 37. active listening and wait time 
_ 38. separate wants from needs 
_ 39. reorganization, rearranging of facts (e.g., what if! suppose that. .. ) 
_ 40. advance organizers 

41. debates 
_ 42. reflection activities 
_ 43. whack in side of the head; kick in the seat of the pants (e.g., whack stack-cards) 

- ~_ 1"" ,0" 
......, ,.-OJ 
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---------

TEACHING THINKING: THINKING STRATEGIES TO USE IN 
TEACHING CLASSROOM CONTENT 

CRmCAL TWNJ(ING STRATEGIES 

Questioning for. 
analysis 
synthesis 
evaluation 
inu:rpretation 

Seeking justification: Requiring 
suppon for opinionslhypolbeses 

Comparing and Contrasting 
Attribute Listing 

Finding Patterns 
Recognizing Relationships 

Identifying inferences vs. assumptions 

Distinguishing relevant from irrelevant 

Analyzing truth claims: 
credibility of sources, bias, 
personal agenda 

Sequencing 

Predicting , ... " .... , 
(tYBSiAg and Testing 

Deductive Thinking 
Inductive Thinking 

PEgS ION MAKING 

Swing desired goal (s) 

Recognizing obstacles 
Separating wantslneeds 

Identifying ways of overcoming obstacles 

Analyzing alternatives 

Ranking alternatives 
Selecting aiteria 
Identifying shon- and long-term 
costs and benefits 

Recognizing impact of feelings 

Choosing a solution 

__ r" -

CREATIvE THINKING SIRAIEGIES 

Questioning for. 
quantity (e.g. brainstorming) 
reorganization (Suppose lbaL.; 

What if ... ) 
forced analogy 
vicwpoinvrole playing 

Seeking justification: Supporting 
ideas 

Creative Extensions: 

. 
ElaboIating upon cORlent in 
unique ways 

Analogic Thought: Seeking various fomlS 
of representation 

Providing opporwnities which encourage 
fluency (many ideas): flexibility 
(ideas used in many different ways); 
Originality (unique approaches); and 
elaborations (building on) 

PROBLEM SOLVING 

Recognizing a problem area 

Identifying a specific problem from a 
larger "mess" 

Formulating hypothesis(ses) 

Collecting daIa 

Analyzing data 

Drawing conclusions 

Generating several solutions 

Selecting criteria for solutions 

Choosing the "best" solution 

DR Clasen, UW-Whitewater. 1988 
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II 

Creative Strateldes 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

~ 
:::\ 
..:::..'} 

N 
jJ 
<::.;, 

Checkerboarding/Morphoiogicai Synthesis 

Critical Strate2ies 

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 
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Checkerboarding/Morphological Synthesis 

rea Ive, n lea, C to C or I C oopera Ive ra e~les r St t . 

Motivational l. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 

Strate2ies 

l. 

2. 

! 3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 
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Puzzlebowl 

Jigsaw Newsletter 

Mnemonic Newsletter 

Wet Up! 

Think Tree 

What if tree 

Dramatic Comparisons 

Checkerboard Ideas 

(, ~ q s) cel\.f.er Groc)e 

(Fishbowl & Jigsaw) 

(Jigsaw & Newsletter) 

(Mnemonics, Newsletter) 

(Sum up, Wet Ink) 

(Pruning Tree, Think Sheet) 
• 

(Pruning Tree, What if) 

(Compare, Contrast/Dramatics) 

Dramatizing guided learning journal (Guided learning journal, creative 
dramatics) 

Mythical Relationships (Original myth, Discover relationships) 

Student thought newsletter (Math newsletter, guided learning journal) 

Game on Bloom's Taxonomy (Bloom's, Math project-games) 

Alternative Role Play 

Jigsaw the Role Play 

Attri-Map 

Story Problem Skit 

KWL 

GOSH! 

GRoW 

Six Blooming Hats 

SEW 

(Role play, Alternatives) 

(Jigsaw-teach graph illipses/role play) 

(Mind-map/Attribute listing) 

(Diagrams for story problems/Creative Dramatics) 

(Checkerboarding, KWL) 

(Graphic Organizers, six hats) 

(Graphic Organizers, Webbing) 

(Bloom's/Six Hats) 

(Story Ending/Webbing) 
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Table 2: AsynclSync General Feedback Assessment What tOdD? Asyoc or 
Peda~o~ical Ideas Structure Sync Issues 

I. Social 
Icebreakers 
(Cartoons) 

2. Leamer-
Content 
(CbaHenges, 
Quizzes, Self-
Tes~ etc.) 

3. Scenario-
Simulations 

4. Anonymous 
Su~~estions 

5. Student 
Formative 
Surveys 

6. Role Play 
7. Case Labs & 

Experiments 
8. Authentic 

Data 
Analysis I 

9. Just-in-Time , 

Teaching i 

10. Perspective 
Taking 

11. Webinar 
12. Know-You 

Rooms 
13. Synchronous 

Testin~ 

14. Sync Guest 
Expert Chats 

IS. Online Team 
Meetings 

16. Threads + 
Author 
Chats 

17. Secret 
Coaches 

18. Collaborative 
Writing 

19. Online 
Mentoring 

20. Graphic 
Organizers . . . 

1. Curt Bonk and Vanessa Dennen (2002). Wlsconsm DIstance Teachmg and Learning Conference . 
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Framegame for Reviewing Concepts Page 1 of2 

What's New? I Freebies a~~ Goodies' I TGL Companion I Products and 
Services 

GLOSSARY: A Framegame for 
Reviewing Concepts 

Copyright © 1997, Sivasailam Thiagarajan. All rights reserved. 

Remember the DICfIONARY game in which the players try to fool the others with their fictional 
definitions of esoteric words? Here's a version of the game for reviewing technical terms from your 
workshop. 

You can play GLOSSARY with any number of people from 3 to 30. With up to 6 people, play this as 
an individual game. With 6-30 people, divide them into three or more teams of approximately equal 
numbers. 

The game description that follows is for the individual version. You should have no difficulty 
mod.ifYing it for the team version. 

Each round of this game requires 3 minutes. Play at least three rounds. 

Select a technical term (for example, performance gap). DistnDute index cards to all players. Give 2 
minutes for each player to write down a definition of the term, imitating the textbook definition that 
would be found in a the glossary section of a technical manual Ask the players to put their initials on 
their definition cards. While the players are busy, copy the official glossary entry from the technical 
manual 

After 2 minutes, coDect everyone's definition cards. Mix the official card with the others, shuffle them, 
and read one card at a time. Ask. the players to try to identify the official definition from the technical 
manual 

Read each card again. After reading the card, ask players if anyone thinks it is the official card. Write 
down the number of players selecting each card. 

This is how the scoring goes: 

• Each card receives as many points as the number of players who thought it was the official card. 
These points belong to the player who wrote the card. 

• Also, each player loses a point for being fooled by an unofficial card. 
• FmaDy, players who chose the official card receive an extra point. 

bttp:/lwww.thiagi.com/game-glossary.html 5/28/99 
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Fnmegame for Reviewing Concepts Page 2 of2 

Play the game for a prespecified number of rounds. Use a different technical term for each round. For 
example, I used these terms for the next five rounds: internal customer, input standards, process map, 
1III!tric, and root cause. 

At the end of the last round, the player with the highest score is the winner. 

GLOSSARY forces individuals and teams to review the critical features of various technical concepts. 
You can apply it to any technical subject-matter area. 

Back to the Games page 

Previous I Home I Next 

Copyright <0 1997. Workshops by Thiagi, Inc. All rights reserved 
URL: bttp:/lwww.thiagicom/game-glossary.html 

Revised: June 10, 1997 

http://www.thiagi.comlgame-glossary.html 5/28/99 
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Goal Plan 
Briefly list a series of increasingly ambitious teaching and other professional goals. 

Allow participants 5 minutes to complete. (Volunteers to share.) 

Goal Level Use of Active Learning Use of Active Other Professional 
Learning with Goals 
Technology 

Where I am 
Now ... 

Reasonable Goals 

Higher Goals 

Even Higher 
Goals 

Obscenely High 
Goals 
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COOPERA TIVE 

LEARNING: 

THEORY, 

PRINCIPLES, 

AND 

TECHNIQUES!! ! 
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Cooperative Learning Activities 
(A Common Quote: But I End Up Doing All The Work!) 

a. 10+ Cooperative LearnIng Ideas: Generic 
1. Turn to your partner and..(check work, review for test, discuss, think aJoud) 
2. Think·Pair-Sbare-think about prob, write down, share with partner & class. 

(e.g., Video Segments·-tum to partner and react, predict, compare pts) 
3. Roundrobln-students contribute ideas orally in tum, clockwise or counterclockwise. 

andlor Roundtable-ooe piece of paper is rotated around the table. 
S. Group discussion with roles (e.g., the Johnson's Learning Together method) 

checker, recorder, reporter, facilitator). 
(Using with cases analysis or problem solving) 

6. Numbered Heads Togetber-count off within each group 1, 2, 3, etc.; teacher caUs on a #. 
7. Team-Tournaments (Slavin's STAD and TGT methods) 

games how competitions, quizzes, or tests in partnered teams. 
8. Jigsaw-divide base group up, go to expert grp to learn, report back to base. 

(Become an expert 00 an aspect of Native American cuJture) 
9. Group Investigation, Coop Coop 

(divide a topic into SUbtopics for each student in the group). 
10. One stay, tbree stray; or, Three stray, one stay. 
11. loside-Outside/Flsb Bowl-group on inside talk and outside listen and then switch roles. 
12. Gallery toors--post student or group work and have them explain it to others. 
13. Stand and sbare--when know the answer stand up and when hear it sit down. 
14. Response Value lines or buman grapbs-on board or line-up for what you believe in 

(Solid waste disposal; PCB problems) 
15. Problem-Based Leamiog--work on a major problem for unit or semester or year. 

(e.g., develop a training program for PCB education in this area) . 
16. Electronic Cafes, E-mail Distribution Lists, Asynchronous Conferencing 

(e.g., Assign students to start or wrap a weekly electronic class discussion) 
17. Structured Controversy--debate in teams, switch roles, & come to a compromise position. 

b. Quick Starter Small Group Activities: 
1. turn to your neighbor; 
2. drill partners; 
3. reading buddies; 
4. worksheet checkmates; 
S. homework checkers; 
6. test reviewers; 
7. composition pairs; 
8. computer groups; 
9. writing response groups; 
10. group reports. 

Co Discussion Alternatives/Small Group Work (Circle one could use): 
1. group discussion-pool ideas of group. 
2. buzz groups-small group of 4-6 followed by disc. in entire group. 
3. panel discussion-4-8 member panel informally discusses topic. 
4. symposium-cfuc. in phases by series of experts. 
S. debates-pro and con of a controversial issue. 
6. concentric circles--inner circle disc and outer listen and then is reversed 
7. reaction sheets-group reacts to predetermined controversial or important ideas. 
8. Phillips 66--6 people discuss topic for 6 minutes. 
9. role play--act out a situation with group defined roles and then discuss. 
10. picture making--4-5 suh-groups make illustrations about major ideas or principles. 

_ i. • ... -
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T.ble 1 

GeRedc CogperaliYe I e,mjRr Mcthoda 

13 ~ 
Coopuadft ladlna: 30 

L Stadat TN.' AeI""'elDeat Dhlalou (STAB). Studeats iD padea 2-12 work iD bcccropaoas four· to me
member groUfW Uter beiDa prescated wiIh leuoDs by the teacher. 1beY help au &DOther muter the worksheets 
&om IhallessoD. After dw. studcats lake a quiz OD the material ud team scores arc dcIcrmiDcd based 011 

imFOYeIDCDI of aD team members over prcMcnas scorea. Teams with the bipea scores U'C IhcD rec:opized in 
• w=kJy class aewslcaer (SlaYiD, 1983&). 

2. Teaaas-Ga.ma-Toaraameaa (TGT). The radoaalc, method, aad grade nap ill TGT is die IIIDC u STAD, m:ept 
tbalabe quizzes arc replaced by ShIdcala compedas with d"sm.tea &om otber b:aIIIS wiIh aim.iJar ~eat. 
Stuclca1s cam poiDts for their lam, IIId Icama wkb bip ICDI'CS rec:ci9c pubUc n:copirion (DcVriea, SlaviD, 
Fennessey, Edwards, A Lombardo, 1980). 

3. Jipaw L StudCDts work in five- to am-member teams. typicaDy in subjcctl like social studiea uuf Enpsh Here, 
studenu caD be divided into discrete areas of ezpcnise and each team membel' caD be siv= • 1IDiquc set of 
wormatioa OD a topic. After readiug the materia), the Ih1dcats meet iD aD eczpen group. COIIIpoaed of 
correspoDdiag ezperts from abe other teams to discuss and master abe inform.tjon They I'Ct1Im to their oriPW 
groups to teach their teammates this wormadOD. F'maDy, they are iIldMduaDy tesled; there arc DO group grades 
(Amason, BIaDey, Stephan, Sikes, A: Snapp, 1978). 

4. Jlpaw II. This is an adaptatioa of JIgSaW I designed by SlaW. to cmrespoad more c:Ioscly with the iDlergroup 
competitioD of his other team methods. Here. students with aD individual topic assignment ill mind, read a 
chapter or story thai they must leach to their group. Students take quizzes individually, and total team scores 
are published in a Dewslcncr (Slavin, 1983a). 

S. Learning Tosether. This method, which is dose to pure cooperative learning, is particularly useful for problem 
solving tasks. After the teacher h.u prescu1cd a 1csson, students work in small heterogeneous groups on a 
commOD worksheet. Teachers emphasize positive interdependeDce (sink or swim together), face to face 
interaction, and individual accoUDlabillty. Teams rcc:civc praise, tokens and grades, but there is DO competition 
betweeD groups or individuals (Johnson &. JoImsoD, 1987). 

6. Group IDvestlpdoD. Dewlopcd in Israel, this method is useful in most subject areas at both the elemcntaJy aDd 
SCCODciaJy levels. Students work ill scIf-selec:ted two- to six-member groups usma illquiry, clUc:ussion, cooperative 
plaDDiDg. and projecu. Groups choose subtopics &om a unit beiDa studied by the endre class. break it dOWD iDlo 
manageable parts for individual tasks, and then carry out the activities JICft"$"'Y for a group prcsentauOD (Sharan 
A SharaD, 1976). 

7. Co-op Co-op. Though philosopbically similar to the Group IDwstipunn method described above. Co-op Co-op 
CODlaiDs more structure than Group hm:srigariOD by using ten staDdard implementatioa steps. III esseace, • 
genetallopic is divided into aubtopics for the groups. The groups break their subtopic iDlo JDiDitopics for each 
studeDt. The miDilopics are presented within each group and then iDtegratioD is made of' aD the lD8lerial for 
a class preseDtatiOD. EvaluatiOD is based oa team dl'orta as wc11 as individual papers (Kagan, 1985). 

~~,..K (I'fql) JtE./l1t 

71..fL E.."..~"J'f!"Ce 41 f 
I/-tl '7' ~ ,'~ a:, ""'/v~, +s 
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Cooperative Learning General Ideas: 

a. Intergroup Interaction Salient Features: 
1. Face-to-face interaction. 
2 Positive Interdependence. 
3. Individual Accountability. 
4. Training in interpersonal and small group skills. 
5. Frequent group processing. 

b. Roles: 
Reading Roles: reader, materials handler, checker, summarizer, praiser, elab seeker, facilitator. 
Writing Roles: executive director, reporter, author, proofreader, co-author, editor. 
Computer Roles: keyboarder, recorder, reporter, praiser, checker, summarizer, and encourager. 

c. Quick Starters: 
1. turn to your neighbor; 2 drill partners; 3. reading buddies; 4. worksheet checkmates; 5. 
homework checkers; 6. test reviewers; 7. composition pairs; 8. computer groups; 9. writing 
response groups; and 10. group reports. 

d. Method Similarities 
(1) introduction of the strategy; 
(2) explanation of the purpose; 
(3) teacher and peer modeling of the method; 
(4) guided interaction and negotiation of meaning; 
(5) multiple passage readings and encodings; 
(6) presentation of conflicting viewpoints; 
(7) elaboration, dialogue, and summarization; 
(8) diagnosis of misunderstandings; 
(9) internalization and ownership over the strategy; 
(10) teacher and peer feedback and assistance. 

e. Method Differences: 
• support, goals, ages, group size, roles, interactions, time, text type 

f. Teacher Roles: 
• guide, assist, dialogue, clarify, feedback, question, push. 
• elaborate, summarize, hint, cue, think sheets, think aloud. 
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Explainiog Some Key Principles: 

Building Positive Interdependence (common goal: sink or swim together) 
(divide task, contingency rewards, one resource) . 

1. Goals: All have same goal-team mural, essay, mode~ report. 
2 Rewards: Team rec based on all contnbs made. 
3. Task: Division of labor; mini-topics, need 8 hands. 
4. Resources: 1 has scissors, 1 has the paper, glue, marker. 
5. Roles: Complement and necessary roles: Materials Hander, Question Commander, Coach, 

Encourager, Cheerleader, Taskmaster, Recorder, Checker, Gatekeeper. 

Building Individual accountability (responsible for own learning) 
a. pick student at random. 
b. everyone certifies correctness. 
c. listen and watch students rehearse. 
d. assign jobs to each student. 
e. students bring completed work to group. 
f. color code individual contributions. 
g. team scores based on individual scores. 
h. have teams reflect on progress and performance. 
i. have students reflect and summarize their participation. 
j. interview others and share what heard from ... 

Building Social Skills and TrusL..(4 Fs) 

Trust/Group Bonding 
1. Where were you born? 
2. Favorite hobby, music group, color? 
3. Proudest accomplishment? 
4. A good movie I've seen is ... 
5. I wish I had a second chance at .. 
6. A pet peeve 
7. How many brothers and sisters. 
8. A career I would like and why 
9. An organization/club I belong to ... 
10. Where I wish I was born and why ... 

(pets, food, birthday, wishes, lucky #, most boring ... , T.V. shows, favorite zoo animal, fav car) 

b. 4 F's 
Forming: Organize and Establish Groups 
Functioning: Manage, Implement, Support, Motivate and Accept 
Formulating: Understand, Review, and Learn New Strategies 
Fermenting: Disagreement, Controversy, and Alternative Answers 
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Grouping Strategies (ability, gender, penonality, race, reward structure) 
1. Kindergarten-Grade 1: student choice, by alphabet, eye color, count off 
2 Grades 2-4: color of clothing, by age, by bus, food prefs, kinds of shoes 
3. other: by birthdays (group by month), favorite ice cream, # of syllables in name 

Keep in Mind: 
1. help not equally effective-giving and receiving explanations are beneficial, not terminal help 
2. in uneven groups, boys are more successful 
3. groups with only high and low ability groups do little explaining 
4. extroverts receive more explanations than introverts 

Grading: 
1. grade performance on tests and quizzes individually 
2. give group grades for group processes 
3. avoid group grades for group products 
4. avoid competition between groups 
5. have all group members sign group reports 

Reaching Difficult Students (see also Blueprints: p. 73) 
1. Keep the group small (2-3 members) 

a. Have list who want to work with--assign two skillful, popular, caring students to 
him/her 

2. Focus assignment on social skills when don't get along 
3. Incorporate student interests into assignment (e.g., sports) 
4. Give a role where student can shine (e.g., art/graphics) 
5. Strengthen the group goal by offering what individual would like 
6. Evaluate individually, but offer bonus points for group mastery 
7. Give unmotivated student responsibility (e.g., tutoring) 
8. Persist in teaching cooperative skills 

a. Offer the group points for displaying specific coop behaviors 
b. Encourage encouragement and "high five's" 

9. Begin teacher monitoring with that group 
10. Celebrate group success. 
11. Move the student from the spotlight 
12. Distract the student with a question. 
13. Highlight students behaving appropriately. 

OC\.CI{ ~ U Z. 
I \.. 
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COOPERATIVE LEARNING 

Theory/Rationale: 
1. Encourages high student-teacher interaction 

2. Develops cooperation and support among peers 

3. Increases feedback and time on task 

4. Respects diverse talents and ways of learning 

5. Facilitates links to prior knowledge and sharing ideas 

6. Enhances perspective-taking 

7. Fosters problem-solving conflict management 

8. Instills divergent thinking and risk-taking thinking 

9. Utilizes resources and division of labor 

10. Decreases fear of failure 

11. Teacher as mentor and co-learner 
. 

12. Social view of knowledqe and learning 

13. Joint products and ownership 
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Cooperative Learning 
Thought Questions to Ponder 

1. Coop interaction is essential for CL. 

2. Group rewards are essential for coop 
Irng to work. 

3. In CL, a test is the best way to hold 
students accountable for the work. 

4. We will learn more from lectures, but 
remember more from CL. 

5. Grp activities & CL are all 
fun/games. 

6. CL is an alternative to ability grpg. 

7. Interdependence and common goals 
are optional for CL. 

8. Most people will understand what I 
mean when I say I am using CL. 

9. Heterogeneous grpg is better than 
homogeneous grpg. 

10. The reason I would choose CL is 
because I am concerned with: 
a. social/caring outcomes. 
b. skills/knowledge/achieve outcomes. 
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'. '. TABLE I 
Ccw~ t{CtJlfllflfm1. DIM,. IlItdINIIWdrdlltk UantJ", 

ContlOVefty 

Derivilll conclusions by calClOrizill, and or
paizin, informaLion and experiences 

Scin, ehaJlcnpd by opposin, views 
UneenAinty about conectneSI of own view 
Hilh aaiw search for more inronnalioD 
Hiah IC'tive represcaaation or ADd daboratioa 

on own position and ntiol&ale 
Uslenin. &0 and unduaaadini oppoSaa ..-. 

Lions and rationales 
Hip litin, for aU students involved 
Hiab likin, ror subject area and insuuaio~ 

situation 
Hip selr-csaeem 
Hiab ~\'ed peer academic support 
Hip anhude and position dwlp: 
IneorpoC'lltion of opponenu' information and 

reasonina 
Likin, for aademic IIpImenu 
Vcrbaliutions directed toward peers 

Dcrivilll CODCIwioaa by CllelDriziIllIDd or-
PDiziaa inl'orawioa ud aperieaces . 

8cina dIIIIcqeid by opposina Yiews 
UaccnaiDcy about COmcIACSI 0( own view 
Moderate ICtM arcb ror QIW ial'onnadoa 
Moderate KIi. repraeacatJoa oIlDd cIab-

onlioa GO OWl! positioa and ndoDaIe 
LiII_iaa .., .... anclentudina opposiaa po

sitioDa aDd radoaIea 
Modcme IikiDI ror aD lludallS iDWIhed 
Hlab IiIdDa ror subjea area and iDStM:lionai 

sitUllioD 
Modmle xIJ'..c:Ilcaa 
ModcnlC pcrceiYCd peer lCIdemie support 
HardcDiaa of own pasitioa 
Rc;ecuon 0( opponnu' iDformation and ra

lOai", 
Ukina for lC:&demie &I1umcnts 
Verbalizations directed toward peers , 

Figure 1 

Cooperative and Traditional Learning Groups 
What Is the Difference? 

Coopcr~ti¥e lurninl 
. Groups 

Positive Interdependence 

Individual accountabilltv 

Heteroleneous 

Shared leadership 

Shared responsibilltv for 
~ch other 

Task and maintenance 
emphasized 

Social skills directly taulht 

Teacher observes and 
intervenes 

Tradltionallurning 
Group, 

No Interdependence 

No individual accountabil· 
ltv 

Homoleneous 

One appointed leader 

Responlibilily only for 
self 

Only task emphasized 

Social skills assumed and 
ilnored 

Tucher ignores group 
.!uflctioninl 

Derivina coachlliOllS by CIICIOrizin, 
aDd orpDiziDa iDfonnaaioD and ca
paicncea 

PracDce or 0DIy ODe', oirD view 
FbaIioIl oa OWD .. 

SadsfIcdoD with pracat iDCormatioll 
No represealldoa of &ad clabontioD 

OD OWD poIitiaa 
Uoawarmcsa 01 oppoIini poshielDS 

udnaioDala 
Ncuaalil)' towUd otbcr llUdeau 
NeuU'llity toward sUbjea Ira aDd io-

llnICtiollll situaaion 
Neutnlily ~ sdI' 
Academic neutnlity amona peers 
Fawion On own positioD 
Fwtion on OWD information and RI. 

soni", 
Dislikina of academic lJ'Iumenu 
Verbalization di~·toward teacher 

Groups process their erfec· 
. tiveness 

~9 ~~oup'.processinl .: . .1 .' .... :.,. 

vJ .. ·~r" ~ 1\ S e" .l/ I ~.:IfLr 3";. ~"".r 0" 

~ ", I .J \ r i., f (,. .;.. , ..... ~u,. -{.. (: (:-t: C 6 ~ t,ov 'I" r'l 
()O\,.O Q., ~O\ 
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Cooperarive laming may be used to 
supplement other lcaching methods. It in
volves students in small-group learning activ
ities that promote positive interaction result
ing in improved learning. 

What Is Cooperative learning? 

• Mixed groups. The teacher groups 
students of dilfcren~ backgrounds, aca
demic achievement levels. and social 
skills to work together. 

• Contributions from all group mem
bers. The teacher structUres the work 
so that each member must coDaibute 
to successfully meet the group goal 

• IndividU21 responsibility. Students are 
accountable for. their own lcamins
Teachers usc observations. tCSl3. and 
!,.dividual assisnments to measure 
..:ach student's achicvemcoL 

• Group respolUibiliry. Individual stu
dents are also accountable for working 
cooperatively to accomplish the group 
t:lSk. Groups that work well together 
may receive a rew:ard. 

dI SocW skills. To lcarn dTc:ctivdy. all 
~Uldents Deed skills-rdating. intcraa
lng, and communicating with others. 
fly working cooperatively. they can 
.. -'lance the social skills they have and 

·(juirr. the new ones they need. 
.portuniry for success. Cooperative 

"'~ ofTer5 every student the 
. ~,f ~ucccss. Research shows that 

!':nts Lc::ome more su .... .:e5$ful 
,..:. • : II. ... .• , ~(,,-i j, lI~cd. 

What Are Some Benefits? 

Cooperative Learning. when properly im
plemented. has positive effects on: 

• Psychological well-being. Cooperative 
Learning hdps to meet five basic needs 
all people share: survival. acceptance. 
power. freedom. and fun. 

• Academic achievement. High-achiev
ing. low-achieving. special education. 
and at-risk students benefit academi
cally from Cooperative Learning. 

• Attitudes. ~ students become more 
proficient in social skills, they develop 
morc positive attitudes toward self, 
peers. adula. and learning in general. 

• Productivity. When teachers use coop
erative strategies to build a positive 
classroom environment. student pro
ductivity increases and discipline prob
lems typically decrease. 

• Motiv2tjon. Teachers Snd an increase 
in student motivation to learn. Most 
students welcome the chance to work 
and share with peers. 

How Does It Work? 

• Grouping. Teachers divide the class 
into groups of rwo to six; each has 
students of differing backgrounds, 
achievement levels, and social skills. 

• Task assignmenc. The teacher deter
mines which content, skills, wks. and 
objectives are appropriate for the 
groups. A variety of appro.u.;hc:.) are 
available for different assignnlents. 

3 

• Change. Cooperative I...earning causes 
changes in room arrangement and noise 
level. Informal and heightened student 
activity may be mistaken for nonpro
ductiviry. But srudena are usually pro
ductively involved and teachers are in 
control of learning when this method is 
appropriatdy wed. 

• Practice. Cooperative l.eaming is espe
cially appropriate for praaicing the 
learning of content and skills. II: moti
ntes students to work on I'q)Ctitive 
asks nceded to maner :1 subject. 

• Thinking skills. In Cooper:ative I.eam
ing groups. student crearivil:y and prob
Icm-solving skills can be enhanced. 
Two heads may be better than one. 

• Monitoring. The teacher plays an active 
role monitoring and supervising stu
dent groups. helping them function 
and complete the assignment. 

• Evaluating. Individual student progress 
is measured by individual tests. Group 
progress is measured by group success in 
accomplishing me group's goal. 

What Are Some Examples? 

In an early chiiJhooa clAssroom, the teacher 
gives pairs of students equal numbers of small 
plastic bears. One panner counts as the other 
listens to make sure rhe counting is accurate. 
Then the teacher has students ('hange j(lb~ 
Finally, the teacher checks to be sure och 
pajr got the correct total. Pairs who did not. 
recount. \VIlen :JI are corrccr. tftry m:c-ivt 
s01,,1I bear-.. h:toed cn.lk:~·~ :'~, '~""'" . ..... 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

'[ 
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In aD. Nmmll111 tlAsmNJ",. groups of mree 
aDd eo- design containeR to be "launched 
iDle spIIZ." Each container will hold a raw 
cg that must be protected from the impact 
of I-diu& The tc:aehcr may assign spc:ciflc 
jobs CD assure that each student conu~butes 
aad ~ on project ideas. When the 
aai9icy L, completed, the teacher and Stu
dmcs tat their produas. Each group deter
mines the success of "reentry" of its space 
vchidr and revises it as needed. 

In a mitJJk school &usroo"" three to four 
srudmts work cooperativdy on a map 
identiliation activity. Small cards are made 
with smaI1 sections of cutouts &om a map of 
the United States. Cutoull mnWn high
~ rivers, bordCII, or other dues so 
studalls can identify me state. In each group. 
studaR:s have various roles. Hdpcrs obtain 
and n:rum cards to a file. Verifiers double
check the map cutout location and state 

spcl1iDg. Writers corrcaly write the state 
name on a response sheet. Pcaiscrs make 
positive comments about each student's 
work. 

In a high school flmgn ilmpz~ &us. three 
or four students are grouped in teamS. After 
initial instruction by the reacher. stUdents 
study workshcca and practice vocabulary 
with their teams. After several practice 
sessions. each student taka an individual test 
covering the contenL Previous test scores :are 
compared and each student is given an 
improvement score. Student teamS are recog
nized on the basis of the improvement scores 
of each team member. 

5 

How Can Parents Help? 

• Avoid comparisons of students. En
courage students to devdop their own 
talents and strengths. 

• Deemphasize grades. Gl'2des are not the 
best measure of youe child's progress. 

• Encourage appreciation and respect for 
others. Students nred to learn to rdate 
to othen who ma)". be different from 
themselves. 

• Promote cooperation at home. Work 
and play together. avoiding unnecessary 
competition bcrween family members. 

• Cooperate with the te:lchcr by supponr methods that arc proven to be 
vee 

Our changing world requires that people 
interaa and work together harmoniously. 
Our future depends on our ability to 
cooperate locaUy, nationally, and interna
tionally. 

for huther information. contaet: 

Harvey C. Foyle and Lawrence lyman. The Teachers 
Collcgc. 80z 37, Emporia Sute Univcnity, 1200 
Commercial Street. Emporia. KS 66801. (316) 
3"~577" 
Robert E. Slmn, Center for Research on EJemenwy 
and Middle Schools. Johns Hoplcins Univasity, 3505 
North Owlc:s Street. Baltimore. MD 21218. (301) 
338-8249. 

Copyrisht C 1991 
Natio.w Educ:adon Aaociation 
or the United S_ 

Stock No. S 189-0-00 

6 

Cooperative 
Learning: 

What You Need to Know 

by Harvey C. Foyle 
and Lawrence Lyman 

National Education Association 
Washington, D.C. 20036-3290 
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Ii , . 
. The Differences Between Tradltlot:W Group learning and 
Cooperative Learning 

',; . 
:,. There are a number of differences between the typical use of classroom 
-learning groups and cooperative leaming groups. These differences 
!I! 
': (summarized in Figure 1) are: 

J. 1. Cooperative learning groups are based on posilive inttrdtptndtllct 
among group members, where goals are 8trudured so that students 
need to be concerned about performance of 1111 group members as 
well as their own. 

2. In cooperative learning groups, there Is a clear illliividlllllllCC'Ollntlibil-
.1 ily where every student's mastery of the assigned material is as

sessed, each student is given feedback on his or her progress, and 
the group is given feedback on how each member is progressing so 
that the other groups' members know who to help and encourage. 
In traditional learning groups, individual students are not often held 
individually accountable for providing their share of the group's 
work and, occaSionally, students will "hitchhike" on the work of 
others . 

3. In cooperative learning groups. the membership is typically 
heterogeneous in ability and personal charaderlslics, while tradi
tionallearning groups are often homogeneous in membership. 

4. In cooperative learning groups, aU members share responsibility for 
performing leadership actions in the group. In traditionalleaming 
groups, a leader is often appointed and put in charge of the group. 

S. In cooperative learning groups, responsibility for each other's learn
ing is shared. Group members are expected to provide help and. 
encouragement to each other in order to ensure that all members do 
the assigned work. In traditional learning groups, members are 
seldom held responsible for each other's leaming. 

6. In cooperative learning groups, the goals focus on bringing each 
member's learning to the maximum lind on maintaining good work
ing relationships among members. In traditional classroom learning 
groups, students most often focus only on completing the assign
ment. 

7. In cooperative learning groups, the social skills students need in 
order to work collaboratively (such as leadenhip, abUlty to com
municate, to trust one another, and to manage conflict) are directly 
taught. In tradUfon'al classroom learning groups, Interpersonal and 
small-group skills are assumed-most often mistakenly. 

10 
aRCUS OF LEARNING 

8. When cooperative learning groups are hused, thekiteagch
t 

er =r:: 
the groups, analyzes the problems they ave wor n age • 

ives feedback to each group on how weD they are managing the 
:roup task. Teacher observation and intervention seldom take place 
in traditional learning groups. f 

9. In cooperative learning, the teacher structures p~ocedures or 
rou s to "process" how effectively they are working, while no 

~lle.!:ion is giv~n, in traditional group I~aming situations. to the 
way the group is working-or not working. 

---_ .. ---
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o Johnson" Johnson 

~ BASIC ELEMENTS OF COOPERATIVE LEARNING ~ 

D Positive Interdependence 
Students must feel that they need e:ach ather in order to complete the ,roup's tuk, 
th:at they sillk or swim (Olether. Some ways to ere:uc this rcelin, arc throulh 
establishinl mutual loals (students muse learn the material Ind ·m:ake eert~in Iroup 
mem~ers lc:uD the m:ueri:al). john rewards (if :all ,roup members :achieve ~bove I 

~ert~ln p.ercent:ale on the test. e:ach will rceeiyc bonus points), shared m:ueri:als alld 
IAfor~uoli (one p:aper for e~ch sroup or e:ach member receives only p:art of the 
information needed to do the assilnm~nt). Ind assillied roles (summ:lrizer, 
c:ncour:aler of p:aniei p:a tion, cl~ bora tor). 

~ Face-To-Face Interaction 

. . 1. 
( 

No m:lgie exists in positivc interdependence in :lnd of itselr. Denericial edueation:ll 
outcomes :lre due to the inter:action p:lnerns :lnd vcrb:ll c"ch:anles th:lt t:lke pl~ce 
among students in c:lrefully structured eooper:ative le:rnins ,roups. Oral 
summ:ari:z:ing. giving :lnd receiving expl:an:ltions, :and el:abor:atinl (rel:uinl wh:at is 
beinl le:uned to previous le:arning) :are impart:ant types of verb:al intereh~nles . 

Individual Accountability 
Cooper:ativc le:arning groups :are not successful until every mcmbcr h:1S lc:arncd the 
m:ltcri:al or h:as helped with and understood the :assilnmcnt. Thus, it is import:ant 
to freQucntly stress :and assess individu:al le:arning so th~t sroup members e:an 
:lppropri:1tely support :and help e:lch other. Somc w:ays or structuring individual 
:lccount:ability are by living e:lch sroup member 3n individual exam or by r:lndomly 
selecting one member to live an :answer for the entire Iroup. 

Interpersonal and Small Group Skills 
Students do not come to school with the soci:al skills they need to coll:abor2te 
efrectivel y with others. So teachers need to te:aeh the :appropriate communie:ation, 
lc:adership, trust. decision makinl, :and conClict m:analcment skills to students ~nd 
provide the motiv:ation to usc thcse skills in order ror ,roups to function 
efrectively. 

Group Processing 
Processing me:ans giving students the time :and procedures to :an:alyze how ~ell t~eir 
groups :ire Cunctioning :and how well the~ are ~sinl ~he. n~cess:lry s,oel:!1 sk!lls. 
This processing helps :all group members achIeve .whde mllnt:unlng effective workln, 
rel:ationships amonl members. Feedback from the teacher an~/or studc~t observers 
on how well thcy observed the groups working m:ay help processln, effectiveness. 

Tu,,, (rom: Ci~l" of t..:.f'fti"" C:lGR,"tion in th' 9s,,",'" (R •• ieed tdl'i~ft), 
O. W. Johnloft. a. T. John,oft and Ed,th. Johnl." H.lub,c. Ed." •. 
MH: Inu,uuon Book Co",,,."" 1911. 

-
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Cooperative Learning: On the Farm 

a. Basic Principles (PIGS Face) 

b. HOG FARMER: 
Have your Objectives; Group size, E (4F's), Assigning students, Room 
arrangements, Materials, Ensuring interdependence, Roles. 

c. Value Line; in my area of teaching, I would find (p. 155) 

Low Medium Higb 
1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10 
1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10 
1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10 
1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10 
1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10 
1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10 
1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10 
1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10 
1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10 

1. Face-to-face interaction important 
2. Positive interdependence important 
3. Individual accountability important 
4. Grouping strategies 
5. Assigning member roles 
6. Interpersonal skills 
7. Trust 
8. Tchr/manager obseIVations 
9. Group processing 
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Cooperative Leandog Components: 

Climate 
Peer support 
Active involvement 
Task/assignment 
Content 
Time of task 
Tutoring 
Communication 
1: 1 interaction 
Fairness 
Self-esteem and self-concept 
Receiving explanations 
Equal status 
Immediate feedback 
Rewards 
Positive interdependence 
Individual accountability 
Encouragement 
Self-regulation 
Higher order thinking skills 
Lower order thinking skills 
Division of labor 
Heterogeneous grouping 
Giving explanations 
Receiving explanations 
Coo tent talk 
Praise and encouragement 
Helping behaviors 
Attitudes 
Cons train ts (curriclS/grade/st uden ts/teachers/d istrict ) 
Structure (STAD, Jigsaw, TGT, TAl, etc.) 
Self-selection and autonomy 
Student responsibility 
Group processing 
Social skills 
Goals 
Control in the classroom 
Modeling and fading 
Social plane 
Individual plane 
Respect 
Cognitive skills--explain, search, review, compare 
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Cooperative MatdaiDg: 

a. Group Investigation 
b. Homogeneous Grouping 
c. Face-to-Face Interaction 
d. Sequential Structure 
e. Status Ordering 
f. Random Grouping 
g. Simultaneous Structure 
h. Peer Status Ordering 
i. STAD 
j. Heterogeneous Grouping 
Ie. Learning Together 
I. Free rider effect 
m. Roundrobin 
n. Individual Accountability 
o. Academic Status Ordering 
p. Rich-get-richer effect 
q. Positive Interdependence 

1. when small groups develop a hierarchy on some status characteristic (e.g., race, social class, 
gender, reading ability, or attractiveness) wherein some members are more active then others 
with an agreed-upon social ranking where everyone feels that it is better to have a high rank 
than a low rank. 

2. method developed by Aronson and his colleagues to promote interdependence among students 
by giving each student access to a portion of the lesson infonnalion. 

3. when higher-ability students take over leadership roles of the group in ways that benefit them 
cognitively or socially. 

4. when students create their own status orders based on things like athletic competence, 
attractiveness, and popUlarity. 

5. has an essential component of competition among groups. 
6. when the teacher calls on one student at a time. . 
7. method originaUy developed to enhance student social skills and meet their emotional needs. 
8. when less able or interested students allow the higher-ability students to do most or aU of the 

work. 
9. placing each of one's classmates in a rank order of competence in such areas as math and 

science. 
_10. when one perceives that one is linked with others in a way so that he/she will not succeed 

unless they do. 
_11. picking out students at random or assigning jobs to each student or baving students summarize 

their participation are three examples of this. 
_12 cooperative learning or grouping arrangement which is quick and easy and fun but often can 

create intense conflicts, teams of one gender or race, and/or limited opportunities to learn. 
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Structured Controversy Task (pp. 198-199) 

a. Group by car you drive. 
b. You will be assigned to one of four groups. Please be prepared to make 3-4 arguments for the 
position you have been given using your text, lecture, and video info as resources (be sure to name 
your group). 
Grp 1 a. I think cooperative learning is here to slay and teaches important skills (B&F pp. 241-242) 

b. I think cooperative learning is a fad and we need to stick to the basics. 
Grp 2 a. In cooperative learning one sbould use group grades (B&F, pp. 231-232) 

Raise the group average, raise individual scores based on improvement, increase 
individual mastery with team assistance, give a bonus for cooperative skills. 

b. In cooperative learning one should have individual grades (B&F, pp. 230-231) 
Grp 3 a. In cooperative learning one should have no grades (B&F, p. 232-233) 

Tight Checker, Traveler, Trust activities, Review social skills, Random oral quizzes, 
Post-Activity quiz, Write a summary paper, Sign on the Line, Explain to a neigbbor, 
Get all to sign: "I made my best contribution. ", Hold a tournament, Group 
evaluator Checklist/Fecdback/Sharing, Complete related homework, Test, Evaluate a 
neighbor, Roundrobin answers, Share group projects, Explain others' answers, Jigsaw, 
Indiv Apply, Make log entries, Tchr Observes, Make a team ad. 

b. In cooperative learning one should grade cooperative processes (B&F, p. 230) 
Grade based on using social skills desired, grade contributions helpful to the group. 
give bonus points for displayed social skills, do not punish or lower grades for poor usc 
of social skills. 

c. Fill out p. 199 
d. Switch sides and continue debate 
e. Come to some consensus. 
£. See Blueprints p. 139: What to do when you disagree (argue, persuade, vote, compromise, mediate, 

arbitrate, delay, reconceptualize, negotiate, give in, seek consensus, humor, avoid) 
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DE FINITIONS 

• COOPERATION: 

Conditions: 

• INDIVIDUALIZATION: 

We sink or swim together. 

I can attain my coal only if you at~ain 
your goal j there is a positive cor
relation amone coal attainments. 

small, often heteroieneous ,roups 
other students as a major resource 
teacher acts as a consultant 
positive interdependence between 
group members 
individual accountability--all 
members know the material 
eva luat.e by comparison to a preset 
crit.erion 

've are each in this alone. 

r 
\ 

,l1y achieving my coal is unr~l~ted to (-
your ac.hievinc your co~l j there is 

Conditions: 

• COMPETITION: 

Conditions: 

------.-

no .correlation 4monc eo~l attain-
ments, 

separate workine area 
sep4~4te work materials 
teacher is the primary source 
self-paced 
evaluate by a preset criterion 

I swim, you sink; I sink, you swim. 
If I obta in my goal, you cannot obtain 

your goal and vice versa i there is 
a negative correlation amone loal 
attainments. 

small, homogeneous croups 
maximize the number of winners 
compete against people at the same 
ability level 
not a "life or death" situation, but 
.for fun and review, and a chance of 
pace 
evaluate by comparison to otherls 
,,,ork 

• Takln ,~o.: L'I~nin, To,.th.~ and Alan •• O. V. Johnson and A. T. Johnson. 
[n,i.wood Cliff,. HJ: P~tntiC~Hlll. Srcond Edition, 1987. 

1 :24 

L 
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ST~~TEGIES FOR GROUPI~G 

Ki~=er~arten - Crad~ 1 

Partners 

Count off - hold u? that number of fingers 

Student choice 

Matching pictures 

By alphabet (letters sicular) 

Drawing 

Favorite T.V. program 

Beginning alphabet/end alphabet (names) 

Eye color 

Grades 2, 3, 4 

Teacher assigned 

Shape cards 

By color of clothing 

Line up by height and count-off 

Birthdays - group by month 

Attributes that are different 

By bus 

Drawing chips 

By age (continuous progress) 

Ability group 

Preferences of food, etc. 

Number of syllables in name 

Kinds of shoe 

Heterogonous and homogenous- groups 

Tongue depressor sticks 

Favorite ice cream 

ftJ 
\,,\p \~. ~(Lb \ \c. Sc ~" 
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Cooperative Group Job Cards 

Materials Manager _ 

Gather all research books and other supplies. 

Check to be sure that all members agree on your 
group's answer or information selected for a project 

Make sure that each member can explain the answer 
or information and tell why it was selected. 

Coach 

Check to be sure that everyone agrees on the instruc
tions. asking for help if there's a disagreement. 

See that all ":lembers have an equal chance to 
participate and don't waste time. 

See -Group Rales· an page 9. 

Reader 

Read information from resources aloud to the group. 
Check to be sure everyone is listening. 

Recorder 

Fill out any forms. 
Write information as group members dictate. 

Encourager 
. .. 

// 
"Way 

to 
gO!I. 

~~ 

Give lots of praise and encouragement to members 
as your group wor1<s. 
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Keeps track of 
• brne. 

Keeps group on 

task ~a:a:2I 
I 

acceptance and 

~"..,~~. URAGER 
Encourages in a 

• • pOSltive Il1aI1D.er 

each member's 
participa~ea .. ' . . ..... 
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Role Controversy (personality example) 
(Bonk, December, 2002) 

Ground Rules: 
1. Try the role play. If you do not like the role assigned, pick a different 

one. At last resort, just be yourself. 
2. If none of that works or if you have a creative name or personality not 

on the list, you can also give me more names to put into the list of 
names. 

3. Choose a name which no one has chosen so as to avoid confusion. 
4. Please debate, critique, contend, or attack ideas not just personalities. 
5. Respond based on the content of what you read for the week or 

semester, not just what that person may be known for. 
6. If you have hesitations for how your comments will be taken, feel free to 

end your comment with a note on what your role was if you think that is 
important to know. 

7. You do not have to tell your peers who you were during online role play. 
Students are asked not to try to coerce or gang up on someone to have 
them tell you who they are. 

8. Enjoy the role play. We can debrief later. 

Possible Roles (Password/Username and real name): 
1. reporter (Connie Chong) 
I. commentator (Peter Jennings) 
1. anchor (Dan Ra.ther) 
1. interviewer (Barbara WaIters) 
2. refiner (Michael Jordan) 
2. perfecter (Ludwig van Beethoven 
2. editor (Editor of the New York Times) 
3. leader (Margaret Thatcher) 
3. ceo (George Bush) 
3. controller (Bill Gates) 
3. queen (Cleopatra) 
4. connector (Alvin Toffler) 
4. synthesizer (AI Gore) 
5. judge (Sandra Day O'Conner) 
5. decider (John Ashcroft) 
6. devil (Devil's Advocate) 
6. critic (Roger Ebert) 
7. thinker (Aristotle) 
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7. observer (Jane Goodhall) 
7. speculator (Anna Freud) 
7. scientist (Dian Fossey) 
7. mirror watcher (Norwegian Reflective Observational Society) 
8. conqueror (Napolean Bonaparte) 
8. bloodletter (Attila the Hun) 
8. checkmate (Bobby Fischer) 
8. ruler (King Arthur) 
9. squelcher (Joseph Stalin) 
9. biased (Rish Limbaugh) 
10. slacker (J. D. Slacker) 
10. surfer (Mr. (Surfer Dude) Spicoli) 
11. muse (Plato) 
11. artistic (paul McCartney) 
12. predictor (Peter Drucker) 
12. guesser (Fortune Teller) 
13. founder (Maria Montessori) 
13. organizer (Elizabeth Dole) 
14. questioner (Q on Star Trek, The Next Generation) 
14. protester (Bob Dylan) 
15. sensitive (Madonna) 
15. emotional (Admiral James T. Kirk on Star Trek) 
16. adventurer (Sir Edmund Hillary) 
16. traveler (Amelia Earhart) 
17. mediator (Counselor Troy on Star Trek, The Next Generation) 
17. peacemaker (Colin Powell) 
18. watchdog (Alan Greenspan) 
18. measurer (professor Milton Friedman) 
19. inventor (Thomas Edison) 
19. brainstormer (Mr. Dean Kamen, Inventor and Brainstormer) 
19. creative (Marie Curie) 
20. optimist (Abraham Maslow (be aU the you can be!» 
20. idealist (Former Polish President Lech Walesa) 
21. robotic (Mr. Spock) 
21. information (Data on Star Trek, The Next Generation) 
22. aimless (The Absent-Minded Professor) 
22. dumb (Harry (Jeff Daniels in the Dumb and Dumber Movie» 
22. dumber (Lloyd (Jim Carrey in the Dumb and Dumber Movie» 
23. coach (Bob Knight) 
23. inspirator (Vince Lombardi) 
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24. mentor (Girl Scout Leader) 
24. guide (Boy Scout Leader) 
25. humanitarian (Mother Theresa) 
25. do-gooder (Jimmy Carter) 
26. funny (Robin Williams) 
26. comic (Lucille Ball) 
26. witty (David Letterman) 
27. advisor (Dear Abbey) 
27. tutor (Socrates) 
28. sage (Gandhi) 
28. wiseperson (Confucious) 

Others: 
human (Human Being) 
person (I. M. A. Person) 
roleplay (Role Play) 
unknown (The Unknown Soldier) 
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Role Play Explanation (Bonk, 2001) 

Everyone is being given a different e-mail message that is instructing him or her how 
to act during this activity. Please keep your role a secret until the end of the session. 

However, yours says: 

l. Your job for this week is that of Reporter/SummarizerlReviewer/Commentator: 

As a result, you can only summarize across, review, or comment on points made when 
addressing this problem. 

2. Your job for this week is that of Editor/RefinerlPerfecter/1 m prover 

As a result, you can only edit, refine, perfect, improve points made when addressing this 
problem. 

3. Your job for this week is that of Controller/Executive Director/CEO/Leader 

As a result, you can only oversee the process, report overall findings and opinions, try to 
control the flow when addressing this prohlem. 

4. Your job for this week is that of ConnectorlRelator/Linker/Synthesizer 

As a result, you can only connect together, interrelate, and link ideas made when addressing 
this problem. 

5. Your job for this week is that of Decider/Judge/Settler 

As a result, you can only make decisions, evaluate, settle, and judge ideas when addressing this 
problem. 

6. Your job for this week is that of Devilts Advocate/Critic/Censor 

As a result, you can only take opposite points of view for the sake of an argument and be an 
antagonist when addressing this problem. 

7. Your job for this week is that of Reflectorrrhinker/Speculator/ObserverlWatcher 

As a result, you can only observe, watch, reflect, think meditate, and speculate on the 
discussion when addressing this problem. 
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8. Your job for this week is that ofWarriorlDebater/Arguer/ConquerorlBloodletter 

As a resul~ you can only take your ideas into action, debate with others, persist in your 
arguments and never surrender or compromise nomatter what the casualties are when 
addressing this problem. 

9. Your job for this week is that of Idea SquelcherlBiasedlPreconceiver 

As a resul~ you can only squelch good and bad ideas of others and submit your own 
prejudiced/biased ideas when addressing this problem. 

10. Your job for this week is that ofSlackerlSlough/SluglSurfer Dude 

As a result, you can only sit back quietly and listen, make others do all the work for you, and 
generally have a laid back attitude (i.e., go to the beach) when addressing this problem. 

II. Your job for this week is that of ArtistlIdea PersonNisionary/Muse 

As a result, you can only create, draw, and present proposals, alternatives, provocations, and 
new ideas when addressing this problem. 

12. Your job for this week is that of Planner/Predictor/GuesserlFlowcharter 

As a resul~ you can only think ahead of the rest in a rational, logical, and structured way and 
then plan, predict, and guess where we should head or what we should do next when 
addressing this problem. 

13. Your job for this week is that of OrganizerlStarter/FounderlInitiator 

As a resul~ you can only initiate and organize large scale change, flowchart possible growth 
patterns, and generate new ways for doing things when addressing this problem. 

14. Your job for this week is that of Questioner/PondererlProtester 

As a resul~ you can only question, ponder, and protest the ideas of others and the problem 
presented itself (i.e., since you are a radical, ultra-liberal individual) when addressing this 
problem. 

15. Your job for this week is that of Emotional/SensitivelIntuitive 

As a resul~ you can only be the fire and warmth of emotions, feelings, hunches, and 
intuitions when addressing this problem. 
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16. Your job for this week is that of AdventurerlDiscovererlExplorerffraveler 

As a resul~ you can only suggest areas of new discovery, exploration, and unchartered 
territories when addressing this problem. 

17. Your job for this week is that of MediatorlNegotiator/CompromiserlPeacemaker 

As a resul~ you can only mediate, negotiate, compromise, and create the peace between 
warring/arguing parties when addressing this problem. 

18. Your job for this week is that ofWatchdog/EvaluatorlMeasurer 

As a result, you can only point out bad, dangerous, and stupid ideas with your very 
conservative but truthful facts (i.e., you keep everybody honest; especially the radical, ultra
liberal protestor types) when addressing this problem. 

19. Your job for this week is that of Creative EnergylInventor/GeneratorlBrainstormer 

As a result. you can onJy bring energy to the conversations and generate lots of fresh ideas 
and new perspectives to the conference when addressing this problem. 

20. Your job for this week is that of Optimist/Open-minded/ldealist 

As a resul~ you can only note what appear to be feasible, profitable, ideal, and "sunny" ideas 
when addressing this problem. 

21. Your job for this week is that of RoboticlInformation Dumper/Spock-like 

As a resuJ~ you can only focus on the information provided, the facts, and the logic of ideas 
made when addressing this problem. 

22. Your job for this week is that of Absent MindedlStumplerlDense/Aimless 

As a resul~ you can only stumble and bumble your way through the material but 
occasionally with some pretty heady, insightful, and esoteric comments when addressing this 
problem. 

23. Your job for this week is that of CoachlFacilitatorlI nspiratorffrainer 

As a resuJ~ you can only provide hints, clues, supports, and highly motivational speeches to 
get everyone fired-up or at least one lost individual back on track when addressing this 
problem. 
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24. Your job for this week is that of GuidelMentorffeacherlScaffolder 

As a result, you can only provide prompts, hints, cues, recommendations, suggestions, and 
encouragement that lead or scaffold the learners to new heights (most of the time without 
their awareness) when addressing this problem. 

25. Your job for this week is that of HumanitarianIDo GooderlFund Raiser 

As a result, you can only go out of your way to lend insight into what is fair and equitable for 
all, lend a hand in helping someone understand, and do whatever it takes to help someone 
learn and grow if he or she is confused when addressing this problem. 

26. Your job for this week is that of Funnyffiumorous/ComiclWitty 

As a result, you can only provide quips of humor and add laughter to lighten up the 
discussion/mood (you might act out in class, but this is expected of you) when addressing this 
problem. 

27. Your job for this week is that of Advisor/Responder/Helperrrutor 

As a result, you can only pro\'ide counsel, guidance, suggestion, or recommendations 
(basically, you assist in the learning process); you cannot solve the problem for them, 
however, when addressing this problem. 

28. Your job for this week is that ofWorldlylWiseperson/SageiGuru/Spiritual Leader 

As a result, you can only provide quotes, sayings, encouragement, paradoxes, and bits of 
wisdom that display cunning, sagacity, and shrewd insight (you cannot solve the problem 
for them, however) when addressing this problem. 
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Role Controversy 

Possible Roles (see e-mail message for role): 
1. Reporter/SummarizerlReviewer/Commentator (e.g., Jane Pauley, Connie Chung, Dan Rather, Barbara 

Walters, Peter Jennings, Tom Brokaw, Walter Cronkite) 
2. EditorlRefinerlPerfecterlImprover (e.g., Beethoven, Paul McCartney, Edgar Allen Poe, Michael 

Jordan, Peggy Fleming, The Editor of the New York Times) 
3. ControlierlExecutive Director/CEOlLeader (e.g., Margaret Thatcher, George Bush, Bill Clinton, Bill 

Gates, JFK, Queen Elizabeth, Hirohito, Cleopatra. Winston Churchill, Thomas Watson ffiM Founder) 
4. ConnectorlRelatorlLinkerlSynthesizer (e.g., Alvin Toffier, Steven Jay Gould, John Naisbitt, Al Gore) 
5. DeciderIJudgeiSettler (e.g., John Ashcroft, Janet Reno, Lance Ito, Sandra Day O'Conner, Warren 

Burger) 
6. Devil's AdvocateiCritiC/Censor (e.g., Sisko & Ebert, Former Senator Bill Proxmire & his Golden 

Fleece Awards) 
7. ReflectorrrhinkerlSpeculator/ObserverfWatcher (e.g., Dian Fossey, Jane Goodhall, Anna Freud, Jean 

Piaget, Abraham Lincoln, Aristotle) 
8. WarriorlDebater/Arguer/ConquerorlBloodletter (e.g., Attila the Hun, Alexander the Great, Napolean, 

King Arthur) 
9. Idea SquelcherlBiasedIPreconceiver (e.g., Rush Limbaugh, Joseph Stalin, Adolph Hitler) 
10. SlackerlSloughiSlugiSurfer Dude (e.g., Mr. Spicoli on "Fast Times at Ridgemont High," Weekly 

guests on Baywatch) 
II. ArtistlIdea Person/Visionary/Muse (e.g., Plato, Leonardo da Vinci, Steve Jobs and Wozniak from 

Apple Computer. Frank Lloyd Wright. Carl Jung, Aesop, Yoko Ono) 
12. Planner/Predictor/GuesserlFlowcharler (e.g., Leon Panetta in charge of the U. S. budget projections, 

Peter Drucker) 
13. OrganizerlStarter/Founder/lnitiator (c.g.. Donna Shalala, Jimmy Hoffa, Elizabeth Dole, Maria 

Montessori) 
14. Questioner/Ponderer/Protester (e.g., Q on Star Trek, Bob Dylan, Arlo Guthrie, Sitting Bull) 
IS. Emotional/Sensitive/intuitive (e.g., Jim Kirk on Star Trek, Diana Ross, Madonna) 
16. AdventurerlDiscovererlExplorer/Traveler (Christopher Columbus, Jacques Cousteau, Amelia 

Earhart, Sir Edmund Hillary, Richard Leakey) 
17. MediatorlNegotiator/CompromiserlPeacemaker (Counselor Troy on Star Trek; Henry Kissinger, 

Mikhail Gorbachev, Colin Powell) 
18. WatchdoglEvaluatorlMeasurer (e.g., Alan Greenspan (Fed Reserve); Professor Milton Friedman) 
19. Creative EnergylInventor/GeneratorlBrainstormer (e.g., Nolan Bushnell, Marie Curie, Ernest 

Hemingway, Doc on "Back to the Future", Thomas Edison, Alexander Graham Bell, Albert Einstein) 
20. OptimistlOpen-MindedlIdealist (Former Poland Pres Lech Walesa, Abraham Maslow, Carl Rogers) 
21. RoboticlInformation Dumper/Spock-Iike (e.g., Data on Star Trek, Mr. Spock, Robocop) 
22. Absent MindedlStumplerlDenseiAimless (e.g., Fred MacMurray as the "Absent Minded Professor," 

Dumb and Dumber, the State Legislature) 
23. CoachlFacilitatorlInspiratorrrrainer (e.g., Bob Knight, Don Shula, Vince Lombardi, Knute Rockne, 

Lou Holtz) 
24. Mentor/Guideffeacher/Scaffolder (Big BrothersiSisters, Boy Scout Leader, Teacher of the Year) 
25. HumanitarianIDo GooderlFund Raiser (Mother Theresa, Roberto Clemente, Jimmy Carter and 

Habitat for Humanity, Jerry Lewis, Robin Hood, Eleanor Roosevelt) 
26. FunnylHumorousiComicfWitty (e.g., John Candy, Lucille Ball, the Marx Brothers, the 3 Stooges, 

Robin Williams, David Letterman, George Bums, Bud Abbott and Lou Costello) 
27. AdvisorlResponderlHelperrrutor (e.g., Dear Abbey, Socrates, Mr. Keating on Dead Poets Society) 
28. WorldlyfWisepersoniSageiGuruiSpiritual Leader (e.g., Gandhi, Confucious, Martin Luther King) 
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LEARNING VVITH TECHNOLOGV 

Designing and Refining Lessons With Colleagues: 
Tips for Constructive Friends 

Many teachers have had limited opportunities to collaborate with their peers. This section 
describes one way to collaborate: by being a constructive friend. 

What is a constructive friend? 
A constructive friend is a person whom we tum to or im'ite to question our educational 
actions and decisions. He or she stretches us to articulate precisely our rationale for those 
decisions and helps us to see important information from a different perspecth·e. 
Constructive friends are careful to take the entire context into consideration before offering 
feedback. Yct. while their main purpose is to provide support. they are not afraid to 
confrollt us with issues in order to help us become more than we ever thought possible. 

How can a constructive friend help with my professional growth? 
Constructive friends arc good listcners and problcm solvers who help us sort out our think
ing and make sound decisions. They ask provocative questions that help us define ollr 
expectations and intentions, help us realize when our expectations for ourselves and others 
are too low, and tell us wben our actions don't match our intentions. Such dialogue helps us 
grow professionally in ways that readings, conferences, or classes cannot. 

What should I look for in a constructive friend? 
Constructive friends possess certain core quaUties: 

• Respect 

• Trust 

• Rapport 

In addition, they: 

• Listen well. 

• Clarify ideas. 

• Encourage specificity. 

• Fully understand what is being presented. 

• Fully understand the context oftbe work. 

©1997-99 North CeniNII Regional EduCiltionaJ lAboratory NCRTEC 1.800-j5~27j5 
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~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

LEARNING VVITH TECHNOLOGV 

• Fully understand the desired outcomes of the work. 

• Offer value judgments only when the learner asks. 

• Respond to the leamer's work with integrity. 

• Act as an advocate for the success of the work. 

Constructh'e friends avoid: 

• Being negative-they are an advocate, not a critic. 

• Participating without being invited to participate. 

• Any con met of interest or conflict of values with the project methods, and hiding 
any personal agenda (they may have an agenda that is complementary to the 
project's, but it must be shared with the participants at the time of their first 
interaction I. 

• Holding a slake in the problem being addressed without recei\'ing pennission 
from the panicipants to do so. 

• Dishonesty and vagueness in their responses. 

• Being judgmental. 

• Directing Ihe project-they are there to provide support. 

How does the constructive friends process work? 
A typical process includes these steps: 

• We, as learners, describe a practice, such as a lesson or teaching strategy, and 
request feedback from our constructive friend. 

• We set desired outcomes for our conference (allowing us to be in control of the 
feedback). 

• The constructive friend asks questions in order to understand the practice described 
and to clarify the context in which the practice takes place. 

• The constructive friend provides feedback about what seems significant about 

the practice. 

• The constructive friend raises questions and critiques the work. nudging us to see 

the project from different perspectives. 

• Both participants reflect on the points and suggestions raised or suggestions 
or advice that seem appropriate to the desired outcome. 
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LEARNING VVITH TECHNOLOGV 

Appendix I: Constructive Friends Feedback Form 

Thoughts from a constructive friend 

for 

Name Date 

I particularly liked ... 

You might want to look at these resources ... 

Did you think about ... 

I wondered about ... 

I've been successful with similar activities when ... 

©1997-99 Nortlr Central Regional Educational lIIboralof}' NCRTEC 1-80~J56-27J5 
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CLASSROOM APPUCAnONs PREPAJUNG STUDENTS 
FOR COOPERATIVE lEARNING 

Fonnlng 

The success of cooperative leaming depends a great deal on the abDlty 
of students to interact appropriately in group settings. Johnson et al. 
(1984) identify a number of irlte:personal skills necessary for suc:cesa in 
cooperative settings. 

Forming skills are needed for organizing the group and for estabUshlng 
minimum norms of appropriate behavior. Such skills include being able 

to move into and out of g:-oups \\;th a minimum of noise and disruption. 
working quietly and acth'e!y while in the group (Le., sta~;ng on·task). 
encouraging everyone to ?arndpate, and interacting with group mem
bers in a courteous way. One of the most important behaviors that teach
ers need to stress is that ?ut-<!owns are not a part oi effective group 
functioning. 

Functioning skills are the ~econd level of cooperative skills. They involve 
the managing and implementation of the group's efforts to accomplish 
tasks and to maintain eiiec:i\"e working relationships among members. 
Such skills include eXFres.5ing support and acce?tance for the contri
butions of group membe:s. knowing when and how to ask for help or 
clarification about .... ·hat is be:ng said or done. offering to e.'q'lain or 
clarify another student's Fosition. and motivating the group with new 
ideas or suggestions whe:'l e:'lthusiasm wanes. 

Formulating skills are direc!ed at helping students to understand and 
remember the material being studied in the group. Such skills include 
encouraging grouF me:nc~:s :0 summarize aloud what was covered, 
adding important inicrmaroon when something is left out of the sum
mary. re\;ewing important information. and using learning strategies 
to remember important ideas. 

Fermenting skills are used to stimulate academic controversy so that 
students will rethink and challenge one another's positions, ideas, and 
reasoning. E.umples of s\:ch skills include kno\\;ng how to criticize ideas 
but not people, knowing how to formulate a coherent and defensible 
position on an issue, and knowing how to probe for and elicit. inf?r. 
mation for arriving at answers and solutions to problems. The major 
concern at this level is to teach the group members not to stop an in
vestigation when the first solution to a group is presented. Sometimes 
the first answer or the quickest solution is not the best one. Students 
need to learn how to stimulate the thinking and intellectual curiosity of 
grou p members. 

In review, students need to be taught forming skills to maintain good 
classroom management and to ensure that group members develop a 
positive attitude toward "'ork in the group. The fUllctionillg skills help 
the students to interact effec:ively in the group. For",u/dtins skills ensure 
that the highest quality thinking and decision making are made in the 
grollp. Finally, ftrlllellting skills, which often are the most difficult to 
teach, ensure that students learn how to deal with controversy and deal 
openly with intellectual disagreements. . 

To teach these skills, Johnson et al. (198-1; quoted material from p. 
49) suggest the following fh'e steps: 

(r\. ('t;" H. be-~ bo (14. H) J 1..(.Cc.t i; (1,..J f s C( c "0 {~1 M ftt-e CI fI...s:rr- ()O''Yr--. 
( f ~ l I) c,q e. '-1 / 
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SKILLS CHECKLIST 
Check the skills your students can do. 

Star the skills you are currently teaching. 
Put an arrow by the skill you will choose to teach next. 

Fonning Skills 
Move Into Groups Quietly 
Stay With the Group 
Use Quiet Voices 
Take Turns 
Keep Hands and Feet to Self 
Look at the Group's Paper 
Use Member's Names 
Look at the Speaker 
Use No ·Put-downs" 

Functioning Skills 

Share Ideas and Opinions 
/ Ask for Facts and Reasoning 

Give Direction to the Group's Work 
Encourage Everyone to Participate 
Ask for Help or Clarification 
Express Support and Acceptance 
Offer to Explain or Clarify 
Paraphrase 
Energize the Group 
Describe Feelings 

Formulating Skills 
Summarize Out Loud 
Seek Accuracy 
Seek Elaboration 
Help the Group Remember 
Check for Understanding 
Ask for Others to Plan Out Loud 

Fermenting Skills 

\ 

Criticize Ideas Without Criticizing People 
Differentiate Ideas and Reasoning of Group Members 
Integrate Ideas into Single Positions 
Ask for Iustification 
Extend Answers 
Probe by Asking Indepth Questions 
Generate Further Answers 
Test Reality by Checking the Group's Work 

e Johnson & Johnson 

2 
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, 

~ocial ~kil1 c:Behavior,§ 

"SS'SSI'C,;;'S'i""'CS,g"""I'S""""""""",g"S,'gSCiiSS'iSggggl,"gSSS'",'" ""Cj~ 

I. FORMING 

S tay1."lg wi t.'1 the group 

Using quiet voices 

~ncouraging everyone to pa~ticipate 
• 

taking tl.!.-ns 

Using first names 

Keeping hands (and feet) to self 

Looking at the speake~ 

No p\:t-downs 

~ 
~ 
S 
~ 
)( 

9 
a 
a 
~ 
~ 
'ooC 

~ 

II. FUNC7ION:NG 

Organizing grou?'s wcrk 

Praising 

Wa~ching the clock 

Asking for hel~ 

Asking quest:.or:.s 

Offe~ing eX?lanations 

Paraphrasing othe~s 

Clarifying ideas 

bescribing one's feelings 

scsSSSCSSSSSS"SSSSC"""'i"'SSg)SS"S,sss".-'\,'CSSSS""'SSS",""S""ii""" ""',s:s::> 

III. FORMUlATING 

Summari.:ing 

Checking answers 

Seeking elaborations 

Helping the group remember 

Gi~g explanations "out loud" 

Planning "out load" ,,. -

IV. FERMEi.fTING 

Criticizing ideas, not people 

Oifferentiating ideas 

rntegrating ideas 

As~g for reasonings, rationale 

Adding further infor.nation 
or new ideas 

Bra~storming many a~swe~s 

Challenging conclus:or:.s 
with other info~~a~ion 
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K!n~er:arten - Gr~~e 1 

5rot~ers and sisters 

Pets 

Food 

Favorite Color 

Favorite toy 

Vacation 

Favorite foods 

Color of house 

Best friend 

Kind people 

Birthday month 

Grades 2. 3. 4 

T. V. sholJs 

!1ovies 

Favorite season 

Favorite holiday 

Political party 

Favorite subject 

Favorite sport heto 

Favorite sport 

Shoe size 

Length of hair 

Favorite restaurant 

Most boring part of vacation 

Same initials 

Favorite book/book they're reading 

, I i. 
A:t~. I ' 

~ 

TRUST ~CTIVITIES 

\\ishes 

'\~at animal would you be? 

Favorite activity 

Lucky nucber 

Things that make them happy at horne 

Things chat cake them unhappy 

Mother's maiden name 

Hair color 

Eye color 

Favorite relative 

Memory from past 

Favorite car 

Favorite fairy tale character/book charac{ 

Share 1J0rst nightmare 

Favorite zoo animal 

Wishes 

Pizza 

Color of house 

Icecream flavor 

Favorite pizza place 

Your favorite treasure 

Favorite computer game 

Favorite outfit 
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Tru~ t Activi tic~ 

Three thinc:s I like about '- grade, _ ~chool, my jc!:l, !iv::-:c: !:"; 

tV£:1, etc.) 
Reason I like/dislike bei!"lg the (oldest, youngest, micc!e, c~ly) c!-:i!= 

In my family. 
A rule I'd like to change and why 
A career r ,."ould like! and \o.rh y 
A favorite story character, time of year, president, rnu~i=ia~. ~;:C:-!, 

rela tive, teachC!r (excluding presen t), subject,animal, pet, TV 
prozram, kind of pop, gum, ice cream, food, pizza, a!"'ld wh y 

\Vhere I wish I was born and why 
A possession I'm pleased with and why 
An important person in my life 
Qualities J like best in a friend 
If I could travel anywhere I would .... 
A sood movie I've seen i;; .... 
If I Were rich I would .... 
I feel on top of the world when I ... 
An ogan1zatlon/club I belong to 
Something I enJoyed in the past i:l ... 
Something I look !orw-ard to Js ... 
When I daydream I often think a.bout ... 
A h1ghl1ght of my week (weekend, year) 1s ... 
The most outrageous thing I've dcne in my life 1s ... 
SomethIng you wouldn't know about me by Just looking at me is ... 
Two facts and a lie (guesz the lie) 
A 'pet peeve 1s ... 
J like becaus~e ______ _ 
What I don't like about Is ___ _ 
Who do you .admire'? 
The best part about Is; the most dl!!1cult part about Is ..... 
I'm sometimes embarrassed by ..... 
My ~sh Is to ..... 
J Wish I had a second chance 8 t ... . 
My proudest accompl1shment Is .... . 
I take pride In ..••.. 
Masazin(2s r subscribe to 
My first paying Job 
Something I really want to do 
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TIPS FOR BUILDIN6 TRUST 

When we first put students In 
groups we often wonder, -Why 
can't they Just wortc together? 
Why is one student pulling awey 
from the group? Why I s another 
student dominating?- for a group 
to be successful, trust must be 
established first. Trust is the 
foundation of effective group 
interaction. 

Trust is a risk. If I shore my 
ideas I can etther be supported or 
put down. 

Trust Includes two kinds of 
behaviors -

TRUSTING - risking disclosure 
of thoughts, ideos, feelings 

TJ:i!USTWORTHINESS - expressing 
acceptance, support toword 
another person 

Three behaviors that will destroy 
trust are: 
1. rejectton, ridicule, or disre

spect to other person's dis
closure, 

2. no reciprocotlon with disclo
sure of your own, 

3. no disclosure of feeUngs or 
thoughts on acceptance, sup
port and cooperativeness have 
been expressed. 

A Simple woy to bufld trust is to 
structure a quick shanng time 
when students first 'get in their 
groups (eyen if it is the same 
group they've worked wf th 

before). Be sure to do a quick 
check, e:g. have one student 
Introduce the group and share, 
·Where they wert born: The 
following are examples of trust 
buildtng activities: 

Where were you born? Wht ch 
group has someone born farthest 
from this room? 
Talk about -

a favonte relative end why. 
a f avon te teacher and why. 
(excluding present company) 

a favonte hobby/activity. 
a fevonte TV show/movie. 
a favonte music group. 
a favonte food color. 
a favonte vacation spot, book, 

class/subject. 
One wish thot you coul~ hove. 
A pet peeve. 
Something you are looking for

ward to. 
Teach each other how to spell 

your first and last names. 
(Give a quiz.) 

How many brothers and sisters. 

The Idea Is to encourage students 
to share something personal et a 
leyel of comfort. Often students 
wfll discover things in common 
that they weren't eware of 
before. This kind of acttvity 
takes only 5 minutes but helps to 
create an atmosphere of trust 
which is the first prerequisite to 
positive Interaction. 

{ 
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JWa: _------------
G~ &'CI~' JW!Z.s 

* PROCESSING STATEMENTS {c 

2. Our id •• 1 vere resper.~.~ t= even 1! ~~ey were aot &~e.~ 
wit..~ er usec!. 

I 

3. w. =eckac! vi~ e~~.:, r-cui' me=be:,s t: max. Iu:e t,."t.y 
uncbrltecd he..., or why v. iC~ ~. &Z!s .... =. 
I 

a ••. 1.1 ~ lI.oCJ.t:.d 

... w. va~:~.f! ~~. clocJc to cc::;lete 0= tasx w1thJ.: t..'\. ,:.v.:\ ,1:8. 
1 

I 
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uoservation Sheet 
THE OBSERVER •••.. 

1. Does not partIcipate. PassIve observation. Monitors group actIvities. 

2. Looks for and records evidence of expected behaviors (appropr1ate act1or.s). 

,. Cives lots of praise to individuals an:i groups for good. skill use. .. 

4. Discusses observations with the group at the end of the time period. 
I heard •••• I saw •••• I r:ot1ced •••• 

CROUP OBSE:Rv:.:D: 

Everyone is participating (sharing/ 
contr1buting ideas and information). 

Everyone 1s working with the group. 

~------------------~~------------------~\ 
-~. 

Eve=yone 1s taking turns. 

Everyone agrees before answers are 
recorded. 

Everyo~e 1s sticking to the grou~ task. 

SICNATURE OF OBSERVER. 

pOJj t l{ 37 . 

L 
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c Johnson & Johnson 

ADD-ON OBSERVATION SHEET 

Start by teaching one skill and observing for it. Sho .... students ho .... well 
they do in practicing thilt skill; praise and otherwise reward their 
efforts. When they have mastered one skill, add and teach a second skill, 
etc. 

DATE PERrOD ___ _ OUSERVER 

-
Group Members 

Skills 

. . . . .. -

. 

Other Observation Notes: 

I 

I 
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@j)jJ il©O=J 

Working with your group. write the number(s} of the skill next 
to the quotation. which someone using that skill might say. 
Some quotations may show more than one skill. 

Skill Quotation 

1. gives ideas __ -rhat's a great ideal-

2- asks questions - "What do you think? 

3. keeps things -- -Lars get bad< to wor1<: 
on track 

4. summarizes - Eye contact 

5. coordinates - -, disagree with that.· 

6. encourages others - -rhis is my opinion.· 

1. replies Ie ideas _ "What does that maanr 

a. listens 10 others - ~ost of us agree on that: 

9. keeps things cool -Lars not get too angry.· -
10. praises -Lers do it this way.--

8 
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Cooperative Group 
to" 

Activities 
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MODEL 

The Conceptual 
Approach 

Curriculum 
Packages 
Approach 

A Structures 
Approach 

The Group 
Investigation 
Model 

The IRI 
Synthesis 
with HOT 

Cooperative Learning: 

CREATOR DESCRIPTION 

Johnsons 
Theories of cooperation, 
competition and 

Cohen expectation-stale 
theory 

Curriculum packages 

Slavin that have cooperative 
learning structured into 
the materials 

A repertoire of 
Kagan Interactive 

strategies 

The ultimate Sharan & 
Sharan classroom 

Jigsaw 

A synthesis of the 

Bellanca four cooperative 
learning approaches 

Fogarty with higher order 
thinking focus 

Five Models 

PLUSES 

+ creative teachers 
create 

+ can easily enhance 
what experienced 
teacher already does 

+ easy to train . 
+ daily 
+ pretested strategies 
+ instructional variety 

(HOT IDir. instruction) 

+ simplicity in structures 
+ easy to use 
+ builds repertoire 

of strategies 

+ inquiry 
+ social skills 
+ creative problem solving 
+ facilitates skills 
+ gives depth to content 

+ synthesis 
+ creative application 
+ transfer 

--- --. 

MINUSES 

- time away from content 
- no recipes 
- extra planning time 
- not step-by-step 
- unskilled teachers 
- full commitment 

- no direct teaching of 
social skill 

- discourages transfer 
- not a lot of curriculum 

packages available 

- cutesy 
- assumes transfer 
- If restricted to 

low level tasks 

- not good for cu"lculum 
coverage 

- If students have 
poor social skills 

- If parents want same 
assignment for all 

- needs training 
-needs commitment from 

school & district 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Jobnson. JobD.wa .ad Holubec 

Jjpawinl Materials 

One way to structure. positive interdependence among Iroup members is to use 

the jigs3w method of creatinl resource interdependence. The steps for structuring 

:1 jiSJa w lesson arc: 

1. Distribute a set of materials to each sroup. The set nceds to be divisible 
into rhe number of members of the aroup (2. 3. or 4 pans). Give each 
member one part of rhe set of materials. 

2. Assign students the individualistic tasks of: 
:l. Learninl and becominl an expert on your material. 
b. Plannina how to teach the material to the other rr.emben of the 

Iroup. 

3. Assiln students the cooperative task of meetinl 
with someone else in the class who is a member of 
another learning group and who has learned the 
same material and shue ideas as to how the mated:l! 
may best be tausht. This is known as an expcn pair 
or expcn Iroup. 

4. Assisn students the cooperative tasks of: 
:1. Teachina their area of expertise to the other group membcrs. 
b. Learning the material beina t:lusht by the other members. 

S. Assess students' degree of mastery of all the m:uerial. Reward the groups 
whose members all reach the preset criteria of excellence. 

Jiasaw is a flexible way of structuring positive interdependence :smong sroup 

members and teachen have developed many vari3tions. Here are se\'er:al 

modifications that arc helpCul in diCCerent circumstances: 

I. Substitute pain Cor individuals during Step 2. 

2. Give students subtopics and have them use reference materi3!s and the 
library to rese:arch their subtopic. This Crees the teacher Crom h:aving to 
arrange materials in advance. 

3. Have the sroup write a report or give a cl:lsS present:uion on the over::.!' 
topic. with the speciCic:ltion that it include :all the subtopics presented . 
the sroup. 

4. Prep:are outlincs or study guides of what c:lch SUbtopic should cover ~.n~ 
h3ve students rC:ld the same text. organizing :lnd becoming experts on the 
material highlightcd by their outline or study 1uide} 

12 
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r STAD: 

r 

math, language ans, science, foreign languages, social studies (e.g., geography)-any material 
wi th a single right answer. 

Advantages: frequent quizzes give feedback; relatively quiet and businesslike; improvement 
scores challenge aU students; less time than approaches like TGT; and relatively easy to 
adapt curriculum materials 

How Start: assign teams of 4-5 (balance by gender, race, ethnicity, and performance level); 
prepare materials; prepare kids and parents; define objectives; present lesson; teams 
practice/tutor; individual quizzes; compute improvement points; computer team scores; 
reward teams who meet or exceed. 

Improvement Points: 
The points kids earn for their teams are the differences between quiz scores and base scores. 
If quiz is 10 or more points below based = 0 improvement points. 
If 1-10 points below base = 10 improvement points (Confused???) 
If 0-10 points above base = 20 improvement points . 
If more than 10 points above base = 30 improvement points 
Perfect papers = 30 improvement points 

Team Points: 
Enter improvement points on a summary sheet 
For four member teams simply add points up. 
For five member teams simply prorate the total points based on the table provided 

Recognize Teams: Newsletters, Bulletin Boards; Certificates; Good Teams, Great Teams, 
and Super Teams 
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COOPERA TIVE 

LEARNING 

IN: 

READING, 

WRITING, 

SCIENCE, 

MATH, ETC ... 
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II. Collaborative Reading and Writing Methods: ~ ~u 

Cooperative Reading Methods: 
°1. Reciprocal Teaching or ()uestioning 

students and teacher switch roles; teacher models questions 
2. READER-READERS, SOaR, PQ4R 

review, eval main ideas, ask q's, draw conclusions. 
3. Cooperative Scripts/MURDER 

(Mood, Understand, Recall, Digest, Expand, Review) 
a. Cooperative Learning Scripts 
h. Cooperative Teaching Scripts 

4. Group Reading with different pmposes 
(e.g., a management scenario with cliff roles) 

5. Structured Controversy 
Read diff sides of a case & debate; switch sides; compromise 

Co]1ahorative Writing 
1. Knowledge,IDatahase Creation 

Search Reference Books and Create DataBase 
2. Peer Editing/Peedback 

Share with peer who attempts to summarize & provide self-q's 
3. Electronic CoDaboration: Delayed Of Realtime 

FirstClass. databases, e-mail, bulletin boards, forums 
4. publish Class Critiques, Thought Papem, or a Class Newsletters 
s. Group Feedback 

Group creates draft and individuals revise 
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D. Specific Cooperative Learning Methods and Ideas 
A. Cooperative Reading Methods: 
1. Structured Controversy 
2. MURDER: 

a. Cooperative Learning Scripts; 
b. Cooperative Teaching Scripts 

3. Paired Reading--one student reads and the other listens: 
a. Success for All; 
b. Reading Recovery 

4. Reciprocal TeachinglQuestioning--students and teacher switch roles; teacher models questions 
5. READER-READERS 
6. Cooperative Scripts (i.e., teaching and learning) 
7. Paired Repeated Rdg--read passage a number of times with partner helping interpret/comprehend 
8. Group Reading with different purposes 
9. Cooperative Integrated Reading and Composition (CIRC or B-CIRC; Slavin) 
10. Other: Buddy System, Group Retelling, Rdg Strategy Groups, Translation Wtg, REAP, Technology 

1. Structuring Cooperative Controversy (NAFrA???, hunting, logging): 
A Assign heterogeneous groups of four as pairs. 
B. Assign pair perspective and give supporting materials to read. 
C. Present conflicting positions to one another. 
D. Argue strengths and weaknesses. 
E. Take the opposite view without reading it. 
F. Drop assigned roles and work as a foursome toward a consensus. 

Tchr encour controversy by: 1. Presenting contrasting viewpts; 2. Playing devi)'s advocate. 

2. The READERS strategy (Clarke & Bonk, 1992): 
1. Review why you are about to rcad. (\\ith partner) 
2. Explore passage for main ideas. (individually) 
3. Ask questions about main ideas. (indi\idually) 
4. Discuss your questions and draw conclusions. (with partner) 
5. Evaluate your conclusions. (with partner) 
6. Read for the answers. (individually) 
7. Share your findings & summarize your main ideas. (with partner) 

3. The READER strategy (Clarke, 1986): 
1. Review why you are about to read 
2. Explore passage for main ideas 
3. Ask questions about main ideas. 
4. Draw conclusions. 
5. Evaluate your conclusions. 
6. Read for answers & summarize main ideas. 

B. Collaborative Writing Ideas 
1. Collaborate to write own myths, novels, poems, resumes, songs, news stories, letters to the editor, invitations. 
2. Students make vocabulary list on a topic and print it for group. 
3. Team plans and outlines and individually writes parts. 
4. One member writes and team revises. 
5. One member dictates and another transcnbes. 
6. Groups write on SUbtopics and how to combine work. 
7. Peer EditinglFeedback--student author reads to peer who attempts to summarize & provide self-questions. 
8. Database Creation: Search different Reference Books and Create DataBase. 
9. Pairs work electronically on local news stories: Computer Chronicles Newswire, published anthologies. 
10. Electronic Collaboration From: word processing, e-mail, delayed collab, realtime. multimedia. 

eu.q~ yet V 
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IS 6 0'\ (,<. (r '( 't "L) CooperalJ .. Readlag: 7J 

Table 2 

Sample of Methods A vaiJable for Cooperative Reading 

Note that the. first threc methods below are tiserul in other areas besides reading. The remaining 
seven methods were developed specifically to enhance understanding of text and reading 
comprehension skills. 

1. Student Team Learning (e.g.. Student T.eams.Achi~vc~~Qt·::Riv~sions. (~AD) .an~ ,Games
Tournaments (fGT) (Dc Vries. Slavin. Fenocssey;, Edwards •. ~, LOJ~bardo. '1980; ,:Sla~in.· .19tP~). 
In these generic cooperative learning methods. slu.lJents·in.&ra~,:l"':1.2work in,h~l~,rogenous four
to five-mcmber groops after being prescnted'witb .J~'i\)O~ ~by.:"i~;:~~ch~,r :"The~he~p ',on~ ':aiioth,er 
master the worksheets from that lesson. Aftee tli~ .s,tiJd6:n~;t:ake:.a;'ip~;:br,(,h.e'tn.~t~'ni!J,or.Compete 
with d~matcs from other teams with similar'acbievemerit':~IiniDli'poin~s fo~· th~ir tea.m. Team 
scores are determined based on improvement of al~l~a~ine~~iiQ.ver p'rcvious scores. Teams with 
the highest scores are then recognized in a wcckly class newSle'ttcr. 

2 Learning Together 
This generic method. which is close 10 pure cooperative learning. is particularly useful for problem 
solving tasks. Aflcr the teachcr has presented a lesson. students. work in small heterogeneous groups 
on a common worksheet. Tcache~ l.iTlphasizc positive inte.rdcpcadence (sink or swim together). 
face to face interaction. and individual accountability. Teams receive ·praise. tokens and grades. but 
there is no competition between groups or indh'wuaLs (J'ohnson & Johnson. 1987)." 

3. Structured Corrtrovt:r:ry 
This method uses controversial or debate-like sitlSations wherein the ideas or theories of one team 
are made incompatible with those of another. thereby forcing 'mem'bers to' attempt to reach a 
common position (Johnson & Johnson. 1 ~5). Typically. heterogeneous groups of four students are 
assigned as pairs and given opposing materials to rcad regarding a particular topic. In tenns of 
cooperative reading activities. students read and discuss theassigncd topic'with a partner before 
presenting their ideas to those assigned the diIIering ~pective. Afterwards. students alternate 
positions. before. finally. writing up a joint report about the issue in question. 

4. Cooperative Scripu 
The cooperative learning saipt has students working in pain lo beucr u~derstand text (see also 

Table 3) (u~n & ~,a~~~~~u, J ~~. ~e,n .~o~~; t,~!,p'~~ '~~ 9.U,,~~.sjgbf" a~.~~:,~~I~(, :: ... ':-: 
. -:' n::'~l.~II!~~~~ ~~gJ~JY~~~c;h,m.cmbef.ofr~ dfai<llWf'isI'fczid. -The othcimembet acts 

. as IISlener and altempts to correct errors an passage recall and help make the information more 
meaningful and memorable. The main focus is to derive meaning from texl by interacting with a 
partner. After each passage segmcDt. thc roi~ are n.-versed. 

5. READER-READERS 
The READERS strategy is a cooperative script for efementary children (Clarke & Bonk. 1992). The 
seven co~pone~ts to the ~~ERS ~cript include reviewing the purpose ufthe assignment. passage 
exploration. askang quesuons. dISCussmg questions and drawing conclusions. evaluating conclusions, 
reading for answers, and sharing tindings. In attempting to foster both interaction patterns and self
regulated learning. students using READERS move between individual and paired activities on 
certain steps. The READER strategy is a similar strategy for individual reading. Page 447



Cooperative Reading: 74 

6. Reciprocal Teaching 
This is a technique to help students monitor their own reading comprehension originally developed 
for learning disabled seventh- and eighth-grade students working in groups of four to eight members 
(Palinc:sar & Brown. 1984). The four steps emphasized in this method, summarizing, constructing 
a queslion. clarificalion, and prediction. are first modeled by the teacher and later by peers. After 
tcacher self-verbalization and modeling of strategies. studcnts practice these skills and receive 
feedback from the teacher. After preliminary strategy internalization. students .are given more 
responsibility for the strategy as they assume the role of the teacher· and discussion leader in 
additional passages. The direct teacher modeling and .explanation of-unde'rlying processes is faded 
over time, while lC:cdback is tailored to each student's developmeillallevel. . 

7. The Cooperative IlUegrared Readin.c aIui ComposiJion' (eIRe) ,Program 
eIRc. a more· structured and eclectic cooperative reading 3pprqci·ch. ~~ designed for grades" three 
and four (Stevens. Slavin. & Famish. 1991). CIRe focuses on: (I) reading comprehension-
summarizing and predicting: (2) reading vocabulary-word decoding and spelling; arid (3) writing. 
Activities include teacher instruction. team practice. preassessment. supplemental practice. and 
qui:z.z.es. Typically stud..:nts are helerogeneously grouped with [our members representing two 
different reading groups. Paired partners [rom these groupings might listen and comment on each 
other's reading of a story. make predictions about a slory, idenlify slory structure. summarize major 
episodes of stories. master main ideas, draw conclusions, and compare and contrast ideas. 

8. Pa~d R~attd Rtading: 
Students select tbeir own passage of aboul 50 words [or silent reading. When ready. one student 
reads hislher passage aloud three different times to a panner. After the third reading. the listener 
tells his partner how bis reading improved and the roles are switched. Teacher .modeling of the 
listener role is important to uratcgy success (Koskinen & Blum. 1986). The method is applicable 
across a wide range of ages and ability levels (Dowbowc:r. 1987). 

9. Pand Reading: 
In paired re:ading (Topping. 1987), tutees select material to re:ad. whilctbe tuto~ provide help by 
reading with the tutce during diff"lCUlt sections of text, repe:ating mispronounced words. and offering 

. praise and encouragement Though useful in home, school. and adult literacy programs, the expen
novice tutoring framework distinguishes it from more team-based cooperative reading approacbes. 
Although both cooperative learning and peer tutoring are emphasized by Topping (1989), 
cooperative learning components remain unc1e:ar. Reciprocal pce.~lUlp~g ·,arra,ng,eQJents ~iJh~ 

"~t~cr ~P~~~~~.~~~~.:~d:~~1?,~~ip,d,~ ~~ie· a ~i~ :cqo~,~Olir:tg p~uiiK:1ibip... " 

J o. Techno/~'-Supported Coopuarivt: Rtading 
A numbC!r of uses have made of technologies to support cooper-llive re3ding activities (Hylhecker 
et al.. 1985: Salomon. Globerson. & Guterman. 1989: SwaUow. Scardamalia. & Olivier, 1988). For 
instance. qucslions embedded in electronic text can prompt metacognitive reflection. interactive 
dialogue. and knowledge construction when re:ading text. Compuler-based tools that might foster 
cooperative reading activities include concept mapping aids. thinking skill prompts. outliners. idea 
generato~. group activity or reflection logs. hypertext devices. notecard and commenting systems. 
electronic books. and co-authoring tools. Olher technology like multimedia and'hypermedia involve 
students in discovering and co-constructing new meaning from lext. thereby creating more rich 
representations of text and deeper grasp of passage structure. Page 448



Reading AssignDlents: 

~~ Interactive Strategies lor Making Sure Your 
Students Read Them 

by Sivosailam ThJagarajall 

M any cowsc:s use reading assign
ments to ensure timely 

coverage of topics. But, most stu
dents do not bother to read the as
signments because they could 
always wing it during the discus
sion session or because the instruc
tor will lectUre on the same 
content under the guise of a discus
siCXl. 

To get the mawjou.m mileage 
out of reading assignments, I have 
dcsigac:d a few suatcgics lhat com
bine game clemcnIS aDd peer pres
sure to iDaeasc the probability of 
every studenc readiDa every assip
ID:Ill. Tbcse strategies are DOt sub
stituleS for prqJIII'lDg your lectures 
or desigoiDg iDstmc:Iioaal awerials. 
~ selectiag IDd assigaiDg read
lap, you sbouId be familiar with 
cbeir COIlCalt IDd spcdfie wida your 
objccti\'CS. You sbou1d also coo
struca appropriale lest items co 
measure the studcat mastery of the 
coarc:nt and abe objectives. 

Verbal Repertoire 

An Implicit objective for ioIor
matioo-ricb courses is for abe par
dcipant to demoostnJc YCIbaJ 
OUCDCy-co do a -mow job. - To 
acbJcve dds objccdve. we W3Dt abe 
aadc::nt to IC:UieYe. rcscqucoc:e, aDd 

rephrase information in rapid 
response to questioas. 

Here are two games suited for 
this type of objective: 

Game 1. Third Degree 

As you assign the readings to 
your studalts, ask them nO( only 
to ~er the content, but also to 
prepare a Sd of questions to chal
lenge others. Warn your students 
that they will be subjected to an in
quisition, a dlird degree, or a dis
senatioo def'CIlSC. 

On the day of judgmenc, divide 
the class into groups of five stu
dCDls. Within each group, ideatify 
the fusc victim through some no
dom mcaus (such IS selecting the 
Iallcst pcnoo). For Ibc oext 3 
minutes, die four iDquisitioocrs in 
Ihc JIOUP pouac:c upoa ibis hapless 
victim aDd pUe up various ques
tiOllS. Players Deed DOt cake turDs, 
be polite, or waic for the studenc 
Co fmisb aD aoswcr before firi.ag 
the Dc:lC question. There Deed Dot 
be any logical sequeucc amoag the 
qucstioas. The wbole idea is to try 
to coafOUDd the victim.. 

At the cad of 3 minDleS, stop 
the tonurc. Ask the CUI'I'CDl victim 
to sdcct a DeW victim. Repeat the 
procedure for aootbcr 3 miouccs. 
Coatinuc abe process anIil aU stu
dcats have bad an opportuDlty co 
be the victim. 

To make this activity into more 
of a game, use a scoring proce
dure. At the eod of the last inquisi
tion, ask each student to distribute 
100 points among the other four 
players on the basis of their rela
tive performance. Students do this 
by writing the points on pieces of 
paper 0 folding them, and placing 
them in front of the appropriate 
person. Each student opens the 
pieces of paper and adds up the 
points. The player with the higbest 
total wins the game. 

Game 2. Press Conference 

Divide the class into chrcc 
leams and assign a separate reading 
for each team. DuriDa the nexl 
class lI'W"fiDg, seIcct a ICam and an
DOUDCe lIS coplc. Ask abc ceam 
members Co set ready for a press 
tOIlfcn:occ on tbelr assipod copic. 
Ask Ibc 0Ibcr students to each 
write down Ihrcc qucstioas on this 
topic OIl chrcc ~ canis. Mix up 
tbc qucsdoo cants and rcdisttibute 
lhcm, lhrcc Co a student. 

Assemble the press coafercoce 
team ill frolic of Ibc classroom. 
The other scudcats DOW cake turns 
to ask a quc:stioa from tbcir cards. 
WIlen it is his or her tum, the stu
dcIu selects a quc:slioa which is DOt 
redundant Co a paevlous ODe but is 
closely related 10 It. 

The qucstioncr sbould identify a 
spoc:lfic member of the press coo-
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ret'CGCC team to respoad. After this 
rcspoase, Ill)' ocber member of the 
team may prc::SICIll additioaal points 
or darific:adoas. The pme coo· 
tiDucs In Ihis &.sb.ioa UDtiI aU ques. 
tioas arc c:ovCftd. (DuriD& later 
rocmds, a student may pass iDsIead 
of reading a qucstioa if the cards 
COIU2in oaIy redundant items.) 

At abc conclusioo of IbJs press 
coa.fcrcac:c, members of the otber 
CWo teams sec toaethcr aDd ideatify 
the three most lmponaar poilus 
from the qucstioo·and·mswer SICS· 
sioa. After S minutes, each team 
makes a prcsmt2tioo of its COIl
elusions. The press oootereoce 
team WtCDS to both presentations 
and decides which team did a bet
ter job. 

The same proc:edure is repeated 
with the other teams as expert 
panels. 

Recall 01 Facts 

Ability to aaswer factual ques
tions is positively correbtcd with 
bigb scores ia uivia games-and ia 
lire. Here are two games that en
c:ounge learners to pay aneatioo to 
specific details in dIeir readiags. 

Game 3. Team Quiz 

Divide the class into tbmc 
teams wbc:n you assign d1e read
lags. Give the task of preparing a 
set of quesdoas OIl a thinf of the 
readiag assignment to each team so 
that the dlRIe teams togdber cover 
Ihc c:atire CODtCDl. 

On the d!soJssi.oo day. Ihc rust 
team (widl qaesdoas OIl the first 
pan of the readia& assipnntt) COD· 
dUdS a quiz prognm. All emcee 
from Ibis team asks a qucstioa of a 
selected studc:Dl from Team 2. If 
this studeat IlIUIIC'diatdy gives the 
com:d answer, his or bcr team 
getS 2 poinIs. If be or me bas to 
c:oosult with teammates to give the 
com:d answer. die team scores I 
point. If the ID$WCI' Is iDcom:c:t. 
the team loses a point. 

The fim team COIltiDucs Ihc 
quiz.. oac qucstioa at a time, alter· 

aad.ag abc teams aad sdectiag a 
specific: pbyer to rcspood. This 
phase of the game eads after 15 
mutes. Tbe sccood am DOW 

takes over aad cooducu its quiz 
asiag qacstioas from the secood 
put of the readias assignment. At 
the eud of the class period, aU 
tbrec ICaIDS would have bad au op
portuaity to c:ooduct a quiz aad to 
aaswcr quc:sti0llS duriDa tMIO ocbc:r 
quizzes. The team wid! the bigbesl 
score wias the game. 

Game 4. The Question Game 

As you assiga the readiog, ask 
each studc:o.t to pn:pue 10 question 
cards. Ia each of tbcscs cards, ODO 

side sbould CXIIltaia a questioa aad 
the otbcr side !he correct aaswer. 
Provide some sample qucstioos in
cludiDg tcclmic:al terms that aced 
def"mitiOD, definitioa.s tb.at aced to 
be matt:bcd wilh tccbn.ical terms, 
examples that oeed to be pol into 
concept cWses, coocept cW:scs 
that oec:d eumples, truelfalse 
items. and multiple-choice items. 

During the next class meeting. 
divide the class into groups or rour 
or fi vee Ask members of each 
group to mix up their cards and ex
change them with aaotber group. 

Tbc Question Game tqiDs with 
the group placiDg the cards, ques
tion side up, ill the middle of the 
table. 1be first player reads tbc 
quesdOll on die top card, without 
removiDg it from the pUe. He or 
sbc bas IS sccoads to come up 
with the aaswc:r-or a bluff. Mter 
the player &ives the 1DSWCt, any 
other player may cballeage it by 
8iviag a better aDSWCI'. If there is 
DO cballeage, abe fim player DD.Y 
stale that the IDSWCI' was a bluff. 

1bc qucstioo card Is DOW 

tumcd over to reveaJ the correct 
answer. If the player's aaswcr is 
correct, be or she gets I poW (2 
points if there was a challeoge). 
The cballeoger gelS 2 poiats for a 
c:orrec:t chaltcoge. If the origiaal 
player bluffed suc:wssrlJlly, be or 
she getS 2 poiDts. 

It Is DOW the tam of the Dat 
player to lead lbc question on abe 
IIClt caret. The game cootiaoes as 

before and c:ads Qeo all the ques
tiOD c:ards are used up. The player 
with the highest score 10 the group 
is the winDer. 

Important Points 

Dlffercat readers perceive dif
fcreal points as tbc importaat ODeS 

in what they read. A comparison 
and dJscu.ssioa of tbcsc differeoc:es 
could CODUibute to a better under
sanding of au article. Here an: 
two games which CDCOurage stu
dealS to do that. 

Game 5. Priority Plus 

As you ,:;sign a reading. ask 
srudeats to pay particular atteatioD 
to the imponaat points in the ar
ticle. Em:ourage them to underline 
these points and to summarize 
them 00 the margins. 

Duriog the ac:xt class meeting. 
divide the class inlo teams or four 
to six players. Ask each team to 
prepare a list or the importmt 
points from the article. After sum
ciCDl time. ask tcams to take twns 
to supply items from their lists to 
a COIDIDOD list. Write down the 
items OIl I blackboard aatiI a 
dozm gd listed. 

Ask each team to SNdy the list 
and to secretly select the most im
poruDt item. Circalate amoo.g the 
teams IUd collect Ibc sclcctioas. AD
DOUDCC Ibesc selcctiODS aDd award 
poilUs accontiDg to this formula: 
I point for each team se1ccting the 
same item. (for c:umpIe. If three 
teams chose Item 7 IDd two acams 
c:hosc Item II, they would score 3 
poiD!s aDd 2 points Icspcc:tively.) 

Cross off the item which 
received die most choices. AsJc. the 
tcams to choose tbc ~t most im
portaDt item from tbosc remaining. 
Coatiauc the same sc:oriag and 
selectioa proc:cdurc uutil abc top 
five items arc selccu:d. 

During aD)' rouod in which twO 
or more items arc tied in tbc selcc
tiOD process, award scores as 
usual, but do DOt cross off the 
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lIcms. Permit a 2-mioute per
IUISioa period durias wbkh dif
ferc:ac teams make appeals for Ibe 
selecdoa. of tbdr items. CoatiDue 
abc same as before. 

1bc ICaII1 with Ibe highest score 
31 the end of the game is Ibc win
Der. 

Geme 6. Group Grope 

As you assign the reading to 
yOtU class, ask students to pay par
ticular attcutiou to the importaDl 
points in the article. Ask each stu
dent to write four impol12Dl points, 
each on a scpa.raIC index card. 
Prepare a large set of such index 
cards yourself, inc1udiDg some 
trivial and some controversial 
points. 

During the next class moetiDg, 
collect the cards from the students 

and add them to lbe ODes you bave 
prqJared. Mix diem welIlDd ran
domly distribute three cards to 
each audmt. AsIc tbem to study 
the points OIl the cards aDd to ar
ranee them acconIiDs to cheir per
soaal pcrccptioa of the imponance, 
from the most to Ihe least impor
taDt ooc. 

Spread the remaining cards on I 

large table. TeU the students tbaI 
they may discard any cards and 
pick up more import2Dl replace
ments. During this activity, stu
dc:ms are DOt permitted to talk to 
each other. 

Mel the exchange, give-some 
time for the students to study and 
rcanange their lhrce cards. Ask 
them to swap cards with each other 
to make thdr bands cooWn more 
important ideas. Any student may 
exchange cards with any other stu-

Bow To Make 
Tour Reading Assignments 

More ERective 

uere are some morc ideas for 
... .l-improving the efficiency of 
assigned readings. 

Instructional Design 

• CoadUd a COIlIeIU analysis of 
the reading assign,,",c. 
Specify iDstruc:tioaal objec
tives based OIl your COOIeDl 
aualysis. 

• COIISUUd aitcriOll que:scioas 
to mc::as.e die achievem:Dt 
of your iDsttuctioaal objec
tives. Prepare two parallel 
sees of aitcrioa. qucstioa.s. 

Production 

• Dou'c be a pimc. ObUiD 
pennissioa for pbotocopyins 
from cbe copyright bolder. 

• Provide a bibUognpIUc: dta
doG ill IOIIIe promiDeut place 
10 die reacIcr em IoaIc die 
origbW. 

• Copy on only one side of the 
page so the other side can be 
used for notes. 

Study Aida 

• Write a short introduction to 
explain bow the article fits in 
with abc rest of abc course. 

• Provide aD abstract Co high
light important ideas. 

• Provide aD out1ioc of abc 
article, If Its sttuccurc is DOt 
clearly prescatcd through 
headinp aod subheadings. 

• Provide a sbon SIOSSll)', if 
necessaJy 

• Provide aD iodeI.. Have 
your leamcrs prepare the 
~. 

• Provide forms for suucturcd 
DOtdaking IDd for preparing 
an absmIct. 

• Train your studeots OIl cfIi· 
ciCDl reading aud DOCC'hkiog 
tcdmiqucs (e.g., SQ3R ap- r:m 
proacb). ~ 

dent; every student must exchange 
at least one carel. 

After this exchange period, 
di.rcct students to COmpare their 
cards with eacb otbeI' aud 10 form 
coalitiODS wilh people of similar 
opinions. 1berc is no limit to the 
number of srudcats who may team 
up together, but each ceam must 
reduce its coUec:tioa. Co tbrcc cards. 
At the cud or this rcductiooist ac
tivity, i.osuucI each team to 
prqme a poster that DODvc:rba1ly 
rcnects its impol'Wlt points. This 
postel should Dot contain any text 

.and sbould be completed within 
S minutes. 

End the class meeting with a 
show-and-tell session during which 
each team reads its three cards, jus
tifies its selection, displays the 
poster, and explaios the symbolism. 

Summary Judgment 

One good way to force readers 
to pay attention to the theme and 
important coaclusions of an article 
(rather than to specific but trivial 
details) is to require them to write 
a summary. Here arc two sames 
which make usc of this face. 

Game 7. Different Strokes 

There arc many ways an article 
can be summarized: 

• a ouc-page summary 
• a tbrec-pagc summary 
• a 0DC-SI:IltCIICe S.11DJDjI'Y 
• a coavendoaal outliDc 
• an oudiDc made of bubbles and 

lines as In TOIl)' BamD's 
MIIlilmatn 

• an oudiDc in Ihe form of a 
bicrm:by d1agnm 

• a Oowdwt summarizing the 
model preseoted in tbc aniclc 

• a visual S.IIDma'Y without any 
=t or IlUIDbcrs 

• a c:bcdI1st of Important points 
in Ihe articlc 

• a bumper sticker 
• a T -sbin messagc 
• a slogan 
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To make a same ouc of Ihesc al
tcnwive approacbc:s lor pmmpm

iDa aD anic1e. prepare two lDda 
cards spcdfyiDs cacb type of IWD
DIII)'. PRpare as maay ~ cards 
as you ~ stMtots 10 tIw each 
type « P'lIIIJUry will be iadc
pendently prepared by two au
deIUs. (If you have aD odd number 
of stndents ba yoar class, have ODe 

sec of ~ studems do the same 
type of pgngpry.) 

Duriq Ibc lat class meeting, 
all stadcoIs him in two copies of 
fbeir Inmrn;aries. ODe with tbcir 
ILJ.IDC «(or your la.rc:r evaluatiOll). 
aDd the odIet with a SCICI'Cl ID DUm

ber; Divide the group into dy2ds 
(with ODe triad If your class bas an 
odd nnmbrr of students). 
Redistribute two SlInmpries of the 
same type to each group mel ask 
the studc:Dts to dcc:ide wbich ODe is 
better. The dyad identifies the bet
ter summary with a happy face. 

Paste up aU snnmpries OIl the 
wall and have the students spend 
the next 20 minutes selectively read
ing them to reinforce their mastery 
of the ankle aod to $ICC how their 
Slnmmries compare with the others. 

Game 8. Two Heads Va. One 

Ask your students to read the 
assigocd article aDd to prc:pa.re two 
copies of a summary of about 100 
words. I>uriDg tbc oat class moct
bag. coDec:t ODe set of snmnpries 
for your later cvaluatioo aod an
domIy pair up tbc ocber set of sum
maries. Idcadfy the two studeats in 
each pair, mum Ibeir origiDal sum
maries to tbem IUd ask Cbem to 
produce a joint pnntmry (of about 
100 WOlds) wbic:h wUl borrow 
from-aacl improvo-tbc iDdividual 
pmmpries.. Ask Ihe stadeDIS to 
briaa you two copies of Ibc joint 
snmrn;arics--oae with cbeir Da.IDeS 
IDd Ibc otbcr with aD m Dlliltber. 
Assemble tbc dyads aDd ba\'C each 
dyad assemble tbc two iadividuJI 
Inmnpries aDd ODe joIDt !n"mpry. 
Rcdisaibutc Ibcsc sets to diffc:rco.t 
dyads, III a nDdom order, making 
IUIe DO dyad RCdvcs its OWD 

product. Ask eacb dyad to critical
ly evaIuaIC the tbrcc r;nmrn:aries 
aDd nat tbem J for the best. 2 for 

the ICCODd best. aDd J for abc 
dUrd. CoUea the andcd smmmrics 
met raum abe lIeU to tbc origiDal 
dyads. ExplaiD that if Ibc joial sum
mary rccdved a lower atiDB tbm 
dtbcr (or both) of the iDdividual 
pnmmrics, abe dyad has failed in 
its Wk. 

A Procedure for 
Procedures 

The focus of a rcadiag assign
JDeIU could·be a procedure (e.g., 
computing the cycle costs (or 
educating a child duough SICCOD

daJy school). If the mastery of 1 
step-by-step procedure is your 0b
jective, you em add cxatemcntto 
the reading assignment by usiog 
this game. 

Game 9. Chain Gang 

Divide the reading assignment 
into three or four equal parts. For 
example, if the procedure has nine 
steps, you may divide the anicle 
into tbrec pans. each explaining 
tbrcc steps. Add some introductory 
materials to the sccood and third 
parts to idcutify the outputs of the 
previous steps. Distribute Ibc read
ing assignments so that cquaI num
bers of students get each of the 
three pans. Ask the studcats to 
read their assignlllC'DlS and master 
abe steps. 

DuriaS die Delt class moctinS, 
bave each studc:Dt ldaltify two 
other studc:uIS who have mastcn:d 
die otbcr two steps ill the proce
dUR. Each triad sboaJd have aU 
die steps required for Ihc complete 
proocdure. "* abc triads 10 go to 
differall comers of Ihc room and 
teach each other until CYCr)'one has 
DPStcn:d the steps in the complete 
procedure. The best way to do this 
is 10 work oat a sample problem 
from the beginning to Ihc eod. 

As SOOQ as a team feels dial its 
rocmbcn have mastered abe steps, 
remove abe readings aDd give them 
a aitcrioo problem to be solved in
dividually. If all tbrce studcots get 
the correct aaswer wilhiIl a 
reasooable time, they pass the test. 
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If ODe or more is UDabIc to get the 
answer, scad tbc IeaID back for 
more mutual iDsUuc::tioIL . 

Ncar the cod of the class meet
ing, IIlvilC eac:h team to IICIId its 
best performer to a toamamcnt. 
Cooducc a timed test with tbc:se rep
resentatives c:ompcti.q apiDs:t each 
other oa diffcrcat scctioos of Cbe 
blackboanl or on Oipcban paper. 
The studcDt who finishes first (and 
gets tbc comet answer) wins for 
his or her teao:L 

Handling HeurisUcs 

If your reading assignlllC'DC 
deals with a heuristic (or solving 
problems, the best way to test 
studm!s' mastery is to provide a 
typical problem. and have them 
solve it. Here is a game to add ex
citcmc:nt to this evaluatiOll proce
dure. 

Game 10. The Envelope Game 

Assign the reading as usual and 
inform the studc:ats they will be 
tested oa their ability to apply the 
beuristic to an actUal problem. Sug
gest tbaC studcats make up their 
OWD sample problems. for practice. 

Du.riDg the lIeU class meccing, 
divide studcots into teams of three 
to five. Give a large CDvdopc to 
each ccam. "* tbc teams to write 
a problem to lest the appUcatioIl of 
the bcuristic OIl the face of tbc ea
vclopc (the side where the ~ 
usually soes). Give aD approprwe 
time IimiL 

After this task is c:ompIctcd, 
ask each team to pass its CIlvdope 
to Ihc DCd one. Now ISk the 
tc:aIDS to read the problem OIl the 
envelope and to come up with a 
solution. Teams write Ibeir solu
tiOllS OIl a sbcct of paper and place 
it inside the enYdope. Apin, give 
an appropriaIc time limit. 

At the cud of this time limit, 
have the teams pass the cove1opcs 
(with the solutioas iDsidc) to the 
next team. Without opc:a.lDg the ea
Ydopc, have the teamS read the 
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problem 011 abc eoYdope aDd 
Iepeallbc plOCCdme of IOlviD& it. 
placlDs Ibc 501adoa inside the ea
YClopc, aad passing die andope 10 
die ae:xt ICUIL Do this IS oftea as 
ac:cdcd until each problem eavdopc 
remms 10 Cbc leam which cn:aICd 
It in the first place. 

Have Ibe ICIIDS opea the ea
velopc aDd compare the solutioas 
inside. Each team tbeo ranks the 
soludoas from die best to the 
wana. After all tcams have rated 
all solutions. place diem OIl a 
table. Have abc teams retrieve their 
soIudoas aDd colDpUtC Ibdr toW 
score by Bivins fhemse1ves , 
points for the best solutioa, 3 for 
the sccoad best, aDd 1 for the 
third. Idc:Iltify the winning tcam 
aDd applaud its expertise. 

Polnt-Counterpolnt 

Sometimes the value of your 
reading assiglllDCl1l lies in its COIl

troversia1 nature. To CDCOW'38e stu
dents to read critically and to 
express thcir opinions for or 
against various stands, you may 
usc this game. 

Game 11. The Great Debate 

Assign ODe or more uticles 00 

a CODttoversial topic to your stu
dcDts. Ask the studeIus to read 
critically aod prqme themselves 
for a debate. 

Durins the DCXt cbss meeting, 
with the bclp of your students, . 
ideatiJy major CCBIboverSial issues 
lad state cbem as proposidoos for 
a debate For eumple. Ie( as as
IUIDC you ha'VC Idc:adficd four COIl
UOVeasiai issues. Divide tbc class 
Dalo eiaht IeaIIIS (twice as mmy 
teams as Ibere are issues). For 
acb cea.m. assip cae of tbc issues 
0It4 a pro or QJft ItIDCe. AsIc the 
teams CO ~ 10 Yarioas comets 
of die room ad 10 prepare tbcir 
c:ac:s for or IgaiDsc die Issue. Tbe 
team sbould bx:oIponae Ideas 
&val tbdr "'*';"81 ba tbcIr arp
IDCIICS. Ot'VC die IeamS a dmc Ilmfr 
for seuiDB n:ady for the debate. 

Hold a ICIics of miDf-dcbatcs ia 
wbIdl IeIms for M ap.iDst au Issue 
IIIIb: tbdr pre'" "'I'lou. To dcc:Jdc 
1tbJcb team woa In each mini-

debaIc, use an outsider IS a judge. 
AltenWivd)'. have aJ1 smdc:ats 
dec:idc who woo or lost each mini
debate by nisiaa Ibcir bauds. 10 
either cue, wait undl aJ1 the 
debaIcs are completed before iden
tifyiDs wiDDiDg teams. 

Tutorial Support 

StudeDts sometimes cbeal by 
DOC reading the assipcd a.rticle, 
reading somebody else's DOCeS in
stead.. Also, some students per
suade otben to do abe readiDs and 
live them a briefmg. If you caDDOt 
beat them. why DOC join them? 
These two pmes c:ocourage md 
reiDforcc studc:ots for bclping each 
other with their reading assign
ments. 

Game 12. Outlines and Outlines 

Divide the class into two equal 
groups and assign different read
ings to each group. AsIc c:ach stu
dc:ot to carefulJy St1Jdy the assign
meot tmtl to prepare an outline to 
help some other student study it. 

Owing the ~t class meding, 
all studc:ots turn in two copies of 
their outlines, one with their names 
and the others anonymous. Yau 
keep &he siped copy for wer 
eva1uatiOll and grading. 

For the oar assignmenl, each 
student reads the article assigned to 
the otbcI-Sroup. To assist the stu
dcDcs. you provide eacb with ODe 

of tbc IDOII)'IDOUS outliDcs. 

During the lat cbss IDf"f"Iing, 
students Qcbaage Ibc outlines abe)' 
bad used for another anonymous 
oadinc of die same aeading assign
meat. 1'bcy mview the re:adins as
sigDJDCDI using the aew outliDe. 

Each studeat has thus read an 
artk:Jc, pn:parcd aD outline of it, 
aacI read aDd reviCWQI aaocbcr ar
ticle usiq two differc:m oud.iDes. 
Eacb srudc:at DOW decides which of 
tbe two outllnes was more USlCful. 

The selected outIiDes uc 
adorned wida ODe or two happy 
faces and plc:kcd up by their 
ortpwon. 

Game 13. Tutorial Race 

Divide lbc clus iDlo three or 
mote equal groups aDd assip a 
separaIC readiDg for each group. 
During die Dell cbss meeting. a
plain dw each studcaI is to tutor 
modIer-or be IUtored by anochc:r
who bas not read the same assign
m:ut. At tbc ead of a tutoring 
session. tbc CUlor aDd tbc Moe 
sboaJd locate a tester wbo bas com
pleted the same reading assign-
1DCIll. This lester c:ooducts an oral 
enmiolll'ioo. If the hltoe flunks the 
cxamiolltioo. be or she is returoed 
to the MOl' for additioaal instruc
tion. If the tutee passes. be or she 
is certified to teach or test this 
topic (in additioo to the topic of 
the original reading assignment). 

At the cud of the class period, 
collect informatioo OIl bow IIWlY 
tutees have mastered each reading 
and display it 00 the blackboard. 
Ask students to continue the hltOf
ing and testing process outside of 
the class moetings until all srudeots 
have mastered the contents of all 
reading assignments. To mamUin 
motivatioo, collect and display 
progress data at the beginning of 
c:ach class meeting. To cnsun: cqui
ry. insist that every student should 
have played the roles of hltor, 
tutce. aDd lester at least once. To 
ensure qualiry control, cooduct 
your own oral re~nmioujons of 
random studenlS. After ever)'ooe 
has mastered everything, idcatify 
the studeDt woo bu dooe the most 
tutoring and pl'CSlCDl him or her 
with Ibc OIItsralldinl Tutor AWdnl. 

Conclusion 

You can mix and DWCb tbc:sc 
strategies to suil your CODCCDI aDd 
your insuuc:dooal objectives. Yoa 
c::aa crc:atc your own strategies by 
combining dements of these 
statcgies. WhiJe doing so, remem
ber' thai the basic principles behind 
follow-up ac:dvtties to reading IS

signDJmts sbould be the same as 
Ibosc for cff'ective losuuctioaa1 
design: active Pr'OCUsiog of tbc coo
ICIU, Inmwlillte appUc:atioo of the 
sIdUs. &ad mutual teacbJng IDd 
leaming. (I] 
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Components of Cooperative Reading Methods 
(Bonk, in press) 

Method Similarities 
(1) introduction of the strategy; 
(2) explanation of the purpose; LCv.;'fif: (sh, p) 

(3) teacher and peer modeling of the method; 
(4) guided interaction and negotiation of meaning; 
(5) multiple passage readings and encodings; 
(6) presentation of conflicting viewpoints; 
(7) elaboration, dialogue, and summarization; 
(8) diagnosis of misunderstandings; 
(9) internalization and ownership over the strategy; 
(10) teacher and peer feedback and assistance. 

Method Differences: 
(1) the extent of teacher or student direction; 
(2) practice or length of treatment; 
(3) goals/focus; 
(4) text type; 
(5) recommended age group; 
(6) group size (typically 2-4); 
(7) student roles and interaction; 
(8) quality of interaction; 
(9) reward structures; and 
(10) technological intervent~on .. 

ro~~ ~SLI 
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U) 61'1 k (I'll. pres s ) 

Sample of Cognitive Processing 
Activities During Cooperative Reading. 

Cooperative Prereading Activities: 
1. asking and recording questions to be answered. 
2. scanning text/headings and making content predictions. 
3. relating passage content to prior knowledge/experiences. 
4. generating analogies and inferences about the text. 
5. charting, outlining, or graphing for comparisons/contrasts. 

Cooperative Postreading Activities: 
6. explaining/expanding on one's knowledge discoveries. 
7. discussing and summarizing main ideas. 
8. deciding upon the relevance and utility of infonnation. 
9. identifying story structure and constructing story theme. 
10. providing hints/supports in comprehension monitoring. 
11. critiquing missing info & diagnosing misunderstandings. 
12. paraphrasing, defending, and refining conflicting ideas. 
13. modeling question-asking and other cognitive strategies. 
14. evaluating and comparing oneself to others. 
IS. evaluating strategic effectiveness. 
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Cooperative Learning and Cooperative Teaching Scripts 
(see Dansereau, 1987; p. 616). 

Cooperative learning script Cooperative teaching script 

1. Flip a coin to determine 1. Flip a coin to determine 
who will be Partner A and who will be Parter A and 
Partner B. Partner B. 

2. Both partners read Passage 2. Partner A .reads Passage L 
I. Parter B reads Passage II. 

3. When both are finished, put 3. When both are finished, put 
the passage out of sight. the passage out of sight. 

4. Partner A orally summarizes 4. Partner A orally summarizes 
the contents of Passage 1. (teacher) the contents of 

Passage I. 

5. Partner B detects and 5. Partner B asks clarifying 
corrects any errors in questions (metacognition 
Partner A's summary step). 
(metacognition step). 

6. Both partners work together 6. Partners work together to 
to develop analogies, develop analogies, images, 
images, etc., to help make etc., to help make Passage 
the sununarized infonnation I infonnation memorable 
memorable (elaboration (elaboration step). 
step). 

7. Repeat steps 4-6 for 
, 

7. Both partners read Passage 
n. Passage II, with partners 

reversing roles. 

8. Repeat steps 4-6 with 8. Both partners read the 
partners reversing roles. passage that they did not 

read originally. 
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7-01 

The READER sbategy (Clarke, 1986): 

1. Review why you are about to read. 
2. Explore passage for main ideas 
3. Ask questions about main ideas. 
4. Draw conclusions . 

. 5. Evaluate your conclusions. 
6. Read for answers & sununarize main ideas. 

The READERS strategy (Clarke & Bonk, 1992): 

1. Review why you are about to read. (with partner) 
2. Explore passage for main ideas. (individually) 
3. Ask questions about main ideas. (individually) 
4. Discuss your questions and draw conclusions. (with partner) 
5. Evaluate your conclusions. (with partner) 
6. Read for the answers. (individually) 
7. Share your findings & sununarize main ideas. (with partner) 
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How Do Metacogni1ive Siems Help Students Learn? 

1990; Stevens et al., 1987) have taught students to look for characters, settings, 
problems, and problem solutions in stories, staning with specific questions and 
then letting students find these critical elements on their own. Paris et al. (1984) 
and King (19923) found that students comprehended better if they were taught to 
ask themselves who, what, where. and how questions as they read. Englen et al. 
(1991) gave students p1.anning sheets to help them plan creative writing. Among 
the questions students were taught to ask themselves were wFor whom am I writ
ing? What is being explained? What are the steps?" Essentially, students are taught 
to talk themselves through the activities they are engaged in, asking themselves or 
each othcr the questions a teacher would ask. Studcnts havc been successfully 
taught to talk themselves through mathematics problem solving (Cardelle-Elawar, 
1990), spelling (Block and Peskowitz, 1990), creative writing (Zellermayer et al., 
1991 I. and many other subjects (see Chan et al., 1992; Guthrie et al., 1991 I . . 
-~~---.. __ .-----_. -------- - -----~-- -- .. ,-------------'''-.... 
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One well-researched example of a constructivist approach based on principles of 
question-generation is reciprocal leaching (Palincsar and Brown, 1984). This 
approach, designed primarily to help low achievers learn reading comprehension, 
invoh'cs the teacher working with small groups of students. Initially the teacher 
models questions students might ask as ther read, but soon students are appointed 
to act as wteacher" to generate questions for each other. Figure 7.2 presents an 
example of reciprocal teaching in use. Note in the example how the teacher directs 
the conversation about crows at first, but then turns the responsibility over to Jim 
(who is about to tum it over to another student as the example ends). The teacher 
is modeling the behaviors she wants the students to be able to do on their own and 
then changes her role to that of facilitator and organizer as the students begin to 

generate the actual questions. Research on reciprocal teaching has generally found 
this strategy to increase the achievement of low achievers (Palincsar and Brown, 
1984; Palincsar, 1987; Lysynchuk et al_, 1990; Rosenshine and Meister. 1991). 

Theory into Practice 
Introducing Reciprocal Teaching 

In introducing reciprocal teaching to students, you might begin as follows: wFor 
the coming weeks we will be working together to improve your ability to under
stand what }'OU read. Sometimes we are so busy figuring out what the words are 
that we fail to pay much attention to what the words and sentences mean. We 
will be learning a way to pay more attention to what we are reading, I will teach 
you to do the following activities as }'ou read: 

1. To think of imponant questions that might be asked about what is being 
read and to be sure that you can answer those questions. 

2. To summarize the most imponant information that you have read. 

I 
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I reciprocal teaching: based 
i on the principles of question 
I generation, teaches mea cog
I nitive skills through instruc-

4. To point out when something is unclear in the passage or doesn't make sense 

I tion and teacher modeling to 

improve the reading perfor
mance of swdenu who have 
poor comprehension. 

3. To predict what the author might discuss next in the passage. J 
and then to see if we can make sense of it. L.... __________ ---' 

, 
" 

I' I! 

i 
I 
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Fll"re 7.1 

Example of. Reciprocal 
Teaching Lesson 

Adapted from Palinaar, 1986b, pp. 
7)-98. 

Chapter 7 

TEACHER: The tide of this story Is -Genius 
with Feathers: Let's have some pre
dic:tlons, I will begin by guessing that 
this story will be about birds that are 
very sman. Why do I say thatl 

fIIIST STUOENT: Because a genius Is some
one very sman. 

Sa::oNo SlU)EM'; Beause they have feathen.. 
TEACHER: That's right. Birds are the only 

animals that have feathers. Let's pre
dict now the kind of information you 
might read about very smart birds. 

THIRD STUDENT: What Idnds of birdsl 

TEACHER: Good question. 
What kinds would 
you guess are 
very smart! 

THIRD STUO£NT: 
Parrots or blue jays. 

FIRST STUDENT: A 
cockatoo. 

TEACHER: What other Information would 
you want to knowl (No response 
from students.) 

TEACHER: I would like to know what these 
birds do that is so smart. Ivly Ideas! 

SECOND STUDENT: Some birds talk. 

FOURTH STUDENT: They can nr. 
TEACHER: That's an interesting one. As 

smart as people are, they can't ny. 
Well, let's read this first section now 
and see how many of our predictions 
were right. I will be the teacher for 
this section. (All read rhe seerion silenlly.) 

TEACHEIt Who is the genius with feathers! . 

FIRST STUDENT: Crows. 

TEACHER: That'S right. We were correct in 
our prediction that this Story would be 
about birds,. but we didn't correctly 

Cognitive Theories: CoDstructivist Approaches 

guess which kind of bird. did weI My 
summary of the lim section would be 
that It desaibes the dever things that 
crows do, which make them seem 
quite Intelligent. 

Let's read on. Who will be the 
teacher for this sectionl Jiml 

JII1: How do crows communicate with one 
another! 

TEACHER: Good question! You picked right 
up on our prediction that this is about 
the way crows communicate. Whom do 
you choose to answer your question! 

JIM: Barbara. 

8AAaAAA: Crows have built·in radar and a 
• relay system. 

JM That's a good part of it. The MSWer I 
wanted was how dley relay the 

messages from one grow to 
the other crow. 

TEACHEIt Summarize now. 

JIM: This is about 
how crows have 

developed a system of 
communication. 

TEACHEI!.: That's right. The paragraph goes 
on to give examples of how they use 
pitch and changes in interval, but these 
are supporting details. The main idea is 
that crows communicate through a 
relay system. Jim! 

JIM: It says in this section that crows can use 
their communication system to play 
aicks, so I predict the next section will 
say something about the aicks crows pby. 
I would like Sue to be the next teacher. 

Teacher: Excellent prediction. The last 
sentence of a paragraph often suggesa 
what the next paragraph will be about.. 
Good. Jim. 

"These activities will help you keep your anent ion on what you are reading and 
make sure that you are understanding it, 

"The way in which you will learn these four activities is by taking turns in the 
role of teacher during our reading group sessions. When I am the teacher, I 
will show you how I read carefully by telling you the questions I made up 
while reading, by summarizing the most imponant information I read, and by 
predicting what I think the author might discuss next. I will also tell you if I 
found anything I read to be unclear or confusing and how I made sense out of it. 
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CooperatJve ReadIng: 32 

Table 3 

Nonempirically Based Cooperative Reading Methods 

1. AssodatJooal dialogue-Students organize notes around key concepts provided by the teacher. Students discuss in 
groups what they have written on the list (Wood, 1987). 

2. The buddy system-students in mixed-ability groups are told they are responsible for each other's learning (Wood, 
1987). 

3. Group retelUng-students working in dyads and triads select related articles to read and reteU in their own words. 
Group members assist and add related facts from the articles they have read (Wood, 1987). 

4. Cybernetic sessions-students work in small groups to respond to questiODS placed around the room (Wood, 1987). 

s. Reading strategy groups-students evaluate different reading strategies for personal usefulness and then work in 
cooperative groups with individuals wbo have similar preferences. Interaction guidelines are determined by the 
class or the group (MoDtague & Tanner, 1987). 

6. Translation writing-cooperative groups produce a more readable digest of a book that students of lower-ability have 
trouble reading. Students read a paragraph together and then think of the main ideas (Maring. Furman, & 
Blum-Anderson, 1985). 

7. Small group structW"ed overview-students work in small groups to decide on the 10-20 most important concepts 
which the students then put on task cards and later compare to the terms and relationships selected by both 
other groups and the teacher (Maring. Furman, & Blum-Anderson, 1985). 

I. REAP·ReadJog Experiences Associated with Partners-this approach to science attempts to bridge the reading process 
and product. Students, working with partnc~ select reading activities from a sct of ten task cards and must 
complete 8 of 10 in order to be considered successful 00 that learning activity (DiSibio & Parla. 1985). 

9. Paired repeated readJogs-students select their OWD passage of SO words for silent reading. Later, one student reads 
his/her passage aloud three different times to a partner. Then the listener tells his partner how his reading 
improved and the roles are switched (Koskinen &: Blum, 1986). 
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Johnson and Johnson 

. 
Through a Class Darkly: 
Present organization of 

cognitive structures 

Disputed Passage: 

The Quest: Searching for 
more information, more 
more experiences. and a 

more adequate 
cognitive perspective 

Perceiving that others 
disagree yith one's 

conclusions 

Second Thoughts: 

Conceptual conflict. ~ 

experiencing uncertainty 

Modell: 

15 

The Process by Which Controversy Promotes Learning 

Af"" I ,IQ s ~- .R..oJQr T. 0"a~l\lo", 
. ~ ~'w O"Oh."SI'" .,.... s fr ~ .. lvv.hl. I.. eo ",4 ltd-- t~ 5 ~ lew. i.. c.../ ~ Jfr" D /"f\ S 

pc~ e.. Yli/ 
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Johnson and Johnson 16 

Figure 2: 

Teacher's Instructions for Setting Up a Controversy 

1. Meet with your partner and plan how to argue effectively for 

your position. Make sure you and your partner have mastered 

as much of the position as possible. 

2. Each pair presents their position. Be forceful and per

suasive in presenting your position. Take notes and clarify 

anything you do not understand when the opposing pair pre

sents their position. 

3. Open discussion. Argue forcefully and persuasively for your 

position, presenting as many facts as you can to support your 

point of view. Critically listen to the opposing pair's 

position, asking them for the facts that support their point 

of view. Remember, this is a complex issue and you need to 

know both sides to write a good report. Work together as a 

total group to get all the facts out. Make sure you under

stand the facts that support both points of view. 

4. Role reversal. Reverse the perspectives in the group by 

each pair arguing the opposing pair's position. In arguing 

for the opposing pair's position, be as forceful and per

suasive as you can. See if you can think of any new facts 

that the opposing pair did not think to present. Elaborate 

their position. 

5. Come to a group decision that all four of you can agree with. 

Summarize the best arguments for both points of view. Detail 

what you know (facts) about each side. When you have con

sensus in your group, organize your arguments to present to 

the entire class. Other groups may make the opposite 

decision and you need to defend the validity of your decision 

to the entire class. 
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One Method: Structuring Cooperative Controversy 

A Assign heterogeneous groups of four as pairs. 

B. Assign each pair an alternative to the same case to read 

c. Present conflicting positions to one another. 

D. Argue strengths and weaknesses. 

E. Take the opposite view without reading it. 

F. Drop assigned roles and work as a foursome toward a consensus. 

Or with just pairs/partners: 
1. Read same case, one summarizes and other critiques missing info, and both decide 
solution (reverse roles) 

2 Read different cases, summarize to each other their case, develop analogies, decide 
cases answer (read opposite case) 

3. Review/survey case, ask self questions about it, discuss with partner and draw 
preliminary conclusions, read for answers, share findings 

Teacher encourages interactions and positive controversy by: 
1. Presenting contrasting viewpoints. 
2. Playing devil's advocate. 
3. Taking sides in a group to help out group and then switching. 
4. Encouraging students to push and probe each other for rationale. 
s. Monitoring how students process their actions. 
6. Emphasize rational and spirited discussion/argumentation. 
7. Restate the case question(s). 
8. Ask for clarification, rationale, example, implications. 
9. Ask follow-up questions. 
10. Present Case C alternative. 
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Structured Controversy Task 
a. Group by car you drive. 
b. You will be assigned to one of four groups. Please be prepared to make 3-4 arguments for the 
position you have been given using your text, lecture, and video info as resources (be sure to name 
your group). 
Orp 1 a. I think cooperative learning is here to stay and teaches important skills (B&F pp. 241-242) 

b. I think cooperative learning is a fad and we need to stick to the basics. 
Grp 2 a. In cooperative learning one should use group grades (B&F, pp. 231-232) 

Raise the group average, raise individual scores based on improvement, increase 
individual mastery with team assistance, give a bonus for cooperative skills. 

b. In cooperative learning one should have individual grades (B&F, pp. 230-231) 
Grp 3 a. In cooperative learning one should have no grades (B&F, p. 232-233) 

Tight Checker, Traveler, Trust activities, Review social skills, Random oral quizzes, 
Post-Activity quiz, Write a summary paper, Sign on the line, Explain to a neighbor. 
Get all to sign: "I made my best contribution. ", Hold a tournament, Group 
evaluator Chccklist/Feedback/Sharing, Complete related homework, Test, Evaluate a 
neighbor, Roundrobin answers, Share group projccts, Explain others' answers, Jigsaw, 
Indiv Apply, Make log entries, Tchr Observes, Make a team ad. 

b. In cooperative learning one should grade cooperative processes (B&F, p. 230) 
Grade based on using social skills desired, grade contributions helpful to the group, 
give bonus points for displayed social skills, do not punish or lower grades for poor use 
of social skills. 

c. Fill oul p. xxx 
d. Switch sides and continue debate 
e. Come to some consensus. 
f. See Blueprints p. 139: What to do when you disagree (argue, persuade, vote, compromise, mediate, 

arbitrate, delay, reconceptualize, negotiate, give in, seek consensus, humor, avoid) 
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Moderating Learner-Centered E-Learning: 37 

Table 2 

Sequence o/steps within a virtual debate (Cummings. 2000) 

Virtual Debate Steps 

I. Instructor selects controversial topic with input from class 

2. Instructor divides class into subtopic pairs. 

3. Instructor assigns subtopic to each pair, one as critic and one as defender. 

4. Critic and defender pairs post initial position statements. 

5. Students review all initial position statements. 

6. Students reply to at least two position statements of other groups with comments or questions. 

7. Each student rebuts the opposing initial statement from the individual in hislher pair. 

8. Based on a review ofal! statements, comments, and questions, students formulate personal 

positions. 

9. Students post personal position statements in private forums. 
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E-bate 
IU tests on-line debate 
opportunity 
s,. Il~ ,"c//t'H't 

CIC'ar a spilce bC'tq.'C'C'n 
-eavesdrop" .nd 'ebb" in Ihe 
lr'ebsler'S Neu' CoUeglal .. 
Dietiona,,,'s nC'Xl edilion, 

The",', • new "'ord 10 go in 
there, and iI's'E-bOle: 

Comed by IndIana Uniyer
sity Professor lIenry ~Ierrill 
of Ihe School of Continuing 
Studies (SCS), Ihe ... 'Urd 
describe. an on,line deb'le 
bcl ... ·een group. m hiS Adult 
Education 0506 course c.lled 
'The Adult •• Clienl of 
Educolion" 

Merrill's prC'\'IOUS 5tudC'nts 
had .Ire.dy cxpre ... d Ihelr 
opinions on class topLc..-s In 

chat rooms sC't up for thC'rn 
... ·lIh the help of Andrea 
~lcRobble. SCS' director of 
Inlernel .nd Mulumedl' 
Rtstatch and Dt\'C'lopmenl 

-O"cr thC' pC'nod of run' 
rung that c..~uunc for thC' first 
IUDe' on the' U'C'b, ProfC'ssol 
ft.ltrnJl became f.;urlr ~dept .u 
using the discu'Uion torum~: 
said McRohlllc -E.J..-h wed: 
hiS studC'nls ""uuld ha\'c a 
panu:uJoIr diSCUSSIOn forum 

rc:btC'd to C'Jch 'Q,t"C'k s k ..... on 
and thC'~' also u)cd It f'or 
produdng J!tsIFtnnlcru"i lie 
QrouJd Ilreak thtm mw 
groups, :and Wt had \pC'ol:l 
dl~cu"uon ronlm"Jo '!>C't up fOf 
C'ach 'Jr IhC'!IoC' ~roup5 In 

ad,'a.nc.:c 
-ThcrC' J~ tu'o dlrtcrC'nt 

klOd~ or dIS('US)lon forum~ on 
.hC' \t'C'b. OnC' is ""hat's callC'd 
a chat" ""hich b normally in 
",al timC'. mC'aRing that 
~ople meel al Ih. 
5arnC' limc, but in 
different pl.ce. On(, 
per>OD Il'pes, Ihe 
next person can 
~spond imrnC'dl' 
atC'lr, and it's like' 2 
scrolling dilocuulun 
[I keep. ltoinA on. 
with C\o"C"r~'unc 
leeing all Ihe 
mC'"ssagC's as, or JLBI 
afiC'r. ther af"C" 

"·riltC'n. and thC' 

older me.sages disappear 
from liC'w 10 make' war for 
ne-v.' mC'ssagcs. 

'There'. ohen no real 
structure 10 What's going on: 
she said. 

The other kind of di.cu .. 
sion on the' WC'b that's used is 
mo~ likc a UsC'nct nC'Q,'s 
group It·. called .n "lSyn, 
chronou.' or'threaded" 
di.scu~slon 

McRobbie explained Ihat • 
penon ":ilI st2n a diSCUSSion 

topiC or "Ihre.d' .nd then 
",·hcn some-bod)' rC'.5ponds. it 
make'S a tree' of rC'sponsC's 
which st'l' on Ihe Web So 
thC'rc can be' qUite' :.J dC'udC'd 
dln"unton. and people' lOIn 

come' back a Q,'C'C'k 1.I'er lind 
make' a rC'sponsC' 

Mcnill ran hb count on 
the' "'·C'b for the ~('cond ume 
u~in(!. Oncuur)C'." ~und'l.lone 
counc"Q:uC' systcm lh,:u runs 
on (he U-C'b OnCouf)(' Q,',J.!t 

dC\'cloped by the ""ebub on 
thC' IljPt'1 clmrHh ThiS lime 

he' JddC'd mort :urUClun: (0 

th~ couuc' chat by dC'slli!nl"f<! 
It.:l:'" .an-E-Il .. ,c· 

-The ~tudC'nh cnlt'H'd thC' 
F.·hate hC'{.';I1.I!!of' the''\. hkcc.J th(" 

!l(tunurc or It I )cnt l 

propn'!-Iuon tu (ktutC' 10 

ac.h'anc.:C' -,u thC' )cudC'nr~ 
(:ould 1>t~n up tor thC' "Idc 
thC',· u'anlC'd OnC' FtfOUP "'C'nr 
to a nC'Qr chIt room. and thC' 
ttlhC'f onC' ~t.n c."d In the" unl'" 
"'c .. Jre .. d~ hold: .. ,ud .\krull 

tic ~ .. "e Ihe 5Iu,.IC'nt~ lO 

minUles 10 sh.pe Iheir case 
ond decl lomeOne 10 
summarizC' it 

Then Ihey tCturned 10 

the original chat room 
where the~' Il'pcd in their 
n:'spC'cli"C' potitions, ThC' 
Sludenu Ihen h.d .boul 20 
minules for. IlCnera' 
discu.sion 

Of the Sludenls .... ho 
p.nicipated in Ihe E,bate. 
all arc hl'inlt in Indi.n. 
except one. "'ho is in Ohio. 
but is workin~ Ihrough Ihe 
IV Enl campus 

rmcourse U'l1l' de!'(!/oped b)' 

lhe Irebtab at fl'Pl'I 

Thc cilmandC'tlC' dC',"C'I" 
opC'd among thC' studenu i.n 
hi) filSt ""e'b cour!oe' 
promplC'd thC'm tu ~)~ for :I 

dlKUS)IOn forum of thC'u 
(lQ.·n 

-Ther colkd .. 'In the 
Ihll'lt was morC' flJr 
~tncr:al dl) .. ~uss,on~. and 
ttlC\ ,.hd thinFt) like an" 
nounce' ""hC'n ~omC'bod\" 
lI.oId J, bJIl~", Of ~u·l.P 
[ntC'rnC'1 or .. 'ompuunJ! tipS 
J,nd l"Ru.- ~~l\J :-'kRollblC 

r"l mOfC on Onl-'.IUf1>C' 
~o h) 

-'uCl·,IIPo1 C:I'IPSO"'C"~ 
I.elen:: ... ~,..., I _____ -1 

Happy 
30th 
birthday, 
Internet! 

Tradillon.allr aged students 
in nJ'. Clu. of ·O~ ,,'on'l 
remember the binhday of Ihe 
Inlem~I, but then,lheir 
p=nlS prob.bly "''On'l 
either 

On September 2,1969. 
resc..a.eu at the l'ni\'Cni'1' 
of California .1 Lo. Angdes. 
led b!' compuler scientist 
Leonard K1einrock. esub
lished ... 'hal UCU considers 

"Ihe ... ·orld·. firsl Internet 
lVIUlC'CUOn -

It Q."2,J on that iltaUSPlclOU) 
.utumn do!' in Kieinrock', 
unh-c-nity labontorr that ",'0 

machinC's V."C'f"C" connC'ctC'd tn 
fann ARPA.\lET, th~ network 
Wt Q."U to 1UUQ." ullo the 
phenomcnon kno~'n .u the 
Inlernel 

IU, IBM team up for 
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STRUCTURED CONTROVERSY 

TASK: 

OUR POINTS THEIR POINTS 

JOINT DECISIONS 
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Collaborative Writing 

10 Electronic Collaborative Writing Projects: 

1. pairs work electronically on local news stories 

2. collaborate to write own myths, novels, or poems 

3. students make vocabulary list on a topic and print it for group 

4. read different reference books and together fonn database 

5. write/react to other papers from any distance in PC windows 

6. instructor and peers point out editorial changes electronically 

7. team plans and outlines and individually writes parts 

8. one member writes and team revises 

9. one member dictates and another transcribes 

10. groups write on subtopics and how to combine work 
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I 

STUDENT CHARTS 

Cooperative Learning Rules 

1. Work in groups of two t~ four. 

2. Rotate roles. 

3. Everyone must agree before infonnation is entered into the computer. 

4. Ask other group members for help when needed. 

5. Summarize and explain to partner(s) what you are learning. 

6. At the end of the lesson, briefly discuss how well you worked together and make 
recommendations for improving next time. 

Keyboarder 

Recorder 

Cbecker 

Encourager 

Roles/ResponslbnHies 

Enters group's decision into the computer. 

Records information from group decisions and from the computer. 
Everyone should take a turn at this job. Whenever possible all group 
members should record all the infonnation. 

Requires group members to demonstrate understanding and checks for .. 
group agreement. 

Encourages all students to participate by directly asking for their 
infonnation and expertise and by reinforcing them for contributing. 
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170 Cooperltlve Learning and the Computer 

Example 3: Writing Reports with Word Processors 

A combined procedure for using cooperative leaming procedures with in
dividuaJistic work In usiq • word processor to write reports or other assi,Mlents 
is as follows: 

1. The teacher assigns students to pain with .t least oae load ruder ia 
each pair. 

2. 1bc te.cher assigns the tast of completing I repon on a specified topic 
on the word processor. The students are to achieve this task by com
pleting the following procedure: 
L Student A describes to Student B w~the or she is planninl to write . 

. b.· StudentB listens carefully, probes with ucto( questions. and out· 
lines Student A's report. 

Co This procedure is reversed with Student B describin, what he or she 
is loing to write and Student A listenin, and completing an outline 
of Student B's report. 

d. The sludents research individualistically' the material they need to 
write their assianmenlS, keeping an eye 'out (or material useful to 
their panner. 

e. The cwo students. using the word processor, work tOlether to write 
the first paraluph of each assignment to ensure that they both 
have a clear start on their compositions. 

f. The students then work individualistically to enter their reports on 
the word processor. 

g. Whea the students finish. they proofread a printout of each other's 
work. make corrections in capitalization, punctuation, spelling. lan
guage usage. topic sentence uS3le, and other aspects of writing that 
the teacher specified. The teacher also encourages the students to 
provide each other with suggestions for revision. 

h. The students revise their work on the word processor. 
i. The cwo students then reread each other's assignmentS, and sign their 

names (indicating that they auarantee that no errors exb.t). 
3. The teacher structures positive goal interdependence by informing stu· 

dents that one of their scores for the material wnt be the total number 
o( elTors made by the pair (the number o( errorS in student A's repon 
plus the number of elTors in student B's repo'ri). The teacher may also 
give a score on the quality o( each student's work. 

•. The teacher tells the students to begin and then monitors the pairs, inter. 
vening where appropriate to help students master writing and col
laborative skills. 

S. When the group ftnishes the unit. the teacher has the students discuss 
bow effectively they worked together (listing the specific actions they 
engaged in to help each other), plan what behaviors they are going to 
emphasize ill the next writing pair, and thank each other (or the belp 
and assistance each other provided. . 

Teachers can use a modification of this procedure when a cooperative group is 
preparing a single lab repon for the group. 

C.' ''\ 1t.A J<~I' 
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Partner Activity 
methods. 

: Name sOBle collaborative writing activities and 

Cooperative Writing Activities: 

Short Stories 

Research Reports 

Review of Books 

News Stories 

Cartoons 

Advertisements 

Song Lyrics 

Poetry 

Public Notices--posters, announcements 

Eulogies 

Interviews 

Last Will and Testaments 

Awards 

Letters of Thanks 

Letters to the Editor 

Resumes and Cover Letters 

Invitations 
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Ten Ski1~ Addressed by Collaborative Software: 

1. communication skills 
2. critical thinking 
3. teamwork/interpersonal skills 
4. global awareness and social interaction 
5. problem solving skills 
6. academic self-concept 
7. creativity and flexible thinking 
8. reflectivity 
9. perspective-taking 
10. knowledge building 

Ten Cognitive Learning Principles With Collaborative Software: 

(1) building on student existing knowledge; 
(2) creating dialogUe to uncover students' thought processes; 
(3) making learning relevant; 
(4) incorporating opportunities for product ownership; 
(5) supporting student risk-taking and cooperative learning; 
(6) realizing knowledge is constructed/organized in varied ways; 
(7) realizing the connectedness of knowledge; 
(8) providing interactivity and immediate feedback; 
(9) internalizing strategies and processes modeled; 
(10) realizing that knowledge must be socially constructed. 
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230 MULTIMEDIA AND MEGACHANGE 

TABLE 1. Cognitive Components of Hypermedia-Based D~sign 

Design Component primary-Skills Inyolved 

Defining the Nature of the Problem Question posing 

Problem Decomposition 

Project Management 

Finding Information 

Developing New Information 

Selecting Information 

Organizing Information 

Representing Information 

Evaluating the Design 

Revising the Design 

Team collaboration 

Task & Role Assignments, 

Developing.fjmelines 

Document search techniques 

Using keywords in electronic search 

Interviewing, Developing 

questionnaires. etc. 

Note taking, Summarization. 

. Data analysis 

Use of database tools, 

Semantic mapping 

Segmenting video & sound 

Interleaving media. 

Graphics & video production 

Articulating Intentions 

Public speaking 

Use of display tools 

Taking design as an object 

for thought 

Soliciting peer feedback 
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C. Ten Science CL Ideas: 
1. Group Reading with different purposes: 
2. Numbered Heads Together (Difficult Chemical Symbols) 
4. Roundtable (global warming) 
S. Learning Together (problem solving worksheets, labs) 
6. Think-Pair-Share (Video Segments) 
7. Group Investigation (any type of experiment) 
8. Value Line and Modification of Structured Controversy method 
9. Jigsaw Themes: "Air," "TIte Planet Earth," "Pollution," and "The Greenhouse Effect" 
10. Technology Projects: Database Creation, Labnet, e-mail, bulletin boards, forums, MBL 
to. Collaborative Writing and Group Investigation: Museums, newspapers, career info, pollution, population 

Sample CL Science Lessons: 
1. Science Lab Reports 

1. All complete task independently 
2. Compare results. 
3. Arrive at an agreement 
4. Put group's agreed-upon responses on summary sheet with all names (attach indiv work). 

2. Group Reading with different purposes: 
(Start out with weird facts: e.g., all oysters start out as males or frogs have teeth in the roofs of their mouths) 

1. All members read the same material 
2. Each grp has a diff task (grp. #1 identifies two causes and two effects; grp. #2 locates two 

facts and opinions, grp #3 suggests alternatives; grp 4 asks questions of the author) 
3. read newspaper article (e.g., PeaSanL'i in Rural China Raise Babies in Bags of Sand) 
4. Students are anxious to discuss 
5. Time to read and think 
6. Pair and share 
7. Total group sharing 
8. Grp # 1 shares a statement, then grp #2, then grp #3 ... 
9. Alternative explanations are offered 

3. Numbered Heads Together--teacher calls a number to respond (Difficult Chemical Symbols) 
1. Everyone studies together for 'x" minutes 
2. Number kids by counting off I, 2, 3, 4 
3. Say, "Today #3 will take the quiz for the group 
4. When done, grp gets "x" minutes to check paper &, if all agrees, they can change any answer. 
S. Put all names on the back and tum in. 

480 Roundtable (Global Warming) 
1. Use roundtable to review global warming issue/question 
2. one piece of paper is rotated around the table 
3. Groups of 4 are allowed 1 piece of paper and pencil 
4. Each student lists all solutions he/she can recall. 
S. can ask for team member assistance (or pass) 
6. pass until time limit has expired or all responses recorded 
7. reporter shares the ideas with the class 

4b. Roundtable (9th Grade Biology) 
1. Use roundtable technique to review chemical symbols 
2. Groups of 4 are allowed 1 piece of paper and pencil 
3. Each student lists all symbols he/she can recall. 
4. After a few minutes each group shares answers 
S. (see Jigsaw for alternatives) Page 475



5. Learning Togetber (Space Sbip) 
A neutron bomb is headed to the United States and the U.S. is sending one in retaliation. The end of the 
world is likely. A space ship has capacity to set up life on a new planet Eleven persons were chosen by lot. 
but the space is more limited than thought Only 7 of 11 originally planned will travel to a new planet and 
your group must decide who will go. You must have agreement of the whole group before a selection can 
be made. 

1. 30-year-old symphony orchestra violin player 
2. 67 " " male minister 
3. 23 " " engineer and 21 yr-old wife (refuse separation) 
4.40" " policeman (who refuses separation from his gun) 
5. male student your age from your school 
6. 25 year old h.s. drop-out. recently arrested for armed robbery 
7. 32 year old female 6th-grade teacher 
8. 40 II II female doctor (medical) 
9. 50 " " female artist and sculptor 
10. 25 to "male poet 
11. 1" II female child 

6. Jigsaw in a Middle School: (This is really a combined method example) 
1. sit in clusters of 4 . 
2. in prep for lab they reflect on basic chemical reactions 
3. list terms associated with reactions on a piece of paper 

a. (e.g .• reactants, products, synthesis. decomp, precipitate. gases, single or double replacement) 
4. share lists . 
5. teacher clarifies and discusses upcoming experiment 
6. groups add words to collective knowledge base 
7. use Jigsaw in groups of 4 
8. find out all they can about 4 basic reaction types 
9. Expert groups move to assigned tables 

a. perform experiments (synthesis, decomposition, single replacement. double replacement) 
to. Questions: What happens when something burns? What is combined? What is the product? 
11. Research and write proper equation 
12. Return to home groups eager to share new knowledge. 
13. Teach comments, corrects, and suggests 
14. Group earns bonus points for reaching criterion grades 

7. Value Line and Modification of Structured Controversy method (Draw value line on stmts) 
1. liThe power company should build another nuclear power plant in my state." 
2. IIEugenics will produce a super race." 

a. Work in groups of 4 and mark the line and initial their marks 
b. Use pens/pencils for chips, lay their "chips" down after they have spoken 
c. No one may speak again until all 4 have spoken 
d. May change position on the value line 
e. Listen to each others views again 

8. Learning Togetber Metbod (lab Projects) 
1. Small, hetero groups 2-3 (random or structured) 
2. Each group a singe lab sheet and set of equipment 
3. Work to a process. concept. or finding each could defend. 
4. Obliged to work together, actively listen, work on joint report 
5. Teacher monitors select behaviors and takes notes. 
6. Save last 5 minutes to see how well worked together. 
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9. Science Lab Projects With Roles 
1. Assign topic 
2. Assign roles (recorders, time keepers, materials handlers, communicators) 
3. Do problems individually and compare answers and model solutions 
4. Arrive at an agreement to solutions 
5. Put all grp's agreed-upon responses on summary sheet with aU names (attach individual work) 

10. Labnet 
1. Project-based (PESL), MBL. and Bulletin boards, e-mail, and forums 
2. In small incremental steps attack physics teacher isolation and put learner in a community 
3. Share lesson plans and activities 
4. Decide what to share and how to share 
5. Decide on assessment of cognitive skills 

11. Think-Pair-Share (e.g., College Biology) 
1. Every 15-20 minutes write down the most important impt pt (sometimes with a question) 
2. Share with each other (on difficuJt pts work in groups of 2-3) 
3. Clear up misconceptions 

12. Alternatives to Think-Pair-Share (e.g., in STS or Physics) 
1. Present new material on global warming and potential problem 
2. Talk about and decipher the problem, what are the tasks 
3. Draw a little sketch of the problem 
4. Discuss different ways to attack the problem 

13. Group Investigation and Computers and Cooperative Learning (note: use broad themes like "Air," "The 
Planet Earth," "pollution," and ''The Greenhouse Effect" to stimulate small-group research) 
1. Database Creation 

u. Students read different reference books 
b. Focus on one aspect of topic studied 
c. Gather at computer database 
d. Together have info to complete database fields 
e. Merge info with entire class 

14. Collaborative Writing and Learning Together Middle School (Global Problem Statistics) 
1. Use world population statistics and calcuJators 
2. Make comparisons between land size and popuJation 
3. Graph regions by size/kilometer on each continent 
4. CalcuJate people/ki1ometer in each continent and chart answer 
6. Descnoe what you can now infer in your group of 4-5 
7. Look up annual food production for a region 
8. Write a joint description of how this compares to land size and pop. 

15. Collaborative Writing (Using the Newspaper) 
1. Use major newspaper like New York Times and have weekly science and technology sections 
2. select significant terms from lead stories. 
3. Pass out photocopies and construct fiction stories 

16. Collaborative Writing and Group Investigation (Museums) 
1. Work in pairs and play the role of curator. 
2. Investigate bones, fossils, shells, etc ... 
3. Find our all that they can about he object they select 
4. Have students in groups of 4 create a fictitious but plausible scenario to accompany object 
5. Return to class and present problem and findings Page 477



17. Collaborative WritlDg and Group Investigation (Careers) 
1. Gather info on science in the workplace and careers 
2. Draw up a simple survey form mting occupations 
3. Gather data about the ways science is used on the job 
4. Students interview workers, parents, professionals about science tools in the workplace 
5. Have groups assemble and display data 
6. Look for patterns and comparisons 
7. Write up report 

18. Group Investigation (Pollution) 
1. Have student teams use observation sheets to record pollution in their neighborhood. 
2. Classify based on senses and different spheres of the earth for 1 week. 
3. Discuss the groups' observations with the class 
4. Discuss discrepancies in groups' data. 
5. Predict future patterns 
6. Make a visual representation of the data. 

19. Group Investigation (Video Segments) 
1. Tape short science/tech video segment (e.g., NOVA. 3-2-1 Contact, Weather Channel) 
2. Design projects (e.g., endangered species mural, chart weather patterns, computer newsletter) 
3. Allow student team choice on projects 
4. Present projects 

20. Graphing/Constructing (Any area) 
1. Work in pairs and gather data (e.g., pulse rates when exercise) 
2. Seek 'meaningful relationships among data 
3. Write about and graph data relationships (generate, discuss, modify, sequence, and rearrange) 
4. Title/Jabel the graph. 
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MORE SCIENCE IDEAS 
(What else could you do?) 

Additional Thinking skill links!!! (circle one) 
1. Do wet ink on most fun or best hands-on science activity ever 
2. This class was like a 
3. Force field anaI/PMI:on-ozone depletion or burning fossil fuels 
4. Other pts of view: company president, residents, mayor 
5. Brainstorm: ways to decrease rate of ozone depletion 
6. Reverse BS: ways to increase the rate of ozone. depletion 
7. Debate issues: what might happen with increased short wave radiation 
8. Summarize a lecture on ozone 
9. Rearrange facts/what if--videos on ozone depletion 
10. Fishbowl on a controversial article on the ozone 
11. Working backward--from a possible answer to the problem 
12. Other techniques 

What else? (circle ODe) 
levels of q's, creating Matrices (yes/no or content categories), fmding biased/slanted 
data, examining alternatives-consequences or pos-neg consequences, filling in a C
Map/Web for a chain of events, observation logs and journals, games and tournaments, 
simulating the environment, interviewing experts or elderly, bringing in authentic data 
from home, focus on different aspects of the problem, categorization schemes, 
ge~erating graphs and models from data, predicting outcomes, comparing and 
contrasting, attribute listing, modification, or transformation, creating mnemonics and 
acronyms, ranking ideas, fmding patterns and recognizing logical relatioIiships, 
hypothesis creation and testing, reflection questions and thought/white papers, Venn 
diagrams, follow-up discussions, use symbols for thinking processes (e.g., recall, cause
effect, or similarity) 
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Three Step Interviews 

Team Builder and Review of Key Pts of Coop Learning (so far) 
a. Line up by date born. Pair up and group by month born. 
b. In pairs, interview partner for 5 minutes (max)--Sample starter questions: 

1. Which are the generic methods are useful to you. 
2. What are impt ideas you have heard in this class about cooperative learning? 
3. What is an interesting idea or two that caught your eye about coop. learning? 
4. What are some of the dumb ideas you have heard about cooperative learning? 

c. Reverse roles (for another 5 minutes) 
d. Pairs join to form groups of four 
e. Roundrobin sharing what you learned in the interview 
f. ]s there a possible Jigsaw variation to this method ... 
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How can you spot a teacher using cooperative learning ineffectively? 

Ideas for a Student Top Ten List 

D. __________________________________________________________ __ 

b. __________________________________________________________ __ 

c. __________________________________________________________ ___ 

d. __________________________________________________________ __ 

c. __________________________________________________________ __ 

f __________________________________________________________ __ 

g.------------------------------------------------------------
h. _________________________________________________________ __ 

1.-----------------------------------------------------------
J _________________________________________________________ __ 

k __________________________________________________________ __ 

1.--------------------------------------------------------
m. ________________________________________________________ __ 

n. _______________________________________________ ---------

0. _______________________________________________ __ 

p.--------------------------------------------------------
qo _______________________________________________________ __ 

~---------------------------------------------------------
So _____________________________________________________ __ 

fC~~ \.{ 'C\ 
, 
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Top 10 ways you know are you not engaging your students: 
(Per students in this class form 1996-1998) 

10. Plants get more engaged time than the students. 
9. The majority of the class is in timeout and not concerned about coming back. 
8. Everyone wants the role of surfer dude, slacker, or slug. 
7. Cooperative learning materials are being used for practicing one's shot. 
6. Instructor turns blue and faints while holding his breath until "Everyone's eyes are on 
the board." 
5. The World Trade Center, Waco, and the Oklahoma City bombings were all linked to 
former students in his class. 
4. Instructor comes to class sporting a walkman and a virtual reality headset. 
3. Teacher affection consists of the words "lowlife" and "stupid." 
2. The principal's office wants to see the instructor immediately since no one has 
complained today. 
I. Beavis and Butthead think that this is a cool place. 
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COOPERA TIVE 

GROUPING, 

DISCUSSION, 

AND 

INTERACTION· 

STRUCTURES 

RECAP 
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I. Generic Methods: 
l.STAD 

Overall Summary of CL Methods: 

2. Teams-Garnes-Tournaments 
3. Jigsaw I 
4. Jigsaw 2 
5. Learning Together 
6. Group Investigation 
7. Coop Coop 

8. Numbered Heads Together (e.g., count off I, 2, 3, 4; work on prob, one grp and # is called on). 
("Today #3 will take the quiz for grp; grp checks it in "X" minutes & put all names on it & tum it in). 

9. Think-Pair-Share (students are cued to think with wait time, then share with partners, then class share). 
to. Roundrobin (students contribute ideas orally in tum to q or prob, clockwise or counterclockwise). 
11. Roundtable (one piece of paper is rotated around the table). 
12. Team Concept-Webs (roundtable/robin of core concepts to generate a diagram of team ideas). 
13. Structured Controversy (pairs are assigned opposing roles in debate situation and roles are reversed). 
14. Mind Swap (partners dump their knowledge to each other). 
15. Interview Partner (interview partner & then explain their pt of view to another grp in a roundrobin). 
16. Think-PairlListlWeb (these are adaptations of the previous strategies). 
17. Group Disc. with Roles (assign diff thkg or processing roles to class members to cover all angles). 
18. Weird Facts (start task, rdg. or grp activity Ytith a strange but true facts that encourages interaction). 
19. Tum to Your Partner and .. ., (homework partners, worksheet checkers. test reviewers. drill partners). 
20. Paired Partners: Think Aloud (one partner talks thru prob & the other listens. q '5. & monitors). 
21. Triads: Observer Feedback (two partners work together while a third takes notes & reports on it). 
22. Tell and Retell (show and tell with partners: partners tell own stories and retell someone c1ses). 
23. Traveling clusters: People Search (searching for partie. pa ttems, people, traits. COIlCCPl.S, answers). 
24. One stay, Three Stray; or, Three Stray, One Stay (some rotate, others stay to explain/continue wrkg). 
25. Inside-Outside (teams face each other & present, inner then outer circle and then give appreciations). 
26. Gallery Tours (move about the room and give feedback on sheet perhaps) 
27. Stand & Share (teams stand as know the answer & tche calls on one & sit as your answer is revealed) 
28. Forced Response: Wrap Around (in roundrobin, students respond to lead-in stmt from the teacher). 
29. Team Value Lines or Human Graphs of Resp (take a stance & then listen to others in class/team). 
30. Tag games, Hug Tag, Fantasy Play, Car & Driver, Grp Challenges (coop play to for the playground). 

Other Classroom Structures that Encourage Student Participation: 
1. group discussion--pool ideas of group 
2. buzz groups-small group of 4-6 followed by disc. in entire group 
3. panel discussion--4-8 member panel informally discusses topic 
4. symposium--disc. in phases by series of experts 
5. debates--pro and con of a controversial issue 
6. concentric circles--inner circle disc and outer listen and then is reversed. 
7. reaction sheets--group reacts to predetermined controversial or important ideas 
8. Phillips 66--6 people discuss topic for 6 minutes 
9. role play--act out a situation with group defined roles and then discuss 
10. picture making--4-5 sub-groups make illustrations about major ideas or principles 

Alternatives (circle one you could/would use and below it write why): 
1. i.e., group discussion, buzz groups symposium, panel groups, debates, concentric circles, reaction 
sheets, Phillips 66, role play, picture making ... Page 484



Cooperative Learning: 
Domain Specific Stuff 

a. Applying Generic Cooperative Learning Methods in Science 
1. Group Reading with different purposes (read same passage for different reasonsMews) 
2. Numbered Heads Together (DifficuJt Chemical Symbols) 
4. Roundtable (global warming) 
5. Learning Together or Group Investigation (problem solving worksheets, labs, any experiment) 
6. TItink-Pair-Share (Video Segments) 
7. Value Line and Modification of Structured Controversy method 
8. Jigsaw Themes: "~r," 'The Planet Earth," "Pollution," and 'The Greenhouse Effect" 
9. Technology Projects: Database Creation, Labnet, e-mail, buJletin boards, micro labs 
10. Group Investigation and Collaborative Writing: Museums, career info, pollution, population 

b. Cooperative Reading Methods: 
1. Cooperative Learning Scripts 
2. Cooperative Teaching Scripts 
3. Reciprocal Teaching--students and teacher switch roles and model how to ask good q's of text 
4. Reciprocal Questioning 
5. READER-READERS (Clarke & Bonk, 1992) 
6. Group Reading with different purposes 
7. Paired Reading--one student reads and the other listens: a. Success for Ail; b. Reading Recovery 
8. Cooperative Integrated Reading and Composition (eIRC) 
9. Other: Buddy System, Group Retelling, Reading Strategy Groups, Translation Writing 
10. Technology Supported Cooperative Reading 

Co Collaborative Writing Ideas 
1. collaborate to write own myths, novels, poems, resumes, songs, news stories, letters to the editor. 
2. students make vocabuJary list on a topic and print it for group. 
3. team plans and outlines and individuaUy writes parts. 
4. one member writes and team revises. 
5. one member dictates and another transcnbes. 
6. groups write on SUbtopics and how to combine work. 
7. Peer EditinglFeedback-student author reads to peer. 
8. Search different Reference Books and Create DataBase. 
9. pairs work electronically on local news stories. 
10. Electronic Collaboration From: word processing, e-mail, delayed collab, real·time, muJtimedia. 

d What about math ..• or social studies or art or music or PE or foreign languages or .•. ??? 
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The Risk Taking Continuum: 

Low Risk < ------------------------> High Risk 

Phillips 66 PBL 
Tum to Your Partner 
PMI, KWL 

Electronic Cafes 
6 Hats 

Mock Trials 
Metaphorical Thinking 

Summing Up 
Brainstorming 

BS, Rev BS, Wet Ink, Web, Cr. Dramatics 
Minute Paper, Cases, Debate, Elec CMaps 
Think-Pr-Sh, # Heads, Jigsaw, Human Gr. 
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t2..1? 

Simple Structures 

Comers: 

Teacher selects a topic and assigns four choices. The students select one of the 
four corners of the room. Stucients within each corner pair up and share the 
reason for choosing the comer. A person from one corner s~es with the 
class and then a person from a different comer paraphrases what has been 
said. 

Three .. Step Interview: 

Students form pairs. Using interview I lis tening techniques that have been 
modeled, one student interviews another about an announced topic. When 
time is up, students switch roles as interviewer and interviewee. Pairs then 
join to fonn groups of four. Students take turns introducing their pair 
partners and sharing what" the pair partners had to say. Can be used as a 
teambuilder, opinion questions, predicting, evaluation, sharing book reports, 
etc. (Spencer Kagan) 

Think .. Pair .. Share: 

Discussion strategy that incorporates wait time and aspects of cooperative 
learning. Students learn to USTEN while a question is posed, THINK 
(without raising hands) of a response, PAm with a neighbor to discuss their 
responses, and SHARE their responses with the whole class. Time limits and 
transition cues help discussions move smoothly. Students are able to 
rehearse responses mentally and verbally, and all students have an 
opportunity to talk. (Frank Lyman) 

THINK· Teacher asks a question, think about the answer 
PAm· Students pair with partner to share answers 
SHARE· Share partner's answer with the class, share own affirmed answer 

with the class 

Roundrobin or Roundtable: 

Roundtable is useful for brainstonning, reviewing, or practicing while also 
serving as.a teambuilder. Roundrobin is oral response instead of paper. 
SeQuential fonn: Students sit in teams of 3 or more, with one piece of paper 
and one pencil. The teacher asks a question which has multiple answers. 
Students take turns writing one answer on the paper, then passing the paper 
and pencil clockwise to. the next person. When time is called, teams with the 
most correct answers are recognized. Teams reflect on their strategies and 
consider ways they could improve. 

-
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Simultaneous form: Each student starts a piece of paper, writes an answer, 
and passes it, so several papers are moving at once. (Spencer Kagan) 

Numbered Heads Together: 

Useful for quickly reviewing objective material in a fun way. The students in 
each team are numbered (each team might have 4 students numbered 1, 2, 3, 
4). Students coach each other on material to be mastered. Teachers pose a 
question and call a number. Only the students with that number are eligible 
to answer and earn points for their team. Builds both individual 
accountability and positive interdependence. May be done with only one 
student in the class responding (sequential form), or with all the number 3's, . 
for instance, responding using an Every Pupil Response technique such as 
slates or hand signals (simultaneous form). (Spencer Kagan) 

Line-Ups: 

Students line up in a given order - age, birthday, alphabetical, time sequence, 
etc. 

Partner Editing: 

Students work in pairs to coach each other. Editing the writing occurs in 
three rounds: punctuation, capitalization, and spelling. 

Punctuation: Teach the students to listen for the pauses as a story is read 
aloud. When there is a breath, a period is needed. When there is a slight 
pause, a comma is needed. Partner #1 reads orally and partner #2 marks the 
pauses he/she hears with a period or a comma. Reverse the activity till both 
have had a chance to read orally and mark the punctuation. 

Capitalization: Whole class reviews proper use of capital letters. Partners 
read through the writing checking for correct capitalization. 

Spelling: To check a paper for spelling, it is helpful to read the paper 
backwards. Each word is carefully read starting with the last word ~d 
moving toward the beginning word. When the reader hesitates over an 
unknown word, he/she circles the word and continue~ until the total paper 
has been read and words have been circled. Then partners exchange papers 
and read each other's papers backwards. Then students use dictionaries to 
correct or verify correct spelling of marked words. 

\L.l. 
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Word Webbing (Qustering or Semantic Mapp~g): 

Each team has a large sheet of butcher paper or newsprint. Each student has a 
different colored marker. The main topic is written in the center of the paper. 
The team member should use Roundtable ~o add subtopics and then anyone 
can add additional details. 

Resources for Structures: 

Kagan, Spencer. Cooperative Learning Resources for Teachers. (1989). 520 

Curran, Lorna. Cooperative Learning & Uterature: Lessons for Uttle Ones. 
(K-2) (1989). S15 

Stone, Jeanne. Cooperative Leaming and Language Arts: A Multi-Structural 
Approach. (K-8) (1989). 515_ 

To order. Resources for Teachers 
27134 Paseo Espada #202 
San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675 

43 

V~qL ,-\!jq 
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MODEL 113 MODEL 114 

Source Type of Interaction Source Type of Interad'on 

Weaver & COIn:II, 1986 Turn To Your Partner And ... Bloom & Broder, 19S0 Paired Partners: 
(TIYPA) Whimbey, 1975 Think Aloud 

- - -Description Description 

An infonna! nraregy used I ) I I 
~ughouraninputscquencc 

in which two slUdenlS discuss 

A problem solver raUu his 
( ) wily stralegicaJIy ~ugh II 

problem. A pUlner monhors 
ideas discussed In the IccNn!. his progress with cues Ilftd - - quesrions. Both reneci on 

problem-solving pallems. - -
(Suggested) Lesson: Down Memory Lane Level: Grade 8 
Prescription 

UIC 10 punctulle I IccNnl, I Thll Inrormal, quick Intencaon In which Itudenll rum to I 

(Suggested) Lesson: Math Problem Solving Level: Grad~6-
Prescription 

Him ora remdlng. Arler 7-8 panner Ilftd dlaloSUe brieHy on a IpccIHcaRy dlrecred rask is 
mlnules or straIghl talk, used errecdvely II SlUdcnls are SUlded 10 model bolh cognition 
slUdenlS need ro be acavely :and meracognlrion In a lesson on rhinldng. 
cued and englliled. 

Use over dme 10 develop One panner IhInks aloud u he/she solvcs II problellL The monl-
melacognirive.lhink-aloud lOr cues the thinking with approprillic queslions as the problem 
Ir~cldng of siudeni beh:avlol1. solver works syslemarically ~ugh the math c~cul:ations. 

Notes VIgnette: TTYPA 

Notes VIgnette: Paired Partners 

Lccrurer Melacognition Is Ihinting about your Ihlnking. LeI me demon-
strOle. Teacher: WI,h panners, sollie Ihis Slory problem usin, Ihe Ihink-aloud 

lTYPA TU171 10 your parlner QIId recile a piece you know by memory. 
TMn, swireh rolu QIId lis len 10 your parmer's memorized piect. 

stralegy. 
Problem solver: 
Thinks aloud Ilftd says every- I'm ,oln, 10 add IMse fwO numbers. Then. 

Srudenr "1 response Four score and swen years ago ... Ihing Ih:1I occun 10 himlher I'll ... 

Siudeni '2 response We lhe people o/Ihe Unlled Slales ... 
in a syslemalic procedure. 

Meniler: 
Lecturer Thol's coiled cOlnilion. Asks le~ding questions 10 Why are you dDlnl lhol' Are you apeerln, d larger number or 

lTYPA Now, 17l'I''' lell each Olher how you learned ,hal pitce by htart elicil Ihe inner re:uoning. a smaller number lhon Ihe original? 

so _lIlhol you could say II lOc/Qy. Problem solver: 

SlUdent response Ilearntd by repeating • •• EI~borales :and catches Because lhe quesrion calls/or a lOlal, rm lhinklng 1M number. 
mnolher rhought for a new 0/ course, will be larger and lhere/ore I will add or multiply. 

LcclUlCr Thinking about how you learned Is called melacognilion, siniegy. Hmm, could I mulliply here? 

90 91 
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MODEL 117 MODEL 18 

Source Type of Interaction Source Type of Interaction 

Fogarty &: Opeka. 1988 2-4-8: Tell/Retell Johnsons, 1986 Cooperative Learning: Groups Slavin, 1983 

18 ffiBl Descrlpdon ffi Partnen lelltheir own stories. 
Then they releU I partner's 
story. The pairs doublc-l·4-
8. 

KBglUl,I988 

DescrIption 

11Ircc 10 five learners, hetCfO-
geneously grouped for an 
academic wk. Key elemenll -

(Suggested) Lesson: Show and Tell Level: Grade 1 
PrescrIption 

t' Usc 10 structure salve lislen' In I typical primary classroom, "show and leU" lime is struc· ", ing in a partner sharing or for lUred ~fully for both speaking and IiSlening skills. 

for rormal cooperadve groups 
include posidve Inlerdepend. 
ence, Individual ac:c:ounllbU· 
hy, group processing, social 
skills and face·lo·face inter· 

a quick gatherinl of lOll of acrions. 

-
..c.. ideas . 

~ 
Notes Vignette: 2·4·8 

(Suggested) Lesson: Prediction (BET) Level: Grade 7 
PrescrIption 

2 A: Thu u myskJ,./rom a slIdU.llound II 011 Iht hiJ:illg parh. 
II was Ihtrt In Iht swultlM.1 Ihillk rht sNJ!t wIggltd OUI 

Use 10 engage students Cooperative groups an: used in a Directed Reading Thinking 

intensely in the processing Aclivity (DRTA) to predict and justify what studentS think will 

activities needed for leaming happen neltl in a story. 
Panners share show lind lell 0111 whIlt M war gtmllg a slUlran. for tnlnsfer. 
items. B: I brought my lavorllt TrafIJlomv:". My dad couldn'I 

I @(!) I 
figurt! II OYI.11rDd 10 htlp him. II' S prttry tricky if you dOll'r 
UwW nwch about Ihtm. 

Notes VIgnette: Cooperative LearnIng: Groups 

Checker checks (or under· Dots tvtryOM undtrSland? We will Wt SIT. 

4 A: "S" brought Iht TrtJlll/onnt" rltar his dad couldn'r!igllrt 
~ A tells B's, B tells A's .,. 

C tells D's, D teUs C's 
OUI. 

B: "A" lound a slIdU'llkI,. whitt ht war hiki,.g. 

A m c: "D" brou,ht pholographs 01 his birlhday parry 01 Iht pizza 
plact!. 

D: "C" lorgol htr show and rtlt bur sht lold mt about htr ridt 
I,. rht row 110M. -~ 

8 ~ ,. 
E:lch teUs II new Story. A: "COO 10rgOl htrs but Iht rock ill a row boal, 

'" B: "D" IrM plcrwu ollht pilla plact. 

---- C: "S" carl rra1U/omr hu TrafIJlonnt". 
~ IEBOOI ~ D: "A" IrM Iht ski,. 01 a swt. 

e 00 

standing: 
Base on (aclS 

Teacher monitors Express possibilities 
Tenderll bel on WhlU we think will hmppen next In the slory 
enlilled "The Dinner Party." 

Encoungcr: Encourages n:sponse in rum: 
.1 rhink It I a murder myjltry btcawt o/rM drlt. 

Te3cher monitors • I Ihink It s about can,.ibau. Thert will be a rwlsr. 
, Maybt it I about allimais havi,.g a Ita parry. This II Irom 

schoor, you know. 

Encounger: Ler's wrirt daWII rht callnibal idta btcawt II's so diJftrtnr. 

Group consenSUS Whar da Iht WI 01 you rhillk? 

Recorder: Writes down group ISIIswer. 

94 95 
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Source 

Fogarty.l Bellanca. 1987 

Description 

Srudenls ue prompled wilb 
questions 10 moye IlboUI and 
lind someone who ..• 
Infonnal cluslers form as 
srude nlS seleci new partners 
in Iheir scuch for answen 10 

llIe questions. 

(Suggested) 
Prescription 

Use:as ice·bn::aker, u pre· 
leamlna smllegy 10 Icdvale 
prior knowledge or as a 
revieVl o! !"'ponanl con-;epls 
prior co a lese. 

Notes 

Prompled by sheet 

Srudents moye aboulltld calk 
10 each olber. 

Siudenis moye on 10 newly 
fOrming cluslen of 2. l or 4 
srudenlS 

MODEL 119 

Type of Interaction 

Traveling Clusters: People Search 

CD EP C(0 

Lesson: People Search Level: Grade 12 

A lellon used u • pre-Iearnin. ItrlIlelY 10 "sllr up" prior knowl· 
edge aboullhlnklng skills. The cue sheel SIlins Ihe siudeni inler· 
Icrion. 

Vignette: People Search 

Using: FIND SOMEONE WHO ... 
I. Can classify friends 
2. Can name problem'solYing steps 
l. 
4. 
5. 

Srudenl A: I rhiMI can classify /Iiends into /oUI gloups. 
Siudeni B: Glear. Go alrttld. 
SrudenlA: Tirt ,ood. rhe bad, rhe u,ly cmd best/riend. 
Siudenl B: Supel. Maybe, I can help you wi,h 'he s'eps '0 
ploblem solllln,. Flnt, declde on 'he leal ploblem ... 

Srudenl A: Thanks. Ta/~ to you lo'el. 

96 

MODEL ,'0 
Source 

Type of Interaction 

I Forced Response: Wrap Around 
Howe.l Howe. 1975 

00°0 
Description o 0 

Round·robin style. srudenls o 0 
respond in rum 10 a lead·in 00 0 0 
slatemenl cued by Ibe 
leacher. 

(Suggested) Lesson: Analogies Level: Grade 5 

Prescription 

Use 10 ancho, Individual Allhe close of Ihe lesson. srudenlS are Dsked 10 compue Iblnk-

!houghls or give a quick 
ing 10 an animal. After jOlring down some ideas. a verbal wrap 

read in II of Ibe group . !found Ihe room i. used 10 sh:lJ'e Ihe ideas. 

Notes VlgneUe: Wrap Around 

Wnpplng around Ihe room. each sludenl responds in lum ... 

Response of srudent "I ThinJ:/n, is llu 0/10, because it hops alollnd In yoUI mind. 

Teache, (Signals ne ... Siudeni wichoUI judging each response.' 

Sludenlll2 
ThinJ:in, Is like an elephan', because i,' s htall)' on yoill mind. 

Teache, (Nods., 

SludenllfJ ThinJ:in, is likt a holse, because bo,h call.h,ow yoll. 

Srudenll4 ThinJ:in, is /lu Ihe cal family because i. helps .0 be in d"ol/p. 

Siudeni ", 
Thlni/ng Is Ilu d monJ:ry becaust you COII/ooi alol/tId with 

bo'h. 

Siudenlll6 Thinkin, is like a chiden. becaust both can lay an tgg! 

etc. 

97 
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MODEL 111 
MODEL ft12 

Source Type of Interaction Source 
Type of Interadlon 

Fogarty &: DcUanca. 1987 Total Group Response: 
Human Graph 

, Group Investigation: 
Aronson. 1971 

.1 

Shann and Shann. 1976 The Ultimate Jigsaw 

Description 

SrudenlS Ildvocale an opinion 

~ by standing II dcsignued 

§ spots on an Imlglnary axis. 8 ThIs human graph is a living. 0 lmlthlngll1ph thaI can 
chanle u srudents change 
positions. 

C") 
(" (Suggested) 
~ lesson: Equity 

t'" 
PrescrIption 

level: Grade 9 

Description 

(8(8 Each member hu I piece or 
die pur.z1e; responslblllty Is 
divided; 10 SCI the whole 
picture. or all the lnforma- (8 don. the separale pieces muSI 
be russembled or syndic-
slud Inlo the compleled 
pur.z1e by the various group 
memben 

Use 10 cake a quick bul Used 10 Incroduce I unl! on Equily Issues. che leacher srruclurcs 

..s=. 
highly visible rudlng or the 
group memben' feelings on 

an agrce/dlsagn:e Slluemenl (or sampling "public opinion." 

..,.S::l an issue. idea or concepl . 
~ 

(Suggested) lesson: Geographic Regions level: Grade 4 

PrescrIption 

Noles Vignette: Human Graph 

Pn:senl graph formal DISAOR.EE AOREE 

I 
NEllTRAl. 

I I 
,.. 0 C B A' A B C 0 

Use when pvup. are &OClllly 
In a rounh pde cluln)Om. &rOups or three sNdents are .. ven 

sophlsdcaled or 10 build 
regions of die U.S. 10 Invesdsale and research. The sroup Is 

individual responslbllily 
u1dnuuely responsible 10 Imow alllhrce regions and will "lellch 

wilhln the le:un. 
each other." Srudcnts with die same loplc help each odler masler 
It before presenting II 10 their groups. 

-. IN ... c:a- ...... au;... ~ ... . -c:or-a IN ... --.,., """" 
Teacher cues (or gmphing InIIlca.e hoMlstro"gly yo" agree or dlJagrcc: 
inlencrion: I Women an: slnInger Ihan men. I 

~ 8 ., 0 

~ Siudents move on gnaph Q 8 8 § § § 
r'\ 

Q 

~ 
0 C B A A B C 0 

Notes 
Vignette: The Ultimate JIgsaw 

Teicher 
Onel. taU.he EIU.tr" staboard. Twos, rtletlrcll fM mid-
secrlon ol.he CD/UlIT)I. Threts.,a.htr Irt/OTJJllJflon elbou • • ht 
wellern porrlon of.he Unl.td S.a.ts . 

Siudenl "I I'm ,0'''' '0 J.eI" ." .he IIbrelry. 

Sludenl "1 1,1 
I Mtd.o iUjlrtt my elreel. 

Siudenl "3 
i This Is ,rta •. /IDve .he WeJI. 

~ Sample reasons From srudenls 

0 
I ~flree J/To"gly. Think abo"r .he pioneer women and .lre hard· 
shlpJ .hey had 10 ollercomt. 

i I 

I. 1 .. ' 

!II 
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CLASSROOM STRUCTURES \VIIiCH ENCOURAGE STUDENT PARTICIPATION 

METIIOIl 

Group 
Oisclluion. 

Bua 
Groups. 

Pancl 
DiscuuioD. 

Sympotium 
DlacUJlion. 

DEFINITION 

Opporlunily for pooling 
of idea., experience, 
and knowledse. 

Allows for lotal 
participation by I'oup 
memben throuah anaU 
clulleR of participant .. 
followed by dilCUuion 
of the entire group . 

It. disclIssion In a 
convenatlonallorm 
"monB a selected £TOUP 
of penon. wilh .Iuder, 
In front of an audience 
that join. In later. 

A dilCUlllon In which the 
topic II broken Into 
III varioul phues; each 
part II praented by an 
expert or penon well 
Informed on th., partlcu
I.r phase, In a briel, 
conel .. speech. 

\VII~N USED 

For majority of meedn ... 
because of adaplability 
10 gre:uer troup par
ticipatJon. 

A. a lechnlque 10 gct 
parlicipallon from every 
individual In Ihe gTOup. 
llighly adaptable 10 other 
group method •• 

AI. tcchnique to Itlmu
late Interest and thlnklalt 
and 10 provoke bener 
dilCuuion. 

. When IpeclRc Informa
tion II desired. 

PREPARATION/PROCEDURE 

Preplanninglo develop discullion 
oUlline. Leader encoungea every 
member to participate by pdlnl 
Ihe discualon. 

Prepare one or two questions on the 
lubJect 10 give each group. DlYide 
the memben iVlto Iman cluller. of 
lour 10 Ii •. A leader I. chosen to 
record and report pertJnent Ideu 
dlscwsed. 

The leader plana with thc lour to 
eilht memben of the panel. The 
panel dilCUlSCI Informally wilhout 
any let lpecchea. The leader then 
openl the dllCUalon to the entire 
I'0up and IUmmariaea. 

Leader meetl with the three or lour 
memben of the qmpo.Jum and plana 
oUIIine. Partldpenll are Introduced 
and reporu are elven, If'OUp dlrecaJ 
quatlonl to proper IJ1DpoeJum 
membcn, leader IUJIUDUfaca. 

i 

LIMITATION 

Practical wlah not more 
Ihan twenty penolll. 
Decoma dllO~anilCd 
without carelul plannlnl 
of material to be covered. 

Thoulht mUlt be elven .. 
10 the purpose .nd 
orlan1udon of IfOUPt. 

Can Ict off beam; 
penonallty of lpealcn 
may ovenhadow conleal; , 
vocal .peahr can 
monopoll. procnm. 

Can let oft bcaJD; 
penonatlty 01 ipcUcn 
may cwenh.dow ClDIIlalb 

vocal tpea.er can 
mODOpall .. prapam. 

ften~fJulst, William II., 'Rteven R. rhllllfls (eds) Cary II. Ollehl (Cenernt F.dltnr\ A ",,".II ...... L ~ •• - "-- I. 

Oevelonmp.nt" (lq7-a\ n .... "_l._-" I 
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METIIOD 

Debate 
DiJcuaioa. 

Experlmce 
DIICUlliOll. 

Conceatria 
Olrde.. 

Rucdaa 
Sheet. 

DEFINITION 

A pro and alD diJcwa.iOD 
of a controversial issue. 
Objective it to convince 
tile audience ralher than 
diJplay wllin .tlAdin, 
the opponent. 

A small or IarF lJOup 
ditcuwon followiDc a 
report on the aWn point 
01 a book, article; mowle, 
or lIfe uperieoc:e. 

A mW..I c.lrde of group 
memben form withlo the 
larser cirde. The inner 
circle dUcuuea a topic 
whUe the role of the 
oullide circle 1.a 10 lbtea. 
The dilcualoD II thea 
revencd.. 

A method 01 reactlalto 
Idea ID the foUowlal 
waJl: Idcaa that you 
qucatJoa; Ideu that are 
new 10 you; Ideal that 
naU, "hlt home.· 

WilEN USED 

In dilCuainga conbo-
venial iuue on which 
there are fairly definite 
opinion. in tile group OD 
both .idea to bring thCJe 
dilIereDCea out into the 
open iD a lriendJ)' manoer. 

To present a new point 
of view or to pracat 
iuuca that wiJlltimula .. 
"IOUght and dilcua100. 

A. a technIque 10 .t1mu-
late interest aad 10 

provoke sood ddcullloa. 
This Ia apedall, looci to 
Belmore rapoaae rrom 
a pup ahat iI dow ID 
putlcJpatIac· 

,.. a wa, 10 ret the paup 
10 react. Combl.ae tbla 
with olher methoda. 

PREPAIlA TION/PROCEDURE 

Divide the group Into aides 01 pro 
and con. Each .peaker .lIould be 
limited to Ii predet.ennined time 
followed by relJuttal U daired. 

Plan with othcn panldpatl"l OQ 

how review i. to be presented. Thea 
have an open dilcuaaloa on pcrtl.ncut 
iuuCl and polntl of view u 
expcricDad. 

Leader and planDln, group work 
oul quation. that will be discuued 
by the conceDtric clrde and then by 
the laqer clrde. 

Prepare IOptc aucI Jaction iheels. 
Explala and dJatribute reaction 
thee .. with the bUlrUcliona 10 write 
u they (bten. walch. or read. FoUow 
with lJOup diIcwaJon. 

LIMITATION 

Memben are oltea not 
objective towarda the 
.ubject. 

AbWty of partJdpatJDI 
memben 10 relate 10 
othert aad motivate 
think1ac. 

Much thOU,..1 aDd prel 
aration mull be liven 
to the quadoDl ror 
dlacualoa. Room aad 
movable chain needed. 

Topic abouId be tome

what CIODtroweniai. 
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METIIOD 

Phillipt 66. 

Revene 
ThlnlLlns· 

Role 
Playing. 

Picture 
Maklnl· 

DEFINITION 

Thil it a IJlOntaneoul 
method where Ii. people 
view their oplnlonl on a 
topic lor .Ix minute&. 

Exprellion of thoulht 
by thlnldnsln revene. 

The lpontancow acdns 
out of a lituatJon or an 
Incident by lelected 
memben of the group. 

A way of brinslng out 
ideas or principles on a 
topic b), lneaN of limple 
lIIultralioN made by 
1T0u'p memben on the 
blackboard or large chart 
paper. 

WilEN USED 

To add Ipice and variety 
10 melhocb of praenta-
tioM. 

To gain an IMlght Into 
othen' feellnga and to ~ 
another point of view 

A. Ihe bull of developing 
clearer IMighti Into ·the 
feelinga of people and the 
forces In a lituation 
which facilitate or block 
good human relatlona. 

AI a technique to Illmu
late Interest, thlnl"ns. 
and par1lc1patJon. 

PREPARA TI ONI PROCEDURE 

Define topic of discuuion. Count off 
.ix people and allow .ix minutes for 
diJcwalon. Allow for group dilCUulon 
or reaail1lment at We people. 

Prepare topic-e*plain to pup the 
theory of reverse thinking. Comhlne 
with other methodl. 

Choose an appropriate .ituadon or 
problem. lIave the group define 
the rolca-the general characterlltlea 
to be represented b)' each player. 
Enact the lCene. Oblerve and dllCuu 
.uch thinp u lpec:ific behavior, 
underlrins forca, or emotional 
raetlo .... 

Leader And member. of planning 
group !elect general principlet or 
qucallon. on the topic which would 
be .ullable to iIIu.t .... te. Leader 
divide. the sroup Into four or five 
lub-groups. Each lub·sroup II given 
a Itatement or problem to lIIu.trale. 
After completlns the picture maltin!, 
each group moW! and explalnl the 
picture. Thil I, follow~d by 
dlscuulon. 

LIMITATION 

MUlt be used IOmewhat 
Ae:x1bly. 

A challens. to l"Oup 
memben. 

Group leader inUit be 
.killed 10 that aclon wID 
pia)' their rolet IerlowJ" 
without ICIf-coNdousnea. 

Inltructlon mu.t be clear 
.. to the value of picture 
making and adequate 
material. luppned. 
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Table 2. Mid-level Strategies (from Dorsey, Olson. & 
Reigeluth. 1988). . 

Apprenticeship: an experiential leaming strategy in which 
the learner acquires knowledge and skills through direct 
participation in learning under immediate personal 
supervision in a situation that approximates the 
conditions under which the knowledge will be used. 

Debate: a formatly structured discussion with two teams 
arguing opposing sides of a topic. 

Demonstration: a carefully prepared presentation Ihat 
shows how to perform an act or use a procedure; 
accompanied by appropriate oral and visual explanations 
and illustrations; frequently accompanied by questions. 

Field trip: a carelully planned educational tour in which a 
_group visits an object or place 01 interest for first-hand 

observation or study. 
Game: an instructional activity in which participants lollow 

prescribed rules that diHer from those 01 reality as they 
strive to attain a challenging goal: is usually competitive. 

Group discussion, guided: a purposeful conversation and 
deliberation about a topic 01 mutual interest among 6-20 
participants under the guidance 01 a leader. 

Group discussion, free/open: a free group discussion of a 
topic selected by the teacher, who acts only as chainnan; 
learning occurs only through the interchange among 
group members, 

Ancient symposium: a group 01 5-29 persons who meet in 
the home or private room to enjoy good food. 
entertainment, fellowship, and with the desire to discuss 
inlormally a topic of mutual interest. 

Interview: a 5- to 3().minute presentation conducted before 
an audience in which a resource person(s) responds to 
systematic questioning by the audience about a 
previously determined topic. 

Laboratory: a learning experience in which students 
interact with raw matenals. 

Guided laboratory: an Instructor-guided learning 
expenence In which students Interact with raw materials. 

Lecture/Speech: a carefully prepared oral presentation 01 a 
subJect by a qualified person 

Lecture, guided discovery: a group learntng strategy rn 
which the audience responds to Questions posed by the 
instructor selected to guide them toward discovery (also 
called recitation class). 

Panel discussion: a group 01 3-6 persons having a 
purposeful conversallon on an aSSIgned topic belore an 
audience 01 learners: members are selected on Ihe basIs 

(often called "periormance technologv") and sOCIetal 
Impacl (see. e.g., the "BUSiness ImpacI ISO Model" 
proposed bv Molencla, Pershing and Relgeluth (In 

press). For 1-:-12 and tll~her eciuc.)llon. greater attention 
will be paid 10 the needs oi lhe br':>Jder community or 
SOClel\' (and Its \',HlOU~ organizatIons) thaI the 

16 

01 previously demonstrated interests and competency in 
the subject to be discussed and their ability to verbalize. 

Project: an organized task performance or problem solving 
activity. 

Team project: a small group 01 learners working 
cooperatively 10 perform a task or solve a problem. 

Seminar: a strategy in which one or several group 
members carry out a study/project on a topic (usually 
selected by the teacher) and present their findings to the 
rest of the group, followed by discussion. (usually 
teacher-led) 01 the findings to reach a general 
conclusion. 

Quiet meeting: a 15- to SO· minute period of meditation and 
limited verbal expression by a group of lillELOr more 
persons; requires a group 01 people who are not 
strangers to each other; is used at a point when the 
leaders or members feel that reflection and 
contemplation are desirable. 

Simulation: an abstraction or simplification of some spe
cific real·life situation, process. or task. 

Case study: a type of simulation aimed at giving learners 
experience in the sort of decision making required later. 

Role play: a dramatized case study: a spontaneous 
portrayal (acting out) 01 a situation, condition, or 
circumstance by elected members 01 a leaming group. 

Think TanklBrainstorm: a group effort to generate new 
ideas for creative problem solving; thoughts of one 
participant stimulate new direction and thoughts in 
another. 

Tutorial, programmed: one-to-one method 01 instruction in 
which decisions to be made by the tutor (live. texl. 
computer. or expert system) are programmed in advance 
by means of carefully selected, structured instructions; is 
individually paced. reqUires active learner response, and 
provides immediate feedback. 

Tutorial, conversational: one-to-one method 01 instruction 
in which the tutor presents instruction in an adaptive 
mode; is individually paced, requires active learner 
response. and leedback is prOVided. 

Socratic dialogue: a type 01 conversational tutorial in which 
the tutor guides the.learner to discovery through a series 
of questions. 

Note: There are many vanations 01 these approaches. and 
different approaches are olten used In combination. 

educational institution ~t.'rves, .1S well ,)5 to the learners' 
needs; and greater attention will be paid to 
organizational chJn!:{e~ Ihat will help the institution and 
its instruction.)1 system to meet those needs. The 
concern for system I": change in education, or 
Educational System~ Design ([SOl. is a reflecllon of the 
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Table 3. Alternative Methods for Instruction (from 
Molenda, 1995). 

Methods: 

LecturelPresentation 

DemonstrationIModeling 

Tutorial 

Drill & Practice 

IndependentILeamer Control 0 -0-® 

Discussion. Seminar 

Cooperative Group Leaming 

Games (artificial rules) 

Simulations 

Discovery 
• Individual 

a) ar1IftciaI cClldlall. 
b) -'-1d pnidIoe 

(OJT) 

---------------------.~------~~------------------~ 

• Group 

Problem SolvinglLab 0-

Stran I: 

EffICient 
Standardized 
Structured 

Eases 
Application 

Customized 
Leamer Responsible 

Automatized 
Mastery 

Auble 
implementalion 

Meanngful, reaflsm. 
owned, customized 
10 learner 

OWnership 
T oarn-building 

High Transter 
High Motivalion 

HiQh Level Thinkng 
in iII·structured 

problems 

0= TeachGr @'" Leamer @= ResouR:8 = Indlrec1 Involvemenl 
(Uve or Automated) (InstnJdlonaJ) 

0= Problem @ = Leamlng ActlYlty @c Resoun::a ) = Direction 01 Conlrol 
(mw) 
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Structure 

Roundrobin 

Comers 

... '" .~ 

MalchMine 

Numbered 
Heads Together 

Color<oded 
Co-op Cards 

Pairs Chedl 

Three-Step 
Inten-iew 

Think·Pair· 
Share 

Team 
Word
Webbing 

Roundlable 

Inside·Outside 
Circle 

Panner~ 

Co·op 
Co·oo 

Fig. 4. Overview of Selected Structures 

Each student moves to a comer the room 
ahemative. StudenlS discuss within cornen. 

'from other comen. ... - -
J. ,,~;> ..r-::-~ .. '~/!J-" .. 

!:-:..~ ... - _r~ .• !.:!i:iP, .. ~~.~-.. 

StudenlS attempt to match the arrangement of objects on 
using oral communication only. .- •• : .~;. -~,..: - .:..: 

_ Voabulary development. Com- •. 
: .... '·r ~ ,"unitation l1ei/ls, role-raking .: ~ 

; .. ; .=~.:':~ . :;.;,:-: ~ i.lbiliry; ... 0·. •. ~ .' .~~ ~ ..... r;-;:.-:.;:.:.,,,;., .-.;., 

The teacher asks a Question. consult to make sure everyone kn0W5 the . 
answer. then one student is called upon to an~ -. - '.' " ! ~ 

Students memorize faeu using a flash card game.:The game- is structured'so that.- . '. Memorizing faeu •. Helping, 
tnere is a maximum probabiliry of success at each step, moving from short-tert1!.lO.: _ "praising. . 
long·term memory. Scoring is based on improvement. ... . 

Students work in pain wlthll1 groups of lour. Within pain studenlS ahernate--one 
solves a problem while the other coaches. After e-.ery IWO problems the pair 
checks to see il they have the same answen as the other pair. 

Siudents interview each OIher in pain, firs! DOe w11'(, then the other. Students each 
share with the group inloanation they leamed in the· interview. . 

. Pr.!ctiCing skills. Helping. 
. praising. 

Shanng perwnal iniormation such 
. as hypotheses, reactions to a 

..• poem, condusions irom a Ulllt. 
_ ~articipat;on. listening. 

Students thll1k to themselves on a topic provided by the teacher; they pair up with . Generating and revising h~'pothe-
another student to discuss It; they then sh.1re their thoughts with the class. .' ses. inductive reasoning. deductive 

. ::.: .•... ;... ~ •. : .. -'. :!r:easoning, apPlication. POJrticipa-
.•.. . _. :,' . -:-'o~., •. ~rjO~ involVement:::.· .. :~. . . 

• • • -.. -.jj[~.", ... ' • . 

, . ..... ,v.·.;~; .' ·t~.~-.' .. ,". 
Students wtlle ~imult.lneously on a piece of chart paper. draWing main concepts, . ~ Analysis of concepts inlo compo-
support'"g elements. and bridges representing the relation 01 ideas in a concept. . '~',;enis, undel1tanding multiple rela· 

• .;ii~ among ideas; differentiating 

MultifunctioNI 
EJCh Sludent .n turn ",",e<; one answer as a paper and a pencil are passed around 
It:e ~roup With SimullJneous Roundtable more than one pencil and paper are 
~)e<! Jt ,)nce 

Stuoents st.lnd In pairs In two concentric Clrefes. The InSide Circle iaces out; the 
oua.de c.rcle IJCe<; In. Sludents use nash cards or respond 10 leacher Questions as 
:no?, 'Ollto? 10 eJch ne .... panner 

concepts. Role-taking. 

AssesSing prior knowledge. prac· 
'ticing skills. recalling IIliormatlon. 
creating Cooper.llive .Jrt. Team. 
bUIldIng. pafTICIPd/lOn 0'- d/l 

Checking for understanding, 
review, proceSSing. helpl:'!!! 
Tutor'"g, sl'ld"ng, meerlns 
c/dumdte5. 

Mastery and presentation 'Ji "ew 
mate"al. concept de, e:c:;;"',,~: 

Studel'lls work In oa"s to CrealI.' or master content. Thev consult with partners Irom 
other team) The .. Ihen share the,r produCts or understanding With the other P.lrt· 
ner pJ" '" thell leJm. : ';Presentdlion dnd commu::rC J::Or. 

. ~ ';'~skil1s. 

uch studenl on the team becomes an "expert" on one tOPIC by working with . '=~';ACq':'isjtiO~ ~nd presentl:.on 01 

members irom other teams assigned the corresPonding 'e:'lpert topic: Upcin reluorn:':; i{ni!W.materj,ll. review, !nro~ed 
Ing 10 Ihel' :eams. each one In lurn :eJches the group; and S:udenlS Jre.111 assessed -debate. Interdept>nde:-ce, SIJ}us 
on.111 .lSPCCIS of Ihe tOPIC. I ~ -c-equa/izdrlOn . 

... :.. . ... ~. -

Stuc:erm -.,ork .n £:'OU::lS :0 prOGue'! l pan;~uI1r. group produc! :0 ;hare with the .:""::·i:lelrnln~ and S:'Jrln<; cc-:;Ie' 
.\ ".uie (;.1\\ t'JC'" ;:"de'" r- .1.':, J PdMlcular contr butlon ::) :ne ;;rou;:I. ~mltl'rlJI. 0 .. .::".\ :-: -.: ~ .: 

fC ... ~ 0.. ~ V\ L\ 

I I 

I 

I 
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WHAT IS CLASSROOM 
ASSESSMENT? 

Classroom assessmenl is bolh a teaching 
approach and a set of techniques. The 
approach is that the more you know about what 
and how sludents are learning. the beuer you 
can plan learning activities to structure your 
teaching. The techniques arc mostly "simple. 
non-graded. anonymous. in-class acllvitiea that 
give both you and your sludents uaeful 
feedback on the teaching-learning proc!ess. 

HOW IS CLASSROOM ASSESSMENT 
DIFFERENT? 

r 
Classroom assessmenl differs from tests and , 
other forms of student assessment In that it is 
aimed at course improvement. rather than at 
assigning grades. The primary goal Is to beuer 
undersland your students' learning and so to 
improve your teaching. 

HOW DO I USE CLASSROOM 
ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES? 

• Decide whal you want 10 learn from a 
classroom assessment. 

• Choose a Classroom Assessment Technique 
(CA 1") that provides Ihls feedback. is 
cansistenl with your leaching style. and can· 
be easily implemenled in your clus. 

• Explain the purpose of the activity 10 
students; Ihen conduct it 

• After class, review Ihe results and decide 
what changes, if any, 10 make. 

• Let your students know what you learned 
from Ihe CAT and how you will use lhis 
informalion. 

SELECTED CATs FOR GETTING FEEDBACK ON STUDENT LEARNING AND 
RESPONSE 10 TEACHING 1 

Ham.: 

Mlnule 
piper I 

Sh_me 
,.ournotcs 

Memol"J' 
mltrb 

D"crlpdo,.: 

Durin,lhe 111.11 rew mlnules or Ihe class period, ask 
Sludenl. 10 answer on I halr-sheel of paper: "Whal II 
lhe mod Imp0111111 polnl you lelmcd lodlyr; IIId, 
·Whal polnl remllln' leul ele .. 10 ,.ou"". 1bc purpose 
I. 10 ellcll dill IboUI Iluden'I' comprehenllon or a 
particular clUI IUllon. 

PatodlcaJly. ut I rew randomlYoCholcn .Iudenl. 10 
phoCocop,. Ihelr Clill nolel IIId 1II0nymouily lend 
lhem 10 you 10 Ihlt you can .ee If Iludent' l1'li lraspln, 
lhe overallitrueture and your mlln poln ... 

Siuden .. nil In cell. or alwo·dlmcnrlonal dlall1lm ror 
which In.lrvctor hIlS proyld~ lobell. Por eumple, In I 
mu.lc coune. label. ml,hl consist of period. (BlIOque, 
OuslcII) by countries (Germany, France, Brilllln); 
studen .. cnler compos en in cells 10 demonsll1lle .helr 
IbUlly to remember and cluslry Icey concept •. 

Mallo 40 w"It ,''' 4111a: 

Reylew raponses and nOle any u.dul commenll. 
Durin, the nellt elu. periods emphasize the 
Issues lIIumlnaled by your .Iudenl.' commenl •• 

U.ln, your clas. objcctlYei .. I henchman, 
dudy the nola from one dlY and ob.erve 
conslltencles and dlrrerences between your 
objecllYeland lhose recorded and hiahllahled by 
your .Iadenl.. AdjuS! Iccordln,ly. 

TlIlI,lhe numbcn of eonut and IncOfTCCt 
rc.sponu:. In e8(h cell. Analyze differences both 
bclween and amonlthe cell.. Loot for pan em. 
amon,lhe Incorrcd response. and decide whit 
might be the cau.e(.). 

Prep: Low 
In eill': Low 
Anllysl.: Low 

Prep: Low 
In cia.: Low 
AnllYlls: Low 

Prep: Medium 
In elua: Medlam 
AnalYII.: Medium 

~ 
~------------4---------------------------------------------~----------------------------------------------------~------------~ 

~ 
Dlrtded 
pari ph ruin, 

Alk .Ioden .. to write Illyman'. "'randallon" of 
sumelhin, Ihey hlye ju.tlelmed _. ,eued 10 I 
.peclfied Indlyldual or ludience .. 10 Ules. Ihelr 

Cale,orize studenl respon.e. Iccordln,lo 
charletmdlcs you rceluc Impol1anl. Anllyze 
I,", respon.es bolh _I,hin and aeroll categoriu, 
notln, .. ,. you eoald addm. Sludent ncedl. 

PIq):Low 
In dll.: Medium 
Anll,.I.: Medlam 

abllilyto comprehend and lranlrer concept •. 
~--------+---------------------------------~~----------------------------""~------.-'--~~,) 

One .. rntence 
summl.,. 

Word Jouml' 

Appncallon 
cards 

Sladml· 
,tDentcd 
lesl qucsllolll 

Studen ... u!M'arlze bowled,e of I loplc by 
con.INdlna I .Inlle .enlence thai an.wen lho 
quutlon. NWho does what to whom, when, where, 
how, and whyr The parpose I. to require .Iudenl. to 
,ciCCI only the dennin, fe!lures of an ldel. 

Studen ... ummarlze their re.pon.e to I Ihol1lellt or 
praenlltlon wllh •• In,le word. then wrile • puasnph 
esplalnln, wh,. lhey chole Ihal word. Thl. Idlylly 
helpt sludcnl.to analyze and evalulte Ihelr own' 

. thlnldnl on lhe tople. 

After lelchlnl about an ImpOl1anllhcory, principle. or 
procedure, ast .tudenls 10 wrile down Itlcasl One real
wodd Ippllellion ror whallhey hIVe Justleuned to 
6dennlne how weillhe)' can transrer their leamlnl. 

Allow IlUdcnt. to WlUe Ielt que.llon. Ind model 
uswus lor .pcem~ tapia, In I rormll consl,lent whh 
c:oune ellms. Thl. will JIve lIudenl. Ihe opponunlly 
to evaJulle lhe course topics, rencct on what the,. 
undeRland. Ind whll are ,ood lUI Items. 

Bvalulle lhe qUllily or each .ummary quickly 
and hollttlcally. NOIe whether .,adenl' hive 
Idenuned the uscntlal concepti or the cia. topic 
and lhelr Inlenelallonshipt. Share your 
observltlons with ,.our .tudenl.. ' 

Tally lhe word. thlllC uled by more than one 
dudent. Note the JuslinelUon. your .Iuden .. 
,Ive for their selections. Calelorize word 
joumll. bJ both selected word. and elplanltIOll •• 
SIIve the patlern or raul .. wllh your .Iuden ... 

Qulckl, read once Ihrou,h the Ippllcillons IIId 
C8lelotize lhem accordlnlto their quality. Pld: 
out • broad rule of eumple. and prelentlhem 
to the dus. 

Mate • roup tal'y of the quesllon. your Sladenl. 
propose ad the tOplu lhallhe)' cover. Bnhllle 
,he que.tlon. and lISe the ,GOd. oneill promptl 
for dl.cul.lon. You may aI.o wanllo revise lhe 
qt'eltlonr and 11M them on the upcomlnS Clam. 

'D,IIII" OIIll1uI atld 0111"6 aWJI14bl. from AII"lo " CrOll. Cltlflr",,'" A ...... -_. r.~ .. _'_ •• _. • ..... 

Prep: Low ;', 
In el ... : Medlin'; . 
Analy.I.: Medh,in 

Prep:Low • 
In clan: Medium 
AMly.I.: HI", 

Prep: Low 
In cilli: Low 
Anal,.I.: Medium 

Prep: Medium 
Indue: HI,h 
Anal,.I.: Hlab 

oS 
}, 
(~-
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WHY SHOULD I USE CATs? 

For faculty, more frequent use of CATs can: 
• Provide short-term feedback nboulthe day

lo-day learning and teaching process al a 
time when il is slill possible to make mid
course corrections. 

• Provide useful information about sludent 
learning wilh a much lower inveslment of 
lime compared to lests, papers, and other 
tradillonal mean! of learning assessment. 

• Help 10 fosler good rapport wilh students and 
Increase the efficacy of teaching and 
learning. 

• Encourage Ihe view Ihal leaching Is a 
formalive process thai evolves over time 
with feedback; 

For studenls, more frequenl use of CA Ts can: 
~ • Help them become beller monitors of their 

? own learning. 
...£) • Help break down feelings of anonymity, 
~ especinlly in larger courses. 

• Point oUlthe need to alter sludy skill!. '8 · Provide concrete evidence Ihalthe inslruclor 
-' cares aboul learning. 

WHAT RESOURCES ARE 
AVAILABLE? 

The following IUB inslruclional developmenl 
slaff would be glad to assiSI you in choosing, 
implemenling. or analyzing classroom 
assessment lechniques: 

College or Arts and Sciences: Alan Kalish 
(e.mail KALISH), Teaching Resources Center, 
Ballantlne 132, 5-2635 

School or Duslness: Melissa Carter-Goodrum 
(MCARTERG) or Gipsi Sera (SBRAG), 
Technology Services, Business 131, 5-4247 

School or Educallon: Karen Hallell 
(HAllSTO, Instruclional Consulling & 
Media Services, Education 2002, 6-8408 

All other schools: Janet Donley (JDONLEY) 
or David Perry (PERRYI).lnslrucllonal 
Consulting &: Technology, Franklin Hall 004, 
5·9023 

Asse!!ment or Instructional technologies: 
David Goodrum (GOODRUM) or Gail 
Ralhbun (GRATHBUN),lnslructional 
Consulting & Technology, Franklin Hall 004, 
5-9023 

Published Resources: 

Angelo, T.A. & Cross, P.K. (1993). Class
room Ass~ssm~n' Tuhniqu~s (2nd cd.). San 
Francisco: Jossey-Bass. 

Davis, B.G. (1993). Tools for T~achlng. San 
Francisco: JOlsey-Bass. 

©Iassroom 
~ssessment 
LFechniques 

Simple techniques 
for finding out how 

your teaching affects 
student learning 

.. 

Office 01 Academic Affairs 
and Dean 01 the Faculties 
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Pairs .................................. 9:IO 
Roundrobin ..................... 9: 6 
Similarity Groups ............ 9: 4 
Value Lines ...................... 9: 9 
Who·Am-I? ............. _ ...... 9:10 

1. Communication Rezulators 
Affirmation Chips_ ...... __ 13:2 
Colored Chips __ 13:1 
Freebies ...... ._._13:2 
Gambit Chips ______ 13:2 

Paraphrase Passport _ .. _13:2 
Response Mode Clips ..... _13:2 
Talking Chips. _ •• _13:1 
Tuned Turns ._ ........ _13:2 
Yarn Yarn ....... _ ....... _.13:2 

IT. Decision Makers 
Consensw SeeldnB-... -_13:5 
Proactive Prioritiziog. __ 13:6 
Spend-A-Buck __ . __ 13:5 

Voting ............. _._ ... _13:5 

Chapter 12: Information Sharing 
I. Amont Teammates II. Amont Teams 

Ill. Communication Builders 
Act-Wbat-I-Write .. _ ........ 13:10 
Broken Squares_ ........ _ .... 13:19 
<lass Value llns __ ...... I3: 7 
Color-What-l-Say .... _ ........ 13:10 
Draw-What-I·Sq __ ....... 13: 9 
Estimate Lines ._._ ......... 13: 8 
Find-What-I-Wrile ......... _13:10 
Match Mine ...... _ ... _ ....... 13:16 
Match Mind ...... __ ....... 13:16 
Pin A Place ........ _._ ...... 13: 9 
Split Value Unes_ .......... 13: 8 
Same-Different . ___ ...... 13:10 
Team Value llne5_._ ....... 13: 6 
Value Lines ........ _ ............ 13: 6 

Four-Step Interview .... 12:4 Blackboard Share ..... _ ... 12:5 Rotating Review ....................... 12:6 
Roundrobin ................. 12:1 Carbon Sbaring ............. 12:5 Roving Reporters ..................... 12:6 
Rallyrobin .................... 12:1 Carousel ........................ 12:6 Share and Compare ................. 12:5 
Six-Step Interview ....... 12:4 Oa.ss Notebooks ........... 12:5 Stand & Share ........................... 12:5 
Teamlnterview ............ 12:2 Gallery Tour .................. 12:5 Team Inside·Ouuide Circle .... 12:6 
Three-Step Interview .. 12:2 One Stray, Three St2y ... 12:6 Team Notebooks ...................... 12:5 

Roam the Room ............ 12:5 Three Stray, One Stay .............. 12:6 
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CHART OF LESSON DESIGNS 
Quapeer 17: Mastery Designs 
Color-Coded Co-op 
CQrds -..-•• _ ................. 17: I 

1. Pre-Test 
2. Cre:ate Cards 
3. Aashcard Game 
4. Practice Test 
5. Count Improvement Points 
6. Flashcard Game 
7. Final Test 
8. Final Improvement Scoring 
9. Individual. Team lie Class 

Recognition 
10. ReOection 

ST AD •••••••• _ •• _ •••••••• 17:6 

1. Direct Instruction 
2. Group Work for Practice 
3. Individual Quiz 
4. Improvement Scoring 
5. Team Recognition 

TGT •••••..•.•••••• __ •••••• 17:10 
(Same as STAn except Tourna
ment replaces Quiz, and points are 
based on out scoring others.) 

Quapfer I~ Division of Labor Designs 
Tdeplunte __ •.•• __ 18: 1 Pllrtners _ •. __ •••••••• _.18: 1 

1. A StDdmtUits Room 
2. Remaining Students 

lnItruaIiI 
3. StudClltlteturns 
4. RmuDce Instructed by 

Teammates 
5. R.etumeiTested 

Jigsaw II _ ................ 18:15 

1. Direct Instruction 
2. ExpertTopics Assigned 
3. ExpertGroup Work 
4. ExpertsTeach Teammates 
·S.1ndivic1a:al Quiz 
6.lmprotanent Scoring 
7. Teamkognition 

1. Fonn Partners Within Teams 
2. Ow Division 
3. Materials Distributed 
4. Partners Work 
5. Partners Consult 
6. Partnen Prepare to Present 
7. Teams Reunite 
8. Partners Present lie Tutor 
9. Reflection 

10. Individual Assessment 

CMpterl9: Project Designs 
Co-op CHIp _ •••••. 19: 1 CA-op Jigsaw_ ...... 19:10 
1. Oass Discussion 1. Expert Topics Assigned 
2. Team Sc:kction 2. Expert Group Work 
3. TeambuiJdinglSocial Skill 3. Experts Return. Share. Tutor 
4. Team Topic Selection 4. Prepare Team Presentation 
5. Mini-Topic Selection 5. Team Presentations 
6. Mini-Topic Preparation 6. Check for Connections 
7. Mini-Topic Presentation 7. Evaluation 
8. Prepare Team Presentation 8. Reflection 
9. Team Presentations 

10. Evaluatioo Rotation Learning 
11. Re8ectiaa Cell ters _ ••••••••••••••• 19: 16 
Group brYcstigation •••• 19:10 1. Monday: Input 
1. IdentiCyTopic; Team Selection 2. Tuesday: 1st Learning Center 
2. Plan the laming Task 3. Wednesday: 2nd Learning 
3. Carry Oat Investigation Center 

~~~~~ 4. Prepare FiDa.I Report 4. Thursday: 3rd Learning Center 
S. Friday: Integration lie Assessment 

~ 

ClUJpter 20: MuIti-Functional Frameworks 
Effective 
Instruction •.••• 200.3 
1. Anticipatory Set 
2. InstructionallnpuI 
3. Check Understanding 
4. Guided Practice 
5.00sure 
6. Independent Practice 

.~ .. 
Johnson t!J. Big Four_ •• 20:18 
r h 5 9 1. Class Building JO nson ~_ .•••.• : 
1. Direct Instruction ofContml 2. Teambuilding 
2: Teach Social Skills 3. Mastery 
3. Students Work in Groups 4. Thi.nlci.ng Skills 
4. Teacher Observes for Social Skilli lie Content 
5. Process Social Skills lie ConteDl 
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Mix-Freen-Group 9:10 10:1.. 20: 9.20:17 

One & All 11:15 

One Strav, Three Stay 12: 6 
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Pair Discussion 11: 2 
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Pin-A-Plllce 13: 9 
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Q-Trix 11:17 
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Rotatinll Review 10:15 12: 6 
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Six-Step I ntervie" 12: 4 

Split Value lines 13: 8 

Stand & Share 11: 5 20: 9. 15. 16 
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Chapter 11. Thinking SIdlIs Structures 

category system. and IOrUng and resorting 
according to new category systems can be 
the stepping off place for a discussion. 

One & All One & All 
One & AD is a simple 
framework for discover
ing similarities and differ
ences. d£veloped by 
Wayne and K4ren Train
or. M a teambu.ilder. stu
dents would place items 
which are true of all of 
them in the center and 
items which ue true of 
one. but not all of them 

The completed Word-Web provides a natu
ral tool for assessing group functioning. Be
cause each student has written in only one 
color and the color code is placed at the bot
tom of the Word Web, it is easy to see the 
type of contribution made by each team 
member. 

Name 

- in the outside segments. 
One & AD can be used 
also for comparing and 
contrasting books. char
acters in books. animals. 
plants. countries. and 
math Cacton. Sec OOL 

Team Word 
Webbing 
Word-Webbing. Semantic Maps. Clustering, 
Chains. Spider Maps. and Concept Maps, 
are a powerful set of tools in concept 
development and exchange.. 

Give each student a 

For example, if you observed a core concept 
written in one color. and all the supporting 
details also in that one color, and no bridges 
are made from that concept or it's support
ing elements to other concepts, and the color 
is not found anywhere else on the Word 
Web, there is a pretty good chance you are 
dealing with a cognitive and perhaps social 
isolate. On the other hand. if you find the 
fout colors aU over the Word Web, you can 
bet you have a team whose members relate 
to each other's ideas. The completed Word 
Web is also a natural tool for assessing cog
nitive style. You may fmd some students 
who contribute only bridges (Relational 
Thinkers), others who contribute only core 
concepts (Global Thinkers), and yet othen 
who write in mostly supporting elements 
(Analytic Thinkers). You can give aU the 
students a cognitive stretch by having them 
make up fout role cards (Core Concept Cap
tain, Supporting Element Engineer I, Sup
porting Element Engineer 2, and Bridge 
Builder). assigning the roles within teams 
randomly. and then rotating the roles peri
odically while the students make the Word 
Web. 

Word Webbing 
different color pen \ 
or rnarUr. Give the 
team one larger 
poster sized piece 
of butcher paper. 
Have them write 
the topic in the 
center. not too 
large (in • 
rectangle), let them 
do a round of 
Roundtable on the 
Core Concepts (in 
ovals), and thm let 
them free-for-all -
each adding Core 
Concepts, Suppon
ing Elements, as 
they fed the im
pulse. 

The Core Concept Captain is not allowed to 
contribute a new core concept unless the 
team reaches conscnsw that it truly is a core 
concept rather than just a supporting cleo
menL For example. if we were to do a Word 
Web on ·Cooperative Learning.· as a team 
we would be in trouble if we wrote down 
·Think-Pair-Share- as a core concept - we 
would have to make dozens of core 
concepts. ·Think-Pair-Share· is a support
ing element in a core concept called ·Struc
tures.-

Swim 

Maps and -Chains 
Semantic Maps. Spider Maps, Chains, and 
Concept maps all differ from Word Webbs. 
For more details on variow kinds of map
ping see (Basin. 1974. Alexander eat ad, 
1983, Stahl & Venezuela, 1986). Wiederhold 
( 1991) provides discwsion of Spider Maps. 
Chains. and Concept maps. 

Spencer Kagan: Cooperative Leaming@ 
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Spider Map: Survival 

Chain 

From Wwkrhold 
(1991) 

Concept Map: Prey Relationships 

.~a~ 
From WJetkrhold (1991) 

e:to
):: Chases~.) ~V~ Semantic Map: Tectonics 

Sees ~'. related to 

Survival ~pee0 
depends on 

@ap~ Related 
to 

<!!ovemer!) -:- Related 
to 

BaCKground color. 
patterns. skyline 

Folded Rocks 
Faulted Rocks 
Radioactive dating 
Magnetic anomalies 
Lava Flows 
Fossol Sequence 
Folded Mountains 

Crustal 
Structure 
Crustal Plates 
Mid-Ocean Ridge 
Ring of Fire 
Caledonian Ranges 
Appalachians 
San Andreas Fault 
Basement rocks 

Volcanoes 
Earthquakes 
Transform Faulting 
Ocean Trenches 
Subducting 
Collison 

From Wwkrlaold (1991) .. ______________ ....1 

~------------ ----------~ 

11: 16 
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Cooperative Learning Summary 

Benefits of Cooperative Learning 
• Affects positively a student's achievement and interperSOnal relationships. 
• Improves attitudes toward difTera1t racial and ethnic poups. 
• Helps low-achieving students spend less time off wk. 
• Involves students more actively in the learning process. 
• Helps spot Sludent weaknesses and helps them quicker. 
• Creates a more relaxed a.ncJ comfortable classroom environment 
Norms of Cooperative Behavior 
• Everyone has the responsibility to listen carcf'uUy and with respect to one another in the group. 
• Everyone has the responsibility and the right to contribute to the group task. 
• Everyone has the responsibility and the right to ask for help from the group when needed. 
• Everyone has the responsibility to help others in the group when asked. 
• Do not change YOlD' mind unless you are logically persuaded. Reach consensus, nO( majority rule. 

Roles for Cooperative Group Members 
• Facilitator who keeps the group members focused on the task. 
• Thinker who generates new ideas. 
• Supporter saying, ''lbat's a good ideal" 
• Questioner saying, "Yes, that's a good idea, but what about a case in which ... T' 
• Unifier who combines the ideas presented by group memben into a unified idea. 
Form Groups 
1. Fonn groups of four when possible, as these work best (five is better than three). 
2. Allow students to select their own groups at rarst 
3. Balance by sex, race, and behavior. 
4. Clange every six weeks. 
S. Rearrange to put one high·achiever and one low-achiever in each group. 
Teach Cooperative Group Behavior 
I. Explain the norms of cooperative behavior. 
2. D~lineate the roles for cooperative group members. 
3. Practice with cooperative lessons before using the taL 
The Teacher's Role 
1. Establish objectives. 
2. Monitor groups. 
3. Refuse to give quick answers. 
4. Give praise, encouragement, and recognition for comet behavior. 
S. Intervene when nctessary. . 
6. Employ techniques Cor "Corcing" coopmtion. 
Grading 
I. Grnde perfonnance on tests and quizzes individually. 
2. Give group grades for cooperative processes. 
3. Avoid giving group grades for group products. 
4. Avoid competition between groups. 

" 

Cooperallve Leaming , 11 
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ADVICE FOR STARTING OUT 

Start Small and Build 

Group size of 2 or 3 

Johnson, Johnson, &. Holubec 

Do something cooperative daily 

Keep it short: 5 to 10 minutes 

Plan carefully! 

YOU choose groups 

Sell kids on it before starting 

DON'T give group grades 

Monitor: walk and listen 

Praise positive behaviors 

Be patient 

Be positive 

Problem-Solve 

Wark with a colleague 

Rule: No student's grade should be lower because of cooperative learning. 
Evaluation for leammg should be individual until you and the students are 
ready for group grades - until they are fair. What are some alternatives to 
giving group graaes? . 
1. ______________________________________________ __ 

2. _______________________________________________ __ 

3. _______________________________________________ __ 

4. ______________________________________________ __ 

5. ______________________________________________ __ 

I 
I 
I , 
J 
I 

I 
I 
I 

-
I 
P , 
I 

-
J 
J 
J 
-
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WHAT'S HAPPENS NEXT? 

ASSESSMENT, 

SCHOOL RESTRUCTURING, 

AND 

CREATING 

SMARTER 

SCHOOLS!!! 
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c: 

9 
o 
7. 

r. 

Verbal/Linguistic 
Intelligence 

Logical/Mathematical 
Intelligence 

Orton collod "9cionlilic thinking," 
thl5 Intolllgonco doals wllh InducHvo and 
doducllve Ihlnklngfreasonlng, numbers and 
tho recognillon 01 abstrRct pollorn •. 

This Intelligence, which Is rolated to words 
and language-wrllten and spoken
domlnatel most Western educational 

Visual/Spatial 
Intelligence 

This Inlelllg~nce, which relies 
on the sense 0' slghl and being 
able 10 visualize an obJecl, 
Includos the ability to croat. 
Inlomal montal Images/pictures. 

systems. 

Intrapersonal 
Intelligence 
This Intelligence relates to 
Innar states of baing, 
sell-reflection, melacognlUon 
(I.e. thinking about thinking) 
and awareness of sprllual realities. 

Interpersonal . 
Intelligence 
This Intelligence operales 
primarily through person-Io
person relationships and 
communlcallon. 

~7· :. 
U:: '-
!~ .-

WAYS OF KNOWINQ 

Mui..T1PLE 
INTELLIGENCES 

• > 

Body/Kinesthetic 
Intelligence 

This Inlelligence Is related to 
physical movemenl and the 
knowlngs/wlsdom 0' the 
body, Including the braln's motor 
cortOll, which controls bOdily 
motion. 

Musical/Rhythmic 
Intelligence 

This Intelligonco Is baNd ~ ~ on the recognition of tonal patlerns, 
Including vanous environmental 
sounds, and on a senslllvity 10 
rhythm and beats. 
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of cognition across the millennia; and two (OnTIS o( 
psychological evidence-the results of factor-ana
lytic studies of human cognitive capacities and the 

sumably for both hereditary and environmental 
reasons-in their current profile of intelligences. 
Moreover, there is no necessary correlation between 

TABLE 1 The Seven Intelligences 

Intelligence End-States 

Logical-mathematical Scientist 
Mathematician 

Linguistic Poet 
Journalist 

Musical Composer 
Violinist 

Spatial Navigator 
Sculptor 

Bodily-kinesthetic Dancer 

Interpersonal 

In t ra persona I 

Athlete 

Therapist 
Salesman 

Person with 
detailed, accurate 
self-knowledge 

Core Components 

Sensitivity to, and capacity to discern, logical or 
numerical patterns; ability to handle long chains 
of reasoning. : 

Sensitivity to the sounds, rhythms, and mean
ings of words; sensitivity to the different func
tions of language 

Abilities to produce and appreciate rhythm, 
pitch, and timbre, appreciation of the forms of 
musical expressiveness 

Capacities to perceive the visual-
spatial world accurately and to perform transfor
mations on one's initial perceptions. 

Abilities to control one's body 
movements and to handle objects skillfully. 

Capacities to discern and respond appropriately 
to the moods, temperaments, motivations, and 
desires of other people 

Access to one's own feelings and the ability to 
discriminate among them and draw upon them 
to guide behavior; knowledge of one's own 
strcngth!i, weaknesses, desires, and intelligences. 
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FIGURE 1.1 

MI Theory Summary Chart I~ 
Intelligence Core Components Symbol Systems High End-States 

Linguistic Sensitivity to the sounds, Phonetic languages (e.g., Writer, orator (e.g., Virginia 
structure, meanings. and English) Woolf, Martin Luther King, Jr.) 
functions of words and language 

Logical-Mathematical Sensitivity to, and capacity to Computer languages (e.g .• Scientist, mathematician (e.g .• 
discern, logical or numerical Pascal) Madame Curie, Blaise Pascal) 
patterns; ability to handle long 
chains of reasoning 

Spatial Capacity to perceive the visual- Ideographic languages (e.g., Artist, architect (e.g., Frida 
spatial world accurately and to Chinese) Kahlo, I. M. Pei) 
perform transformations on one's 
Initial perceptions 

Bodily-Kinesthetic Ability to control one's body Sign languages, braille Athlete, dancer, sculptor (e.g., 
movements and to handle Jesse Owens, Martha Graham, 
objects skillfully Auguste Rodin) 

Muslca. Ability to produce and appreciate Musical notational systems, Composer, performer (e.g., 
rhythm, pilch, and timbre; Morse Code Stevie Wonder, Midori) 
appreciation of the forms of 
musical expressiveness 

Interpersonal Capacity to discern and respond Social cues (e.g., gestures and Counselor, political leader (e.g., 
appropriately to the moods, facial expressions) Carl Rogers, Nelson Mandela) 
temperaments, motivations, and 
desires of other people 

Intra personal Access to one's own feeling life Symbols of the self (e.g .• in Psychotherapist, religious leader 
and the ability to discriminate dreams and artwork) (e.g .• Sigmund Freud, the 
among one's emotions; Buddha) 
knowledge of one's own 
strengths and weaknesses 
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VERBAULINGUISTIC 
Reading 
Vocabulary 
Fonnal Spc.ech 
Jouma1/Diary Keeping 
Creative Writing 
Poea")' 
Verbal Dcbl1e 
Impromplll Speaking 
Hwnor/lokes 
S IOrytelling 

BODY/KINESTHETIC 
FolklCreative Dmcl; 

Role Playing 
Physical Gestures 
Drama 
Martial Aru 

Body Lmguagc 
Physical ExerclSc 
Mime 
lnvenLin, 
Sports Games 

MUSICALIRHYTHMIC 
Rhythmjc Paaaru 
Voc:a.I SoundsITones 
Music CompositionlCreation 
Pacussion VibratioflS 
H Ul'1lITUn& 
EnvirorunenLal Sounds 
lnsrrumenLal Sounds 
Singing 
T onaJ Pl1tQnS 
Mwic Perfonnancc 

LOGICAUMATHEMA TICAL VlSUAUSPA TIAL 
Abstncl SymbolslFonnulas 
Oudining 
Gnphic Organiurs 
Number Sequences 
Calculation 
Deciphering Codes 
Forcing Relationships 
Syllogisrru 
Problem Solving 
Panem Games 

Active Imqination 
Color Schemes 
PaaemslDesigns 
Painting 
Drawing 
Mind·Mapping 
Pretending 
Sculpture 
Visual Picrures 

MUL TIPLE INTELLIGENCES 
TOOLBOX 

~TERPERSONAL 

Giying Feedba.ck 
~TRAPERSONAL 

Meditation Methods 
Meta.eognition Techniques 
llUnking Sb'ategies 
Emotional Processing 
"Know Thyseli Procedures 

lnruilin£ Olhas' Fcdmgs 
Cooperative l..eamin& Sb'alegics 
Penon-IO-Pcnon Communication • 
Empathy Pnctiees 
Division of Labor 
Collaboration Sk..ills 
Receiving Feedback 
Sensing Others' Motives 
Group ProjcclS 

Mindfulness Practices 
FocusingK:oncenlrllion Skills 
Higher-Order Reasoning 
Complex Guided Imagery 
"Centering" Practices 

• A logical/mathematical component could 
include having students use graphic orga
niurs to analyze different processes (e.g .• a 
Verm diagram to compare/conU3St adding 
and subtracting); they could think of prob
lem-solVing .scenarios.. from everyday life 
requiring an unde~t.anding offractions (e.g .. 
cutting a pizza to serve all at your table); or 
mey could create fractions adding and sub
tracting (pallern game). 

• A visuaVspatial component could include 
having'students work with sculpture, vari
ous manipulatives for adding and subtract
ing pans of wholes: they could solve a page 
of fraction problems by drawing or paillling 
their answe~: or you could teach them ac
tive imagination processes for seeing the 
operations in action. 

SEVEN WAYS OF KNO'hT-:G 

ill 
ii: 

II 
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A.sse.ssmmt Bill 01 Rights" 

All students are entitled to the following: 

1. Worthwhile (engaging, educative, and ". 'lthentic") intellec
tual problems that are validated against wonhy '.'real-world'· 
intellectual problems, roles, and situations 

2. Clear. apt, published, and consistently applied teacher aiter1a 
in grading work and published models of excellent work that 
exemplifies standards 

3. Minimal secrecy in testing and grading 
4. Ample opportunities to produce work that they can be proud 

of (thus, ample opponunity in the curriculum and insuuction 
to monitor, self-assess, and seU-correa. their work) 

5. Assessment. not just tests: mUltiple and varied opponunities to 
display and document their achievement. and options in tests 
that allow them to play to their strengths 

6. The freedom. dimat~. and oversight policies necessary to ques
tion grades and test practices without (ear of reaibution 

7. Forms of testing that allow timely opponunities for students to 
explain or justify answers marked as wrong but that they be
lieve to be apt or correct 

8. Genuine feedback: usable information on their strengths and 
weaknesses and an accurate assessment of their long-term prog
ress toward a set of exit-level standards framed in terms of es
sential tasks 

9." Scoring/grading policies that provide incentives and oppor
tunities for improving performance and seeing progress against 
exit-level and real-world standards 

J am sorry to repon that the idea of an ASsessment Bill of 
Rights has been attacked by more than a few teachers when I have 
o((ered it in· workshops. Some have actually angrily called (or a 
prior list of student responsibilities (though I do not recall such a 
list in our Constitution). Perhaps nothing beller illustrates why 
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I 

~ ~- ~ ~ 

/ Authentic 
Classroom 
Tests 

.. , 
Example:: 

Uses metioRS 
10 enlarge a 
n:c:ipe 

Handout Master 15.8 

Concept Map: Alternatives for Assessment 

Major goal is to improve leamiog 

Alternatives ror Assessment 

Portfolios Exhibitions 
, 

• shows sNdent's 
work in progress 

• contains sDJdent's 
reflections on 
wort 

, 

• public performance 

• culmina.Ics program 
ofSDJdy 

• requires cxrcnsivc 
prcpamion 

"I 

, 
Olecklists. 
Rating Scales 

I' .. --4:-.f • a1 . ~ 
• ~'''' In ev uaang 

ponofolios, etc 

3 
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Handout Master 15.7 
Characteristics of Authentic Tests 

A. Structure and Logistics 

I. Are more approprialdy public; involve an audicnee. 8 panel. and so on. 
2. Do not rely on unrealistic and ubiuary time constl3ints. 
3. Offer known, not sea'C1. questions or tasks. 
4. Are more like ponfolios or a UIUOn of games (not one-shoO. 
S. Require some collaboration with others. 
6. Recur-and ~ worth practicing for. rehearsing. and making. 
7. Make assessment and feedback 10 swdenu so ccnaal that school schedules. 

SU'UCUIreS. and policies are modiflCd 10 support them. 

n. Intellectual Design Features 

I. Are -essentiaJ"-not needlessly inttuSive.llbitrar)'. or conaived to-shake 
out" a grade. 

2. Are "enabling" -consuucted to pointlhe sUJdentlOward more sophisticated 
use of the skills or knowledge. 

3. Are colUCxwaJized. complex intellectual challenges. not "atomized" tasks, 
corresponding to isolated "outcomes." 

4. Involve me swdent's own re.sean:.h or use of knowledge. for which "conten( 
is a means. 

S. Assess student habits and repenoires, nol m~ rec.:all or plug-in skills. 
6. Are rtprtstnuuj~ challenges-<1esigned to emphasize dtpth more than 

breadth. 
7. Are engaging and educational. 
8. Involve somewhat ambiguous rill-structured") wIcs or problems. 

C. Grading and Scoring Standards 

I. Involve aitcria that assess essentials. not easily counted (but relatively 
unimponant) errors. 

2. Are not graded on a "curve- but in reference 10 periorm:mce standards (criterion
referenced. not norm-referenced). 

3. Involve demystified criteria of success that appear 10 stlllknu as inherent in 
successful activity. 

41. Make self·assessment a pan of the assessmCN. 
S. Use 8 multifaceted scoring system instead of one aggregate grade. 
6. Exhibit hannony with shared school wide aims-a standard. 

D. Fairness and Equity 

I. Ferrel out and identify (perhaps hidden) su-englhs. 
2. Saike a consuJn.'Y examined babnce between honoring achievement and 

native skill or forwnate prior uaining. 
3. Minimize needless. unfair, and demoraliung comparisons. 
4. Allow appropriate room for SlUdentleanllng styles. aptitudes. and interests. 
S. Can be-should be-attempted by all Students. with the test -scaffolded up: 

not -dumbed down: as neceSSill)'. 

A4.lpwI 'nxn G. Wile"" (19191 T ucnll'C ID the (Aulhenuc) 1eI\. Edll'-lucxul ~clcnh'P. ~). p. 44. 

eopyn,hl c 1993 by Allyn Ind &.Cft\ 

PC~9 ~ yJS 
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MI AND ASSESSMarI' 

FIGURE 10.1 

Standardized Testing Versus Authentic Assessment 

Standardized Testing 

• Reduces children's rich and complex lives 
10 a collection 01 scores, percentiles, or 
grades. 

o Creates stresses that negatively a"eet a 
child's perfonnance. 

• Creates a mythical standard or norm 
Which requires that a cansin percentage 01 

children fBil. 

• Pressures teachers to narrow their 
curriculum to only what IS tested on an 
exam. 

o Emphasizes one-shot exams that assess 
knowledge residing in a single mind at 8 

single moment in lime. 

o Tends to place the locus 01 interpretation 
on errors. mistakes. low scores. and other 
things that children can't do. 

o Focuses too much imponance on Single 
sets 01 data (i.e .• test scores) in making 
educational deCISions. 

• Treats all students in a uniform way. 

• Discriminates against some students 
because 01 cultural background and 
learning style. 

• Judges the child without providing 
suggestions lor improvement 

• Regards testing and instruction as 
separate activities. 

• Answers are final: students rarely receive 
an opportunity to revise. rellect. or redo 8 

testing experience. 

• Provides results thai can be lully 
understood only by a trained prolessional. 

• Produces scoring materials that students 
often never see again. 

• F~ses on "the right answer.-

Authentic Aaeament 

• Gives the teacher a "fen sense" 01 the 
child's uniQue experience as a learner. 

• Provides inlerestlng, active, lively. and . 
exciting experiences. 

• Establishes an environment where every 
child has the opportunity to succeed. 

• Allows teachers to develop meaningful 
curricula and assess within the context of 
that program. 

• Assesses on an ongoing basis in a way 
that provides a more accurate picture of a 
student's achieY'ement 

o Puts the emphasis on a student's 
strengths; tells what they can do and what 
they're trying to do. 

o Provides multiple sources 01 evaluation 
that give 8 more accurate view 01 8 

student's progress. 

o Treats each student as a unrque human 
being. 

o Provides 8 culture-fair assessment 01 8 

student's performance: gives everyone an 
equal Chance to succeed. 

o Provides informalion that is useful to the 
learning process. 

o Regards assessment and teaching as 
two sides of the same coin. 

o Engages the child in a continual process 
01 seH-renection, mediated leaming. and 
revision. 

• Describes a child's performance in 
common-sense terms that can be easily 
understood by parents, Children, and other 
noneducators. 

• Results in products that have value to 
students and others. 

o Deals with processes as much as linal 
products. 
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Grant Wiggins (1989) 

Authentic Assessment (intell equiv of public perform): 
1. Writing essays and reports 
2. Conducting individual research 
3. Conducting group research 
4. Interviews and data collection 
5. Data manipulation, preparation, & graphing 
6. Written recommendations 
7. Designing proposals and mockups 
8. Assembling proposals 
9. Class presentations 
10. Artistic and other performances 

Recitals, sports, plays, debates, science fairs 
Need equiv of diff rating classes for chess toum 

Evidence of Knowing: 
1. Providing counterexamples (Perkins & Salomon) 
2. Arranging arguments 
3. Arguing critically 
4. Marshalling evidence 
5. Pose problems 
6. Solving ambiguous problems 
7. Explaining and extending knowledge 
8. Good judgment, sound habits, responsiveness 
9. Asking for help and helping others (Paris et al.) 

Ask q's, uses evidence, notes impt diffs 
10. Doing something with grace and style 

pc~Q. s-2g , 
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Portfolio Ideas: 
1. journal logs or reflections on work performed. 
2. various drafts of a research paper with feedback comments. 
3. synthesis across research papers. 
4. sam pIes of groupwork on topic. 
5. initial and ending concept maps. 
6. class summary activities or reflection/reaction logs. 
7. problem solving activities. 
8. summary of exhibitions or demonstrations of knowledge. 
9. summary page of what is all included. 

Authentic Assessment Tests 
• are appropriately more public with audience or panel. 
• avoid unrealistic time constraints. 
• offer known questions or tasks. 
• more portfolio-like; not one-shot. 
• require some collaboration with others. 
• are worth practicing, rehearsing, retaking. 
• make assessment and feedback essential. 

(representative of perf in the field, learning the criteria to be used in 
assessment, self-assessment, expected to present and defend work) 

Design Features of Authentic Assessment 
1. essential not intrusive or meant to shake out a grade 
2 enabling and point student to sophisticated use of skills 
3. contextualized not atomized 
4. involve students own research 
5. assess repertoires not recall 
6. depth (and challenges) not breadth 
7. engaging and educational 
8. somewhat ambiguous or ill-structured tasks 
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Evaluation Questions: 
1. How might students gain from "XYZ" activities? 
2. What forms of assessment might best inform teaching? 
3. What is fair assessment of learning gains/losses? 
4. How do measure conceptual gain? 

Conceptual Evaluation: 
1. Conceptua1!Word Linkages 

Concept Maps, Venn Diagrams, concept circles, semantic maps, time
lines, graphs, webs, sequence chains, story map, main idea table, 
attribute wheel, triads. 

2. Peer Evaluation. 
3. Holistic Ratings and Trait Analytic/Dimensional Scoring 

Adequacy of Info; Richness of Add'l Info; Relationships Drawn; 
Inferences Made; Synthesis & Gens; Eval of the Merit of Ideas; 
FraminglGroupingfUnity; Stylerr one 

4. Meet with the student or get retrospective reports 
5. Record observations of group processes 

a. look for behavior that facilitates group attainment such as asking 
pertinent questions, seeking additional info, building on the ideas of 
others, praising, helping. . 

6. Ask students for process observer criteria 
7. Open ended questions ... Give students data such as flame colors for metallic 

ions and ask "what does this mean?" "What correlations can you infer?" 
8. Consider joint evaluation or grading improvement 
9. Us.e reaction sheets, journal logs, thought papers, and volunteer assignments 
10. Essay, summary, and sentence verification tasks. 
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Grading and Scoring 
1. Involve criteria that assess essentials 
2. Not graded on a CUIVe, but in ref to perf. standards 

(criterion-referenced not norm referenced) 
3. Demystified criteria of success inherent in successful activity 
4. Self-assessment a part of assessment 
5. Multifaceted scoring system 
6. In harmony with shared schoolwide aims 

.- -

Fairness and Equity 
• Ferret out hidden strengths 
• Constantly balances honoring achievement and native sldll 
• Minimizes unfair, demoralizing comparisons 
• Allows room for learning styles, aptitudes, and interests 
• Test scaffolded up or down as necessary 
• Accountability serves student lmg (face & ecological validity are most impt.) 
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1. Concept Maps: 
S c o,.{tAl G I A s-s tEss .Mi=.lVr 

CMAPS QuaUty Rating (Scale 1 Oow) to 10 (hlgb) for this dimension) Gradlng Based on 8 dimensions: 
1. Ideas (inCo ricbness, elaboration, originality, interesting, unique analogies iii maps and writing) 
2. Clarity (sequential Dow, coberence, uoJty, organization, logical sequence, unders18ndablestyle) 
3. Completeness (adequate inCo presented, valid pts, fuUills task intent, some breadth and depth) 
4. Relevancy (related to class topics, meaningful links to class, descriptioDS conespond to picture) 
5. Relationships Drawn (indicates personal understanding, verbal descriptioDS, connections, some uniqueness) 
6. Format (mechaniCS, spelling, grammar, sentence structure, readable, indexed symbols, coded, presentable) 
7. OveraU Creative Reps & Examples (impressiveness, original, anistic, unusual, color, design, perspective) 
8. OveraU Logical Reps & Examples (depth, breadth, development, accurate ponrayal, coherent/useCul summary) 

Total 

1. Scholarly Joumol: 
Sample Grading Criteria for this ossignment (70 points for your monuscript) 
1. Ideas (richness oC information, elaboration, originality, interesting) 
2. Originality (creativity, unusualness, artistic, max effort, risk) 
3. Coherence (clarity, unity, organization, transitions, logical sequence, synthesis, style) 
4. Completeness (adequate info presented, Culfilled spirit oC assignment, depth of disc.) 
5. Linkage (relevancy to class, impt points made, sbows evidence oC learning. cbapter refs) 
6. Mechanics (spelling. Cormat, punctuation, grammar. sentence structure) 
7. OveraU Holistic (general impresSion rating. summary rating) 

Sale: 1 (low) to 10 (hJgh) for each dimension = 70 Total Points 

Note t11at the assignment is wort11 130 points: 70 points for your work and 60 for your group publication: 
1. journal formall1ayout/organization. 
2. clarity/readable/logic. 
3. originality/uniq ue/crealivily. 
4. completeness/elaboration/fulfills spirit of assignmenL 
5. average score of articles you published (20 points). 
Total 

3. Timelines and Reflection Papers 
TIlese extemollzalion aclivitles will be graded on 6 dimensions on a 1 (low) to 10 (bigb) scale: 

1. Ideas (info richness. elaboration, originaUty, interesting. unique analogies bIt top and bottom charts) 
2. Sequential Aow (coberence, unity, organization, logical sequence, understandable style, clarity) 
3. Completeness (adequate info presented. valid pts, fulfi1Js task intent,t'Qme breadth and depth) 
4. Relevancy (related to class topics. meaningful Unks to class. descriptions correspond to picture) 
5. Relationships Drawn (indicates understanding. verbal descriptions, connections) 
6. OveraU External Representations (dept11. breadth, development, impressiveness, accurate portrayal) 
Total 

4. Presentations 
Scoring: (1-10) if Cor 50 points 
_ Review of the Problem and Literature: interesting, relevant, current, organized, thorough 
_ Researcb Activity/Designfl'opic: clear, doable/practical, detalled, important research q's 
_ Organization of Presentation: now, length, sequencc, Cocus and procedures clear, good questions raised 
_ Topic/Materials Stimulation/Usefuloess: informative, excitement, active, clear, easy to see/understand 
_ Knowledge of Topic: expertise displayed. has good ideas for field, insights. unique questions·" 

Total Points 
a. Other: Interesting Points, Questions to Ponder. Other. 

s. Research Papers: 
Research Proposlli Grading Scale (Note 1 (low) to 10 (high) ror each or the folLawing criteria): 

1. Review of the Problem and Literature (interesting. relevant, current, organized, thorough) 
2. Research Activity/Design/Topic (clear, doable/practica~ detailed. important research q's) 
3. Overall Richness of Ideas (richness of lnformation, elaboration. originality, future directions) 
4. OveraU Coherence (unity, organization. logical sequence/Dow, synthesis. style, accuracy) 
5. OveraU Completeness (adequate lofo presented, explicit, relevant, precise, vaUd pts) 
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Stealing Assessment and Evaluation Activity 

1. Renect on how assess courses or evaluate programs. 

2. Share with someone. 

3. Take one of those ideas and incorporate it. 
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For Mine ••• 

Important Ideas Interesting Ideas Dumb Ideas 

For My Partner •.. 

Important Ideas Interesting Ideas Dumb Ideas 

: 

'or Our Group ••• 

Important Ideas Interesting Ideas Dumb Ideas 
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For Our Group ... 

Important Ideas Interesting Ideas Dumb Ideas 
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Alternative Instructional Strategies 

Solid: 

Tell/Teach/Heard About Tell/Teach/Heard About 

1. 1. 

2. 2. 

3. 3. 

4. 4. 

5. 5. 

Personal Reflections: 
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/hC1.. (,..0 I MeJ ( (9'"(, .. 5",-) ____ 
~ 75 

Bellanca, J & Fogarty, R (1991): 8 key attributes: 
(SMAAT S"c!1tJQ'-.r} 

(1) the structure: Architectural buildings & facilities (school as hub 
of community) 

(2)the school calendar and schedule: Calendar year (year 
round/extended year) and daily schedule (extended day) 

(3)the classroom: Grouping of students (heterogeneous grouping, 
alt. to tracking) Shifting from graded classrooms to family dusters 
(primaries ages 4-8), middle schoolers (9-14) secondaries (15-18) 

(4)the curricula: Goals, organization, content & evaluation
Shifting from units of study to integrated curriculum 

(5)the personnel: peer coaching with emphasis on supportive 
planning, observation, and feedback 

(6)teacher training: comprehensive professional development; new 
teacher induction models 

(7)the results: use of authentic assessment strategies 

(8)beyond school years: Life-long learning including pre-school and 
adult education 
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Changin2lives 
one class ata time 

Fun with learning: Gavin H. COChran Elementaly School's Michael Terrell uses edible candy bubbles to 
show Armand Newton. left. and Chnstopher Fudge. bOth 6. how things float. 

Honorees find keys to unlock kids' minds 
By Tracey Wong Briggs 
USA TODAY 

In rural Alaska. science 
teacher Steven Jacquier's lugh 
school students feed alcohol 10 
pregnanl mice. 

Alter the students see the de
formed feluses thai develop. 
they hold clinics 10 spread lhe 
message in lheir Eskimo VII· 
lages. where felal alcohol 5\11· 
drome is a major problem 

In Walnul. Calil.. Suzanne 
Middle School leacher Alan 
Haskvllz had Ius SOCial siudies 
sludents rev.Tue \'Ollng inslruc· 
uons because Ihe\' couldn'l un· 
dersland Ihem. ThelJ' changes 
v.'ere used by Los Angeles 
County, 

And In Newnan Ga.. se\'· 

COVER STORY 

IN LIFE: 3 full pages 

enth- and elghlh.graders who 
have aITwed al Faumonl AI
lernalive SChOOllhrough lhe ju
venile coun ~"Siem can experi
ence the olher Side or Ihe 
bench as Judges. lawyers, bai
liffs and Juror5lhrough a school 
Judicial syslem Cannella WiI
lJams Scon crealed 10 lurn 
cnmmal llunkers mlo cnucal 
llunkers 

For thelJ' success al unlock· 
mg siudeni minds and malting 
a difference m thell' lives. Jac
qUler. Hask\1tz and Scon. along 
..... llh 13 olher individual leach· 

ers and four teaching learns, 
have been named 10 USA TO
DAY's AlI·USA Teacher F~ 
Team as representatives of aJJ 
outstanding leachers. 

The 20 .... ;nners were selecl· 
ed from 599 nominees nation· 
Wide. They Will be honored Fri
dav at USA TODAY 
headquaners in Arlington. Va, 
where lhe\' will receive tr0-
phies and' S2,500 for lheir 
Schools, 

'tWenty more nominees were 
named each to the Second and 
Third All-USA leams. 

"These stellar leachers in
spire lheir students 10 be the 
beslthe~' can be, academically. 
They alSO leach lessons of em-

COVER STORY next page ~ 

1.-( SA 
jz,cf7 
IA 

/6((y(1i 
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Masters of their craft, 
\ 

they never stop learning 
By 'InIcey Wong Briggs 
USA TODAY 

Where most people see a stann brewing. 
teacher NeaUe Green sees a weather les· 
son. A!, Hunicane Aoyd loomed last 
month. Green fetched a teakettle to show 
her pre-kinderganners in Augusta. Ga .. 
what water vapor is and hoW clouds are 
fanned. 

"Children have taught me a lot about be· 
In,\! cunous, and I use that In my teaching:' 
says Green, whose program at Tobacco 
Road E1emenlaIY SChool is so renowned 
that parents are willing to dnve their chil· 
dren from other counties to have them in 
her class. 

That quality - being eternal students of 
the ",,'arid and of their classrooms - ma\' 
be whal sets master teachers apan, educa, 
tion expens say. 

'They're always, always current and 
learning. No maner what's going on, 
they're able 10 find an opponunllY lor kid~ 
10 learn - and for themselves 10 learn," 
says Mary Beth Blegen, 1996 National 
Teacher 0/ the Year and U.S. Department 
of Education leacher in residence. 

Truly greal teachers are constanUy evaI· 
uaung and relining their work. says Penelo
pe Earley, senior director of the American 
AsSoCiation 0/ Colleges (or Teacher Educa
tion "When you go intO their dassrooms. 
you don't see discipline problems because 
theY're so good at getting kids engaged in 
\hell' own learning," she says, "ChIldren 
want to be in that class." 

Beyond a deep knowledge 0/ their sUb
Jects and a deep desire to work with stu, 
dents, master teachers just never give up 
on kids, says Gary Galluzzo. dean of the 
Graduate SChool of Education at George 
Mason University in Fairfax. Va. 

And that's a matter 0/ passion, both for 
what \'Ou teach and for the students. savs 
1998 A1I,USA Teacher Team member Bry' 
an Munson, who moved from Richmond. 
Ky .. to teach English and Journalism at Mo
naean High SChool In Richmond. Va, 

A!, a teacher new to his school he was 
asked whether he's a "hard" teacher or an 
"easy" one. "If I'm hard. I'm not doing my 
job. and if I'm easy, I'm not doing some
thing: he says. He strives to be challenging. 
"A master teacher kind of raises the bar 
and makes you want to get there." 

~~f 

,{:," 
~'~~ 

I.,';:' , .... 
.. ". 

'. .... ' 

.. '....~. '." 

•• 

Bryan Munson: Formerty ol Richmond. Ky .. 
above. he says he's nerther 'hard' nor 'easy.' 
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• • I 

Create an Overview Model 
(for using alternative instructional strategies) 

Team Webs or Diagrams 
1. Draw your vision of Cooperative Learning: your roadmap, flowchart, or mnemonic 

(fmd some construction paper and crayons!!!) 
2. Write a philosophical statement, goals, method selection, assessment 
3. List your social and/or cognitive skill goals 
4. What percent of time will you use cooperative learning techniques (set a goal). 
5. Decide on a content areas wherein you might use CL strategies 
6. Jot down 2-3 ways you might you use CL next year and what alternative would you make? 

(label the methods if known--e.g., Jigsaw I, Struct\Jred Controversy, Debates) 
7. Describe technique modifications, roles, grpg strats, and other CL principles. 
8. Decide on assessment technique(s): tchr/peer assess, when/how/who assess 

a. Three Stay, One Stray (go spy on other groups) 
b. Gallery Tour or Present to the Class 
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Getting Started 
a. The Barriers to Leamer·Centered CurricullJ and Active Learning: 

• Lack of focus, no stated purpose, time-consuming, inefficient, hard to grade, too shocking 

b. CavetllslGetting Started with Active Learning: 
1. From explicit to implicit (Model, give purpose, grant ownership and allow to create) 
2. Start small. 
3. link methods. 
4. Think beyond activities in 1-2 classes. 
5. Use themes to drive lessons. 
6. Have teachers intervene to clarify conflicts and issues. 
7. Have teachers nurture the discussion over simply covering the activity. 
8. Gather evidence. 
9. Organize teachers, colleagues, parents, and community members. 
10. Prepare for skepticism. 

c. Final Remarks: 
• Human minds want complex challenges 
• Human minds want some expert guidance and authenticity 
• Human hearts wanl some respect and empowerment 
• Human hearts want some social support 
• Humane schools must begin where the student is 
• Humane schools must provide supportive learning environments 

Teachers: Challenge and Support 
Students: Construct and Relate 
Schools: Respect and Enrich 

d. Possible Final Activities 
1. Phillips 66 on what you've learned. 
2. Stand and Share new imighls (mark on notecard and stand). 
3. Tell a taU tale about your school or work setting in 2 years. 
4. Plus, Minus, Interesting about this course ... 
5. Cost benefit analysis: What are the costs and benefits of these strats? 
6. Muddiest Point Paper: what didn't click here. .. ??? 
7. Morphological synthesis: create entirely new strategies. 
8. Prune the Tree: I am thinking of a strategj ... Can you guess what it is??? 
9. Rank aU these strategies & come up with a David Letterman top ten list. 
10. Metaphor: What is you teaching metaphor now? 

e. New Metaphors of Schooling: 
(Now what is your ideal VISIon of work or schooling in your 
organization/distriet/schooVclassroom: a Prison, Tour Bus/Expedition, Military Camp, 
Beehive, Museum, Garden, Team, Family, Cafeteria, Olympic Game, Monastery, Oasis, 
Brain, Laboratory, International Airport, Ocean, Exhibition, Theme Park, Camping Trip, 
Nursery, Court Room, Living Organism, or what (Pick 1·2 or 3; refer back to p. ?????) 

List would you like to see as your guiding metaphor(s): __________ _ 

1. Lisl metaphor and one best strategy on index card (and any other feedback). 

IJ(4~ ~~~ 
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Creativity: Young (1985): Creativity (p .. 78) "is the skill of bringing about somelhi 

new and valuable." p. 82 "Creative people do more than break away from old patterns. They I 

more than find alternatives: They diverge from familiar patterns, but then they converge on nf 
solutions. They break laws to remake them. They make hard decisions about what to include al 
what to eliminate. Creative people innovate. They aim toward newness. This can be considerc 
in several senses:" . 

10+ Creative Thinking Ideas: 
1. Brainstorming 

More ideas/wilder the better, no eval, combo to improve 
(How to study better?) 

2. ~ev~rse Brainstorming 
.- .. - (How to study worse?) 
3. Nominal Group Process (Rank Ideas) 

(What technology resources does the school need?-) 
4. Idea Checklists or Cards 

e.g., Osborn's SCAMPER method: How do we: 

- ---
.-~-

~ubstitute, £ombine, gdapt, modify/max-min, nut to other uses, ~lim, rev/rearrange 
5. Six hats 

(wear different color hats for different types of thinking) 
6. Free Write!Wet Ink 

(Best teacher ever had) 
7. Checkerboarding, Attribute Listing, Morphological Synthesis 

(Analyze or combine two key variables or components in a grid/matrix) 
8. Analogies, Metaphors, or Forced Associations 

(This school is like a __ ; An effective presenter is like a _?) 
9. WebbinglChaining/Linking of Ideas 

(What is a greenhouse effect???) 
10. Simulations and Role Plays 

(events leading up to the American Revolution) 

11. Other techniques 
• The Second Best Answer, What else, > 1 Right Answer 

• Elaboratioo/Explication 
• Diaries, Personal Journals 

• Just Suppose/What If Exercises 
• Creative Dramaticsllmprovisation 
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C ri ti cal Thinking: (I.e., seek justification, recognize relationships, an; 

credibility 01 sources, looks at reasous/evldence, drawiog Infereoces, Ideoflfy'Dg alternatives, logiCJ 
deductions, sequences and order, defeDdiog an Idea.) 

10+ Critical Thinking Ideas: 
1. Critiques 

(new state testing requirements) 
2. K-W-L 

(What do you know?, What want to know?, What did you learn?) 
3. Plus, Minus, Interesting 

(character analysis, decision making) • 
_4. .Proning the Tree (20 q's); Working BackWard 

(From answer to problem) 
5. Reflection Logsflbink Sheets 

(1 minute papers) 
6. Graphic Organizers, Flowcharts, and Concept Maps 

(science concepts, main ideas, advantages and disadvantages) 
7. Mock Trials 

(putting someone on trial) 
8. Debates-·Examine Both Sides of Argument 

(protecting the spotted owl, cutting of valuable timber, boating on the boundary waters) 
9. Case-Based Reasoning 

(Case A, Case B; Case & Commentaries; Cumulative Case; Critical Instance; Condensed) 
10. Summing Up 

Summaries, Reviews, Index Cards, Abstracts, Outlines, Nutshelling 
(daily lectures of readings) 

11. Other techniques 
• Graph and Venn Diagrams 

• CJassl6cation Schemes, Taxonomies 
• Categorize and Organize 

• Identifying MaIn Points 
• Compare and Contrast Matrlces 

• .A1tematlves. PoasibfHttea, Choices 
• find Pattems/Relationships 

• Other Points of V18W 
• Cost-Benefit Analysis 

• Rauk Ideas 
• Cause-Effect 
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Generic Cooperative Learning Methods: 

=---:;..~~~:... --+. 

1. Tum to your partner and ••. 
che~k work, review for test, discuss, think aloud 

2. Think-Pair-Share 
think about problem, write down, share with partner and t~en class. 
(Video Segments--turn to partner and react, predict, compare. pts) 

3. Round-robin 
students contribute ideas orally in turn, clockwise or counterclockwise. 

4. Roundtable 
one piece of paper is rotated around the table. . ______ _ 

. 5. Group discussion with roles --_.=====-=-
checker, recorder, reporter, facilitator. 
(Using with cases analysis or problem solving) 

6. Numbered Heads Together 
count off within each group 1, 2, 3, etc.; teacher calls on a # 

7. Team-Tournaments 
gameshow competitions, quizzes, or tests in partnered teams. 

8. Jigsaw 
divide base group up, go to expert grp to learn, report back to base. 
(Become an expert on an aspect of Native American culture) 

9. Group Investigation 
divide a topic into subtopics for each student in the group. 

10. One stay, three stray; or, Three stray, one stay. 
11. Inside-Outside/Fish Bowl 

group on inside talk and outside listen and then switch roles. 
12. Gallery tours 

post student or group work and have them explain it to others. 
13. Stand and share 

when know the answer stand up and when hear it sit down. 
14. Value lines or human graphs of responses 

mark on board or line-up for what you believe in. 
(Solid waste disposal; PCB problems) 

15. Problem-Based Learning 
(DesigninglInventing Products: ideas before commitments & details, 
explore models, think on paper, easy to use, safe, durable, attractive, 
comfortable, reasonable cost) 

Others: CIRC, Group Investigation, Teams-Games-Tournaments, STAD ... 
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Learner-Centered Web Instruction for 
Higtler-C)rder Tll.inklng, Teamwork, 

and Apprenticeship 
(IQ,\1J 

Curtis Jay Bonk and Thomas H. Reynolds 

During the upcoming decade, we will undoubtedly see momentous advances in Web-based 
instruction (WBI), spurred by new developments in the information superhighway, ~e de
sign of innovative World Wide Web technology tools and features, and the groWIng ac

ceptance of leamer-centered instructional principles and teehniques (American Psychological 
Association (APA), 1995). Chronicling the "common" Web-based instructional techniques in ex
istence today will likely appear limited when compared to approaches that supersede them in the 
21st century. In order to extend the half-life of this chapter, therefore, our goals are three-fold: 

• ground current examples of Web-based instructional techniques, tools, and practices 
in learner-centered pedagogy; 

• provide a menu of Web-appropriate alternative instructional strategies for creative 
and critical thinking as well as cooperative learning; and 

• raise the discussion of \VBI to issues of learning apprenticeships and student perspec
tive taking. 

The Leamer-Centered Movement 
The learner-centered movement has encouraged instructors to create chaUenging and novel en
vironments that help learners link new information to old, seek meaningful knowledge, and 
think about their own thinking. Important to WBI, learning is now deemed heavily influenced 
by social interactions and environmental factors such as culture, technology, and instructional 
practices (APA, 1995). As educators and researchers increasingly accept Vygotsky's (1978) 
views that the social plane is the origin of aU mental activity and growth (Brown &: Palincsar, 
1989; Chang-Wells &: Wells, 1993; Salomon 1988), student learning is increasingly analyzed 
in a social context. From this sociocultural perspective, meaning is seen as a negotiation and 
knowledge building process within a learning community (Bonk & King, 1995; Brown, Ash, 
Rutherford, Nakagawa, Gordon, &: Campione, 1993; Koschmann, 1994; Scardamalia &: 
Bereiter, 1994; Tharp &: GaUimore, 1988; Wells &: Chang-Wells, 1992). The World Wide 
Web is one such learning community wherein learner-centered instructional techniques have 
exhibited significant promise. 
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Wagner and McCombs (1995) recently pointed out that distance education technologies 
such as the World Wide Web offer ideal possibilities for placing students at the center of one's 
learning environment. In fact, in the most successful online courses and global networlds, stu. 
dents are assuming significant instructional roles (e.g., offering tips and helping construct new 
knowledge) that transform traditional teaching practices and student learning opportunities 
(Harasim, 1993). 

The asynchronous communication of the World Wide Web offers students a palette of 
online infonnation resources (e.g., movies, instructor notes, expert reportS, course updates, in
teractive experiments, electronic libraries, reference rooms, assignments, quizzes, readings. stu. 
dent products, and self-selection task options) (Harasim, Hiltz, Teles, & Turoff, 1995) as well 
as new routes for student social interaction and dialogue (e.g., voice and text chat tools, vir. 
mal whiteooards,- public text pointing devices, teaClier or expert commentary options, debate 
forums, student opinions, peer knowledge bases, and ttanscripts of previous student interac
tions) (Bonk, Medury, & Reynolds, 1994; Bonk, Reynolds, & Medury, 1996; Fetterman, 
1996, in press). It is the premise of this chapter that as these interactive resources and tools ma
terialize on the Web, the importance of one's instructional selections coincidingly rise in 
salience. Consequently, any instructional guidelines provided here should prove useful and 
timely for future Web instructors. 

The Web is a tool for "assisting in learning" (see Tharp & Gallimore, 1988), not simply 
an extension of or substitution for traditional teaching practices (Fetterman, in press). As as
sisters of learning, instructors manage and structure tasks, model and demonstrate ideas, pro
vide questions and feedback, coach or scaffold learning, encourage students to articulate beliefs 
and ideas, foster student reflection and self-awareness, push student exploration and applica
tion of skills, and directly instruct when appropriate (Bonk & Kim, in press; Collins, Brown, 
& Newman, 1989; Rogoff, 1990; Tharp, 1993). During this learning assistance, learners 
browse, build, link, juxtapose, and reflect on new knowledge. While most WBI ideas about 
learning assistance appear to be speculative and untested, a myriad of innovative and exciting 
pedagogical strategies are emerging for WBI as we head into the next millennium. 

Alternative Web-Based Instruaion Strategies: 
Creative, Critical, Cooperative 

The status of the World Wide Web as an al[ernative instruction delivery mechanism will soon 
focus educator and researcher attention on how WBI classes foster student creative processes, 
critical thinking, and smaU group work. As such, there are literally hundreds of instructional 
approaches available for Web instructors to promote idea generation, planning, organization, 
critique, and reflection on the Web; far too many to detail here. Though still somewhat broad 
in scope, this chapter focuses on ideas for enhancing creative and critical thinking, followed by 
a brief account of instructional approaches for cooperation and collaboration on the Web. 

Creative Thinking on the Web (See Table 1) 
If creativity requires students to sense gaps in information, make guesses and hypotheses, 

test and revise ideas, and communicate results (Torrance, 1972), what better tool is there than 
the Web? Web browsing tools now exist to explore and search for information, dynamically 
view the results of one's choices. and send these findings to instructors and peers. As indicated 
earlier the teacher's role here involves managing the distribution of these self-selection activi
ties Uiarasim et al., 1995), as well as scaffolding them with comments and suggestions that 
guide and intellectUally suppon learner achievement during various l~a.ming quests (T~les, 
1993). Apparently, the Web may be the ideal tool to nurture students' WIllingness to take riSks, 
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conunianent to task, curiosity, openness to experience, broad interestS, originality, imaginative 
play, intuition, attraction to novelty and complexity, artistic ability, metaphorical thinking, 
problem finding, elaboration of ideas, and breaking away hom the norm; aU of which are key 
attributes of creative people (Davis, 1992; Swko, 1995; Young, 1985). 

Researchers such as Davis (1992), Perkins (1986), and de Bono (1994) have championed 
instructional techniques that address stUdents' divergent or creative thinking. In WBI, chat 
boxes, windows, and conferencing options might embed a number of creative thinking op-

Table 1. Summary of suggested creative thinking techniques for the Web. 

1- Brainstonning: Focus on (1) quantity or more ideas; (2) the wilder the better; (3) no evalu~ 
tion; and (4) building on, combining, improving. and hitchhiking on ideas is sought 

(e.g., What-are ways school~ can.~ rnQ~ effective?) . 

2- Reverse Brainstonning (Davis, 1992; Star1<o, 1995). 
(e.g., What are ways schools can be less effective?) 

3. Assigning Thinking Roles in Role Plays. 
(e.g., In restructuring Shields Elementary School, I want to consider how the World Wide 
Web might play a more central role in instruction. For this discussion, you will randomly 
be assigned one of the following roles: summarizer, judge, connector, mentor, warrior, 
mediator, inventor, watchdog, debator, improver, commentator, idea SQuelcher, idea gen-
erator, questioner, devil's advocate, optimist. etc.) 

4. Creative Writing: Telling Tall Tales, Story Staners, Forced Response Wrap Arounds, News-
. letters, Cartoons, Object Obituaries, Jokes, Riddles, Object Talking (Golub, 1994). 

(e.g., -I visited a school yesterday that was real inspiring In tenns of their Instructional ap-
proaches and incorporation of technology in education. In this school, I S8'tY 500 com-
puters aU fiber optically networked to ... John, can you contJnue this story?-) 

5. Simulations and Role Plays. 
(e.g., We are going to simulate a school restructuring meeting. You will each be assigned 
one of the following roles: parent, teacher, administrator, politician, student. real estate 
agent, professor of education. community leader, corporate executive, etc.) 

6. What If, Just Suppose. and Rearrange the Facts Exercises. 
(e.g., What if you were put in charge of UttIefeat Elementary School? Or: Just suppose 
that your local high school received a $3 million grant for restructuring and you were the 
curriculum director. What would you do ... ?) 

7. Metaphorical Thinking. Analogies, Forced Associations, Synectics (Davis, 1992). 
(e.g., This school is like a __ (for example, a prison, museum, monastery, a beehive, 
etc.)? Or: An effective teacher is like a __ (for example, a tour guide, surveyor, orches-
tra conductor, mechanic. baker, artist. etc.)?) 

8. Free Writing, Diaries, Personal Joumal Logs, Wet Inking. 
(e.g., After viewing this film on leamer-<:entered schools, I want you to jot down some re-
flective notes for no more than ten minutes on a school you have observed that embod-
ied many of these principles. Try to write down the first things that enter your minds, no 
matter how silly or unrelated they may seem.) 

9. Idea-Spurring Questions. Checklists, or Cards (Davis, 1992). 
(e.g., Think about the Web site you have created on leamer-centered schools. What can 
you do to improve it? What can you add? What can you delete? Modify? Combine? Make 
bigger? Make smaller? Reverse? Rearrange? Minimize? etc.) 

10. Semantic Webbing, Mapping. Unking, Chaining. Free Association Exercises. 
(e.g., With the word ·effective schools· in the middle of a semantic map, I want you to 
suggest any attributes and characteristics related to this concept that you think of.) 
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tions. For instance, in a course on school restructuring, the instructor might use conferenc:ing 
tools and interactive chat windows to begin the course with a simple brainstorming or reverse 
brainstorming exercise intended to loosen srudents up (Starko, 1995). To further promote in
teractivity and creative license among panicipants, students might be assigned thinking-related 
roles within these forums (e.g., summarizer or commentator) (Bonk & Smith, 1996). Impor. 
tantly, such role assignment has proven effective in both electronic mail and computer confer. 
encing systems when used to discuss critical course issues or controversial case vignettes (Bonk, 
Appelman, &: Hay, 1996). 5taner activities such as "telling tall tales" (Golub, 1994) are addi. 
tional ways the instructor can initiate an imaginative electronic discussion on a topic and have 
everyone add to it with his or her own unique perspective. 

One longitudinal study of asynchronous environments found that these interactive con. 
ferences and discussions tend to be more extended and engaging for students than traditional 
lecrure-based instruction (Chong, 1996). According to Harasim et al. (1995), the anonymity 
of pen names and pseudo-roles during electronic discussions encourages student idea experi. 
mentation and risk taking disclosures. Students' assigned roles, as noted in Table I, might 
parallel occupational choices or societal interests. Though roles might be randomly assigned 
or based on order of entry into the conversation, with the careful task structuring and in· 
structor scaffolding, such interactive simulations and role plays can become common dis· 
course activities on the Web. 

Thoughtful planning also impacts the successful use of Web-based hypermedia environ· 
ments, since students and instructors often want to instantly capture and replay video see 
quences and problem vignettes in order to locate additional information or view situations 
from alternative perspectives (The Cognition and Technology Group at Vanderbilt, 1991). In· 
novative use of such resources by Web instructors might spur additional curiosity and disso
nance by continually rearranging key features of a predicament or situation with a series of 
.. just suppose" and "what-if" exercises. Though relatively simple, these exercises help students 
break from their current mental set and find new insights (Davis, 1992). 

Other creative thinking techniques for the Web might include student free writing or 
metaphorical thinking on a key course topic such as "effective schools." Afterwards, students' 
free writing and metaphors of effective schools might be compared to lists generated by previ· 
ous or current course panicipants. Similar writing tasks, such as student private journal logs 
or diaries of Web explorations, also can spark creativity. Additional encouragement for diver
gent thought and ideas when writing might come from idea-spurring questions, cards, and 
checklists strategically insened into Web activities by the instructor. 

As Web software becomes more sophisticated, proposals from students on specific top
ics (e.g., how to create effective schools) might eventually be entered in attribute webs or in
teractive ferris wheels (Lyman, 1992; McTighe, 1992) and then randomly spun to juxtapose 
ideas from alternate wheels to help students discover other angles and viewpoints. Or perhaps 
software tools might take student ideas and automatically add them to idea webs or semantic 
maps being constructed by a class on the World Wide Web. As such tools for creative thought 
emerge, WBf may help students challenge the rules, exercise one's "risk muscle" (von Oech, 
1983), discover new patterns and relationships, improvise, and add details to one's work. De· 
spite these extensive divergent thinking avenues, enhancing critical thinking pathways may be 
an equally strong dimension of the web. 

Critical Thinking on the Web (See Table 2) 
Besides impacting creative thinking and general problem solving processes, some WBI 

techniques directly enhance student evaluation of materials and resources .. According to !e~d
ing thinking skill proponents (Beyer, 1988; Ennis, 1989; Paul, 1990; PresselSen, 1986), critical 
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thinking is used to select information, evaluate potential solutions, detennine the strength of 
an argument, recognize bias, and draw appropriate conclusions. 

Whereas semantic webs and free association exercises are creative devices, most graphic 
organizers facilitate critical thinking since they help students sort out the hierarchy and logical 
flow of ideas. Student mapping of Web-based conferencing discussion threads is just one rela
tively simple and useful application of this idea. Other Web-based instructional activities that 
have students create or modify spatial representations of infonnation (e.g., Venn diagrams or 
concept maps) provide opportunities for stUdents to display knowledge depth and overall con
ceptual understanding (Angelo & Cross, 1993). 

Table ~:-Summary of suggested critical thinking techniques for the Web. 

1- Graphic Organizers: Aowcharts, Models, Concept Maps, VeM Diagrams, Oecisio~aking 
Trees, Sequence Charts. 

(e.g., I want you to draw a Venn diagram comparing traditional and leamer-centered in-
struction as well as detailing areas of over1ap between the two, if any.) 

2. Voting or Ranking Methods, Nominal Group Process. 
(e.g., Please categorize and rank the ideas on the list we generated while brainstonning 
ways to create more effective elemental)' schools in the United States.) 

3. Plus, Minus, Interesting (PM I), Pros and Cons (de Bono, 1994). 
(e.g., Record the positives, negatives, and interesting aspects on your Web readings for 
this week.) 

4. Minute Papers, Reflection Logs, Think Sheets, Guided Questioning. 
(e.g., What was the muddiest point of the instructor Web notes on school restructuring?) 
(Angelo & Cross, 1993) 

S. K·W·L (de Bono, 1994). 
(What did you already !snow about school restructuring? What do you still want to know 
about school restructuring? What did you team in this part of the course or in your Web 
explorations about school restructuring?) 

6. Summing Up: Summaries, Abstracts, Reviews, Index Cards, Outlines, NutsheUing. 
(e.g .• I want you to summarize one school restructuring article or homepage you read dur-
ing the past week while browsing the Web.) 

7. CritiQues, Rebuttals, Replies, RejOinders. 
(e.g., I want you to critiQue an article you found on the Web related to school restructur-
ing and also write a potential rebuttal to the original author(s).) 

8. Mock Trials, Debates, Examining Both Sides of Argument. Force Field Analysis. 
(e.g., Please list three arguments for and three arguments against moving from traditional 
instruction to APA's 14 leamer-centered principles in your local high school.) 

9. Case-Based Reasoning: Case A. Case B; Case and Commentaries; Cumulative Cases; Criti-
cal Instances, Problem Vignettes. 

(e.g .• After reading and replying to the first case on school restructuring at Thoroughgood 
High, wherein the authors admitted it took five years of careful planning. I want you to 
read the follow-up case on New Beginner Middle School, where restructuring efforts just 
began last year. Then we will reply to the following Questions ••• as well as those you 
want to discuss.) 

10. Categorization Schemes. Taxonomies. Comparison and Contrast Matrices. 
(e.g., After immersing yourself in the articles you find on the Web related to school re-
structuring, I want you to categorize or classify these articles into a coherent and useful 
organizational scheme or matrilt.) 
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Another critical thinking method with strong ties to creative thinking activities is the USe 
of voting methods. The nominal group process (Bonk & Smith, 1996), for example, is often 
used to rank and categorize student brainstormed ideas. According to Harasim et al. (1995) 
since voting methods help students appreciate peer rankings of assignments and class ideas, h 
is both motivational for the stUdents and insightful for the instructor. As nerworlds (Harasiln, 
1993) evolve, these voting results may highlight where participant opinions and ideas are sim
ilar as well as vastly different according to age, gender, and geographic locale. 

Besides idea ranking, various writing-to-think activities are extremely useful in fostering 
stUdent reflection and critical evaluation (Applebee, 1984; Greene & Ackerman, 1995). Stu
dents on the Web might list the plus, minus, and interesting (de Bono, 1994) aspects of an as
signment or topic, jOt down the muddiest or most interesting points of a lesson (Angelo 6c 
Cross, 1993; Craig, 1995). or record prior experiences and-incoming knowledge on a topic. 
Critiques. abstracts, rebunals. conferencing debates, guided question reflection logs, and case 
analyses also faU within the realm of critical thinking writing activities. Embedding these op
portunities for reflection and summarization helps solidify student learning and restructure stu. 
dent knowledge (Bonk, Mulvaney, Reynolds, & Dodzik, 1996; Hidi & Anderson. 1986; 
Winograd. 1984). 

Any activity wherein students identify main points, search for cause and effect, find pat
terns and relationships. rank ideas, develop timelines, build taxonomies or categorization 
schemes, draw comparisons and contrasts, examine costs versus benefits, or interlink ideas, 
cenainJy is a wonhwhile exercise in critical thought. And, as noted below, such activities art 

even more inteUectually valuable when students work in teams. 

Cooperative and Collaborative Learning on the Web (See Table 3) 
Given that team products can be displayed to the world, online learning environments 

such as the World Wide Web offer extensive opponunities for coUaboration and cooperative 
learning (Harasim, 1990; Riel, 1990, 1993). Simple structures for cooperative learning in the 
traditional classroom have students turning to their partner and sharing ideas. Applying this 
concept to the Web, students might be assigned Web-partners for e-mailing their thoughts and 
ideas regarding questions raised by the instructor or one's peers. Or. perhaps, a learning team 
might share its ideas regarding interesting or complex classroom queries in a round robin fash
ion and then summarize its ideas for the entire class. 

Another easy-to-implement and effective conferencing idea is the use of staner and wrap
per roles to initiate and summarize discussion, respectively (Bonk, Appelman, & Hay, 1996). 
This activity could be embedded within satellite conferences or electronic cafes (for additional 
information on conferencing tools, see the chapter by Malikowski in this text or Chong, 1996). 

As mentioned earlier, giving students roles for discussion also enhances their processing 
of material and the overall sense of interdependence and accountability among group mem
bers. Incorporating Johnson and Johnson'S (1992) structured controversy approach on the 
Web may prove especially useful in addressing debatable or sensitive topics. In this method, 
pairs of students are assigned pro and con sides of a topic. Next, they become experts on the 
assigned topic by reading material referenced on the Web. Aher forming their opinions, groups 
argue out their sides of the topic and then switch roles and eventually come to a compromise 
position written up for the instructor. 

A number of other generic cooperative learning methods are amenable to the Web. For 
instance, Group Investigation (Sharan & Sharan, 1976) and "Coop·Coop" (Kagan, 1992) both 
involve students selecting topics and dividing these up into mini-topics for individual explo
rations. Later, this individual work is compiled and presented in a final report or presentation, 
wherein the instructor is the referee or critic (Harasim et al., 1995). To foster further reflection 
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Table 3. Summary of suggested cooperative leaming techniques for the Web. 
r--

Partner Activities: Tum to Your Partner and: Share/Check Work/Review/Discuss. Think,IPair-1-
Share, Peer Review/edit and Conferences. Peer Interviews, Tell and Retell. 

(e.g •• Please share with your assigned e-mail partner your brainstormed lists regarding 
how schools can be made more effective.) 

2- Round robins and Round tables (Kagan. 1992). 
(e.g •• I want your suggestions for handling the school restructuring case we just read. In 
a rounclrobln fashion. I want each person in your group to add one idea and then pass 
the list on the next person in the group until your group has exhausted each individual's 
ideas. Then you are to rank the top five Ideas of your group.) 

3. As)Tlchronous Conferencing: Electronic Cafes. Satellite Conferences. Discussions Groups. 
Electronic Conference Starterts) and WrappeJ1s). 

(e.g •• Usted below are the 15 discussion topics on school restructuring selected by the 
class. Please sign up to start or initiate discussion for one of these weeks and also sign 
up to be a wrapper of the class discussion for another week.) 

4. Synchronous Conferencing. 
(e.g •• This week we will be discussing school restructuring in a real-time conference with 
three well-known school principals. Atrer this discussion; small groups will be fonned to 
summarize the issues facing restructuring across these situations.) 

S. Structured Controversy (Johnson & Johnson, 1992). 
(e.g., Pairs of students will be assigned to pro and con sides of a debate on any sec-
ondary school restructuring based on constructivist philosophy. Atrer one week, these 
roles will be reversed. Next. a consensus paper will be written by your group.) 

6. Group Investjgation, Jigsaw, Coop Coop (Kagan, 1992). 
(e.g., We will divide school restructuring concerns into elementary, middle, secondary, 
and college levels. In groups of 4-5 students at each level. each student will select a 
minitopic in which to become an expert and share his or her findings with the grouP. Mini-
topics will be combined into a joint group composition or product.) 

7. Value Unes and Graphs. 
(e.g., This week we will debate the utility of the P-PA's (1995) 14 learner-centered princi-
ples. First of all, student teams will rate the worth they place on each of these principles 
from 1 (low) to 10 (high) a value line. After the debate. each group will reconsider Its rat-
ings of these principles on a new value line.) 

8. Project-Based Leaming. 
(e.g., Each group of 4-5 students will create blueprints for the Ideal high school. In your 
work, please detail your basic principles or tenets, goals and objectives, potentjal fund-
ing sources. tjmeline, implicatjons, budget, marketing plans, etc.) 

9. Gallery Tours (Kagan, 1992). 
(e.g., Each of the five cooperative groups in this class will create a Web page to display 
its ideal school. Peers, public school principals, and education professors will provide de-
tailed feedback and later rate your Web pages.) 

10. Other Group Activities: Team Competitions, Panel Discussions. Symposia, Debates, Team 
Concept Webs, Picture Making Exercises, Buzz Groups. 

(e.g., Panel discussions will be established based on areas where you feel you have 
gained some expertise during this course and where significant Questions have been 
raised. Individual points will be awarded for depth, clarity, logic, and creativity.) 
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and dialogue, each cooperative team might be forced to indicate its views or positions on a 
World Wide Web value line both before and after such cooperative projectS. 

The capabilities of the World Wide Web to display student teXt, graphics, animation, and 
sound may make it the ideal project-based learning (PBL) forum (Savery & Duffy, 1996; 
Williams, 1992). GaUery tours of student PBL products on the Web encourage student pride 
and ownership in the work. In addition to PBL, interactive activities such as panel discussions, 
symposia, team concept webs, and student team competitions might prove to be the real WBI 
success stories of the next century. Displays of course projects and team ideas from geograph
ically and culrurally diverse peers on the World Wide Web, nevertheless, will be confronted 
with questions concerning project organization, ownership, and assessment. Such considera
tions aside, the ultimate benefit here may be enhanced student collaboration processes as well 
as access to_and interaction with mentors and peers on the Web. 

Apprenticeship and Perspective Taking 
As instructional strategies proliferate on the Web, course instructors must become conscious 
of how to apprentice student learning and enhance their perspective taking (Bonk, Appelman, 
& Hay, 1996; Harasim, 1993; Riel, 1993). However, fostering these opportunities remains the 
most culturally significant but least appreciated possibility of WBI. 

A cognitive apprenticeship is a powerful instructional approach for building student 
thinking and teamwork skills. In accordance with this approach, the conferencing and collab
oration technologies of the Web bring students into contact with authentic learning and ap
prenticing situations. Experts and learning guides might be available on the Web through 
"ask-an-expen, to electronic mentorships, tutoring, infonnal peer interactions, student work 
groups, and other access to network resources (Harasim et al., 1995). Dialogue processes be
tween students and adult guides are hypothesized to move the learner from novice status to 
greater knowledge and skill of the discipline (Collins, 1990, Lave, 1991; Lave & Wenger, 
1991; Rogoff, 1990). In recent electronic mentoring projects, student reception of ongoing 
feedback and support from meteorologists, explorers, or environmentalists brought students 
into contact with the community of practice and involved them in genuine data collection and 
reporting (Edelson, Pea, & Gomez., 1996; The GLOBE Program, 1995; Ruopp, Gal, Drayton, 
& Pfister, 1993; Songer, in press; Sugar & Bonk, 1995). As these expert resources multiply the 
pedagogic potential of every Web-based classroom, thoughtful consideration of one's instruc
tional selections becomes increasingly crucial. 

While instructors in WBI weigh the opportunities for cognitive apprenticeship, they 
might simultaneously consider how this teaching venue increases opportUnities for students to 
take the position of another, since this skill is central to human intelligence (Bonk, 1990; Mead, 
1934; Selman, 1971). The shared or common space (Schrage, 1990) created on the World 
Wide Web with conferencing tools, chat boxes, virtual whiteboards, opinion polls, and bul
letin boards is prime real estate for cultivating knowledge negotiation and the gradual build
ing of inter-subjectivity among participants. Given the emergence of such tools and resources, 
instructors must begin to locate and appropriately use strategies of instruction that tap into this 
perspective taking power source and push students to new heights of interpersonal under
standing and global diversity appreciation. 

Conclusions 
With WBI, students now have new learning partners and learning materials for discovering, 
producing, and synthesizing knowledge. Given the endless WBI possibilities for higher-order 
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thinking, teamwork, and apprenticeship, there is perhaps no issue with more immediate ram· 
'fjcations than elaborating on Web-based instructional techniques and praaices today. In fact, 
~ucational historians and cultural anthropologists may treat the proliferanonof World Wide 
'\Veb jnstrUctional tools and techniques as one of the most significant cultural advances of the 
pext century! 
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TICKIT Technology Integration Ideas 
Brainstorming, Exploration, and Reflection Activity 

Curt Bonk and John Keller, Spring of 2002 

Technology Integration Idea Currently Use PiratelUse in Thinking 
(Check) Future (Check) Skills 

1. Web Quests and Web Tours 
2. Videoconferencing Project 

Athena 
3. Writing: Electronic 

Newsletters, Peer Feedback, 
Book Reviews. 
Autobiographies 

4. Web Search and Exploration, 
Free Tools and Sites 

5. Web Editing and Publishing. 
School Web Site Design 

6. Pen Pals, Exchanges, Keypals. 
Impersonations, Electronic 
Appearances, TeleFieldtrips 
(GLOBE. Labnet, Kids as 
Global Scientists) 

7. Online Mentoring, 
Interpersonal Exchanges, 
Telementoring, Question and 
Answer Sessions, Guest 
Expert Chats 

8. Computer Conferencing, 
Discussions (e.g., 
Blackboard), Starter-Wrapper 
Technique 

9. Courses or Homework on 
Web 

10. Digitizing Images, Digital 
Camera use, Photoshop 

II. Movie Producing, Digital 
Video 

12. Presentation Tools like 
PowerPoint, Kid Pix 

13. Hypermedia and Multimedia 
(sounds, animations, voices, 
pictures, etc.), H2'P_erStudio 

14. Simulations (e.g., SimTower) 
15. Online Cases 

TICKIT 
Example 
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16. Technology Demonstrations, 
Tech Fairs 

17. Inspiration and Concept 
Mapping Tools 

IS. Online Evaluations and Tests, 
Web Surveys 

19. Word Processing 
20. Student Database Creation 
21. Adaptive and Assistive 

Technologies (screen readers, 
voice recognition software, 
Braille keyboards, screen 
magni fiers, trackballs, touch 
screens, alternative keyboards 
etc.) 

22. Spreadsheets and other Math 
Tools 

23. Produce Musical CD's, CD 
Burners 

24. 3D Worlds, Active Worlds 
25. E-mail 
26. Microcomputer-Based Labs 

(MEL): sensors, probes, 
motion detectors 

27. Hand-Held Devices, Graphing 
Calculators, Palm Pilots 

2S. Participate in Online 
Conference, Sign Up for 
Listserv 

29. Post Exam Questions to Web 
30. One Minute Reflection Papers 
31. Create Online Glossaries 
32. Online Panel Discussions and 

Debates 
33. Online Voting or Polling 
34. Online Scavenger Hunts 
35. Online Role Plays 
36. Brainstonn Ideas with Chat 

Tool 
37. Use Lesson Plan Web Sites 
3S. Make Web Link Suggestions 

for Class 
39. Electronic Portfolios 
40. Integrated Learning Systems 

(e.g., Jostens, WICAT) 
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Pirate 

1. Active Learning 
Strategies: 
Motivation. 

2. Active Learning 
Strategies: Creative 

Thinkin 
3. Active Learning 
Strategies: Critical 

Thinkin 
4. Coopera tive 

Learnin : General 
s. Coopers tive 

Learnin : S ecific 
6. Evaluation and 

Assessment 
7. Next Steps 

8.Summary 

Can Yon Pirate? 

Maybe Definitely 
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Final Curriculum Workshop Presentations 
R546 (Bloomington and Indy via videoconferencing) 

Instructional Strategies for Thinking, Collaboration, and Motivation 
The Sometimes Honorable: Doc Curtis J. Bonk Presiding 

NAME OF PRESENTER(S): 

Brief Presentation Title or Topic: ___________________ _ 

60 points: Scoring: (1-10) if for 60 points 

Evaluation Criteria for Group Presentations: 

1.0rganization of the presentation (flow, length, practiced). 
2 . Topic stimulation (active engagement). 
3. Usefulness of materials (clear, practical, handy, relevant, informative, handout(s) provided). 
4 . Knowledge of the topic (expertise, good ideas, insights). 
5. Scope of plans and curriculum impact (goals clear, important, appropriate, significant, doable). 
6. Effort (digging deep, extensive depth displayed here, work-work-work-work, persistence). 

__ Total Group Score 

Special Comments/Suggestionsllnteresting Points/Questions to Ponder/Other: 

Signature: 

Date: Page 555



R546 Presentation Peer Feedback Form 

Name of Presenter ------------------------------------
TopicfTitle: ____________________________________ __ 

1. Positives in the presentation: 

2. Minor suggestions for improvement: 

3. Interesting/Innovative/Intriguing Ideas: 

4. Other comments: 

Signature: _______________________ __ 

Date: -------
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The Not-So-Mysterious Case 
01 the Lousy Instructor 
by Bruce R, Hitchcock 

I remember it like it was yesterday. 

"I think you'd beller go see Miku this afternoon," Kerry said to me in the hallway. 

"\Vhy?" I asked. The look on her face and the tone of her voice gave me a bad 
feeling. 

"l 'm ... yuu·11 ha\'e tu see it for yourself. Just get in there. and soon." she replied 
and walked away shaking her head. 

At the lime. I was the learl technical instructor in tho employee training depart
ment of a high-tech company_ Mike was the newest member of our team, and he 
IHld just finished the morning session of his first class. (All names have been 
changed to protect the guilty, the innocent. and everyone in between.) As the 
lead, I was acting as a mentor for Mike and had helped him prepare for what 
would be his first-ever stint as a classroom instructor. Unfortunately, I was teach
ing that day myself and could not obsel'\'e his debut. 

But after Kerry's comments, I made sure to be present for day two. What I saw 
there is the stuff of training nightmares. Mike was the worst classroom instructor 
I had ever seen! And because I had been partially responsible for bringing him 
on board, the sting was doubly painful. 

You may be thinking, "How bad could he have been?" Here's what I sat through 
that morning. 

As the students arrived and settled into their seats, Mike was writing on the 
board and checking his notes. When it callie time to start, he simply began talk
ing. He didn't say, "Good morning, How is everyone today?" He didn't recap the 
previous day's material. He didn't ask if anyone had a question. He just sta~ted 
presenting the next module. It was as if he'd left off just a few minutes before. 
Needless to say, the students were stunned for a few moments, But they caught 
on quickly and opened their workbooks to follow along. 

,7C'J:i (. ~-Ij,.'ft J )Performance Improvement. Volume 42 • Number 5 5 
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Over the next three hours. I watched as Mike demonstrated 
an unending string of bad teaching techniques. I'm not sure 
if he made every mistake an instructor can make. but he 
came close. Here's a partial list of Mike's mess-ups: 
• Spoke in a monotone with no vocal inflection or emphasis 
• Spent 20 minutes trying to get one student back on track 

while the rest of the class sat and waited 
• Gave a long. rambling answer to a question that he should 

have handled out of class. because the other students 
were not interested 

• Gave a long. elaborate answer to a question that should 
ha\'e been answered with a simple "Yes" 

• Never emphasized the important points the students 
reaJl)' needed to remember 

• Never stopped to solicit questions 
• Talked to the board. with his back to the class 
• Failed to clarify a student's question. and therefore ga\'e 

an answer that didn't match what was asked 
• Read long passages word for word from the workbook or 

the computer screen 

Now you're thinking. "You're right-he was really bad. But 
how did this down get in front of a class in the first place'!" 
The answer is simple: He knew the material. He WilS a top
notch programmer within the company ilnd was looking for 
a transfpr .. 1 change of pacf'. :\s Iw was all .?xpert 011 all th,~ 

topics we \,'ere tl',lChing and :o:howed great clithusia:;1II and 
confidence. we ga\'c him a chance. In 20-20 hindsight. thi~ 
was obviously iI mistake. 

You llIay also L~ thinl-ing. "Well, he just needed sOllle work 
on presentation skills. If he knew the material. he could 
learn to be a good classroom teacher." As a veteran instruc· 
tor, I can't help but shake my head whene\'er I hear this. 
Any good teacher knows there is more to teaching than mak
ing good presentations. Here are some points that make for 
good teaching: 
• Controlling the pace (much more important for a multi-

day session than for a one- or two-hour presentation) 
• Making sure everyone is "gelling it" 
• Putting extra emphasis where it belongs 
• Soliciting questions early and often 
• Knowing when to encourage participation and when to 

let students sit and listen 
• Understanding and accommodating different leaming styles 
• Understanding and answering questions (the key is to 

understand a question before you answer it) 
• Knowing which questions to address outside class time 
• Knowing when to spend time on a side topic. and when 

not to 
• Having an available source for background information if 

you're not a subject matter expert (St-IE) 

In real estate they say the three most important things are 
"location. location, location." Instructors should think, 
"preparation, preparation, preparation." Nothing is so crucial 
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T 
to the smooth running of a class. I would expect any new 
instructor preparing to teach a course for the first time to ask 
all the following questions (and more): 
• What is the hardest section? 
• Where will the students likely get stuck? 
• What are the most common questions they will ask? 
• What's the most difficult question they are likely to ask? 
• Which exercises need the most time to complete? 
• What are the crucial points I should really stress? 
• What can I brush over if I'm running short on time? 
• Does the timing suggested in the instructor guide match 

reality? 
• Does the course run long or short? 
• Do you have any other good examples I can show them? 
• Any good jokes I can throw in? 

Getting hack to f-.1ike. he never asked me any of these ques
tions. He asked 110 questions at all while preparing for the 
class. and still he felt he was fully prepared for his first solo 
night. Not a good sign. 

When I prepare course materials. I always include just these 
types of speaker notes both for my own benefit and for any
one who inherits the course. Most of these things only come 
fwm experience. so VOII need to take 11O"~S on the ny. and 
Ilwll Irallsr,ilm thelll into a Ileat and read;jhl(~ format. The~e 
notes llwn hcconw part of lhe instrllctor lIIallllal 

Another handy guide that all rookie instructors should have 
is a performance checklist. This would apply to any course 
and will list the "don't forget to do this" items that Mike was 
so negligent with. I would include the little things that arc 
obvious to a veteran teacher, but that it never burts to be 
reminded of: 
• Introduce yourself and say "Good morning!" 
• Remember to ask for questions frequently. 
• Talk to the students, not the board or the computer screen. 
• Recap and re\'iew often. 
• Be smart in deciding which questions to answer in class 

and which to take off line. 
• Clarify what a student is asking so you provide the right 

answer. 
• Watch your pace, and keep the students informed of how 

long class will run each day. 

You can include other items that are appropriate to your 
training situation. 

What's interesting is that, before hiring Mike, all the instruc
tors in our group had talked a lot about that eternal ques
tion: Do you hire people who know the material and then 
teach them how to teach, or is it beller to hire good instnlc
tors and then have them learn the material? Or. as I put it. 
"Should we get a techie who's not a teacher, or a teacher 
who's not a techie?" Of course, you would like to ha\'e 
someone who is both an S1\fE and a talented instructor. but 
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those are hard to come by. So where should you place the I' 

higher priority when you have to make that tradeoff? 

Having gone through the experience with Mike, I know the 
answer now. Good instructors (and instructional designers) 
can learn almost any topic when given access to the right 
SMEs. But good classroom skills (or instructional design 
skills) are not so easily acquired. I believe this firmly and have 
never had reason to change my mind since that nightmare 
morning with Mike so long ago. Train-the-trainer sessions can 
help to some exten\' but I still feel strongly that teachers can 
become techies m ueh more easily than vice versa. 

One final comment. Students will put up with lousy 
instructors. (In the case of Mike's mess, I think only one per
son did not finish the class.) They will sit through the bore
dom and confusion and not complain, at least until you put 
class evaluation sheets in their hands. Then watch out! 

But why do thcy tolerate lousy instruction? It Illay be 
because they respect authority figures, which is how 1I10st of 
us vie\ .. ' teachers. Or it could simply be low expectations. 
I'm sure you've had to sit through a day (or a week!) of some 
colossal waste of tillle inflicted 011 you by a terrible instruc
tor. So when yet another one comes along. we sit and bear 
it. What a shame. 

One impru\'ement that is used by marc and Illorc companies 
is a mentoring progrillll. Whelw\"cr I tell this story, the first 
question that comes lip is. "Why didn't this guy ha\"f! a mcn· 
tor who gave him pointers. watched him do a run-through 
of the course, and pro\'ided lots of advice and feedback?" 
The simple answer is that no such program existed. In fact, 
the practice was not very common back then. Ir I were in 
that sarne situation again, I would never let Mike go in front 
of a class solo without lots of mentoring up front. 

So let's all work to get the best possible instructors into 
those classrooms (whether live or virtual). Remember the 
three key areas: presentation skills, good training techniques. 
and preparation. preparation. preparation. Only with these 

. can we improve the reputation of the whole training industry. 

And if you see Mike, or someone like him, tell him to go 
back to programming. PA 

Related Readings 

Cain. H. What makes a good instructor? (Online\. 
Available: hit p:llitfnz.org.nz/reflessays/Whal%20Makes 
% 20A % 20Good% 20Instructor.htm. 

I 
1 

Good Teaching Ideas [Online). Available: hltp:lltep.uoregon. 
edu/resources/librarylinks/goodideas/goodideas.html. 

Ronkowski. S. (ed). It 993). What constitutes good teach
ing? Instructional News. (Online). Available: http://www. 
id.ucsb.edu/IC/Resources/Teaching/GoodTeaching.html. 

Teacher Education Institute. Classroom management 
course description (Online). Available: hltp://www.teacher 
education.com/course_outlines/prodev _human/c1assroom_ 
manage_pd_human_outline.htm. 

Bruce R. HItchcock's career includes stints as 
a classroom instructor, course developer, instruc· 
tional designer. CBTIWBT author, product advo· 
cate, and high school math leacher (twice). The 
common thread in all this has been education and 
the appropriate uses of technology in training. 
Articles by Bruce range in topic from Lotus Notes 
to CST techniques to management issues. He is 

currently developing tools for use in the math classroom. These are pro· 
grammed with Flash and are delivered through standard Internet technologies. 

Bruce received his BS from MIT and earned a Massachusetts State 
Teaching Certification. Currently he is 'walking the talk' by pursuing his mas· 
ter's in Education entirel)' through online courses from Jones International 
University. HIS concentratlun is in e·learning. Bruce h'lt)s In the BvslOIl area 
with his family and may lJe reached at Hilchco@attbicom 
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The Chronicle Review 
From the issue dated April 9, 2004 

What Makes Great Teachers Great? 

By KEN BAIN 

3~E E-mail this article 
When Ralph Lynn retired as a professor .. :::=1 S!Lbsqibe 
of history at Baylor University in 1974, 
dozens of his former students paid him tribute. One student, Ann 
Richards, who became the governor of Texas in 1991, wrote that Lynn's 
classes were like "magical tours into the great minds and movements of 
history." Another student, Hal Wingo, an editor of People magazine, 
concluded that Lynn offered the best argument he knew for human 
cloning. "Nothing would give me more hope for the future," the editor 
explained, "than to think that Ralph Lynn. in all his wisdom and wit. 
will be around educating new generations from here to eternity." 

What did Lvnn do to have such a sustained and substantial influence on 
the intellectual and moral development of his students? What do any of 
the best professors do to encourage students to achieve remarkable 
learning results'? 

I and several colleagues from the Searle Center for Teaching Excellence 
at Northwestern University studied 1110re than 60 professors from 
variolls disciplines to try to determine what outstanding teachers do 
inside and outside their classrooms that might explain their 
accomplishments. And when we examined in particular how good 
teachers conduct class, we found that they follow several common 
principles. Specifically, they: 

Create a natural critical learning environment. "Natural" because what 
matters most is for students to tackle questions and tasks that they 
naturally find of interestt make decisions, defend their choices, 
sometimes come up short, receive feedback on their efforts, and try 
again. "Critical" because by thinking criticallYt students learn to reason 
from evidence and to examine the quality of their reasoning, to make 
improvements while thinking, and to ask probing and insightful 
questions. This is, by far, the most important principle -- the one on 
which all others are based and which commands the greatest 
explanation. 

Some teachers create a natural critical learning environment within 
lectures; others, with discussions; and still others, with case studies, 
role-playing, fieldwork, or a variety of other techniques. The method of 
choice depends on many factors, including the course's objectives, the 
personalities and cultures of the teachers and students, and the learning 
habits of both. But an intriguing question or problem is the first of five 
essential elements that make up a good learning environment. 
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Often the most successful questions are highly provocative: What 
would you do if you came home from college and found your father 
dead and your mother married to your uncle, and the ghost of your 
father appeared saying that he had been murdered? Why did some 
societies get in boats and go bother other people, while others stayed at 
home and tended to their own affairs? Why are some people poor and 
other people rich? What is the chemistry of life? Can people improve 
their basic intelligence? 

The second important element is guidance in helping students 
understand the significance of the question. Several years ago, we asked 
Robert Solomon, a philosophy and business professor from the 
University of Texas, to talk about his teaching to a group of faculty 
members. Solomon called his talk "Who Killed Socrates?" and in that 
title captured much of the intellectual energy of his inquiry into Socratic 
pedagogy and why it isn't used much anymore. When we watched 
Solomon conduct an introductory philosophy class on epistemology, he 
simply stood before the freshmen and sophomores, looked them in the 
eye, and asked, "Does anyone here know anything for sure?" The way 
he asked the question gave it meaning. As students cast about for a 
positive answer, reeling in one solution and then another, they began to 
grasp the purpose of this modem inquiry. Once that happened. their 
learning could begin. 

~'lany teachers never raise questions; they simply give students 
answers" I f they do tackle intellectual problems, they often focus only 
on their subject and the issues that animate the most sophisticated 
scholarship in the field. In contrast, the best teachers tend to embed the 
discipline's issues in broader concerns. often taking an interdisciplinary 
approach. 

When Dudley Herschbach teaches chemistry at Harvard University, he 
does so with a combination of science, history, and poetry, telling 
stories about human quests to understand the mysteries of nature. The 
lesson on polymers becomes the story of how the development of 
nylons influenced the outcome of World War II. He even asks his 
chemistry students to write poetry while they struggle to comprehend 
the concepts and ideas that scientists have developed. 

Good teachers remind students how the current question relates to some 
larger issue that already interests them. When Solomon taught an 
advanced undergraduate course in existentialism, he began with a story 
about life under Nazi rule in occupied France in the early 1940s, 
reminding students that even ordinary activities like whispering to a 
friend could have had dire consequences in that police state. 

Third, the natural critical learning environment engages students in 
some higher-order intellectual activity: encouraging them to compare, 
apply, evaluate, analyze, and synthesize, but never only to listen and 
remember. "I want the students to feel like they have invented calculus 
and that only some accident of birth kept them from beating Newton to 
the punch," Donald Saari, a mathematics professor at the University of 
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the track toward this waiting tragedy, you notice a side track where you 
can steer the trolley car if you choose to do so. The only problem is that 
one man is working on that track and the train will undoubtedly kill him 
if it goes that way. What would you choose to do, he asks the students? 
Do you tum the car onto the side track, killing one person but saving 
five others? What would be most just and why? Often the students have 
no difficulty deciding that they would take out the one life to save the 
five others. 

Sandel then introduces a wrinkle to the story. Suppose, he says, that you 
are not on the train but standing on an overpass watching it speed 
toward the five workers. As you watch this disaster in the making, you 
notice a large man standing next to you, also peering over the railing of 
the overpass. You quickly calculate that if you push this person over the 
railing, he will land on the track in front of the train. He will die. but his 
body \vill stop the train, saving five Jives. Would it be just to give that 
person a shove? 

In that exercise Sandel hopes to provoke students to think about 
fundamental issues of justice and understand their own thinking in 
relationship to that of some of the major philosophers. Throughout the 
course. he then embeds all the major philosophical schools and writers 
he wishes to consider in contemporary ideological battles intended to 
excite the students. His knowledge of the history or ideas helps him 
select the proper passage from Mills or Kant: his knowledge of and 
concern for the students help him select the political. social, and moral 
debates that will engage them. Equally important, he constantly changes 
the issues to fit new generations of students. 

Most customary instruction follows an organization that stems wholly 
from the discipline, a set of topics and subjects that need to be covered. 
But many of the best teachers make a deliberate and carefully measured 
effort to confront some paradigm or mental model that students are 
likely to bring with them to class. 

This idea of beginning where the students are rather than where 
disciplinary traditions might dictate has another influence on practices 
in the classroom: It leads to explanations that start with the simple and 
move toward the more complex. "If students have an understanding that 
is down here," Jeanette Norden explained, putting her hand close to the 
floor, "you don't start with something up here. Some medical students 
come in not even knowing what a neuron is -- a neuron is a cell in the 
brain -- so you have to begin with that simple notion and then you can 
build from there quickly." 

Seek commitments. "I tell my students the first day of class that the 
decision to take the class is the decision to attend the class every time it 
meets," one professor explained. "I also tell them that my decision to 
teach the class includes the commitment to offer sessions worth 
attending, and I ask them to let me know if they think I'm not doing 
that." 
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Highly effective teachers approach each class as if they expect students 
to listen, think, and respond. That expectation appears in scores of little 
habits: the eye contact they make, the enthusiasm in their voice, the 
willingness to call on students. It contrasts sharply with professors who 
seldom if ever look at their students, who continue on in some set piece 
almost as if they do not expect students to listen, and who never try to 
generate a discussion or ask for a response because they don't expect 
anyone to have any. 

Help students learn outside of class. The best professors do in class 
what they think will best help their students to learn outside of class, 
between one meeting and the next. That approach is different from 
deciding to do something simply because it "covers" some subject, but 
it might lead to a variety of orthodox approaches: a demonstration that 
both confronts existing notions and provokes confrontation with new 
ones: a debate that enables students to practice critical thinking and to 
realize gaps in their own understanding and reasoning abilities: group 
work that asks students to grapple together and helps build a sense of 
community. 

Because the best teachers plan their courses backward, deciding what 
students should be able to do by the end of the semester. they map a 
series of intellectual dc\'Clopments through the course. \\'ith the goal of 
encouraging students to learn 011 their own, engaging them in deep 
thinking. In ordinary classes. instmctors might create assignments for 
students. but they rarely use the class to help students do the work. 

Engage students in disciplinary thinking. The most efTective teachers 
use class time to help students think about infonnation and ideas the 
way scholars in the discipline do. They think about their own thinking 
and make students explicitly aware of that process, constantly prodding 
them to do the same. 

Through such an approach teachers help students build an 
understanding of concepts rather than simply perfonn their discipline in 
front of them. While others argue that students must learn (memorize?) 
information first and use reasoning only later, the professors we studied 
asswne that learning facts can occur only when students are 
simultaneously engaged in reasoning about those facts. 

In class, they might engage students in a highly interactive "lecture" in 
which they present a problem and coax students into identifying the 
kinds of evidence they would need to consider to solve that problem 
and how that evidenc~ might be gathered: "Here's the evidence we've 
encountered thus far: what do you make of it? \Vhat problems do you 
see? What questions would you ask about this evidence? What evidence 
do we need to answer those questions, and how will we find or collect 
that evidence?" 

Create diYcrse learning experiences. "The brain loves diversity," 
Jeanette Norden told us repeatedly. To feed that appetite, she and other 
outstanding teachers conducted class in a multitude of ways. Sometimes 
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The Chronicle Review 
From the issue dated May 21, 2004 

In Praise of Passionate, Opinionated Teaching 

By MARK OPPENHEIMER 

== (-.;= E:_-mailll!is articig 
Americans dissatisfied with higher ~., I Subs~~ 
education typically have one of two 
gripes. Either the problem is the curriculum, which might be too liberal 
or too conservative, too changeful or too stodgy, too current or too 
retrograde, too utilitarian or too useless; or the problem is the 
university's structure. which often is deemed too businesslike and 
soulless. 

The first critique. the curricular one. began to surface in the United 
States in the 19th century, when colleges moved gingerly away from 
classical and seminary curricula toward the liberal arts, and then began 
to integrate with technical and scientific schools. Most anxiety about 
higher education today remains focused on curricular matters: what 
books are required to be read. 

The second critique. that universities are run like businl.!sses. also is not 
new. In 1927 the historian Bernard DeVoto wrote in Harper's lvlolllhly 
about a student who had written a letter explaining his disillusionment 
with traditional schooling. "I have learned," the anonymous boy '''Tote. 
"that running a university is a damned good business and the most 
respected con-game in the world." 

While the first critique was popular in the I 980s, when it ignited 
debates about the canon and political correctness, the second is in 
vogue now. Universities do appear more than ever like large 
companies, as they seek to patent inventions and team up with 
biotechnology firms, become more revenue-driven, engage with student 
and faculty unions, and employ "vice presidents for finance" and the 
like. 

Both of those critiques are important, but they are trivial in comparison 
with my chief complaint: that college and graduate-school teaching is 
quite bad, and bad in a particular way. 

Leaving aside for the moment my ornery opinion, it is fascinating to 
note that discussions of pedagogy are relatively rare in higher 
education. Even though pedagogical matters dominate debates about 
elementary and secondary education, practically to the exclusion of 
curricular content, they are considered beneath the dignity of the 
academy, for two reasons. 

First, scholars tend to assume that it is their scholarship that matters, 
and that fine teaching will flow necessarily from their knowledge of the 
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subject matter. The fact that tenure decisions depend mostly on 
published output reinforces the belief that scholarship is primary. 

Second, and more important, a consensus exists about what college 
pedagogy consists of: seminars, in which the professor's job is to elicit 
active student participation, and lectures, in which the professor 
delivers salient information in a relatively unbiased way, explaining 
difficult concepts, perhaps offering an interpretation of the facts but not 
advancing a strong polemic. While some institutions have experimented 
with small tutorials. following the English model, seminars and lectures 
remain standard in the American academy. 

Here is the problem: As now practiced, neither the seminar nor the 
lecture encourages strong disagreements. whether between students and 
the professor or among students themselves. Seminar pedagogy tends to 
suppose that all opinions are equally valid. that "there's no such thing as 
a stupid question." Lectures. even when they are strident or opinionated. 
clo not really allow for responses. This means that the average student 
graduates without ever having seen a good. knuckle-baring academic 
brawl. She has never heard one professor insult another. never heard a 
professor tell a student that his misunderstanding of the facts could have 
real consequences. 

I lind this fact extraordinarily sad. Disagreement is a prime engine for 
ad\'ancing human knowledge -- and besides. hearing boldly stated 
opinions is tremendous fun. For smart students to feel challenged. and 
for dull students to lose their cobwebs, they need to learn that academic 
subjects are both a matter of grave moral concern and a source of 
exhilaration, \\'orth becoming overheated about. They learn this not by 
being invited to care. but by watching professors who manifestly do 
care. For the college professor, the proper pedagogic role is not as 
facilitator, coaxing children into thinking, but as role model, showing 
young men and women what a thinking mind looks like. 

My suggestion that professors are too mild, not sufficiently opinionated, 
may at first sound ludicrous. It is well known that professors take their 
fields too seriously. They are too inclined to think that second-century 
Roman coinage is a matter of ultimate concern, too willing to end 
friendships over what Willa Cather's lesbianism might mean for her 
depictions of wheat fields. But while professors may get contrary at 
conferences and in journal articles, those same professors are often 
profoundly milquetoast in their classrooms, so eager to get in opposing 
points of view and to assure students that no opinion could be wholly 
wrong that they forget to have opinions themselves. 

Yes, some professors are known for "advancing an agenda," which is 
thought to be a bad thing. But for the most part, they hold to the well
meaning liberal dogma that students ought to figure things out for 
themselves. That leads to the kind of teaching that all of us dread and 
yet engage in: "Very good. I see where you're coming from. Now. does 
anyone have another point of view?" 
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Younger children, of course, are often the first to notice a naked 
emperor. When I taught high school, some student would raise her 
(usually her) hand and say, "Why do you keep asking us what we think? 
You're supposed to be the expert." Or an even more direct challenge: 
"Why are you asking us what Poe means here? Don't you know?" She 
was making two points: first, that my dishonesty in pretending not to 
know the answer, and in turning to them for "help in figuring this poem 
out," is an insult to the students, who know what game is being played 
and feel cheapened by having to join it; and second, that I as the teacher 
probably have more to teach them than they have to teach each other, 
and that their time would be more profitably spent listening to my 
answers -- or, if I have no certain answers, listening to me work through 
possible answers. Watching my mind publicly at work would teach 
them how to think better than \\'ould my asking them to flail about. 

And yet this pedagogy of pretense gets more ingrained in college and is 
at its worst in graduate school. I actually had somc wonderfully didactic 
tcachers in high school. fewer in college, and almost none in graduate 
school. where the rule seemed to be that any expression of opinion on 
the part of professors would necessarily inhibit the graduate students, 
who were to be treated as budding scholars with equally valid opinions. 
Thus were we reduced to the absurdity of watching a \...-orld expert on, 
say. Russian history or African slavery asking us what we thought. 
\Vhile the professor thinks she is honoring her students by giving them 
the freedom to f'ann their own opinions. she is condescending to them 
instead. by denying the possibility that they might be able to hear what 
she really thinks and still come to their own conclusions. 

The classroom has been brought low this \vay by a combination of 
factors. Chief among them are a misreading of Socrates, thought to 
have been a mere asker of questions (even as his interlocutors always 
happened to arrive at the answer he hoped for); the progressive
education pedagogy, which has been ascendant at least since Dewey, 
Montesssori, and the "child-centered classroom"; the political
correctness vogue of the 1980s and '90s, which could make it seem 
professionally unwise to hold certain opinions; and the mushy '70s 
value we call "consensus," a noble ideal that unfortunately is of little 
use in the hunt for truth. 

Add, too, the niceness of American culture, where politesse and 
chumminess are essential values of manhood, and grace and charm of 
womanhood. Like our congressmen, who conceal their opinions behind 
cloaks of disclaimers and inarticulateness, and who thus appear 
invisible alongside the lusty swashbucklers of the British Parliament 
our professors are afraid to say anything vexing or controversial. 
Forgive the male metaphor, but, in their classrooms at least, American 
professors have been neutered. 

People often say that they remember the teacher in sixth grade who 
really drilled grammar into them: "I resented her then, but she gave me 
a gift that has lasted a lifetime." They remember her because she gave 
them the tools that served them so well in later classes. But I think they 
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value her for another reason as well. Her commitment to good grammar 
(or correct spelling, or proper algebraic technique) represented more 
than just a utilitarian gift: It represented commitment to a principle. 
"Grammar matters," she was saying, or "algebra matters." And that 
commitment to principle is ennobling and pedagogically exciting even 
if the principle is unsound. Even if we decided, for example, that 
standard written English was a racist, imperialist, and nonsensical 
paradigm, it is still invigorating and exciting to have a teacher who 
holds a wrong opinion strongly. The teacher's conviction touches that 
place in the human soul that hungers for purpose. 

Ask yourself this question: Will a student learn more from a teacher 
slavishly devoted to "good grammar," who spends his time excoriating 
its foes and in so doing teaches students both sides of the debate, or 
from the teacher who simply refuses to teach grammar at all? I should 
think that both pro- ,md anti-grammar ideologues would prefer the first 
teacher. who in his way has brought his students into the debate and 
gi\'en them the tools to think critically about it. 

The caveat is that such teachers must ensure that they hold their 
opinions with enough humility so that they can allow students the 
freedom to disagree -- therein lies the difference hetween pedantry and 
pedagogy. Saying what we believe to be right does not preclude the 
cpistemic humility 10 accept that we might be wrong. 

Nowadays it is the conservatives who are more likely to grah a 
classroom by its lapels and shake it into an enjoyable combativeness, 
hecause the conservatives are the ones on a mission. Once upon a time 
the tvtarxists were, then the queer theorists were, but now the 
conservatives are the outsiders -- in academe, anyway. And for their 
rabble-rousing, they remain unpopular. Harvey Mansfield, a 
government professor at Harvard, has been publicly accused of being 
sexist. Donald Kagan, a classical historian at Yale, was derided as a 
troglodyte for his defense of the Western canon. But the quality I am 
talking about can just as easily be found on the left, and probably best 
of all in the irreducible middle, or in the no man's land of eccentricity. 

I once had a conversation with the editor and writer Adam Bellow 
about the computer scientist David Gelernter, one of whose books he 
had edited, and who had been among my favorite college professors. 
Gelernter taught a class called "Computer Science and the Modem 
Intellectual Agenda"; the syllabus dealt generally with questions about 
the limits of computers, about what computers could not do. 

I took the class during my last tenn of college, in the spring of 1996. 
when the dot-com boom was flourishing and many smart people 
seemed to believe that computers would soon do everything, including 
the dinner dishes. Gelernter tried to be objective, but I am glad to say 
that he failed. His readings and lectures made it apparent that he feared 
that his students would place undue faith in technology, and that such 
faith would diminish our lives by making us less attentive to family. 
church, and simple pleasures. 
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The class profoundly transfonned my thinking, but at the time I could 
not say why. It was my first exposure to genuine skepticism and, in a 
sense, to conservatism: Although I had read Burke, I had never before 
understood his warning that forward-looking be tempered by a 
reverence for the accwnulated wisdom of the ages. Yet something more 
affected me, something about the style of thinking that Gelemter 
modeled. Bellow told me that it was quite simple: "David is an 
intellectual obsessive." 

Bellow did not mean that entirely as a compliment. He agreed with me 
that some of the screeds Gelemter published in conservative magazines 
were somewhat ill tempered, and that he often set up straw men to 
knock down with unsavory glee. But Bellow convinced me that what 
Gelemter had, which many professors did not have, was an ability to 
fixate on an idea and become animated by it. Gclernter belicved in the 
power of intellection to change the world, which is another way of 
saying that he is an intellcctual -- so much of one that the actual content 
of his idcas might be of secomlary importance. He believes in idcas. 
and for their sake he docs not mind being gloriously, loudly \\Tong. 

It occurred to me sometime after my con\'crsation with Bellow that the 
three bcst professors I had in college wen: all intellectual obsessh·cs. 
men who believed that idcas wcre to be held. not just cmated. For the 
philosopher Nicholas WolterstortT. the idea was tht: Christian God and 
what it meant to worship him. For the late classicist Thomas Gould. 
who taught my introduction to ancicnt philosophy. the idea was 
atheism: he was as desperate to save us from Christianity as 
Wolterstorff was to follow its truth to distant comers. 

Gould once handed out a copy of his unpublished paper "The Logical 
Superiority of Atheism to Agnosticism" -- the title gives one a sense of 
how powerful was his allergy to religion. In the last conversation I had 
with Gould, he remarked how happy he was that his fellow classicist 
Allan Bloom had died; Gould loathed the philosophy of Leo Strauss, 
and was always cheered by the death of one of Strauss's followers. 

Imagine that -- telling a student he was happy that another scholar had 
died! How rude! But how radical-- here was a man who believed that 
ideas mattered that much. And for Gelernter, a religious Jew, what 
mattered was giving his students the tools to resist false idols. like 
technology or, it seemed, feminism. How he got his animus against 
feminism (and the 1960s, and liberals more generally) I will never 
know, but the intellectual tools he used to light his battles are worth 
emulating, even ifhis battles were hardly worth winning. 

Intellectual obsessives have points to make. and if these three had 
religious (or atheistic) fervor for their points, it was the students who 
gained. In a sense, teachers have to believe that they are saving souls, or 
at least pretend to believe it. If academics truly believed that the proper 
reading of Austen or Cather is of ultimate concern, they should have the 
courage to convince their students. not just their colleagues. I generally 
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assume that the average mail carrier has a dash of Newman in him 
(Newman being the Seinfeld character who megalomaniacally declared, 
"He who controls the mail controls everything!"): He believes that his 
job matters, a lot. Professors should feel the same way: not just that 
teaching matters, but that teaching a certain point of view, at a certain 
time and place, can have good consequences, and may in fact be 
necessary. 

That view does not reject the goal of getting students to "think for 
themselves." but it recognizes that students may learn to think for 
themselves by watching a judicious, judgmental mind at work. The 
decision that convictions are worth holding precedes, and animates, the 
student's quest for the tools to form such convictions. We want to open 
students' minds, but we also want them to see that after they gain a 
certain intellectual maturity, their minds will close, somewhat. for that 
is what it means to hold beliefs. Far better. then. that students be 
exposed to professors who. in their wisdom. actually have some beliefs. 
If. on hearing what their professors think. the students disagree. then 
they can argue back. And isn't that what we really want? 

Mark Oppenheimer has taught American religion at Wesleyan 
Unil'ersiry and St£ll~(ord lJni\'(!rsity. lie is the our/lOr C!(Knocking on 
I-1ean::n's Door: American Religion in the Age of Counterculture (}ctle 
Unil'ersily Press. :O()3) alltl (~(a book aluna har mirzmhs and bar 
mit=l"CIhs in American culllll"e. 10 be published neXI year by Farrar, 
Straus & Giroux. 
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Tao of-Teaching Page 1 of7 
• 

How does the T. of Teaching relate to your teaching style? 

Hi Listers, 

I came across the Tao of Teaching and thought that much of what is stated here applies to the "artll of 
collaborative learning/teaching. I would love to hear your comments about the philosophy outlined in 
the statements presented below and their relation to CL. 

THE TAO OF TEACHING 

The Tao of Teaching, by Greta Nagel, New York, Donald 1. Fine (primus Paperback), 1994 ISBN 1-55611-416-8 (hardcover) 
1-55611-415-X (paper)Adapted from "Tao Of Leadership", John Heider, Bantom Books, 1985 

-I< A wise teacher lets others have the floor 

-I< A good teacher is better than a spectacular teacher. Othen"ise the teacher outshines the 
teachings. 

7< Facilitate what is happening, rather than what you think ought to be happening. Silence says 
more than words, pay much llttention to it. 

7< Continual classroom drama clouds inner work. 

* Allow time for genuine insight. 

7< A good reputation arises naturally from doing good work. But do not nourish the reputation, the 
anxiety will be endless; rather nourish the work. 

* To know what is happening, relax and do not try to figure things out. Listen quietly, be calm and 
use reflection. 

* Instead of trying hard, be easy; teach by example, and more wiU happen. 

* Trying to appear brilliant does not work. 

* The gift of a great teacher is creating an awareness of greatness in others. 

* Because the teacher can see clearly, light is shed on others. 

* Teach as a leader and a yielder. Constant force and intervention will backfire as will constant 
yielding. 

* One cannot push the river. A leader's touch is light. Making others do what you want them to do 
can become a failure. \Vhile they may momentarily comply, their revenge may come in many 
forms. This is why your victory may become a loss. 

* To manage others lives takes strength, to manage your own life is real power. Be happy and 
content at peace with yourself. 

pvJ:jt ~:t6 
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." Any over-determined behavior produces its opposite • 

." The wise teacher does not make a show of holiness or pass out grades for good performance. 
Tbat would create a climate of success and failure. Competition and jealousy foUow • 

." The wise teacher does not try to protect people from themselves • 

." Learn to be open and receptive, quiet and without desires or the need to do something . 

." The wise teacher keeps egocentricity in check and by doing so becomes even more effective. 

* Allow regular time for silent reflection. Turn inward and digest what has happened. Let the 
senses rest and grow still. 

* If you measure success in terms of praise and criticism, your anxiety will be endless. 

*Do Dot lose sight of the single principle: bow everything work..,. 

* Forget those clever techniques and self-improvement programs, and everyone will be better off. 
I f you wish to improve yourself, try silence or some other cleansing discipline that will gradually 
show you your true selfless self. 

-I< The highly educated teacher tends to respond in terms of one theoretical model or :mother. It is 
better to simply respond directly to what is happening here and now. 
4-++++4-++4-++4-++++++++++++++-I-++++++4-~-++++++4--1-++-I-+++-1-+-1-+++++-1-+-1-++++-1-+-1-+ 
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The Scholarly Lecture: How to Stand and Deliver 
By WdIiam Germano 

I
T'8 OONnUKCB IIASOH AGAIN. AU 
over academe, tbowaDdI of __ 
pectiog papers wW mate their way 
10 the froIIt of the Icctare ball. wIleR 

tbey wtJ1 be read badly by adaolan 10 fel
low ldaolan who, IIumped IIIId pay. 
eyed. wW be wonderiDg bow late the dry 
duJm 8ta)'8 open or whether 1M Sopra. 
_ iI aD thBt DighL 

It'. n peculiarity of scholarty life that 
everyone iI clpeCled to be able to deliver 
alectpre weD. but aIDKm DO 000 Is trained 
to cb IL Aald~e resiN the Idea that the 
~r 18 8 peiformer, but the dassroom 
ad kdWe hDII pro\"e that, like it or not, 
you Deed pcrfotU1llCOe ItillI to get your 
Idea aCl'OS1. 

Once upon a very long time ago, edu· 
czled people ItlIdied rhetoric ODd oratory. 
When they spoke. people listened. There 
an: fCDUlDDI5 of oratory even in our 011'11 

time. You may Dot have liked Mrs. Thalch· 
er, but sbe knew how to 1pC<Ik. You may 
not have liked Mr. Clinton, either, but 
whol presidenl has loved public: speaking 
as muc:b as Bill did? Of COUTIe, compar· 
ing politicians and schoW. is a bit unfair. 
World peace is one thing. but no c:hief ex· 
ecutive hal hod to hold an audience', at· 
tention ""th a paper on 5IDIlII notel in .. ben gi\ing an important lecture. COllOid· 
Haydn or character devdopment in the er, 100, Ibal S(lme greal lecturers dcon'l 
novels of Jean Rhys. want any \-lsuaLs at au. since those IO"d)' 

Most problems thaI beset academic lee· pictures in a darkened room dra"" allell' 
turCJ arcn'tspeciJic to the Kholarly world. tion away from the speaker helliel( (By 
but 5aying that they're common isn't the the way, if you're speaking in a room .. itb 
&1liiie as sa)iDg that ther'n: easy to ig.nore. a blackboald. be sure 10 erase it clean. If 
Her. are a baker's dozen survival tips for your lecture begins lu faller, yuur OIulh· 
academic sponters: ence mal' focw irutead on chalk scribbles 

Remember thoc people who 8how and wbal they call remember of quadratic 
up 10 hear Tou WDDI to bdieve that equations or the Russian pattoD)mics in 
you're 811U11'1, iatcrestin(. aDd a good Dostoyevsky.) 
apcaIce£ Whalever you've got to say, say PowuPoint is for sissies. All right, 
it with coDvictiOlL U you don't entirely be- nOl (or sissies, exactly, bul it's being done 
lieve in younelf. try believiDg in others' to death, PowerPoint Makes Everything 
belid ill you. AD acodemic audience wants Really Important in 8 Telegrapbic: Way, 
itllpCBker to .ucceed. That', fine in Some Olscs. But It GelSl\r· 

Before you pt up 10 speak. be sure ing When II Happem Tho Mud!. Besides, 
you're well bydrated (you Deed Ibat PowerPoint is the triumpb of the quiet 
for J01II' ~ cordi) md bsve made a "fact" over the an o( argumentation. ADd 
.cop. Bven if your t.nIk U only 20 minutea, a leclUre iI, or should be, a kind of argu. 
you oould be _ted on a dais for a three- meat. It's more, too-a cbIIIIoe to observe 
bour panel II QID be an uncomfortable a voice. a body, a brain, and a personality 
three boW'l if you're woaying about wbaI ~ l1li audience with limiIar inter· 
you caD let to the restroom. esta. U you put your bulleted ideal up on 

Have water beside the podium. but llidcs, your audience will look ot the 
dOD'! drink meA you bave to. U you do, slide&, not at yOlL You'll abo be teaching 
_ a glass. Don't swig from a boUle. You them that What You Have to Say Can Be 
moy be one of those people who wouldn't SIIIDIIIlIrized in a Few Words. Can it7 
drcaza of eroaing a street in MauhaIlDll or A lecture iIII'c a casual counn".· 
Hyde pnrt without a bottle of 'PriDg wa· doll. The larger the audience. the less ca· 
ter ill your backpack (you never know sua! it is. When you get up there. don't ral· 
when the sand dunes might blow up ODd tle through whal you've written as if you 
leave you Itmnded), but the podium isn't were on the pbone or (ace to (ace: .. ith an 
the place. Bottlca, hip Bub, and Siurpee . old friend. Thai's ralkiI!g. \VbCD you're in 

c:vps.Jook III\PJqmo~L . ,. v' u., ." ... troot C!f.!!JI}I}~9IP.:'IXOU'~ .~~.~1'\e. 
nchaology is a tool, buc II tool is thing else. It's called public spedUtg-nol 

Dot. &lead aDd is oreen • rival. Unlilce public: 1aIking-(or a reason. So spent 
your audience. machines don't wish you slowly and clearly. E·nUD-ci-Bte.And if you 
well Usc os few gizmos as poo,ssible. and QID't speak cIe.arIy, at least &peat slowly. 
tbeo cbed; everything 10 be sure C\'ery. Look at your andience frequently, 
tIdag'. ill working order. Don't try oul a Disappear into your page and your audio 
complex set of vIsuaII (or the lim time ence will WIIIIder ou. 01 lean mentaUy. 

flbe bravest will simply get up and walk 
OUI.) Remember 10 smile. If Ibat's bard, 
try a gentle expression of nOIL'l'cciJic "leas, 
antness from time to tiJne. lbe audience 
wants to like you. 

Don'c book the air with your fangers 
to indicate that you'", quoting !OOme· 
one. TeU your audiencc that wbat foUo .. 'S 

is a quotation, and then modulate your 
"oice '0 they know wben the passage be· 
gins and ends. MlISter this technique and 
youll be able to read quotes without look. 
ing lite your marionette just feU down. 

DoD'C read aloud 811bbeods -or pll11 
Dumben Ibat DIlly divide up bits of 
your lecture. ThiI ooly lIIBkes your audio 
entC suspicious that !he paper is 10 poorly 
organlzed that its IlrUcture couldn't possi. 
bIy be tmdctllood otherwise. In most cases. 
a speaker who IIIIDOUDCCII, '1bis pllper is 
ill liz parts" hasn't thought enough llboul 
!he paper's shape. Your paragrupbs Ibould 
pras forward. taking the lislener n10ng 
without your c:aIIing ont the mDeage mark
en. 

The printed page is differenl Scholarly 
prose can often be usefuUy IntemJpled, 
and lbapcd, by IUbheadings.. But even if 
you're plauoing to publisb your lecture, 
Rip them when you're deliveriag the text 
live. 01110 for epigmpbs. 

NCTer-, ever, ever inturupt your lee· 
CUre to 88Y, "I'm goiag to skip BOme 
pDge& bere lD the interest ofcime," or, 
"10 the louger \'er&io~ of chis paper, I 

~,mi;alq. ,'1 ...... 7 ~O!~.~ !fuc:ourte. 
OUi to the people in your audience. wbo 
could e4IiIy be doing something else with 
the time IpeIIt listening to you. Write your 
paper to fill the minu\cl you ba"e been 
&&ked 10 speak. Don't run over. Don't run 
wildly abort. A 2O-minute tall; is around 10 
pages loag. It's never 35 pages long. 

DoD't apologbe far your .. psea .. II 
tpeabr, for the paudty of your re
.earcb, or for the fact that you 
coaJu't pi your ba1r cut that month. 
N bas becu said, If you COD fake sincerity, 
you've got it made. WheD you're giving a 
paper, you migbt oeed to fake a degree of 
oonBdeoce that you don't actually possess 
at 1M momCllt, but you need that appear. 
\IDee of CODfIdence-and your audience 
needs It from you, too. 

Rehane, rehearse, rehear&e. TheD 
1Iop. Write your lec:euro weu ia advODcc 
of the eveot, 110 that you bave time to 
pradice reading it leveml times. Stand in 
front of II mirror, time younelf. and listen 
to your text, word by word. As you read 
the tat over and over it becomes a kind 
of soag thaI you can now interpret; you 
lind places where you want to lpeed up, 
slow down. brighten your voice, stress 
words. even where you want to sleal a 
glance 01 your audience. 

When your 1ec:tuR is finaUy re\ised and 
weD practiced. dec:Iare the ten finisbed. 
loIS of academic papen become worse 
during plane trips to the meeting and in 
bolel rooms the night before tbe presenta. 
tion itselL A good Dight'l sleep .. iD belp 
your leelure more than a tumble .. ith Ro· 
en; Thesaurus al4 a.m. 

Prepare yourself iD advance ror 
questions. And. 5peaking of deep, people 
wbo doze through papen are often freshly 
attentive (or the question period. Always 
keep in readiness romething you might 
wanl to add as a supplement to your talk: 
a witty anecdote, a piece o( Je$earcb tbal 
didn't gel inlo your paper, or maybe your 
(prepared) impromptu thoughts oa direc· 
tiODl for further JelCarcb. U you're (aeed 
"'ith a question you QID't answer, answer 
one you can (~SpeaIW:tg of thllt, I'd like 10 
sbare with you Ibis lItory, which helps clar
Ify ",'hat we're disc:usIiog bere loday."). 

EJpccc thaI at least one peROO in the 
Budienco will oak somelhlDg truly Itrange. 
AJW8)'1 respond COUJteoUIIy, ODd don'l be 
afraid to say that yoo would have 10 give it 
more thought before repIyioJ. 

Uyou're DOt the OD1ylJ1OUea; IUcea 
10 the others. Be a good guest. Sit quiet. 
Iy without fidselin&-Me notes If you Uke, 
bul pay attention, or Bt lealt look like 
you're PII)iDg attention. Remember thaI 
people In the audieoce can n1waYI see 
you. 

Now you're aD set. You'U walth other 
speaken as they make their mistakes. You, 
you'll aever make them again, or 10 you 
leU youneIf. Ac:IlI8IIy, you ",ill make them 
again. 8t leasl from tlme to time, because 
we aD do. 

One mO.re ~and You knew I would 

• ~l:, tJm-:-~t';<I~' tJI~;~v!i fun, and II}' 
10 relax. 

William Gennano, via prerldm/ tIIId pub· 
lishing 4Jrrctor at Rolllkdgr., lithe author 0/ 
Getting II Published: A GuI@ for ScboJan 
and ADyone Else Serious About Serious 
Boob (Univenily 0/ C1UaJgo Pru3, 2001 J. 

Use as few gizmos as possible, (PowerPoint is for sissies.) Don't apologize for your: lapses 
as a speaker. Do go to the restroom before a three-hour panel discussion, 
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Honorees in Actio.* 

What Is It that makes our Honorees so special? Irs their 
exciting, innovative teaching methods and strategies. COck on 
the pictures below to find out more about three of our Honorees 
and what they are doing to help their students succeed: 

Bill Coate 

Bill calls his teaching approach "The 
Madera Method" because it focuses 
on the history of Madera, CA. His 
students research the lives of 
Madera's founding pioneers, bringing 
history to life before their eyes. 

Brenda Goldstein, 
Andrew Lucia, and 
Vonneke Miller 

Brenda, Andrew and 
Vonneke see science as 
the "hook" they can use 
to get students interested 
in learning. This team 
beHeves that together, 
using themes related to 
space, they can help 
each student reach for 
the stars. 

http://disney.go.comldisneyleaminglatalhonorees_in_action.html 

Catherine Harper 

Sometimes the most 
important lessons are 
learned outside the 
classroom. Honoree 
Catherine Harper 
traveled to Japan to find 
out how Japanese 

112912003 
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education methods 
compare to the 
American approach. 

To request a copy ofthe first two volumes in The Creative 
Classroom Series, including videotaped vignettes from the 
classrooms of several American Teacher Awards Honorees, 
click here. 

Guest Services I Privacy Policy I Internet Safety 
Use of this site signifies your agreement to the terms of use. 

© Disney. All rights reserved. 

bttp://disney.go.com/disneyleaminglata/honoreesjn_action.html 1129/2003 
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I CREATIVE cLAriROOM SERIES I 

As a part of its mission to support 
creative teaching strategies, 
Disney Learning Partnership has ::: 
joined with Harvard Project Zero to :': 
produce The Creative Classroom " 
Series, representing the joint 
thinking and voice of both our 
organizations, Each volume in the 
series includes a video 
showcasing the classrooms of 
award-winning teachers and an 
educator's guide - these materials 
are available free of charge. 

Volume 1 of The Creative 
Classroom Series, "Creativity in 
the Classroom: an Exploration," 
serves as a starting place for both 
individuals and groups of teachers 
to discuss what constitutes a 
creative classroom and reflect on ':' 
their own practice. In a field where practitioners seldom are able to 
visit and learn from one another's classrooms, this video and guide 
give a unique glimpse into the work of teachers and a useful prompt 
for substantive discussions of teaching and learning. The examples of 
practice and discussion of teaching presented in the materials are 
designed to explore four key questions: 

• What Is a "creative- classroom? 
• What do teachers In creative classrooms do? 
• What do students get out of being in a creative classroom? 
• What can I do to develop a more creative classroom? 

'The Power of the Creative Classroom," Volume 2 of the Series, goes 
into further detail examining the many ways students benefit from a 
creative learning environment and provides a -Virtual visir to the 
classrooms of several 1999 Disney's American Teacher Awards 
Honorees. "The Power of the Creative Classroom- is designed to help 
teachers explore the ways in which engaging approaches to learning 
and a collaborative school climate can enhance student learning. 
Teachers using the materials can experience Leslie Revis' approach 
to teaching high school foreign language with methods more 
commonly used in Kindergarten classrooms, travel to Mars with the 

http://disney.go.comJdisneyleaminglteachercenter/resourceslcreative_classroom.html 1129/2003 
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Riddle school students In Paul Crips' science class, or check out the 
Innovative methods of several other Honorees. As In Volume 1, the 
accompanying educato(s guide can help Individual educators or 
those working together in a joint exploration to apply what they see in 
these classrooms to their own teaching. The guide also Includes a 
discussion of protocols and how teachers can collaborate through 
looking at student work with the goal of improving assignments and 
student outcomes. 

If you would like to receive a copy of ·Creativity in the Classroom: an 
Exploration" andlor lIle Power of the Creative Classroom" for your 
school, please send a letter on school letterhead, briefly explaining 
how you would use the materials for professional development, to: 

Creativity in the Classroom 
clo Disney Learning Partnership 
500 South Buena Vista Street 
Burbank, CA 91521-7766 

Guest Services I Privacy Policy I LntemeLSaf~ 

Use of this site signifies your agreement to the ~rms_of us~. 
© Disney. All rights reserved. 
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CHART OF LESSON DESIGNS 
CluJpter 17: Mastery Designs 
Color-Coded CA-op 
CDrds ............ _ ••••••••• 17:1 
1. Pre·Test 
2. Create Cards 
3. Flashcard Game 
4. Practice Test 
5. Count improvement Points 
6. Flashcard Game 
7. Final Test 
8. Final Improvement Scoring 
9. Individual, Team & Qass 

Recognition 
10. ReOection 

ST AD •••••••••••• __ •.•••••• 17:6 

1. Direct Instruction 
2. Group Work for Practice 
3. Individual Quiz 
4. Improvement Scoring 
5. Team Recognition 

TGT ..............• _ ....... 17: 10 
(Same as STAn except Tourna
ment replaces Quiz, and points are 
based on out scoring others.) 

0uIptcr JI: Division of Labor Designs 
Telep~ ... _ .......... 18:1 P"rtners ................... 18:1 

1. A Studmt"Exits Room 
2. Remaining Students 

lJutrucIIid 
3. StudCmlleturns 
4. R.etumee lnstructed by 

TfI:!Imaptes 

5. RmlmeiTested 

Jigsaw II .................. 18:15 

1. Direct Iastruction 
2. Cpert Topics Assigned 
3. CpertGroup Work 
4. Ex:pertsTeach Teammates 
·S.lndiridual QUiz 
6.lJuptuttment Scoring 
7. Team'Ra:OgnitioD 

1. Form Partners Within Teanu 
2. Qass Division 
3. Materials Distributed 
4. Partners Work 
5. Partners Consult 
6. Partners Prepare to Present 
7. Teams Reunite 
8. Panners Present & Tutor 
9. Reflection 

10. Individual Assessment 

Ouzpter 19: Project Designs 
Co-op eo.op ........ 19: 1 Co-op Jigsaw ........ 19:10 

1. Oass DUcussion 1. Expert Topics Assigned 
2. Team Sdcction 2. Expert Group Work 
3. T eambuilding/Social Skill 3. Experts Return. Share, Tutor 
4. Team Topic Selection 4. Prepare Team Presentation 
5. Minj·Topic Selection 5. Team Presentations 
6. Minj.Topic Preparation 6. Check for Connections 
7. Minj.Topic Presentation 7. Evaluation 
8. Prepue Team Presentation 8. ReOection 
9. Team ~ntations 

10. Evaluatiml Rotation Learning 
11. Rc6ectiaD Centers ................. 19: 16 
Group ImGtigation .••. 19: 10 1. Monday: Input 
1. Identify 'Topic; Team Selection 2. Tuesday: Ist Learning Center 
2. Plan the Learning Task 3. Wednesday: 2nd Learning 
3. Carty Oat Investigation Center 
4. Prepare Fmal Report 4. Thursday: 3rd Learning Center 

5. Friday: Integration & Assessment 

QuaPter 20: Multi-Functional Frameworks 
Effective 
Instruction ••.•• 2lr.3 
1. Anticipatory Set 
2.lnstructionallnput 
3. Check Understanding 
4. Guided Practice 
5. dosure 
6. Independent Practice 

Johnson 0- Big Four •••. 20:18 
h I. Class Building Jo nson ~_ ••.•.. 5:9 

1. Direct Instruction of Content 2. T eambuilding 
2.Tcach Social Skills . 3. Mastery 
3. Students Work in Groups· 4. Thinldng Skills 
4. Teacher Observes for Social Skills & Content 
S. Process Social Skills & Contml 

~~~ Resources for Teachers, Inc. • 1 (800) Wee Co-op ----==='? 
/XJ1 t ') BL Kttq t{f\. ((C(q?-) III 

, 
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thiagi.com -+ Freebies -+ Interactive Lectures 

Interactive Lectures 
Summaries of 36 Formats 

1. BEST SUMMARY 

Basic idea. Each participant prepares a summary of the main points at the end of a 
presentation. Teams of participants switch their summaries and select the best 
summary from each set. 

Application. This lecture game is especially useful for informational or conceptual 
content. 

Sample topics. Introduction to online learning. Types of stories. Fuzzy logic. 
Conflict-management principles. Surface tension. 

Flow. Stop the lecture at appropriate intervals. Ask participants to write a summary 
of the content presented so far. Organize participants into equal-sized teams. 
Redistribute summaries from one team to the next one. Ask each team to 
collaboratively identify the best summary among those given to them-and read it. 

2. BINGO 

Basic idea. Presenter hands out BINGO cards to participants. Presenter then 
delivers parts of a lecture interspersed with short-answer questions. Participants play 
BINGO by identifying the answers on their cards. 

Application. This lecture game is especially useful when the instructional content is 
primarily factual or conceptual. 

Sample topics. Basic computer terminology. Cultural norms in Asian countries. 
Introduction to symbolic logic. Investing in mutual funds. Management concepts 
from around the world. New employee orientation. 

Flow. Divide the lecture outline into 10 to 1S-minute sections. For each section, 
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Interactive Lecmres 

prepare a set of short-answer questions, and create BINGO cards with the answers. 
Present the first section of the lecture, then ask the first set of questions. If 
participants can find an answer on their BINGO card, they make a small checkmark 
in the square. Read the question and give the answer. Have participants shout 
"Bingo!" if they have any five-in-a-rows. Repeat the process of lecturing, having 
participants mark cards, and checking the cards, as needed. 

3. BITES 

Basic idea. The topic is presented in small chunks. Participants create questions for 
two experts to respond. 

Application. This lecture game is especially useful for exp lor ing controversial 
topics without getting bogged down in unnecessary debates. It requires two experts 
on the topic, preferably with divergent points of view. 

Sample topics. Psychic phenomena. Knowledge management. Capital punishment. 
The future of computer technology. Political correctness. 

Flow. Ask each team of participants to generate five questions on the topic and 
write each question on an index card. Spread the question cards on the experts' 
table. The first expert selects one of the question cards and gives the response while 
the second expert sorts through the question cards, sets aside trivial and duplicate 
questions, and selects another question card, all the while listening to the first 
experts answer. When the first expert stops, the second expert adds brief comments 
and proceeds to another question. This process is repeated until all key questions 
are answered. 

4. BRAINSTORM 

Basic idea. Presenter conducts a brainstorming session on an open-ended question, 
contributing his or her ideas when appropriate. After brainstorming, presenter 
derives some general principles on the topic and corrects any misconceptions. 

Application. This lecture game is especially useful when the instructional content is 
primarily informational or conceptual, or if the content involves analyzing and solving 
a problem. 

Sample topics. Customer service. Gender differences in the workplace. Long
distance networking. Reducing waste in the workplace. Using a video camera. 

Flow. Introduce the topic and inform participants that you will conduct a 
brainstorming session. If necessary, explain the ground rules for brainstorming. 
Start the brainstorming session, asking a question that is broad enough to elicit 
varied responses. Paraphrase participant responses and record them on a flip chart 
or projected transparency. When there is a lull in the responses, comment on the 
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items in the flip chart, challenging them or supporting them. Explain any 
discrepancies. At the end of the brainstorming session, correct any misconceptions 
and be sure to present opposing pOints of view. Summarize the major pOints. 

5. CONCEPT ANAL YSIS 

Basic idea. Presenter asks a series of questions related to a concept. Building on 
participants' responses, presenter exp lor es the critical features and types of the 
concept. 

Application. This lecture game is especially useful for exp lor ing concepts with 
which participants are familiar. 

Sample topics. Facilitation. Empowerment. Innovation. Diversity. Leadership. 

Flow. Begin by specifying the concept to be exp lor ed. Explain that the goal of the 
activity is to identify the critical features and types of the concept. Distribute a list of 
concept analysis questions. Ask participants to provide a variety of examples, 
ranging from clear-cut ones to border-line cases. Analyze the examples to tease out 
the critical features of the concept. Classify the examples into different types of the 
concept. Work with participants to discover the superordinate, coordinate, and 
subordinate concepts related to the main concept. Exp lor e the synonyms, 
antonyms, and related words associated with the concept. With participants' input, 
create a comprehensive definition of the concept. 

6. CROSSWORD LECTURE 

Basic idea. Participants receive a crossword puzzle that contains questions to test 
the mastery of the major learning pOints in the presentation. During puzzle-soling 
interludes, participants pair up and solve as much of the puzzle as possible .. 

Application. This lecture game is suited for any type of content that can be 
summarized by a series of one-word-answer question (which are converted into 
crossword puzzle clues). 

Sample topics. Digital photography. Customer service. Online marketing. High 
Definition Television .. 

Flow. Pair up participants and give a copy of a test disguised as a ~rossword puzz.le 
to each pair. Begin your lecture and stop from time to time to provl?e p~zzle-solvlng 
interludes. Before continuing the lecture, provide feedback and clanficatlon based on 
participants' solutions. 

7. DEBRIEF 

Basic idea. A brief and powerful experiential activity is followed by a debriefing 
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discussion to elicit and share useful insights. 

Application. This lecture game is especially useful when the instructional content 
involves counter-intuitive principles, attitudes, and values. 

Sample topics. Addictive behavior. Cultural Diversity. Everyday racism. Gender 
discrimination. Lateral thinking. One-way communication. Shifting paradigms. 

Flow. Conduct your experiential activity without lengthy introduction. When the 
activity is finished, explain that different people may have had different insights from 
the activity. You will now conduct a six-step structured debriefing to help maximize 
learning. Start by asking participants how they feel. Then help them recollect the 
experiential activity. For the third step, encourage participants to generalize. State 
some general principles, and ask participants to provide evidence from the 
experiential activity, or from real life, to support or reject the principles. In the 
fourth step, help participants relate the activity to the real world. For the fifth step, 
ask speculative, what-if questions. Finally, for the sixth step, ask participants how 
they would behave differently if the activity were repeated. Help them generalize by 
asking them how they might change their real-world behavior. 

8. DYADS AND TRIADS 

Basic idea. Participants write closed and open questions and gain pOints by 
answering each others' questions. 

Application. This interactive lecture is useful with any type of instructional content. 

Sample topics. Interviewing customers. Doing business in France. Nutrition. Time 
management. USing the Internet. Chemical hazards. 

Flow. The activity consists of three parts. During the first part, participants listen to 
a lecture, taking careful notes. During the second part, each participant writes a 
closed question on a card. During the next 7 minutes, participants repeatedly pair up 
and answer each other's questions, scoring one point for each correct answer. 
During the third part, each participant writes an open question. During the next 7 
minutes, participants repeatedly organize them into triads. Two participants answer 
each question and the person who gave the better response earns a point. 

9. EG-HUNT 

Basic idea. Presenter uses examples to explain several related concepts. Later, 
participants generate examples to demonstrate their mastery. 

Application. This lecture game is especially useful when the instructional content 
deals with a set of related concepts. 
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Sample topics. Architectural styles. Domains of learning. Personality types. 
Propaganda techniques. 

Flow. Present the conceptual framework and explain the relationship among the 
concepts. Define each concept by identifying its critical and variable features. 
Illustrate with several examples. Ask participant teams to come up with a different 
example of the concept. Ask the teams to present their examples. Question the 
teams for clarification. Give appropriate feedback on each team's examples, 
highlighting the critical and variable features. Continue with your presentation, 
defining, explaining, and illustrating other concepts. Conclude by reviewing the 
concepts and relating them to each other. 

10. ESSENCE 

Basic idea. Participants write several summaries of a lecture, repeatedly reducing 
its length. 

Application. This interactive lecture is particularly useful with factual, conceptual, or 
informational content that can be effectively summarized. 

Sample topics. Technology breakthroughs. Collaborative problem solving. 
Computer graphics. Personality types. Descriptive writing. Online learning. 

Flow. Ask participants to listen carefully to your presentation, taking notes. After the 
presentation, ask teams to prepare a 32-word summary of your lecture. Listen to the 
summaries from different teams and select the best one. Now ask teams to rewrite 
the summary in exactly 16 words, retaining the key ideas and borrowing thoughts 
and words from other teams' earlier summaries. Repeat the process, asking teams 
to successively reduce the length of the summary to eight, four, and two-words. 
Finally, ask each participant to write an individual summary of appropriate length. 

11. FICTIONAL CASE STUDY 

Basic idea. Presenter tells a story that illustrates different steps in a process. Teams 
of participants create and present their own stories. 

Application. This lecture game is especially useful for exp lor ing a procedure or a 
process. 

Sample topics. Instructional system design. Creative problem solving. Stages in 
team development. Change management. Recovering from depression. 

Flow. Distribute a diagram that identifies the steps of the process. Present your 
story, frequently referring to the diagram. Distribute a summary of the story, with 
notes that identify the different steps. Divide participants into teams of three to five 
members each. Ask each team to create a story to illustrate the process. Suggest 
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that the story could be based on a team member's experience, a historical event, or 
a popular TV show: After a suitable pause, randomly choose teams to present their 
stories. Comment on these stories and conclude with suitable caveats about the 
limitations of the process. 

12. FISH 80 WL 

Basic idea. Presenter conducts a coaching session with an individual participant. 
Other participants observe and learn vicariously. 

Application. This lecture game is especially useful when the instructional content 
involves procedures or principles. 

Sample topics. How to design a form. How to design a frequency table. How to 
write an ad. How to construct a test. 

Flow. Assemble a full set of practice materials and samples. Set up a table and a 
couple of chairs in the middle of the room. Invite participants to surround the table 
and watch the action. Distribute copies of handouts to all participants. Select a 
learner from the group. Explain that you will be coaching this learner and that you 
want the other participants to vicariously participate in the process. Begin the 
coaching session. Demonstrate the procedure. Invite the learner to ask questions. 
Require the learner to demonstrate what he or she has learned. From time to time, 
switch the learner with another participant and continue the procedure. At the end of 
the session, encourage participants to ask questions. Finish the session by giving an 
independent exercise. 

13. GLOSSARY 

Basic idea. The presenter identifies a key term related to the training topiC. Teams 
of participants come up with a definition of the term. The presenter collects these 
definitions, inserts the correct definition among them, and plays a "dictionary"-type 
guessing game. 

Application. The lecture game is particularly suitable for technical content with key 
concepts and definitions. 

Sample topics. Microprocessor design. Java programming basics. Complexity and 
chaos. Principles of change management. The game of cricket. 

Flow. Present a key term related to your training content and ask teams to come up 
with a real or imaginary definition. Collect the definitions, insert the "official" 
definition somewhere in this set, read these definitions, and challenge teams to 
identify the correct one. Use participants' definitions to identify training needs and 
make a suitable presentation. Repeat the process with several key terms until you 
have covered all relevant content. 
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14. IDEA MAP 

Basic idea. While presenter lectures, participants take notes using an idea mapping 
approach. At logical junctures, the lecture stops to permit teams of participants to 
consolidate their idea maps. 

Application. This lecture game is especially useful when the instructional content 
involves factual information or concepts. 

Sample topics. The changing face of Eastern Europe. The chemistry of household 
cleaners. Fundamentals of financial planning. The future of mobile computing. 

Flow. Teach the idea-mapping technique to participants. Introduce the topic and 
make a presentation for 10 minutes. Ask participants to take notes in an idea
mapped format. Stop your presentation and organize participants into teams. Ask 
each team to spend 5 minutes to collaboratively draw an idea map of the topics 
covered so far. Continue your presentation and repeat the idea-mapping interludes. 
At the end of the presentation, ask the teams to complete their maps and display 
them. Comment on the idea maps and correct any misconceptions. 

15. INTELLIGENT INTERLUDES 

Basic idea. The presenter requires participants to different types of intelligence to 
process the content presented in the lectures. 

Application. This lecture game works effectively with any type of content. The 
presenter should be familiar with Howard Gardner's seven types of intelligence. 

Sample topics. Working with the Swiss. Writing a mission statement. Personal 
marketing. Business writing. Leadership skills. 

Flow. Divide the content into seven topics. Make a presentation about the first topic. 
Ask participants to write a summary of the main ideas, using their linguistic 
intelligence. After the second presentation, ask participants to use their logical 
intelligence to identify the most important idea. After the third presentation, ask 
participants to use their visual intelligence and draw a diagram related to the topic. 
After the fourth presentation, ask participants to use their musical intelligence and 
sing a song related to the topic. Repeat the process with similar interludes after each 
of the remaining topics. 

16. INTELLIGENT INTERRUPTIONS 

Basic idea. Presenter stops the lecture at random intervals and selects a 
participant. This participant asks a question, makes a comment, or challenges a 
statement as a way of demonstrating that he or she has been intelligently processing 
the presentation. 
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Application. This lecture game is especially useful when the instructional content is 
informational. -' 

Sample topics. Business partnership in Canada. How to watch a soccer game. 
Retirement planning. The World Wide Web. 

Flow. Set a timer for a random period between 5 and 10 minutes. Make the 
presentation in your usual style. Stop the presentation when the timer goes off. 
Announce a 3D-second preparation time during which participants review their notes. 
Select a participant at random. Ask participant to demonstrate his or her 
understanding of the topic by asking five or more questions, coming up with real or 
imaginary application examples, presenting a personal action plan, or summarizing 
the key pOints. The selected participant should spend at least 30 seconds and not 
more than 1 minute in his or her "interruption." React to participant's interruption 
and continue with your presentation. Repeat the procedure as needed. 

17. INTERACTIVE STORY 

Basic idea. Presenter narrates a case incident in the form of a story. During pauses 
at critical junctures, participants figure out what happened, why it happened, or 
what should happen next. 

Application. This lecture game is especially useful when the instructional content 
requires the analysis of a situation, identification of the basic cause, or selection of 
the best solution. 

Sample topics. Likely impact of different managerial behaviors. Major causes of 
different performance problems. The next steps to be taken in different sales 
scenarios. Appropriate diagnoses for different computer problems. 

Flow. Create a set of stories that require systematic analysis. Narrate the first story. 
Supply excess details so that the listeners have to separate critical information from 
irrelevant data. Stop the story at a critical juncture and specify the task for teams of 
participants. (For example, ask the teams to identify the causes of a problem.) 
Halfway through the discussion period, announce that you will answer two questions 
from each team. Ask each team to report its conclusion and to justify it. Repeat the 
procedure using more stories. Finally, summarize the main instructional points. 

18. INTERPRETED LECTURE 

Basic idea. The presenter pauses from time to time during the lecture. A randomly 
selected participant "translates" the lecture into plain English. 

Application. This lecture game is particularly useful with complex topics. It requires 
a high level of language skills among participants. 
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Sample topics. Quantum mechanics. Managing software projects. The concept of 
flow. Investment banking. 

Flow. Warn participants that you will randomly select people from time to time to 
interpret what you said during the most recent segment of your presentation. 
Lecture for about 5 minutes. Pause briefly to permit everyone to get ready for the 
interpretation segment. Randomly select a participant to repeat what you said in her 
language. After this interpretation, ask others to add any missing items. Repeat the 
procedure in approximately 5 minute intervals. 

19. ITEM LIST 

Basic idea. Participants review a list of items in a handout and select a few that 
need detailed explanation. Presenter clarifies these items. 

Application. This lecture game is especially useful when the instructional content can 
be organized into a list of items. 

Sample topics. Basic principles of message design. Gender differences in 
communication styles. Negotiation principles. Guidelines for conducting a workshop. 
WWW trends. 

Flow. Give a short introduction to the instructional topic. Distribute copies of a 
handout that lists key items for discussion. Ask participants to review to the handout 
and select a few items for clarification. Ask participants to pair up with a partner and 
jointly select an item for immediate clarification. Select a participant at random and 
clarify the chosen item. After completing the clarification seSSions, ask participants 
to choose items they would like to challenge and debate with you. Conclude with a 
review of the items. 

20. JOB AID 

Basic idea. Presenter steps through the use of a job aid. Participants form teams 
and use the job aid to work on an application exercise. Participants then work 
individually to master the use of the job aid on another application exercise. 

Application. This lecture game is especially useful when the content involves a 
procedure and a job aid. 

Sample topiCS. A worksheet for computing the price of a new product. A chart of 
copyediting symbols. A flowchart for selecting the best instructional method for a 
particular topic. An annotated diagram for troubleshooting a computer. 

Flow. Distribute the job aid and give an overview of its features and use. Present an 
application exercise. Walk through the proper use of the job aid, eliciting as many 
suggestions from participants as possible. Comment on any unused job aid items. 
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Divide participants into teams and have teams work on a new application exercise. 
Provide assistance as needed. When teams have finished the application, have 
participants work on a new application exercise individually. Follow up by asking for 
participant questions, to which you provide answers and clarifications. 

21. MULTILEVEL COACHING 

Basic idea. Presenter "lectures" to a small group of participants and tests them to 
make sure that they have acquired the skill. These participants become coaches and 
train the others. 

Application. This lecture game is especially useful with motor skills and foreign 
language acquisition where demonstration, coaching, and feedback are critical 
factors. It is best interspersed among other regular activities since it primarily 
involves one-an-one coaching. 

Sample topics. Conversational phrases in Swahili. Magic tricks. Origami. Using a 
digital camera. Heimlich Maneuver. 

Flow. Demonstrate the skills to four or six participants. Test to make sure that they 
have mastered the skill and certify them. Divide the certified participants into two 
teams. Ask the team members to individually recruit and train other participants. 
Each newly trained participant should be tested and certified by a member of the 
other team. After certification, participant becomes a member of the team that 
taught him or her. This participant now recruits others and trains them. The process 
is continued (over several days, if necessary) until everyone has been trained. At 
this time, whichever team has the most certified members is the "winning" team. 

22. ONE, TWO, FOUR 

Basic idea. Participants recall successful strategies that they have used (or heard 
about from others) for solving problems in a specific area. They share these 
strategies with a partner and later with a group of four people. 

Application. This lecture game is especially useful when participants have practical 
experience in solving problems in a specific area. 

Sample topics. Meeting management. Overseas aSSignments. Selling professional 
services. Time management. Firing marginal employees. 

Flow. Before the session, come up with 4-6 subtopics related to the session topic. 
(Example from the topic of meeting management: disruptive participants, assigning 
action items, agenda, and time crunch.) Announce the first subtopic. Ask each 
participant to independently recall successful strategies that they have employed or 
heard about. After a pause, ask each participant to find a partner and share these 
strategies. When this task is completed, ask each pair to team up with another pair 
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and share the strategies again, this time with each person reporting on his or her 
partner's strategies. Roam among participants, eavesdropping on the conversations. 
Assemble the entire group, and invite participants to present any impressive 
strategy that they heard during the earlier conversations. Give a brief report on 
effective strategies that you have used and heard about. Repeat the procedure with 
each of the other subtopics. 

23. PRESS CONFERENCE 

Basic idea. Participants organize themselves into teams and write a set of questions 
on different subtopics. Presenter responds to the questions in a press-conference 
format. 

Application. This lecture game is especially useful when the instructional content is 
primarily factual or informational. 

Sample topics. Marketing in the Pacific Rim. New-hire orientation. Features and 
functions of new products. Promotion policies. 

Flow. Present a short overview of the major topic and identify three or four 
subtopics. Distribute index cards to participants and ask them to write at least one 
question on each subtopiC. Collect the question cards and divide participant into as 
many teams as there are subtopiCS. Give each team the set of questions dealing with 
a specific subtopiC. Ask the team members to organize the questions in a logical 
order, eliminating any duplicates. After a suitable pause, play the role of an expert 
and invite one of the teams to grill you for 10 minutes. At the end of this press 
conference, ask members of each team to review their notes and identify what they 
consider to be the two most important pieces of information given in your answers. 
Repeat this activity with the other teams. 

24. QUESTION CARDS 

Basic idea. After your presentation, ask teams of participants to write 20 short
answer questions based on the content. Collect all questions, shuffle the cards, and 
conduct a quiz program. 

Application. This interactive lecture format is especially useful with factual content. 
It is suited for participants who are capable of constructing valid short-answer 
questions. The quiz program part of this activity requires ample time. 

Sample topics. The Hispanic culture. Product features and benefits. Drug dosage, 
interactions, and abuse. Background information about the corporation. 

Flow. Make your presentation and stop at 10-minute intervals. Ask teams of 
participants to write a set of short-answer questions along with answers on 
individual index cards. Continue with the next part of the presentation. After the last 
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part of the presentation, collect all question cards and shuffle them. Ask each team 
to send a representative to the front of the room. Conduct a question program using 
the questions from the cards (avoiding duplicate questions). 

25. QUESTIONNAIRE ANALYSIS 

Basic idea. Participants respond to a questionnaire and compute their scores. 
Presenter helps them to interpret the scores and learn more about the topiC. 

Application. This lecture game is especially useful when the instructional content 
involves values, attitudes, personality characteristics, or preferences that can be exp 
lor ed through a questionnaire. 

Sample topics. Career planning. Troubleshooting styles. Decisionmaking styles. 
Equipment preference. Organizational climate. 

Flow. Briefly explain the topics covered in the questionnaire. Distribute copies of the 
questionnaire and ask participants to independently fill it out. When all participants 
complete their task, distribute the scoring key. Ask participants to score their own 
questionnaires. Distribute copies of a handout that explains how to interpret the 
scores. Walk participants through the interpretation of different response patterns. 
Discuss how participants can use the new information in improving their professional 
effectiveness. 

26. RAPID REFLECTION 

Basic idea. Presenter pauses at different junctures during the presentation. 
Participants reflect on the latest segment of the presentation and write down one 
insight or application idea. A few random reflections are shared with the entire 
group. 

Application. This interactive lecture format is especially useful with content that 
generates insights and application ideas. 

Sample topics. Changing your job into a calling. Professional growth and 
development. Empowerment. Double-loop learning. 

Flow. Stop your presentation at the end of each 7 - 10 minute segment. Ask each 
person to reflect on what they heard during the most recent segment of the 
presentation. After a pause, ask each participant to write down one insight or 
application idea on a piece of paper and fold it so the writing is hidden. Ask 
participants to exchange the folded pieces of paper repeatedly. Randomly select 
three or four participants and ask them to read what is written on the piece of paper 
they received. 

27. SELECTED QUESTIONS 
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Basic idea. A list of questions (generated before the presentation) is reviewed, 
organized, and prioritized by audience members. You begin your presentation by 
answering the question selected by most participants. You repeat the process by 
responding to "popular" questions that are successively selected by the listeners. 

Application. This interactive lecture format is especially useful when your audience 
members represent different areas of interest and levels of knowledge. It is suited 
for presentations that involve a broad survey of a topical area. The format requires a 
willingness on your part to let go of the control of the session. 

Sample topics. Introduction to complexity theory. Future trends in global 
marketing. Characteristics of Hispanic culture. Internet commerce. 

Flow. Prior to the presentation, invite participants to send you questions. Prepare a 
list of these questions, each identified by a number. At the beginning of the 
presentation, distribute the list of questions to each participant. Ask participants to 
individually select the question they would like to be answered first. At a signal, ask 
participants to shout out the identifying number of the selected question. Determine 
the most "popular" first question and respond to it. Ask participants to identify the 
next question to be answered using a similar procedure. Repeat as many times as 
time permits. 

28. SHOUTING MATCH 

Basic idea. Participants organize themselves into three teams and assume positive, 
negative, and neutral roles toward a controversial issue. Presenter conducts an 
informal debate among the teams and adds her own comments. 

Application. This lecture game is especially useful with potentially controversial 
instructional content. 

Sample topics. Affirmative action. Gun control. Health insurance. Political 
correctness. Sexual harassment policies. 

Flow. Make an objective presentation to introduce the issue and identify its major 
elements. Write the issue on a flipchart in the form of a proposition for debate. Form 
three teams and assign an extremely positive role to one, an extremely negative role 
to another, and a neutral role to the third. Ask the positive and negative teams to 
spend 5 minutes making a list of arguments in support of their position. During the 
same period, ask the neutral team to prepare a 2-column list of both positive and 
negative arguments. Conduct a debate between the opposing teams. Ask the neutral 
team to decide which of the other teams did a more credible job. Also ask members 
of the neutral team to read arguments on their list that both teams missed. Add your 
comments and correct any major misconceptions by presenting factual information. 
Conclude with a question-and-answer session. 
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29. SLIDE SETS 

Basic idea. The presenter distributes copies of key diagrams used during the 
presentation, a different diagram to each team. After a suitable pause, each team 
sends a representative to make a summary presentation of the major pOints related 
to the diagram it received. 

Application. This interactive lecture format is especially suited for technical content 
that uses several diagrams during the presentation. 

Sample topics. Changes in the change process. Decision-making in ambiguous 
situations. Product-design cycle. Installing and implementing a customer-response 
software system. 

Flow. Make your presentation around presentation around 4 - 6 key charts or 
diagrams. After the presentation, divide participants into as many groups as there 
are diagrams. Randomly distribute a different diagram to each group. Tell the group 
that they will have 7 minutes to prepare a i-minute presentation to summarize the 
key points related to the diagram. After a suitable pause, ask the teams (in the 
correct sequence) to send a representative to display the diagram and make the 
summary presentation. 

30. SUPERLA TIVES 

Basic idea. Interrupt your presentation at the end of each logical unit and ask 
teams to identify the most important, the most disturbing, the most surprising, or 
the most complex idea presented so far. 

Application. This interactive lecture format is especially suitable when participants 
know how to take notes and discuss them. It is appropriate for presentations that 
can divided into 7 - 10 minute sections. 

Sample topics. How to improve security in office buildings. Different types of 
performance interventions. Tips for avoiding heart attacks. Leadership strategies. 

Flow. Stop your presentation at some logical location after about 7 minutes. Ask 
participants to work in teams to identify the most important piece of information you 
presented so far. After a suitable pause, ask each team to share its decision. Now 
ask teams to select the most controversial statement that you made in your 
presentation. After team responses, make the next unit of presentation. Repeat the 
teamwork procedure by specifying different types of information to be identified 
(such as the most radical, the most surprising, the most interesting, or the most 
humorous). 

31. TABLE TALK 
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Basic idea. Presenter introduces two contrasting approaches. Participants collect 
information about the similarities and differences between these two approaches. 
Presenter organizes, summarizes, and clarifies the information. 

Application. This lecture game is especially useful for comparing two alternative 
approaches. Usually one approach is traditional and the other is a new alternative 
that you are recommending. 

Sample topics. Inclusive vs. exclusive behaviors. Leaders vs. managers. Virtual 
teams vs. face-to-face teams. Analytical intelligence vs. practical intelligence. 
Instructional technology vs. performance technology. 

Flow. Before the presentation, prepare a table that identifies the two approaches 
and the critical comparison factors. Prepare questions related to each cell in the 
table. Begin the presentation with a definition of the two approaches. Randomly 
distribute question cards to all participants. Ask participants to come up with 
personal responses to the questions and to collect information and opinions from the 
others. After a suitable pause, distribute blank copies of the comparison table to all 
participants. Work through each cell in the table, eliciting information from 
participants. Correct any misconceptions and add additional information as needed. 

32. TALK SHOW 

Basic idea. Presenter acts as a talk-show host and interviews a panel of experts. 
Participants contribute additional questions and comments. 

Application. This lecture game is especially useful when the instructional content is 
somewhat controversial. 

Sample topics. New corporate policies. Sexual harassment. Rightsizing. 
Reengineering the organization. 

Flow. Assemble a panel of experts, experienced people, or employees affected by 
the topic. Work out a list of major pOints to be covered in the presentation. Conduct 
a simulated talk show. Begin by introducing the topic and interviewing the panel 
members. Move into the audience of participants and invite them to make comments 
or ask questions. Encourage a free and open dialogue among participants and the 
panelists. Conclude the session by summarizing major points. 

33. TEAM QUIZ 

Basic idea. Presenter does a "data dump" of factual information. Presenter stops 
the lecture at intervals, allowing teams of participants to come up with questions on 
the materials covered so far and to conduct a short quiz contest. 

Application. This lecture game is especially useful for presenting significant 
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amounts of technical information or conceptual content. 

Sample topics. Principles of quantum physics. Compiler construction. The Linux 
operating system. ISO 9000 standards. Quality award criteria. 

Flow. Warn participants that your presentation will be interspersed with quiz 
contests. Set up a timer for 10 minutes. Make the first segment of your 
presentation. Stop the presentation when the timer goes off. Organize participants 
into teams of three to seven members. Ask each team to come up with three or four 
fact-recall, rote-memory questions and one or two open-ended, divergent questions. 
After 3 minutes, ask a team to read a fact-recall question and choose an individual 
from any other team to come up with the answer. Later, choose another team to ask 
a divergent question and ask a team to give a response. Continue with the next 
segment of your presentation, building up on the questions and answers from 
participants. Repeat the quiz sessions as many times as needed. 

34. TEAMWORK 

Basic idea. Participants are divided into two or more groups. Each group listens to a 
lecture (and watches a demonstration) about a different part of a procedure. 
Participants then form teams with one member of each group. Team members work 
on an application exercise and help each other master all the steps in the procedure. 

Application. This lecture game is especially useful when the instructional content 
involves a step-by-step procedure. 

Sample topics. How to construct a Pareto chart. How to create an advertising 
slogan. How to draw a flowchart. How to specify a performance objective. How to 
write an executive summary. 

Flow. Before the presentation, divide the procedure into steps. Begin the 
presentation with a brief overview of the steps and their interrelationships. Divide 
participants evenly into groups, one for each step. Make a separate presentation to 
each group. Create teams with one member of each group. Give the teams an 
application exercise. In completing the exercise, team members should teach each 
other the steps of the procedure. Provide consultative help and give additional 
exercises as needed. 

35. TRUE OR FALSE 

Basic idea. Presenter displays a series of statements about the topic and asks 
participants to decide whether each is true or false. Presenter then provides 
background information related to each statement. 

Application. This lecture game is especially useful when participants are likely to 
have major misconceptions about the topic. 
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Sample topics. Cultural diversity. The Communications Decency Act. The Internet. 
AIDS and sexually transmitted diseases. 

Flow. Prepare a list of statements related to common misconceptions about the 
selected topic. Make half of the statements true and the other half false. Briefly 
introduce the topic and explain its importance. Distribute copies of the list to 
participants and ask them to individually decide if each statement is true or false. 
When they have finished this task, read the first statement aloud. Ask participants 
who think that the first statement is true to raise their hands. Explain why the 
statement is true or false and provide relevant background information. Repeat the 
procedure with each statement. 

36. TWO MINDS 

Basic idea. Teams of participants prepare a list of questions about a topic. Two 
experts give independent responses to each question. After listening to both 
responses to a question, teams identify key similarities and differences. 

Application. This lecture game is especially useful for exp lor ing controversial 
topics without getting bogged down in unnecessary debates. It requires two experts 
on the topic, preferably with divergent pOints of view. 

Sample topics. Psychic phenomena. Knowledge management. Capital punishment. 
The future of computer technology. Political correctness. 

Flow. Ask each team of participants to generate five questions on the topic and 
write each question on an index card. Spread the question cards on the experts' 
table. The first expert selects one of the question cards and gives the response while 
the second expert listens to music through headphones. After the first expert's 
response, the second expert gives her response. Each participant team now 
compares their notes and identifies two Similarities and two differences between the 
responses from the two experts. The two experts now sort through the question 
cards and select the top 5 questions. The second expert begins the next round by 
responding to a question while the first expert puts on the headphones. The same 
procedure is repeated for the remainder of the session. 
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99 Seconds: A Packet of Jobs Aids 

What is it? 

99 Seconds is a special type of panel session that features 10 or more presenters. Each 
presenter makes a brisk, self-contained presentation that lasts for less than 99 seconds. 
Although all presentations deal with the same general topic. no attempt is made to 
sequence them in any logical order or to standardize the presentation format. 

Why do it? 

Ilere are some advantages of the 99-Scconds strategy: 

Efficiency. The tight time limit forces presenters to focus on the key learning points and 
to avoid dwelling on trivial "nice-to-know" points. 

Interest. The unusual fornmt and rapid change of presenters maintains high levels of 
audience interest, especially with the new generation of learners brought on MTV 
programs. 

Variety. Presenters talk about different points using different formats. This variety 
enables audience members to receive a well-rounded picture of what is happening. 

Participation. Audience members have to actively organize different presentations into 
a coherent whole that makes sense to them. After the session. they may have to do some 
research to close any gaps. These responsibilities give additional ownership to the 
listeners. 

Assessment. The 99-second format can be used as a performance test for presentation 
ski lis. 

How To Present a 99-Seconds Session 

• At the beginning of the session, sit in front of the room, in your assigned seat. 

• Obsen'e your predecessor when he or she leaves the seat to become the 
timekeeper. 

• When you predecessor returns to her seat after the presentation, you move to the 
presenler's location. tvtake your presentation. 

• Keep an eye on the count-down timer. Remember you will be forcibly evicted of 
you exceed the 99-seconds limit. 
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• When you complete you presentation, accept the applause and return to your 
original seat. Listen to the other presenters, 

Mores Suggestions for Presenters 

• Choose a single concept. principle, or tip. 

• Choose a topic that you can explain to someone in a minute's time. This leaves 
you some extra time for additional embellishments. 

• Practice your presentation with a timer. It's ditlicult to estimate the passage 01'99 
seconds. [t is a longer period of time than you think. But if you are a long
\\'inded person, the 99 seconds appear to shrink. 

• Don't memorize you presentation. But be sure that you can recall the key ideas in 
the correct sequence. 

• Practice your presentation with an audience of one or two friends. Revise your 
presentation based on the feedback. 

• You don't have time to use elaborate media. Use your imagination to create 
memorable props. 

• If necessary, you may use a couple of PowerPoint slides. Make sure that each 
slide has fewer than 6 lines and each line has fewer than 6 words. 

What Are Different Types of 99-Second Presentations? 

There are many di fferent types of 99-seconds sessions. For our convenience, we have 
grouped 35 different formats into four categories in the discussion below. 

Active Participation 

This type of 99-seconds session involves interactive strategies, A major problem with 
active participation is the time consumed by getting audience members organized and 
interacting. Here are t\\'o possible solutions: You can ask independent participation by 
individuals. Alternately, you can bring a small group of people on stage to demonstrate 
the interaction. I r you choose the second approach, be sure to rehearse the session with 
your demonstration group to get the timing right. 

Creative visualization. Facilitator asks participants to close their eyes and takes them 
through a guided visualization exercise to encourage creative problem solving or 
empathic understanding. Example: Everyday life in a refugee camp. 
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Introspection. Facilitator asks a series of questions that provoke participants to arrive at 
some truthful insights. Example: How would your career be afTected if your sexual 
orientation were different? 

Physical Acth'ity. Performer demonstrates a physical activity, inviting audience 
members to follow along. Example: How to relax by using yogic breathing technique. 

Data Collection. Presenter asks all audience members to \\Tite down one or two words 
in response to an open-ended question. She then shares the results from a previous 
group. (The new data are analyzed later and the results are posted on a web site.) 
Example: What's the most important benefit of e-Ieaming? 

Debriefing. Facilitator asks audience members to focus on a common experience and 
conducts a debricfby asking a series of targeted questions and sharing a typical response 
for each question. Example: Encounters with irate customers. 

Each Teach. Facilitator asks one halfofthe audience to close their eyes and cover their 
ears and explains how to apply the first step of a two-step procedure. She then asks the 
other half to close their eyes and cover their ears while explaining the second half. 
Audience members are encouraged to partner with one another and practice the entire 
skill after the session. Example: How to say "hello" and "good-bye" in Malayalam. 

Jolt. A brief experiential activity that provides a powerful epiphany. Example: An 
exercise in which t\VO participants aml wrestle, ignoring the rules that actually support a 
cooperative approach ("Your score depends on how many times your hand touches the 
table") 

Poll. Presenter conducts a quick poll - and reveals the data by asking audience members 
to raise their hands or stand up. Examples: How many of you had meetings with SMEs 
that were (a) positive, (b) neutral. or (c) negative? 

Questions and Answers. Prior to the session. presenter distributes questions to 
confederates in the audience. During the presentation she "invites" questions from the 
audience an responds to them. Example: Legal aspects of sexual harassment. 

Silence. Presenter observes a minute of silence to encourage a review of earlier ideas. 

Sing-Along. Presenter invites audience members to sing along with her, using a well
known tune and words from a handout. 

Brief Presentations 

This type invoh'es effective presentation techniques that are usually incorporated as parts 
of lengthier presentations. 
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Analogy. Presenter suggests an analogy (by holding up a prop or displaying a graphic) 
and describes how it is similar to a real-world object or process. Example: BUllying as an 
analogy to sexual harassment. 

Cartoon. Presenter displays a cartoon (or a comic strip) on screen and explains a 
powerful principle illustrated by it. Example: Dilbert illustrating the uselessness of 
consultants. 

Formula. Presenter displays a formula and quickly explains the variables and functions. 
Example: How to compute your daily rate for consulting services . 

• Ioke. Presenter tells ajoke with a punch line that reveals an important truth. Example: 
A small child exclaiming that the emperor has no clothes. 

Magic Trick. Performer does a conjuring act and uses it as an analogy for an important 
principle. Example: Linking Rings magic trick to illustrate the power of belief. 

Pithy Saying. Presenter displays an aphorism or a proverb and explains its application to 
the topic. Example: Discussion of the impact of the German proverb on teambuilding 
strategies: Durch zussammenleben, lernt man zussammenleben. (By living together, 
people learn to live together.) 

Poetry Reading. Presenter recites a poem that highlights critical principles. Example: A 
ballad about otlice romances to illustrate performance problems. 

Rap Song. Resenter performs a rap song that highlights critical principles. Example: 
New-hire orientation. 

Story Telling. Presenter tells a personal anecdote or a short-short story that highlights an 
important principle. Example: Frederic Brown's Sentinel in which the admiral soldier
hero turns out to be an alien invading Earth! 

Mediated Presentations 

We can incorporate different types of media productions in a 99-seconds presentation. 
An important precaution is to test out the equipment ahead of time and to have a back-up. 

Audio Recording. Presenter plays and audio recording in the fornl of a new item to 
highlight key principles. Example: "Scientists report a simple technique to prevent 
repetitive stress injuries in the workplace ..... 

Conversation with alter ego. Pcrformer plays dual role by having a conversation with 
her "cvil twin sister" presented through an audio or video tape recording. (This recording 
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is produced ahead of time with suitable pauses to pennit a simulated conversation.) 
Example: A debate about the advantages and disadvantages of teamwork. 

Movie Excerpt. Presenter uses an excerpt from some popular movie to highlight 
important principles. Example: A I-minute excerpt from the movie Gettysburg to show 
visionary leadership in action. 

Music. Presenter performs or plays the recording of a piece of music and quickly 
highlights the critical message. Example: John Lennon's Imagine followed by an 
exhortation for performance technologists to work on world peace. 

Puppets. Pertonner conducts a conversation with a puppet to highlight important 
principles. Example: Importance of environmental protection. 

Puzzle. Presenter displays a puzzle on screen and asks participants to solve it to identity 
a critical principle. The puzzle is gradually solved to speed up the process. Example: A 
"Wheel of Fortune" puzzle with a statement about rewards and reinforcement. 

Silent Slide Set. Presenter displays a set of slides (in an animated form) that explain a 
process. Example: Five steps in rapid instructional design. 

Video Recording. Presenter plays a videotape recording to highlight some important 
points. Example: Videotape recording of a typical office room to identify different safety 
hazards. . 

Co-Presentations 

More than one person can present a 99-second session. They key element in this 
approach is for the co-presenters to rehearse the presentation and to time it tightly. 

Conycrsation. Two presenters discuss a common paradoxical topic. highlighting the 
pros and cons of the extremes. Audience members realize that the paradox has to be 
managed effectively to reduce the disadvantaged and to utilize the advantages. Example: 
"Individuals cannot produce significant results" vs "Teamwork results in waster effort". 

Drama. A small group of people (in suitable costume, if possible) act out a skit that 
highlights key clements of an effective procedure, usually be presenting before-and-after 
segments. Example: How to conduct a rapid performance analysis. 

Gibberish. In this improve-theater an alien or a guru is interviewed by an expert. The 
alien talks in gibberish and the expert translates what she says. Example: What a Klingon 
has observed about human behavior during staff meetings. 

One Word At A Time. In this improve technique. three or more participants respond to 
questions from the audience members or present and important message. taking turns to 
speak one word at a time. Example: The importance of equal participation. 
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Role-play. Two presenters (or the presenter and a "volunteer"' from the audience) 
conduct a role-play that illustrates some important interpersonal skill. Example: How to 
present bad news to the client. 

What Does the Audience Want'! 

Based on interviews of hundreds of audience members from previous 99-seconds 
sessions. here arc tive important guidelines: 

• Balance learning with entertainment. Deliver powerful learning content, but don't 
bore people. Use allention-gelling devices but avoid 99 seconds of fluff. 

• Keep your session self-contained. r-"Iake sure that participants recein! immediate 
value in these 99 seconds. Don't use the session to sell your other sessions or 
publications. Don't even mention them. 

• Be realistic about what you can present within 99 seconds. Rehearse your session 
so you can deliver it in 90 seconds without talking fast and running out of breath. 

• Think auditory. Think in tenns of story telling and radio. Don't distract audience 
attention with too many slide or crowded handouts. 

• Use interaction, but don't waste time with elaborative instructions. Focus on 
cogniti\"e interaction rather than physical interaction. 
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The R2D2 method-read, reflect, display, and do---is a new modd for designing and delivering 
distance education, and in particular, online learning_ Such a model is especially important to 

address the diverse preferences of online learners of \'aried gener.Jtions and varied Internet 
familiarity. Four lJuadrants can be utilized separately or as part of a problem-sol\'ing process: the 
first component primarily relates to methods to help learners acquire knowledge through online 
readings, virtual explorations, and listening to online lectures and podcasts. As such, it addresses 
\'crbal and auditory learners. The second component of the model focuses on reflective activities 
such as online blogs, reflective writing tasks, sclf-check examinations, and electronic portfolios. In 
the third quadrant, \'isual representations of the content are highlighted with techniques such as 
\'irtual tours, timelines, animations, and concept maps. Fourth, the model emphasizes what learn
ers can do with the content in hands-on activities including simulations, scenarios, and real-time 
cases. In clTect, the R2D2 model is olle means (Q organize and make sense of the diverse array of 
instructional possibilities currently available in distance education. It provides new ways of 
learning for diverse online students, and demonstrates easy-to-apply learning activities for instruc
tors to integrate \'anous technologies in online learning. \'''11en thoughtfully designed, content 
delivered from this perspective should be more enriching for learners. The R2D2 model prO\'ides a 
framework for more engaging, dynamic, and responsh'e teaching and learning in online em'iron
ments. 

Introducing the R2D2 Model 

Olllille Lean/illg for rhe? Diverse ullmers of tliis tliar/d 

Online learning has been increasingly popular in rraining and educarion. In 2004, 
aboU( 2.7 million studems in the USA (Ook ar leasr one course online, and 91 % of 
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the public learning institutions in the USA had online class offerings (Allen & 
Seaman, 2004). However, with a high drop out rate (Carr, 2000; Diaz, 2002; 
Frankola, 200 I), instruc(Ors face serious challenges (0 attract and retain diverse 
learners in online courses. Learners in online environments, especially those born 
after the mid-1970s, want learning that is responsi\'e (0 their preferred styles of 
learning. Thus, it is important to recognize the rich body of literature on learning 
styles within face-to-face instruction (e.g., Felder & Brent, 2005; Kolb, 1984; 
Lawrence, 19(3), and (0 provide an extended theoretical framework as well as 
practical guidance (0 enable online teaching to address varied learning styles, 
cultural backgrounds, generational differences, and preferences. This article 
proposes an easy-to-apply, practical model-the R2D2 model-that is designed (0 

help onlim: instructors integrate various learning activities with appropriate technol
ogies for effective online learning. In this way, R2D2 pro\'ides a framework for the 
changes required in learning and teaching that will arise as online distance education 
becomes more and more widespread. 

Learning Styles 

According (0 Kolb (1984), effective learning involves four phases: (a) getting involved 
in concrete experiences; (b) reflective listening and observations; (c) creating an idea 
with an abstract conceptualization; and (d) making decisions through active experi
mentations. Extending Kolb's experiential learning approach, Bernice McCarthy 
(1987) developed the 4MAT system, identifying four types of learners: innovative, 
analytic, common sense, and dynamic. According to McCarthy, inno\'ate learners are 
primarily interested in personal meanings, whereas analytic learners are focused on 
acquiring facts (0 understand concepts and processes. In contrast, common-sense 
learners want (0 know how things work, while the fourth type of learner in her 
model-dynnmic learners-are primarily interestt:d in self-directed discovery. 

Similarly, Fleming and Mills (1992a, 1992b) identified four types of learners and 
learning styles: (a) visunl; (b) auditory; (c) reading/writing; and (d) kinesthetic, 
tactile, or explora(Ory, known as the VARK learning st)·les. According to the 
Fleming and Mills model, visual learners prefer diagrams, flowcharts, and graphics, 
yet educational technologies such as videos, films, \X' ebcnsts, or PowerPoint presen
tations are noticeably absent from their descriptions. In addition, auditory learners 
prefer hearing directions, lecturt:s, or \'erbal information. Learners who prefer 
reading and writing learn bt:st from tt:xt passages, words, and written explanations. 
Finally, tactile or kinesthetic learners learn best by connecting (0 reality through 
hands-on examples, role plays, debates, practice t:xt:rcises, and simulations. 

All types of learning situations and events hnve tht:ir benefits and opportunities. 
The options availabJt: in online em'ironments cnn makt: the learning formats more 
explicit. At tht: same time, the wealth of options might o\'erwhelm online instructors 
and course designers. To provide an organizing nid for tht: various options, we 
designed a model for addrt:ssing online learning styks .md an associated mnemonic 
(0 enhance the memorability and usc of it. 
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Recent research by Bonk, Kim, and Zeng (2006) indica res that there is a shift 
looming on the horizon [0 more active learning, problem-solving, authentic learning, 
and virtual reaming or collaborarion online. Bonk er al.'s research within both higher 
educarion and corporare rraining environments indicares thar online courses will 
move away from being rexr-centered and lecrure-based while increasingly incorpo
rating hands-on activiries (Kim, Bonk, & Zeng, 2005). While hands-on learning was 
deemed the leasr addressed area roday, ir was predicred ro be rhe mosr salient aspecr 
of e-Iearning courses in the nexr couple of years (Bonk et aI., 2006). Of course, more 
complex and realistic simularions, scenarios, and interacrive news swries are already 
signaling pan of this rrend. 

This shin may reflecr nor only rechnological ad\'ances, bue also may mesh \I.;th rhe 
learning styles of younger generarions rhar are surfacing in college classrooms and 
corporare rraining senings (Oblinger, 2003). \''''irh young, rech-savvy learners 
enrering college classrooms, there is increasing aneIHion on generarional lifestyles; 
some of ir focusing on how different generarions of scudents learn, or nor learn, wirh 
various emerging as well as more common rechnologies (Dede, 2005). With increas
ing numbers of Generarions X and Y as well as younger learners in online courses, 
educa[Ors musr consider how [0 design rheir courses for grearer inreractivicy, 
visualizarion, collaborarion, capri\'acion, and rechnology sophisticarion ro motivare 
learners and promore effective learning. 

R2D2 Model 

As a furrher exrension of rhe above rheorerical framework, we propose rhe R2D2 
model for online learning. Ie is distincr from insrrucrional design models with rhe 
same name (e.g., Josr, Mumma, & Willis, 1999) or similar names such as R2D5 
(i.e., Dream, Define, Design, Develop, Deliver, Review, and Revise-Pederson, 
2005). Our model does not specifically address rhe insrrucrional design and develop
mem process; insread, ir fosrers reflecrion on rhe rype of rasks, resources, and activi
ries rhar one may wanr ro embed in an online course or module so as [0 address 
different human learning srrengrhs and preferences or skill rarger areas. Like 4MA T 
and VARK, rhe R2D2 model proposes an imegration of four types of learning activ
hies: (a) Reading/Lisrening; (b) Reflecring/Wriring; (c) Displaying; and (d) Doing. 
While highly similar ro rhe VARK merhod, the R2D2 method places more emphasis 
on reflecrive acriviries, while audi[Ory activiries are generally grouped with the read
ing and wriring quadram. As nored in Table I, rhe R2D2 model suggesrs a variety of 
learning acriviries for acrive and effecrive online learning wirh various e-Iearning 
rechnologies for each type of learner. 

Applications of the R2D2 Model 

As indicared, rhere are four componems ro rhe R2D2 model-Reading, Reflecting, 
Displaying, and Doing. Below we decail each of rhese componems as well as insrruc
rional acriviries rhar link [Q each area and type of learner. However, almosr every 
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Table I. Learning acti\ities and technology applications for online course using the R2D2 model 

R2D2 

Reading, listening, and 
knowledge acquisition 

For audiwry and \'erbal, 
who prefer words, spoken 
or \\Tillen explanatioll5 

Learning acti\'ities Technology/resource/example 

Reading materials (online or Annlluncemems, Q&A, FAQs 
omine) and finding 
informalilln (online or offline) 
Synchronous online Elluminate rM, Live!r,,: http:// 
presentation www.elluminate.com/ 

On lin..: discussions, group 
discussions, and presentations 

Guest expert chats with lext, 
audio, whitehoard, 
application share, \'ideo, etc. 

Online tlllllrials 
\,"' ebinars 

Listen 10 and/or watch 
lectures posrcd on the \'('eb 

Listen to and/or walch expert 
explanalions 

Online meetings in chat 
rooms or forums 
Online brainstorming or 
discussion with peers 

Online testing 

\'('ebqllest 

Online scavenger hunt 

Breeze rM : http:// 
\\·w\\·.macromedia.com/software/ 
hreeze! 

Chat, Instam ,\lesscnger, bulletin 
hoards/forums, Yahoo groups, 
listscn's 

Chat, Instant Messenger, bulletin 
boards, Yahoo groups, listservs 

pubj\lcd tutorial: http:// 
\\·ww.nlm.nih.govlbsd/ 
pubmed.tutoriallm I 00 I.html 
\'\'ebinar: http://www.nten.org/ 
webinurs 

Audio, streumed \'ideo, pod casts 
Podcast directory: http:// 
www.podcast.net! 
~PR podcast directory (Beta): 
http://www.npr.org/rss/podcast/ 
pod cast_ directory. php 
\X'ebcusts: 
Uniled Nations Webcasts: http:// 
W\\·W. un. orglwebcustlindex.asp 
UC Berkeley Webcasts: http:// 
webcust. berkeley .eduJ 

Audio, streumed video, podcasts 

Chat, Instant Messenger, bulletin 
board, Yahoo groups, listserv 

Hot POt:lto: hup:flweb.uvic.calhrdl 
hallbakedl 
Capti\'ate: http:// 
www.macromediu.com/software! 
robodemo/ 
Webquest ponul: http:// 
webquest.orgl 
Online scavenger hunt: hllp:// 
www.spa3.kI2.sc.usl 
Scavenger.html 
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'Bible I. (ComiTlued) 

R2D2 Learning activities 

Reflcction Posted inten'iews about 
occupations, internships, and 
field placement obsen'alions 

For reflcctive and Online role play 
obsen':llionallcarncrs, who 
prcfer to rcflect, obsen'e, 
view, and watch learning; 
they make careful 
judgments and vicw things 
from different perspecti\'es 

Displaying 

Online deb:lles, pros and 
cons, mock trials 

Collaborative group paper 
writing 

Annotate electronic texts 

Read, rC:lct to, and reflect 
upon documents in another 
language 

\V'rite reflection papers: team 
rcflection papers, trends in 
field, chat with cxpert 
reflections, group or class 
blogging, summary papcrs, 
ctc. 

Provide feedback 011 papers 

Conferences with live video 
feeds 

Watch or observe expert 
pcrformances online (music, 
Cyber fashion show, etc.) 

Online modeling with 
archived exemplaTY 
performance data 

Electronic portfulios with 
reflections 

Sea rcll video library of 
concepts, C:lses, or experts 

Technology/resource/examplc 

Blogs, bulletin board, strcamed 
vidco 

TIlreaded discussion forums, 
interactive \ideo confercncing via 
Elluminate™, Breeze™, or the like 

Bulledn board, threaded discussion 
forums, online chats, video 
conferencing 

Sharepoim, Groove, \'\'ord, etc. 

Blogs, Word documents with 
footnotes, comments, mmotations 

Slogs, online newsletters 

Online discussion forums, blogs, 
bulletin boards 

MS \'V'ord "track changes" and 
"conllllent" 

Internet Time Group: hllp:1I 
www.internenime.comlvisual! 
gallery6. h tm 

Streamed video, video 
conferencing 

Streamed video 
Learning management systems 
(e.g., Moodie, WebCT, 
Blackboard, Desire2Learn, 
ANGEL, etc.) 

E-portfolios, blogs, personal 
homepage or Web site, CD, DVD 

Video files, CD, DVD 
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IUD2 

For \·jsual learners, who 
prefer diagrams, Iluwcharts, 
timclines, pictures, films, 
and demonstratiuns 

Doing 
For tactile!kinesdlctic 
learners, who prefer 
learning by active doing, 
experiencing, hands-on, 
and often also group work 

Table I. (Comillueel) 

Learning activilies 

Learners generating graphic 
representation of knowledge 
structure 

Technolob'Y!resource/exampJc 

Concept mapping (e.g., 
Inspiration, Kidspiration) and 
uther visunlization software 
Visual Understanding 
Environment (VUE): http:// 
\·ue.tccs.tufts.edu! 
IHMC concept mapping tool: 
hllp:/Icmap.ihmc.usl 

Learners create t:lsk timelines Timcline tool: http:// 
www.readwritcthink.orglmaterials l 

timcline! 
Imp:!! 
www.lcarningtools.arts.ubc.cal 
timeline.htm 
http://www.teach-nology.com! 
web_toolslmaterials!timelinesl 

Interactive visual wim online hnp:!N .. 'Ww.learningbydoing.net/ 
chat 

Peer evaluation and critics on Bulletin board, blogs 
learner-generated graphic 
representations 

Usc draw lOols in Instant Messenger with whiteboard 
a!'.ynchronous chats 

Flash visuals :md animations 

Taking virtualwurs, :md post 
team project in a gallery or 
virtual tour 

Ad\'enture blogging 

Online demonstrations 

Interactive, pruject-based 
learning with dynamic online 
databases 

Case simulations and 
manipulmiolls 

Statistics, cash flow, \'isualization 
software tll track weather patterns, 
etc. 

Virtual tours http:// 
astro. uchicago.edulcar:l!vtour! 
http://www.michielb.nl/sunl 
http://www.md.huj Lac. ilf\'jt! 

Explorers \'(feb: http:// 
www.elCplorersweb.com! 
ll!.e Poles: Imp:/! 
www.thepolt:s.com/ 

Video-streamed lectures 

TIle Glob:11 Grocery Project: http:// 
W\ .... w .landmark-project. com/ggl/ 
The Globe Program: http:// 
\\'\\ 'W .globe .gov!glo be_flash.heml 

Business, special educluion, 
medical science, chemistry, etc. 
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Table I. (Colllinu.:d) 

Learning activities 

Case-bascd learning 

Online simulations and lab 
resuurces 
Posting oral his(Orie~ 
PBL 

Online survey resl!arch 

Usc il'od to cre;uc radio 
station 
Digital mm'ie-making based 
on reOecti\'c writings 
Create an online gallery to 

demunstr:ue current, past, 
and future students' learning 
outcomes and achievements 
Online personal performances 

T cchnologyiresourcelexample 

MedCases CME Purtal: hnp:// 
W\\·w.mcdcases.comIPhysicianJ 
cme_portal.asp 
SimTeacher: hup:// 
www.simtcacher.com. 
Simulated businesses, hospitals, 
schools, fanns, planets, ctc. 
Blogs, bulletin boards 
Final products in online gallery or 
Web site 
http://www.survcysharc.com and 
hnp:llinfo.zoomerang.com 
iPod, podcast 

Digital \'ideo-recording hardware 
and software 
hup://www.indiana.cduJ-tickiL' 
projectgalleryiga lIery .htm 

Theater, music, and surgery 
\Vebcasts, podcasts, etc. 

activity discussed below will address more than one component. Our classifications 
arc meant to indicate which aspect is primarily being addressed. If instructional 
designers involved in distance learning initiatives as well as online instructors take 
these four types of learning and learning acti\'ities into account when designing and 
delivering online and other forms of distance learning courses, they should 
experience higher success rates with diverse students. 

Readillg, Lislelling, and Kllowlecige Acqllisitio1l fvr Verbal or AllciilOl), Leamers 

Reading, exploring resources, and listening to online lectures is the first part of the 
R2D2 model. Given that one must typically acquire knowledge prior to knowledge 
use, this first quadrant of the model essentially focuses on knowledge acquisition. 

In distance learning, there are various ways that knO\vledge can be acquired
through video-streamed lectures and podcasts, synchronous presentations, online 
discussions, guest expert chats, and online and paper-based readings and explora
tions. Learners in this quadrant might also prefer online tutorials, audiotapes or 
audio files, group discussions, speaking or presenting, and generally talking things 
through and negotiating meaning. With synchronous presentations and video
streamed presentations from the instructor or guest expert, the learner has multiple 
ways [0 internalize the information including both visual and verbal representations. 
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Podcasting, which typically involves only an audio-channel, is rapidly growing in 
use in both higher education and corporate training. Online knowledge acquisition 
may also happen in virtual classrooms or \'(feb conferences, with application sharing, 
\'('eb touring, surveys and polls, online presentations, and chats. As the formats of 
online presentation tools proliferate, it is vital to conduct research in this area. 
Podcasting, for instance, has many open research questions related to learner 
satisfaction, use, access, and overall learning. 

In terms of reading, an online scavenger hunt and W'ebquest are common types of 
such activities. A learner might be assigned online reading materials or required to 
find articks that relate to the activities for a particular week. Content explorations 
might be guided where students read from a sekclion of articles prescreened by the 
instructor. Such guided discO\'ery acti\'ities also might be more open-ended, where 
students sekct articles based on their interests related to the course. The latter 
approach is perhaps more suited to self-directed or self-motivated learners and 
online learning veterans; often these arc older and more mature adults. In contrast, 
pre-assigned readings might be employed when students need more guidance or 
who are new to e-Iearning. Verbal learners will also appreciate frequently asked 
questions (FAQs), course announcements, and the archiving or posting of email 
internally wilhin the system. 

Such learners may also prefer online chats, especially with voice channels open. 
Chat tools can also be used for online quizzing of select students to test their under
standing of course content, using dynamic assessment that changes with their 
answers. Finally, foreign language courses might have students read online newslet
ters, newspapers, magazines, and other foreign correspondence and then test them 
or have them use it in a particular way. 

There arc a variety of ways to help online learners read, listen, explore, and other
wise acquire knowledge. Instructor guidelines on how to use these tools and where 
to focus one's efforts are central to the smooth running of the course and student 
retention within it. In effect, the tirst quadrant of the R2D2 model lays out a range 
of learning activities to help with active knowledge acquisition and collaborative 
knowledge construction with widely m'ailable learning technologies. 

Opportlmiries for Reflecrive or Observarional uamas 

The second part of the R2D2 model has students reflect on what they have learned; 
essentially, it addresses reflective or observational learners who prefer observing, 
viev.·ing, watching, and reflecting upon learning situations and activities. Such a 
learning style relates to those who listen to others and learn from models or exam
ples of what is expected. Naturally, as a key part of this retlection, this quadrant also 
emphasizes writing tasks and activities. 

Distance learning may offer these types of learners engaging opportunities not 
a\'ailable in face-to-face classes. \X'ith asynchronous discussion forums, for instance, 
they can think carefully and thoughtfully before responding to others or posting a 
new message. Such delayed response opportunities an: especially important for 
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in-depth discussions and to critically synthesize thoughts across topics. Instructors 
may also ask students to create online resource libraries (ORLs) of additional articles 
that they have read. 

While reading electronic articles and exploring associated resources is vital to 
learning, collaborative and reflective writing online has become an increasing part of 
the curriculum. For instance, in addition to everyday email responding, bulletin 
board commentaries on current news and posted articles, threaded online 
discussions in college courses, and engaging in multiple online chats with colleagues 
and friends around the world, millions of learners are now reflecting on their 
learning in their personal or course-related blogs. There are many instructional uses 
of blogs, such as individual hlogs for reflections, team blogs for joint assignments, 
instructor blogs for a class, and class blogs for cross-cultural exchanges (l'viartindalc 
& Wiley, 2005). In our own classes, we typically assign students a "critical friend" in 
the class who gives them weekly feedback and hopefully some encouragement on 
their blog-related postings. Also, at the end of the semester, we require a reflection 
paper on their overall blogging experiences and associated learning. 

In addition, students might engage in mock trials, pro-and-con debates, and role 
plays \\-;thin online discussion forums or conferences. I These controversies wiII 
foster critical reflections as well as collaborative knowledge sharing and construction. 
And, of course, reflection papers, summary writing, and collaborative group papers 
are also ideal for retlective learners. Once completed, learners will further benefit 
from written comments and annotations from peers, team-mates, and experts. As we 
have found, the "track changes" and "insert comment" features in Microsoft 
\\;'ord IM are handy. 

There are a variety of other highly retlective activities which can be fostered on the 
Internet. For instance, in an internship or field placement in professional schools, 
such as accounting, law, education, or nursing, students may interview practitioners 
about their jobs so that they can reflect on the demands of a particular occupation. 
They may also reflect on how certain concepts, principles, or ideas from their 
book(s) or online lectures are referred to, encountered, or handled in the real world 
(Bonk, Hara, Dennen, Malikowski, & Supplee, 2000). During such live placements, 
reflective learners might notice particular nuances related to how a concept is imple
mented as well as alternatives and competing ideas to that which they have learned 
in class. As a result, they might discern where book knowledge is not directly applied 
in the real world as well as how their knowledge must continually be modified and 
updated to fit the actual circumstance or situation. If an internship is not possible, 
online instructors might embed \·ideos of real-world situations and scenarios for 
learners to reflect on. Of course, while such a technique is useful for visual learners, 
it also has extensive applications for reflecti\'e learners depending on the task 
selected and overall pedagogical use. 

Another way of placing reflective learners into professional situations, again \\-;th 
links to \;sual learning as well, is to have them attend video-streamed conferences, 
seminars, or live perfonnances, such as online music recitals, theater perfonnances, 
heart surgeries, and fashion shows (e.g., Carlson, 2004; Olsen, 2003; Young, 2003). 
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As Albert Bandura's (1986, 1997) social cognitive model of learning highlights, obser
vation and reflection are highly powerful components of human learning. Fortunately, 
with the emergence of personal learning tools such as blogs, personal homepages, 
student profiles, and electronic portfolios, opportunities for students' reflections on 
their performances continue to mount. Using such tools as e-portfolios, learner reflec
tions can be accumulated and shared (Young, 2002). Of course, when online learners 
transition from observational learning to conducting their own online performances, 
they tend to operate in the fourth quadrant of the R2D2 model, as described below. 

Similarly, online learners might reflect on a pod cast or Webinar offered via a 
virtual classroom lIsing tools like Breeze'\', WebEx 1M , Placewart: 1M , or Elluminate™ 
(Erlanger, 2005). Instructors might, for instance, conduct a demonstration of a 
physics or chemistry experiment online that can be reused and synchronized with 
student notes. These activities apprentice students into their chosen profession by 
allowing them to lurk on the outside or periphery of a discipline, in effect, as 
legitimate peripheral participants (La\'e & Wenger, 1991). If current trends 
continue, such synchronous e-Iearning tools and applications will offer increasingly 
interactive activities for apprenticing online learners and fostering learner engage
ment (Bonk et aI., 2006; Shi & Morrow, 2006). 

\'('ith trends toward more active and self-directed learning, there has been a parallel 
emphasis on student reflection so that they internalize and expand upon their learn
ing pursuits. For instance, online instructors might utilize self-tests, self-reflections, 
"Did you know?" prompts, and other self-assessment activities to get learners to 
pause and reflect on the content that they arc learning. Such tasks are especially 
common in courses with extensive learner-content interactions or minimal feedback 
from instructors, peers, and outside experts. Along these same lines, sample answers 
or archived student work examples gh'e reflective learners something to observe as a 
standard or model of exemplary performance. Online modeling might be especially 
useful in physical education and outdoor recreation courses as well as in counseling, 
teacher training, and any form of emergency preparedness training. 

As e-Iearning tools arc designed for self-testing, re\'iewing one's performance, and 
obsen'ing the performance of others, there are increasing opportunities for those 
who prefer activities in the second quadrant of the R2D2 model. As clearly indicated 
by the R2D2 model, emerging and existing technologies provide new opportunities 
to address the varied learning sryles and preferences in online courses, and, at the 
same time, these differences require more responsive online pedagogies. What seems 
needed now is research in this area to explore the impacts of reflection on student 
learning and course satisfaction. 

Displayill)! Lean/ill)! Ji/r Visllal Leal'llc/'s 

The third part of the R2D2 model forces students to represent what they have 
learned or are in the process of learning through visual representations, depictions, 
or m·cn·iews. Learning in this quadrant of distance education focuses on prm;ding 
pictures, diagrams, charts, graphs, \'ideas, animations, and written overviews or 
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summaric:s, and, therefore, relates most closely with visual learners. It can also 
involve the manipulation of mathematical and scientific symbols as in algebra, 
chemistry, and physics. There is notable overlap here with the reflection category, 
since activities in both quadrants can entail showing learners a macro representation 
of a concept, principle, or idea and then having them reflect on its use. 

Once again, there are myriad strategies that can be called upon in distance 
learning environments to address visual learners or others who have moved to this 
stage of the R2D2 learning process. For instance, an online instructor might use an 
interactive whiteboard in synchronous communications with students using arrows 
and different colors, notations, and highlights. The instructor might also have 
students explore or search through an online library of \'ideo clips which display 
concepts, procedures, and skills as in the real world. In particular, video cases are 
often used in professional schools such as husiness, medicine, law, and education to 
display key concepts in action. 

Another way to address this form of learning is through a series of visuals for 
exploration or navigmion. For instance, the Internet is becoming increasingly used 
for virtual tours. An archeology professor might take students on a virtual tour of a 
Mayan ruin, an economics professor might design a virtual tour of oil wells and the 
underlying supply potential around the world, and a tourism instructor might show 
students how to highlight different points of interest in a country, community, or 
geographic region. Such virtual tours might provide quick oven'iews that anchor 
students' learning in a visual that can be discussed or replayed later to pull out key 
concepts (Cognition and Technology Group m Vanderbilt, 1990). 

There are still more techniques to enhance student visual learning, such as adven
ture blogs and animations. Adventure blogs may provide current and interactive 
news stories, blogs of explorers in their travels, and videos of explorer treks or 
scientific experiments. Such tools take students directly to the content instead of 
reading about it in books or online articles. In etli:ct, students can see it in action. 
\X'hile less current, online animations are also increasingly used to bring learners 
more directly into a discipline. An animation can be played to illustrate a concept 
more clearly, paused to give the learner time to reflect on it, and replayed when the 
learner has specific questions. As with the use of video cases and virtual tours, both 
adventure blogs and animations situate student learning in a real context (Brown, 
Collins, & Duguid, 1989; Collins, 1990; Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1990) and 
engage such students in authentic learning environments (Herrington & Oliver, 
1997; Herrington, Oli\'er, & Ree\'es, 2003; Reeves, Herrington, & Oliver, 2002). 

The visual displays that are now available online can draw students into the 
learning environment and help them connect concepts that they ha~e read about 
(Quadrant 1 of R2D2) and reflected upon (Quadrant 2 of R2D2), and begin to 
internalize them through visual conceptualizations. Even more important is having 
students form their own visual depictions and representations of the content, since 
students are more likely to remember infonnation when they actively construct their 
own knowledge (Cognition and Technology Group at Vanderbilt, 1991). For 
instance, students might create a concept map summarizing key points of a paper, 
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chapter, module, or lesson. Students might also represent their learning in a 
comparison and contrast matrix, Venn diagram, flowchart, or virtual tour. There are 
also a number of timeline tools available to help students represent their learning. 
\X'ith all these visual formats, one of the key goals is to foster student critical thinking 
and evaluation of their learning. 

The Internet is a highly visual tool which provides learners and instructors with 
access to current events in ways that previously were not possible. 'X'hile there are 
many such \'isualization technologies available and new ones are constantly emerg
ing, additional tools and toolkits for visual representation are needed to guide learn
ers to become more self-directed in their online learning pursuits. At the same time, 
mme empirical research is needed to investigate emerging pedagogics in online 
karning using visualization technologies, as the R2D2 model suggests. 

HandS-Oil L.:al7lillg fol' f(ill':slhelic Leamas 

The fourth quadrant of the R2D2 model involves having learners applying what they 
have learned, reflected on, and visualized in practice exercises or in the real world. 
Such learning links well with kinesthetic learners, who need to try out, experience, 
imitate, and practice concepts and ideas in order to learn them more deeply. Fortu
nately, the Internet is increasingly offering hands-on experiences or activities for 
online learners, especially in the science areas. 

One obvious way to apply learning is through the use of cases, scenarios, and 
simulations. These learning methods situate learners in rich contexts or authentic 
problems where they can test their knowledge or solutions against that of their 
instructor, their peers, or an expert. Cases now exist on the Web in almost any field 
of study from anthropology to zoology. In the medical field, for example, cases allow 
one to obtain case information, order lab tests, make diagnoses, and compare one's 
solution to an expert's (see http://www.medcases.com/Physicianlcme_portal.asp). 
Similarly, in teacher education, pre-sen'ice teachers might inten'iew for jobs in a 
simulated school, talk to school counselors, teachers, librarians, and principals 
about particular students or situations, and make decisions about problem cases (see 
http://www.simteacher.coml). In these online experiences, the goal is to engage 
learners in the content by allowing them to physically manipulate contents or vari
ables and observe the results of those manipulations. 

There are varying degrees of authenticity in online cases. For instance, in the real
time case approach (1l1eroux, Carpenter, & Kilbane, 2004), a full-time case writer is 
located in an existing company thereby enabling students to experience and discuss 
real events as they untold. Online learners might not simply manipulate existing 
data, they might also collect and analyze it. Students and instructors may use any 
a\'ailable technology including online chats, teleconferencing, threaded discussion 
forums, and video conferencing. 

Another idea for placing students in the real world is to have them conduct market 
research and interesting educational research using online polls and surveys. Real
world research enables learners to not only explore concepts in real-world settings, but 
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also potentially discover and share new knowledge. Authentic activities in fully online 
and blended environments also offer opportunities for sustained inquiry, the exami
nation ofa task from multiple perspectives, interdisciplinary learning, and the creation 
of more polished and meaningful final products (Oliver, Herrington, & Reeves, 2006). 

Of course, there are many other ways for learners to collect real-world infonnation 
with educational technologies. For example, students might inten'iew famous people 
or those who lived through different historical events (e.g., World War II, the Vietnam 
\X'ar, etc.) and post those oral histories in an online podcast or digital movie. In 
expanding on the idea of oral histories, tools such as the Video Paper Builder™ (see 
http://vpb.concord.orgi?version=print) enable students to juxtapose a digital movie 
against a paper they have written. Using such a tool, a student might back up key 
points in a paper with \'ideo snippets of key e\·ents. Or, in teacher training, pre-sen'ice 
teachers might reflect on how their perti.lrmances (as seen in Webcasts and other video 
tools) compare to state or national standards. Another interesting tool to enable 
students to take charge of their own learning is the use of an iPod for podcasting cheir 
own radio stations and shows. And with the emergence of video-capable iPods, there 
are numerous other applications where students become designers of knowledge. 

At the end of an online course, students might also produce final class products 
which are made available for an audience beyond the instructor. For example, 
student final projects might be posted to the Web in an online gallery for expert, 
teacher, or peer evaluation and feedback (Oliver & McLoughlin, 1999; Oliver, 
Omari, & Herrington, 1998). The first auchor of this article used this method in 
training rural teachers how to integrate technology into their curriculum (see http:// 
\\'\\'\\'.indiana.edw'-tickitfprojectgallery/gallery.htm). 

In effect, the fourth quadrant of the model expects students to apply their new 
knowledge and further extend learning by doing something such as making case 
decisions, conducting scientific experiments, and collecting and analyzing real-world 
data. For example, Ou and Zhang (in press) introduced various ways of integrating 
databases in teaching, including using live, dynamic, real-world databases from the 
Internt!t for students tu experience firsthand scientific discoveries in different subject 
areas, or through interdisciplinary inquiries. Similar learning activities can be 
conducted in online environments as well. In courses where instructors might give 
up mure control over the curriculum, learners might also take ideas from a course or 
module and create unique products or ideas. In either case-using existing resources 
or creating new ones-the learner is trying out ideas and concepts, instead of simply 
listening about them, rt!flecting on them, or seeing visual depictions of them as in the 
first three quadrants of the R2D2 model. 

Discussion 

Tuols, resources, and activities for distance education are proliferating at a time of 
increasing demand for online education (Bonk, 2004). There are extensive 
opportunities to address learners with different styles of learning or learning prefer
ences, including those who prefer words or text, reflective activities, \'isual 
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representations, or hands-on activities. The R2D2 model enables instructors to 
consider learners and learning activities in each quadrant, potentially pro\iding a 
more engaging and enriching environment for online learning. In addition, this 
model offers a learning and problem-solving process that moves from the acquisi
tion of content to the reflection and visualization of it, and finally, to its actual use. 
As an instructional design model, it prm'ides both a macro lens on processes that 
an instructor or instructional designer should consider in designing an online class, 
as well as a window into specific ideas that might work in successfully delivering it. 
In effect, it is an organizing aid for the distance educator. And, perhaps more 
importantly, the Read, Rctlect, Display, and Do (i.e., R2D2) model is easy to 
remember and versatile to apply! \Vith the increasing availability of learning 
technologies and virtually limitless pedagogical potential of such technologies, the 
R2D2 model lays out exciting opportunities to better address the needs for more 
versatile teaching and learning in online em'ironments. 

Naturally, there are many open issues and questions that still need to be sorted out 
with this model as well as various limitations. Among the most pressing issues and ques
tions is whether self-reported assessments of learning styles at the start of a class will 
help instructors better deliver their online courses. In addition, are there more extensive 
learning gains and greater knowledge transfer in courses that use the R2D2 method 
over those that do not? In tenns of limitations, it is obvious that many ideas cut across 
multiple quadrants of the model. At the same time, that also adds to thc power of this 
model since some learning activities address more than one type of learner; and the 
model offers a means to make sense of the complexities and opportunities within online 
teaching and learning. The applications of the R2D2 model in designing and delivcring 
online courses may take technology integration to a new level in distance education, 
and, more importantly, they may lead to positive changes in online pedagogical prac
tices, learner experiences and overall sense of satisfaction, and course and program 
success ratios. May the force be with all of those who attempt to take the R2D2 model 
on such research and development journeys in the coming years as well as those who 
embed this model in their own online teaching and learning practices! 

Note 

I. We realize that these acti\'ities could easily be positioned in the fourth quadram of the R2D2 
model but place them here since they im'oh'c writing while most of the other (Usks in the 
fourth quadrant do no(. 

Notes on Contributors 

Curt Bonk is a Professor of Instructional Systems Technology and adjunct in the 
School of Infonnatics at Indiana University, USA. Dr Bonk is also a Senior 
Research Fellow with the DOD's Advanced Distributed Learning Lab. 

Ke Zhang is Assistant Professor of Instructional Technology at \XTayne State Univer

sity, USA. 
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Seven Secrets of Effective Training Design 
By Sivasailam "Thiagi" Thiaarajan 

---=' ---
I. Let the real work be the testing instrument. 

Use authentic assessment as the end point lor training. 

2. Keep it open. 

A void closed questions. Exploit open questions. 

3. Content is everywherc. 

Wrap interactive strategies around content resources. 

4. Throw everything into the blender 

Blend online with nonline, active with passive. traditional with innovative. structured 

with unstructured. self-paced with collaborative. training with PI interventions, and 

learning with work. 

5. Let the inmates run the asylum. 

Let the learners teach and test each other and design training materials for their 

successors. 

6. Build the airplane while flying it. 

Analyze during and after design. Tweak the package after every delivery. 

7. Plug in everything into templates. 

Use frames. shells. and templates (or presenting content and structuring activities. 

8. A void fun. Go with the flow. 

Make it possible for participants to change the difficulty level. 

9. Under-promise and over-dcliver. 

Promise them six, give them nine. 
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1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 

15 Stories for 15 Years 
1993-1994: Peace, dude, hop off the return key, save me 
some stress. II 
1995: What if Vygotsky had lived to 100 ... 
1996: Do not ride your bike to work. 
1997: You're en''TITLE''d to Dream! 
1997-1998: Look out for the Russians •.. 
1999: Do you believe in the power of sharing? 
1999-2000: Do you want to be target practice? 
2001: You were in, but you were never there. 
2002-2007: Who needs a TICKIT? 
2003-2006: Where is Disneyland? 
2004-2006: Data at your fingertips. 
2006-2007: A synchronous life is a Breeze! 
2006-?: Is there a blended expert in the house? 
2006-?: Where is a Wikibookian when you need one? 
2007-?: You can be a YouTubian too! 

t 
···········.·······::.:c 
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Curt Bonk, Professor, Indiana University, cjbonk@indiana.edu 

1 . 

What are 10 ideas you can use from 
today? 

(Top Ten List) 

~---------+-------.. ---.-.-.- -----------l 

2. 

~---------------, -------------------~ 
3. 

4. 

5. 

~-------------
6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 
---+--.---------------l 

10. 
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Top Three Activity: 
What were the three most important ideas 
presented at this session? 

~ 
Important Pretty Pivotal!! 
Enough to Important These are 

Write Down (but not sure if Highly, Highly 
I 

I best) Important 
r , 1. 
i 

I ---
I 2. 
I 
I ---

3. 

4. 

f--. 

5. 

I 
I 
I 

! 

Group Share #1 

I r Group Share ~ 

~ I 
: I 

I I , I --
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NAME: 

Final Project Option E: Website Evaluation 
R546 (Bloomington and Indy via videoconferencing) 

Instructional Strategies for Thinking, Collaboration, and Motivation 
Curtis J. Bonk, Instructor 

Title or Topic: __________________ _ 

60 points: Scoring: (1-10) if for 60 points 

Grading Scale from Option E (Note 1 (low) to 10 (high) for each of the following criteria): 
1. Organization ofthe Web Materials or Web Site (easy to navigate, well laid out). 
2. Currency and Relevancy of the Materials (useful, current, handy, needed, relevant). 
3. Originality and Creativity (creative spark here, uniqueness, novelty, catchy). 
4. Scope and Depth of Web Materials (comprehensive, complete, appeals to broad audience). 
5. Effort (digging deep, extensive depth displayed here, work-work-work-work, persistence). 
6. Overall Activity and Design (significant, important, valuable, well worth the effort). 

Total Score 

Special Comments/Suggestions/Interesting Points/Questions to Ponder/Other: 

Signature: 

Date: 
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August 26, 2017, Week 1: Education 3.0 and R2D2 & TEC-VARIETY Models 

R546: Instructional Strategies for Thinking, Collaboration, and Motivation 

Instructor: Curt Bonk, Indiana University 
 

Week 1 Agenda: 

1. Marker board activity. Task: Fill the board with pedagogical ideas (labels and initials). 

a. Center marker board: Creativity theory/ideas, Creativity strategies 

b. Right marker board: Critical theory/ideas, Critical thinking strategies 

c. Left marker board: Motivation theory/ideas, Motivation strategies 

d. Back marker board: Cooperative/Collab learning theory/ideas; Collab strategies 

e. Circle back through the board and check things you agree with. 

2. What do you already know about R546 content and the syllabus? 

a. Brainstorm in groups your prior knowledge about instructional strategies. 

b. Assign group leader to write down key points 

c. Add to 5-10 items to the board. 

d. Present results in team competitions. 

e. Summarize as a class. 

3. Bonk to briefly explain the syllabus and agenda (15 minute cap). 

a. Guest speaker(s). 

b. Fall break and IUPUI. 

c. Course history. 

d. Course texts and Book of Readings PDF. 

e. Online Website. 

f. Course goals: mushy brain, labels, integration. 

g. Student questions and discussion. 

4. Introduce participants: 

a. Fulbright distinguished teachers 

b. Visiting scholars 

c. Prior students…current students…others. 

5. Comedy: Three things you know about the syllabus and this course. 

6. Break #1…(Book Selections) 

7. Curt Bonk to recap some of 100+ instructional strategies. 

8. Discussion and class activities and demonstrations. 

9. Reflection: 3 best. 

10. Ball toss: Name a strategy or activity. 

11. Break #2...(Book Selections continued) 

12. Brainstorm: What is Education 3.0? 

13. Curt Bonk presents on Education 3.0 

14. Break #3. 

15. Bonk to present his R2D2 model and newest examples and ideas. 

a. Find online resources mentioned. 

16. Bonk to present his TEC-VARIETY model and newest examples and ideas. 

a. Discussion and class activities and demonstration. 

b. Student questions. 
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September 2, 2017, Week 2: More Education 3.0 and Course Activities Recap and 

Cooperative Learning Basics 

R546: Instructional Strategies for Thinking, Collaboration, and Motivation 

Instructor: Curt Bonk, Indiana University 
 

Week 1 Agenda: 

1. Brainstorm Reflection: What is Education 3.0? 

a. Right marker board: What is Education 3.0? Principles? Questions? 

b. Center marker board: What do you remember about R2D2? Any examples? 

c. Left marker board: What do you remember about TEC-VARIETY? Any examples? 

d. Back marker board: What do you remember about the syllabus? 

e. Circle back through the board and check things you agree with. 

2. Green-Yellow-Red post-it notes on ideas can use, might use, can’t use 

3. Phillips 66: Six minutes discuss what remember from last time about Education 3.0 talk. 

4. Group Flip Chart Paper Activity: So what is Education 3.0? Each table brainstorms & shares. 

5. Explaining Books Part 2 

6. Name and where from? 

7. Break #1 (and food) 

8. Marker board activity. Task: Fill the board with pedagogical ideas (labels and initials). 

a. Center marker board: Creativity theory/ideas, Creativity strategies 

b. Right marker board: Critical theory/ideas, Critical thinking strategies 

c. Left marker board: Motivation theory/ideas, Motivation strategies 

d. Back marker board: Cooperative/Collab learning theory/ideas; Collab strategies 

e. Circle back through the board and check things you agree with. 

9. What do you already know about instructional strategies? 

a. Brainstorm in groups your prior knowledge about instructional strategies. 

b. Assign group leader to write down key points 

c. Add to 5-10 items to the board. 

d. Present results in team competitions. 

e. Summarize as a class. 

10. Break #2… 

11. Curt Bonk to recap some of 100+ instructional strategies. 

a. Planted questions 

b. Little known fact activity 

c. Talking String 

d. Human graph 

e. Psychic massage 

f. Creative dramatics 

g. Stand and share 

12. Back to the board: Discussion and class activities and demonstrations. 

13. Reflection: 3 best and 3 word activity. 

14. Ball toss: Name a strategy or activity. 

15. Break #3… 

16. Bonk to present on Cooperative and Collaborative Learning 

a. Videotape: Project-based learning, cooperative learning, or jigsaw 
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September 9, 2017, Week 3: Cooperative Learning Basics 

R546: Instructional Strategies for Thinking, Collaboration, and Motivation 

Instructor: Curt Bonk, Indiana University 
 

Week 3 Agenda: 

1. Preclass marker board activity. Task: Fill board with pedagogical ideas (labels and initials). 

a. Center marker board: Creativity theory/ideas, Creativity strategies 

b. Right marker board: Critical theory/ideas, Critical thinking strategies 

c. Left marker board: Motivation theory/ideas, Motivation strategies 

d. Back marker board: Cooperative/Collab learning theory/ideas; Collab strategies 

e. Circle back through the board and check things you agree with. 

2. Phillips 66: What do you already know about instructional strategies? 

a. Brainstorm in groups your prior knowledge about instructional strategies. 

b. Assign group leader to write down key points 

c. Review the board and add to 5-10 items to the board. 

d. 2-3 teams share their results. 

e. Instructor to summarize as a class. 

3. 5 Minute Stickie review (see handout or door): Green-Yellow-Red from previous week. 

a. Draft individual 100 word summary of what you learned last week. 

b. Share with a partner. 

c. Draft joint summary 

d. Post on board. 

e. Rate during break. 

4. Break #1 (Meina to take picture of the board) 

5. Wipe Board: 

a. Left board: what is cooperative learning? Define it. Principles. Etc. 

b. Right board: what is collaborative learning? Define it. Principles. Etc. 

c. Back board: Any activities seen for cooperative or collaborative learning? 

d. Front board: Skills that are enhanced from cooperative or collaborative learning? 

e. Popplet: http://popplet.com/app/#/2039068  

6. Videotape: Cooperative learning or Jigsaw 

a. David Johnson on CL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SflAH5WleEI    

b. Roger Johnson on CL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bL3oJDLpc6M  

c. Elliot Aronson: Jigsaw classroom: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2p1AE3Z3j5I  

d. CL Deeper Edutopia: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rWEwv_qobpU   

e. Plan future: https://www.teachingchannel.org/videos/collaborative-learning-strategy  

7. Cooperative Teaching Script activity 

a. Group 1: Basic Elements: p. 410 and Cooperative Learning Summary: p. 509 

b. Group 2: Differences cooperative learning and traditional p. 405 and p. 408 

c. Group 3: What is cooperative learning? pp. 406-407 

i. Rotate outside to Table 1, Table 2, or Table 3 

ii. Return to teach your group what you learn 

iii. Report back to the class 

http://popplet.com/app/#/2039068
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SflAH5WleEI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bL3oJDLpc6M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2p1AE3Z3j5I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rWEwv_qobpU
https://www.teachingchannel.org/videos/collaborative-learning-strategy
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8. Bonk to present on Cooperative and Collaborative Learning 

9. Break #1 

10. Cooperative Learning Overview (include review of handouts in packet of readings): 

a. PIGS Face (p. 409); CL Pondering Questions (p. 404) 

b. Generic Methods (p. 399): Stand, Raise Hand, Leg, etc. and Admit  

c. Building Positive Interdependence and Individual Accountability 

d. Building Social Skills and Trust (4 F's) (pp. 430-435): Trust or group bonding: How do you 

create it? (favorite restaurant, pet type, relative, proudest accomplishment, if I were rich, a 

good movie, best part-time job, travel) 

e. Grouping Strategies (p. 416); Group Processing; Grading Strategies; Reaching Diff. Students 

f. Quiz on cooperative learning from packet of handouts (p. 404 and p. 413). 

11. Review of Key Pts: in book you read (so far) (Three Step Interviews) 

a. Line up by date born. Pair up and group by month born. 

b. In pairs, interview partner for 5 minutes (max) and jot down note: (1) What is important about this  

 book?; 2. What is interesting?; 3. What is a dumb idea? (p. 526 & p. 528) 

c. Reverse roles (for another 5 minutes) 

d. Pairs join to form groups of four 

e. Roundrobin sharing what you learned in the interview 

f. Alt: Jigsaw into various chapter expert groups and summarize main pts. 

12. Break #2 

13. Structured Controversy Task 

a. You will be assigned to 1 of 4 groups (Group by type of car drive). Please be prepared to make 

3-4 arguments for the position you have been given using your text, lecture, and video. 

i. I think CL is just a fad vs. no, CL is really here to stay... 

ii. Group Grades vs. Individual vs. No Grades  

iii. Ignore CL--assessed by basics vs. tests changing--teamwork is the new basic. 

14. Project-Based Learning 

a. Intro to PBL (Edutopia): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dFySmS9_y_0  

b. 5 keys to PBL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hnzCGNnU_WM  

c. Picture possibilities (California): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EFt6qW0Pb4c  

d. PBL Start to finish: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-OWX6KZQDoE  

15. Solid vs. Fuzzy about PBL in Groups of Four 

a. Three Stay, One Stray--Buzz Groups--Roundtable. 

b. Alt #1: #'d Heads Together (Count off 1, 2, 3, 4) & Roundrobin & Blackboard Share. 

16. 13 Reading assignments: pp. 449-452. 

a. Read, Summarize, and Discuss: Convince others that yours is best. 

b. Game #6: Group Grope perhaps on Project-Based Learning 

c. Coop reading with different purposes: teacher, parent, principal, student 

17. Break 3 

18. Simple Structures: circle those you have used or know about...(pp. 490-499) 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dFySmS9_y_0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hnzCGNnU_WM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EFt6qW0Pb4c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-OWX6KZQDoE
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September 16, 2017, Week 4: Critical Thinking (and end Coop Learning) 

R546: Instructional Strategies for Thinking, Collaboration, and Motivation 

Instructor: Curt Bonk, Indiana University 
 

Week 4 Agenda: 

1. Pre-class Board Game and Warm-up activity: 

a. Left board: Techniques from last week—cooperative and collaborative learning 

b. Right board: Questions about collaborative or cooperative learning 

c. Back board: Aspects or principles of project-based learning (PBL)? 

d. Front board: Back wall: Value Line: Rate your organization, university, or school 

administrators’ support or interest in creative thinking, critical thinking, and cooperative 

learning. 

Low Medium High 

1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10  1. Creative Thinking 

1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10  2. Critical Thinking 

1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10  3. Cooperative Learning 

2. Two Notecards: One with questions about cooperative learning. One with controversial issues. 

3. Administrivia: Dress culturally or different day is next week--wear something from your 

homeland, something nifty or cute, favorite clothes, something old or from another age.  

4. Administrivia: Next week Task #1 and Task #2 are due. 

5. Simple Structures: circle those you have used or know about...(pp. 490-499). 

6. Solid and Fuzzy about PBL in groups of four. 

a. Three Stay, One Stray--Buzz Groups--Roundtable. 

b. Alt #1: #'d Heads Together (Count off 1, 2, 3, 4) & Roundrobin & Blackboard Share. 

7. Review items in the Packet of handouts 

8. Cooperative Learning Specific: 

a. Reciprocal Teaching Part 1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8oXskcnb4RA  

b. Reciprocal Teaching Part 2: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e8gSIcSyypk  

c. Students Take Charge: RT: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=My68SDGeTHI  

d. Using Higher-Order Questions: Interview Annemarie Palincsar: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZ4LFxGi0mI  

e. Reciprocal Tchg Activity (Roles: Tchr, #1, #2, #3, #4, Jim, Barbara...) p. 458-459 

9. Structured Controversy Task 

f. You will be assigned to 1 of 4 groups (Group by car drive). Prepare to make 3-4 arguments for 

the position you have been given using your text, lecture, and video. 

i. Reciprocal teaching gives too much power to the learners 

ii. PBL gives too much focus on learners and not enough on teachers. 

iii. Create a controversy… 

10. Break #1 

11. Bonk to lecture on critical thinking (pp. 293-294; 358-362.) 

a. Key aspects of critical thinking; 8 ways to fail; Critical Thinking Defined and Separated by 

Grade Levels; 6 Aspects of Critical Thinking; Highlights from the CT research 

12. Video #1: Critical Thinking Series: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GzV1pNQUX5s  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8oXskcnb4RA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e8gSIcSyypk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=My68SDGeTHI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZ4LFxGi0mI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GzV1pNQUX5s
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13. Video #2: Critical Thinking: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J0yEAE5owWw  

14. Video #3: Critical Thinking: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6OLPL5p0fMg 

15. Fat and Skinny Questions: discuss/explain (page 311-312) 

(Note: Think Sheets, Procedural Facilitation, Guided Questions) 

Fat Questions: require lots of discussion and explanation with interesting examples and take time to 

think through and answer in depth. 

Skinny Q's: require simple yes/no/maybe or a 1 word answer or nod or head shake and take 

16. Critical thinking Checklist and Definition 

17. Break #2 

18. Evaluation Questions, Blooms Taxonomy, Think Sheets, Procedural Facilitation, Guided Questions 

a. Bloom: p. 313-314 

b. Think sheet questions: p. 315-317 

19. Evaluative Questions (Is the Earth flat; p. 306-308; Random Blooming Verbs) 

a. Case A (IU-B): Higher Ed considering funding a CR/CT center 

b. Case B (IUS and IUPUI): High School is considering a course on CT & CR thinking 

20. PMI on the video 

21. K-W-H-L (1. K-W-L (What did you know?, What do you want to know?, What did you learn?)- 

22. Force Field Analysis: Your final assignment (p. 320-325) 

23. Summing Up, Minute papers revisited 

24. Break #3 

25. Idea Listing Activities (many are Edward de Bono's Methods) 

1. APC: Alt's, Possibilities, & Choices (The tasks) (This is CR BS!) 

2. FIP: First Important Priorities (e.g., what tasks to do for this class) 

3. AGO: Aims, Goals, Objectives 

4. OPV: Other People's Views 

5. C&S: Consequence & Sequel (of an action or decision) 

6. CAF: Considering All Factors: (a) Buying a second hand car, (b) Choosing a place to live, etc. 

7. FI - FO: Info In (Already accounted for) - Info Out (Unknown/still needed) 

8. EBS: Examining Both Sides of an Argument 

9. ADI: Agree, Disagree, Irrelevant 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J0yEAE5owWw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6OLPL5p0fMg
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September 23, 2017, Week 5: Critical Thinking Defined and Explained 

 R546: Instructional Strategies for Thinking, Collaboration, and Motivation 

 Instructor: Curt Bonk, Indiana University 
 

Week 5 Agenda: 

1. Dress differently sharing 

2. Writing warm-up: Count off 1, 2, 3, 4. 

a. Person #1: Minute papers what learned last week. 

b. Person #2: Muddiest point papers on last week. 

c. Person #3: Plus, Minus, Interesting on last week. 

d. Person #4: K-W-L on last week. 

3. Administrivia: Collect Task #1 and Task #2 are due. Share and turn in. 

4. Reflection on Idea Listing Activities from last class (many are Edward de Bono's Methods) 

5. Finish module on Critical Thinking  

6. PMI on the video 

7. K-W-H-L (1. K-W-L (What did you know?, What do you want to know?, What did you learn?)- 

8. Force Field Analysis: Your final assignment (p. 320-325) 

9. Summing Up, Minute papers revisited 

10. Evaluative Questions (Is the Earth flat; p. 306-308; Random Blooming Verbs) 

a. Case A (IU-B): Higher Ed considering funding a CR/CT center 

b. Case B (IUS and IUPUI): High School is considering a course on CT & CR thinking 

11. Critical thinking tests and assessments 

a. Watson-Glaser Critical Think Appraisal: Form A--Sample Items #1 & #2 (p. 307) 

b. Cornell Test of Critical Thinking (see handout)--Try questions 1-10. 

c. A Disposition Inventory: p. 366 

d. Picture completion; p. 363-365 

12. Break #1 

13. Force Field Analysis: Your final assignment (p. 320-325) 

14. SWOT (Master’s program in IST in Singapore); (p. 329) 

15. Visual Thinking Activities and Graphic Organizers (pp. 351-357) 

a. Cmaps, diagrams, flowcharts, graphs, attribute wheels 

b. Venn Diagrams (e.g., compare CR & CT) 

c. Categorization/Classification Schemes: 

d. Taxonomies, timelines, outlines, advance organizers, main idea tables 

e. Semantic Feature Analysis: (e.g., 12 or 14 LCPs by grade or domain) 

f. Mnemonics--acrostics, acronyms, pegword, story, link, keyword, bizarre 

16. Nominal Group Process: You are a commissioned team looking at building a third wing in the School 

of Education. You have $4,000,000 to spend. What should go in there? (p. 318) 

17. Goal Concretization (Peer review, conferencing, revision???) 

18. Working Backward, Pruning the tree activity: I am thinking of a critical thinking technique 

19. Debate: teach critical thinking as a (a) separate course, (b) added on; or (c) embedded. 

20. Cost-Benefit Analyses--new course on CT/CR thinking skills for middle school/h.s. students. 
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21. The name game... (Critical thinking and Cooperative/Collaborative Learning) 

22. Break #2 

23. Bonk to begin to Lecture on Creativity 

24. Creativity test (pp. 180-181) Gough Personality Test (pp. 261-262) 

25. We need a Break #3... 

26. Matching exercise 

27. More Tall Tale Story Telling... 

28. Rearrange facts/what if (Pick one and write for a minute): 

 1. What-if no one studied creativity and we had no understanding of creative processes? 

 2. What-if no one assessed creativity? There were no cr measures or researchers? 

 3. Just suppose you were in charge of curriculum? How would you address cr? 

 4. What if we had standardized creativity or coop. learning tests in Indiana? 

 5. What-if creative thinking was more prevalent in dogs than human beings? 

 6. What is Education 3.0 was required by state governments? What would teaching be like? 

 7. What if flipping the classroom was possible 30 years ago? What education be like now? 

 8. What-if more creative people lived 20 years longer than non less creative? 

 9. What if critical thinking was banned in K-12 schools? 

 10. What would teaching creative thinking be like if we lived life in reverse...??? 

 11. Just suppose Indiana assessed the level of instructor or department thoughtfulness? 
29. Just suppose 

30. Flexibility/Breaking Set Activity 

a. New Perspectives, Metaphoric Thkg, Analogies, Synectics, Breaking Set, Imagery, Aesthetics, 

31.  Finding New Patterns, Juxtaposing Ideas, Seeing Functional Fixity, etc... 

32. See: Word games; Which one is different; Nine dots; Flying Pig; Davis; Synectics: Direct, Personal, and 

Fantasy Analogies; Concealed colors, sentences/words; 13 original colonies 

33. Go through course packet of handouts. 
34. Future Problem solving videos in YouTube. 

35. Object reflection on class 
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September 30, 2017, Week 6: Creative Thinking Defined and Explained 

 R546: Instructional Strategies for Thinking, Collaboration, and Motivation 

 Instructor: Curt Bonk, Indiana University 
 

Week 6 Agenda: 

1. Return papers: Task #1 and #2 and begin setting up Week 8 presentations 

2. Bonk to continue to Lecture on Creativity (e.g., Synectics: Direct, Personal, and Fantasy 

Analogies) 

3. Break #1 

4. Creative Whack Pack and other card packs (try activity #1, #2, #12, etc.) 

a. What can you do to teach or enhance creativity in your school/work setting? 

 b. Find a match; Call to action; etc. 

 d. How can you use these cards? 

5. Pick a model of Creative Problem Solving and try to improve it. (pp. 245-249) 

(e.g., Polya, Osburn, Parnes, Oech, Wallas, AUTA, Torrance, BS, Future PS). 

a. Share Models Selected...Is there a true problem solving process that works for you??? 

b. Assessment dilemmas: validity and reliability. 

c. Fishbowl: on the model you selected 

6. We need a Break #2... 

7. The name game... (Critical thinking and Cooperative/Collaborative Learning) 

8. Review of List of 25 creative thinking techniques (pp. 168-169). 

9. Tall Tale Story Telling... 

10. Rearrange facts/what if (Pick one and write for a minute): 

 1. What-if no one studied creativity and we had no understanding of creative processes? 

 2. What-if no one assessed creativity? There were no cr measures or researchers? 

 3. Just suppose you were in charge of curriculum? How would you address cr? 

 4. What if we had standardized creativity or coop. learning tests in Indiana? 

 5. What-if creative thinking was more prevalent in dogs than human beings? 

 6. What is Education 3.0 was required by state governments? What would teaching be like? 

 7. What if flipping the classroom was possible 30 years ago? What education be like now? 

 8. What-if more creative people lived 20 years longer than non less creative? 

 9. What if critical thinking was banned in K-12 schools? 

 10. What would teaching creative thinking be like if we lived life in reverse...??? 

 11. Just suppose Indiana assessed the level of instructor or department thoughtfulness? 

11. Finding New Patterns, Juxtaposing Ideas, Seeing Functional Fixity, etc... 

12. Dead Poets Society 

a. Barbaric Yawp: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gQU3EphIpMY  

b. Understanding Poetry: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LjHORRHXtyI  

c. What will your verse be?: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R_zsMwCOoEs  

d. Oh Captain, my Captain: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j64SctPKmqk  

e. Carpe Diem: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0wjpRQ__lsI 

f. Carpe Diem: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=veYR3ZC9wMQ&index=3&list=RDj64SctPKmqk  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gQU3EphIpMY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LjHORRHXtyI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R_zsMwCOoEs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j64SctPKmqk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0wjpRQ__lsI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=veYR3ZC9wMQ&index=3&list=RDj64SctPKmqk
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13. Make Shift Fishbowl: What if taught like this, would you be fired. (Front Row, Back Row) 

a. Six Hats 
14. The Creativity Case: Class Discussion with 27 Thinking Roles (p. 194)  

15. Flexibility/Breaking Set Activity 

a. New Perspectives, Metaphoric Thkg, Analogies, Synectics, Breaking Set, Imagery, Aesthetics, 

16.  Finding New Patterns, Juxtaposing Ideas, Seeing Functional Fixity, etc... 

17. See: Word games; Which one is different; Nine dots (p. 229); Flying Pig; Davis; Synectics: Direct, 

Personal, and Fantasy Analogies; Concealed colors, sentences/words; 13 original colonies 

18. Go through course packet of handouts. 
19. Future Problem solving videos in YouTube. 

20. Object reflection on class 

21. We need a Break #3... 

22. Creativity (rate yourself, fill out handout from yesterday)--Are you creative? 

a. Experimental-safekeeping self-rating: Find your spot pp. 183-184 

b. von Oech's Explorer, Artist, Judge, Warrior pp. 187-188 

c. Right vs. Left Brained, pp. 238 & 240 

23. Creativity Assessment 

d. Torrance: Cardboard Boxes (Activity #5: Unusual Uses) 

e. Remote Associations Test 

f. Williams: Parent/Teacher Rating (try for a son, daughter, cousin) 

g. Schaefer: Creativity Attitude Survey 

24. More Creative Dramatics (Davis’ 5
th

 edition, pp. 297-306): 

a. Imagine taste/smell...People Machines, Imagine hear, touch, smell, tastes. 

b. Invisible ball tossing. 

c. Just Imagine: served in Vietnam. 

d. Favorite animal poses, ridiculous poses, stiffest/most rubbery, angriest/happiest. 

e. Mirrors, puppets, ice cubes. 

25. Creativity Techniques 

a. Tell a tall tale...give an example of an idea squelching statement. What do you see? How is 

creativity squelched here. Please use 3-4 idea squelching statements in your story. 

1. Which idea squelcher are the most common for you? Create a new one. 

2. Stand and sit...give an example of an idea squelching statement. 

b.  Object Obituary--write an obituary for an object you recently trashed... 

c. Metaphorical Thinking: On the meaning of creativity: 1. Creativity is like ____. Being 

Creative is like ____. Creativity is to ___ as... 

d. Morphological Synthesis 

26. Break #4 

27. More Creative Reflection Exercises: 

a. Wet ink on most constructivist/hands-on high school teacher. She/he was like a ______. 

b. Wet Ink II. Just imagine: imagine you have created a psychologically safe envir...What do 

you see? Can students wonder, question, speculate, take risks, active listening, respect for 

ideas, withhold judgment, seek justification??? How is creativity fostered here? Describe 

environment. Physically, mentally, emotionally, etc... 

28. Brainstorming--more is better, wilder the better, hitchhiking encour, no eval, combine 

a. Brainstorm: ways to increase use of creative thinking in schools? 

b. Reverse BS: ways to decrease use of creative thinking in schools? 
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October 7, 2017, Week 7: Creativity Part 2 and Motivation Part 1 

R546: Instructional Strategies for Thinking, Collaboration, and Motivation 

Instructor: Curt Bonk, Indiana University 
 

Week 7 Agenda: 

1. Ice Breaker Warm up: Scrambled Cities and I.Q. Test (8:00-8:10) 

2. Setting up Week 8 presentations 

3. Review #1: The name game... (Critical, Creative, Cooperative—Count off 1, 2, 3) 

4. Review #2: Ball Toss (What-if?) 

5. Review of List of 25 creative thinking techniques (pp. 168-169). 
6. We can teach creative thinking: 27 Thinking Roles (p. 194)  

7. Go through course packet of handouts. 

8. More Creative Dramatics (Davis’ 5
th

 edition, pp. 297-306): 

f. Imagine taste/smell...People Machines, Imagine hear, touch, smell, tastes. 

g. Invisible ball tossing. 

h. Just Imagine: served in the war Vietnam. Or just got a police ticket. Or were just served 

your favorite meal.  

i. Favorite animal poses, ridiculous poses, stiffest/most rubbery, angriest/happiest. 

j. Mirrors, puppets, ice cubes. 

9. Tell a tall tale...give an example of an idea squelching statement. What do you see? How is 

creativity squelched here. Please use 3-4 idea squelching statements in your story. 

1. Which idea squelcher are the most common for you? Create a new one. 

2. Stand and sit...give an example of an idea squelching statement. 

10. Wet ink on most constructivist/hands-on high school teacher. She/he was like a ______. 

11. Wet Ink II. Just imagine: imagine you have created a psychologically safe envir...What do you see? 

Can students wonder, question, speculate, take risks, active listening, respect for ideas, withhold 

judgment, seek justification??? How is creativity fostered here? Describe environment. Physically, 

mentally, emotionally, etc... 

12. Object Obituary (or Activity or Teaching Approach Obituary)--write an obituary for an object you 

recently trashed...or a teaching method or activity you will no longer use. 

13. Morphological Synthesis 

14. Break #1 

15. Marina to present for 20 minutes… 

16. Brainstorming--more is better, wilder the better, hitchhiking encour, no eval, combine 

c. Brainstorm: ways to increase use of creative thinking in schools? 

d. Reverse BS: ways to decrease use of creative thinking in schools? 

17. Attribute Listing, Modification, and Transformation (Davis pp. 178-186); SCAMPER 

a. Attribute Webbing/Listing: "XYZ" shapes, colors, sizes, purpose, numbering. 

b. Attribute Modification: "XYZ"--after listing attributes, think of ways to improve each. 

c. Alternative Uses: Uses for "XYZ" for this class or for teaching in general. (find the second best 

or third best suggestion) 

d. Attribute Transferring: "XYZ"--transfer ideas from one context to the next. 

(with idea spurring questions--p. 80; Davis 195 
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(What else is this like? What have others done? What else is this like? What could we copy? 

What has worked before?) 

(What can we borrow from a carnival, funeral parlor, track meet, wild west) 

e. Idea Spurring Questions: how MAXimize, MAGnify, arrangeRE, combine-adapt, subtutesti, 

EEEXXXAAGGGGGEEERRRAAATTTEEE, add new twist, modifie, ChAnGe 

18. Bonk Bingo R546 Review Quiz… 

19. Break #2… 

20. Motivation lecture 

21. Talking String (on book you are reading) 

22. Police tape 

23. What is motivation??? (Webbing) What do the techniques have in common??? 

Webbing can be used to determine: (1) all the possible directions and activities a student or class 

can explore as a result of interest in a specific topic or subject, (2) all that is presently known, and 

(3) knowledge interrelationships. This technique expands awareness for relating, integrating, and 

organizing brainstormed ideas. Directions: write the topic in the center and link closely related 

ideas or questions in the first ring of ideas. As new ideas are suggested, they are connected by a line 

to the related item or items. 

24. Coat of Arms (see Book of Handouts, p. 118-119). 

#1: a recent Peak Performance; 

#2: something very few people know; 

#3: draw a symbol of how you spend your free time; 

#4: fill in something you are really good at; 

#5: write in something that epitomizes your personal motto. 

25. Closing reflection activity with various objects (what did you learn today?) 
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October 14, 2017, Week 8: Motivation and Presentations 

 R546: Instructional Strategies for Thinking, Collaboration, and Motivation 

 Instructor: Curt Bonk, Indiana University 
 

Week 8 Agenda: 

1. 8:00-8:15 Flipped Class: Audience Q&A on motivation  

2. 8:15-8:30 Motivation lecture 

3. 8:30-9:00 Activities 

4. Coat of Arms (see Book of Handouts, p. 118-119). 

#1: a recent Peak Performance; 

#2: something very few people know; 

#3: draw a symbol of how you spend your free time; 

#4: fill in something you are really good at; 

#5: write in something that epitomizes your personal motto. 

5. Self-disclosure introductions... (p. 120) (2 objects brought with you) 

a. Take out two items (e.g., family pictures, credit cards, rabbits' feet, book you’re reading) 

b. Describe themselves (e.g., "I am superstitious") 

c. State name with an adjective starting with 1st letter of 1st name. 

(e.g., Quick Curt, Marvelous Mary, Dancing Diane) 

d. Now intro self & also by a nickname current, past, or potential nickname. 

(ask others what it means during break) 

e. Brainstorm a list of questions you would like to ask the others... 

(e.g., My person I most admire is? The best book I ever read?) 

6. Treasure Hunt (p. 123). 

7. Accomplishment Hunt: Turn in 2-3 accomplishments (e.g., past summer, college, life) 

8. Motivation (Best of the Best Competition) 

a. 33 highlights of research on strategies for motivating to learn (Jere Brophy) 

b. 150 ways to increase intrinsic motivation (James Raffini) 

c. 1001 ways to energize employees (Bob Nelson) 

d. 200 ways to motivate secondary students (pp. 91-105) 

1. 9:00-9:15 Short Break #1 

2. 9:15-10:45: Presentation Group #1:  

3. 10:45-11:00 Break #2 

4. 11:00-12:00 Fulbright Presentation Group:  

5. 12:00-12:15 Break #3 

6. 12:15-12:45 Quick Summaries of Other Projects  

7. 12:45-12:50 Psychic Massage of instructors….and students? 

8. 12:50-1:00 Closing reflection activity with various objects (what did you learn today?) 

9.  1:00-1:05 Sad Goodbye 
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Technology Integration Presentation 
Two Models of Technology Integration: 

Framework/Model #1: R2D2 
Curt Bonk, Indiana University 

 

 Ideas 

Definitely 

Can Use 

Ideas Might 

Use 

Ideas 

Can’t Use 

Questions and 

Comments 

1. Read     

2. Reflect     

3. Display     

4. Do     

Across Phases     
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Technology Integration Presentation 

Two Models of Technology Integration: 
Framework/Model #2: TEC-VARIETY 

Curt Bonk, Indiana University 
 

 Ideas 

Definitely 

Can Use 

Ideas Might 

Use 

Ideas 

Can’t Use 

Questions and 

Comments 

1. Tone and Climate     

2. Encouragement 
and Feedback 

    

3. Curiosity and 
Intrigue 

    

4. Variety and 
Novelty 

    

5. Autonomy and 
Choice 

    

6. Relevance, 
Meaningful, 
Authentic, and 
Interesting 

    

7. Interactive and 
Collaborative 

    

8. Engagement and 
Involvement 

    

9. Tension and 
Challenge 

    

10. Yielding 
Products, Goals, 
and Purpose 
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Sample Creativity Test (R546) 
 

 

I. Rate yourself on 1-10 scale (do #21 if you skipped one): 

 

SCALE: 
1 2 3 4 5     6 7 8 9 10 

___ 1. censors    feels 

___ 2. evaluates   takes risks 

___ 3. reassures & supports  takes risks 

___ 4. analyzes   makes connections 

___ 5. is realistic   plays 

___ 6. looks at consequences  speculates 

___ 7. is logical   is curious 

___ 8. alert to danger   sees the fun in things 

___ 9. avoids surprises  likes surprises 

___ 10. avoids wrongness  open to anything 

___ 11. punishes wrongness  in touch with total experience 

___ 12. is serious   does not mind being confused 

___ 13. is pessimistic   is optimistic 

___ 14. is judgmental   focus on what is going for the idea 

___ 15. argue    waste no energy evaluating early 

___ 16. inattention/distant  listen and interested 

___ 17. be noncommittal  wholly open to being available 

___ 18. correct and precise  set up win/wins--nobody loses 

___ 19. dominant/commands  deal with as an equal--eliminate rank 

___ 20. point out flaws  see the value in/assume valuable implications 

___ 21. fearful    is impetuous 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (over) 
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II. Now rate yourself on the following items on a 1-10 scale (10 being high and 1 being low). 

 

SCALE: Low Medium High 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

___ 1. self-confident 

___ 2. risk-taking 

___ 3. high in energy 

___ 4. stubborn 

___ 5. curious 

___ 6. playful, childlike 

___ 7. resists domination 

___ 8. enthusiastic 

___ 9. wide interests 

___ 10. non-participation in class activities 

___ 11. good sense of humor 

___ 12. idealistic 

___ 13. reflective 

___ 14. uncooperative 

___ 15. need privacy, alone time 

___ 16. artistic interests 

___ 17. capriciousness 

___ 18. low interest in details 

___ 19. too emotional 

___ 20. adventurous 

___ 21. aesthetic interests 

___ 22. attracted to novelty, complexity, and the mysterious 

___ 23. sometimes uncommunicative 

___ 24. forgetful, absentmindedness, mind wanders 

___ 25. egocentric 

___ 26. too demanding 

___ 27. autonomous 

___ 28. open-minded 

___ 29. ambitious 

___ 30. temperamental 

___ 31. sloppiness and disorganization with unimportant matters 

___ 32. dresses differently 

___ 33. does things different from standard procedures 

___ 34. imaginative 

___ 35. is full of ideas 

___ 36. is a "what if?" person 

___ 37. high verbal, conversational ability 

___ 38. not afraid to try something new 

___ 39. uses all senses in observing 

___ 40. ability to regress and transform items 
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The Creative Insights of Heraclitus (as interpreted by Roger von Oech) 
 

1. The cosmos speaks in patterns. 

2. Expect the Unexpected, or you won’t find it. 

3. Everything flows. 

4. You can’t step in the same river twice. 

5. That which opposes produces benefit. 

6. A wonderful harmony is created when we join together the seemingly unconnected. 

7. If all things turned to smoke, the nose would become the discerning organ. 

8. The Sun will not exceed its limits, because the avenging Furies, ministers of Justice,  would 

find out. 

9. Lovers of wisdom must open their minds to very many things. 

10. I searched into myself. 

11. Knowing many things doesn’t teach insight. 

12. Many fail to grasp what’s right in the palm of their hand. 

13. When there is no sun, we can see the evening stars. 

14. The most beautiful order is a heap of sweepings piled up at random. 

15. Things love to conceal their true nature. 

16. Those who approach life like a child playing a game, moving and pushing pieces,  possess 

the power of kings. 

17. Sea water is both pure and polluted: for fish it is drinkable and life-giving; for  humans 

undrinkable and destructive. 

18. On a circle, an end point can also be a beginning point. 

19. It is disease that makes health pleasant, hunger that makes fullness good, and  weariness that 

makes rest sweet. 

20. The doctor inflicts pain to cure suffering. 

21. The way up and the way down are one and the same. 

22. A thing rests by changing. 

23. The barley-wine drink falls apart unless it is stirred. 

24. While we’re awake, we share one universe, but in sleep we each turn away to a world  of our 

own. 

25. Dogs bark at what they don’t understand. 

26. Donkeys prefer garbage to gold. 

27. Every walking animal is driven to its purpose with a whack. 

28. There is a greater need to extinguish arrogance than a blazing fire. 

29. Your character is your destiny. 

30. The sun is new each day.  
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Critical Thinking Methods Activity 

Curt Bonk, R546 
 

Idea Listing Activities (many are Edward de Bono's Methods) 

1. K-W-L (What did U know?, What do U want to know?, What did U learn?) 

2. PMI: Plus, Minus, Interesting  

3. APC: Alt's, Possibilities, & Choices (The tasks) (This is CR BS!) 

4. FIP: First Important Priorities (e.g., what tasks to do for this class) 

5. AGO: Aims, Goals, Objectives  

6. OPV: Other People's Views 

7. C&S: Consequence & Sequel (of an action or decision)  

8. CAF: Considering All Factors 

9. FI - FO: Info In (Already accounted for) - Info Out (Unknown/still needed) 

10. EBS: Examining Both Sides of an Argument 

11. ADI: Agree, Disagree, Irrelevant 

 

Issues and Decisions: 

1. Should we add more videoconferencing locations in Indiana for this class? e.g., near 

Chicago? Fort Wayne? South Bend? Near Louisville? Etc. 

2. Should we add more international videoconferencing locations for this class (e.g., Beijing 

and Shanghai given all the Chinese scholars in this class; What about Helsinki? Mumbai? 

Taipei? Singapore? Auckland? Tel Aviv? Hanoi? Etc.)? 

3. Should IU Bloomington (or IUPUI) build another parking lot near the School of 

Education? 

4. Can the world stop the Zika virus? 

5. Should countries of the world partner together and set their sights on Mars with space 

exploration? 

6. How quickly does the world need to move from coal and gas power to solar power, wind 

power, or something else to avoid global warming? 

7. Should the United States take more refugees from Syria? 

8. Should Facebook add a “Dislike” button? 

9. Should healthcare providers offer incentives to workers to get their blood pressure to 120 

or below? 

10. How can the world save the northern white rhino (2 females left and 1 older male)? 

11. Should the School of Education add a third wing to showcase research? 

12. Some other issue or decision. You name the topic. 
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Bloom’s Taxonomy 

 

Meanings of Bloom’s Level of Questions 

 

Levels Definition Verbs 

Knowledge Questions about facts list, recall, memorize 

Comprehension 
Questions of understanding 

of facts 
explain, reword 

Application Questions of using the facts solve by, organize to prove 

Analysis 
Questions taking apart 

information 

break down, compare, put 

into categories 

Synthesis 
Questions putting together 

information in a new way 
create, compose, reorganize  

Evaluation 
Questions of judgment or 

value of information 
rate, choose, justify 

 

 

Knowledge 

Level I 

Comprehension 

Level II 

Application 

Level III 

Analysis 

Level IV 

Synthesis 

Level V 

Evaluation 

Level VI 

define 

find 

identify 

know 

list 

locate 

match 

memorize 

name 

recall 

recite 

relate 

repeat 

say 

describe 

discuss 

explain 

express 

identify 

interpret 

locate 

recognize 

report 

restate 

review 

reword 

summarize 

tell 

translate 

apply 

calculate 

demonstrate 

diagram 

dramatize 

employ 

extrapolate 

graph 

illustrate 

operate 

practice 

schedule 

sketch 

solve 

transfer 

try 

use 

analyze 

compare- 

components 

debate 

deduce 

detect 

differentiate 

discover 

distinguish 

examine 

experiment 

infer 

inventory 

question 

reduce 

test 

compose 

construct 

design 

develop 

formulate 

hypothesis 

manage 

organize 

originate 

plan 

produce 

propose 

appraise 

assess 

choose 

compare and 

contrast 

decide 

estimate 

evaluate 

grade 

judge 

rank 

rate 

select 

value 

 

Knowledge   (get the basic facts) 

 list, match, write, recall, know, summarize, who, what, where, when, say in your  

own words, observe and write, memorize, arrange, put into categories, select,  

name, tell about, group, show, underline, find, choose, label, spell, pick, point to, say 
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Comprehension   (understand the facts) 

 explain, show, demonstrate, change, reword, interpret, alter, transform, retell,  

account for, recognize, offer, propose, submit, define, translate, convert, expand,  

outline, vary, spell out, restate in your own words 

Application   (use the facts) 

 apply, select, solve by, organize, choose, interview, make use of, experiment  

with, try, operate, relate, put to use, handle, put into action, utilize, record, model,  

construct, demonstrate through, put together 

Analysis   (select, examine, and break apart by facts) 

 breakdown, inspect, divide, take away, dissect, put into categories, examine,  

uncover, survey, group, analyze, test for, study, classify, identify the parts for,  

search, clarify, discover, contrast, compare, simplify, take apart 

Synthesis   (put the basic information back together in a new way) 

 create, design, develop, discuss, build, imagine, compare, re-order, make,  

compose, combine, form, compile, blend, construct, predict, invent, reorganize,  

contrast, make up, estimate, suppose, rearrange, alternate, originate 

Evaluation   (value, judge, accept or reject facts) 

 rank, evaluate, rate, judge, measure, choose, criticize, justify, determine,  

conclude, grade, select, award, recommend, reveal, dispute, rule on, decide,  

defend 

 

 

Bloom’s Taxonomy 

Knowledge 

Knowledge of specifies (What is the principal ingredient in the air we 

breathe?) 

Knowledge of ways and means of dealing with specifies (What 

steps would you have to take to become a licensed operator?  What is 

the correct form for presenting a motion before a meeting?) 

Knowledge of universals and abstractions (What is the basic 

principle behind the operation of a free market?) 

Comprehension 

Translation (In your own words what does “laissez-faire economy” 

mean?  What does it mean to say that to the victor belongs the spoils?) 

Interpretation (In what ways are the Democratic and Republican 

positions on support for the military budget similar?) 

Extrapolation (If the use of electrical energy continues to increase at 

the present rate, what will be the demand for electrical energy in A.D. 

2000?) 

Application 

(If you measure the pressure in your barometer at the foot of the 

mountain and then measure it again at the summit of the mountain, 

what difference in the reading would you expect?  If of two sailing 

vessels leaving New York at the same time en route to London one 

took a route following the Gulf Stream and one kept consistently south 

of the Gulf Stream, which would you expect to reach London first, 

everything else being equal?) 
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Analysis 

(Questions that ask pupils to break complex ideas down into their 

component elements in order to make them more understandable.) 

Analysis of elements (Which part of the argument we have just read 

is fact and which is opinion?  What propaganda devices can you find 

in this automobile advertisement?) 

Analysis of relationships (Does the conclusion that Senator X made 

logically follow from the facts he presented?) 

Analysis of organizational principles (In this poem what devices has 

the author used to build up the characters of the principal antagonists?) 

Synthesis 

Production of unique communication (Describe the procedure you 

used and the results you observed in the experiment.) 

Production of a plan or a proposed set of operations (How would 

you go about determining the composition of this unknown chemical?) 

Deviation of a set of abstract relations (You have heard the 

description of the situation.  What might be the causes of this 

situation?) 

Evaluation 

Judgment in terms of internal evidence (In what ways is the 

argument presented illogically?) 

Judgment in terms of external criticism (Does the theory that 

organically grown foods are more healthful than other foods conform 

to what we know of the chemical composition of these foods?  

Explain) 
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 Images of Schools (Workplaces) Through Metaphor (ISM): Actual Form 
Directions: Think about where you work or teach. What is it actually like working at this place? Indicate 

the extent to which you agree/disagree with each of the following 40 metaphors. Rate on a 

scale of 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 10 (Strongly Agree). 

 

___ 1. My school (workplace) is a Mental Straight-jacket. 

___ 2. My school (workplace) is a Military Camp. 

___ 3. My school (workplace) is a Ghetto. 

___ 4. My school (workplace) is a Prison. 

___ 5. My school (workplace) is a Family. 

___ 6. My school (workplace) is an Artist's Palette. 

___ 7. My school (workplace) is a Team. 

___ 8. My school (workplace) is a Negotiating Area. 

___ 9. My school (workplace) is a Culture. 

___ 10. My school (workplace) is an Exhibition. 

___ 11. My school (workplace) is an Orchestra. 

___ 12. My school (workplace) is a Garden. 

___ 13. My school (workplace) is an Expedition. 

___ 14. My school (workplace) is a Herd. 

___ 15. My school (workplace) is a Museum. 

___ 16. My school (workplace) is a Machine. 

___ 17. My school (workplace) is a Hospital. 

___ 18. My school (workplace) is a Nursery. 

___ 19. My school (workplace) is a Labor Ward. 

___ 20. My school (workplace) is a Beehive. 

___ 21. My school (workplace) is a Living Organism. 

___ 22. My school (workplace) is a Theater. 

___ 23. My school (workplace) is an International Airport. 

___ 24. My school (workplace) is a Refuge. 

___ 25. My school (workplace) is an Ocean. 

___ 26. My school (workplace) is a Board Game. 

___ 27. My school (workplace) is a Camping Trip. 

___ 28. My school (workplace) is a Court Room. 

___ 29. My school (workplace) is a Monastery. 

___ 30. My school (workplace) is a Pressure Cooker. 

___ 31. My school (workplace) is a Fraternity Party. 

___ 32. My school (workplace) is an Olympic Games. 

___ 33. My school (workplace) is a Brew Pub. 

___ 34. My school (workplace) is a Zoo. 

___ 35. My school (workplace) is an Amusement Park. 

___ 36. My school (workplace) is a Casino. 

___ 37. My school (workplace) is a Tour Bus. 

___ 38. My school (workplace) is a Theme Park. 

___ 39. My school (workplace) is a Video Arcade. 

___ 40. My school (workplace) is a Laboratory. 
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 Images of Schools (Workplaces) Through Metaphor (ISM): Ideal Form 
Directions: Think about where you work or teach. What would you ideally want this place to be like? 

Then indicate the extent to which you agree/disagree with each of the following 40 

metaphors. Rate on a scale of 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 10 (Strongly Agree). 

 

___ 1. My school (workplace) is a Mental Straight-jacket. 

___ 2. My school (workplace) is a Military Camp. 

___ 3. My school (workplace) is a Ghetto. 

___ 4. My school (workplace) is a Prison. 

___ 5. My school (workplace) is a Family. 

___ 6. My school (workplace) is an Artist's Palette. 

___ 7. My school (workplace) is a Team. 

___ 8. My school (workplace) is a Negotiating Area. 

___ 9. My school (workplace) is a Culture. 

___ 10. My school (workplace) is an Exhibition. 

___ 11. My school (workplace) is an Orchestra. 

___ 12. My school (workplace) is a Garden. 

___ 13. My school (workplace) is an Expedition. 

___ 14. My school (workplace) is a Herd. 

___ 15. My school (workplace) is a Museum. 

___ 16. My school (workplace) is a Machine. 

___ 17. My school (workplace) is a Hospital. 

___ 18. My school (workplace) is a Nursery. 

___ 19. My school (workplace) is a Labor Ward. 

___ 20. My school (workplace) is a Beehive. 

___ 21. My school (workplace) is a Living Organism. 

___ 22. My school (workplace) is a Theater. 

___ 23. My school (workplace) is an International Airport. 

___ 24. My school (workplace) is a Refuge. 

___ 25. My school (workplace) is an Ocean. 

___ 26. My school (workplace) is a Board Game. 

___ 27. My school (workplace) is a Camping Trip. 

___ 28. My school (workplace) is a Court Room. 

___ 29. My school (workplace) is a Monastery. 

___ 30. My school (workplace) is a Pressure Cooker. 

___ 31. My school (workplace) is a Fraternity Party. 

___ 32. My school (workplace) is an Olympic Games. 

___ 33. My school (workplace) is a Brew Pub. 

___ 34. My school (workplace) is a Zoo. 

___ 35. My school (workplace) is an Amusement Park. 

___ 36. My school (workplace) is a Casino. 

___ 37. My school (workplace) is a Tour Bus. 

___ 38. My school (workplace) is a Theme Park. 

___ 39. My school (workplace) is a Video Arcade. 

___ 40. My school (workplace) is a Laboratory. 
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Active Learning Assessments (sample questions): 
A. Reflection #1: A New Teacher Self-Assessment for active learning. (Bonk, 1995) 

Rate: Never = 1; Seldom = 2; Sometimes = 3; Often = 4; Very Often = 5. 

In my classes... 

___ 1. students have a say in class activities and tests. 

___ 2. I help students to explore, build, and connect their ideas. 

___ 3. students share their ideas and views with each other and me. 

___ 4. students can relate new terms and concepts to events in their lives 

___ 5. students work in small groups or teams when solving problems. 

___ 6. students use computers to help them organize and try out their ideas. 

___ 7. I give hints and clues for solving problems but do not give away the answers. 

___ 8. I relate new information or problems to what students have already learned. 

___ 9. students prepare answers with a partner or team b/4 sharing ideas with the class. 

___ 10. I ask questions that have more than one answer. 

___ 11. students take sides and debate issues and viewpoints. 

___ 12. students develop ideas from a variety of library and electronic resources. 

___ 13. students bring in information that extends across subject areas or links topics. 

___ 14. students suggest possible problems and tasks. 

___ 15. I provide diagrams or pictures of main ideas to make confusing info clearer. 

 

B. Reflection #2: A Dept. Thoughtfulness Report Card: In this dept. (or class): 

___ 1. There is sustained examination of few topics, rather than superficial coverage of many. 

___ 2. The lessons display substantive coherence. 

___ 3. Students are given an appropriate amount of time to think. 

___ 4. Teachers carefully consider explanations and reasons for conclusions. 

___ 5. Teachers ask challenging questions and structure challenging tasks. 

___ 6. Teachers press students to justify or clarify assertions and answers. 

___ 7. Teachers try to get students to generate original ideas, explanations, and solutions. 

___ 8. Teachers are a model for thoughtfulness. 

___ 9. Students assume the roles of questioners and critics. 

___ 10. Students offer explanations and reasons for their conclusions. 

 

C. Reflection #3: Student Thinking Report Card (Excerpts from Teacher Assessment of Student 

Thinking from John Barrell, 1991, Teaching for Thoughtfulness, Longman Publishing). 

Rating Scale: 

1 = completely false (F); 2 = mostly F; 3 = partly F/T; 4 = mostly True; 5 = completely True 

___ 1. The student is very interested in ideas. 

___ 2. The student works well in discussion groups. 

___ 3. The student can express ideas clearly. 

___ 4. The student cannot tell which ideas are more important. 

___ 5. The student can often combine many ideas into one idea. 

___ 6. The student runs out of ideas quickly. 

___ 7. The student can often suggest ideas not mentioned before. 

___ 8. The students thinking is not well organized. 

___ 9. The student is a lazy thinker. 

___ 10. The student asks good questions. 

___ 11. The student likes to try difficult problems. 

___ 12. The student cannot concentrate for too long. 

___ 13. The plans the student makes are well thought out. 

___ 14. The student has trouble making decisions. 

___ 15. The student can think well about a wide range of things. 
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Big Picture Revisited 

a. What can teachers do to "assist" in student learning? 
Ten Techniques To Assist In Learning: (Bonk & Kim, 1998; Tharp, 1993) 
1. Modeling (illustrating and verbalizing invisible performance standards); 

2. Directly Instructing (provide clarity, needed content, and missing information); 

3. Coaching (observe and supervise in guiding toward expert performance); 

4. Scaffolding and Fading (supporting what learner can't do and later removing support); 

5. Cognitive Task Structuring (explaining/organizing the task within zones of development); 

6. Questioning (requesting a verbal response using a mental function learner can't yet do); 

7. Articulating and Dialoguing (encouraging description/summary of reasoning processes); 

8. Reflecting (fostering self-reflection and analyses of previous performances); 

9. Exploring (pushing student discovery and application of problem solving skills); 

10. Managing & Feedback (giving performance feedback and positive reinforcement). 

 

b. What resources exist for a learning environment? (Bonk, Hay, & Fischler, 1996). 

Answer is eight different things: 

(1) Teachers, (2) Peers, (3) Curriculum/Textbooks, (4) Technology/Tools, (5) Experts/Community,  

(6) Assessment/Testing, (7) Self Reflection, (8) Parents. 

 

c. Matrix of Active Learning Resources 
Directions: Fill in the matrix grid by look at the intersection of resources and teaching techniques and place a plus 

("+") to indicate whether it is possible, a negative ("-") to indicate it may not be possible, and a questionmark ("?") 

when you are uncertain if it is possible. 
 

 
 

 

1. 

Tchrs 

 

2. 

Peers 

 

3. 

Texts 

 

4. Tech. 

Tools 

 

5. 

Experts 

 

6. 

Assess 

 

7. Self 

 

8. Parents 

 
1. Model 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
2. Directly 

Instruct 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
3. Coach 
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6. Question 
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Motivation Research Highlights (Brophy) 

1. Supportive, appropriate challenge, meaningful, moderation/optimal. 

2. Teach goal setting and self-reinforcement. 

3. Offer rewards for good/improved performance. 

4. Novelty, variety, choice, adaptable to interests. 

5. Gamelike, fun, fantasy, curiosity, suspense, active. 

6. Higher levels, divergence, dissonance, interact with peers. 

7. Allow to create finished products. 

8. Provide immediate feedback, advance organizers. 

9. Show intensity, enthusiasm, interest, minimize anxiety. 

10. Make content personal, concrete, familiar. 

 

Other Classroom Motivation Tips  
(Alexander, class notes, Pintrinch & Schunk, 1996; Reeve, 1996; Stipek, 1998): 

1. Include positive before negative comments. 

2. Wish students “good effort” not “good luck”. 

3. Give flexibility in assignments and due dates. 

4. Communicate respect via tasks select and control. 

5. Design interactive and interesting activities. 

6. Use coop learning, debates, group discussions. 

7. Minimize social comparisons and public evaluations. 

8. Use relevant, authentic learning tasks. 

9. Use optimal difficulty and novelty. 

10. Use challenge, curiosity, control, and fantasy. 

11. Give challenging but achievable tasks. 

12. Create short term or proximal goals and vary these goals. 

13. Give students different ways to demo what they know. 

14. Encourage students to give and get help. 

15. Attrib failure to low effort or ineffective strategy. 

(Attrib success to effort or competence) 

16. Give poor performing student the role of expert. 
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150 Ways to Motivate in the Classroom (Raffini, 1996) 

1. Ice Breakers 

(Treasured objects, birthday circles, treasure hunts, middle name game, accomplishment hunts, 

similarity wheels, who=s like me, coat of arms, self-disclosure intros, expectations charts, 

scrambled sayings) 

2. Goal Cards, Goal Notebooks 

(ST and LT with objectives and ideas how to achieve) 

3. Floating A, Escape Clauses, Volunteer Assignments, etc. 

(to be used on any assignment within 25 hours) 

4. Self Report Cards, Self Evaluation 

5. Discussion Questions, Issues, Problems, Solutions 

(Perhaps answer questions of the other teams, talking chips) 

6. Term Crossword Puzzles or Term Matching, Competitions, Dilemmas 

7. Success Contracts and Choice Calenders 

(Guarantee an A or B if fulfill contract provisions) 

8. Positive Statements, Self Reinforcements 

(Bury the “I can’ts” and Save the “I Cans”) 

9. Celebrations, Praises, Acknowledgments, Thank Yous, Put-Ups 

(Multicultural days, trips, class awards, helpers, end of term) 

10. Class Community Building 

(Web Site and Digitized Web class photo, photo album, class project, teeshirts, field trips) 

11. Democratic Voting, Student Interest Surveys, Class Opinion Polls 

12. Random Acts of Kindness, Service Learning/Teaching, Volunteerism 

13. Change Roles or Status 

(Random roles, assume expert roles, switch roles for a day) 
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1001 Ways to Energize Employees (Bob Nelson, 1996) 
1. Bank of Boston--4 informational days to work on special projects. 

2. Honda--places individuals who know nothing about tech in design teams. 

3. Hewlett-Packard--takes out of routine by putting new bus plans on trial. 

4. Delta Land Survey--employees vote once/year on dress code, bonuses, etc. 

5. Tandem Computers--promotions based on technical OR managerial merit. 

6. Scitor Corp--no max number of sick days (ave. is 5 days/year--low). 

7. Adobe Systems--set own hours & eligible for stock options & sabbaticals. 

8. Matsushita--created research lab of 20 scientists free to explore any proj. 

9. Dan Corp.--employees can spend $500/project to improve efficiencies. 

10. Worthington Industries--majority of employees must approve new hires. 

11. Xerox--share ideas no matter rank, time clocks out & teams are in (trust). 

12. Hi-Tech Hose--lumps all vacation, sick, & holidays in a single account. 

13. Pitney-Bowes--consider displaced persons b4 turning to outside market. 

14. Ventura--pushes to take time off outdoors as long as work is done. 

15. Lands= End--encourages to express interest in any dept interested in. 

16. Microsoft--encourages fun/playfulness (e.g., installing sod, sprinklers, lawn mowers in an office). 

17. Walmart--managers wear jeans once/week to help line workers/staff. 

18. Duke Power Co.--can post electronic message to change/swap jobs. 

19. Saturn--employees can send anonymous messages to upper management. 

20. Whole Foods--everyone can access sales, profit margins, & salaries. 

21. Diesel Tech Corp--disabled products so employees can see how fit. 

22. FedEx--internal newsletter with columns devoted to competitor info. 

23. Levi Strauss--employees rate each other on teamwork, trust, communication. 

24. Computer Specialists--clients rate workers & employees rate own perf. 

25. Queen Mary Resort--brainstorms & votes once/month how to imp jobs. 

26. Advanced Micro Devices--managers have quarterly breakfast with boss. 

27. Motorola--has quarterly employee town meetings with rap sessions. 

28. S.C. Johnson Wax--flew all employees of foreign buy-outs to the U.S. 

29. Com-Corp--installed “screwup boxes” to tell manage what doing wrong. 

30. Wired Magazine--two “living room” mtg areas--sofas, stereos, CDs, etc. 

31. Microsoft--play basketball, frisbee, golf, etc. and be casual at work. 

32. Sun Micro--designed forum spaces & sun rooms for spontaneous conversations. 

33. Lands End--$9 mil for activ ctr--pool, track, photo, gym, tennis, picnic tables, whirlpool, etc. 

34. Southwest Air--1/4 of profit sharing funds must go to company stock. 

35. Computer Media Tech--encour volunteer in soup kitchens, elderly homes, etc. 

36. Xerox--social service leave program (1 month to a year) with pay. 

37. Ben Jerry=s Homemade--set aside 1% of profits for peace programs. 

38. Salem Sportswear--anyone with a tie beyond a certain pt is fined $2. 

39. Owens-Corning Fiberglass--open space mtg rooms, no agenda, no plans. 

40. Nissan--uses Involvement Through Teamwork (ITT) to discuss probs. 

41. Siemans Info Sys--created team of 23 young, talented employees under 40 to advise management. 

42. Hewlett-Packard--has 24 hour labs for res’ers & encourage to spend 10% on personal projects. 

43. AT&T--project team weekly outings to play darts & shoot pool. 

44. United Airlines--allowed workers to swap assignments (reduced sick time). 

45. Odetics--wacky stuff; telephone booth stuffing contests, bubble gum blowing, >50s day, yoga. 

46. Hallmark Greeting Cards--creativity ctr with clay, paint, etc. to think up ideas. 

47. Chiat Day (ad agency)--hangs punching bags of execs in break rooms. 

48. Alagaso--Pres Mike Warren distrib “Hey Mike” cards & posters in firm. 

49. Cooper Tires--for ownership, operators can stamp names inside tires produced. 

50. Southwest Air--CEO kissed an employee who turned down a job offer (both males). 
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Some Ice Breakers  

(Bonk, 1998; Raffini, 1996; Scannell & Newstrom, 1991; Thiagarajan, 1998) 
 

1. Ice Breakers  

a. Round I: Self-disclosure introductions (who are you, job, interests, hobbies) 

2. Round II. Self-disclosure introductions...  

a. Treasured Objects--Take out two items out of your wallet and describe how they best 

represent you (e.g., family pictures, credit cards, rabbits' feet) and share. 

b. Describe themselves (e.g., "I am a tightwad," "I am superstitious") 

c. State name with an adjective starting with 1st letter of 1st name. 

(e.g., Marvelous Mary, Dancing Diane, Inscrutable Ida, Crusty Curt) 

d. Now intro self & also by a nickname current, past, or potential nickname. 

(ask others what it means during break) 

e. Brainstorm a list of questions you would like to ask the others... 

(e.g., The person I most admire is? The best book I ever read?) 

f. Middle name game (state what middle name is and how you got it). 

3. Expectations charts 

What do you expect from this workshop, what are your goals, what could you contribute? 

a. Write short and long terms goals down on goal cards that can be referenced later on. 

b. Write 4-5 expectations for this workshop/retreat 

c. Expectations Flip Chart: share of 1-2 of these... 

4. Treasure hunts--fill out card with interests, where born, would like to live, strengths, job role, 

hobbies, etc. and find a match (find one thing in common and one thing different with everyone) 

Pass out an Index Card: What is unique about you??? 

a. Favorite Sports/hobbies/past times (upper left) 

b. Birthplace and Favorite cities to visit (upper right) 

c. Current Job and Responsibilities (lower left) 

d. 2 comments, things, or traits about yourself (e.g., team player, personable, talkative, 

opinionated, hate Purdue, like movies, move a lot, hate sports) (lower right) 

e. Accomplishments you are proud of (in the middle) 

5. Accomplishment Hunt 

a. Turn in 2-3 accomplishments (e.g., past summer, during college, during life); 

b. Workshop leader lists 1-2 of those for each student on a sheet without names. 

c. Participants have to ask "Is this you?" If yes, get a signature. 

6. Issues and Discussion Questions 

a. make a list of issues people would like to discuss. 

b. Perhaps everyone brings 2-3 questions or issues to the meeting.  

c. Partner off and create a list and then collect question cards, and, 

d. then distribute and your group must answer questions of the other groups. 

7. Team brainteasers (IQ tests), scrambled cities, crossword puzzles, competitions, dilemmas, or 

unscrambled sayings. 

8. Coat of Arms--fill in. 

#1: a recent Peak Performance; 

#2: something very few people know; 

#3: draw a symbol of how you spend your free time; 

#4: fill in something you are really good at; 

#5: write in something that epitomizes your personal motto. 
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9. It’ll Never Fly Wilbur 

a. Introduce a new idea or concept or plan. 

b. Everyone writes 4-5 problems they see in it. 

c. Divide into groups of 3-4 and discuss concerns. 

d. Each group writes down 3 roadblocks on a 3 X 5 card. 

e. Facilitator redistributes so each group gets a different card. 

f. Subgroups think creatively of how to solve those problems and share with group. 

10. Birthday groupings--Nonverbally up by date of year born and partner off with person closest to 

you in b-day and then do... 

11. Talking String--state what hope to gain from retreat (or discuss some other issue) as wrap string 

around finger; next ones state names of previous people and then state their reasons. 

12. Divide into small groups of about six people and then hand out prepared list of 5 questions in 

increasing order of disclosure for participants to ask each other and then have someone stand and 

their group must describe him or her. 

13. Psychic Massage (a closer activity) 

a. Divide in teams of 3-5. 

b. In alphabetical order of first names have someone turn his or back to the group 

c. Team members must make positive, uplifting statements about that person behind his or her 

back but loud enough for others to hear them. 

d. One minute per person. 

14. Positive Strokes 

a. 2-3 times during the session, each person fills out a 3 x 5 card about other participants. 

b. They must complete sentences like: “the thing I like best about (name) is” and “the biggest 

improvement I saw in (name) is”. 

c. At the end of the day, the folded cards are passed out and read aloud and then given to the 

named person. 

15. Community Building--common teeshirts, photo of group and perhaps put up on the Web. Put 

announcement of retreat on Web or newsletter. 

16. Communication/Learning Visuals--Draw one or more of the following that you want to use 

during the training: Gun, cannon, noose, high fives, thumbs up, watch, toilet, smiley face, etc. 

17. Ask how feel, what has happened, what did they learn, how might this help in workplace, ask 

“what if” things were different at work, and what’s next???--how might they do things differently? 

18. Have you ever questions: 

Grown a garden? Presented at a conference? Worn a costume on Halloween? Met a famous 

politician? Been on the radio? Been on TV? Been in a parade? Performed the Heimlich 

maneuver? Walked on stilts? Surfed? Drank more than 10 cups of coffee in a 24 hour period? 

Owned a watch for more than 10 years? Tried on a straight jacket? Been to a morgue? Laid down 

inside a casket? Taken a Uber ride? Swum a mile in an ocean? Visited a winery? Owned a smart 

watch? Been a Boy Scout or Girl Scout? Shaved your head? Flown a drone? Flown a plane? 

Ditched a blind date? Water skied on one ski? Sky dived? Bungee jumped? Whitewater rafted a 

dangerous river? Been in a play? Milked a goat or a cow? Done back-to-back all-nighters? 

Completed a marathon? Broken a bone? Made an obscene gesture at someone when driving your 

car? Cheated on your income tax? Had a permanent tattoo? Run a toll booth? Had a hot cup of 

coffee spill on your lap? Been in the CN Tower in Toronto? Visited Canada? Mexico? Been 

above the Arctic circle or below the Antarctic Circle? Driven a race car? Slept in the forest?  
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